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Mathematics. - On the geametry af spin spaces. I. By J. A. SCHOUTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

§ 1. Object transfarmatians and caardinate transfarmatians in an R" 
and in its spin space. 

In the foundation of every theory of spin spaces we find in some form or 
other the following formula 

A.B=l ..... N; I). (1. 1) 

where the v" are tbe components of a contravariant vector in a centred R" 
and the v~B are components of a mixed quantity of valence 2 in a centred 

EN, both with respect to rectilinear affine coordinatesystems (,,) and (A) 
respectively 2). Now (1. 1) expresses that among the mixed aHinors of 
valence 2 in ENthere is a certain set of (Xl" th at is looked upon as vectors 
in an Rn. But we need something more to get at the conception of spin 
space. This may be formulated for n = 2v 3). In Rn we have to introduce 
a one to one correspondence between a set of mutually perpendicular unit
vectors i"; j = 1. ... , n with signatures e2 ; e = 1 or i. and a set of quantities 

j j j 

i~B in EN; N = 2v• such that 
j 

.A .e _ ~ 2l~ for j = k mA ~ 1 for A = B ~ , e , B - • UB = (1 2) 
(j' k)' 0 for j =f k' 0 for A =f B • . 

1]~Bl is a connecting quantity. connecting the Rn and the EN and trans

forming as follows 

(I. 3) 

if in both spaces homogeneous linear coordinate transformations are per
formed. From our point of view it has no sense to ask for a geometrie 
interpretation of a change of the quantity 1]. Points and other objects in 
the En are really objects of Rn. and the only meaning of the introduction 
of the EN is that these objects get other components that transform in a 
convenient way. Hence the quantity 1] has only the task of furnishing 
these other components. It behaves like the unity affinor A1 in Rn that 
furnishes new coordinates for a vector in the formula v"' = A~' v". 

It has no sense to ask for a change of the unity affinor, only its mixed 
components A~' may change with coordinatc transformations, and the same 
holds for the quantity 1]. 

1) H no special agreement is made, the indices x, i. , .. . always take the values 1. ... , n. 
2) An En is an ordinary affine space, a centred En is an En with fixed origin. An 

Rn is an En with a metric fixed by a fundamental tensor with constant components. 
3) The case n = 2 v + 1 can be easily dealt with if we know all about the case 

r. = 2 v. 
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The most important theorem of spin theory states that if there is given 
an orthogonal vectortransformation 

i' = T\ i' 
J' . J 

(1. 4) 

in Rn, there always exists an alfine vectortransformation S~B in tbe EN. 
such th at 

-1 

iA -SA iC SD 
}'.B- .CJ.D .B· (1. 5) 

F rom (1. 1 ). (1. 4) and (1. 5) it follows, that the quantity 'YJ is invariant 
if both objecttransformations are performed simultaneously 

-1 -1 
A - C SA SD T' 'YJ.Bl-'YJ.D, .C .B .1' • (1. 6) 

This same theorem. formulated in terms of coordinate transformations, 
states that if (h) ~ (h') is an orthogonal coordinate transformation in Rn. 
th ere always exists an alfine coordinate transformation (A) ~ (A') in SN 
such tbat the components of 1'J~BI are individually invariant: 

A' ~A' ~B ~i A 
'YJ. B'i' = uA uB' ui' 'YJ .Bi:· (1. 7) 

c5 = Kronecker symbol. 

That means. that. if we choose orthogonal coordinatesystems (h) in Rn; 
h = 1 •...• n. the coordinatesystems in Rn and EN can always be linked in 
such a way. that the components 'YJ~Bi have during the investigation always 

the same definitely chosen values. This is of ten done but it will not be 
done bereafter. In contradistinction to many other publications we leave 
tbe coordinatesystems in EN as long as possible entirely free as far as they 
cannot be fixed by really invariant conditions. 

The correspondence T ~ S furnishes a representation of the orthogonal 
group in Rn. Here arises the problem of the determination of all independent 
representations of this group and its main subgroups. a problem that is 
dealt with thoroughly in many publications and that will not be touched 
hereafter. The problem we are interested in here is another one. To every 
orthogonal transformation in Rn there correspond at least two homogeneous 
linear transformations in EN and these form a group. It is this group that 
we intend to investigate. Especially we face the problem how this group 
can be determined by its . invariants 4) or by some invariants and some 
conditions. Some of these invariants. the quantities named hereafter R~B' 

CAB. DAB and n~B and called the chief invariants. are weIl known. But 

for 'V> 2 these chief invariants do not determine the group and accordingly 
in these cases th ere must be more invariants. W .e prove that there is an 
invariant S~ÉJ~D that determines the whole group and together with nAB 

4) We use the term invariant in its broader sense. including invariant quantities. not 
only scalars. 
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the group corresponding to all rea! orthogonal transformations in Rn . For 
y = 3 there is another very simple invariant of valence four determining 
the whole group together with Rand C and the subgroup corresponding to 
rea! transformations together with R. C and Q . For y> 3 it is more 
convenient to complete R. C and Q by ad ding some conditions that will 
turn out to be very simpie. 

As to former publications we mention here only the most important ones 
of VAN DER WAERDEN 5). BRAUER and WEYL 6). VEBLEN and GIVENS 7) and 
CARTAN 8). VAN DER WAERDEN's paper gave the foundation of spinor 
analysis for y = 2. His point of view is the same as ours. BRAUER and WEYL 
were most interested in representation theory. they fix from the beg inning a 
eer ta in representation. that is a certain coordinate system in EN where we 
try to leave this coordinate system as free as possible. In CARTAN's two 
little books the coordinatesystems in EN are also fixed but he is ehiefly 
interested in the geometry in EN. just as we are. VEBLEN and GIVENS 
consider the auxiliary space from the projective point of view and make 
plenty use of the wellknown proper ties of collineations. anticollineations. 
correlations and anticorrelations in projective spa ce. Many points of our 
exposition are closely connected with points of these lectures 9). But th ere 
are two big differences. firstly we take always the affine point of view 
and secondly we use only very elementary means and do not need any 
more complicated geometrical results. Other publications will be referred 
to hereafter. 

§ 2. Associative a!gebras. We recall briefly some properties of hyper~ 
complex number systems necessary in the sequeI 10 ). If m hypercomplex 
numbers e 1 • •••• €m form an algebra with the multiplication rules 

".À.ft=1 •...• m (2. 1) 

with m3 ordinary rea I or complex numbers cpi' this algebra is associative 
if and only if 

c · ·!! C ' " = C' " c··1! 
f'À I!V N! J.v ". À. ft . y. e = 1 ..... m .. (2.2) 

If the e). suffer a homogeneous linear transformation. the ci,/ transform 

in the same way as the el. For each value of ), the ci/<'" is called the trace 

(~pur. Spur) of the hypercomplex number el. Each set of m linearly in~ 
dependent hypercomplex numbers is a base of the algebra. We only 
consider associative algebras containing a number A satisfying the condition 

A B = B A = B . (2. 3) 

5) Spinoranalyse. Nachr. d. Ges. d. Wiss. Göttingen 1929. 100-109. 
G) Spinors in n dimensions. Amer. Journ. of Math. 57. 425-449 (1935). 
0) Geometry of complex domains. Lectures Ins!. of adv. Study 1935-'36. 
8) Leçons sur la théorie des spineurs land 11 , Ac!. scien!. et industr. 643 and 701. 1938. 
9) It is a pity that these beautiful lectures are not printed and only known to a few 

persons that have got a cyclostyled copy. 
10) Cf. e.g. L. E. DICKSON, Algebras and their Arithmetics, Chicago 1923. 
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for every choice of the hypercompiex number B. A is called unity and is 
mostly identified with 1. The trace of A is m. 

The mixed affinors P~B: A. B = 1 ..... N in an EN with the multi
plication rules 

P~BQ~c=R~c: short:PQ=R: A.B.C=l ..... N. (2.4) 

form an associative algebra with m = N2. called the matrix algebra MN. 
Obviously the trace of P~B is NP~A. It has been proved that every 
associative algebra is a subalgebra of some M N • 

By multiplication of two algebras with bases e.l.: .( = 1. .... mand e A: 

A = 1 •... • M an algebra with mM numbers el X e A = e A X e.l. can be 
formed with the multiplication rules 

· (2.5) 

The product of s M 2' s is an M 2s and conversely M N can for Neven be 
written as the product of Y2 N M 2' s in an infinite number of ways. 

A hypercomplex number F for which FF = F is called an idempotent. 
To every associative algebra there exists an arithmetic invariant p 
indicating the maximum number of idempotents whose mutual products 
are zero. Such a set of p idempotents is called a main set (Hauptreihe) of 
the algebra. E .g. in the M N of the P~B we have p = N and the N affinors 

N 
: eAeB : A.B=l ..... N 

N 
· (2.6) 

formed by the measuring vectors of the EN form a main set. For main sets 
the following theorem holds: 

Theorem I. (Theorem of autoisomorphism of associative algebras.) 

If the base el' .... Cm is chosen in such a way that el' ... , ep form a main 
set and if El • ... , Ep is another main set. there exist always m-p hyper-
complex numbers Ep+!, ... , Em, such that the multiplication rules of the el 
and of the El: ), = 1, ... , m, are the same. 

This theorem was proved by the author in 1914 11 ). In the proof the 
El were expressed explicitly in the el 12) and from these expressions it 
follows immediately that in the special case that the algebra is an MN 
there exists a hypercomplex number S of M N such that 

El=Se;.S-l l=l ..... m · (2.7) 

and that this number is determined to within a realor complex scalar 
factor. But this conclusion was not drawn in 1914 and it was formulated 
and proved independently by BRAVER and WEYL in 1935 13). Calling a 

11) Zur Klassifizierung des assoziativen Zahlensysteme. Math. Ann. 76, 1-66 (1914). 
12) L.c. p. 34. 
13) L.c. p. 447. 
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transformation of the form S ... S-l (that obviously leaves invariant the 
multiplication rules of the algebra) an automorphism. the theorem of 
BRAVER and WEYL can be formulated as follows: 

Theorem 11. (Theorem of automorphisms of an MN') 

If el' .. .• eN' and EI ..... EN' are two bases of an MN with the same 
multiplication rules. there always exist an automorphism 

).=1 ••••• Nl . (2.8) 

in which the hypercomplex number S is determined to within a realor 
complex scalar factor. 

A Clifford algebra Cn is an associative algebra consisting of 2n numbers. 
viz. A (or 1). n numbers i ..... i. satisfying the multiplication rules 

I n 

l 
f.2 for j= k 

ii= j 

j k - ii for j -=f k 
kj 

f.2=±1 
j 

j. k= 1 •...• n 
(2.9) 

der 
and all products of the i's up to I = i . ...• i. This set of 2n numbers is called 

jin 

a Clifford base of the algebra. The set of numbers i ..... i is called a 
I n 

Clifford set and the sequence f.2 ..... E2 its signature. It has been proved 
I n 

that for n = 2y a Cn is an M N: N = 2" and that for n = 2y + 1 a Cn is 
the product of an M N : N = 2" and a Cl with two numbers A (or 1) and 
Band the multiplication rules 

AA=A : AB=BA=A : BB=A • (2. 10) 

From this it follows. making use of theorem II. that for n = 2y every 
set of n numbers of a Cn. satisfying equations of the form (2.9). is a 
Clifford set. i.e. that these numbers and their products form a Clifford 
base. From the definition of the trace it follows that all numbers of a 
Clifford base except A have trace zero and that the trace of A is 2n. 

Using the fact that C n = M N : N = 2" for n = 2v we may write one 

of the nu mb ers of a Clifford set. e.g. i as a matrix i~B: A. B = 1 ..... N. 
I I 

Then, if vA is an eigenvalue of i, we have 
1 

iv=).v : iiv=f.2V=).2V (2. 11) 
I 11 

and consequently ), = -+- E. The trace of i being zero, i must have just 
I I I / 

der 
M = Y2 N eigenvalues + E and M eigenvalues - E. In the same way it can 

I I 

be proved that the number i ... i; p :;; n has M eigenvalues + i (p,) E .. , E and 
I pip 

M eigenvalues - i(P2) E ••• E. From th is it follows geometrically th at every 
I p 
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number of a Clifford base except A fixes in EN a set of two EM's having 
no dit,ecticm In common. 

We prove that in a C 2v +<; E = 0 or 1 th ere exist sets of 2v + 1 and no 
sets of more numbers that are at the same time square roots of A or - A 
and mutually anticommutative. We take any Clifford set i . ... . i. Be now R 

I n 

a square root of A. anticommutative with each of the i's. Then. if R is 
written out in A, the i's and the produets of the i's up to I, we see that 
in this expres sion all terms vanish for E = 1 and that only the term with I 
remains for E = O. Hence for E = 0 

R=±i"~ ... ~I. (2. 12) 
I n 

For E = 1 the same formula (2.12) defines the only number in C2V+I 

that is at the same time 1 ° not equal to A, 2° a square root of A and 3° 
commutative with all numbers of C2,,+ 1 • Obviously for E = 1 the number R. 
is invariant to within the sign for all autoisomorphisms. But this is not 
true for E = 0; e.g. for v = 1 the transformation 

i=i 
I' I 

is an automorphism. 

i=idi 
2' I 12 

ii=i~3i 
I' 2' I 2 

(2. J 3) 

In a C2" a Clifford set ~ being given. the 1 + G) + (~) + ... + C) = 1/2 N2 

produets of an even number of i's form a C2"_I. which is a product of v-I 
i 

M 2 's and the Cl formed by A and the R belonging to this Clifford set. In 
this C2,,-1 not only A but also R is commutative with all other numbers. 
A Clifford set of this algebra is e.g. 

ii ii ii. (2. 14) 
12 13 12" 

§ 3. The spin space belonging to an Rn; n = 2v. Be iZ; j = 1, ... , n, 
i 

,,= 1, ... , n a' set of n mutually orthogonal unitvectors in an Rn with 

signature E2, .... E2 . From these vectors (;) p-vectors i[" ••• iXp1 can be 
I n i, ip 

formed for every value of p from 2 up to n. Together with the scalar 1 we 
have then 2n quantities. For two quantities of this set. containing pand q 
vectorfactors respectively and having just r vectorfactors in common we 
define a product as follows. Af ter writing the quantities in the right order. 
the transvection with gl .• is formed over the two neighbouring indices. 
th en over the next two neighbouring indices. and so on r times. and from 
the remaining factors the alternating product is formed multiplied by 

e) e) r I. e.g . 

WiJ. il'l; i[v il! i<l .... WiJ. il'l i[" il! i<l gl''' gJ. e .... - E2 E2 i[z ,"'1 (3. 1) 
123 123 123423 2314 
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This being done, the 2n quantities with this multiplication form a Cn. 
Writing the unitvectors simply i; j = 1, ... , n and denoting their alternating 

i 
products by i i or i etc., the i's form a Clifford set with the multiplication 

i k ik i 
rules (2.9). 

The Cn being an M N;N = 2v, the i's and their products i, i, ... may 
ik ikl 

be considered as affinors in an auxiliary EN 

.A A.;( 
l .B = r; .B. l 
i i 
.A .A.B 
l.B = l.C l .D 

ik i k 

A.B=l .... ,N ~ 

etc. ~ 
(3.2) 

and vice versa every mixed affinor P~B of val en ce 2 in EN may be con~ 

sidered as a definite set of quantities in Rn consisting of a scalar, a vector, 
a bivector etc. up to an n~vector. More general every object, e.g. a vector 
(or point) in EN may be considered as a definite geometric object in Rn 
consisting of a set of quantities in Rn. The EN connected in this way 
with the Rn is called the spinspace of Rn and from now on denoted by 
€JN; N = 2v• 

If a Clifford set i of C n is given and another Clifford set i with the 
i j' 

same signature, according to theorem 11 th ere exists an automorphism 
S ... S-1 such th at 

short: i = S i S-1 • (3. 5) 
i' i 

SA represents a homogeneous linear transformation of vectors in 3N and .B 
is determined to within a scalar factor. Conversely every linear homo~ 
geneous transformation in 3N transforms cvery base of Cn into another 
base with the same multiplication rules. 

The i 's in (3.5) can always be linearly expressed in the i's and their 
j' i 

products. But it may happen that in these expressions only the i's occur 
i 

and not their products. Then we have in 3N a homogeneous linear trans~ 
formation transforming the i's into linear forms of the i's and leaving all 

i i 
scalar products invariant. But this corresponds to an orthogonal trans~ 
formation in Rn. 

t = T';. (. 
i' . i 

(3. 6) 

Conversely every orthogonal transformation T in Rn corresponds to such 
a special transformation S in 3N and this latter transformation is fixed to 
within an arbitrary realor complex scalar factor. By thc condition 
lOet (S) I = + 1, Scan be determincd to within a scalar factor of the 
form e i l'. Hence thc group Gor of all orthogonal transformations in Rn 
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corresponds to a certain subgroup Gs of the group of all affine trans
formations in 8N. Every correspondence between the transformations of 
Gor and some linear homogeneous group in another space is called a 
representation of Gor. As has been established in the weIl developed 
theory of representations the representation in 8N considered here is only 
a special case and other representations can be derived from it. e.g. by 
considering the transformations in 8N of other quantities instead of vectors. 
But this is not what we are interested in here. Our chief aim is to study 
the group G. and its comitants. 

The equations (2.9) can be written 

j. k=À •...• n; 

A.B.C=l, ...• N 
(3.7) 

and in this formula we recognize for n = 4 the i A
8 as the wellknown 

r 
hypercomplex numbers or matrices introduced by DIRAC for y = 2. 

(3.2) and (3.5) establish a definite correspondence between vector
transformations of Gor in Rn and vectortransformations of G. in 8N. IE in 
8N we perform the coordinatetransformation (A) ~ (A') this same cor
respondence will be represented by other components S ~~,. So every 

definite choice of a coordinatesystem in 8N gives another representation 
of Gor. As to these coordinatesystems we try to fix them as far as possible 
by invariant conditions. Special coordinatesystems in 8N not fixed in an 
invariant way will only be used temporarily for computing purposes. 

By the orthogonal coordinatesystems in Rn a certain kind of Clifford 
sets in the Cn is preferred and with them the quantity R. known to within 
the sign. Hence this quantity is invariant for all transformations in 8N 
corresponding to rotations in Rn and it changes its sign for all trans
formations corresponding to reflexotations 14). Now we have seen that 
R fixes two EM's in 8N and that enables us to introduce as a first invariant 
condition that from the contravariant measuring vectors in 8N the first M 
lie in one invariant EM and the other ones in the other invariant EM. Then 
R takes the form 

1 M M+1 N 
RA8=±(eAe8+ ... +eAe8- eA eB- ... -eAeB).. (3.8) 

• 1 M M+1 N 

For y = 1 we have n = 2. N = 2 and the M 2 is a quaternion algebra. 
Denoting R in this case by r. it is wellknown that there exist in M 2 next 
to r two hypercomplex numbers pand q such that 

pq=-ir 

qr =-ip 

rp =- iq 

pp=l ! 
; qq=l . 

; rr =1 

(3.9) 

14) A reflexotation in Rn is a transformation with determinant -1. It can be formed 

by a rotation (det. = + 1) followed by a reflexion at an Rn -1' 
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and that. the representation oE r being given by (3. 8). the only possible 
representations oE pand q are 

2 1 

p=leAeB+ 1/;.eAeB 
1 2 

2 1 · (3. 10) 
q = ileAeB-ï1/;.eAeB 

1 2 

with an arbitrary realor complex parameter J.. Hence Eor v = 1 the most 
general representation. satisfying the first invariant condition is 

i=EP=E{.PZ+I/;.21) l 
t t t 

i=Eq=iE{112-1/J.21) 
2 2 2 

I = i i=-i H r=- iE E (11- 22) 
t 2 t 2 t 2 

· (3. 11) 

Erom which we see that real representations are only possible Eor the two 
indefinite cases : J. = real for E = 1. E = i and l = imaginary for E = i. 

t 2 
E= 1. 
2 

For v = 2 we have n = 4. N = 4 and the M4 can be written as the 
product oE two M 2 ·s. We have al ready proved th at th ere exist sets oE 5 
(and no sets oE more) nu mb ers that are square roots of A and mutually 
anti-commutative. EDDINGTON ca lied them pentads. Writing out the 16 

1 1 1 2 2 2 

rroducts oE the numbers 1. p. q. rand 1. p. q. r oE the two M 2's and 
omitting the indices because in the sequel the order oE two of these Eactors 
will never be changed. we get the 16 numbers of M 4 

1 X 1 lXp lXq 
IX, l pXl pXp pXq pXr 

(3. 12) · qXl qXp qXq qXr 

r Xl rXp rXq rXr 

Now it is easy to verify that the 5 numbers 

pXl : rXp : qXl rXq rXr (3. 13) 

form a pentad and that every ot her pentad taken Erom the 16 numbers 
1 1 1 

(3.12) can be obtained Erom (3. 13) by suitable permutations oE p. q. rand 
2 2 2 

p. q. r. From theorem 11 it Eollows moreover that. an arbitrary pentad in 
M4 being given. it is always possible to Eind in M4 two M 2 's and in each 
M 2 Eour numbers 1. p. q. r such that the given pentad is just represented 
by (3.13). 

F rom the pentad (3. 13) four numbers can be taken only in two 
essentially different ways. i.e. we may leave out either a product containing 
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a symbol 1 or a product without a 1. Hence the two different possibilities 
for the representation of i, ... , i are 

1 of 

I II 
i: EpXl E rXp 
1 1 1 

i: E rXp E r Xq 
2 2 2 

i: EqX1 E r Xr (3. 1 '4) 
3 3 3 

i: E rXq f pX1 
of of of 

I: fEEE rXr -tEtE qX1 
1 23 of 1 23 of 

R: ±rXr ±qX1 

All other possibilities can be got by permutation of p, q and r in each of 
the M 2 's, by permutation of i, i, i, i and by changing the signs of these 

1 2 3 of 

unitvectors. 
IE we choose now in each M 2 the representation (3.10) with arbitrary 

parameters 1 and 1, only I gives a representation of R satisfying our first 
1 2 

condition of invariance. For 1 = 1, 1 = 1, I is the representation used by 
1 2 

BRAVER and WEYL 15) and II is the representation used by KRAMERS to 
within a sign in i (due to a change of sign in the definition of q) 16). 

2 

IE the preferred position of r in both M 2 's is taken into account we get 
a third and fourth essentially diff~rent possibility 

111 IV 
i: E pX1 E qXl 

I I 

i: E qX 1 EpXq 
2 2 2 

i: E rXq E r X 1 (3. 15) 
3 3 3 

i: E rXr E pXr 
of of of 

I: -E E EE rXp tEEf pXp 
1 23 .. I 23 .. 

R: ± rXp ± pXp 

As soon as the parameters 1 and À are fixed the question arises whether 
1 2 

among these representations there are realor purely imaginary ones. We 
need only to suppose that e.g. both parameters are real (a change of a para~ 
meter from real to purely imaginary is equivalent to the interchanging of 
pand q). Then in both M 2' S pand rare real and q is purely imaginary. 
We then have seven essentially different representations 

15 ) L.c. p. 429. 
1 0 ) Die Grondlagen der Quantentheorie, Leipzig 1938, p. 285, Cf. BELINFANTE, Theory 

of heavy Quanta, Dissertation, Leiden 1939, p. 7. 
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I 11 11' 

i: 10 pXI (r) 10 l' Xp (r) 10 1'Xq (i) 
I I 

i: 10 rXp (r) 10 l' Xq (i) e 1'Xp (1') 
2 2 2 2 

i: 10 qXI (i) 10 l' X r (1') 10 1'X1' (r) 
3 3 3 3 

i: 10 1'Xq (i) 10 pXI (1') 10 qXI (i) 
4 1 4 4 

I: e..e 1'Xr -10 •• 10 qXI -e..epXI 
I 4 I 1 I 1 

R: ± 1'Xr (1') ± qXI (i) ± pXI (1') 

(3.16) 
III lIl' IV IV' 

10 pX I (r) e qXI (i) 10 qXI (i) epXI (1') 
I I I I 

10 qXI (i) e pX I (r) epXq (i) eqXp (i) 
2 2 2 2 

10 1'Xq (i) 10 r Xp (r) e l' Xl (1') e 1'XI (r) 
3 3 3 3 

10 1'X1' (1') e 1'X1' (1') e pX1' (1') 10 qX1' (i) 
4 1 1 1 

-10 •• 10 1'Xp - 10 •• 10 1'Xq 10 •• 10 pXp !L.e qXq 
I 1 1 I 1 

(r) !1 1 ~ qXq ± 1'Xp (1') ±1'Xq (i) ± pXp (1') 

In this tahle (1') means real and (i) means imaginary, leaving aside the 
influence of the e's . As we see in every pentad th ree real and two purely 
imaginary quantities occur. This is in accordance with a theorem due to 
EDDINGTON, stating that if a pentad with signature + + + + + is repre~ 
sented hy matrices, always three and not more of them can he chosen real 
and the remaining ones purely imaginary 17). 

From (3. 16) we see that for the signatures + + + + and ---
no realor purely imaginary representations are possible. For the interesting 
signature + + + - we have two essentially different real representations 
(applying the permutation 2, 4 ~ 4, 2 in 11 and 3,4, 1 ~ 1,3, 4 in III/) 

IIrn IIIm 
i 1'Xp 1'Xp 
I 

i pXI pXI 
2 

i 1'X1' 1'X1' (3. 17) 
3 

i 1'Xiq iq X I 
1 

I iqX I -1'Xiq 

R ±qXI ±1'Xq 

For the signature - - - + we have to add a factor -+- i in all produets 

17) This theorem of Eddington is a consequence of a much more genera! theorem that 
will be proved in the sequei. 
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of (3.17) and get th en two purely imaginary representations. We eaU 
rea I and imaginary representations af ter MAJORANA 18). who used the 
rea I ones for the description of neutral particles. The representation 11 m 

was used by BELINFANTE 19) who proved that it can be derived from the 
KRAMERS representation by a transformation S ... S-l; S = J X J + iq X q 
followed by i --+ -i; i --+ i i. 11'. III. IV and IV' lead to MAJORANA repre~ 

2 2 4 .. 

sentations for the signature + + --. 
Writing out the representation I. and substituting 11, 22. 21 and 12 

by 1, 2. 3 and -4 we get for ).1 = 1, ).2 = 1 

i E (13+"2+ 31+ 2,,) 
1 

i E (1" + "I - 32 - 23) 
2 2 

i 
3 

Ei (13+"2- 31- 2,,) 
3 

Ei (1"-"1- 32+ 23) 
4 

. • • . • (3. 18) 
i 
4 

I: E ••• E (11+ 22- 33-"") 
1 .. 

R: ±(11+ 2
2-

3
3-

4
,,) 

F rom this we get for the signature + + + + 
1/2(i+ii): 31+24 

1 3 

IIz (i - ii): 13 + 42 
1 3 

1/2(i+ii): 41- 23 
. • . . . (3. 19) 

2 .. 

1/2(i-ii): '4- 32 
2 .. 

If 2 and -4 are interchanged (that means 12 --+ 2; 22 --+ -4) these matrices 
correspond to the matrices H 4 • H 2• Ha and Hl used by CARTAN 20) 

and I corresponds to his matrix Hf). Hence CARTAN also uses a repre~ 
sentation of the form I. 

The representation I is the only one that can immediately be generalized 
for an Rn; n = 2v. as was shown by BRAVER and WEYL 21) 

i: EpXJ X ... XJ E qXJX ... XJ 
1 1 ~+I ~+I 

i: uXpX1. .. XJ i E rXqX ... Xl 
2 2 ~"t2 ~"t2 

(always 
(3.20) 

i: ErXrX ... rXp 
.. " 

i E rXrX ... rXq 
n 

v factors) 
n 

(~+ I) I: (-1) 2 i"E .. . ErXrX ... Xr 
1 n 

R: ±rXrX ... Xr 

18) E. MAjORANA, Nuov. Cim. 14, 171 (1937) 
19) L.c. p. 10. 
20) L.c. 11 p. 6. 
21) L.c. p . 429. 
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These authors use À. = 1 in all M 2's. Contrary to the case y = 1 (3,20) 
is not the most general representation satisfying the first invariant con~ 
dition, because not every transformation S ... S-1 in EN leaving invariant 
the invariant EM's of R can be obtained by changing the l's in the factor~ 
~M2'S. But it is the only one that satisfies the additional condition that 
the r's in a wellchosen set of factor~M2's have all the special form 
11 - 22• Also Eor general values of y CART AN uses a representation of the 
form I. 

(To be continued.) 



Geology. - Sur un massif granodioritique et ses phénomènes de contact 
à l'ouest de Palopo (Célèbes). Par H. A. BROUWER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

La route de Palopo à Rante Pao. dans rextrême sud de Ia Célèbes 
centrale, traverse un massif granodioritique. ABENDANON 1) l'a indiqué 
schématiquement sur sa carte géologique auxentours du B. Poeang, dont 
Ie sommet atteint une hauteur de 2023 mètres. Pendant mon retour en 
auto de Palopo à Macassar, à Ia fin de mes explorations à travers Ia 
Célèbes centrale 2), j'ai recueilli Ie long de cette route des échantillons de 
roches du massif, du cortège filonien et de l'auréole de métamorphisme. 

Les premiers affleurements du contact des granodiorites avec les roches 
encaissantes se trouvent à une distance d'à peu près 17 kilomètres de 
Palopo (fig. 1) 3). Le contact occidental se trouve à une distance d'à 
peu près 28 kilomètres de Rante Pao, Les échantillons recueillis ne sont 
pas nombreux et ne permettent pas de faire une étude approfondie de 
l'auréole de métamorphisme et des variations de bordure du massif. Cepen~ 
dant, Ia région étant peu connue, certains résultats méritent d'être signalés. 

La série sédimentaire (formation de Maroro) dans laquelle les grano
diorites sont intrusives, se compose principalement de schistes argileuses, 
sou vent rougeätres, avec des intercalations de grès, de marnes et de 
calcaires. L'äge de Ia série a donné lieu à discussion; en partie eIIe est 
d'äge éocène et certains auteurs ont admis qu'elle représente une série 
compréhensive avec passage continu du crétacé au tertiaire, 

Roches du massif. 

Les échantillons étudiés sont pour Ia plu part des granodiorites et des 
diorites quartzifères assez finement grenues. lIs montrent souvent une 
texture gneissique plus ou moins accentuée. De grands cristaux de feldspath 
prêtent à certaines roches une apparence porphyroïde. LelS échantillons 
recueillis loin du contact se rapprochent Ie plus dugranite. 11 sont riches 
en orthose et biotite. Dans les roches porphyroïdes de grands cris tau x 
d'orthose englobent les au tres éléments; l'orthose des roches non porphy~ 
roïdes forme des plages xénomorphes. Certaines roches plus près du contact 
sont plus riches en amphibole et plagioclase, ma is les échantillons recueillis 

1) E. C. ABENDANON, Voyages géologiques et géographiques à travers la Célèbes 
centrale (1909-1910). Avec atlas. Vol. I. Chap. I et IV. 

Ou temps des voyages d'ABENDANON à travers la Célèbes .centrale la route n'était pas 
encore construite. Il a traversé la région plus au sud et plus au nord. Les roches intrusives. 
filoniennes et métamorphiques de sa collection, en partie des galets et des bloes roulés, 
ont été étudiées par GISOLF (voir E. C, ABENDANON, loc, dt. Vol. III). 

2) H. A. BROUWER. Geologische Onderzoekingen op het eiland Celebes. Verh. Geol. 
Mijnb. Gen, X, 1934, p. 39-218. - Geological Explorations in the island of Celebes 
under the leadership of H. A. BROUWER. Amsterdam, 1947. 

3) C (fig. 1) indique la localité la plus orientale OÛ nous avons observé Ie contact. 
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Fig. I. Granodiorites et roches métamorphiqucs Ie long de la route de Palopo à Rante Pao. 

16, 17 etc. distances en kilomètres de PaIopo. La Iimite entre Ie massif et son auréoIe, de même que I'extension des granodiorites et des roches métamorphiques, 

sont approximatives. Le bord du massif au contact orientaI (C) n'est pas suffisamment connu et n'a pas été dessiné id . 
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sont trop peu nombreux pour pouvoir juger à quel point Ie massif est plus 
dioritique vers sa bordure. Des enchevêtrements de biotite et amphibole, 
indiquant une cristallisation simultanée des deux minéraux, sont fréquents. 
Dans plusieurs roches nous avons observé l' orthite et Ie sphène. 

Les échantillons recueillis au contact avec les roches encaissantes sont 
en majeure partie porphyriques avec des phénocristaux de feldspath, de 
quartzet de biotite, nageant dans une päte finement grenue constituée 
par les mêmes éléments. Les phénocristaux de feldspath sont principalement 
des plagioclases. Outre ces minéraux il est d'autres éléments en petites 
quantités parmi lesquels la muscovite, Ie sphène et l'orthite. Près du contact 
occidental, dont nous n'avons pas étudié les détails, s'observent de petits 
affleurements isolés de roches porphyriques qui ne sont pas indiqués dans 
la figure 1. Ces roches sont caractérisées par une texture schisteuse 
accentuée. Au microscope elles ont l'aspect des gneiss oeillés sans texture 
cataclastique. 

Nous admettons que les textures gneissiques, plus ou moins accentuées, 
sont toutes attribuables aux mouvements pendant la mise en place du 
magma encore plastique. 

Roches de filon. 

Près du contact septentrional nous avons recueillis des échantillons de 
filons, qui sont en rapport avec Ie massif granodioritique. Les filons 
recoupent les roches métamorphiques. 

La roche filonienne Ie plus près du contact est de caractère lampro~ 
phyrique. Elle est riche en éléments ferromagnésiens, dont l'amphibole 
brune ou verdätre prédomine. Les phénocristaux d'amphibole et de biotite 
nagent dans une päte, qui contient les mêmes minéraux, associés à des 
plagioclases assez basiques, de l'orthose et du quartz. 

Plus loin de la bordure du massif les roches métamorphiques sont 
recoupées par une microdiorite quartzifère. La roche montre des phéno~ 
cristaux de plagioclase zoné, d'amphibole verte, de biotite brune et de 
quartz. La päte contient les mêmes éléments auxquelsest associé l'orthose. 

Produits du métamorphisme. 
Les échantillons étudiés ne montrent qu'un faible apport de substances 

émanées de la roche intrusive. La recristallisation des roches métamorphi~ 
ques tient la place prépondérante et les produits du métamorphisme 
dépendent de la nature des sédiments métamorphisés. 

Les roches recueillies au contact même sont des cornéennes, qui se sont 
produites aux dépens de roches siHco~alumineuses et de roches marneuses. 
Dans les cornéennes de la première groupe Ie développement abondant 
de l'andalusite est caractéristique. 11 s'y joint la biotite, Ie quartz, la 
cordiériteet Ie feldspath. Dans certaines cornéennes de minces Hts super~ 
posés montrent une teneur variée en orthose. Dans d'autres un plagioclase 
acide est parmi les constituents. Comme Ie zircon, la rutile et la magnétite, 
la tourmaline est un minéral accessoire qui se trouve généralement en 
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petite quantité dans toutes les roches. Un des échantillons recueillis entre 
les poteaux kilométriques 20 et 21 4) est caractérisé par Ie développement 
abondant de tourmaline, montrant un important apport local des substances 
émanées de la roche intrusive. 

Quand la roche sédimentaire est plus marneuse il se produit au contact 
des cornéennes de grain fin dont la composition est diverse. On les trouve 
au contact entre les poteaux kilométriques 28 et 29. Parmi les éléments 
blancs Ie quartz est prédominant. Augite, amphibole et biotite sont les 
minéraux caractéristiques de zones alternantes, dans lesquelles un ou deux 
de ces minéraux prédominent. Un autre échantillon montre des zones, 
essentiellement formées de diopside, quartz et feldspath , alternant avec des 
zones riche en épidote et pyrite. Une lentille dans la roche contient les 
minéraux suivants: sphène, pyrite, quartz, chlorite, actinolite et magnétite, 
accompagnant l'épidote prédominante. 

Plus loin des contacts nous avons recueilli des schistes micacés et des 
schistes tachetés, comme dans Ie cas de beaucoup d'autres auréoles de 
métamorphisme. Nous signaIons deux types qui se distinguent des types 
normaux. Le premier est un schiste à chiastolite riche en graphite; quartz , 
muscovite, tourmaline, leucoxène et rutile sont parmi les constituents de 
la roche. Le deuxième est un schiste à actinolite et biotite, qui contient du 
quartz, un plagioclase assez basique en partie séricitisé, du sphéne et de 
la magnétite. 

Dans la partie traversée par la route de Palopo à Rante Pao il semble 
que la bordure du massif granodioritique se conforme à la direction des 
couches encaissantes. Près du bord du massif nous avons observé une 
zone à deux temps de consolidation. Les textures gneissiques, parfois très 
accentuées près du contact, sont attribuables aux pressions, exercées SUf" 

Ie magma pendant la phase plastique et à l'écoulement gêné près du contact. 
Quant à l'auréole de métamorphisme la roche intrusive n'a pas agi d'une 

façon purement physique mais en général l'apport de substances émanées 
du magma est faible. Un des échantillons seulement contient de la tour
maline en abondance. Les feldspaths des cornéennes du contact indiquent 
tout au plus un faible métamorphisme par imbibition. 

La texture porphyrique observée dans la zone de bordure du massif 
et Ie faible apport de substances dans les roches métamorphiques indiquent 
que les roches exposées appartiennent à un niveau élevé des montées' 
granodioritiques. Plus au nord dans la partie occidentale de la Célèbes 
centrale on trouve des niveaux plus pro fonds ou Ie métamorphisme plus 
intense est souvent accompagné d'injection 5). 

~) Le long de cette partie de la route nous n'avons qu'observé des bloes roulés de 
roches métamorphiques. qui ne sont pas indiquées dans la figure 1. Le contact est· 
probablement à proximité. 

5) C. G. EOELER. Contribution to the petrology of the metamorphic rocks of western 
Celebes. Geol. expl. in the island of Celebes under the leadership of H . A . BROUWER. 

p. 334, Amsterdam 1947. 



Zoology. - Direct effects of isotonic and hypotonic lithium chloride 
solutions on unsegmented eggs of Limnaea stagnalis. I. By CHR. P. 
RAVEN and J. R. ROBORGH. (Zoologieal Laboratory, University of 
Utrecht.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

When eggs of Limnaea stagnalis are treated, in their capsules, with weak 
(0.001 %--0.01 %) solutions of LiCI, either exogastrulation occurs or 
embryos with synophthalmic and cyclopean head malformations may 
develop in a number of cases (RAVEN 1942). In these cyclopean monsters 
dorsomedian parts of the head, whieh in norm al development arise from 
cells surrounding the original anima I pole of the egg, are suppressed 
(RAVEN 1947). I t was concluded from these observa tions tha t the influence 
of lithium may be explained by a depressing action on a gradient field 
with high point at the anima I pole. 

The action of lithium chloride is not altogether specifie; both exogastrulae 
and cyclopean malformations mayalso be obtained with the chlorides of 
sodium, potassium, magnesium and calcium. However, in a quantitative 
respect the action of lithium greatly surpasses that of all other kations 
together (RAVEN and SIMONS 1948). 

The action of lithium is phase-specifie. A treatment immediately af ter 
oviposition leads to the format ion of cyclopean malformations; at the time 
of 2nd cleavage there is a maximum susceptibility for the product ion of 
exogastrulae; whereas a second maximum Eor the production of head 
malformations exists at the 24-cell stage (RAVEN, KLOEK, KUIPER and 
DE JONG 1947; RAVEN and RIJVEN 1948). 

Lithium chloride in hypertonie and slightly hypotonie concentrations 
decreases the viscosity and increases the tension at the surface of Limnaea 
eggs in the egg capsules; very weak solutions (about 0.01 %), on the 
contrary, produce a slight increase of viscosity (DE VRIES 1947). 

In order to study the directeffects of lithium chloride on the Limnaea 
egg, in further experiments the eggs were exposed to the solutions af ter 
decapsulation. 

M . GRASVELD (1949) showed that LiCI is more toxie than NaCl, KCI. 
MgCl2 or CaCI2• In no concentration of LiCI development proceeds 
beyond the 4-8 cell stage. Hypertonie LiCI solutions cause a great 
increase of amoeboid activity of the eggs. 

DE GROOT (1948) studied the influence of LiCI solutions varying Erom 
-4 % to 0.05 %. Development does not proceed beyond the second cleavage. 
It may be inhibited at different stages, dependent on concentration, stage 
of treatment, temperature and susceptibility oE the ,eggs. In 0.6-0.4 %, 
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the eggs show a very intense amoeboid activity during and af ter the 
formation of the second polar body in the controls. 

The cytological consequences of the treatment were studied byDEGRoOT, 
using concentrations of 1 %-0.2 % (the latter is about isotonic to the 
eggs). In 1 % solutions, the first maturation spindIe sinks into the interior 
of the egg and degenerates. In 0.5 % , the first polar body is formed in a 
normal way, but then the second maturation spindIe sinks into the interior 
and degenerates. In 0.4 % LiCl, development may be deflected at different 
moments. If treatment starts at an early stage, the chromosomes may 
swell into karyomeres shortly af ter the extrusion of the first polar body. 
No second maturation spindIe is formed, but the sperm nucleus swells into 
a male pronucleus and ris es to the anima I pole which it may have reached 
already 35 minutes af ter the formation of the first polar body. The egg 
karyomeres coalesce to a female pronucleus which copulates with the male 
pronucleus; c1eavage spindIes appear in which the chromosomes show an 
abnormal arrangement. 

In other batches, treated with 0.4 % LiC!, after the extrusion of the 
first polar body a second maturation spindIe is formed, which sinks into 
the egg and places itseJf perpendicular to the egg axis. In still other batches, 
both polar bodies are formed in a normal way, but either the egg 
karyomeres are displaced towards the centre of the egg or development 
stops af ter copulation of the pronuclei. 

The cytoplasmic differentiations are greatly disturbed by treatment 
with lithium chloride. The distribution of the vegetative pole plasm is 
very abnormal , especially in 0.2 % LiCI; the animal pole plasm is not 
formed in any of the concentrations studied. 

When 24~cell stages of Limnaea are treated with lithium chloride 
(0.05-0.4 % ), a swelling of the nuclei and a decrease of their distance 
from the cell surface occurs. Both phenomena are most pronounced in 
0.05 % LiCI. and diminish in intensity with increasing concentrations of 
LiCI ; in distilled water they are less pronounced, too (RAVEN and DUDOK 
DE WIT 1949). 

Summarizing, it may be said that a treatment with lithium chloride 
affects both the nuclei and the cytoplasm of Limnaea eggs. However, since 
most of the solutions employed by DE GROOT are hypertonic to the eggs, 
it is not easy to decide which of the results obtained by him are due to 
hypertonicity and which are specific lithium effects. Therefore, in the 
present investigation the effects of isotonic and hypo tonic lithium chloride 
solutions on decapsulated undivided Limnaea eggs have been studied . 

Material and methods. 

The snails were stimulated to oviposit by means of Hydrocharis in the 
usual way (RAVEN and BRETSCHNEIDER 1942). Immediately af ter 
oviposition, the eggs were decapsulated and washed three times in distilled 
water. Part of the eggs were kept in th is medium as controls , the other 
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ones were transferred immediately to the LiCl-solutions. Solutions of 
0.2 %, 0.15 %, 0.1 % and 0.05 % LiCl have been used. The former is 
about isotonie to !he eggs, the latter three are hypotonie. Af ter 1, 2, 3 and 
4 hours part of the eggs, both of experimental and control series, were 
fixed in BOUlN's fluid. They were embedded in paraffin, sectioned at 
5 ft, and the sections stained either with iron haematoxylin and saffranin 
or with azan. 

In totaI. 495 treated eggs have been studied cytologieally. Table I gives 
their distribution according to concentration and duration of treatment. 
They have been compared with 341 control eggs developed in distilled 
water. 

TABLE I. 

~ LiCI 0.20 Ofo 0.15 Ofo 0.10 Ofo 0.05 Ofo Total 
Duration of 

treatment 

1 h. 47 20 26 23 116 
2 h. 19 55 43 30 177 
3 h. 3 35 38 29 105 
4 h. 20 29 25 23 97 

Total 119 139 132 105 495 

In our previous investigations, azan-stained sections of BoulN-fixed 
material proved to be very valuable for the study of cytoplasmie different
iations in the egg: especially the vegetative pole plasm showed a very 
clear elective staining in this way. However, in this year's preparations 
the azan staining did not give any satisfactory results, though various 
modifieations of the technique have been tried. Therefore, the cytoplasmic 
differentiations have not been considered in th is paper; this point needs 
further study with improved staining techniques. 

Results. 

The following effects of the treatment with isotonie and hypotonie LiCl 
solutions have been observed: 

1. a swelling of the telophase chromosomes of the first maturation division 
into karyomeres, accompanied with an accelerated migration of the 
sperm nucleus towards the anima I pole: 

2. an increased hydration of the spermaster af ter the second maturation 
division, with a delay in its disappearance; 

3. a considerable increase of amoeboid mobility of the eggs af ter the 
second maturation division; 

4. a delay of the beg inning of cleavage; 
5. various abnormalities of the first cleavage mitosis. 
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1. The swelling of chromosomes bet ween the first and second maturation 
division. 

We will begin with a short description of the period between both 
maturation divisions in norm al eggs (RAVEN 1945, 1949). The first 
maturation spindIe possesses a weH~developed aster at both ends. At 
the end of anaphase, the inner aster is big and has a large clear "centra I 
body". When the centra I group of dyads reaches the margin of the 
"central body", their movement stops; the 18 dyads arrange themselves 
along the outer surface of the "central body" into a more or less irregular 
ring. Simultaneously, the "centra I body" increases in size and transforms 
into the second maturation spindIe. The dyads, which have retained their 
individuality and their compact structure, now arrange themselves into 
the equatorial plate of th is spindIe. At the outer end of the spindIe, astral 
radiations are formed in the cytoplasm. The inner aster of the second 
maturation spindIe, however, is provided by the spermaster. This has 
appeared during the telophase stage of the first maturation division, has 
grown rapidly in size during the formation of the second maturation 
spindIe, and now fuses with the deep end of the latter. Then the second 
maturation division begins. Immediately after the second polar body has 
been extruded, the telophase chromosomes remaining in the egg begin to 
sweH into karyomeres, which assembIe immediately beneath the egg cortex 
at the animal pole. The remaining aster (the former spermaster ) shifts 
to a deeper position; it has a big, clear, vacuolated "centra I body" and a 
ring of short astral rays; soon, however, it becomes inconspicuous and 
vanishes altogether. The sperm nucleus, which had retained a subcortical 
position and compact structure tiH the end of the second maturation 
division, begins to move towards the animal pole at the moment the egg 
chromosomes begin to swell into karyomeres. During its migration, it 
swells and develops into a male pronucleus, which meets the female 
karyomeres at the animal pole. 

In the controls of the present investigation. which have developed in 
distilled water, these processes take place in an entirely normal way. No 
deviations in the course of the maturation divisions as compared with that 
in normal eggs can be observed. 

Two points in this cycle of events must be especially stressed: first, the 
fact that the chromosomes (dyads) between both maturations divisions 
remain compact and are arranged as such into the second maturation 
spindIe; secondly, that the sperm nucleus does not begin its migration and 

its transformation into the male pronucleus before the end of the second 
maturation division. In both respects, the eggs treated with lithium 
solutions differ Erom the controls. 

In these eggs, the first maturation division takes place in a normal way 
(fig. 1 a-b). However, as soon as the dyads have reached the "central 
body" of the inner aster of the spindIe and even before the first polar 
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body has entirely been pinched oH, the chromosomes begin to swell. At 
first, they appear each surrounded by a clear space in the sec ti ons (fig. 1 c). 
Shortly af ter, they have formed small vesicles with a distinct wall, while 
the chroma tin beg ins to disperse in the interior of the vesicle (fig. 1 d). 

c . 

Fig. 1. Limnaea stagnalis, 0.05 % Liel, 1 hour. a. Late anaphase, b. Telophase of first 
maturation division. c. Swelling of chromosomes. d, e. Karyomeres surrounding stalk ot 

first polar body. 

These karyomeres, whieh swell still further until the largest on es have 
reached a si ze of about 7! X 61 fl- (fig. 1 e). surround the connecting stalk 
of the first polar body, whieh has been condensed into a heavily~staining 
"mid~body", forming an irregular ring around its base. They are 
surrounded, in their turn, by the astral radiations of the inner maturation 
aster, which can be followed quite a distance into the cytoplasm. The 
centre of this aster, between the ring of karyomeres, is occupied by an 
area of rather dense protoplasm, representing the "central body" of the 
aster; th is is hardly visible, however, because it is flattened against the 
surface, contrary to its position in normal eggs of this .stage, where it is 
situated at some distance beneath the ,surface and forms a round or 
ellipsoid body. 

The chromosomes of the lirst polar body, like those of the egg, swell 
into karyomeres, be it somewhat delayed as compared with the egg 
chromosomes (fig. 1 e). 

This abnormal development is not restrieted to a certain concentration 
of LiCI only; we have observed it both in isotonie (0.20 %) and in 
hypotonie (0.10 %, 0.05 %) solutions. Moreover, DE GROOT (1948), as 
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stated above, found a similar phenomenon in eggs treated with a hypertonie 
(0.10 %) LiCI solution. On the contrary, in the con trol eggs in distilled 
water no swelling of chromosomes occurs at this stage. Hence, this swelling 
is not a purely osmotic phenomenon, but must be due to a specific action 
of the LiCl. 

The swelling of the maturation chromosomes into karyomeres af ter the 
extrusion of the first polar body resembles the process normally occurring 
af ter the second maturation division. It is, therefore, interesting to observe 
that it is accompanied with another phenomenon taking place in norm al 
development simultaneously with the formation of 'egg karyomeres: the 
migration of the sperm nucleus towards the animal pole and its trans
formation into a male pronucleus. Though the sperm nucleus is not always 
easily detectable in the eggs, in all cases in which it is found it is situated 
at th is stage as a compact dark body beneath the egg cortex in the controls. 
On the contrary, in those Li-treated eggs in which the first maturation 
chromosomes have formed karyomeres, the sperm nucleus without exception 
has begun its migration towards the anima I pole. which it has reached 
already in a number of cases, Iying immediately beside or even in the 
peripheral part of the maturation aster surrounding the karyomeres. At 
the same time, it has swollen into a big vesicular pronucleus, in which the 
individual chromosomes have, evidently, retained some individuality so 
that it looks as if it were composed of a number of fused karyomeres. 

This accelerated swelling and migration of the sperm nucleus, which 
has also been observed already by DE GROOT in similar eggs, appears 
to be strictly correlated with the swelling of the egg chromosomes into 
karyomeres. The fact that both phenomena show the same synchronicity 
in normal development, be it at a later stage, strongly speaks in favour 
of the supposition that they are causally related. Presumably, the egg 
chromosomes and the sperm nucleus react similarly to a certain condition 
of the cytoplasm by swelling, and the sperm nucleus on.ly begins to 
respond to the attractive forces directing it towards the egg karyomeres 
or towards the animal pole after it has undergone some swelling. The 
effect of the Li-treatment could be explained, in th is case, by the suppo
sition that it induces in the cytoplasm the condition provoking the swelling 
of the karyomeres and sperm nucleus. 

In DE GROOT's eggs in 0.1 % LiCI, in which karyomeres were formed 
after the extrusion of the first polar body no second maturation spindIe 
developed. The karyomeres coalesced to a female pronucleus which 
copulated with the male pronucleus. A cleavage spindie with abnormal 
arrangement of the chromosomes formed afterwards. 

One might expect a similar development to occur in our eggs in 
0.2-0.05 % LiCI with premature karyomere formation. However, it 
appears that th is is not the case. Of course, there is no direct evidence 
as to what might have become of eggs like those of fig . 1 d and e, had they 
be allowed to develop further. However, the following indirect evidence 
is available: 
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10
• according to DE GROOT (1948) and M. GRASVELD (1949). in isotonic 

and hypotonie solutions of LiCI both polar bodies are formed; 
20

• in no batches fixed 2-4 hours af ter the beginning of treatment we 
'ever observed any indication that the second maturation division had 
been suppressed. 

It seems. therefore. that the premature swelling of the chromosomes 
into karyomeres is a reversible process. which may be followed by a 
normal second maturation division. Some of our batches seem to show 
in whieh way this takes place. In batch C 4-1 (0.10 % LiCl. 1 hour). 
some eggs still show a cluster of karyomeres surrounding the stalk of the 
first polar body in the centre of a large maturation aster (fig. 2a). In 
other eggs. the astral radiations have been reduced. the "central body" 
is situated somewhat .deeper and has rounded oH; the chromosomes are 
arranged in a circle around it (fig. 2b). Though they still have a swollen 

a. 

c. 

Fig. 2. Limnaea stagnalis, 0.10 % LiCI. 1 hour. a. Karyomeres of first maturation 
division. b. Swollen chromosomes surrounding central body. c, d. Formation of second 

maturation spindie. Chromosomes still sor.,;ewhat swoIIen. 

appearance. the chromatin in each of them has condensed again into a 
compact body. Fig. 2c and d show further transitional stages in the 
formation of the second maturation spindie ("acorn~stage" of the latter) ; 
the chromosomes still are somewhat swollen. In batch P-1 (0.20 % LiCI. 
t hour). besideseggs with karyomeres (fig. 3a) also normal~looking 

anaphase and telophase stages of the second maturation division 
(fig. 3~) have been found. in whieh the chromosomes have the 
appearance of compact dark bodies. Apparently. therefore. the swelling 
of the chromosomes immediately af ter the completion of the first maturation 
division is followed by a deswelling when the second maturation spindIe 
forms. 

Some points in th is cycle of events are not yet entirely clear and make 
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a further study desirabIe. This is especially the case as regards the fate 
of the male pronucleus af ter its premature formation and migration. 
Though we have paid special attention to this point, we have not yet 
been able to find out what becomes of the male pronucleus wh en the 

a 

b. 

Fig. 3. Limnaea sfagnalis, 0.20 % LiCI. 1 hour. a. Karyomeres of first maturation 
division. b. Anaphase, c. Telophase of second maturation division. d. Extrusion of 

second polar body. 

deswelling of the karyomeres occurs and they arrange themselves again 
into the maturation spindIe. If it is true that egg chromosomes and sperm 
nucleus react in the same way to the condition of the cytoplasm, it might 
be supposed that the deswelling of the karyomeres will be accompanied 
with a similar process in the male pronucleus; in th is case the latter, 
reverted to the state of a compact strongly basophil body, will be extremely 
difficult to detect among the basophil .granulationsof the egg cytoplasm. 

Summarizing, it may be concluded that a first effect of the Li-treatment 
is a temporary change in the state of the cytoplasm, bringing about the 
swelling of both egg chromosomes and sperm nucleus, which in its turn 
causes their mutual attraction and the migration of the male pronucleus 
towards the animal pole. In isotonic and hypotonic solutions it is soon 
followed by a phase, in which again the deswelling influences prevail and 
the egg chromosomes return to their normal condition. 

2. Increased hydration of the spermaster. 

As has been stated above, in normal development the spermaster, af ter 
its temporary fusion with the deep end of the second maturation spin dIe, 
becomes independent again af ter the formation of the second polar body 
and shifts to a deeper position. lts "central body" meanwhile has greatly 
enlarged; it forms a big, clear, somewhat vacuolated space, surrounded 
by a ring of den ser granular cytoplasm, in which a few short astral rays 
are visible for some time (fig. 4a). The latter soon become blurred, the 
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difference between the clear central area and the darker ring fades away 
and af ter some time only a somewhat clearer area in the cytoplasm indicates 
the position of the former spermaster; then this disappears too. The sperm 
nucleus, during its migration towards the anima I pole, may temporarily 
be located within the spermaster or in its mar gin (fig. 4a). 

8. 

Fig. 4. Spermaster shortly af ter extrusion of second polar body a. Control egg. b. Egg 
treated with 0.20 % LiCl, 1 hour. 

In the controls of the present experiments, the appearance and evolution 
of the spermaster is entirely the same as that just described. In the eggs, 
which had been treated with 0.20-0.15 % LiCI, however, the sperma ster 
showed a different picture (the fixation and staining techniques being 
the same). The central area ("central body") is much more highly 
vacuolated in this case; the big vacuoles, which appear empty in the 
sections, are separated by fine protoplasmic meshes. Externally, this central 
area appears to be bounded by a definite fine protoplasmic lamella against 
the dense rim surrounding it. In eggs fixed shortly af ter the extrusion of 
the second polar body, this rim consists entirely of tightly packed astral 
rays, fine but very distinct and of moderate length (fig. 4b). Later, the 
astral radiations gradually fade away, but the highly vacuolated central 
area remains visible for a considerable time as a definite structure. As a 
matter of fact, the disappearance of the spermaster is greatly delayed, at 
least in part of the eggs, as the following batches show: 

B 6-2 (0.15 % LiCl, 2 hours): controls 24 eggs, spermaster disappeared 
in all. 30 Li-eggs, 14 with distinct highly vacuolated sperma ster, 
16 sperma ster disappeared. 

B 4-3 (0.15 % LiCI, 3 hours): 23 controls, no sperma ster left. 23 Li-eggs, 
12 with highly vacuolated sperma ster, 11 without spermaster. 

We may conclude, therefore, that treatment with 0.20-0.15 % LiCI 
solutions leads to an increased hydration of the central area of the 
spermaster and a delay in its disappearance. This effect only becomes 
visible af ter the extrusion of the second polar body; as a matter of fact, 
in earlier stages neither the sperma ster nor the other asters of the 
maturation spindIes exhibit any difference as compared with those of-the 
controIs. 

(To be continued.) 



Physics. - lnfluence of the texture of the original matrix on the number 
of inclusions in aluminium single crystals obtained by recrystal~ 

lization. By W. G. BURGERS ,md V. CH. DALITZ. (Laboratorium 
voor Physische Scheikunde der Technische Hogeschool. Delft.) 
(Communicated by Prof. J. M. BURGERS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

1. Some years ago BURGERS and MAY (1945) observed that aluminium 
single crystals of ten contain a large number of small inclusions. which. 
judging from their identical reflection af ter etching. possess definite 
preferential orientations. These inclusions apparently cannot be removed. 
or in any case only with difficulty. even after prolonged heating at the 
highest possible temperature. So for example in crystals prepared by us. 
heating at 630° C during 1000 hours did not cause a noticeable decrease 
in number. CARPENTER and TAMURA (1927) and also SEUMEL (1936) 
observed a decrease only af ter very long periods of heating. 

Both by etching and by X-rays it was found by TIEDEMA. MAY and 
BURGERS (1948; 1949) that in far the most cases the lattice orientation of 
the small included crystallites [called "cristaux insulaires" by LACOMBE 
and BERGHEZAN (1949)] was approximately. with deviations up to 5-10°. 
that of one of the four possible spinel twins with regard to the surrounding 
crystal. From the fact that the Laue-spots were slightly elongated. it could 
be deduced that the inclusions are grains of the original matrix. at the cost 
of which the large crystals have grown. and which were not consumed by 
these crystals during their growth. It seems obvious to ascribe this 
behaviour to the approximately symmetrical lattice position of growing 
and non-consumed crystal. which reduces the tendency of the boundary 
to displace itself in one or other direction. This conclusion seems to be 
supported by a recent paper by DUNN and LIONETTI (1949) on the effect 
of orientation difference on grain boundary energies. the result of which 
points to a low value for the relative surface energy between two lattices 
in ei th er parallel 1 ) or in mutual twin orientations 2) . 

1) In this connection it is important to mention that. as shown by X-rays. a crystal 
grown by recrystallization actually con ta ins also inclusions which. within a few degrees. 
have the same orientation as that of the surrounding crystal [TIEDEMA. MA Y and 
BURGERS (1949)]. Moreover it was found [TIEDEMA (1949)] th at a large crystal cannot 
grow at the expense of a texture with approximately the same orientation as the growing 
crystal. 

2) SMITH (1948) pointed out that the extremely small energy of the twin boundary 
in annealed face-centered cubic metals in relation to the grain boundary can be deduced 
from the fact that a twin can meet a grain boundary at virtually any angle without much 
deviation of the latter. 
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Up till now we donot yet know whether a deviation of the exact twin 
position in an "arbitrary direction" is sufficient to impede boundary dis
placement or whether a deviation in one direction is more active in this 
respect than in others. We are inclined to believe that the latter supposition 
is the more probable and that the non-consumability of various grains is 
different, depending on their precise orientation relationship with regard 
to the growing crystal. We think this conclusion may be deduced from 
the experimental fact, illustrated in fig. 1 3), that the number of inclusions 
at the boundary of a growing crystal is markedly greater than more inside 
the crystal. This suggests th at of those grains which are leEt unabsorbed in 
the first moment of their contact with the growing crystal, a part is stilt 
consumed in the course of the annealing process. 

2. IE the conclusion put forward in the foregoing is correct, one may 
expect it to be a necessary condition for the occurrence of inclusions in 
large crystals grown by recrystallization that the crystal growing at the 
expense of the fine-grained matrix should meet in the course of its growth 
grains in approximate twin position. IE the grains of the original matrix 
exhibit none or in any case only a slightly pronounced preferential orien
tation, this possibility is always present, independant of the orien
tation of the new growing crystals. On the other hand, if the large crystals 
grow in a matrix with a very "narrow" range of orientations of its con
stituent grains, it may be anticipated that a new crystal either has practi
cally no inclusions or on the contrary a very large number. The former
would occur if the orientation of the new crystal is very much different 
from that of a spinel twin orientation with regard to the average position 
of the texture; the latter, if its orientation lays close to the twin orientation 
of the matrix. 

In order to test th is expectation, a matrix with a very narrow texture 
was prepared. To this end, starting from quasi-isotropic fine-grained 
materiaI. large crystals (several cm2 in area) were prepared according ta
CARPENTER and ELAM' s original method (CARPENTER and ELAM, 1921). 
Practically all of these crystals contained a considerable number of in
clusions, on the average 30-100 per cm2• Figures 2 and 3 (crystal A) 
give examples. The inclusions were resistent against prolonged heating
at 6300 C. 

When such crystals (we shall call them "mother-crystals") are sub
jected to an elongation of 10-15 %, they give rise to very pronounced 
textures (that of the deformed single crystals), which, on annealing, are 
transformed anew into large crystals. For example an extended single 
crystal plate of 8 X 2.5 cm2 (thickness 0.5 mm) was transformed, by 
recrystallization at 5500 C during one hour, into 1-7 new crystals, the
number in each case depending on the exact amount of stretching. 

3) Also in fig. 9 in the paper by BURGERS and MAY (1945). 



W. G. BURGERS and V. eH. DALITZ: lnfluence of the texture of the 
original matrix on the number of inclusions in aluminium single 
ergstals obtained bg recrgstallization. 

Fig. 1. Large aluminium crystals, growing into a fine-grained matrix. The large crystals 
show many inclusions ("insular grains" ), which are non-absorbed grains of the original 
material. Their number is far greater close to the boundary of the growing crystal than 
in the centre of the crystal. The irregular shape of the boundary is very pronounced, 
due to the selective character of the growth process, as if the growing crystal were feeling 

its way in the fine-grained matrix. ( ~ Natural Size) . 

Fig. 2. New crystal (B) grown at the cost of a deformed single crysta l (A). Contrary 
to (A) , (B) is practically free from inclusions. (Natural Size) . 

Fig. 3. The figure shows two parts of the same plate, which originally contained one 
large crystal (A), with manyinclusions. The plate, after 20 % stretching, was cut into 
two parts, of which that shown at the right was recrystallized. One of the new crystals, 
(B). again contained a large number of inclusions. It was found that the orientation of 

(B) was approximately that of a spinel twin with regard to (A) . (Natural Size) . 
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Now it is obvious that in general neither the deformed texture of the 
"mother~crystal". nor the inclusions present in it. occupy a twin position 
with regard to the second generation of large crystals. so that we may 
expect these latter crystals to be free of inclusions. This proved actually 
to be the case for most crystals. Fig. 2 shows an example of such an 
"inclusion~free" crystal (B) grown into a mother~crystal (A) with many 
inclusions. 

H. however. the particular case occurs that a crystal of the second 
generation happens to stand in (approximate) twin position with regard 
to the deformed mother~crystal. th en the new crystal has a good chance to 
encounter. in the course of its growth. lattice regions in (approximate) 
twin position and the crystal may be expected to contain numerous in~ 
clusions. Actually such a case was found for the crystal shown in fig. 3. 
The two plates shown here formed originally one large plate. in which the 
"mother~crystal" (A) extended over the whole plate. Af ter being cut into 
two halves. th at shown at the right was stretched 20 % and recrystallized. 
The large new crystal (B) contains numerous inclusions. Laue~photographs 
of the (deformed) mother~crystal (A) and the new crystal (B) showed 
definitely that (B) occupied approximately a twin orientation with regard 
to (A). 

From these experiments it may be concluded that actually the number 
of inclusions depends on the "width" of the texture of the original matrix 
in which the large crystals grow. In case th is texture is sufficiently narrow. 
one obtains either (and presumably in most cases) crystals with none or 
only few inclusions or on the contrary (presumably rather seldom) crystals 
with very many inclusicns. In case the original fine~grained matrix has 
no preferential orientation (is quasi~isotropic). the large crystals grown in 
it may be expected to have on the average the same number of inclusions 
(per unit of surf ace ) . 

3. Finally the following rem ark may be made. As is weIl known. copper 
crystals. made by recrystallization of fine~grained material. in most cases 
contain numerous small twin crystals. It was found by TAKEY AMA (1930) 
that in same cases the number of twins could considerably be diminished 
by subjecting the primary crystals to a second deformation and recrystal~ 
lizing anew. The same result was obtained by us in analogous experiments 
(although the elimination was far from complete). It seems justified to 
ascribe this behaviaur ta the same cause as valid in the case of aluminium. 

Summary. 

Large crystals of aluminium grown by recrystallization in fine~grained 
material often contain many "inclusions". These inclusions are unabsorbed 
grains of the original matrix. which are standing approximately in twin 
position with re gard to the surrounding crystal. Their presence is due to 
the fact that a growing crystal cannot. or. if so, with great difficulty abs orb 
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lattice regions in approximate twin position. It follows that the number of 
inclusions depends on the texture of the fine-grained material in which the 
crystals grow. If this texture is very narrow, crystals can grow which are 
practically free from inclusions. 
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Physics. - Straight twin lamellae in aluminium single crystals. By V. CH. 
DALITZ and W. G. BURGERS. (Laboratorium voor Physische Schei
kunde der Technische Hogeschool. Delft.) (Communicated by Prof. 
J. M . BURGERS.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

The occurrence of twin lamellae with straight boundaries. so common 
in recrystallized copper, nickeliron, a-bra ss and other metals, has been 
observed for aluminium only in relatively few cases. A striking example 
was found by ELAM (1928) in a specimen obtained by recrystallizing a 
stretched ( 10 %) single crystal. Recently LAcoMBE and BERGHEZAN (1949) 
observed the occurrence of a few small lamellae with straight boundaries. 

In the course of recrystallization experiments with aluminium single 
crystals deformed by extension, we happened to obtain af ter annealing the 
structure shown at about natural size in the accompanying photograph. 
Inside the large crystaI I, a set of practically parallel straight lamellae (2), 
extending over several centimeters, can be seen. X-rays (Laue-photo
graphs) show that the dark and light parts stand in exact spinel twin 
relationship, the straight lines being (as also in the other cases mentioned) 
the traces of the twin plane (111) with the surf ace of the plate. 

It is not yet known what causes the occasional formation of this banded 
structure type in aluminium. Twins in aluminium with curved boundaries 
may occur frequently in recrystallized polycrystalline testpieces, due to a 
process which was called "stimulation" by the growing crystal of lattice 
parts in the original matrix, which happened to possess a twin orientation 
with regard to the growing crystal [SANDEE (1942); BURGERS (1942)]. 

Several observations support the supposition that the occurrence of 
straight twin bands is related to the presence of a pronounced preferential 
orientation in the recrystallizing material. so for example the experiments 
performed by COOK and RICHARDS (1940) and COOK and MACQUARIE 
( 1938) with copperstrips possessing [100] (100) orientation. 

The fact that recrystallized polycrystalline aluminium seldom con ta ins 
such a pronounced texture might account for the rare appearance of straight 
bands with this metal. A pronounced texture can, however, be obtained 
by deforming single crystals, as in the example shown, which (like the one 
found by ELAM) is produced by recrystallizing such a matrix. 

In our case the direction of stretching was parallel to a [112] -direction 
of the original crystal. Also in some other crystals stretched parallel to 
this direction, straight twin bands were observed after recrystallization, 
although extending over a smaller leng th (only a few mm). We cannot say 
at the moment whether or not this result has a more general meaning. 

41 
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V. eH. DALITZ and W. G. BURGERS: Straight twin lamellae in 
aluminium singLe crystals. 

a. 

b. 

Fig . 1. Aluminium plate with large crystals. obtained by recrystallization of a stretched 
(12.5 %) single crystal. 

Crystal I shows straight bands (2) with si des parallel to a (111 )-plane. The white and 
dark regions have mutually orientations corresponding to that of a spinel twin with 

regard to that plane. 

b. back view 
; (Natural size). 

a. front view 



Mathematics. - On Plimpton 322. Pythagorean numbers in Babylonian 
mathematics. By E. M. BRUINS. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. 
BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

NEUGEBAUER and SACHS gave an interpretation of the tablet Plimpton 
322 (M.C.T. 1945) from the point of view, th at the numbers on this tablet 
were obtained as a series solutions of the Pythagorean equation 

d2 = 12 + b2 

in integers under the extra condition, that the proportion d/I changes Erom 
step to step by an, apparently, constant nu mb er. Their Einal result was, 
that the table was constructed by selecting numbers p/q and q/p Erom 
multiplicationtables so that 

d/I = !.1 (p!q + qJp) 

satisfies the extra condition. 
In our opinion a much simpIer interpretation is possible, in which the 

production of Pythagorean numbers by using only one parameter - a 
method which seemed to be rejected according to NEUGEBAUER and SACHS 
- is the starting point. 

The extra condition proves th en to be absent, the "constant decrease'· 
being merely accidental and the difficulties in terminology disappear. 

Analysis. 

1. IE we put I = 1 the Pythagorean equation becomes 

1 = d2 - b2 = (d + b) (d - b) 

So when d + b =;.. we have d-b = 1J). and d = !.1(}. + 1/;.), 

b = !.1 (). - 1J).) , I = 1 are rational Pythagorean numbers, whenever ). is 
a rational number. 

ff therefore we form a table of sum and difference of the columns of a 
reciprocal table we have in 

Pythagorean triples. 

e.g. 2.24 0,25 d=2,49 b= 1.59 (1=2). 

2. IE we Ieave apart the constant I the numbers ;.. + 1/). and À - 1/J; 
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are in general not relatively prime. Whether a regular common divisor 
(factors 2. 3 or 5) is present or not is evident from the last sexagesimal. 

e.g. À. = 2.22. 13.20 0.25.18.45 
d = 2.47.32. 5 b = 1. 56. 54. 35 both divisible by 5 (of the 

last sexagesimaI). 
d = 33. 30. 25 b = 23.22.55 both divisible by 5. 
d = 6. 42. 5 b = 4.40.35 both divisible by 5. 
d = 1. 20. 25 b = 56. 7 final numbers. reduced values; 

Or À. = 2.8 0.28.7.30 
d = 2. 36. 7. 30 b = 1. 39. 52. 30 both divisible by 30. thus 

multiply by 2. 
d=5.12.15 b=3.19.45 both divisible by 15. or 

multiply by 4 
d = 20. 49 b = 13. 19 final numbers. ib -si. 

3. NEUGEBAUER published M.K.T. 1-16-23. discussing AO 6456. a 
complete six~place table of reciprocals. Taking all four~place values from 
th is we find in the first and second column of Table I the reciprocals. the 

TABLE I. 

À I/À I No. I d b Reduction 

2.24 O. 25 1 2. 49 1, 59 1 
2. 22. 13. 20 O. 25. 18. 45 2* 1. 20. 25 56. 7 : 125 
2. 20. 37. 3Q O. 25. 36 3 1, 50. 49 1, 16. 41 X2:3 
2. 18. 53. 20 O. 25. 55. 12 4 5. 9. 1 3. 31, 49 : 32 
2. 18. 14. 24 O. 26. 2. 30 * - - -
2. 15 O. 26. 40 5 1, 37 1. 5 X3:5 
2. 13. 20 O. 27 6 8. 1 5. 19 X3 
2. 10. 12. 30 O. 27. 38. 52. 48 - - - -
2.9. 36 O. 27. 46, 40 7 59. 1 38. 11 X3:8 
2. 8 O. 28. 7. 30 8 20. 49 13. 19 X2: 15 
2. 6. 33. 45 O. 28. 26. 40 - - - -
2. 5 O. 28. 48 9 12. 49 8. 1 X5 
2. 2. 52. 48 O. 29. 17. 48. 45 * - - -
2. 1, 30 O. 29. 37. 46. 40 10 2. 16. 1 1, 22. 41 X9: 10 
2 0. 30 11 5 [1.15] 3 [0.45] X2 [: 2] 
1. 57. 11. 15 O. 30. 43. 12 - - - -
1. 55. 12 O. 31, 15 12 48.49 27. 59 :3 
1. 53. 46. 40 O. 31, 38. 26. 15 - - - -
1. 52. 30 O. 32 13 4. 49 2. 41 X2 
1, 51, 6. 40 O. 32. 24 14 53. 49 29. 31 X3:8 
1, 48 O. 33. 20 15 53 28 X3 : 8 

The * denotes the reciprocals missing in AD 6456. 
The cursive numbers are corrections necessary. No. 2. No. 6 are the same as those of 
NEUGEBAUER and SACHS. No. 15 differs from that in M. C. T : we divide 56 by 2 instead 
of multiplying 53 by 2. 
The last colwnn gives a process of reduction. to obtain d, b from À + 1/À and À - 1/À. 

With the exception of No. 2 (and 11) all pairs d, bare relatively prime. 
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reduced va lues of }. + 1/;.. J..- 1/;. forming the fourth and fifth column and 
numerating the reciprocals according to the third column. we see the 
columns IV. III. II of Plimpton 322. Apart from No. 11 . which is given as 
1. IS. O. 45. the values [or 1= 1. and which hardly need a reduction. the 
proportion 5: 3 being evident. we see some regular numbers "too much". 
These numbers are however of very high order. Writing 2<1 3~ sr (a. {J. y) 
we have 

TABLE 11. 

* 2. 18. 14. 24 from (I, I, 6) or (11. 5. 0) 

2. 10. 12. 30 from (1. 1. 7) or (13. 6. 0) 

2. 6. 33. 45 from (0, 6. 4) or (12. O. 2) 

* 2. 2. 52. 48 from (0. 4. 7) or (14, 3, 0) 

I, 57, 11. 15 from (0, 3, 6) or (12. 3. 0) 

1. 53, 46, 40 from (0. 7, 5) or (14, 0, 2) . 

It must be remarked. that the numbers with * are also missing in 
AO 6456. On the other hand the number missing in AO 6456: 2. 22. 13, 20 
has its corresponding value on Plimpton 322. accepting the interpretation 
given here. This last number is obtainable from (0. 6. 3). The number of 
factors of all the others does also not exceed 13 and never more than three 
factors 5 occur: 

(0.0.2); (0.6.3); (9.1.0); (7.6.0); (0.3. 1); (0.3.0); (5.5.0); (7.0.0); 

(0.0.3); (1.6.1); (1.0.0); (8.3.0) ; (5.0.0); (3.5.0); (2.3. 0). 

As Plimpton 322 is about a millenium older than AO 6456 it is not 
unlikely that the high degree reciprocals were not yet contained in the 
table which the writer of the Plimtontablet had at his disposal. But his 
table was complete under the conditions a + {J + Y -< 13; y -< 3. 

Moreover the first column now contains the square of the diagonal minus 
unity for the case I = 1. We th us see, that it is not necessary to complete 
the Plimpton tablet in column J. as NEUGEBAUERand SACHS do. by a unit 
which appears nowhere on the tablet. Interpreting the first column as 

H(J..+1/;.)}2-1 

has the consequence that takiltu can be used in its ordinary meaning of 
square and the < mathematical > translation of the inscription above 
column I has to be: the square of the diagonal from which a unit has been 
substracted 1). 

1) None of the missing numbers. Table 11, is a divisor of 605• In addition to all divisors 
of 6Q5 in the interval the table contains the three place reciprocals of 500.000. 512.000. 
640.000 i.e. r ::::: 3. 

P. VAN DER MEER discussing the inscription above column I indicated to me that the 
damaged sign between i . .. u could hardly be other than the polyvalent having among its 
values setJ. So it is possible to read sag isebu. the si de which fixes, determines the problem. 
which has been put equal to unity. This would give the key-stone of thc interpretation. 
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Conclusion. 

1. We have to read the columns from right to left. 
2. The first column contains the ordinal numbers of reciprocals in a 

complete four-place tabIe. not containing (a. p. r) for a + p + r> 13. 

r> 3. from 2. 24 - as near as possible to 1 + 1'2 - to 1. 48. 
3. The "solvent numbers" in the second and third column are the reduced 

values of diagonal and side obtained from 1 + 1/1. 1- 1/1. by canceling 
common factors 2.3.5. 

4. The first column contains the square of the diagonal diminished by 
unity if one of the sides is put equal to unity. 

5. The constant decrease pro step oi about one sixtieth in dIl is merely 
accidental. There is no extra condition. The tablet contains everything 
that can be obtained [rom the [our-place table mentioned above. 



Mathematics. - On the minimum determinant of a special point set. By 
K. MAHLER (Manchester). (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DER 
CORPUT.) *) 

(Communicated at the meeting of April 23. 1949.) 

In a preceding paper 1) C. A. ROG ERS proves the inequality 

n-1 
11 12 ••• 1n 6 (K) ~ 2-2 d (A) 

for the successive minima 21, 22 , •••• 2n of an arbitrary point set K for a 
lattice A. In the present paper. I shall construct a point set for which this 
formula holds with the equality siun. I prove. moreover. that there exist 
bounded star bodies for which the quotient of the two sides of ROGERS's 

n-I 

inequality approaches arbitrarily near to 1. The constant 2-2- of ROGERS 
is therefore best~possible. eV,en in th.e very specialized case of a bounded 
star body. 

1 ) Let ~n be the n~dimensional Euclidean space of all points 

X = (xl' X2 • •••• Xn) 

with rea 1 coordinates. For k = 1. 2 ..... n. denote by Tk the set of all points 

(UI. U2 . .... Uk. O •...• 0) 

with integral coordinates satisfying 2) 

Uk ~O. 

and by Ck the set of all points 
n-k 

X = tP. wh ere t :> 2-n- and PeTk. 

Further write 

C = Cl U C2 U ... U C n 

for the union of Cl' C2 • •••• Cn• and 

K=~n-C 

for the set of all points in ~n which do not belong to C. 
AlthouUh K is not a bounded set. it is of the finite type. For the lattice 

..10 consisting of the points 

(2U1' 2U2 . .... 2Un-1' Un). 

*) This article has been sent to J. G. VAN DER CORPUT on February 12. 1949. 
1) C. A. ROOERS. The product of the minima and the determinant of a set. These 

Proceedings 52. 256-263 (1949). 
2) gcd(gl. g2 • ... . Bd means the greatest comman divisor of gl. B2 . .... Bk. and similarly 

in other cases. 
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where UI' U2 • ...• Un run over all integers. is evidently K~admissible. and so 

l::J. (K) ~ d(A ,) = 2n- 1 • 

OUt' aim is to find the exact value of L. (K). 

• (1) 

2) The origin 0 = (0. O ..... 0) is an inner point of K. and K is of the 
fini te type; therefore 3) K possesses at least one critical lattice; the lattice 
A say. By (1). 

d(A) ~ 2n- l • • (2) 

For k = 1. 2 ..... n. let fl k be the parallelepiped 

~ < 1 if 1 ~ h ~ n. h ~ k: 
I Xh I ( ~ 2n-1 if h = k. 

By (2) and by MINKOWSKl'S theorem on linear forms. each parallelepiped 
flk contains a point Qk =!= 0 of A. Since A is K~admissible. and from the 
definition of K. this point belongs to C; hence only the k~th coordinate of 
Qt. 'YJk say. is different from zero and may be assumed positive: 

Qk = (0 •.•.• 'Y/k • .•.• 0). where 'YJk > O. . . (3) 

The point 

Q = QI + Q2 + ... + Qn = ('YJI' 'YJ2 • .... 'YJn) 

also belongs to A and therefore to C. Since 'YJn > O. Q necessarily lies in 
Cn. From the definition of this set. there exist th en a positive number 'YJ 
and n positive integers ql. q2 • .... qn such that 

'Y/k='YJqk 

3) The n lattice points 

(k = 1.2 •...• n). • • 

QI' Q2 • .... Qn 

(4) 

do not necessarily form a basis of A; they are. however. linearly in~ 
dependent. and so they generate a sublattice of A. Hence there exists a 
fixed positive integer. q say. such that every point P of A can be written 
in the form 

P=! Ipl al + Pl al + .. . + pn ani = (!L PI ql.!L P2 q2 ••••• !L pn qn) q q q q 

with integral coefficients Pl' P2 • ...• pn depending on P. For shortness. put 

~ = !L. 50 that ~ > 0 . 
q 

. (5) 

By MINKOWSKI' s method of reduction 4). we can now select a basis 

Pl' P2 • .... Pn 

3) See my paper. On the critical lattices of an arbitrary point set. Canadian Journal 
of Mathematics. I (1949). 78-87. 

4) Geometrie der Zahlen (1910). § 46. 
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of A sueh that eaeh basis point Pk. where k = 1. 2 ..... n. is a linear 
combination of Q1' Q2 • ...• Qk. henee of the form 

Pk = (~Pkl. ~Pk2 ••••• ~Pkk. 0 •...• 0) 
wh ere 

Pkl. Pk2 • •••• Pkk are integers. and Pkk > 0 

It may. moreover. be assumed that 

(6) 

(7) 

0::::; Pkl < Pil for all pairs of indices k. I satisfying 1::::; k < I ~ n. (8) 

4) Lemma: Let 
n 

Lh (x) = .2 ahk Xk (h = 1. 2 •...• m) 
k=1 

be m linear farms in n variables Xl' X2' .... Xn. with integral coefficients 
aH nat all z·era. Denate by 

a = gcd ahk 

the greatest cam man divisar af these coefficients. and by 

L(x) = gcd Lh(X) 

the greatJest camman divisar af the numbers Lh (x). wh~re h = 1. 2 ..... m. 
Th'e,n thereexist intefJ.ers Xl' x2' .... Xn such that 

L(x) = a. 

Pro of: By the theory of elementary divisors 5). two integral uni~ 
modular square matrices 

(bgh) and (Ckt) 

of m 2 and n2 elements. respectively. can be found su eh that the product 
matrix 

= (dgL) say. 

of mn elements is a diagonal matrix. viz. 

Put 

and 

sa that 

Then eVidently 

dgl = 0 if g::j= l. 

r = min (m. n) 

n m 

Xk= .2CkIXt. 
1=1 

Lg (x') = .2 bgh Lh (x). 
h=1 

a = gcd (dH' d 22 • .. . . d,,) 

5) See e.g. B. L. VAN DER WAERDEN . Moderne Algebra. Vol. 2 (1931). § 106. 
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and 

L (x) = gcd Lg (x') = gcd(dll X;. d22 X; •. .•• d rr x~). 

and the assertion follows on putting 

x; =x; = .. . =x~= 1. 

5) Every point P of A can be written as 

P = XlPl + X2P2 + ... + XnPn 

with integral coefficients Xl' X2 • •..• Xn. Therefore P has the coordinates 

P = (~ Ldx). ~ L2 (x) • •••• ~ Ln (x)). • • • • • (9) 

where. for shortness. 
n 

Lh (x) = I Pgh Xg (h = 1. 2 •...• n). . . • . (10) 
g=h 

Let now dt. for k = 1. 2 ..... n. be the greatest common divisor of the 
coefficients 

pgh with 1::= h <: g <: k. 

From this definition. it is obvious that 

dk is divisible by dk+l for k = 1. 2 •...• n-1.. . . (11) 

Since the matrix of the n forms Ldx). L2 (x) . .... Ln(x) is triangular. 
dt mayalso be defined as the greatest common divisor of the coefficients of 

in the forms 
Ldx). L2 (x) • .... Lt(x). 

It follows therefore. for k = 1. 2 ....• n. from the lemma in -4) that there 
exist integers 

Xkl. Xk2 • ...• Xkk 
not all zero such th at the greatest common divisor of the k numbers 

is equal to dk. 
The point 

k 

ghk = I Pgh Xkg 
g=h 

(h = 1. 2 •...• k) 

Rk = Xkl PI + Xk2 P 2 + ... + Xkk Pk =f 0 
belongs to A and has the coordinates 

Rk = (~glk. ~ g2k • ...• ~ gkk. O •..•• 0) • 

which are not all zero and satisfy the equation 

gcd (glk. g2k • .•.• gkk) = dk. • • 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

Since Rt is not an inner point of K. it belongs to one of the sets 
Cl' C2 • .... Ct. We conclude therefore. from the definition of these sets. 
that 

(k = 1. 2 ..... n). . . . • • (15) 
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6) Next let 1; be the positive real number for which 

n-k 

1; min 2- -n- dk = 1. whence 0 < 1; ~~. • • • (16) 
k=1,2, . .. ,n 

There is then an index" with 1 -< " -< n such that 

l n-k for k = 1, 2 ....• n, ! 
>-2 n 

1; dk :::.-
n - )I. 

= 2-n- for k = ". 
From these formulae (17) : 

n-k ~- k 

dk :;:: 1;-1 • 2 n = 2 n dx (k = 1. 2 •...• n). 

Hence. if k < ". th en 

whence. by (11). 

. • • (17) 

dk:;:: 2 dx 

H. however. k :> ". then 

for k=1.2 ..... x-l . .. . . (18) 

'Y., - n 

dk :;:: 2 n d~ > -Ir d, 

and (11) implies now that 

for k = x. x + 1. .... n.. . . . . (19) 

On combining (18) and (19) . we obtain the further inequality. 

~n dl d2 ••• dn :;:: 1;n dl d2 ••• dn :;:: 2' -1 (?;dx)n = 2n- l • , • (20) 

7) The critical lattice A we have been considering . has the basis 
Pl' P2 • •••• Pn of the form (6). lts determinant is therefore 

d (A) = ~n PIl P22 •.• pnn.. • . • . . (21) 

since all factors on the right-hand side of this equation are positive. 
Fram the definition of dk. 

Pkk is divisible by dk 

Hence by (20) and (21). 

for k = I, 2, ... , n. . . . (22) 

d (A) :;:: ~n dl d 2 ••• dn :;:: 2n- 1 

whence 

II (K):;:: 2n - l • • • • . • • • • (23) 

The same right-hand si de was. by (1). also a lower bound of f::. (K) ; hence 
the final result 

II (K) = 2n- l • . . • • • . • • (A) 

is obtained. 
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8) By means of the last formulae. all critical lattices of K can be 
obtained as follows. 

It is clear. from the previous discussion. that to any critical lattice A. 
there is a unique index x with 1 <: x :::::; n such that 

and th at further 

~ 2 d. for k = 1. 2 •...• x-I. ~ 
dk= 

dx for k = x. x + 1. ...• n. 

c=~ . .... . 
Pil = dl' P22 = d2 ••••• pnn = dn ; 

. . . . (21) 

(25) 

(26) 

for otherwise d(A) would be larger than 2n - l . Since we may. if necessary. 
replace ~ by d,,~. there is no loss of generality in assuming that 

dx = 1.. . . . . . . . . . (27) 

whence. by (17): 
n-~ 

~ = 2 n. • • • • • • • • • (28) 

The basis points Pl' P2 • .... Pn become. 

Pk = (2n~< Pkl. 2n~x Pk2 ..... 2n~, Pkk. 0 ..... 0) 
with integral pkl. By (7). (8). and (21)-(28). moreover 

~ 2 if k = 1. 2 ..... x-I. ~ 
Pkk = 1 'f k - + 1 • . . • • (29) 1 - >e, ~ , ••• t n, 

and 

l 
0 if 1 ::::;; 1 < k ::::;; " - 1. l 

Pkl = 0 if ,,::::;; 1 < k::::;; n. . 

o or 1 if ,,::::;; k ::::;; n. 1 ::::;; 1 ::::;; ,,- 1. 

. . . (30) 

It is also clear that different choices of " and of the integers pkl lead to 
different critical lattices. Since for exactly 

(x-I) (n-x + 1) 

coefficients pkl there is the alternative pkl = 0 or 1. there are then for 
each x just 

2(X-1) (n-x+l) 

different critical lattices. We find therefore. on summing over x. that the 
total number N (n) of different critical lattices of K is given by the formula 

n 
N (n) = :2 2(H) (n-<+l). • • • • • • • (8) 

x=l 

Thus N(n) = 3.9.33.161.1089 .... for n = 2.3. 1.5.6 ..... 
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9) We next det;ermine the successive minima 

)'1' )'2' ...• )'n 

of K in the lattice Al of all points with integral coordinates . 
Denote by )K. for ). > O. the set of all points ),X where X belongs to K. 

The first minimum )'1 of K for Al is defined as the lower bound of all 
l> 0 sueh that lK eontains a point of Al different from 0; if further 
k = 2. 3 ..... n. th en the n~th minimum )'k of K for Al is defined as the 
lower bound of all ), > 0 su eh that )X eontains k linearly independent 
points of An. We find these minima as follows . 

Consider an arbitrary point 

P = (g1' g2' .... gn) ~ 0 

of Al; here g1. g2 . .... gn are integers. Put 

d = gcd (gl . g"2' .... gn). so that d:> 1. 

and assume. say. th at 

gk =f O. but gk+t = ... = gn = O. 

for some integer k with 1 <: k <: n. Then Pld belongs to Tk. and tP 
belongs to Ck if and only if 

n-k 
t~ 2- n- d- t • 

Therefore )K. for ). > O. eontains P if. and only if. 

We deduee that if 
n-t 

--l:::;; 2 n 

then A.K eontains no lattiee point exeept 0 ; if. however. 

n-k n-k-t 
2- - n- < l:::;; 2- -n- (31) 

where k = 1. 2 ....• n. then )X eontains just the points of the k sets 

Tl' T 2 • ••.• Tk. 

Hence. if (31) holds. then J.K eontains k. and not more. linearly inde~ 
pendent points of Al' The sueeessive minima of K for Al are therefore 
given by the equations. 

n-k - -
lk=2 n (k = 1.2 ....• n). • (32) 

By (A). this implies that 

_ ,; n-k n-t n-t 

J. t J.2 ... l n 6(K)=2 k=t n 2n-t=2 2 =2
2 d(A t).. (C) 

We have thus proved that in the special case of the point set K and the 
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lattice Al' the sign of equality holds in ROGERS's inequality [or the 
suc~ssive minima of a point set 6). 

10) The point setK is neither bounded nor a star body. It can, however, 
be approximated by a bounded star body of nearly the same minimum 
determinant and with the same successive minima, as follows. 

Let e be a small positive number. IE X is any point different from 0, 
then denote by S.(X) the open set consisting of all points 

tX + e(t-I)Y 

where t runs over all numbers with 

t> 1, 

and Y runs over all points of the open unit sphere 

IYI<I; 
evidently S.(X) is a cone open towards infinity with vertex at X and axis 
on the line through ° and X. Let further S. be the closed sphere of radius 
1/ e which consists of all points Z satisfying 

I Z I:::: I/e. 

We now define K. as the set of all those points of K which belong to 
S •. but to none of the cones 

( 
n-k ) 

St 2-n- X. wh ere Xerk and k = 1.2 •. . •• n. 

Since only a finite number of the cones contains points of S •. it is clear 
that K. is a bounded star body. 

Let À;. À2 •.••• À~ be the successive minima of K. for A . Since K. is a 
subset of K. necessarily 

(k = 1. 2 •.... n). 

We can in the present case replace these inequalities immediately by the 
equations 

À"=).k 

because the n boundary points 

(k = 1. 2 ..... n) • 

( 
n- l ) (n-2 ) 

i/I. O ..... 0. O. i/I . .... 0 ..... (0. 0 ..... 1). 

(33) 

in which the successive minima of K for Al are attained. are still boundary 
points of K. provided e is sufficiently small. 

11 ) We further show that 

lim 6. (K.) = 6. (K). (34) 
.~o 

6) Sec l.c. 1) . 
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Let this equation be false. There exists then a sequence of positive numbers 

tending to zero such that 

exists. but is different from 6. (K). But then 

lim 6 (Kt r) < 6 (K), 
r-+ a> 

. (35) 

sin ce each K. r is a subset of K. As a bounded star body. each K. r possesses 
at least one critical lattice. Ar say; by the last formula . it may be assumed 
that 

(r = 1. 2, 3, . . . ). 

Moreover, all sets K. r contain a fixed neighbourhood of the origin 0 as 
subset. The sequence of lattices 

Al' A 2 • A3, .. . 

is therefore bounded. and so. on possibly replacing this sequence by a 
suitable infinite subsequence. we may assume that the lattices Ar tend to 
a limiting lattice, A say. By (35), 

d (A) = lim d (Ar) = lim 6 (Ker) < 6 (K), . 
r-+a> r-+a> 

. (36) 

and therefore A cannot be K-admissible. Hence there exists a point P =j:- 0 
of A which is an inner point of K. This means that p, for sufficiently small 
E> O. is also an inner point of K •. 

We can now select in each lattice Ar a point Pr =j:- 0 such that the 
sequence of points 

Pl ' P 2 • P3 • • .• 

tends to P. Hence. for any fixed sufficiently small E> O. all but a fini te 
number of these points are inner points of K. Now. since 

Er > Er+I, 

each star body K. r is contained in all the following bodies 

K ' r+1' K ' r+2' K ' r+3' . .• . 

Therefore. when ris sufficiently large. then the point Pr is an inner point 
of K. r' contrary to the hypothesis that Ar is a critical. hence also an 
admissible lattice of K Er' This concludes the proof of (34). 

12) The two formulae (33) and (34) imply that 

n -1 

lim ).'1 ),~, • • À~ 6 (K,) = 2 2 d (Al) ' 
e -+ 0 

Hence if d> 0 is an arbitrarily small number, th en there exists a positive 
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number E such that the successive minima 1; .l; ..... 1~ of K. satisfy the 
inequality. 

n-I 

1; 12 ••• 1~ 6. (K.) > (1-<5) 22 d(A.). 

where Al is the lattice of all points with integral coordinates. 
n-. 

We have therefore proved that the constant 2-2- in ROGERS's in-
equality is best-possible even lor bounded star bodies. This is very sur
prising as this inequality applies to general sets. 

Mathematics Department, Manchester University. 

December 15, 1948. 

Postscript (May 16, 1949): In a no te in the c.R. de l' Academie des 
Sciences (Paris), 228 (March 7,1949),796-797, Ch. Chabauty announces 
the main result of this paper, but does not give a detailed proof. 



Mathematics. - On Cardan positions [or the plane motion of a rigid body. 
By O. BOTTEMA. (Communicated by Prof. C. B. BIEZENO.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

1. One of the most simple motions considered in kinematics is Cardan's 
elliptic motion defined by the condition that two points of the plane rigid 
system describe a straight line. The loci p J and pm of the instantaneous 
centre of rotation in the fixed and in the moving plane respectively are 
internally touching circles whose radii are in the ratio 2: 1; pm is also 
the inflexion circle; each point of it describes a straight line. An arbitrary 
point of the plane describes an ellipse. - The question has been raised if 
for an arbitrary motion of the plane positions exist in which there is a 
contact of th'e n-th order with a certain elliptic motion. Contact of the 
n-th order means here that the orbit of each moving point has a contact of the 
n-th order with the curve described by the same point in the elliptic motion. 
It will be seen that the problem is significant for n = 3 in view of the 
fact that for each position of the moving plane (some trivial cases excepted) 
an 'elliptic motion can be determined which has a contact of the second 
order with the given one. A position of the moving plane which has a 
contact of the third order with an elliptic motion will be called a Cardan 
position. The problem has been considered in an extensive but insatis
factory paper by RAUH c.s. 1). This work was critisized by ALT 2) in his 
paper on the same subject but unfortunately the latters geometrical method 
seems to have lead to the conclusion that a certain necessary condition for 
a Cardan position is also sufficient. And so also AL T's results are not 
correct. In the essential point of their controversy concerning the inflexion 
circle he is undoubtedly wrong and RAUH c.s. are right. We shall give a 
more analytica I treatment of the problem and meet some theorems in kine
ma tics which seem to be not generally known. 

2. If x, y; X, Y are the cartesian coordinates of a point in the moving 
plane and in the fixed piane respectively, we have 

X = x cos cp - y sin cp + a ~ 

y = x sin cp + y cos cp + b, ~ (1) 

a, band cp being functions of the time t. As we are interested in the 
geometrical properties of the motion only, we take cp = t 3). Differentiations 

1) RAUH. MARKS, BÜNDGENS, OTTO, Kardanbewegung und Koppelbewegung . 
Praktische Getriebetechnik, Heft 2, V . D. I. Verlag (1938), 1-·63. 

2) AL T, Die Kardanlagen von Getriebegliedern und die Krümmung der Polkurven, 
Ing . Arch. XIV (1944),319-331. 

3) We exc1ude the case drp = 0, the motion then bcing instantaneously a translation. 
dt 

42 
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with respect to t will be denoted by primes. The position under con~ 
sideration will correspond to t = 0 and the values of the variables for this 
moment are indicated by the suffix O. We have f{!o = 0; for t = 0 the 
moving and the fixed plane have the same orientation. Moreover we choose 
coinciding origins for this moment; thus ao = bo = o. 

We have 

X' = - x sin f{! - y cos f{! + a'. X" = - x cos qJ + y sin f{! + a" ! 
Y' = x cos f{! - y sin f{! + b'. Y" = - x sin fP - y cos fP + b" 

X'" = x sin fP + y cos qJ + a'" 

Y'" = - x cos fP + y sin fP + b'" 

. (2) 

For the instantaneous centre of rotation P. one has X' = Y' = O. thus 

x = a' sin fP - b' cos qJ. y = a' cos fP + b' sin f{! (3) 

and 

X=-b'+a. Y=a'+b. (4) 

These equations determine pm and PI respectively. For t = 0 the coor~ 
dinates of P are X = x = -bó• Y = y = aó. Thus if we choose the coin~ 
ciding origins for t = '0 in the cientre P. we have aó = bó = o. The direction 
of the tangent of PI in P is given by the ratio -b" + a'. a" + b'. thus for 
t = 0 by -bö. aö ; this is also the direction of the tangent of pm in P for 
t = o. Taking this common tangent p for thc X~axis we have aö = o. The 
possibilities arising from the arbitrary choise of the system of coordinates 
have now been exhausted and we arrive at the following conclusion: the 
equations for the motion (1) can be put in a canonical form for which: 

ao= bo=aó= b~=aö=O. • • (5) 

Then we have for t = 0 in view of (2): 

X=x. X'=-y. X"=-x. }('''=y+aö' ~ 
Y Y ' Y" + b" Y'" + b'''· (6) =y. =x. =-y o. =-x 0 

Thus in order that two motions coincide for t = 0 up to the second order 
it is necessary and sufficient that they have the same value t ö; contact of 
the third order requires equality of bö, a~' and bö' for both motions. 

3. The coefficient bö has a geometrical meaning. The points of the 
plane which for t = 0 pass through an inflexion point of their orbit satisfy 
the relation X" : Y" = X' : Y'. that is. in view of (6): 

. (7) 

Hence this equation denotes the inflexion circle. which touches p in Pand 
has the diameter bö. Two motions thus coincid(! up to the second order if 
they have the same centre of rotation and the same inflexion circle. This 
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follows also from SAVARY's theorem or BOBILLlER's construction, which 
enable to determine the radius of curvature of the orbit in an arbitrary 
point if the centre of rotation and the inflexion circ1e are known. 

So it is evidently pos si bIe to determine for each position of the plane an 
elliptic motion which has a contact of the second order. For this purpose we 
have only to take the motion we get wh en the given inflexion circ1e rolls 
within a second circ1e with twice the radius, P being the instantaneous 
point of contact 4). 

4. If an arbitrary motion has a contact of the third order with an 
elliptic one, the latter must evidently 17e the elliptic motion just mentioned, 
and we have the supplementary conditions that aö' and bö' have the same 
value for both motions. Therefore we determine these coefficients for the 
elliptic motion. We start more generally by considering the cyc10idal 
motion obtained if a circ1e of radius r rolls on a circ1e of radius R (fig. 1). 

y 

x 

Fig. 1. 

If ü? a) be the polar coordinates of the point A in the moving plane 
and q; the angle through which this plane has rotated, then A has the 
following rectangular coordinates in the fixed plane: 

x = - (R + r) sin f3 + r sin q; + e cos (q; + a) 

y = - R + (R + r) cos f3 - r cos q; + e sin (q; + a). 

4) We exclude the case bö' = 0, the motion then having a contact of the second 
order with a permanent rotation. 
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or. since 

r 
fJ = R + r rp. x = e cos a. y = e sin a. 

X = x cos rp - y sin rp - (R + r) sin (R ~ ~ rp ) + r sin tp (8) 

Y = x sin rp + y cos rp - R + (R + r) cos (R ~ r rp ) .- r cos rp. 

These equations are the same as the equations (1) if 

a = - (R + r) sin k rp + r sin rp l 
b _ - rR + (R + r) cos k rp - r cos rp . . . . • (9 

k- R-· 
+r 

Hence 

a' = - (R + r) k cos k rp + r cos rp. b' = - (R + r) k sin k rp + r sin rp 

a" = (R+ r) k2 sin k rp - r sin rp. b' = - (R + r) P cos k rp + r cos rp 

a lll = (R + r) P cos krp-rcos rp. b'" = (R + r) P sin krp-r sin rp 

and in particular 

ao = bo = aó = bó = aö = O. 

Further 

b
" Rr . 
o=R+r' ..... . . . (10) 

which is the well~known formula for the diameter of the inflexion circle 
in the cycloidal motion and 

ao'" = - R r(R + 2
2 

r) bo'" = O. . . . . . (11) 
(R + r) 

For the elliptic motion we have R = -2r; hence 

aö' = bö' =0. . . . . (12) 

So we have reached the following conclusion: a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a moving plane to be in a Cardan position is that aö' and bö' 
are both zero. 

5. The two conditions can be associated with some properties of the 
state of motion. For p j we have by (-4): 

X=-b'+a. Y=a'+b. 
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Hence for t = 0 

X'=bö. Y'=O. X"=-bö'. Y"=aö' +bö. 

and the cu rva tu re in P is 

(bÖ)2 • 

For pm we have by (3) 

x = a' sin qJ- b' cos qJ. y = a' cos qJ + b' sin qJ 

and for t = 0 

x'= - bö. y'= 0, x"=- bö'. y" =aö' + 2bö. 

Therefore the curvature in P is 

aö' + 2bö 
(bÖ)2 

(13) 

. (14) 

F rom (13) and (I4) it follows that in a Cardan position (aö' = bö' = 0) 
we have el = 2em. This result was to be expected, but conversely 

el = 2em implies only aö' = O. Hence the relation el = 2em is a necessary. 
but no sufficient condition [or a Cardan position. 

Here is the eau se of the incorrect re su lts in AL T's paper; moreover it is 
evident from our analytical treatment that the situation has to be expressed 
by two simple conditions. 

6. We shall now give an other interpretation of the condition aö' = 0 

an one of b~' = O. 
The inflexion circle is the locus of the points where the orbit has an 

inflexion point. In a point where the tangent has [our consecutive points 
in common with the orbit (sometimes called undulation point) we have 
X' : Y' = X" : Y" = X'" : Y"'. Such a point lies on the inflexion circle 
and satisfies in view of (6): 

aö' x + bö' y = O. (15) 

This line has two points of intersection with the circle: the origin P (which 
in general does not satisfy the conditions, X' and Y' being both zero) and 
the point: 

- aö' b~' bö 
x = (aö')2 + (bÖ')2 ' y = (aö')2 + (bÖ')2 • . (16) 

if aö' and bö' are not both zero. Thus th ere is in general one point with 
the property mentioned above. It is BALL'S point 5). 

5) See f.L KRAUSE, Analysis der eber:en Bewegung (1920), p . 54. 
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We obviously have: if aö' = 0 (and bö' "# 0), th en BALL's point coin
cides with the centre of rotation P. Hence the .theorem: if for the curvatures 
of PI and pm we have (!J = 2em BALL's point is in the centre of rotation, 
and conversely. 

IE, on the other hand bö' = 0 (and aö' =1= 0), th en we have for the coor
dinates (16): 

x=O, y=bö. 
This point is on the inflexion circle and lies diametrically to the centre P; 
it is called the inflexion centre ("Wendepol" ). Hence the theorem: if 
bö' = 0 (and aö' =1= 0) then BALL's point coincides with the inflexion 
centre. 

In a Cardan position we have aö' = bö' = 0; hence for this case the 
line (15) is undetermined and each point of the inflexion circle is a point 
of BALL. This was to be expected: for the elliptic motion each point of the 
inflexion circle describes a straight line, thus each point is an undulation 
point of its orbit and the same holds for a position which has a contact of 
the third order with an elliptic motion. ALT has been aware here of a 
contradiction in his arguments and has unsuccesfully tried to explain it 6). 

We have now the theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition [or a 
Cardan position is that each point of the inflexion circle is a point of BALL. 

7. For a point of inflexion of an orbit we have X' : Y' = X" : Y". 
So the locus of these points has, in view of (2), the equation 

X2+y2-xl(a'+b")sing;+(a"-b'~cosg;l-y l(a'+b")cosg;- ~ (17) 
-(a" - b') sin g; I + (a' b" -a" b') = 0 ~ 

which for t = 0 is identical with (7) as it should be. For the diameter m 
of this inflexion circle we find 

m2 = (a' - b")2 + (a" + b'F. • (18) 
dm 

Hence dg; = 0 when 

(a' - b') (a" - b''') + (a" + b') (a'" + b') = 0 

and for t = 0 we have 

bö'=O. (19 

So we Eind a new interpretation of this relation: if bö' = 0, the radius of 
the inflexion circle has a stationnary value, and conversely. Thus in a 
Cardan position the radius of the inflexion circle has a stationnary value. 
This proposition was given, without proof. in RAUH'S paper and ALT's 
criticism on this theorem is now seen to be unjustified. But the condition 
is obviously a necessary, but no sufficient one for a Cardan position. 

6) AL T, l.c. p. 330. 
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The following theorems are now evident. A necessary and sufficient 
condition for a Cardan position is: the radius of the inflexion circle has a 
stationnary value and the ratio of the curvatures of PI and p m in P is 1 : 2. 

If the radius of the inflexion circle has a stationnary value BALL's point 
(if determined) coincides with the inflexion centre. 

8. The curvature k of an orbit is given by the formula 

dk 
Thus dgl = 0 when 

X'Y"-X"Y' 
k = (X' 2 + Y' 2)'/. 

(X' 2 + Y' 2) (X' Y'" - X'" Y')-2 (X' Y" - X" Y') (X' X" + Y' Y") = O. (20) 

From (6) we have that the locus of points with stationnary curvature for 
t = 0 is given by the equation 

(x2 + y2) (a~' x + b~' y) + 2b~ x(x2 + y2-b~ y) = 0.. (21) 

The locus is a cubic curve, denoted by K ("Kreisungspunktkurve"). Putting 
a~' = b~' = 0 we find the theorem: in a Cardan position the locus K of the 
points with stationnary curvature breaks up in the inflexion circle and the 
normal in the centre of rotation on the curves PI and pm; and conversely. 
For the ;elliptic motion itself the theorcm can easily be verified: the points 
of the inflexion circle describe straight lines and those of the normal are 
in a vertex of their orbits. IE we intersect the curve K (21) with the norm al 
x = 0, we get b~' y = O. Thus on the normallies (with the exception of P) 
no point with stationnary cu rva tu re, or each point of the normal has 

stationnary curvature. In the latter case we have bö'= O. 

9. We now consider a three-bar mechanism aABf3; a and f3 are fixed 
points, A and B describe circles with the centre a and f3 respectively and 
we are interested in the motion of the bar AB. The instantaneous centre of 
rotation P is the point of intersection of aA and f3B . Since A and B describe 
a circle, they must lie on the curve K. IE the mechanism is in a Cardan 
position K is degenerated and thus A and Bare 'either on the inflexion 
circle (which is impossible, their orbit being a circle) or on the above 
mentioned normal. 

But in this case A, Band P are in a straight line and thus the mechanism 

SP 

~ 
Fig. 2. 
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is at a deadlock. Moreover either A or B coincides with P. IE B coincides 
with P then (from BOBILLlER' s construction ) f3B is the tangent p of PI 
and pm and so L. APf3 must he a right angle (fig. 2). And therefore we 
have the relation af32 = (aA -+- AB)2 + f3B2. So in contradiction to ALT'S 
results we can state the following theorem: for a general th ree-bar mecha
nism no Cardan positions exist. 

10. We consider the motion of AB when A descrihes the circle a (R) . 
and B the straight line 1 (fig . 3) ; the centre of rotation P is the inter-

Q 

Fig. 3. 

section of aA and the perpendicular in B on l; let a' he the projection of 
a on l , Q the intersection of AB and aa', L. BPC = L. QPA, th en from 
BOBILLlER's construction PC is the tangent p of PI and pm. For a Cardan 
position A must he on the normal in p, L. APC and thus L. BPQ must he 
right angles. IE this condition is satisfied the position is a Cardan position. 
Indeed, on the normal lies a point (not coinciding with P) which has 
stationnary curvature, hence bö' = 0 and the inflexion centre is a BALL'S 
point. But B is also such a point and therefore each point of the inflexion 
circle is such a point. 

Now we have to investigate if the said configuration (fig. 4) is possihle; 

b p 

Fig. 4. 
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aa' =p, aA = Rand AB = k are givcn values, L PaQ = cp is an un~ 
known angle. IE PQ = h, A' the projection of A on aQ, then QA': A'A = 
= Qa' : a' B, hence 

h cot cp - R cos cp _ h cot cp + p 
R sin cp h 

or 

sin2 cp 
h 2 -2hRsincp-pR-- =0 ...... (22) 

cos cp 

Further 

(p + R cos cp)2 + (h -R sin cp)2 = k2 
or 

h2-2hR sin cp + 2pR cos cp + p' + R 2 
- k2 = O. . . (23) 

From (22) and (23) we have 

. (24) 

When this quadratic equation in cos cp has reaI roots, it has a root between 
-1 and + 1. the product of the roots being 1. The discriminant of (24) is 

D=-(p + R + k)(- p + R + k) (p-R + k)(p + R-k). 

Since D> 0 when it is impossible to construct a triangle with the sides p, 
Rand k, we reach the conclusion that the mechanism has Cardan positions 
if and only if p, Rand k are chosen in such a way that the moving point B 
can not pass through a'. 

Mathematisch Instituut der Technische 
HOg':!school, Delft. 



Geophysics. - On true and pseudo Rayleigh waves. By J. G. SCHOLTE. 
(Gommunicated by Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS Jr.) 

(Communieated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

The motion of a wave caused by the reflection or refraction of a plane 
seismic wave at the boundary between two infinitely large media is a 
function of the angle of incidence; this function is of the form N / D. 
Without entering into the calculation of the motion in these media in a 
particular case it will à priori be evident that the roots of the equation 
D = 0 determine an important part of this motion. This part is usually 
called the STONELEY wave; if one of the two media vanishes it is the well
known RAYLEIGH wave 1). 

The properties of the movement in two media is extensively investigated 
by CAGNIARD in his book "Réflexion et réfraction des ondes séismiques 
progressives" 2); the au thor gives also a complete description of the 
RAYLEIGH motion (one medium changed into vacuum). 

With regard to the case in which one of the two media is a liquid 
CAGNIARD states that no RAYLEIGH (STONELEY) wave is possible; in view of 
the fact that a large part of the Earth is covered by the oceans this 
statement is rather important. Moreover regarding the atmosphere as a 
liquid layer it follows that no RAYLEIGH movement at all can exist. CAGNIARD 
points out that theequation D = 0 yields in the last case a root which is 
almost identical to the true RAYLEIGH solution; the motion connected with 
this root is therefore also almost identical to an ordinary RAYLEIGH wave. 

In a previous paper 3) I considered the propagation of disturbances 
through the ocean and obtained a root of the equation D = O. which has 
been overlooked by CAGNIARD. At the end of this paper I added a note 
in which I commented upon the difference between the results of CAGNIARD 
and mine. thereby remarking that the root obtained by CAGNIARD in the 
case of the atmosphere is no root at all. 

Prof. CAGNIARD explained to me by written communications that my 
rejection of this root is not only mathematically erroneous but leads to 
physically impossible conclusions: it is obvious that with decreasing density 
of the atmosphere the root of D = 0 has to approach the true RAYLEIGH 
root. which is not the case with the root I had obtained; apart from this root 
a second one has to exist and th is is the solution given by CAGNIARD. The 
circumstance that the root which I found also approaches the true RAYLEIGH 

1) CAGNIARD eaUs both movements RA YLEIGH-waves. as they are essentiaUy the 
same phenomenon. 

2) GAUTHIER-V,ILLARS. Paris. 1939. 
3) Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v . Wetenseh .• Amsterdam .• 5t. 828-835; 969-976 (1948). 
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root if we diminish the density of the air while letting the coefficient of 
compressibility unchanged (which is the case I considered) only indicates 
the existence of several roots. In the case: solid body-atmosphere, the root 
obtained by CAGNIARD is the most important and determines a pseudo 
RAYLEIGH wave. 

The situation is therefore as follows: if one of the two media is a liquid 
we have two roots of D = 0; one of these roots is important if the density 
of the liquid is very small (atmosphere) - in that case the movement is 
the pseudo RAYLEIGH wave obtained by CAGNIARD; this movement is almost 
identical to the ordinary RAYLEIGH wave. In any other case this root is 
unimportant; the other one may cause a major surface movement (STONELEY 

wave) as describeà in my previous paper. 

I am largely indebted to Prof. CAGNIARD who has in a most kind and 
lucid way explained th is matter, thereby making th is correction possible. 



Zoology. - A simple technique for the electron~microscopy of cell and 
tissue sections. By L. H. BRETSCHNEIDER. (From the Zoological 
Laboratory, Utrecht, and the Department for Electron Microscopy, 
Delft.) (Communicated by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

1. Introductory: 

The relatively low penetration capacity of electronic rays limits electron~ 
optical investigation to objects thinner than 10-3 mmo Isolated, or readily 
isolatabie structures of vegetable or animal tissues or protozoa of such 
small dimensions, however, are not very nume.rous, so that the need to be 
able to make sections thinner than 10-3 mm was feIt alr~ady wh en eIec~ 
tronmicroscopy was in its first stages. The utilization of a high voltage 
electron microscope (made by Philips', Eindhoven, Holland), with an 
acceleration voltage of 1 00-400 kV, by the Institute for Electron Micros~ 
copy at Delft brought us nearer to the possibility to ex amine, when 
necessary, also thicker sections of. say 0,6 micron, sin ce the penetration 
capacity rises with an increase in the voltage. Wh en seeking af ter a suitable 
technique for this purpose, we found th at it was possible to make plan~ 
parallel sections through animal and vegetable tissues, of 0,6 micron, and 
successfully to ex amine these sections electronoptically. Although our aim, 
at present, is entirely directed towards the perfection of the technique 
employed, the provisional results obtained so far are already fit for 
publication, although we fully realize the numerous defects yet to be 
removed 1) . 

2. The old type of rocking microtome. 

All modern micro tom es for light~microscopic investigation are adjusted 
to a thickness of the sections of 1 micron and multiples of this. About 
60 years ago, the micron scale did not play such a dominating role, some 
microtomes not even having a scale division at all. This applies, for in~ 
stance, to the earliest model of the "rocking microtome" made by the 
Cambridge Instrument Co. (London and Cambridge) . In the calculation of 
the thickness of a section obtained with such a microtome on shifting one 
cog of the wheel. this thickness proved to be significantly less than 
1 micron, namely, 0.59 micron. IE we take care that certain conditions are 
fulfilled during embedding and sectioning of the object, we are able to 
make, with this microtome, serial sections of + 0.6 ft , which, already at an 

1) During printing of this manuscript we found a publication of D . C. PEASE and 
R. F . BAKER about "Sectioning techniques for Electron Microscopy using a conventional 
microtome" , in Proc. of the Soc. f. exper. Biology and Medicine, Vol. 67, 1948. 
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acceleration voltage of 11 0 kV, are th in enoug h for electron-microscopic 
examination. 

The rocking microtome was originally designed by Horace Darwin, 
and constructed for the first time in 1885. lt is probable that our above
mentioned instrument is one of th is earliest type. The microtome was 
developed from the older "ColdweIl Automatic Microtome", and is 
characterized by the simplidty of its construction and manipulation. It 
owes the possibility of so minimal a shifting of the object towards the 
cutting blade to its typical transference of the screw move ment to a lever, 
on which a hinge is fitted that turns a second lever carrying the object
holder. (See Fig.land 2.) The nut b is placed in a bore in the longer 
extremity of the lever a; the spindie c, in this nut, moves the lever in an 
upward direction. This movement is communicated to the axle d of the 
lever e holding the object, which axle rests on the short extremity of the 
lever a. This axle describes a small sector of a drck and thereby displaces 
the turning point of the object-holder e, and so moves it bodily towards 
the cutting blade f. The two axles d and g rest on the beam h, while each 
lever separately is held in place by a powerful steel spring i and k. The 
up-and-down movement of the object-holder, by which the object is drawn 
through the cutting blade, is eHected by a cord running over a pulley 
towards the manipulation handle I. When the handle is pulled forward, 
the object-holder, against the tension of the spring i, is moved upwards, 
while the cogwheel is, simultaneously, and automatically, turned to the left. 
Only when the tension of the spring is eased, causing the manipulation 
handle to move backwards, does the object move through the blade. 

Owing to the peculiar turning point of the lever of the object-holder, the 
section describes a line which is part on the surface of a cylinder. In view 
of the smallness of the object, e.g. 2 mm, and the length of the lever, the 
curvature is extremely slight. Sin ce the cogwheel of our microtome has 
260 cogs, while 6.5 revolutions - i.e. 1690 cogs - are necessary to shift 
the object 1 mm towards the blade, it follows that each section has a 
thickness of 0.59 micron. In our ancient instrument the automatic shifting 
of the cogwheel does not yet possess any scale-division at all; evidently 
it was adjusted by guesswork. In further developing the rocking-microtome 
into the modern model (List No. 184 of the Cambridge Instrument Co. 
Ltd.) the number of cogs and revolutions has been arranged in such a 
way that the smallest shift produces sections of 2 micron, so that this type is 
no longer suitable for our purpose. We have accordingly approached the 
firm in question, and very much hope that our suggestions and proposed 
improvements will lead to the construction of a microtome suitable for this 
purpose 2). 

2) During printing of th is manuscript the Cambridge Instrument Company com
municated to us that building of this instrument is progressing and probably will be ready 
in a short time. 
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3. The cutting blade. 

In making sections of such extreme thinness. special demands are made 
in regard to the properties of the cutting blade. Both the radius of curvature 
of the blade-point and the cutting angle should be as small as possible. 
The cutting edge of the blade must be polished sufficiently weIl to reduce 
to a minimum any flaws in the grinding. Although the objects (smaller 
than 2 mm). and the electron-microscopic field of view (less than 70 
micron) are small and require only narrow blade-parts. we have. up to the 
present. made our sections with the ordinary. current type of microtome 
blades. We use the 6 cm long. concave Jung knives. which are first ground 
on a hone. and afterward polished on leather. We are at present seeking 
af ter a means to use Gilette blades. which more closely approach the ideal 
i.e. that the cutting edge passes graduallY into the flat surface of the blade. 

4. Embedding. cutting and mounting of the sections. 

At ordinary room temperature. sections of such thinness. made from 
objects embedded in ordinary paraffin are driven up into narrow. useless 
strips. To prevent this. we sought after an embedding medium with a 
higher melting-point and a firmer consistency. For this purpose we found 
most useful a mixture of 2 parts yellow beeswax and one part paraffin 
(melting-point 72° C). The mixture is filtered a few times through a 
hardened filter. and kept liquid in the thermostat. Notwithstanding this 
raising of the melting-point. it is necessary to lower the room temperature 
to -+- 10° C in order to prevent crushing of the sections. We have sectioned 
at 8° C at lowest. and up to 14° C as highest limit. Outside this temperature 
range the sections are na longer usabIe. We treat protozoa or small 
particles of tissue. from fixing to embedding. in centrifugal tubes. For 
embedding in wax-paraffin. which requires a small block not larger than 
2 mm along the edge. we fold a container of thick tin-foil over a conical 
metal mould. On the outside. the folds are covered with a thick solution 
of celluloid in acetone and so closed. Objects and embedding medium are 
poured into th is container. in the thermostat. and after sedimentation 
solidified in cold water. After this the container can be removed by just 
foldinc it open. 

The ri se in temperature of the object. placed in the usual way on to the 
object-holder with the aid of a heated spatuIa. is eliminated again by 
cooling in running water. 

The blocks are. at most. 2 mm long and wide. and also flat in order to 
obviate their "giving way" and prevent any elasticity wh en the object is 
drawn through the blade. We cut small ribbons of 2-3 successive sections. 
which we then remave from the blade with the left hand. with the aid of 
a flat "water-colour" (painter' s) brush. The handling of sections of such 
thinness requires same care. The hairs of the brush are cut level at the 
top. The brush is th en dipped into 2 % solution of celloidin in ether-
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ethanol; while drying. it is given a flat. somewhat curved form by pressing 
it between two fingers (fig. 3). The celloidin keeps the hairs together 
without making them less supple. With this brush. the sections are removed 
from the blade. and placed in rows into PETRI'S dishes. in which they can 

f'g·3 

.l5. 

f/g ·4 

be kept dustfree and cool for a long time. While cutting. we from time to 
time make a section about 4-5 ft thick which. af ter staining. serves as 
light~microscopic control~bject. During the cutting process and subsequent 
mounting of the sections. we successfully avail ourselves of the wellknown 
magnifying spectacles. which facilitate both the examination of the sections 
and their accurate mounting on the pellicle. In order to be able to section 
at a higher room temperature. we had a cooling device built f~r the 
microtome (see fig. 2. no. 2) consisting of a sectionally L~shaped case 
filled with ice chopped up fine. on which the microtome is placed. A tap 
serves to drain oH the superfluous melted water which automatically flows 
away through an overflow. The front part. which is touched by the hands. 
is insulated byebonite. At a room~temperature of 18° C there is a fall 
in temperature of the entire microtome including the object and the blade. 
to 12° C within 4 hours. and to 10° C af ter 6 hours~ i.e. the optimal 
temperature for cutting purposes. Owing to the vertical back part of the 
refrigerator. the instrument. and particularly the blade. are also cooled 
from aside. 

5. Mounting the sections on to the object~carrier. 

The mounting of the sections on to the bore of the object~cwrier of the 
electron~microscope has lately been considerably facilitated by the 3 mm 
electron microscope grids produced by the firm of Kodak (Rochester). 
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These small pieces of copper gauze, produced by electrolytic means and 
gilt, have a grille consisting of 55 fJ- thick wires intersecting each other at 
right angles, and enclosing -I- 300 square openings of 70 fJ-. First, a 
parlodion pe1licle is stretched over the surface of (his gauze, obtained 
in the usual way by allowing one drop 2 % parlodion, dissolved in pure 
amyl acetate, to spread over the surface of aq, dest. The gauze is placed 
on this; it is then caught from below with the aid of a ring, at the same 
time one pierces the surrounding part of the pe1licle with a needIe (fig. 4A), 
and lays it upside down over a small anvil (fig. 4B). so that the pe1licle 
now lies on top of the gauze. Af ter drying away the superfluous water 
with the aid of blotting paper. and drying on a heated plate, the gauze, 
with its covering pellicle, is ready for the mounting of the section. The 
narrow ribbons referred to above are taken from the PETRI' s dish by 
means of a brush as described earlier, and dropped on to the surface of a 
warm water bath. This consists of a water~tank, e1ectrically heated to 
40-45° C (fig. 2, no. 6) , in which is placed a dish containing aq. dest. 
The heating of the bees~wax~paraffin mixture causes the surface tension 
to stretch the sections. Wh en this stage is reached, the gauze, with its 
pellice covering, is placed into the aq. dest. with the aid of a fine pair of 
tweezers, exactly underneath the section, which is then lifted out of the 
water bath. The sections are then dried in a dustless, electrically heated 
box (fig. 2, no. 3) at -I- 50° C, and, af ter drying, heated for a short time 
in the thermostat at the temperature of the meltingpoint of the embedding 
medium, which causes the object to remain quite flat on the pellicle. If the 
sections are not to be examined at once, the gauzes may be kept, in tubes 
of 4 mm diameter, with a rounded bottom and closed with a plug made of 
cigarette paper, in an exsiccator. Before the gauze is introduced into the 
e1ectron~microscope, the embedding medium is dissolved by dipping it into 
xylene. 

Although there is a chance that some parts of the objects are covered 
by the wires of the gauze, the latter's re1ative1y large area nevertheless 
affords so many advantages in mounting the sections that this drawback 
may be regarded as being compensated to some extent. Moreover, the 
diameter of the openings in the gauze is greater than the diameter of the 
field of view of the Delft electron microscope, even at the smallest enlarge~ 
ment of 1500 X. 

6. The double sections method. 

Different tissues are too compact and too hard, even at such a small size 
as 2 mm2, to allow of their being sectioned to 0.6 fJ-. In such cases the 
blade may first slide a few times across the block, and then cuts far too 
thick a section. This applies, for example, to dense connective tissue, 
cartilage, bone, or horny layers. We managed. however, to obtain, also 
from such objects. sections of 0.6 fJ- thickness, by first cutting 20 fJ- thick 
sections on the freezing microtome, and afterwards embedding them, via 

43 
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the alcohol ic series, in the bees~wax paraffin mixture, wh en they can be 
cut to 0.6 ft. The same re sult was obtained with softer objects embedded 
in paraffin (50° C), which were first cut thick and afterwards embedded 
in the wax~paraffin mixture. 

7. Electron~microscopic documentation and analysis of the photographs. 

It is obvious th at the Delft electron microscope, with its photographic 
documentation on a film band, by means of which 26 pictures can be taken 
without changing the film~holder, allows of more extensive documentation 
than the technique of other electron microscopes, which have to work with 
separate plates. The instrument is not always adjusted sharply enough for 
every picture to be eligible for reproduction, although they may still be 
usabIe in the actual investigation. For this reason the number of photo~ 
graphs taken is on the large side, with the consequence th at the question 
of an easily surveyable registration has arisen in our laboratory. 

We make contact prints of all pictures taken, from the films. Each print 
is pasted separatelyon a special card, which also contains the necessary 
data. These cards are arranged in a filing system according to the subjects 
to which they refer. The actual enlargements are made from the best prints. 
in sizes of 9 X 9 cm or 18 X 18 cm; intended for both research and publica~ 
tion purposes. They are pasted on drawing cardboard, and placed into 
boxes, numbered in the order of sequence in which they appear in the 
recording diary. With the aid of a magnifying glass (10 X), moreover, the 
contact prints can be examined quite weil for research purposes, and, if 
desired, be reproduced in drawing, by using a drawing~prism. What we 
lack in electron~microscopy, as compared to light~microscopy, is direct. 
subjective observation of the object itself, a thing which greatly facilitates 
analysis especially when the object is drawn. We compensate th is draw~ 
back by drawing the electron~microscopic pictures, either free~hand or 
with the aid of a drawing~prism. This mnemotechnical analysis has many 
advantages, because one realizes more consciously the significance, topo~ 
graphy, etc., while drawing the object. In cases where covering or mutually 
intercrossing structures are not, at first, dearly distinguished, graphic 
reconstructions or plastic models co me to our assistance. We derive the 
dimensions of the structure with the aid of a weakly magnifying lens 
(preparation lens) with a calibrated ocular micrometer, from the enlarge
ments. Optically, this is arranged in such a way that the di stance between 
the ocular lines is 0.2 mm, whereby any errors in reading are reduced 

8. Experiments with sections of different thicknesses. 

We have not 50 far observed any essential differences in the irradiata
bility of tissues at the voltages used hy us (110 and 240 kV). Sections 
thicker than 0.6 micron are definitely useless. This is dear from fig. 6 of 
a smooth musde of M ytilus edulis (mussel), of which we recorded sections 
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of different thicknesses. but with the same voltage and enlargement. In 
the case of sections of 1.2 ft we see - electron-microscopically - the 
musde fibres as 3 ft-thick. dark and seemingly compact fibres. i.e. in the 
same form as shown by the light-microscope. Only the enveloping. thinner 
reticular fibriIs are plainly seen. In the case of a thickness of 1 ft. we see 
that the muscular fibres are built up of a number (6--10) of smaller units 
of -+- 200 mft thickness. Only sections of 0.6 ft. however. are thin enough 
to render visible the composition of these secondary fibres from the 60 mft
thick primary smooth musde fibriIs. From th is picture it is also dear that. 
between adjoining secondary fibres. primary fibrils invariably pass from 
one to the other. thus ensuring their firm interconnection. The secondary 
fibres are embedded in a fine reticular syncytium. of which the fibriIs are 
about 20 mft thick. 

Owing to some slight defects. due to wear and tear. in the cogwheel of 
our microtome. the object was shifted. in the pi aces in question. by the 
distance of half instead of one cog; with the result. however th at we still 
obtained usabie sections of only 0.3 ft (see fig. 5b). The two sections 
through the ciliate Isotricha ruminantium. from the bovine stomach. were 
made from the same object. Whereas. in the case of the section of 0.6 ft 
thickness (fig. 5a). the cilium roots in the ectoplasm lie in several layers 
one above the other. we see. in the 0.3 ft-thick section. only 1-2 layers. 
The actual ectoplasm. af ter fixation with mercuric chloride-alcohol-acetic 
acid. mainly consists of microsomes of 50-70 mft. which fiU in the space 
between the cilium roots. and are quite plainly visible in the 0.3 ft-thick 
section. 

In this ciliate. the ectoplasm is separatcd from the endoplasm by a 
membrane of a thickness of about 200 mft. in which the cilia have their 
roots. In the 0.3 ft-thick section a few ci1ia are even visible in a pure cross
section. 

This - quite accidental- observation of still thinner sections than those 
generally used by us. has led us to point out to the Cambridge Instrument 
Company that. in constructing a modern microtome. the possibility of 
using thinner sections than 0.6 ft might be borne in mind. 

9. Some of the results: 

To illustrate the possibilities of the technique described. we will cite a 
few of the objects examined by us, without, for the moment, going into 
precise details. 

Electron-microscopy of tissues aims, on the one hand, at the direct 
clarification of already - more or less - known light-microscopic 
observations on the borderline of the distinguishing capacity of the light
microscope. For th is reason, electron microscopy, in these cases, consciously 
follows in the footsteps of the results of light-microscopy, in order to find, 
beyond the light-microscopic borderline, fresh details, and to check up 
on old ones. From this it follows at once that the enlargements to be chosen 
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should be increased gradually as from the light-microscopie limit. so that 
the relation between the total pieture and the details shall not be lost. 
In this connection. too. the thickness of the structures to be examined 
should be such th at th is interrelation shall be maintained. The drawback 
- adduced as argument - that the analysis of electron-microscopic photo
graphs of thicker structures is hindered on account of the presence of 
severallayers. one covering the other. is less significant than the advantage 
derived from maintenance of the interrelation between the structural 
details. Radiology. too. was faced with the same difficulties and overcame 
them. 

On the other hand. electron-microscopy consciously seeks af ter factual 
material which hitherto has been completely unknown light-microscopically. 
with a view to establishing more universal fundamental principles in regard 
to the finer structure of the organic materiaI. and the question of the 
ultimate size and arrangement of its component parts. Our own in
vestigations have shown that these two directions of research go hand in 
hand and are mutually complementary. 

A. The cilia. 

Fig. 7. of Opalina dimidiata. a ciliate from the intestine of Rana eseulenta, 
shows. among other things. the structure and implantation of the cilia. As 
we see from the pictures. the cilia. which measure -I- 300 mfl- in diameter. 
consist of an axial fibril of 70 mfl- thickness and a cilium sheath. or outer 
layer. of -I- 100 mfl- thickness. through which runs a spiral fibril of 
-I- 30 mfl- (fig. 7e). Each cilium separately is inserted in the ectoplasm 
by a tube-shaped cilium root. the direct continuation of the cilium 
sheath. This is plainly shown 'by the rings which we find under 
the pellicles in the ectoplasm. in eac1l series of cilia caught tangentially. 
We also found the same structure and implantation in Paramecium. In 
Opalina, each cilium is surrounded at the base by a ring. while between 
this ring and the cilium base. 8-9 ectoplasm filaments are stretched. May 
be the ring and the filaments serve to keep the cilia in place. 

B. The nematoeysts. 

Fig. 8 shows longitudinal sections through the small nematocysts of the 
tentacles of a sea-anemone. Corynaetis viridis. The coils of the spirally 
rolled nematocyst filament in the capsule are sectioned laterally. and their 
structure appears complicated. As its chief characteristic. the filament which 
has a diameter of 500 mfl-. shows a tors ion which gives it the shape of a 
deeply cut infinite screw-thread. In the wall of the filament there are two 
spiral bands. each 100 mfl- wide. which appear in the projection on the 
photographs as two bands intersecting each other. Around these coils lies 
the actual closed capsule membrane. which is extremely thin (see fig. Bb). 
The mechanism of a nematocyst is based on the action of a temporary. 
higher in si de pressure in this capsule. which causes the filament to be 
expelled. For this reason it seemed to us of interest to ascertain whether 
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this membrane might perhaps possess a certain electron-microscopie struc
ture. which would be adapted to th is turgescence function. It appears. in
deed. from greater enlargements. that the capsule wall consists of parallel 
fibrils of -+- 90 A thiekness. running in the longitudinal direction of the 
nematocyst capsule. These fibrils show a very reg uI ar striation at right 
angles with their direction due to the fact that den ser and less den se bands 
alternate at equal distances. The periodicity of th is striation is -+- 300 A 
units. and very probably represents the macromolecular arrangement of 
the protein chains forming the structure of th is membrane. 

C. Bone structure. 

Fig. 9 shows a section through a lamella spongiosa of the vertebral 
bone of the bluewhale Balaenoptera musculus. The bone was fixed in 
formalin immediately af ter the anima I was caught; it was then decalcified. 
and further treated according to the double section method described on 
p. 659. The picture was made from the outer zone of a lamella. and shows 
a fine three-dimensional network of collagenie fibrils oriented longitu
dinaIly. The fibrils measure between 100 and 200 mfl. while the interspaces 
are between 100 and 300 mfl wide. In these spaces. and around the 
fibrils we see sphericai bodies of about 100 mfl in diameter. lying like a 
cloak around the fibrils. This. quite probably. is the mucoid secreted by 
the bone-cell and masking the collagenie fibrils. Owing to the many 
anastomoses between the fibrils. the interspaces also appear in the guise of 
a three-dimensional netwerk. in which the calcium salts were originally 
deposited. 

D. Structure of cross-striated muscles. 

The pietures in fig. 10 and 11 derive from sections through the wing
muscle of a dragon-fly Aeschna cyanea. Here. we invariably find only a 
single layer of the 300 mfl-thick myofibrils in evidence. The sarcorneres. 
about 2-2.5 fl in length. are distinctly bounded by ring-shaped Z bands 
(see fig. 11). On other photographs - not reproduced here - these Z 
bands consist of membranes transversely intersecting the muscle syncytium. 
As homologues of the Q band we see here -+- 1.5 fl large bodies. the 
sarcosomes. whieh surround each myofibrilla like a sheath (see fig. 11). 
and. in fixation. are shorter than the sarcorneres. These sarcosomes have 
an alveolar structure. In greater enlargements we see that each myofibril 
consists of a larger number of protofibrillae (see especially near the 
Z bands. fig. 11). which measure -+- 25 mfl in diameter. In fibrils without 
sarcosomes we notiee a transverse striation. with a periodicity of 400-
500 A units. and probably due to the actomyosin. 

We also investigated the myogenesis in very young larvae of Triton 
taeniatus. because there the myoblasts in the tail are younger and less far 
differentiated than in the trunk which cnables us to observe the genesis of 
the cross striation in one and the same object (see fig. 12 and 13). 
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In the myoblasts of the tail we see the pres en ce of primary fjbrillae with 
a diameter of 120 mp, which are not yet transversely striated. and are 
joined together in bundIes. Af ter this. parallel septa are formed in the 
protoplasm eventually becoming the well-known Z- and M bands. on the 
fibrillae and forming the links between the myofibrillae mutually. We 
plainly see here that the Q band is thicker than the I band. giving the 
impression as iE. also in vertebrates. the fibrilla in the Q band is sur
rounded by a sheath. at any rate during the period of its genesis. During 
the genesis of these myofibrils we find. in the plasm of the myoblasts. 
spherical. 1 p,-thick sarcosomes accompanying the still non-striated fibrillae 
at regular distances; they may possibly be related in some way to the 
Q zone and its genesis. 

E. Plasm Structures. 

Fig. 14 shows the local structural differences. fixation and object being 
the same - which may occur in the plasm of part of the fertilized oocyte 
of Ascaris megalocephala. In th is worm. the egg shell is formed immediately 
af ter insemination by the secretion of ascarylic acid from the oocyte; a 
process still taking place here. It will be seen how the coarse vacuolar 
plasm structure in the remaining part of the oocyte (at the bottom of the 
picture). at the point where the secretion is still proceeding. takes on the 
character of an extremely fine vacuolar structure. while the cortex of the 
oocyte is being broken by a liquid current. The fact that the egg membrane 
is not yet fully formed in this place is evident from its thinness and from 
the hiatus. The egg-membrane itself possesses a large number of por es 
from 20-40 mp, in diameter. and is built up in layers. 

F. lntestinal cello 

The structure of the striated border. and the plasm zone below it. in 
the intestinal cell of Ascaris. are shown in fig. 15. The striated border 
consists of 5 p,-long and 80 mp,-thick filaments kept together by means of 
th in transverse links. They pierce the thin limiting membrane of the in
testinal cell and pass into the plasmatic structure of the cortex. which latter 
shows an extremely dense configuration. Thereunder beg ins the endo
plasm. which contains numerous mitochondria (Osmium fixation). These 
consist of filaments with a thickness of 160 mp,. whose substance. on the 
greater enlargements. gives the impression of consisting of fibrillae in a 
parallel arrangement. At the surface of these seemingly homogeneous 
mitochondria we find. may be as a product of condensation. numerous 
denser granula. The larger granula of 1-1.5 p,. strongly impregnated by 
Os04. consist of reserve fat. 

It may be remarked even now. from the above concise commentary of 
the photographs here published. th at in each of the objects investigated, 
there appear not only additions to what was already known light-micros
copically, but also structures newly discovered by electron microscopy. 
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The further development of the technique described above must now be 
directed more especially towards an extensive investigation of the most 
efficient fixation and staining methods to be applied in the electron~ 

microscopie analysis. 

10. Summary. 

(1) A description is given of a simple microtome (old model "Rocking 
Microtome. Cambridge" ). and a fairly simple histological technique by 
whieh sections of 0.6 microns can be made through protozoa. animal and 
vegetable tissues. An iee-cooled installation is described. by means of which 
sectioning is possible also at room temperature. 

(2) Electron-microscopie photographs are described. of sections of 
1.2 ft. 1 ft. 0.6 ft and 0.3 ft. from which it appears that sections of 0.6 ft 
are already thin enough for examination with the Delft electromagnetic 
electron microscope (vide J. B. LE POOLE. Philips Technical Review. Vol. 9. 
pp. 35-46. 1947). at an emission voltage of 11 0 kV and with the electron 
microscope with high acceleration voltage for 400 kV (A. C. VAN DORSTEN. 
W. J. OOSTERKAMP. and J. B. LE POOLE. Philips Technical Review. Vol. 9. 
pp. 195-201. 1947). at emission voltages of 240 kV. 

(3) Some results. elucidated by photographs. obtained with the fol~ 

lowing objects. are discussed to illustrate the technique described: 
(a) Ciliary structure and implantation in lsotricha. Opalina and Para~ 

mecium; 
(b) nematocysts in Corynactis; 
(c) bone structure in Balaenoptera; 
(d) wing muscIe in Aeschna; cross-striated muscIe in the Triton larva; 
(e) egg membrane secretion and plasm structure of the oocyte in 

Ascaris. and 
(f) striated border and mitochondria in the intestinal cell of Ascaris. 

We wish to express our sincere thanks to Mr. J. B. LE POOLE. C.E. and 
the staff of the Department for Electron Microscopy. Delft. for their 
untiring and valuable cooperation. Our investigations would. moreover. 
not have been possible without the financial assistance of the "Netherlands 
Organization for Scientific Research" (Z.W.O.). to which body we hereby 
also tender our grateful thanks. 



Fig. 2. General view of the materials. 

Fig. 5. Sections of Isotricha ; fixation with FLEMMIiNO·s fluld; thickness a) 0'6 p. and 
b) 0'3 p.; orig. magn. 25.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 6. Sections of a muscIe of Mytilus; fixation with BOUIN·s fluid; -thickness a) 1'2 p.. 
b) 0'9 p. and c) 0'6 p.; orig. magn. 10.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 7. Sections of Opalina and Paramecium; fixation with FLEMMINO·s fluid; thickness 
0'6 p.; a) orig. magn. 24.000 X, b) and c) 20.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 8. Sections of nematocysts of Corynactis; fixation with BOUIN·s fluid; thickness 
0'6 p.; orig. magn. a) and c) 15.000 X, b) 30.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 9. Section of bone of Balaenoptera; fixa-tion with formalin; thickness 0'6 p.; 
orig. magn. 20.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 10. Section of a muscIe of Aeschna; fixation with BOUIN·s fluid; thickness 0'6 p.; 

orig. magn. 16.000 X; 240 KV. 

Fig. 11. Section of a muscle of Aeschna; fixation with BOUIN·s fluid; thickness 0'6 p.; 
orig. magn. 16.000 X; 240 KV. 

Fig. 12. Section of a myoblast of Triton; fixation with LENHOSSEK·s fluid; thickness 
0'6 p.; orig . magn. 8.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 13. Section of a myoblast of Triton; fixation with LENHOSSEK·s fluid; thickness 
0'6p.; orig. magn. 12.()()0 X ; 110 KV. 

Fig. 14. Section of an oocyte of Ascaris; fixation with CARNOY·s fluid; thickness 0'6 p.; 
orig. magn. 12.000 X; 110 KV. 

Fig. 15. Section of an intestinal epithelial cell of Ascaris; fixation with CHAMPY·s Huid; 
thickness 0'6 p.; orig. magn. 8.000 X. 110 KV. 



L. H. BRETSCHNEIDER: A simple technique for the electron-microscopy 
of cell and tissue sections. 

I Indicates 1 It in a ll pictures. 
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Botany. De hypothese voor de erflelijkheidsformules van de twe<! 
zuiuere lijnen I en II van Phaseolus vulgaris op grond van kruisings~ 
proeven. III. By G. P. FRETS. (Communicated by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of January 29. 1949. ) 

PI. 68. F3~1935 is het 3de voorbeeld. dat we hier bespreken van een 
bonenopbrengst met de formule L I 12 BI b2 der gemiddelde lengte en 
breedte. De gemiddelden komen zeer overeen met die van pI. 58 (tab. 6). 
De uLtgangsboon voor pI. 68 is van pI. 76. F2~1934. De eerste boon van de 
peul van de uitgangsboon heeft een kleine lengte en ook een kleine breedte. 
De 3de. laatste boon van de peul is zeer klein (klein gew. = 36 cg). De 
L B~indices van de eerste en de tweede boon zijn niet hoog (L B = 63.5 en 
62.5). Het zijn geen kenmerkende bonen voor de formuI.e L I 12 BI b2. De 
bonenopbrengst 'Van pI. 76 bevat vrij veel bonen met een grote breedte en 
een kleine of niet zeer grote lengte. 

Van de bonenopbrengst van 51 bonen van pI. 68. F3~1935. is de grootste 
breedte. b = 10.9 mmo de lengte van deze boon is 1 = 17.0 mmo dus ook 
zeer groot (tab. 7). Er zijn 10 bonen met de grote breedte. b = 10.1-10.6 
mmo de lengte van deze bonen is. 1 = 14.5-15.6 (dan 'Volgt 15.5. dan 
15.3) mmo Er zijn dus slechts 2 bonen met de grenswaarde voor zeer grote 
lengte (15.6 mm). Er zijn 25 bonen met de grote breedte 9.6-10.0 mmo 
de lengte van deze bonen is 13.3-15.6 (dan volgt 15.4) mmo Er zijn 9 
bonen met de breedte. b = 9.1-9.5 mmo de lengte is . 1 = 13.6-14.6 mmo 
Ten slotte zijn er nog 6 bonen met de breedte b = 7.8 (dan volgt 8.5 )-9.0 
mm; de lengte is 12.6-14.4 (dan 13.7) mmo De bonenopbrengs't van pI. 
68 he·eft voor de lengte en de breedte de formule Ll 12 BI b2 • het genotype 
v·an de uitgangsboon van pI. 76 voor pI. 68 is dus L I 12 Bl b2• 

Van pI. 68. F3~1935. zijn in 1936 4 bonen 'Voortgekweekt. Ze leverden 
de pI. 291-294. F4~1936 (tab. 6). 

PI. 291. De uitgangsboon van pI. 68 voor pI. 291 is de boon met de grootste breedte 
en de grootste lengte van de bonenopbrengst van pI. 68. De 2de boon van de peul heeft 
niet zo'n grote breedte (b = 10.3 mm) en een veel minder grote lengte (I = 15.2 mm); 
daardoor een hoge LB-index (LB = 68). Bij de bonenopbrengst van pI. 291 van slechts 
15 bonen staat aangetekend: .. slecht. veel onrijpe peulen. bonen gevlekt. met wat rimpels". 
De kleine bonenopbrengst is zeer gelijkmatig samengesteld. Slechts één boon heeft de 
kleine breedte. b = 8.5 mmo (het is de laatste boon in de rij van de peul. I = 13.1 mmo 
L B = 65). Van de overige 14 bonen is de breedte. b = 9.3-10.1 mm. de lengte. I = 13.3 
(dan 13.6) -14.6 (dan 14.4) mmo De L B-index is L B = 66---78 (dan volgt 73). De 
bonenopbrenst heeft het phaenotype Ll b B1 b2. Daarbij. de verschillende milieuverhou
dingen van 1935 en 1936 in aanmerking nemende (blz. 584 en tab. 3). vatten we de zeer 
grote lengte van de uitgangsboon van pI. 68 voor pI. 291 als een niet-erfelijke variant 
op. Een niet-erfelijke variant dus van de form. Ll h 

PI. 292. De uitgangsboon van pI. 68 voor pI. 292 heeft een grote breedte en een niet 
zeer grote lengte; de L B-index is hoog (tab. 6) . Alle 4 bonen van de peul hebben een 
grote breedte en een niet zeer grote lengte (van de 2de boon is I = 1 S.3 mmo L B = 63). 
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Van 6 bonen van de bonenopbrengst van pl. 292 is de breedte, b = 9.7-10.4 mm, de lengte 
is 1=14.0-16.1 (dan 15.8, dan 15.3) mm (z. ben.). Van 5 bonen is b = 9.3-9.5 mm, 
de lengte is 1= 13.1-15.3 (dan 14.3) mmo L B-ind. = 62 (dan 66) -68. Van 5 bonen 
is de breedte b = 8.7-9.0; de lengte is 1= 11.4-12.6 mmo L B-ind. = 65-72. Ook deze 
bonenopbrengst heeft een gelijkmatige samenstelling; de formule is overwegend Ll 12 Bl b2. 
Eén peul heeft uitzonderlijk grote en zware bonen (gew. = 71-76 cg). Alle 3 bonen 
van deze peul zijn in 1936 voortgekweekt; bovendien is nog een boon met een grote 
breedte voortgekweekt. Deze 4 bonen leverden de pI. 221-224, F4-1936 (tab. 6). 

PI. 221. F5-1937. De uitgangsboon is van pI. 292 en heeft de form. Ll l2 Bl b2 voor 
de lengte en de breedte (tab. 6). Ook de 2 overige bonen van de peul hebben deze formule. 
De bonenopbrengst van 32 bonen van pI. 221 bevat 9 bonen met de breedte 9.6--10.2 mm; 
de lengte van deze bonen is I = 14.6--16.8 (dan 15.8) mmo De L B-index is L B = 61-66. 
Er zijn 5 bonen langer dan 15.5 mmo Van 13 bonen is de breeC:te b = 9.1-9.5 mm, de 
lengte is I = 13.4-15.3 mm; L B-ind. = 61-69; van 7 bonen is L B = 61-65. Ten slotte 
zijn er 10 bonen met b = 8.3-9.0 mm; de lengte is 1= 12.9-14,4 mm, en L B = 62-67. 

De samenstelling van de bonenopbrengst is gelijkmatig, doch ze is niet kenmerkend 
voor de form. L1 12 B1 b2: er zijn veel bonen, die niet zeer breed zijn en vrij veel bonen 
met een zeer grote lengte; ook is van veel bonen de L B-index niet zeer hoog. We nemen 
aan, dat de uitgangsboon van pI. 292 voor pI. 221 niet de form. Lll2 B1 b2 in homozygote 
vorm of bijna homozygote vorm heeft. 

PI. 222, F5-1937. De lengte van de uitgangsboon van pI. 292 voor pI. 222 is zeer 
groot (tab. 6). Van de bonenopbrengst van 30 bonen hebben 16 bonen de grote breedte, 
b=9.6--11.1 (dan 10.1)mm, de lengte is 1=14.6 (dan 14.8, dan 15.6)-17.7mm. 
Veertien bonen hebben dus een zeer grote lengte. De L B-index is L B = 57-65 d.i. laag. 
Van 9 bonen is b = 9.2-9.5 mm, 1= 14.4 (dan 14.7, dan 15.2)-16.8 (dan 16.3) mmo 
Daarbij zijn 3 bonen met een zeer grote lengte. De L B-index is L B-57-65, dus laag. Ten 
slotte is van 5 bonen de breedte, b = 8.4-9.0 mm en de lengte, 1= 13.6--14.9 mmo De 
L B-index is L B = 60-66. 

De bonenopbrengst van pI. 222 is gelijkmatig; dit wijst er op, dat de formule van de 
uitgangsboon van pI. 292 voor pI. 222 de form. L1 L2 B1 b2 heeft in de homoz,ygote of 
bijna homozygote vorm, dus in overeenstemming met het phaenotype van de uitgangsboon. 

PI. 223, F5-1937. Ook de uitgangsboon van pl. 292, - van dezelfde peul als die voor 
pI. 222 -, heeft een grote breedte en een zeer grote lengte (tab. 6). 

Ook de bonenopbrengst van pI. 223 heeft een gelijkmatige samenstelling. Van de 29 
bonen hebben er 13, de breedte, b = 9.6--10,4 mm, de lengte is 1= 15.8 (dan 15.4)-
16.8 mmo Slechts van één boon is de lengte niet zeer groot. De L B-index is 60 (dan 63)-
65. Slechts van één van deze bonen is L B = 65. De L B-index is dus niet hoog. Van 
5 bonen is de breedte b = 9.1-9,4 mm en de lengte, 1= 14.4-15.2 (dan 14.5) mmo De 
L B-index is 60-64. Van 11 bonen ten slotte is b = 8.4-9.0 mm en de lengte, I = 13,4-
15.6 (dan 15.1) mm; LB = 56--66 (dan 63). 

Het phaenotype van de bonenopbrengst van pI. 223 sluit zeer aan bij dat van de 
bonenopbrengst van pI. 222, zoals ook de beide uitgangsbonen overeenkomen. PI. 223 is 
ook een goed voorbeeld van een bonenopbrangst, waarvan de uitgangsboon de form. 
Ll L2 B1 b2 voor de lengte en de breedte in de homozygote of bijna homozygote vorm heeft. 

PI. 224. Ook van pI. 224, F5-1937, is de uitgangsboon van pI. 292, F4-1936 (tab. 6). 
Het is de laatste boon van de peul met 3 bonen, waarvan ook de uitgangsboon voor 
de pI. 222 en 223 genomen zijn. De lengte en de breedte zijn iets kleiner. Van 8 bonen is 
de breedte. b = 9.6--1O.0mm en de lengte, 1=14.0 (dan 14,4)-15.8 (dan 15.1) mmo 
De L B-index is L B = 61 (dan 64)-69. Van 6 bonen is de breedte b = 9.1-9.4 mm, 
de lengte is 1= 13.7(14.0)-15.0(14.2) mmo LB = 63-67. Er zijn ten slotte 12 bonen 
met de breedte, b = 8.1-8.9 mm, de lengte is, 1 = 12.8-15.2 (14.2) mmo L B = 58-65. 

De bonenopbrengst van pI. 224 bevat een minder groot aantal bonen met een grote 
breedte dan die van pI. 222 en 223. Er is slechts één boon met een zeer grote lengte en 
er zijn er vrij veel met een hoge L B-index. De uitgangsboon van pI. 292 heeft ook een 
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iets kleinere lengte. is echter de laatste boon van de peul. De bonenopbrengst is minder 
duidelijk phaenotypisch L1 L2 B1 b2 dan de bonenopbrengsten van pI. 222 en pI. 223; de 
uitgangsboon van pI. 292 voor pI. 224 heeft dus ook het genotype L1 L2 in mindere 
mate in de homozygote vorm. 

De bonenopbrengsten van de pI. 222. 223 en 224 zijn gegroeid uit de 3 bonen van 
een peul met 3 bonen van pI. 292, die uitzonderlijke bonen van deze bonenopbrengst zijn. 
Ze hebben een grote breedte en een zeer grote lengte (blz. 668). De bonenopbrengst 
van de 3 planten 222-224 hebben alle het phaenotype L1 L!l BL b2 in overeenstemming 
met de uitzonderlijke afmetingen (lengte en breedte) van de uitgangsbonen. Deze 3 uit
gangsbonen hebben het genotype L1 L!l B1 b2. 

PI. 293, F4-1936. De uitgangsboon is van pI. 68, F3-1935 (tab. 6) . Van de 2de boon 
van de peul komen de lengte en de breedte zeer met die van de uitgangsboon overeen; 
ze zijn zeer groot, de L B-index is hoog. Van de 23 bonen van de bonenopbrengst 
van pI. 293 hebben 3 bonen de breedte, b = 9.4-9.6 mm, de lengte is I = 13.8-14.4 nun; 
L B = 67-69. Er zijn 13 bonen met de breedte, b = 8.6---9.0 mm, de lengte is 
13.8-14.4 mm; L B = 65(67)-73 (70) . Van 7 bonen ten slotte is de breedte, b = 8.0-
85 mm en de lengte, 1= 11.6---12.5 mm; L B = 67-70. De bonenopbrengst heeft een 
gelijkmatige samenstelling. Er staat bij aangetekend: "zeer matig, vrij veel schimme)". De 
plant is dus misschien slecht gegroeid, de bonen achtergebleven in de groei. De bonen
opbrengst heeft phaenotypisch de form. L1 b B1 b2. De uitgangsboon van pI. 68, 1935 
heeft de lengte I = 15.6 mm, d.i. net boven de grenswaarde voor zeer grote lengte. De 
L B-index is hoog (L B = 66). We kunnen aannemen, dat de uitgangsboon een plus
variant is van bonen met het genotype L1 12 B1 b2. Van pI. 293, F 4-1936 zijn in 1937 
2 bonen voortgekweekt. Het zijn 2 bonen van een peul met 3 bonen, de grootste en 
zwaarste bonen van de bonenopbrengst van pI. 293. 

PI. 225. F 5-1937 (tab. 6) . Er zijn in de bonenopbrengst van 29 bonen van pI. 225 
13 bonen met de breedte b = 9.1-9.4 mm, 1= 13.2( 13.5)-15.1 (14.6) mmo L B = 62-69 
(daarvan 5 met L B = 62-65). Van 8 bonen is de breedte, b = 8.6-9.0 nun en de lengte, 
1= 125-15.2(13.8) mmo De LB-index is LB = 59(62)-70; er zijn daarbij 4 bonen met 
L B = 59-65. Van 8 bonen ten slotte is b = 7.6(8.0)-8.5 nun en 1= 12.0-13.0 mmo 
L B = 62-70 (daarvan is van 6 bonen L B = 62-65) . Er zijn in de bonenopbrengst 
van pI. 225, 16 bonen met de L B-index, L B = 59 (dan 62)-65, d.i. met een nog al lage 
L B-index. Er zijn ook vrij veel bonen met een kleine lengte (I = 13.0 en kleiner) . We 
hebben hier niet met een bonenopbrengst te doen, die duidelijk voldoet aan de form. 
L1 L2 B1 b2' noch aan de form. L1 12 B1 b2. 

PI. 226. De uitgangsboon van pI. 393 voor pI. 226 is de 2de boon van dezelfde peul 
met 3 bonen, als waarvan die voor pI. 225 genomen is; de lengte is iets kleiner (tab. 6). 
Van de 3de boon van de peul komen lengte en breedte zeer overeen met die van de 
uitgangsboon voor pI. 226. In de bonenopbrengst van 29 bonen van pI. 226 zijn 3 bonen 
met de breedte, b = 9.6---9.8 mm; de lengte is, 1= 13.4-14.2 mmo De indo L B = 69-72. 
Er zijn 11 bonen, waarvan de breedte, b = 9.1-9.4 mm, de lengte is I = 13.3-14.2 mmo 
De L B-index is L B = 64-69; daarvan is van 2 bonen L B = 64 en = 65. Van 12 bonen 
is de breedte, b = 8.6---9.0 mm en de lengte, ! = 12.6---14.4 (dan 13.8) mmo De L B-index 
is L B = 63-70; daarvan is van 6 ÎJor.en L B = 6_"-65. Er zijn ten slotte 3 bonen met 
de breedte, b=8.1-8.4mn: en 1= 11.1-13.2(11.4)mm. De LB-index is LB=61, 
71 en 75. 
In de bonenopbrengst van pI. 226 zijn slechts 3 bonen met een kleine breedte en er is 
geen enkele boon met een index niet hoger dan 65. Het phaenotype van de bonenopbrengst 
van pL 226 is voor de lengte en de breedte L112 B1 b2. We nemen op grond daarvan 
aan, dat het genotype van de uitgangsboon van pI. 293 voor pI. 226 eveneens L1 12 B1 b2 is. 

PI. 294, F4-1936. De uitgangsboon is van pI. 68 (tab. 6) en van een peul met 4 bonen, 
die zeer met elkaar overeenkomen. De formule van de uitgangsboon is phaenotypisch 
kenmerkend L112 B1 b2. De bonenopbrengst van pI. 294 is klein; n = 14, er staat bij 
aangetekend: " matig en groenig". Er zijn 4 bonen met de breedte, b == 9.6---10.3 mm, 
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1= 13.5-14.2 mm; L 8 = 68-74. Er zijn 10 bonen met b = 8.7-9.5 mm; 1= 12.0(12.5) 
-14.2 mm; L 8 = 66-73. Alle 14 bonen hebben de form. Ll 12 8 1 b2. Van pI. 294 Is één 
boon in 1937 voortgekweekt. Ze leverde pI. 227. F5-1937. (Tab. 6). De uitgangsboon Is 
van een peul met 3 onderling overeenkomende bonen. Ze heeft de grootste breedte van 
de bonenopbrengst. De formule is L1 12 8 1 b2. De bonenopbrengst van 30 bonen van 
pI. 227 bevat één boon met de breedte.b = 9.6 mm; de lengte is I = 14.6 mm; L 8 = 66. 
Er zijn 16 bonen met de breedte b = 8.6-9.4 mm; de lengte van deze bonen is. 1= 12.4-
14.1 mm; L 8 = 63-71. Van 2 bonen is L 8. resp. 63 en 65. Er zijn 13 bonen met 
b = 7.4-8.4 mmo (daarvan is van 3 bonen. b = 7.4-7.6 mmo ze zijn de laatste in de 
rij van de peul; de lengte is. I = 11.5. 11 .6 en 11 .8 mm; L 8 = 63. 64 en 66). De lengte 
is 11.4-13.7(13.3) mmo L8 = 64(66)-71. 

In de bonenopbrengst van pI. 227 zijn 16 bonen met een grote breedte en er is geen 
boon met een zeer grote lengte. Er zijn 5 bonen met een L 8-index. die niet hoger is 
dan 65. De formule van de bonenopbrengst is L1 1.2 8 1 b2; ze is daarvan een goed voor
beeld. We nemen aan. dat de uitgangsboon voor de lengte en de breedte het genotype 
L1 b 81 b2 heeft. 

De bonenopbrengst van pI. 68. F 3~ 1935 met haar descendentie in de pI. 
291-294. F4~1936 en in de pI. 221-227. F5~1937 is een goed voorbeeld. 
weliSlWaar in mindere mate dan die van pI. 58. F3~1935 van de erfelijkheid 
van bonen met de formule LI 12 BI b2 voor de lengte en de breedte. 
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Fig. 6. a. Characterogram of 6 p 2 b. initial bean of pI. 259. F4-1936 for pI. 207. FlI-1937 
b. Idem of the averages of pI. 207. Fr;-1937. 

Uit de meegedeelde resultaten over de pI. 73. 93. 58 en 68 van ons ma~ 
teriaal van F3~1935. blijkt de erfelijkheid van bonen met de formule 
Ll L2 Bl b2 en van die met de formule Ll l2 Bl b2• dat is van bonen met 
een grote breedte en een zeer grote lengte en van bonen eveneens met een 
grote breedte. doch een niet zeer grote lengte. We beschouwen deu bonen 
als uitsplitsingen. dat is resultaat IVan splitsende erfelijkheid. 
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Het voorkomen van bonen met een grote breedte en een zeer grote 
lengte en daarnaast van bonen met eveneens een grote hreedte en een niet 
zeer grote lengte, waarbij deze eigenschappen erfelijk zijn, hebben we 
afgeleid uit onze hypothese over de erfelijkheid van de afmetingen bij 
kruisingsproeven en we vinden deze verwachting in ons materiaal van de 
F3~generatie 1935, bevestigd. Het resultaat is belangrijk voor onze hypo~ 
these, waarvan we de betekenis vroeger uiteenzetten (Proceed. 50, 1947). 

Onze hypothese gaat uit van de mendelistische erfelijkheid en het ver~ 
richte onderzoek breng't nieuwe feiten. Deze blijven nodig bij de ingewik~ 
keldheid van het verschijnsel erfelijkheid en zijn elementaire betekenis. 

We vinden splitsende erfelijkheid en vatten onze resultaten op als een 
bevestiging van de theorieën van MENDELen van MaRGAN 1) over de 
erfelijkheid. Daarbij aanvaarden we de consequentie van de chromosomen~ 
theorie van MaRGAN, dat het nodig is, om aan te nemen, dat de chromo~ 
somen van de celkern de plaatsen beschikbaar hebben voor de genen van 
alle variëteiten, waarmee een plant of dier kruising kan aangaan (allelo~ 

morphisme, BATEsaN). Voor de mens wil dit -zeggen, dat de chromosomen 
van de celkern bij de normale mens de plaatsen bevatten voor de genen 
van alle anomalieën, die bij de mens voorkomen. Op deze consequentie is 
ook door anderen gewezen (VaN VERSCHUER). 

Waar de theorie van de erfelijkheid van MENDEL en MaRGAN voor een 
bepaald gebied, dat der kruisingen, opgesteld is, kan de vraag gesteld 
worden, of ze als theorie van het gen nog wijder geldigheid heeft. Het 
optreden van mutaties, dat zijn erfelijke variaties, wordt teruggebracht tot 
mutaties 'Van het gen en evolutie wordt verklaard door genen~mutatie. 
H. J. MULLER 2) beschouwt het gen als de grondslag van het leven en het 
begin van de evolutie. Uit het gen ontstaat, als erfelijke variatie het gemu~ 
teerde gen. Op deze wijze kunnen we de verscheidenheid van levende 
wezens verstaan, de 'toename van het aantal genen in hetzelfde organisme 
wordt er niet door verklaard. Dit is een moeilijk punt voor de evolutie~ 
theorie door mutabiliteit. De lineaire rangschikking van de genen in de 
kernlissen hepaalt. dat het nieuwe, g.emuteerde gen komt te liggen op de 
plaats, de locus, van het muterende gen. Daarmee stijgt niet het aantal 
genen. MULLER -wijst er op, dat het verschijnsel van duplicatie van chro-
mosomen~materiaal in experimenten met radiumbestraling, waardoor een 
stukje van een chromosoom losraakt en gebracht wordt naar een andere 
plaats, tot de toename van het aantal genen in de kernlissen in de loop 
der evolutie kan hebben geleid. Vermeerdering van het aantal genen, zegt 
MULLER, teweeggebracht door de duplicatie van kleine delen van chromo~ 
somen, moet worden opgevat als één van de voornaamste processen, waar~ 

1) TH. MORGAN. The relation of Genetics to Medicine. Nobel lecture, Stockholm, 
1934. The Scientific Monthly, 41, 5 (1935) . The Theory of the Gene, 1926. The 
Scientific Basis of Evolution, 1932. 

2) H. ]. MULLER. The Gene as the Basis of Life. Internat. Congr. of Plant. Sc. 1926; 
in Proceed. of the Congress 1, 897 (1929). 
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op de evolutie berust. tezamen met de mutaties in de individuele genen 1 ) • 

Na de duplicatie kunnen zich genenmutaties :voordoen. waardoor de genen 
in het nieuwe deel van de duplicatie kunnen gaan verschillen van die van 
het oorspronkelijke deel. Het chromosomen-materiaal van het oorspronke
lijke gen. als grondslag van leven. 'Zou dus ook door duplicatie en mutatie 
tot vermeerdering van genen in de celkern hebben geleid. Aan een ver
schijnsel. dat der duplicatie. van het gebied der afwijkingen in het chro
mosomen-gedrag bij de kerndeling. wordt hier grote betekenis toegekend 
in het tot stand komen van een natuurlijk verschijnsel. normaal verschijnsel 
in de natuur. de evolutie. Door verder onderzoek en experiment. door het 
verzamelen van feiten. zal blijken. of de theorie van MENDEL en MORGAN. 

die geldt voor het gebied der kruisingen. wijder geldigheid heeft. 
Erfelijkheid is een veelomvattende en elementaire eigenschap van het 

leven. Ze is het conserverende vermogen van het levende organisme. 
Erfelijkheid. variabiliteit en aanpassing maken het 'zijn van het levende 

organisme in de natuur mogelijk. 
De evolutie is een algemeen verschijnsel in de natuur. de levenloze en 

de levende. De evolutie van planten en dieren is resultaat van zich wijzi
gendmilieu en zich aanpassende aanleg. Het vermogen tot aanpassing 
houdt het vermogen tot evolutie in. 

Summary 

According to the hypothesis of the report in the Proc. Vol. 50. p. 798. 
1947. the formulas started from are: 

Ll L2 B1 b2 th] th2 for beans of the J-line and 
11 12 b l b2 Thl th2 for beans of the II-line. 

For the heredity of the differences of the dimensions 6 pairs of genes 
were assumed. The size-increase through one gene is equally great relatively 
for all ,the dimensions. ,one gene for ,the length. one for the breadth and 
one for the thickness are always active at the same time. ln order to explain 
the much greater diHerence of the lengths than of the breadths and the 
thicknesses it is assumed that oeans of ,the I-line halVe 6 genes for the 
length in the homozygous. dominant form (as L L) whereas they have only 
3 g-enes for the breadth in the homozygous. dominant form (as BB). 
Beans of the H-line have only 3 genes for the thickness in the homozygous. 
dominant farm (as Th Th). Of the 6 g,enes for the dimensions therefore 
the genes 4-6 for !the breadth and for the thickness only occur in the 
homozygous. recessive farm (as bb and th th) . For this reason we write 
the formulas as we did above. It follows from these formulas that we have 
to deal with a cross according 'ta the tetrahybrid scheme. 

This communication busies itself with the crossproduets L] L2 BI b2 and 

1) H. J. MULLER. The Production of Mutations Nobel Price Lecture. Stockholm. 
Dec. 12. 1946. In Journ. Hered. Vol. 38. p. 259. Sept. 1~47. 
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LI 12 BI b2 of the material F3~1935. which will appear according to our 
hypothesis. They are resp. beans with a great breadth and a very great 
length and beans with a great breadth and a not very great length. The 
limit of the lengths is 15.5 millimeters. 

Tab. 3 shows that among .the heans with a great breadth. b = 11.3-
10.1 mmo of the F 3~generation 1935. there are several with a not very great 
leng th 1 = 15.5-13.6 mmo Among beans with such a great breadth of the 
I-line of 1935. we only find one or two with a no.t very great length. 
Among t,he F 3-matefi.al there are beans with such a small leng th as it is 
not found among the beans of the J-line. 

This different finding of beans with a great breadth of the F3~generation 
and of the I-line can be explained from the different her,editary composition 
of these beans. The formula for -the length and the breadth is the same 
for all the beans of the I~line nI. Ll L2 BI b2 • Among the beans with a great 
breadth of the F3~material there are some with the form. LI L2 BI b2 as of 
the I-line. but also some with the form. LI 12 BI b2 • 

We see from tab. 4 that beans with the form. Ll 12 Bl b2 for the length 
and the breadth have a great absolute breadth and a high L B~index. 

We see from tab. 5 that there are a fe.w F3-beanyields with a great 
average breadth and a not very great average length. They answer to the 
form. LI 12 BI 02. 

Of beanyields with a great average breadth of the I~line. ,the average 
length is alfWays very great too. 

The heredity of beans of F3~1935. with the formulas of the leng th and 
the breadth resp : Ll L2 Bl b2 and Ll 12 Bl b2 we investigated for some 
beanyields of tab. 5 (tab. 6). 

PI. 73. The beanyields of pI. 73 with a g,reat average breadth has the 
greatest average length of the beanyields of the F 3-generation of 1935. 
The initial bean for pI. 73 is of pI. 81. F2~ 1934 and has likewise a very 
great length (the limit) and a great breadth (tab. 6). The beanyield of pI. 
73 (tab. 7) contains many beans rwith a great breadth and a very great 
leng th (form. Ll L2 BI b2 ). There is not one fWith a great breadth and a 
not very great length. (form. Ll 12 Bl b2). There is a correspondence with 
beanyields of the I~line of 1935 (tab. 7). According to the analysis (p. 580) 
the beanyield of pI. 309. F4~1936 (tab. 6) contains many beans with the 
formula LI L2 Bl b2 of the lenglth and the breadth. This composition points 
to the heredity oJ this formula of the initial bean of pI. 73 for pI. 309. 

The initial bean of pI. 309 for pI. 239. F5~ 1937 (tab. 6) is the bean wHh 
the greatest breadth and .the greatest length of the beanyield of pI. 309. 
The composition of the beanyield of pI. 239 (p. 581) answers to the form. 
Ll L2 Bl b2 for the leng th and the breadth. The initial bean of pI. 309. 
F 4-1936 for pI. 239 has the form. Ll L2 BI b2 in a homozygous or nearly 
homozygous form. 

From the composition of the beanyields of pIs . 151-153 (p. 582) it 
appears that the initial beans of pI. 309 for these plants do not have 
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the form. LI L2 Bl b2 in the homozygous form; in this they lay behind that 
for pI. 239. 

The data for 4 generations of the descendency and of the ascendency 
(1934-1937) of the beanyields of pI. 75. F3~1935. show that of these 
beanyields with the formula LI L2 BI b2 for the leng th and the breadth the 
characteristicsgreat breadth and very great length are hereditary here 
(fig. 1). 

PI. 93. The beanyield of pI. 93 has the smallest average length of the 
beanyields wHh a great average breadth of the F3~generation of 1935. 
Beanyields with such a small alVerage length do not occur among the 
beanyields with a great average breadth of the II~line (tab. 5). 

The initial bean of pI. 82 for pI. 93 (tab. 6) has a moderately great 
breadth and a very great leng,th. The remaining 5 beans of the pod of the 
initial bean all have a smaller length. T.he beanyield of pI. 93 (tab. 7) 
contains a great many beans with a great breadth;among these there is 
not one with a very great leng,th. 

The beanyields of ,the pIs. 352. 353 ,and 354. F 4~ 1936 of initial beans of 
pI. 93. F3~1935. shOlW an affinity with beanyields with the form. L l 12 BI b2 

but they are no clear instanees of it. The beanyields of 1936 are not 
entirely comparable with those of 1935. because the crop of 1936 was less 
good (tab. 2). Thedescendency and the ascendency in 3 generations of 
pI. 93 point to the facts that this b.eanyield is composite. that the ini,tial 
bean of pI. 82 for pI. 93 has the form. Ll 12 BI b2 for ,the length and the 
breadth only in a heterozygous form. 

PI. 58. F 3",1935 is a 2nd 'Ïnstance of a beanyield with a g,reat average 
breadth and a not very great average leng th of which the data about the 
her,edity have been discussed here ,(,tabs. 5-7. figs. 4-6). The beanyield 
of pI. 58 contains a gr,eat many beans wi,th a great breadth and a not very 
great length. It answers quite weIl to the requirements for a beanyield with 
the .form. Ll 12 BI b2 • Also the phaenotype of the initial bean of pI. 70 for 
pI. 58 has this formula. 

PIs. 259 and 260. F 4~ 1936. (tab. 6) have grown from initial .beans of 
pI. 58. F3~1935. A few fullgrown beans of the beanyield of pI. 259 have 
a great breadth and a not very great length. The other beans are small 
probably in consequence of stunted grOlWth. The L B~indices of all the 
beans are high; the genotype can therefore he Ll 12 BI b2• 

PIs. 206 and 207. F5~1937. (tab. 6) have grOlWn from 2 initial beens 
with the 'greatest breadths of pI. 259. F 4~ 1936. According to the analysis of 
the beanyield of pI. 206 (p. 585) it answers quite weIl to the phaenotype 
Ll 12 BI 02 and the initial bean for this reason to the genotype LI 12 BI b2• 

This applies in an evengreater measure to pI. 207. Of this too we assume 
that the initial bean has the form. LIl:,! Bl b2 in a homozygous or nearly 
homozygous form. 

From a 2nd initialbean of pI. 58. pI. 260. F4~1936 has grown and from 
an initial bean of this pI. 208. F5~1937 (tab. 6). According to the analysis 
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(p. 585) the beanyield of pI. 260 answers quite weIl to the phaenotype 
L1 12 BI b2• We thereforeassume that the initial bean of pI. 58 is a non~ 
her~ditary 'Variation having the genotype L1 12 BI b2• According to the 
analysis of pI. 208. F5-1937 (p. 586) this beanyield has the phaenotype 
L1 12 BI b 2 fairly weil. The beanyield of pI. 260 ·and its initial bean of pI. 
58 answ~r to the form. L1 12 BI b2 in a less homozygous form than the 
beanyield of pI. 259 and its initia I bean of pI. 58. In the beanyield of pI. 58. 
F 3-1935. its initial bean of pI. 70. F 2-1934. the beanyield of pI. 259. F 4 -

1936 and itsinitial bean of pI. 58 and the beanyield of pI. 207. F5-1937 
and its initial bean of pI. 259 we have a good instance of the heredity of 
beans wi,th ,the formula L1 12 BI b2 for the length and the breadth in 4 
generations (tab. 6 and figs. 3-6). 

PI. 68. F 3-1935 is the 3rd in stance that is discussed of a beanyield with 
the form. L1 12 BI b2 for the averag·e length and breadth (tab. 6). F rom 
thecomposition of ,the beanyield we deduct the fact that the genotype of 
the initial bean of pI. 76. F 2-1934 is to a high degree homozygous for the 
farm. L1 12 BI bl!' Four initial beans of pI. 68 gave the pis. 291-294 as 
F 4-1936. According to the analysis of these beanyields (ps. 667-669) their 
phaenotypes are L1 12 BI b2• Of the initial beans of pI. 68 for ,the pis. 291 
and 293 we assume that they are non-hereditary variations of beans with 
the form. L1 12 BI b 2 in a predominantly homozygous form. 

Of the pis. 292-294. F 4-1936 some beans were ,taken for a new 
generation; they gave pis. 221-227. F s-1937. Remarkable are pis. 
222-224. grown from .the 3 beans of a pad of pI. 292. all of them 
exceptionally large and heavy beans. the only pad of pI. 292 with beans of 
this kind. The formula of these initial beans is L1 L2 BI b2 (tab. 6). The 
composition of the beanyields (ps. 667-668) shows that all three of them 
have the phaenotype L1 L2 BI b2 jn correspondence with the very great 
length and gr.eat breadth of the initial ~an for which we therefore assume 
thegenotype L1 L2 BI b 2• These 3 beans of one pod of pI. 292 are a good 
instance of segregates in a beanyidd ,which for the rest answers to the 
composition L1 12 BI b2 • 

From 2 initial beans of pI. 293. F 4 -1936. grew the pis. 225 and 226. 
F5-1937 and Erom an initial bean of pI. 294grew pI. 227.F5-1937 (tab. 6). 

The beanyield of pI. 68. F3-1935 with its ascendency in the pis. 291-
294. F 4-1936 and in the pis. 221-227. F s-1937 .is a goad instance. to a 
lesserdegree it is true. than that of pI. 58. F3-1935. of the heredity of 
beans with the formula L1 12 BI b2 for the length and the breadth. 

From the results given of the pis. 73. 93. 58 and 68 of our material of 
F3-1935 appears the heredity of beans with the form. L1 L2 BI b2 and of 
those with the form. L1 12 BI b2 • that is of beans with a great breadth and 
a very great length and of beans with also a great breadth but with a not 
very great length. 

The report ends with a few remarks on the theory of the gene. 
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Petrology. - Petrology of the Mt.~Aigoual area in the southeastern 
Ceuennes, France. By R. C. HEIM. (Communieated by Prof. J. H. 

F. UMBGROVE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28. 1949.) 

1. Sumrroary and conclusions. 

A petrographieal description is given of the Mt.~Aigoual pluton, its 
associated dikes and the country rock. 

Partieular features of phenocrysts warrant the conclusion that the process 
of formation of the plutonie rocks is not to be vizualized as a simple 
crystallization of a Huid at rest af ter injection, but that a long proces of 
crystallization and recrystallization has been going on before and during 
the emplacement of the rock~mass. 

2. Introduction. 

On the geological map of France, scale 1: 80.000, sheet Alais, the 
northern part of the Mt.~Aigoual pluton is shown. In the course of 
investigations carried out in the summer of 1947 and 1948, detailed mapping 
proved that the plu ton has a much smaller outcrop than shown on the 
map; the northern border being in reality about two km more to the south. 
The area in excess is occupied by slates with a great numher of dikes, 
mostly of granodioritic composition. 

A short petrographie description of the different kind of rocks 
encountered in th is region (fig. 1) is .given here as a supplement to the 
tectonie description by DE WAARD (1949~a, b). 

3. Country rock. 

The age of the slates has not been established for certain, but probably 
they are of Cambrian age (DEMAY, 1931~a). They form part of a great 
unit of monoclinal slates, dipping towards the NE, covering nearly half of 
the sheet Alais. Folding is considered to be of Carboniferous age -
post~ Visean and pre~ W estphalian; the latter formation not being affected 
by this folding in the adjacent basin of Alais (DEMAY, 1931~b). 

That the emplacement of the pluton took place af ter this folding is 
Shown by the fact that the folded slates are truncated hy the pluton. 

North of the outcrop of the pluton, hills are covered by flat lying 
Mesozoic strata, whose base is formed by a coarse arkose consisting of 
unaltered elements of the plutonie rocks - abundant phenocrysts of 
orthoclase are very conspieuous - with an admixture of material derived 
from the slates. Near this basal conglomerate the underlying plutonie rocks 
and slate are of a briek red colour whieh, by some authors, is regarded as 
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indicative of desert 1) conditions. Obviously no tectonic and magmatic 
activity occured after the deposition of the arkose, which can be dated as 
Triassic. 
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Fig . 1. Geographical position of the investigated area. Slates are white, granite massifs 
dotted, Mesozoic strata coarsely dotted. From: DE WAARD, Tectonics of the Mt. Aigonal 
pluton in the northeastern Cevennes, France. Part. I. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetensch., 

Amsterdam, 52. 

The slates are for the greater part phyllitic,consisting of granular 
quartz, muscovite and biotite. Sometimes the only mica is biotite. The 
quartz content changes locally; in some places we find layers of compact 
quartzite between the phyllites. 

In nearly all our samples quartz makes up more than half of the rock. 
Generally part of the biotite has been converted into chlorite; in some 
cases we find nothing but chlorite and muscovite. Occasionally some of 
the chlorite is developed as porphyroblasts, usually with polysynthetic 
twinning (clinochlor), sometimes showing helicitic structure. No spacial 
relation could be discovered between chloritization and intrusion of the 
pluton. The biotite has always inclusions of zircon, rutile or apatite. 

1) See. however, P. D. KA YNINE. The origin of red beds, Transact., New York 
Academy of Sciences, ser. 11, vol. 71 , 1949, pp. 60-68. 
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In the direct vicinity of the plu ton or of a dike the slate of ten contains 
a small quantity of orthoclase or acid plagioclase; in this case a slight 
baueritization of the biotite can be observed. In one sample of feldspathic 
slate all the quartz has been replaced by orthoclase, the feldspar still 
showing the original texture of the quartz. Occasionally minerals like 
cordierite, sillimanite and granular andalusite occur in the slate within a 
distance of 100 m from its contact with the pluton; they do not form great 
porphyroblasts. The cordierite has been partly transformed into pinite. 

In the northern part of the mapped region, however, where dikes are 
rare, many slates were encountered with relatively great porphyroblasts 
(up to 0.5 cm) of pink ·garnet and cyanite (pleochroism light-blue to 
colourless). The great distance from the outcrop of the pluton and the 
scarcity of dikes allmost exclude the possibility of contactmetamorphism. 

Most of our samples contain some tourmaline, a common occurence in 
slates. Some samples contain minute flakes of graphite. 

Always present, but in changing quantities, are lenticular intercalations 
of quartz, having a si ze of a few cm to several dm. They were formed 
before the intrusion of the pluton, for they were aHected by the folding, 
which was anterior to the intrusion. 

4. Plu ton. 

The mineralogical composition 2) of two samples from the pluton was: 

I. 11. 
Plagioclase 30 (38 % an.) 37 (30 % an.) 
orthoclase 18 29 
quartz 28 19 
biotite 22 14 
hornblende 2 1 

The grey rock is medium-grained but contains phenocrysts of white 
orthoclase with a size up to 15 cm. The amount of phenocrysts changes 
10caIly. The noemal facies contains plagioclase in excess of orthoclase, 
therefor the rock can be called a granodiorite (according to LINDOREN 
(1900) the amount of plagioclase in a granodiorite ought to be at least 
double the amount of orthoclase, and the rock of the Mt.-Aigoual should 
be ca lIed a quartz-monzonite). MICHEL-LÉvy (1939) gave a chemical 
analysis of "Ie granite du Mt.-Aigoual". His statement that in this rock 
the amount of orthoclase is much larger than that of the plagiodase is not 
in accordance with our observations, nor with the norm following from his 
chemical analysis. 

The phenocrysts, which are of ten perthetic, have numerous inclusions ' 
of quartz, plagioclase and biotite, which occur in their very center as weIl 
as in more peripherous parts, as was found by grinding down some of the 
phenocrysts. The crystallization of the phenocrysts and of the other 

2) All compositions given here are volumetrical. 
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minerals must have been weil on its way before the intrusion took place. 
because the phenocrysts show d istinct flow-orientation ( DE WAARD). 

1949-a. b) . 
Both generations of the orthocIase have an optica I angle of about 57°. 
In the groundmass micrographic intergrowth of quartz and orthocIase. 

and antiperthite have been observed. The quartz shows undulatory 
extinction. The biotite is brown. and shows numerous incIusions of apatite 
and zircon. The hornblende is light-green. often twinned. Near the border 
of the pluton the biotite is chloritisized. or baueritisized. containing saginite. 
and lenses of quartz and calcite; in the feldspar sericite is formed. At the 
contact are some veins of pegmatite and along a zone of a few metres 
several xenoliths of feldspathic slates occur. 

5. Dikes. 

Most of the dikes consist of granodiorite-porphyry; some more acid 
dikes were found : granite-porphyry. aplite. quartz; and more basic dikes 
of tonalite-porphyry. diorite-porphyry and kersantite. 

All these dikes cut the slates. and dikes of tonalite-porphyry. kersantite 
and granite-porphyry have been observed in the plu ton. The dikes have 
straight and parallel boundaries. often interrupted by irregular protuber
ances. The contact with the slates is always sharp. Their width varies 
between a few decimetres and several metres. 

Granodiorite-porph yry. 

The mineralogical composition of this rock cIosely resembles the 
granodiorite of the pluton. but apart from orthocIase. th ere are phenocrysts 
of quartz and sometimes of hornblende (all more or less idiomorphic). The 
groundmass is finer grained (but always holocrystalline) and hydrothermal 
alteration is more intense. As a rule the phenocrysts are orientated parallel 
to the walls of the dike. In both generations the plagiocIase contains 
30-40 % anorthite. In the groundmass quartz and orthocIase are often 
micrographically intergrown. The biotite has numerous incIusions of apatite 
and zircon. and of ten of saginite. For the greater part the feldspars have 
been seriticized . Biotite and hornblende have been partly altered into 
chlorite; many biotites have been bleached and contain lens es of quartz. 
epidote and calcite. Myrmekite is common. Quartz phenocrysts show 
undulatory extinction and have been broken; in some cases the fragments 
show homogeneous extinction. Reiatively much apatite was found . 

Granite-porphyry. 

This is a yellowish-white rock with tiny quartz phenocrysts. no ortho
cIa se phenocrysts and a very dense but holocrystalline groundmass. The 
exact mineralogical composition could not be determined; apparently it was 
intermedia te between granite and aplite. with Iittle biotite. and orthocIase 
in excess of plagiocIase (5 % an.). This rock has been found forming the 
ma~gin of some of the granodioritic dikes and at its contact it penetrates 
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the slate by numerous little offshoots. in contrast with the granodiorite
porphyry. 

Aplite. 

In the plu ton are some small dikes of aplite. a few decimetres thick. 
consisting allmost entirely of orthoclase and quartz. They abound locally 
at the border of the outerop. cutting plu ton. country rock and granodioritic 
dikes. 

Quartz. 

Some straight dikes of nearly pure quartz were observed. having ft 

width of a few decimetres. 

T onalife-porphyry. 

Some granodiorite-porphyries have a darker groundmass than the 
normal granodiorite-porphyry. They contain less orthoclase phenocrysts 
and of ten have a microfelsitic basis (ZIRKEL. 1893). They form a transition 
to the tonalite-porphyry. Both rocks have been seen cutting granodioritic 
dikes and country rock alike. 

The tonalite-porphyry is a fine-grained. dark-grey rock with scarce 
phenocrysts of quartz. plagioclase and biopyroboles. The groundmass. 
of ten trachytic. contains the same mineraIs; the plagioclase is neatly 
idiomorphic. One sample showed the following composition: 

plagioclase 42 (35 % an.) 
quartz 6 
hornblende 30 
biotite 22 

Occasionally eh lori te and sericite occurs. 
The quartz phenocrysts are usually surrounded by a rim of hornblende 

crystallites. 

Diorite-porphyry. 

This rock strongly resembles the tonalite-porphyry. but it contains less 
than 5 % quartz. which is only interstitial. 

In one dike a melanocratic rock was found. which resembIed an odinite. 
It is a greenish-grey rock with adense. doleritic groundmass of plagioclase
laths. hornblende and biotite. and a little interstitia1 quartz. It has 
phenocrysts of plagioclase. uralitisized augite and a few phenocrysts of 
quartz; the latter are surrounded by a rim of hornblende crystallites. The 
mineralogical composition of this odinite-like rock is: 

plagioclase 42 (52 % an.) 
quartz 3 
hornblende 33 
augite (uralite) 12 
biotite 10 
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Kersantite. 

The fine-grained, porous ·groundmass consists of acid plagiodase, a 
little light-green hornblende, quartz and some orthoclase, in micrographic 
intergrowth with quartz. The rock is generally much altered; kaoline, 
sericite, chlorite and calcite were found. One sample has the Eollowing 
composition: 

plagioclase 51 
orthoclase 4 
quartz 5 
biotite 23 
chlorite 17 

Most of the kersantite-dikes are situated at a greater distance from .the 
outerop of the pluton than the other dikes. 

6. The petrogenetic sequence. 

The relatively sharp contacts of the granodiorite with the country 
rock and the slight metamorphism of the latter suggest the granodiorite 
to be an intrusive body; DE WAARD (1949, a) found structural data leading 
to the same conclusion. The observations mentioned above do not exclude 
the possibility of the granodiorite having been generated by "granitization". 
This origin would perhaps afford an explanation of the inclusions in the 
orthoclase phenocrysts, mentioned under the heading "pluton". The flow 
structures shown by these phenocrysts (DE WAARD, 1949, a) indicate that 
the granodiorite was a mush of crystals during its intrusion. 

All the differentiates have been observed to cross-cut plu ton or 
granodioritic dikes; hence they are of younger age. Aplite and pegmatite 
intercross each other. 

Aplite and pegmatite were only found in the direct vicinity of the pluton, 
generally forming small veins or dikes of changing width and direction, 
whereas the kersantites, mostly located at a far greater distance from the 
outerop of the pluton, form bold, continuous dikes. IE differentiation took 
place in a magma which was only partly fluid, as suggested above, it was 
probably due to the squeezing out of the mush, or - in more general 
terms - a relative movement oE different components due to different 
reactions to strain. The resuIting congregation of acid and basic material 
took place at a higher and a lower level in accordance with the difference 
in specific gravity. The deapseated souree of the kersantites is in 
accordance with their large distance Erom the pluton. 

7. The origin of qwartz phenocrysts. 

In nearly all rock-slides containing quartz phenocrysts the latter show 
sinusoidal outlines such as mostly are ascribed to resorption. It seems 
difficult, however, to find a satisfactory explanation of resorption of quartz 
phenocrysts by a groundmass rich in quartz. LAEMMLEIN (1930, 1933), 
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who ascribed the so called corrosion of quartz to unregular growth of the 
crystals. made the remark that resorption will tend to round oH sharp 
edges. but will never cause holes with a narrow inlet. In our slides 
quartz phenocrysts have been found with rounded edges. but in these 
cases the former outline of the crystal is revealed by a rim of granophyre. 
indicating the replacement of part of the quartz by orthoclase. 

The form of several other quartz phenocrysts (in slides of the rocks 
described under the headings .. granodiorite~porphyry" ... granite~porphyry" 
and "tonalite~porphyry") are very suggestive of a mechanical deformation 
of the quartz and of the formation of large quartz phenocrysts by 
agglomeration of several smaller units (figs 2. 3. -4. 5 and 6). 

Figs. 2. 3 and -4 are photographs of a section of a quartz phenocryst. 
It seems (fig. 3) that the parts land 11 (fig. 2) were originally two 
individuals; while drifting together their outlines were moulded onto each 
other. and a biotite crystal was caught in between. In a similar way the 
biotite crystal at the NW ~border of the phenocryst was pushed into the 
quartz; plagioclase~laths of the groundmass were trapped between biotite 
and quartz (fig. -4). Af ter close observation. especially of fig. 3. the pheno~ 
cryst is seen to be built up of more individuals than the two already 
mentioned (numbered in decreasing order of distinctness 1. 2. 3 and 4). 

The quartz phenocryst of fig. 5 appears in fig. 6 to be built up from 
at least three individuals. numbered 1. 2 and 3 in fig. 5. Between 1 and 2 
again a biotite crystal has been surrounded by the quartz. 

HOLMQulST (1915) has described "corroded" quartz crystals whose 
bays were filled with orthoclase which also formed inclusions in the quartz. 
He considered both phenomena to be the result of simultaneous crystal~ 
lization of quartz and feldspar. This. however. does not hold in our cases. 
where embayments and holes contain patches of groundmass or biotite 
crystals. 

We therefor conclude that the quartz was in a condition which permitted 
a lasting deformation - though very likely an extremely slow one. Such 
deformations are also indicated by its very common undulatory extinction. 
The open. sieve~like structure with its intricate pattern of interwoven 
.. O~Si~O~Si .. chains accounts for the strong tendency of Si02 to remain 
in the glassy (molten) state and suggests the possibility of irregular 
connections - which is the same as to say that recrystallization is on its 
way. as must be the case where undulatory extinction is exhibited. At a 
temperature weIl below the melting point, th is interchange of connections 
will occur at such a rate that finite deformation or complete recrystaIlization 
may result in the course of geological time. The open structure favours 
the inclusion of H 20 molecules in the presence of some water; the tendency 
to form a gel (opal) adds to the mobility resulting from the glassy disorder. 

We thus form a picture of units of an Si02 phase with a behaviour 
intermediate between that of drops of liquid and solid crystals. Under 
differential movement of the rock .. (magma .. ) mass small fragments can meet 
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Fig. 2. X I!. Fig. 3. X 10. Crossed nicols. 

Fig. 1. X 51. Crossed nicols. 
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and be welded together. Recrystallization in the course of time may 
provide a reorrentation, resulting in a crystal pattern which may run 
through several formerly separated units. The irregular outline of such a 
composite crystal thus is not aresuIt (lf corrosion; its embayments mark 
the joints of the composing parts. 

The required strong diHerential movement will have occured during the 
intrusion of the dikes but is not to be expected in a big continuous ma ss 
like a plu ton, which is therefore free from quartz phenocrysts. 

The quartz phenocrysts in the tonalite~porphyry and in the diorite~ 

porphyry are usually surrounded by a rim of hornblende~crystallites. 

A similar feature was also noticed by HÖPFNER (1881) in a dacite, and by 
LARSEN in a granodiorite, which af ter consolidation had been partly molten 
by an andesite intrusion (LARSEN and SWITZER, 1939). In the latter case 
it is obvious that the quartz crystals, now surrounded by glass, were not 
in equilibrium with the glass during the melting, because the quartz was 
interstitial in the original granodiorite. In a reg ion where basic and acid 
rocks with quartz phenocrysts occur, HOLMQUIST (1899) found, that only 
in the basic rocks quartz phenocrysts are traversed by strings of hornblende~ 
crystaIIites. In th is case the quartz phenocrysts, surrounded by the 
hornblende rim, must have drifted together. ROSENBUSCH (1910) states that 
a rim of augite crystals proves the quartz to be xenolithic. So it seems 
probable that in the Mt.~Aigoual region some of the quartz units of the 
original mush were squeezed out together with the material which later on 
consolidated as basic dike rock. 

8. Dikes of quartz. 

The mode of occurence of the dikes consisting of pure quartz is 
essentially different from that of the quartz exudations in the slates; the 
former are younger, because they cut the folded slates. It is possible that 
they are related genetically to the granodiorite, although similar dikes 
occur all over this part of the Central Massif. 
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Mathematics. - On the geometry of spin spaces. 11 . By J. A. SCHOUTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

§ 4. The quantities R. C. Q and n in 3N • 

In order to determine the subgroup of the affine group in 3N cor~ 

responding to Gor in Rn wc have to find first its invariants. 
Next to thc ordinary vectors vA in 3 N we introduce the vectors of the 

second kind uA by their transformation 

A=I •... ,N; A' = I' ....• N' (4. 1) 

Then the complex conjugates vA of the components of any ordinary vector 
vA are components of a vector of the second kind. In the same way to every 

affinor e.g. p~ BC corresponds an affinor of thc sccond kind P~ Be def p~ BC' 

There are also quantities with indices with and without [l bar. called hybrid 
quantities. e.g. 

Q A' B' _ A~' AB' Q AB 
- AB" (4.2) 

To every quantity of valence 2 belongs a quantity with the transposed 
matrix, called thc transposcd and denoted by a clash to the left of the 
kernel. E .g. 

'p.A def pA 
B = .B 

'RA ~ ef R·A 
. B =-c: B 

(4.3) 

If for an ordinary co~ or contravariant quantity. e.g . TAB the invariant 
equation 

(4.4) 

holds. it is called a tensor or bi vector respectively. In thc same way U AB 
could be called a hybrid tensor or bivector if in the invariant equation 

'UAB=±UAB . (4.5) 

the + ~ or - ~sign holds. But it is usual to call a hybrid tensor and also 
its matrix hermitian . From the definition it follows that if U AB is a hybrid 

bivector. i U AB is hermitian. This is the reason why hybrid bivectors are 

not aften mentioned. If for a mixed hybrid quantity V~ B with Det (V~ B) =f 0 
the invariant equation 

- 1 
A --A 

V.B=±V.B (4.6) 

holds. V~ B is called positive or negative invertible. Multiplication with a 

factor of the form ei ,!, does not change this property. All properties 
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mentioned here are invariant for all real and complex coordinate trans~ 
formations . But as to matrices we remark that the property of being 
symmetrical or alternating. hermitian or antihermitian and positive or 
negative invertible is invariant only if the matrix belongs to a co~ or contra~ 
variant ordinary quantity. a co~ or contravariant hybrid quantity or a 
mixed hybrid quantity respectively. In the following these properties of 
matrices will only be used if they have an invariant meaning. This is not 
the case in many physical publications. where a definite coordinatesystem 
in SN is preferred and not changed during the investigation. Of course this 
is quite correct because in th is case the question of invariance for coordinate 
transformations can not arise. It is also correct to make use of properties 
as symmetry etc. th at only exist with respect to some definitely given 
representation provided that the point of view taken is stated very clearly. 

To every hermitian quantity PAB (or QAB) th ere always exists at least 

one realor complex coordinatesystem such that the matrix of the com~ 
ponents with respect to this system has the diagonal form with the numbers 
-1. -1 ... .. -1 (s times). + 1 ..... + 1 (r-s times) . O .... . 0 in the 
maindiagonal. The sequence - 1. ... . 0 is called the signature, r the rank 
and s the index of the quantity. The proof is wellknown. 

To every positive or negative invertible quantity P~B th ere always exists 

at least one realor complex coordinatesystem such that the matrix of the 
components with respect to this system has the diagonal form with only 
numbers + 1 in the maindiagonal in the positive case or the form 

0+1 
-10 

0+1 
-10 

(4. 7) 

in the negative case. In order to prove this }ACOBSON 1) proved th at if 

(4. 8) 

there always exists a transformation S such that 

SQS=P. (4.9) 
In facto if we take 

S = P (e iO P + e- iO Q) = ± eiO + e- iO P Q (4. 10) 
we have 

S-1 = (eiO P + e-iO Q)-1 P-l. (4. 11) 
and 

S Q S-1 = (± e- tO + eto P Q) Q (e iO P + e- iO Q)-1 p-l = _ ~(4.12) 
= ± (e-iO Q + eto P) (eiO P + e-tO Q)-1 p-l = P.) 

1) Cf. VEBLEN and GIVENS. I.c. p. 4. 23. There seems to be a mistake in the formulae 
corresponding to (4. 10) and (4. 11). 
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Next to the Clifford set i ~B we consider now several other Clifford sets, 
i 

all with the same signature f 2, . . . , f2 . 

1 " 
1 0. The set - i. According to theorem 11 there exists an automorphism 

i 
S . . . S- l such that 

-i=S iS-I .. 
i J 

(4.13) 

If S is normalized by the condition SS = A we see that S = R (R is 
determined to within the sign). 

2° . The set of numbers h~B of C n having the same matrices as the 

'iÁ B (mark the place of the indices!). 

h
A , .. B .B 
.B = IA = I . A. (4. 14) 

i J J 

This set having the same multiplication rules as the set i, according to 
J 

theorem 11 there exists an automorphism such that 

-I 

SA iC SD = hA (= 'i ' B) . 
.C . . D.B .. B .A (4. 15) 

J J J 

or in another form 
- I 

CBcic CDA='i ·A 
.. D .B (4.16) 

J J 

or shortly 
CiC-I = 'i .. (4. 17) 

J i 

Taking the transposed of both sides we get 

'C- I'i'C=i or 'Ci'C-I='i. (4.18) 
i i i i 

from which we see that 'C : : C and this is only possible if 'C = -1- C, that 
is , if C is either a tensor or a bivector. C is determined to within a scalar 
factor. Det (CAB) is a scalar density of weight + 2 2 ) . Hence 

(4. 19) 

is a tensor- or bivector- W -density of weight - 21N determined to 
within a scalar factor of the form ei ,? In the following we denote this 
quantity by CAB or C. Then lOet (CAB) I = + 1. It is easily proved that 

a) C C-I=(--l)(p) 'i b) CRC- I=(-I)v'R. (4.20) 
i,.· .i p 2 i,·· ·i p 

2) A scalar density of wcight f and antiwcight f' is a quantity that gets a factor 

!::. - r "6- f' where D. is the determinant of the transformation of coordinates in SN. 
s s s 

If f = f' the quantity is also called a W-density of weight 2 f. The term antiweight 
was introduced by V ERLEN. W-densities are na med after WEYL. An affinor-density or 
- W-density is the product of an a ffinor with a density or W-density respectively. 
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The set of numbers of Cn having the same matrices as the 'ilo 
/ 

Because of --l J2 = f for j = k ! 
'i'i= (4.21) 
/ k -'7 'j j =t- k 

k / 

this set is really a CIifford set with the same signature as the set i. Hence 
/ 

th ere exists a quantity QAB such that 

'j = Q iQ-I. (4.22) 
/ / 

From (4.22) it follows that 

i = 'Q-I'j'Q 'j = 'Q i 'Q-I . (4.23) 
/ / / / 

hence 

'Q=aQ a;=+ 1. · (4.24) 
H Q is multiplied by a scalar f3 we have 

-, - _ f3 
f3 Q-alJf3 Q.· · (4.25) 

hence f3 can always be chosen such that f3 Q is hermitian. Then f3 Q is 
determined to within a real scalar factor. The determinant of this f3 Q is a 
real scalar-W-density of weight + 2. Hence. if in 

I Det (f3 Q) I-IIN f3 Q 

we take in the denominator one of the two real values. this expression is 
a hermitian tensor- W -density of weight - 2jN with determinant -+- 1. 
For this quantity. that is determined to within the sign. we write in the 
following QAB or Q. Then Det ( QAB) = -+- 1. It is easily proved that 

a) Q i Q-I=(-l)(p)'j b) üRQ-l=(-I)v'R (4.26) 
/1"'/ p 2 /1" ' / P 

4°. The set of numbers of Cn having the same matrices as the i A
B 

j' 

leads in the same way to a hybrid quantity n~B that can be normalized at 
once by taking 

IJ= 'Q - I C= ti-IC. · (4.27) 

making use of the circumstance th at we can first transform i into 'i and 
/ / 

than 'i into i. But we could as weIl first transform i into 'i and then 'i into i. 
/ / / / / / 

Hence 

II= ± (;-IQ= ± C-I'Q. 

But from (4. 27. 28) it follows that 

IJ-I = ± Q-I C = ± ft . 
which means that IJ is positive or negative invertible. 

(4.28) 

· (4.29) 
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From the other possibilities only quantities arise that are comitants of 
R, C and Q, e.g. 3) 

5°. The -'i · A 
.B lead to ~ dd CR= ± 'R'C= ± '~ (4.30) 

J 

6°. The 
I";. A 

- l-.B lead to QR=±'RQ. (4.31) 
J 

7°. The _iA_ lead to n R = ± RIl . (4.32) 
j . B 

All these quantities are W~densities with a weight + IIN or - IIN for 
every upper or lower index respectively. Transvection and multiplication 
of these quantities leads always to quantities with this same property. 
Accordingly in the sequel we only use this kind of quantities in 3N and 
call them spinors (spinvectors. spintensors etc.). Then the components of 
spinvectors transform with a determinant with modulus + I. Hence it 
co mes to the same as if we had chosen from the beg inning for 3N the 
space belonging to the subgroup of the aHine group with I/:::,I = + 1 4). In 

s 
th is space th ere is no diHerence between the W ~densities used here and 
ordinary quantities and the word density needs not to be used 5). 

Now we have to investignte the invariance of R, C and Q for the trans~ 
formations of 3 N corresponding to the transformations Gor of Rn. 
According to (2. 12) R is invariant for all rotations and gets a factor - 1 
for all reflexotations. 

If i ~ i is a realor complex transformation of Gor, according to 
j j' 

theorem 11 there exists a transformation T in 3N with lOet (T) I = + 1 
such that 

i= Ti T-I (4.33) 
j' j 

T is determined to within a factor of the form eitp. Now, according to 
(4.22) and (4.33) we have for real orthogonal transformations 

'j = Q i Q- 1 = !2 Ti T-I Q-I (4. 34) 
j' j' j 

because the i, depend linearlyon the i with real coeHicients. But at the 
j' j 

other hand it follows from the same equations that 

'j = '1'-1 'j '1' = '1'-1 Q i Q-IIT. (4. 35) 

hen ce 
j' j j 

(4.36) 

a) There are other possibilities, e.g. i~ li. 
j j 

.1) By means of C th is subgroup will be reduced later to the subgroup with /:::, = ± l. 
s 

5) This clears the mystery why those authors who treat the wave vector <pA in 
spinspace as a vector meet no difficulties and come to the same results as those who 
consider 'PA as a vector-density of weight I/N. In some way (often not explicity) the 
first mentioned authors have introduçed the condition I/:::,I = + 1. 

s 
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wh ere J. is a scalar coefficient. From (4. 36) it follows that 

T'QT=J.'Q or 'TQT=IQ . (4.37) 

Hence J. is rea I and from lOet (T) I = + 1. lOet (Q) I = + 1 it follows 
that J. = :±:; 1. That proves that Q is invariant to within the sign for rea I 
orthogonal transformations. 

por aU re.al or complex orthogonal transformations it follows from (4. 17) 
and (4. 33) at one hand 

'i = C i C- I = C Ti T- I C- I (4.38) 
j' j' j 

and at the other hand 

'i = 'T- I'; 'T = 'T-I C i C-I'T. (4.39) 
j' j j 

hence 
(4. ~O) 

where ft is a scalar factor of the form ei ~. If T gets a factor {J, from 

(J'TC{JT=,uf32C. (4.41) 

we see that {J can be chosen in such a way that ft {J2 = + 1. Writing T 
for this new value (J T we have normalized T but for the sign and 
obtained th at C is invariant for all normalized transformations in T cor~ 
responding to the realor complex transformations of Gor . According to 

'TCT=C . (4.42) 

we see that now Oet (T) = -+- 1. 
We recall that p linearly independent contravariant vectors given in a 

definite order fix a p~sense (= p~dimensional screwsense) in the Ep 
spanned by these vectors. and that a p~sense and an (n-p)~sense in an 
Ep and an En_p in En fix an n~sense, provided that they are given in a 
de fini te order and that the Ep and the En_p have no direction in common. 
Be i .... ,i mutually orthogonal real unit vectors in the -~region of an Rn with 

1 

index S. If an n~sense is given the s~sense of the i's fixes an (n-s) ~sense in 
every real Rn-s in the +~region. Accordingly. if in the +~region only a 
real Rn _ s with an (n-s) ~sense is given. a definite (n-s) ~sense is induced 
in every real Rn_s in the +~region. We call these (n-s)~senses the same 
and the other (n-s)~sense opposite. The same holds for an Rs with an 
s-sense in the --region. Now we consider a rea I orthogonal transformation 
i • ... , i ~ i . ... . i. Then i, .. .. i span an Rs with an s-sense in the -~region 
1 n I' n' I' s' 

and i .... , i an Rn _ s with an (n-s) -sense in the + ~region. The transfor~ 
(s+I)' n ' 

mation will be called + -reflexional if the two (n-s) ~senses are opposite 
and -~reICexional if the two s~senses are opposite. This gives four possible 
cases 6} 

0) Cf. for the algebrakal conditions · BRAUER and WEYL l.c. p. 441 f. 
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a) rotation 6=+1 not +-ref!. not - -ref!. ~ 
b) ref!exotation; 6=-1 + -ref!. not - -refl. 

(4.43) 
e) ref!exotation; 6=-1 not +-ref!. - -ref!. ~ d) rotation 6=+1 +-ref!. - -ref!. 

In the manifold of all real transformatiens cf Gor the transformations of 
the same kind ean be transformed intI) each ether in a continuous way 7) 
but transformations of different kinds cannot. This follows immediately 
from the fact that an n-sense in ET! cannot be transformed continuously 
into the opposite n-sense. Hence the coefficient }, in (4 .36). that can have 
the va lues + 1 and - 1. must have the same value for all orthogonal 
transformations of the same kind. The transformation ë I R transforms 

i into - i and leaves i ..... i invariant: 
n 

'R 'R' ' ( EI I 1' 1=- 1 
I I I I I I 

EiRiREi= + i( 
I I 2 I I 2 ) 

I I 

(4. 44) 

and accordingly represents a reflexion at the R n-I perpendicular to i. 
I 

Hence F i R is in the case (b) for 10 2 = + 1 and in the case (c) for 
jj } 

E:! = - 1. According to (4 . 20b) and (4 . 17) 
} 

f. 'i' Re R Ei = (-I)" /;2 'i C i = (-1)" C. (4.45) 
j} jj j j j 

hence the normalized trans formation is i" F. iR. By this normCllized trans

formation Q transforms into 
j j 

(- i}v é ' R 'i Q i'" E i R = ' R 'i Q i R = 
j j j) j j 

(4.46) ='R'i'iQR= E2 'RQR= 
} j j 

- .2 , -: ' -: Q . . - .2 2 .2 Q - ( I)S 2 Q - é I... 1 1 .. . 1 -- f. 10 ••• f. - - E 
) D I I D jl D j 

according to (4 . 22). From this we see th a t n changes its sign if and only 
if s is odd and r; i R is + -reflexional or if s is even end f: i R is --reflexi-

J J j j 

ona!. The cases (a) and (d) can be obtaincd by repeated application of 
transformations (b) and (c). That gives tbc (2ble. 

s even s odd 

neithe< + - no, - -"H.I (4. 47) 

Case Q QR Q SJR 
_._-

(a) Q QR Q QR 

(b) Q -QR - SJ QR +-"U. but not --"H. \ 
(c) -Q QR Q -QR --ref!. but not +-refl. 

(d) -Q -QR - - Q -QR +-ref!. and --ref!. 

7) Cf. CARTAN. Lc. I p. 18. 
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IE V·I""p.p= S or p = n-s is a simple real p~vector in the -~ or +~ 
region respectively. its area. measured by a parallelotop of p mutually 
perpendicular unit vectors is the positive number 

(± I)P 1/lx/ ... ·p ~ for p = n - s ~ 
pvvxI'" 'P f . or p=s 

(4.48) 

IE w·I .. ··p is another simple real p~vector in the same reg ion it has the 

same p~sense as v'I""P if 

(±I)Pl/ I '1"·Y.p . P V W'I' '' Y. P • (4.49) 

is> 0 and the opposite p~sense in the other case. Now take p = s and 

th en (4. 49) takes the form 

i' iY. 
I' 1 

i' i. 

Y.I"· 'p _ I '['1 "sl W -p L ••• L 
l' .' 

i' i. 
I' • 

iY. i. 
11' 1 15' IS 

(4.50) 

Now if T is the transformation i ~ i and if T\ are its orthogonal 
i i' 

components with respect to the i. we have 
i 

.h _ Th ./ • Th 
L - .n = .i h. i.j= 1. ...• n j'=l' ..... n' (4.51) 
i' i 

or 
h 

T h ~.Y. Ah ~.. . • 2 ' " .i - L x - L Lx = E L L. 
i' i' h l' h 

(4. 52) 

and accordingly 

T~b • - i
X 
i, a.b=l •.... s b' = 1' ..... s' (4.53) 

b' a 

Hence the necessary and sufficient condition th at the transformation T is 
not -~reflexional takes the form 

(4.54) 

In the same way it is proved that T is +~reflexional if and only if 

Det (T~y)<O;x.y=s+ 1. .... n S ). 

We collect results in the following table for the determinant. the 
undetermined factor and the invariance with respect to normalized trans~ 
formations of G s. (see following page). 

From the invariant quantities R. C, Q and n of course R was from the 
beginning known to all investigators. Cseems to have appeared first for 

8) This form of the conditions is due to BRAVER and WEYL, l.c. p. 441. Moreover 
these authors proved that both subdeterminants are always ~ - 1 or ;:;;; + 1. For s = 3, 
n = 4 this is the wellknown theorem of shortening of moving bars and retardation of 
moving docks. The proof is easy but we do not need this result in the sequel. 
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Det. 
I 

untermined invariant to within factor 
factor a I b I c I d 

R 
-1 for '1'=1 

±1 +1 -1 -1 I +1 
+ 1 for v> 1 

C mod.=+ 1 ei? +1 +1 +1 +1 

Q ±1 ±1 +1 (- 1)s (- 1)S+1 -1 

n mod.=+1 eir 
I +1 (-I)S 1(-1)5+1 -1 

(norm~zed) I ±1 ±1 

'1'= 2 in our paper of 1931 9). Q was derived in our paper of 1933 10) 
for v = 2 and at the same time by VEBLEN 11) and also by PAULl12) . 
PAULI'S method, th at he applied also to C and that in this paper is applied 
to all invariant quantities, is based upon the theorem 11 of BRAUER and 
WEYL, ~hough at that time th is theorem was not yet formulated explicitly, 
As a consequence at that time it seemed still necessary to prove the in~ 
variance of Q, as we did in 1933 13) for v = 2 and real rotations at the 
instigation of a correspondence with PAULI. As PAULI remarked 14) Q was 
already introduced by BARGMANN in 1932, though only for a special case. 
The form cpQcp was already known to FOCK in 1929 15). The quantity n, 
being derivable from C and Q, appeared for '1'= 2 already in VEBLEN's 
paper of 1933 and in our paper of 1935 16) on conformal fieldtheory 
and for general va lues of v in the VEBLEN-GIVENS lectures of 1935-36. 
From the projective point of view of these authors R stands for an involu~ 
tion , C for a polarity or null~polarity, Q for an anti~polarity and n for an 
anti~involution. But it is quite possible that there exist still other priority 
claims. As to some notations by other authors , CARTAN'S C is equal to our 
C for v even and to K for v odd. BRAUER and WEYL's C is equal to our 
C but their B is equal to our Q for s even and equal to Q R for s odd. 

(Ta be cantinued.) 

D) Dirac equations in general relativity, Journ. of Math. and Phys. 10 (1931) 240-283, 
p. 262. 

111) GenerelIe Feldtheorie V, Raumzeit und Spinraum, Z . f. Physik 81 (1933) 
405-417. 

11) Spinors in projective relativity, Proe. Nat. Acad. 19 (1933) 979-989. 
12) Uebcr die Formulierung der N aturgesetze mit fünf homogenen Koordinaten, Ann. 

d. Phys. 18 (1933) 305-336,337-372. 
13) L.c. p. 414. 
14 ) L.c. p. 347. 
I r. ) Geometrisicrung der Dirac'schen Theorie des Elektrons, Z. f. Phys. 57 (1929) 

261-277; L'équation d'onde de Dirac et la géométric de RIEMANiN, J. de Ph. et Ie R. (6) 
10 (1929) 392-405. 

In) J. A. SCHOUTEN and J. HAANTJES, Konforme Feldtheorie 11, Rf) und Spinraum, 
Ann. di Pisa, 11,4 (1935) 175-189. 



Mathematics. - The second pearl of the theory of numbers. By J. G. 
VAN DER CORPUT and J. H. B. KEMPERMAN. (First communica,tion.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25, 1949.) 

§ 1. The A + B-theorem. 

These communications con ta in theorems with or without weights. If the 
set A consists of real numbers, we denote in the theorems without weights 
by A (h) the number of elements < h of A. Let 1jJ (a) be a real function 
defined for every element a of A; we denote by 1jJ(A) the set of numbers, 
which may be written in at least one way as 1jJ (a), where a is an element 
of A. for in stance 2A, A2, and (if each element of A is positive) log A. 

If B is also a set formed by real numbers, we denote by the sum A + B 
of A and B the set of numbers, which may be written in at least one way 
as the sum a + b of two terms belonging respectively to A and B. In a 
similar manner AB denotes the set formed by the numbers ab. In the 
special case that A and B denote the same set, we find that A + A resp. 
AA is the set of numbers, which may be written in at least one way as 
the sum resp. product of two numbers, both belonging to A, whereas 2A 
(resp. A2) is the set of numbers 2a (resp. a2), where a is an arbitrary 
element of A. For instance (A3 + BB) (h) denotes in the theorems without 
weights the number of numbers < h, which may be written in at least one 
way in the form a3 + bb', where a is an element of A, and b, bi are 
elements of B. 

It is to be noted that in the definition of A (h) the number h is not 
counted, even if it belongs to A. We prefer this definition to the con
ventional one, in which the element h, if it belongs to A, is counted in 
A (h), and wh ere the number 0 is never counted, even if it belongs to A. 
In fact our definition gives many simplifications in the enunciation of our 
results. 

Between 1930 and 1935 the mathematicians SCHNIRELMANN, KHINTCHINE 
and LANDAU have stated the follöwing a + P-hypothesis: 

Let A and B be two sets of non-negative integers, both containing the 
number 0; let g be a positive integ,er, a and {J two real numbers such that 
a + {J :s; 1. Then the inequalities 

Il ::=- ah 
O<a ~ h 

(h = 1. 2, ... g) (1) 

and 

2: 1 ::=- {J h 
O<b S; h 

(h = 1,2, ... g) (2) 

imply 

Il ::=- (a + (J) h (h = 1. 2, ... g). (3) 
O<a+b 5 h 

(1) means that for each positivc integer h:S; g the number of positive 
elements a:S; h of A is at least equal to ah; similarly (3) means th at for 
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each positive integer h $; g the number of positive integers $ h. which may 
be written in at least one way as a sum a + b. where a denotes an element 
of A and b an element of B. is equal to or greater than (a + 13)11. 

Using the above definition of A (h). the a + f3-theorem mayalso be 
formulated in the following form: 

Theorem 1: Let g be a positive integer. A and B two sets of integers 
2 O. both containirzg O. such that 

A(h) ~ 1 + a(h-l); B(h) 2 1 + f3(h-l) (h= 1.2 . ... g). 

where a + 13 $; 1. Then we have 

(A + B) (h) ;:;: 1 + (a + 13) (h-l) (h= 1.2 ..... g). 

Several mathematicians have devoted the:r efforts to prove theorem 1. 
till in 1942 H. B. MANN I) found a very ingenious prooI. He obtained 
even more. viz. 

Theorem 2: Let g be a positivz integer. A and B sets of numbers 2 O. 
both containing O. such that 

A(h) + B(h) 2 2 + y(h - 1) 

where y $; 1. Then 

(A + B) (h) 2 1 + y(h-l) 

(h = 1. 2 ..... g). 

(h = I.2 ..... g) . 

Theorem 1 is a special case of MANN's proposition (put a + 13 = y). 
Though the latter theorem lies deeper than the first. its proof is simpIer. 
because the principle of induction may here be applied with success. 
whereas such an application is more difficult or impossible. if we start 
from the original version of the a + f3-theorem. 

A. YA. KHINTCHINE has treated MANN'S theorem as second problem in 
his book: Three pearls cf the theory of numbers 2). 

The result found by MANN has been generalised and the argument has 
been simplified by E. AlUIN and P. SCHERI< 3). by F. J. DVSON 4) and by 
J. G. VAN DER COI~PUT ti). 

1) H. B. MANN, A proaf of the fundamental thearem on the density of sums of sets 
of pasitive integers. Annals of Math .• 43, 523-529 (1942). 

2) A. YA. KHINTCHINE. Three pearls of the theary of numbers (Russian) , Mascaw 
1947. 72 p. The first pearl is the problem of the boxes. stated as hypothesis by P. J. H. 
BAUDET and proved by B. L. VAN DER W AERDEN: if we put all pasitive integers in a 
finite number of boxes, then at least ane of these baxes cantains an arithmetical progression 
of thausand terms (we may replace thausand by any pasitive integer). The third pearl 
is the prablem of Waring. 

:1) E. ARTIN and P. SCHERK, On the sum of twa sets of integers. Annals of Math., 44. 
138-142 (1943). 

4) F. J. DVSON. A thearem on the densities of sets of integers, Jaurnal of the London 
Math. Society 20. 8-15 (1945) . 

5) J. G. VAN DER CORPUT. On sets of integers. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh .• 
Amsterdam, 50, 252-261, 340-350. 429-435 (1947) . The reader may find the same 
articles in Indagatianes Mathematicae, 9. 159-168, 198- 208. 257-263 (1947). 
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Let G be an ordered set such that the sum g + g' of any two elements 
g and g' of G is defined and belongs to G. We say th at cp(h) increases 
slowlyon a subset H of G. if cp (h) is defined for all elements h of H 
such that 

where hl' h2 and h3 denote arbitrary .elements of H with h3 :s; hl + h2 · 

Thus cp (h) is also increasing slowlyon every subset of H. 
If we take in the following proposition for H the set of all integers ~ O. 

we obtain the special case. which has been proved by J. G. VAN DER 

CORPUT 6). 

Theorem 3 (Trhe A + B-theorem): Let G be a set formed by numbers 
~ 0 such that the sum g + g' of any two ekments g and g' of G belongs 
to G. Let cp(g) be slowly increasing on the set formed by the positive 
elements of G and let H be a subset of G. 

If the finite subsets A and B of H satisfy for each positive element h 
of H the inequality 

A (h) + B (h) ===- 1 + cp (h). . • (4) 

then we have fo.r these elements h also 

(A + B) (h) ===- cp (h). . . . • . . (5) 

Rem ark: If cp (h) is a monotonie non-decreasing function on the set. 
formed by the positive elements of G. and if (4) is true for h = g and 
for each positive number < g belonging to A or B. where g denotes a given 
positive element of G. then (4) (and therefore under the conditions of 
theorem 3 also (5)) is true for each positive element h :s; g of G. In facto 
if h' denotes the sl;Jlallest number ~ h. which is equal to g or belongs to 
A or B. we have 

A(h) + B(h) = A(h') + B(h') ~ 1 + cp(h') ~ 1 + cp(h). 

If we take in the A + B-theorem for G the set of the integers ~ O. for H 
the set 1. 2 ..... g and for cp(h) the slowly increasing function 1 + r(h-l). 
where I' :s; 1. we obtain theorem 2. since the elements > g of A and B do 
not enter into consideration. 

If g is a positive number and the finite sets A and B. consisting of 
numbers ~ O. satisfy for h = g and for each positive number h < g 
belonging to A or B. the inequalities 

A(h)===-ah+r and B(h)===-ah+r-~- . • (6) 

where a ~ Oand 1';::;: i. then 

(A + B) (h) ~ 2ah + 21'-1. 

6) Loco citato. theorem 2; Proceedings p. 261 and Indagationes p. 168. 
E . TROST repeated this proof in concise form on one page in Elemente der Math. 2 

(1947). p. 103. 
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for each positive number h ::;; g. Indeed. we have the identity 

I u I + I u - t I = I 2 u I ~ 2 u. 

where {u} denotes the smallest integer :;;;; u. so that the assertion follows 
from the preceding theorem. applied with the monotonie function 
q; (h) = 2ah + 2y-I. 

A . VA. KHINTCHINE 7) has found for the set H of positive integers the 
special case. in which } ::;; y::;; I-a and a < } and where (6) is replaced 
by the somewhat stronger conditions 

A(h) :2 ah + I-a and B(h) :2 ah + y-} (h = I . ... . g). 

His proof is important. because it is the first proof of the special case 
a = f3 of theorem 1. 

The A + B-theorem contains 

The AB·theorem: Let G be a set formed by numbers ~ 1 such that the 
product gg' of any two elements g and g' of G belongs to G. Let q; (g) be 
defined for each element g > 1 of G such that 

q; (g3) :;;;; q; (gl) + q; (g2)' 

where gl ' g 2' g 3 denote arbitrary elements > 1 of G with g3 ::;; gl g2' 
ff H is a subset of G and if the finite subsets A and B of H satisfy for 

each element h > 1 of H the inequality 

A(h) + B(h) ~ 1 + q; (h). 

then we have for these elfZments h also 

AB ( h) ~ q; ( h ) . 

For the proof of the AB- theorem it is sufficient to replace G . H. A. B. 
g. hand 1 respectively by log G. log H. log A. log B. log g. log hand O. 

We may apply the AB-theorem if q; (h) is a slowly increasing function 
of log h. for instanee q; (h) = y log h + (j . where y ~ 0 and (j ~ O. 

The A + B-theorem gives also 

The Ak + Bk·theorem: Let k and g be positive numbers and let q;(h) 
be slowly increasing on the set formed by the positive numbers . 

ff the finite sets A and B, formed by numbers ~ 0, satisfy for each 
positive number h ::;; g the inequality 

A(h) + B(h) ~ 1 + q; (h k), 

then 

(Ak + Bk) (h) ~ q; (h) 

for each positive numlJ.er h ::;; gk. 
Indeed the elements > g of A and B do not enter into consideration. so 

that it is sufficient for the proof to apply the A + B-theorem. where G 

7) A. YA. KH1NTCH1NE. Zur additiven Zahlentheorie. Matematiceski Sbornik. 39. 
27-31 (1932) . 
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denotes the set of the numbers :::;: 0 and H the set of numbers ;;:;; ° and :;;; gk 
and to replaee in the A + B~theorem A, B, hand 9 respeetively by Ak, Bk, 
h k andg k • 

By putting Tc = 2 and taking for cp (h) the slowly inereasing funetion 

(a + fJ) -ril. where a + fJ ;::: 0, we obtain in particular: if the fini te sets A 
and B, formed by numbers ;;:;; 0, satisfy for eaeh positive number h :;;; 9 the 
inequalities 

A(h) ~ () + ah and B(h) ;;:;; 1-() + fJh, 

where g> 0, then we have for these numbers h also 

(A2 + B Z) (h) ~ (a + fJ) -ril. 
This proposition gives 3 rat her sharp inequality for sets A and B 

eontaining many elements below a given bound. This is not so for the 
analoguous theorems involving sets as AA or AA + BB. In order to give 
an impression of the results eonneeted with sets of that kind, we give an 
example. 

Let A and B be two [inite sets o[ integers ;;:;; 0. I[ [or a ;;:;; ° and fJ ;;:;; ° 
A (h) ;;:;; ï + a log h, B (h) ;;:;; ~- + fJ log h 

[or h = 2, 3, .. . , g, where 9 denotes an integer 2: 2 and a + f:J :;;; -I 1 ,then 
og4 

we have [or the positive integers :;;; 9 

(AA + BB) (h) ;;:;; 1 + 2(a + fJ) log h. 
t 

In faet thc given inequalities furnish A(2) ;;:;; ï and B(2) ;;:;; t. Henee 
both A and B eon ta in 0 and 1. The system A * formed by the positive 
elements of A , satisfies for h = 2,3, ... , 9 

A * (h) ;;:;; ! + a log h 

and eonsequently by the AB~theorem 

A*A* (h) ;;:;; 2a log h (h = 2,3, ... , g), 
he nee 

AA (h) ;;:;; 1 + 2a log 11 (11 = 1. 2 .... , g) . 

We obtain a similar inequa!ity for BB, henee 

AA(h) + BB(h) ;;:;; 1 + cp (h) (h = 1. 2, ... , g) , 

where the monotonie funetion 

cp (h) = 1 + 2 (a + fJ) log h 

satisfies for every pair of positive integers hand h' the inequality 

( 
1 1 \ 

cp (h)+cp(h') -cp(h+h')= 1-2 (a+ fJ) log h + h' ) =- 1-2(a+fJ) log 2=-0 

in virtue of a + fJ:;;; 21~92 ' Consequently cp (h) inereases slowlyon the 

set of the positive integers, so that the A + B~theorem applied with AA 
and BB in stead of A and B gives the assertion. 
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We give as last example: 

Suppose that cp (h) and X(h) are slowly inereasing monotonie non~ 
deereasing funetions tor h > O. Let 9 be a positive number and A and B 
two tinite sets ot numbers ;;;;: O. Suppose 

A (h) ~ f) + cp (h 3) . (7) 

for h = gi and [or eaeh positive element h < g i of A , and finally 

B(h) ;;;;: 1-0 + X(h 2 ) 

[or h = gi and for eaeh positive element h < gi ot B . Then we have tor 
eaeh positive number h :s; g . 

(A3 + B 2) (h) ;;;;: cp (h) + X(h) . 

For the proof we remark. that (7) is valid for every positive number 
h :s; g i. since cp (h) is a monotonie non-decreasing function . Then we have 
for each positive number h :s; 9 

A 3(h) = A(M) ;;;;: 0 + cp (h) 

and similarly 

B 2(h) = B(ht) ;;;;: 1-0 + X(h) . 

hence 
A 3(h) + B 2(h) ;;;;: 1 + cp (h) + X(h) 

where lp (h) = cp (h) + X (h) increases slowly for h > O. Consequently 
the A + B~theorem gives the assertion. 

The A + B-theorem may be generalised in the following manner on sets 
belonging to abstract algebra: 

Theorem 4: Let G be an ordered 8) set, eontaining a smallest element 
denoted by 0, on whieh a eommutative and associative additiort has been 
detined with 9 + 0 = 9 and 9 + g* > 9 tor g* > O. sueh that 

9 + g' = g + g" implies g' = g". . (8) 

Let cp (g) be slowly inereasing on the set form ed by the elements > 0 of G 
and let H be a subset ot G. 

ft the tinite subsets A and B ot H, eontaining both the element 0, satisty 
tor eaeh positive element h of H the inequality 

A(h)+B(h) ~ 1 + cp (h). . (4) 

then we have tor these elements h also 

(A + B) (h) ~ cp (h). (5) 

The remark following immediately af ter the A + B~theorem is here also 
true. 

That the A + B-theorem is a special case of theorem 4. is obvious. 
except if the number 0 does not belong to both sets A and B. but in th is 
last case we have cp (h) :s; 0 for every positive element h of H (so that then 

!i ) "Ordered" means in these communications always that the order is transitive. 

46 
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the assertion of the A + B-theorem is evident) . In fact, if neither A nor B 
contains a positive number, we have 

1 ~ A(h) + B(h) ~ 1 + cp(h), 

for every positive element h of H , and otherwise we find for the smallest 
positive number h* belonging to A or B 

1 ~ A(h*) + B (h*) ~ 1 + cp(h*); 

the slowly increasing function cp (h) satisfies therefore the inequalities 

cp(h*) ~ 0; cp ( (n + 1 )h*) ~ cp (nh*) + cp(h*) ~ 0 

(n = 1,2, ... ), and 

cp(h) ~ cp(nh*) + cp(h*) ~ 0 

if n is chosen 50 large that h ~ nh* + h*. 
Theorem 4 is obvious if 0 is the only element of B, for in that case we 

find for each positive element h of H 

B(h) = 1; A(h) ~ cp (h) ; (A + B) (h) = A(Iz) ~ cp(h). 

In the proof of theorem 4 we will therefore suppose that B contains at 
least one positive element. The smallest element ä of A, such th at B contains 
at least one positive element b with the property that ä + b does not belong 
to A, is called by us the basic element of the couple A and B. Such an 
element exists , since the greatest element a of A has the property that 
a + b, where b is an arbitrary positive element of B, is greater then a and 
consequently does not belong to A. 

Lemma 1. Under the conditions of theorem 4 we have 

A(a) ~ cp(a) 

for eaclz positive element a ~ ä of A, when á denotes the basic element of 
the pair A and B. 

Proof: Suppose ä > 0, for otherwise there is nothing to be proved. The 
smallest positive element b of B satisfies the relation B (b) = 1 and th ere
fore also 

A (b) :=- cp (b). . (9) 
The assertion of lemma 1 is obvious for the positive elements a ~ b of A, 
because th en 

B(a) = 1; A(a) + 1 = A(a) + B(a) ~ 1 + cp(a). 

In the proof we may therefore suppose b < a ~ ä. We will deduce the 
inequality in question for a = al' where al denotes an element> band 
~ ä of A, under the assumption that the inequality has already been proved 
for all positive elements a < al of A. 

The element 0 < al belongs to A, 50 that A con ta ins a greatest element 

a2 < al· 

In virtue of a2 < a I ~ ij and the minimum property of the basic element á 
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the element a:! + b is è.n element > a2 of A. and therefore ~ a j. The 
inequalities 

. (10) 

are satisfied. if a 3 is replaced by a 2' so that A contains a smallest element 
a 3 with (10) . Then a3;S;; a 2 < ä. By the minimum property of the basic 
element each element a < a 3 has therefore the property that a + b belongs 
to A and this element is by the minimum property of a 3 less then al ' From 
(8) it follows that different e1ements a < a 3 furnish different e1ements 
a + band these elements a + b are ~ band < al ' Consequently 

A(ad - A(b) ~ A(a:J ) . 

We have b < at ;;:;; a ~ + b. hence a 3 > O. In virtue of a3 < a l we find by 
induction 

and consequently 

A (al) =- A (b) + A (a3) =- g; (b) + g; (a3) 

=- rp (ad 

by (9) 

by (10). 

since rp (h) increases slowly. This establishes the proof of lemma 1. 
Let us denote by bi' . ... bk the positive elements b of B such that ä + b 

does not belong to A . From the definition of the basic clement ä it follows 
that k 2; 1. By canceling bi we transform B into a set BI ; by canceling b2 

we transform BI into a set B'2' .. .. by canceling finally bk we transform 
Bk - l iuto a set Bk . By adding ä + bi we transform A and H into the sets 
Al and Hl; by adding ä + b2 we transform Al and Hl into the sets A 2 

and H 2 : .... by adding finally ä + bk we transform Ak-l and H k- I into 
the sets Ak and Hk . It is obvious that Ak al~d Bk are subsets of Hk . 

It is easy to see that Ak + Bk is a subset of A + B. In facto an arbitrary 
element h of Ak + Bk has the form h = a* + b*. where a* belongs to Ak 
and b~' belongs to Bk . If a'!' is an element of A. then h is an element of 
A + B. If on the contrary a* does not belong to A. it is added to A in the 
construction of Ak. so that it has the form a * = ä + b j; as b* has not been 
canceled in the construction of B k. it has the property that a = ä + b* 
belongs to A; consequently 

h = a* + b* = (ä + b j) + b* = (ä + b':') + b j = a + b 

belongs to A + B. 

Lemma 2: U nder the conditions of thearem 4 we have 

At{h) + Bt{h) ~ 1 + rp (h) 

for each pasitiv,e element h of Hl and far 1= 1. 2 . ... k. 

Proof. If I ~ 2 we may assume 

AI-I (h) + BI-I (h; =- 1 + rp (h) . (11) 

for each element h of Hl-I ' This inequality holds also for 1 = 1. if Ao. Bo 
and Ho denote the sets A. Band H . 
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For the positieve elements h :s; bi of Hl we have 

BI-dh) = BI(h) and AI-dh) -== Adh) 

and for the elements h > ä + bi of Hl we have 

AI-dh)+I=Adh) and BI-dh)-==BI(h)+l. 

so that the assertion follows for these elements from (11) , provided that 
h belongs to Hl-I. This is in deed so, for otherwise h would be the element 
ä + bi, added to Hl-I, and from h :S; bi or> ä + bi would follow ä = 0 so 
that h would coincide with the element bi , which belongs to B and there~ 
fore to H, consequently also to Hl-I' 

We may therefore suppose that h is an element of Hl with 

(12) 
The inequality 

(13) 

is true, if a4 is replaced by ä. The smallest element a4 of A with (13) is 
therefore :s; ä. From the minimum properties of a4 and ä it follows for each 
element a < a4 that a + bi is less then h · and belongs to A. Different 
elements a < a4 of A fl:lrnish by (8) different elements a + bI of A and 
these elements are ~ bi and < h. Consequently 

A(h) - A(bL) ~ A(a4) 

and therefore, sin ce A is a subset of AI , 

Adh) - AdbL) ~ A(a4) 

From bi < h :s; a4 + bi it follows that a4 > 0, so th at we deduce from 
a4 :s; ä by lemma 1 

A(a4) ~ cp (a4) ' 

In this manner we find, as bi is a posi tive element < hof H I:_ I 

Adh) + BI(h) ==- A (ai) + Adb/) + BJ(h) 

==- cp (a1) + AI-I (bi) + BI - I (bi) 

==- cp (a4) + 1 + cp (bi) 

==- 1 + cp(h) 

End of the proof of theorem 4. 

by (11) 

by (13). 

We may suppose that the number n + 1 of elements of Bis> 1. for the 
theorem is otherwise obvious. We mayalso suppose that the theorem has 
already been proved, if n is replaced by a smaller integer ~ O. By lemma 2 
we see, that the conditions of theorem 4 remain valid, if the sets A , B 
and Hare replaced by the sets Ak, Bk and H k. Since Bk contains less then 
n + 1 elements we obtain by induction 

(Ak + Bk) (h) ~ cp (h) 

for the positive elements h of H k. This establishes the prool. as Ak + Bk 
is a subset of A + B, and H is a subset of Hk. 



Mathematics. - On the symbolical method. III. By E. M. BRUINS. (Com~ 
municated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

The relations obtained in the foregoing part: 

piklmnp + pimlpnk + piplknm = 0, STEINERpoint~incidence; 

pkmplin + ppkminl + pmpknli = 0, KIRKMANpoint~incidence; 

(kmplin) pkmplin + (pkminl) ppkminl + (mpknli) pmpknli-= (iknmlp) piknmlp + (imnplk) pimnplk + (ipnklm) pipnklm Ciln,kmp: 

Kiklmnp + Kimlpnk + Kiplkllm = 0, CAYLEY~SALMON~incidence: 

Kkmplin + Kpkminl + Kmpknli 2 Skmp, illl; 

(iklmnp) Kiklmnp + (imlpnk) Kimlpnk + (iplknm) KiPlkllm = 
_ (inl) (kmp) Sinl,kmp; 

show, that the system of these points and lines is, from the algebraical 
point of view, to be completed by the point on the line pik I m n p: 

Biklmnp _ (kmplin) Kkmplin + (mpknli) Kmpknli + (pkmin/) Kpkminl=O. 

Evidently Biklmnp ::=:: Bklmnpi ::=:: -Bpnmlki, so there are 60 points 
Biklmnp. These points are the points of intersection of piklmnp with the 
harmonical lines of Kik! m n p with regard to the triangles of the VERONESE~ 
decade of which Kiklmnp is the centre of perspectivity. 

Intersection of the lines 

gives: 

piklnmp _ (li) (pk) an am - (In) (pm) ai ak = 0, 

pmlnpki (nm) (i/) ak ap-(nk) (ip) am al = 0 

(li) (pk) (nm) (il) (nk) a m ap + (li) (pk) (nm) (il) (mp) an ak + 
- (li) (pk) (nk) (ip) (ni) a~ - (In) (pm) (nm) (il) (ip) a~ 

+ (In) (pm) (nk) (ip) (il) ak am + (In) (pm) (nk) (ip) (km) ai al = = (mplin) a~ + (kmpin) a~ + (lW (nmk) a~ - (kmiln) a~ -

_ (kmplin) Kkmplin. 

Thus Biklmnp is the point of intersection of piklmnp = 0 and 

biklmnp = pkimlnp + pikmlpn + pkilmpn = 0 or of piklmnp = 0 and 

bklmnpi = plknmpi + pklnmip + plkmnip = 0 

from which we have 

biklmnp-bklmnpi::=:: 3piklmnp. 
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Now Kik I m n p is the centre of perspectivity of the triangles 

Kmpilkn. Kklpinm. Klnmipk and 

Klmpnki . Kpnikml. Kmikpnl. 

The last triangle can be obtained from the first by cyclieal permutation 
of iklmnp. The lines biklmnp = 0 and bklmnpi = 0 are the harmonicallines 
of Kiklmnp = 0 with regard to these triangles. Indeed. the pencil of lines 
through the point of intersection of the fourth harmonical line of 

Kiklmnp Kmpilkn == ppkminl 

with regard to the other PASCAL-lines through Kmpilkn and the line 
Kklpinm Klnmipk == pkilmpn is 

pkinplm + pkimlnp + Àpkilmpn = O. 

The analogous relation for the point Kklpinm gives 

pkilmpn + pkimlnp + flPkinplm = 0 

from whieh the harmonieal line results for À = fl = 1 i.e. bikl m n p = O. 
The 120 lines biklmnp meet by two in the points Biklmnp on piklmnp. 

§ 6. Representation of pencils of quantics. 

For the discussion of the degenerations in Hexagramma mystieum. 
ohtained from a non-degenerated hexagon, we need some propertïes of 
pencils of quadratic forms, which can easily be generalised. 

The points of intersection of a con ie and the curves of order n of a 
pencil having k of its basis-points on the con ie represent a pencil of 
quantics of order 2 n - k; the common tangents of a conie and the curves 
of class n of a pencil touch the conic in points representing a pencil of 
quantics of order 2 n - k if k of the basis-tangents of the pencil are 
tangents of the conie. 

Proo f : Be the curve of order n (a'X)n = O. then the points of inter
section with (AU')at 2 = 0 are 

(a' A) (a' B) ... (a'G) a: b: ... c: = qJ~n = O. 

IE a: .. ~ a: .. + À b: .. we obtain a pencil of quantics of order 2 n. which 
have a factor of order k. independent of À. in common if k of the basis-
points of the pencil are on the conie. q .e.d. 

The dual theorem and the generalisation to nOflnal-curves are self
evident. 

For n = 1. we obtain the condition that the lines [ik] = O. [lm] = O. 
[np] = 0 are concurrent from the simultaneous invariant of th ree binary 
quadratic forms to be 

R(ik.lm. np) = (ip) (Ik) (nm) - (im) (lp) (nk) = O. 
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The cases in which k > 1 lead to generalisations of the theorem of 
concurrence of the cords of three circles : 

a. If two basis~points of a pencil of curves of order n are on a con ie 
the point~sets of intersection formed by the remaining points are the inter~ 
section of the conic with a pencil of curves of order n - I. 

b. If 2 n - 2 basis~points of a pencil of curves of order n are on a con ic 
the lines joining the remaining points are concurrent. 

c. If 2 n - 3 basis~points of a pencil of curves of order n are on a conie 
the remaining three points of intersection with the curves form a triangle, 
the sides of which are tangent to a conic, for: 

Be I, 2, 3 and i , Ic, 1 two triangles inscribed in the conie, the equation 
of the conie touching the six sides can easily be found. In ternary symbols 
the equation is 

),( 1 U')(2 U') + ,u (2 U') (3 U') + Y(3 U')( 1 U') = 0 

and the condition that the line P;Pk is a tangent becomes , splitting up the 
ternary brackets and dividing by (ik) 2 

À (I i) (1 k) (2 i) (2k) + ft (2 i) (2k) (3i) (3k) + Y (3 i) (3k) (1 i) (1 k) - Q(i.k) = O. 

Evidently Q(i, k) = 0, Q(k,l) = 0, Q(l, i) = 0 are three equations in 
}" ft, Y the determinant of whieh vanishes, demonstrating thc fact that the 
six sides are tangcnts of the same conic. Solving }o : ,il : Y we have putting 

(i k )( k x )( 1 x) = CP~ 
(À. ft. J/) = (cp~ (12), CP~ (23). q'J~ (31)) 

and the equation of the con ic is , omitting the ternary factor (AU') (BU'): 

cp~ (12) ai b~ + CP~ (23) a~ bj + CP~ (31) a~ bi = o. 
As the lefthand~side vanishes for 1 == 2, 2 == 3, 3 == 1 we can divide by a 

factor < 123> and obtain putting (I x) (2 x) (3 x) = 1J! ~ 

(KU')2 = [Cl (cp lp )3 (ab) 2 + C2( (P1p ) (?Ja) 2 (1pb):!] (AU') (BU') = 0, 

which shows that every pair of trip les of the pencil cp + À 'Ijl gives the 
same con ie (KU')2 = O. 

The equation of thc con ie having all the triangles of a pencil inscribed 
in a conic as polar~triangles can easily be found . 

Putting in ternary symbols 

L(12X) 2 + M(23X)2 + N(31 X) 2 = 0 

we have for the condition that Pi and Pk are conjugated, breaking up the 
ternary brackets 

L (12)2 (1 i)(1 k)(2i)(2k) + M(23)2 (2i)(2k)(3i)(3k) + N(31)2 (3i)(3k)(li)(1 k) = O. 

VIlpieh is the same equation in L(12) 2, M(23) 2, N(31 pas the Q(i, k) = 0 
in À, p, Y. 
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We have therefore. omitting the ternary factor (A'X) (B'X): 

CP~ (23) a2 a3 P2 P3 + cP~ (31) a3 a. P3 P. + CP~ (12) a. a2 P. P2 = O. 

which vanishes for 1 == 2.2 == 3. 3 == I, and splitting oH the factor <123> 
we obtain 

[C3 ( cp'ljl)3(afJ) 2 + C4 (cp'ljl ) (cpa)2( 'ljlb)2] (A'X) (B'X) = O. 

The discriminant of (KU') 2 clearly vanishes only if the resultant of the 

two cubics CP~. 'IjI~ vanishes. 
As regards the simultaneous invariants of (KU') 2 and (Q'X) 2 = 

= (A'X) (B'X) (ab) 2. the invariant (KQ')2 is apart from a factor [ 2 an 
invariant of CP~. V'~ linear both in cp and 'Ijl so 

(KQ') 2 = C5 [ 2 (cp'ljl )3. 

(K'Q) 2 is the product of [4 and an invariant of degree 2 both in cp and 'Ijl . 

which can easily be obtained to be the square of (cp'ljl ) 3 . apart from a 
constant: 

The simultaneous invariants of K and Q vanish for apolar cubics. 
This can be shown in a very elementary way. 

If 12 and 45 are harmonical pairs than the condition that 

( 1 x)( 2x) (3x) = cp ~ and (4x) (5x) (6x) = 'IjI~ 

are apolar is R ( 12, 45. 36) = O. 

Proof: 

6 (cp'ljl)3 = (14) (26) (35) + (15) (26) (34) + (16) (24) (35) + 
+ (16) (25) (34) + (14) (25) (36) + (15) (24) (36) = O. 

The last two terms cancel as (14) (25) + (15) (24) = 0 and the identical 
transformations indicated give 

6 (cp'ljlP = 2 (26) (I 4) (35) + 
- (31) [(24) (65) + (25) (64) + (26) (54) ] = 2 R (12. 45. 36) = O. q.e.d. 

If we now choose the isotropic points in 1.2 Q becomes a circle. 45 a 
diameter and 36 a parallel to th is diameter (fig. I) . 

6 ..... 
...... 

5 

............ M. 

~ 
Fig. 1. 
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K is the parabola with focus in 3, tangent to the sides of 456, having 
therefore 6 MS as directrix (64 and 65 being orthogonal tangents and S 
the image of 3 in the tangent 45). 

As 63 is orthogonal to 3 S the triangle 36 S is apolar triangle of K 
inscribed in Q. 

Again: the tangent in 6 at Q is perpendicular to the directrix and has 
therefore its pole in the point at infinity of 3 S. The second tangent through 
M at K is perpendicular to 45. So the triangle of tangents in 4, 5, 6 at Q 
form apolar triangle of K circumscribed to Q . 

Prom th is is seen how the study of point sets in a plane can be reduced 
to the theory of binary quadratic forms ; that for three dimensional space 
to the theory of a binary quadratic and a system of cubic forms ; and so on . 

Representing the points of three dimensional spa ce by a triple on a conic, 
the Hnes of space correspond to PONCELET-conics for triangles and the 
conics with equianharmonical intersection quadruples , for which both 
simultaneous invariants vanish form a line-complex which using a normal
curve in C4 : (AU')a~ corresponds to the complex (A B n2) (ab) 3 = O. 

§ 7. Degenerations in Hexagramma mysticum . . 

A. Pik,lm. 

IE two PASCAL-points coincide at least three sides of the hexagon are 
concurrent. 

R(ik,lm, np) = 0, 

and the invariant R of the sextic I]J~ = 0, defining the hexagon vanishes. 
There are 15 different relations of this type. 
a. IE there exist two relations simultaneously having one coup Ie in 

common e.g. 

R(ik, lp, mn) 

R(ik, In, mp) 

(kn) (mI) (pi) + (np) (Ik) (im) = 0 

(kp) (mI) (ni) - (np) (Ik) (im) = 0 

we can replace these taking the sum and dividing by (mI) by 

(kn) (pi) + (kp) (ni) = 0; 

taking the difference: 

(mI) [(kn)(pi)-{kp)(ni)] + 2(np)(lk)(im) (ml)(pn) (ki) + 2 (np)(lk)(im) = 0 

or dividing by (pn) 

(km)(li) + (kl) (mi) = O. 

The points i, k are the double points of the involution lm, np. The hexagon 
is composed from a tetragon and one of its diagonals . 

b. IE there exist two relations simultaneously having no couple in com
mon there exists a third relation. 



R(ik.lm. np) 

R(im.lp. nk) 

R(ip. lk. nm) 
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(ip) (Ik) (nm) - (im)(/p)(nk) 

(ik) (lm) (np) - (ip) (Ik) (nm) 

(im) (lp) (nk) - (ik) (lm) (np) 

shows R(ik.lm, np) + R(im. lp. nk) + R(ip. lk . nm) == O. 
From the involutions 

i~k I~m n-;:'p 

i~m l~p n~k 
we have 

i-+k-+n n-+p-l l-+m-+i 

k-+i-+m m-+l-+p p-+n-+k 

The cycle inl is formed by a cyclic projectivity k ~ m ~ p ~ k . 
The hex agon is composcd from two triples having the same Hessian. 
c. If three relations exist simuItaneousIy they evidently cannot have 

all three a couple in common: the hexilgon would be degenerated. 
There are two possible triples . apart from permutations of i. k. I. m. n. p. 
1. R(ik. lm . np) = 0 R(il. km . np) = 0 R(im.ln. kp) = O. only one 

pair with a coup Ie in common; 
2. R(ik. lm. np) = 0 R(i/. km . np) = 0 R(ik.ln. mp) = O. two pairs 

have a couple in common. 
ad 1. If we put in the first case 

ix=nx+Àpx. m x =nx-Àpx. kx =nx+ p px.lx=nx-ppx 

(according to a) we obtain from the third relation 

À2 + p 2 = O. 

[np] = O. [im] = O. [kl] = 0 form a polar-triangle. g.>~ is an octaeder 
form : ( g.>. g.» (6) == O. 

ad 2. In the sccond case we have also the relation R (ip. mi. nk) = 0 
so [np . im]. [np . Ik]. [ik . lp]. [ik . nm]. [mi . in]. [mi. pk] are according to 

a harmonical pairs . g.>~ is the product of f ~ with the cubic covariant Q~ 

n = (ix ) (nx) (Ix ) Q~ = (kx) (mx ) (px). Or with k~ = ( g.>. g.»(4) : 

R= O. ( g.>. k)(4) == O. ( g.>.g.»(H)~ O. 

B. piklmnp. 

In this section we call non adjacent. non opposite indices simpIy separated 
indices . 

I. If the indices of two PASCAL-lines do not contain adjacent indices 
in common. there are at least two pairs of separated indices . Indeed in 

plabicd = 'P' et}4Y" 

we must have a -::j:- a . a -::j:- d so a = b = 2 or a = c = 2. Again in 

pla21cd = PI2/. 4y'; 

pla24c3 = pI23'!"" 

Pl52463 = P123456 . 

f3 *- a. f3 *- C. so f3 = 3 = d. 
d *- a. 50 d = c = 6 
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The case a = c = 2 gives P1 3G-! :!G = P1 2<l4G ü which is the same coin
cidence. 

By the permutation 152463 ~ 234561 we obtain thus for the only coin
cidellce not containing adjacent indices the type 

P1234G r; == PI G3(j24 ' 

This coincidence will take place if P36,41 and P 15,62 are incident with 

P1234 GG' 

The first condition is 

(62)(34)(51) + (35)(61)(42) = 0, 

the second 

(35)(64)(16)(12) + (31)(62)(41)(56) = O. 

Eliminating 5: from the first condition 

5x = (62) (34) Ix - (61) (42) 3x 

substituting in thc second relation 

(64) (12) (34) + (41) (62) (34) + (41) (42) (36) = O. 

The lefthand-side vanishes for 4 == 2, so dividing by (42) we obtain 

(61) (34) + (63) (14) = 0 ) 

(62) (34) (51) + (35) (61) (42) = 0 ~ 

as the conditions for P 12 :l4 iili :=? PI r. :;(j:! 'l · 

The first condition shows now that 64, 13 are harmonical pairs. The 
second condition defines a projectivity 2 1\ 5 with the corresponding 
elements 6 ~ 3, 4 ~ I. 3 ~ 4. 

Starting with I, 3, 4 we can construct 6. P bcing the pole of 13 and Q 

the intersection of [61] and [34] we have to take 5,2 such that [65] and 
[32] intersect on PQ. 

Fig. 2. 
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11. In all other cases we have a couple of adjacent indices in common 

P123456 = PI2a.j3yo. 

This coincidence exists is PI2",y and P2rx,yi! are incident with P123456' 

The first condition gives 

(ljJ)(42)(5y) + (2y)(51) (4jJ) =-R(12.45.jJy) = 0 

so either (jJ. y) == (4.5) or (jJ. y) = (3.6) and [12]. [45]. [36] are 
concurrent. 

The second condition gives 

(31) (62) (2y) [(Sa) (4ó) + (5c5) (4a)] + (31) (62) (a!5) [(52) (4y) + (Sr) (42)] + 
- (35) (64) (2y) [(la) (215) + (ló) (2a)] - (35) (64) (a!5) (12) (2y) = O. or 

(31) (62) (2y) (5c5) (4a) + (31) (62) (ac5) (52) (4y) - (35) (64) (2y) (1 a) (2d) = O. 

1. If (jJ. y) == (4.5) nnd y = 4 we have 

a = 3. c5 = 6: (31) (62)(24) (56)(43) - (35)(64)(24) (13) (26) = 0 

or (56)(43) - (35)(64) == (63)(54) = 0 

a=6. c5=3: (31)(62)(24)(53)(46)-(35)(64)(24)(16)(23) =0 

or (31 )(62) - (16) (23) == (21) (63) = O. 

In both cases the hexagon must be degenerated and we are left with 

jJ = 4. y = 5. a = 6. b = 3. P123456 == P126453' 

We then have 

(31) (62) (25) (53)(46) + (31)(62)(63) (52)(45) - (35) (64)(25) (16) (23) = O. 

which af ter division by (25) van is hes for 3 == 6 and can be divided by (36) : 

(13)(62)(45) + (35)(64)(21) = R(36. 25. 41) = O. 

2. If (jJ. y) == (3,6) we have the four cases 

Pl23456 P124365. PI13~56 = PI2536i. Pl23456 = P124635. P ' 23456 = PI2563i. 

The second and third case are identical as is seen from the permutation 
125364 ~ 123456. the first case gives a degenerated hexagon for from 
jJ = 3. y = 6. a = 4. b = 5 follows 

(31) (62) (45) (52) (46)-(35) (64) (26) (14) (25) = 0 or 

(31) (45) + (35) (14) _ (43) (15) = O. 
The second case is 

- (31) ( 62)( 54 )( 45) + (31) (54) (52) ( 46) + (35)( 64 ) (15)( 24) = O. 

vanishing for 2 == 4. so 

(31)(54)(65) + (35)(64)(15) =0. 

This relation is a projectivity 6 ~ 1 with 5 ~ 5. 4 ~ 3. 3 ~ 4. The 
projectivity is therefore an involution. the Hnes [16]. [3. 4] and the 
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tangent in 5 being concurrent. Starting with the tangent in 5 and choosing 
[16]. [34] concurrent with the tangent we find the point 2 from the con
currence of [12]. [45]. [36]. 

4 

Fig. 3. 

In the last case the STEINER-point 8 135,216 is undetermined. 
Indeed we have then: 

(31) (62) (23) (54) (45) + (31) (62) (54) (52) (23) - (35) (64) (23) (I 5) (24) -

(31) (62)(54)(42)(53) - (35)(64) (23)(15) (24) = 0 or dividing by (35)(42) 

R( 16,34,52) = 0, 

together with 

R(12, 36, 54) = O. 

(To be continued.) 



Mathematics. - Affine embedding theory ll: Frenet formulae. By V. 

HLAvAn~. (Communicated by Prof. J. A. SCHOUTEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 26. 1949.) 

Synopsis. This paper is a continuation of the previous one entitled 
Affine embedding theory I (Neder!. Akad. v. Wet .• Vo!. LIl. No. 5. 

1949) which will be referred to as AI. We shall find first two sets of 
1]~tensors. K and L. and then establish the Frenet formulas where these 
tensors are involved. These formulas enable as to investigate the contact 
of two subspaces in A /I ' 

1. The 1]-tensors Land K. 

Later on we shall need the following 

Lemma (1. 1). In a privileged parameter system (cf. AI Lemma (4.2)) 

the coefficients p, a; ... a: which occur in AI (2.3) are 
ax ... ar ... a, 

. (1. 1) 

b' ... 
where w is a function of the f/> a'... • only. 

Proof The y' s which appear in the equation of the footnote 7) in AI 
are expressed as a sum of products of the r' s and moreover the f s are 
expressed as a sum of products of at least one of the F's with same 

of the f/>a' .. b'· ·· ·s (and eventually of some of the P~" P~'). Hence the 

equation in the footnote 7) of AI reduces because of Lemma (4.2) 
b' ... 

in AI to (1.1). where the w is a function of the f/>a' .. . only. 

b . 
Theorem (1.1). The elimination of the Pa' ... from the equations AI 

(2.7 a. b) and the eqllations AI (4. 6). AI (3. 6 b) leads to the transformation 

I ~ L bs ... b, ( N 
aw [or an 1]~tensor aN+l ... aS . .. a,' S = 2. .. .. ) which has the fol/owing 

properties : 

a) its components are given in a privileged parameter system 1]a by 

L bs '" b, = f/> bs .. · b. at P; 
aN+l ... aS ... a• aN+l ... aS . .. a• (s=2 .... N) . (1.2) 

~- ~ ~ N + 1 (0) 
b) It is of the 1]- ~ order~N+2_s (N+2-s)' 
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and this proves our theorem for s = N. Let now 'YJa be a privileged 
parameter system and s < N. Because of (1. 1) the e1imination mentioned 
in the theorem leads to 

where 

(1. 5) 

bs ' " b, 
Hence LaN+l ... aS . .. a, are components of an 17-tensor defined in a 

privileged parameter system by (I. 2) . The statement b) is obvious if we 

remember that (/Ja a a is of the order . 
bs . . . b, ; - ~ N + 1 (0) 

N+l' " S · · · I 17- N + 2-s (N + 2-s) 

Let us now prove the following 

Lemma (1. 2). 

properties : 

c' 
The Ea~ .. . a; which occur in AI (4. 6) have the following 

a) In a privileged parameter system their flrst derivatives are functions 
b' ... of the (/Ja' ... and their flrst derivatives and 

b .. . 
b) contain neither (jJ a... nor their derivatives. 

c) 

a 
Praof. The derivative Pd'c' b' can be computed from AI(3. 6b) and 

AI (4. 2). In doing sa we have in a privileged parameter system because 
of the Lemma A I (4. 2) 

or 

(1. 6) 

a 
Hence àd rbc expressed in a privileged parameter system does not 
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b w 
contain the <pa ... ... at all. On the other hand Sd'c'b' is a sum of product 

a b' ... 
of at least one rcb and some <pa'... • Hence according to our pre~ 

a' 
vious result i\, Sd'c'b' expressed in a privileged parameter system contains 

b ... 
neither the <pa... nor their derivatives. 

Furthermore we obtain from AI (4.2) and AI (4.6) in a privileged 
parameter system 

a a a' ! Pe'd'c'b' = Pa' D e,d ,c' b' = 
a (a' f' a/ ~ a') e d c b' a (1. 7 a) 

= Pa' rf'e' Dd'c'b' + Oe' Dd'c'b' + Oe' '::'d'c' b' - Pe'd'c'b' Oe r dcb at P 

(1. 7b) 

a 
Hence Oe r dcb expressed in a privileged parameter system contains 

b... a/ 
neither the <pa... nor their derivatives and consequently of' Se'd'c' b' 

(which is a derivative of a sum of products of at least one of the 
c d b'... pa pa') 

r ab' r abc and some <pa'. .. and eventually some a/' a expressed in 

a privileged parameter system contains neither <pa ... b... nor their deriva~ 
tives. Continuing in this manner we may easily establish the statements 
a) and b) of our lemma. The proof of the statement c) is similar to 
that used in the pro of of the lemma AI (4. 1). 

a' a' a' 
If we put Dc'b' = r c'b' and SC' b' = 0 then the equation AI (4.6) holds 

for q = 2, 3 ....• N . We use it in the following 
b 

Theorem (1. 2a). The elimination of the Pa'.. . from AI (4.6) for 
q=3 ..... N and from 

p, a, = ° . [pa D ' a; + pa S . a: _pb~_I . .. b; r a] I) (I 8) 
bq ... b. bq a' bq_I .. ·b . a' bq_I .. · b. bq_I ... b. bq_ .... b, • 

q=3 •... N 
. a 

leads to a transformation law for an 'I'}~tensor Kb
q 
... b,' (q = 3 ..... N) 

which has the following properties : 

a) its components are given in a privileged parameter system 'l'}a by 

a a 
K =-0 r at P: bq .. . b, bq bq_ l ... b, (q=3 ..... N) .. (1. 9) 

~-~ N+2(1) 
b) it is of the order ()' 'I'}- q q 

1) The right hand member is the derivative of the right hand member of Al (4. 6) 
for q-l = 2 .... . N-1. 
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Proof. In a privileged parameter system ?Ja the elimination leads to 

According to the Lemma (1. 2) the righthand member in brackets is 
b' . .. 

a function of the cpa'. .. and their first derivatives only (while the 
b .. . 

lefthand member depends on cpa... and their first derivatives only). 
a' 

If we denote it by Kb~ ... b: we have from (1. 10) 

a b' b' a' -à r = p q'" Ia K ' , at P 
bq bq-I'" bI bq .. . b,a' bq ... b, . (1. 11) 

which proves the statement a). The statement b) is obvious (and 
follows at once from (1.10)). 

The set of ?J~tensors K can be completed: 

Theorem (1. 2b). 
a a 

The elimination of Pb' b' and Pb' b" s=2 •...• N 
N+l'" s·· · I 

(1. 12) 

a 
leads to a transformation law for an 'l~tensor KbN+l . .. bl which has the 

following properties : 

a) its components are given in a privileged parameter system rJa by 

a a a 
Kb b = CPb b -àb r b at P .. 

N +l ' " I N+ l' " I N +l bN ' " I 
. (1. 13) 

~-~ N+2(1) 
b) it is of the ?J- ~ order N + 1 (N + I)' 

The proof is similar to the previous one. 
The tensors Land K occur in the Frenet formulae which we are 

going to establish. 

2. Frenet formulae . 

If x::::::: is a (~1J)~tensor with both kinds of indices then it is known 2) 
that its covariant derivative is 

D X····'··· =à X . + ... + r ·· Ti·X···"··· + ... _r c X········ + ... = b . . . a... b ... a... "i. b .. . a.. . . ab ... c ... 

= 'VbX:::~::: + ... - ra~X:: : ;: :: + .... 
2) Cf. J. A. SCHOUTEN-D. J. STRUIK: Einführung in die neueren Methoden der 

Differentialgeornetrie (Groningen. 1938). 

47 
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Thus for instanee 

We use this notation in the following theorem about the H~x ... a. 
(cf. the theorem AI (5.2)): 

Theorem (2. 1). The (~1J)-tensors T~. H~x'" a,' (x = 2 •...• N) satisfy 

the following equations (Frenet formulae): 

a) D TV =H
v 

• a, a. a,a. 
v v b v 

b) Da,Ha,a.=Ha,a,a. + Ka:,a,a. Tb' 

q-I 
D H

V 
=H

v + ~ H" lK br i r_. I ... b./+ 
aq+1 aq ... a. aq+I .. ·a. ~ br .. ·b. 1 aq+I .. ·ar ar_I .. ·a.1 c) 

2 

+ Kaq+
I 
... !. T; . (q = 3 ..... N-l) 

d) D H
V = L bN·· ·b. H

V 
+ 

aN+1 aN .. ·a. aN+laN" .a. bN .. ·b. 

N-I 
~Hv [IK brlJbr-I . .. b,/ L br ... b.] K b T v 3 + J,,; br .. ·b, I aN+I .. ·ar ar- I ... a.\+ aN+I .. ·ar .. ·a, + aN+I .... a. b ). 

2 

Praof. The equation (2. 2a) is obvious (cf. A (5. la). AI (5.6) and (2.1)). 
In order to prove the remaining equations let us introduce a privileged 

parameter system 1Ja . Then we have for the r which appears in the 
equation of the footnote 7) in A I 

Oe Y = 0 at P 1). . (2.3) 

and moreover because of AI (5. 1) aod A I (5. 6) and (2. 3) 

D H
V 

=\] H
V 

aq+1 aq .. . a, aqtJ aq .. . a, 

q-I 
=Tv -~T" ~o r brir-I ... b,?_ (24) 

aq+I .. ·a. ~ br· .. b, ( aq+1 aq . .. a r ar-I .. ·a,S • 
2 

v b 
- Tboa ra a at P . q = 3 ... N-l. 

q+1 q ' ''' 

Prom (1. 9) and (2. 4) we obtain at once (2. 2c) at a generator point P. 

N-I 
3) If N = 2. th en we have onl.y (2.2a) and (2. 2d). where ~r == O. 

2 

4) Y is a sum of produets of at least two of the T's (cf. the footnote AJ7» . On the 
other hand we have r = 0 at P in a privileged parameter s,ystem. 

(2.2) 
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The equation (2. 2b) may be proved by a similar device. Finally we 
get in a privileged parameter system because of A J (2. I) 

D H
V 

=\l H
V 

aN+I aN·· ·a, aN+I aN ... a, 

N-I _ cp bN .. ·b, TV _ ~ TV [_cp br ... b'+!a r br c}r-l ... b'IJ 
- aN+laN· .. a, bN· .. b, J,,;; br .. ·b, aN+I · .. ar .. ·a, I aN+l aN·· ·ar ar-I···a,! 

2 

and this equations. together with (J. 2). (I. 13) and (I. 9). lead to (2.2d) 
at the generator point P. 

Corollary (2. I). A necessary and sufficient condition for 
" _ v 5) 

6.a ... 6.a. Ta - Da ' " Da Ta • 
q " q " 

q=3 ..... N (2.5) 

is 
K b =0 

aq .. . a, q=3 ..... N. (2.6) 

Proof. From (2. 6) and (2. 2) we have 

D Ha
v 

. a = Ha" a' =D ... D T". aq q_I"" q'" , aq a, a, q = 3 ..... N (2.7) 

and this equation is equivalent to (2. 5). From (2. 5) we have (2. 7) and 
because of (2. 2). the equation (2. 6) has to be satisfied. 

Note J. The case L = 0 will be treated in the next sec ti on. 

Note Il. If we are dealing with the maximal case with m
N 
= n. 

then the ~~vectors T~. H~x ... a,. (x= 2 ... . . N) are linearly independent 

d h I f H
aq ... a,_ 

an moreover t ere is on y one set 0 ~-vectors ,. • q - 1 •. ..• N 
satysfying the conditions 

H V Hbq ... b, = c}q ... (b,b,). H V Hbq ... b, = O. ~ 
aq . .. a, v aq ... (a,a,) as .. . a, " 

(2.8) 
(s. q=I. .... N. s=j:-q. H~- T~). . 

Hence we have from (2. 2) 

q=2 ..... N 

1'=2 ..... N-l. 

5) Cf. the theorem Al (5.1). 
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3. The case m = 1. 

In this section we shall deal with a curve in an An' m = I. N = n. 

All latin (covariant or contravariant) indices reduce to 1 and we shall 
in general drop this index as weIl as any group of n + 1 latin (covariant 
or contravariant) indices. introducing the following simplifications 

for 

1]a,p, b, lP bq .. . b. lP b~ .. . b; r b r b' ! 
aq . .. a · aN+I ···aq .. . a.· a:V+l . . . a~ . .. a; · aq .. . a.· a~ . .. a; 

T~. H~q ... a. ' 'Va' Da ' (q = 2 .... , N). 

(3.2) 

a' a 
Moreover we write 1]' P for 1] • Pa" 

Theorem (3. 1). A parameter s (af{ine arc) may be always {ound 
(or which 

(3.3) 

and consequently 

d 
ds = Ds along AI' . . (3.4) 

This parameter is given by 

s = Cl Jef r., d'l' d'l' + c2'l 
. . . . . (3.5) 

(Cl' C2 con st. . Cl '=f 0) 

where 1]' is a generator parameter. 

Proo{. The equation AI (3. 6b) reduces for m = 1 to 

P 2' = P r2, - (PF r2 • 

Substituting in it 1] = s and (3.3). we get a differential equation 

d2 s ds 
d 1]' 2 - r 2• d 1] ' = 0 . . . . (3. 6) 

with the solution (3. 5). The equation (3. 4) is obvious. 

Theorem (3. 2). Ir m = 1. then 

q = 2, .... N . . . . (3. 7) 

roof. he symbol p, , P , ,used in AI (2, 7 areduces P T ~ bN bN-I' .. b. ~ ) 
aN+laN aN- I .. ·a. 
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for m = 1 to (p)N-1 P2' Cl. where Cl -:::f 0 is a conveniently chosen in~ 
teger. Hence AI (2. 7 a) reduces for m = 1 to 

If we substitute for P2' from (3.8 b) in (3.8 a). we get the identity 
0=0. Hence (3.7) holds for q = N. The same device applied to AI 
(2.7 b) leads to (3.7) for q = 2 ..... N -1. 

b 
Nole. If we write Ks for Kas . .. a,' s = 3 . .... N + 1. then the symbol 

~K br br_1oo.b, I () d C K h I aq+loo .a r ~ar_loo.a, \ used in 2.2 c re uces to q-r+1 q-r+2' W ere 

Cq _ r+1 -:::f 0 is a conveniently chosen integer which does not depend 

on our curve: 

Theol'em (3.3). The Frenet formulae (2.2) reduce fol' m = 1 lo 

b "" v 
b) dS'H2 =H3 + K3 T 

(3.9) 

(q = 3 .. ..• N. H~+I = 0). 

The proof follows at once from (2.2). (3.4) and (3.7). 

Theorem (3.4). The functions Kq (s). q = 3 ..... N + 1 de{ine a curve 

whose Frenet formulae are (3.8). up to the initial conditions ~ (P). 

T" (P). H: (P) x = 2 ..... N. 
The proof may be obtained by a classical device from (3. 9). 

Note. If n = 2 and A 2 is a plane. th en K3 (s) = const. defines a 
conic section and in particular this con ic section is a hyperbole. parabole 
or ellipse if K3 > O. K3 = 0 or K3 < O. 

4. Internal contact invariants. 

Let 

) 
I:V ,. ( I m) a ,,=rp'YJ ... . . 'YJ and b) ,. ,. (' 1 ,m) ( ) ~ = 'lp 'YJ..... 'YJ • 4. 1 

be the parametric equations of two maximal subspaces Am and 'Am 

which have a real point P in common. Let 

a Ha (' ) 'Yla -_ 'tla (YI) 'YJ = 1]../ ./ . . (4.2) 

be a one~to-one mapping of Am onto 'Am' which preserves the point 

Pand put 1J'v (' H) _ 'rp" ('YJ): 
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De[inition (4. 1). We say that Am and 'Am have at P internal 
contact of order I' if 

OS' q/' 
a a' at P. . . . . . (4. 3) 

01] s •• • 01] 

s= 1. .... r. 

Note 1. It may be easily shown that th is definition is (E1])-invariant. 

Note Il. All objects of 'Am will be designated by the same letters 

as the corresponding objects of A m but for the primes. Throughout this 

section we shall suppose N = ' N. 

Theorem (4. 1). If Am and 'Am have internal contact of order r -=: N 
at p. then we have 

s s 
Ems = 'E. ms at P 6). . . . . . . (4. i) 

s= 1 •...• r. 

v. • oP q/' 
Proof The e-vector Ta IS a funchon of a a • P= 1. ...• s 

s .. . a, 01] p ... 01] , 

and of r; ~ (cp) and their s-2 derivatives. Hence according to the 

definition (4. 1) we have for the internal contact of order I' at P 

P = 1. 2 ..... I' • • • (4.5) 

and consequently (4. 4) holds. 

Theorem (i. 2). If Am and 'Am have internal contact of order 

r = N + 1 at P then (4. 4) holds for s = 1 •...• N and moreover 
q q bx ... b, bx ... b, 

a) Nnq = 'N'n/}. b) LaN ... aX ... a, = 'LaN ... aX ... a, at P (4.6) 

q= 1. .... N-l, x=2 ..... N. 

Pro of If I' = N + 1 then (4.5) holds for p = 1 ....• N + 1 and 
consequently 

N 

E (~aN+I"'!::::!: - '~aN+I"'!:: : :!:) T~x ... b, = 0 at P. . (4.7) 
I 

In our maximal case the e-vectors T~x ... a, are linearly independent and 

therefore (4. 7) is equivalent to 

x= 1. .... N.. (4,8a) 

6) Cf. the first section in Al. 
7) Cf. the definition Al (5,1). 
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Hence 
b, b P 

ra = r a a at • g . . . a, g '" , 
q=2 ... . . N .. .. (i . 8b) 

The equations (4. 5) for p = 1 •. . .• N and (i. 8) lead at once to (4.6 a. b). 
In order to prove the next theorem we need the following 

Lemma (4. 1). IfA m and 'Am haveinternalcontactoforderr=N+s 

(5 = 2. 3 .... ) at P. then we have 

c oP c q, bx .. ·b, = c oP c- ' q, ux .. ·b, at P. (4.9) 
o'Y} p • • • o'Y}' aN+I .. ·aX .. ·a , o'Y} p . • . Ol}' aN+ I .. ax .. ·a, 

p = 1. 2 •...• s - 1. x = 1 •. . .• N. 

Proof. We may put 

with 

q, bx .. . b, _ oP q, bx ... b, ! 
dp . . . d ,aN+ I .. ·aX .. ·a,- -;;-d-p - ;, d, aN+ I · .. aX .. ·a, + 

U1J •• • uI} • (4. 11) 
bx .. ·b, 

+ 1jJdp' .. d ,aN+I .. . a~ .. . a,· 

h by .. . b, fi 
w ere 'Ijl depends on q, aN+ I " .a

y 
.. . a,' (y = 1 ..... N) and their rst p-l 

derivatives. 
Similar equations hold for 'Am and consequently we have [on account 

of (4.5) for r=N + s] 

I (4. 12) 

(p= 1. .. . . s-I). ~ 
If p = 1. this equation reduces to (4.9) for p = 1 by virtue of (4. 8a) 

(the 'Ijl being a function of the CPaN+I "'~::: : ~: only). If p = 2. the equation 

(4. 12) reduces to (4.9) for p = 2 because of (4.8a) and (4.9) for p = 1. 
Proceeding in this way the lemma can be easily proved. 

Theorem (4.3). If Am and 'Am have internal contact of order 

r=N +s. (s=2. 3 .... ) then besides the equations (4. 4). (4.6) the following 
equations hold at P: 

a) Ka b='K b . b) D d ... D d K b ='Dd ... 'Dd 'K a
b 

g .. . a, a g .. . a, u' a g .. . a , u , a g'" , 

(4.13) 

) D D L b . .. . b,= 'D . . . 'D 'L bv .. · b, 
c dp '" d , aN+I .. . a . ... a, dp d, aN+I . .. av ... a , 

d) D ax •.• D a, T~, = ' D a
x 

• .• 'D a, 'T~, 

q = 3 •...• N + 1. II = 1. 2 • . . . • s-2. p = 1. 2 • . ..• 5-1. 
v = 2 .. . .• N. X = 2 •...• s + 1 . 
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b b . . . 
Proof D d

u
•• • D d, Kaq .. . a, depends on the CPaN+l'" and their 

first u + 1 derivatives. A similar statement holds for 'Dd . .. ' Dd 
u , 

'K b . Hence. if r = N + s, (s = 2. 3, ... ). then (4. 13 a. b) hold aq . .. a, 
because of (4,9). A similar device leads to (4.13 cl. Furthermore 

~ y b .. . 
Da ... Da T a depends on T a a' Y = 1 • . .. • x. on CPa and 

x " Y '" , N+l '" 

their first x- 2 derivatives. A similar statement holds for 'Da .. . ' Da. 'T~ . 
x l! a l 

Hence. if r = N + s, (s = 2. 3 • ... ). then (4. 13 d) holds because of (4.9) 
and (4.5). 

Note. If m = 1. the equations (4.13) reduce to 

du dU ~x ,,,x 

b) K 'K d) _u_ T" = _ u_ 'T~ - q=--u q ' x x 
dsu d's bs 'b ' s 

(4. 14) 

Errata in Al: 

1) In the last equation of the footnote 5) read p. a..: instead of ax .. ·a. 

2) In the statement a) of Theorem (4. 1) omit the first "and". 

3) In the statement b) of 1heorem (4,2) read (q) instead of (0). 

Bloomingtan (lnd.) USA 

lndiana University 

D epartment af Mathematics 



Mathematics. - On problems analagaus ta thase af GOLDBACH and 
WARING. By W. VERDENlUS 1) . (Communicated by Prof. J. G. 
VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

GOLDBACH'S conjecture th at "every even number 2; 4 is equal to the sum 
of two primes" has not been proved up to the present time, although, af ter 
the publication of the discoveries of HARDY and LITTLEWOOD 2) in this 
domain, this problem has had the attention of many mathematicians. 

VINOGRADOW 3) provcd in 1937 th at every sufficiently large odd number 
is the sum of three primes . A few months later several mathematicians 4) 
proved in a similar way that among the positive even number :s; N, th ere 
are at most clN 10g-YI N numbers, which cannot be written as the sum of 
two primes. Here )'1 is an arbitrary number and cl a suitable number 
depending only on )'1' 

VINOGRADOW'S method is very fertile in dealing with similar problems. 
I have treated in my thesis some analogous problems. 

In order to abbreviate the argument I make the following conventions: 
When we say that there is a fixed number with a certain property wc 

mean that it is possible to find a number, possessing that property, which 
only depends on the fixed numbers already mentioned before. 

The numbers Cl' ... , Cs denote suitably chosen fixed positive numbers 
and )'1' ... , Ji 14 denote arbitrary fixed positive numbers. 

X is an integer 2; 3, which is not fixed. VJe denote log X always by x 
and p denotes a prime number; e (v) = e27liv . 

The notations a ~ f3 and fJ ~ a mean that f3 > 0 and that th ere exists 
a fixed positive number c2' such that I a I :s; C2f3 is valid. 

In my applications I start from two theorems of VAN DER CORPUT 5), 
who has generalised HARDY-LITTLEwooD-VINOGRADOW's method. In 
order to show that the conditions, occurf1ing in these two theorems, are 
sa,tisfied, we use the following propositions, due to SIEGEL-WALFISZ and 
VINOGRADOW. 

1) Summary of the author's thesis: O ver problemen analoog aan die van GOLDBACH 
en WARING , Amsterdam 1948. 

2) HARDY , G . H. and J. E. LITTL.EW OOD, Some prob1ems of "Partitio Numerorum" 
111. On the expression of a number as a sum of primes. Acta Math. 44 (1923) p. 1-70. 

a) VINOGRADOW, I.. Representation of an odd number as a sum of th ree primes. 
C. R. Acad. Sci. U.R.S.S. 15 (1937), p. 291-294. 

'1) Cf. CORPUT, J. G. VAN DER, Sur l'hypothese de GOLDBACH pou!' presque tous les 
nombres pairs. Acta Arithmetica 2 (1937), p. 266---290. 

5) CORPUT, J. G . VAN DER, Propriétés additives, Acta Arithmetica 3 (1939), 
p. 180----234. (Théoremes fondamentaux A et B.) 
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Theorem 1. lf q is a positive integer and k an integer prime to q. then 
for each Î'2 

x 

I 1--I-f~<XX-Y. 
p;5;X lP(q) log u . 

p=k(mod q) 2 

Theorem 2. lf k is a fixed positive integer. d a fixed integer '=j:. 0; 
ao, ... ,ak real numbers; f(y) = aoyk + ... + ak, then to each Î'3 corresponds 
a c3' such that 

I e (df(P)) < X x-Y• 
p~X 

is true for each ao with the property that the closed interval (ao-X-k xc •• 
uO+X-k xc.) contains no irreductible fraction with denominator ::;; xc,. 

By means of the abovc mentioned method the following theorems were 
already proved before. 

Theorem 3: Every sufficiently large positive integer == 5 (mod. 24) is 
equal to the sum of the squares of five primes. 

Theorem 4: The number of positive integers :;;; X and == 3 (mod. 24) 
and .~ 0 (mod. 5). which cannot be written as the sum of tlve squares of 
three primes is < X x-7,. 

Of bath these propositions 1 have proved generalisations. For this 
purpose I consider the system 

t =: (YIJ~ .. , YISI~+ •.. + ~n (Ynh' .. ' ynsn)'l 

A.~ = Y.7 = B., (v - 1, ... , n. 0 - I, ..• , s.), • 

Y.a is prime (v = I, ... , n; 0 = I , ... , s~). 

. (I) 

Here t, A .. ", B .. " are integers, n, Sl' ••• , Sn denote fixed positive integers, 
s't, ... , s'" are fixed integers ~ 0 respectivcly :;;; SI' ••• , s" . The functions 
1J'1, ••• , 'Ij'" are fixed quadratic polynomials, such that the homogeneous 
quadratic part of 1jJv (v = I, . . .. n) possesses a discriminant =j:. O. I impose 
on the parallelepipeda Y .. 

A"a -= Y.a -= B.a (0 = I •...• s.) 

the condition that there exists a transformation of the form 6) 

YI=ZI' Ya=Za+azl (0=2 •...• &) 
with fixed a and with the following properties: 

1. The function 1jJ is transformed into a polynomial X, such that the 
total degree of X is equal to its degree with respect to Zl' 

2. By this transformation Y is changed into a set Z, which entirely 
lies within the parallelepiped Z' 

A~ -= Z~ -= B~ (0 = 1. ...• &) 

6) The index v has been omitted. 
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and con ta ins Z" 

A~ -== z~ -== B': (a - 1 s) . . . -... .. . 
3. In the interior of Z' we have 

I 
0 X I ~ XI - i and 0

2 
~ OX =- 0 

OZI OZIOZt 

4. Por the sets Z. Z' and Z" we have 

A~T) > 3 (a = 1. .... s'; f = 1. 2) ; ~ 

A~T)~Xi. B~') ~ Xi. B~-Aa ~ Xi (a = 1 ....• s; f = 1.2). \ 

. (2) 

. (3) 

I have proved the following generalisations of the theorems 3 and 4: 

Theorem 5: If n ;;;: 3, S J ~ 2 and S2 G 2, then two constants Pand Q 
can be found, such that the system (1 ) has a solution for sufficiently large 
X and for each integer t with P X ~ t ~ QX, provid'ed that t satisfies a 
certain congruence with a fixed màdulus. The number of these solutions 
increases indefinit.ely with X. 

If it is possible to find 2n constants Kv and L (v = L .. . , n) such that 

min tjl,.{y) -== Ky X < Ly X-== max tjly(y) 
yin Yy yin Yy 

(v = 1. . ..• n). • (4) 

and 
n n 
~ Kv<O< I L, .. (5) 

,, == 1 

then w·e may choose P < 0 and Q > O. 

Theorem 6: Suppos.e n = 2, s 1 = s't = 2, S 2 = S' 2 = 1 and let 11'1 and 
11'2 he homogeneous forms of second degree . In that case two constants P 
and Q can be found, with the following property: 

Consider the in~egers t with PX ~ t ~ QX and satisfying a certain 
congruence with a fixed modulus; then the number of these integers t, for 
which the system (1) has :no solutions, is ~ X x- r • . 

If it is possible to find 2n constants Kv and L (v = L ... , n) with (4) 
and (5) , then we may choose again P < 0 and Q> O. 

Because these theorems are only interesting if X is sufficiently large. 
there is a great ·difference in the assertions according to whether Pand Q 
have the same or opposite sign. Por in the first case t increases with X if 
it lies in the interval PX ~ t ~ QX and in the second case t can be choosen 
fixed. That is why we pay special attention to the signs of Pand Q. I also 
give a method to compute an upperbound for Pand a greater lowerbound 
for Q . 

These theorems 5 and 6 are deduced from others. in which the number 
of the solutions of system (1) is considered. Besides this problem I also 
consider a more general one. Instead of the integer t we introduce m 
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numbers tI' .... tm. in which m is fixed; further mn fixed numbers 
bl'v (.u = l ..... m; y= l ..... n). 

The case in which s' 1 = ... = s' n = 0 we call the strong case and the 
case in which at least one of these numbers is > 0 we call the weak case. 

We denote by L (t) = L (tl' .... tm) the number of integral solutions 

(YII.···. YIS, •. • .• Ynl •...• Ynsn) 
of the system 

) 

i bi'" 1J1v (Y"I' ..•• Y.·sJ = t,. (,u = 1. ... , m), 

~:al is prime (y = 1, .. . , n; a = 1 •...• s~) • 
A., -== Y.'a -== B", (y = 1, .... n; 0= 1. ...• sv). 

We introduce the functions el (v) • .... en (v). defined by 

f f dYI .•. dys., 
(>v (v) = . . . I I 

og YI ... og Ys~ 
y. 

(y = 1 ••••• n); 

I·p" (y, ... .. Ys v ) -v I ~ i 

we put for every lattice point t = (tI' .... tm) 

n 
A (t) = II I! ev (v.). 

,-=.I 

where Il is extended over all lattice points (Vl' ... • Vn) satisfying 

n 

ti' = Z bl'" Vv (,u = 1 .... , m). 
v=1 

Further we denote by b-l the number of points 'r = ('rl' ... . 'rm) with 
m 

coordinates ~ 0 and < 1 such that the n numbers Z bl'v 'rl' (y = 1. ... , n) 
are integers. 1'=1 

Finally we put 

Q (p, t) = lim Qa (p, t). 
a-+co 

in which Qa (p. t) is equal to 

- a ~ Sv ( 1 ) - ~ s;, p "=1 1- - .' =1 

P 

times the number of incongruent soluéions (h.a) of the system 

n 
I bl'v 1J1v (h"I, ... , h,·sJ t,. (mod. pa) (,u = 1, ... , m), 

v=1 . 
n Sv 

I! n h,.-, ~ 0 (mod, p). 
"= 1 IS=. 

Under the above conditions I have proved the following theorems. 
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Theorem 7. Suppose that the matrix (bw) ( ft = 1, ... , m; 'V = 1, ... , n) 
contains na determinant of the millorder different from zero and that at 
least one of the fol/owing two conditions is fulfil/ed: 

1. The fllnctions 'IP 1' •• • , 'I/'n posscss an equal numb.er of variables; I 
denote this number by s. I suppose n ;::: 4 m + 1 if s = 1 and n 2: 2 m + 1 
if s ;;;;: 2. 

2. Let be m = 1 and n 2: 3; if n = 3 or 4, we assume that at most anc, 
resp. two of the functions 'IP I' .. . , 'I/' n contair. only one variabie. 

In the strong case there exists a constant C4 ' such that 

n 
I i s,. - m-c , 

L (t)- b A(t) IJ Q (p, t) ~ X" 0= I 
P 

holds uniformly in t = (t ], ... , tm) . 
In the weak case we have for elJlery constant y(j 

n 
2: i s ,. - m 

L (t)-b A (t) Jl Q (p. t) ~ X "= I x-y" 
P 

uniformly in t. 
The product n Q(p, t) converges absolutely and uniformly tn t. 

p 

Theorem 8. Suppose that the matrix (b!" ,) Ca = 1. ... , m; 'V = L ... , n) 
contains na determinant of the m th order different from zero and th at at 
least one of the fol/owing two conditions is fulfil/ed: 

1. The functions '/P l' ... , 'IPn possess an equal number of variables; I 
denote this nllmber by s. Moreover n 2: 2m + 3 if s = 1; n 2: m + 2 if 
s = 2 and n ;;;;: m + 1 if s ~ 3. 

2. Let be m = 1; s] + ... + Sn ~ 5 and n ;;;;: 2. 
Suppose also that the non-negative functions WI' (tI' ) (p = 1, .. . , m) 

are defined for every lattice point t = (t], .. . , tm) and satisfy 

+~ +~ 

I I w!,(h + 1)- w,,(h) I ~ X - I I w,,(h) (p = 1. .... m). 
h=-oo h = - oo 

where the series on the right hand side convergcs . W'C put 

m 

W (t) = IJ w!' (t,.). 
1' = 1 

In the strong case there exists a constant C5 such th at 

n 
2.' ! s ,. - m-c, 

I w(t) I L(t) - bA(t) n Q(p. t) I ~ X" =I X w(t) 
t P t 

and in the weak case we have for every )'7 

n 
2.' i s,.-m 

I w(t) IL(t)-bA(t) n Q(p, t) I ~X" = I x-y, Iw(t); 
t P t 

the sum X is extended over all lattice points t. 
t 
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The product nQ(p, t) converges {ibsolutely and uniformly in t. 
p 

Moreover I have found 

Theorem 9. Suppose the conditions of theorem 5 are satisfied. I 
consickr the relation 

L (t) = (1 + () ra x-rol A (t) III Q (p. t). 
p 

where I () I ~ 1 and "8' "9' "10 and rl1 denote arbitrary positive constants; 
the product n 1 is extended over all primes 

p 

Then tlle number of the integers t with PX:;;; t:;;; QX, satisf.ying a 
certain congruence with a fixed modulus, such that the relation in question 
is not satisfied. is ~ X x-riO. 

In order to obtain these results I have given a comprehensive theory 
of generalised GAussian sums. This theory has some resemblance to 
WEBER's method 7). but the sums occurring in my theory are mostly 
extended over reduced residu classes. whereas those in WEBER's theory 
are extended over complete classes. so that my investigation is much more 
complicated. 

I have also dealt with the case that the polynomials 1jJ7 are not of the 
second degree. but of an arbitrarily fixed degree h. Even in th at case it 
is possible to apply VAN DER CORPUT' s theorems, but the estimation of the 
singular series and the error term offers greater difficulties. In that case 
we impose on the parallelepipeda Y 7 the same conditions as above, but in 
the inequalities (2) and (3) the exponent! must be replaced by k- 1• 

In order to be able to apply VAN DER CORPUT's theorems successfully 
I must unfortunately insert a complicated condition. which I formulate as 
follows: 

Condition A. We say that the mi integers PIlA. the I polynomials 
XA (y) of the degree hand with Sl variables. and the sl-dimensional sets 
Y' A of lattice points (ft = 1. .... m; 1 = 1. .. .. 1) satisfy the condition A. 
if there are 1 numbers rA (l = 1 ..... 1) with the following properties: 

1. IE N'l represents the number of systems formed by 2r,t lattice points 
(Y1' .... Yr,t. Z1 • .... zr,t). all of them lying in Y'l. with 

rA 

I (XA (Ye)-XA (ze)) = O. 
e=O 

then in the strong case 
2SA rA 

NJ.<X~-I+rl' 

7) WEBER. H .. Ueber mehrfache GAUSSische Summen. Journal f. d. r. u. a. Math. 74. 
(1872). p. 14-56. 
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2s). r. 
---I 

M.~X k. XC-. 

2. The matrix (PI'.) can be divided into sub matrices. without common 

columns. all of the rank m. such that rv = rOl and Z: = t: for every couple 

of positive integers v and w possessing the property that the vth and the 
wth column belong to the same submatrix. 

3. To every submatrix mentioned in 2 a positive integer h corresponds. 
such that n = h if this submatrix contains the lth column of the matrix 
(PI'.)' Suppose m(h) to be the total number of the sub matrices for which 
the corresponding number is h. Now we assume 

i m (h) ::0- 1. 
h=1 h 

I have proved the following theorem: 

Theorem 10. Suppose that to every positive integer l ~ m a positive 
integer 1 ~ n-I and a permutation (2. ll' .... ln-I) of the system (1. .... n) 
eorresponds. su eh that the matrix (bl'.J. the polynomials 'PA" (gA,,) and 
the parallelepipeda Y." satisfy condition A. not only with ft = L .... m; 

l = 1. .... l. but also with ft = L .... m; l = 1 + 1. .... n-l, Suppose 

bmi'" b mm 

Suppose also. that the constants Kv and L. (v = 1. .... n) ean be 
chosen such that 

(v = 1, •••• n) 

and that the system 

(ft=I ..... m) 

has a solution in real numbers (UI' .... Un) with 

Kr < u" < Lr (v = 1. ...• n). 

U nder these conditions 2m constants P!l < 0 < QI' (ft = I ..... m) can 
be found. with the following properties: 

Consider the lattice points t = (tI' .... tm) lying in the parallelepiped 

PI' X-=:' tI' -=:. QI' X (,u=I ..... m) 

for which 

(" = 1. .... m) 
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has a solution ;ln integers (VI ' ... , Vn); then we have for sufficiently large X 

n s" n I 
I --m - Is 

A (t) ~ X~= I k~ X ~= I ~ , 

uniformly in the considered lattice points t. 
In the strong case there exists a constant C7 such that 

n s~ 
I --m-c. 

L (t) - b A (t) IJ Q (p, t) ~ X~= I k~ . 
p 

uniformly in the considered lattiee points tand in the weak case we have 
[or eV'ery constant ï'13 

n S y 
I --m 

L (t)- bA (t) IJ Q (p, t) ,~ X~=I k
y x-y,· . 

p 

also uniform in these t . 
The product IJQ(p, t) converges absolutely and uniformly in the con~ 

p 

sid.ered systems t . 

Concerning the numhers r;, occurring in "condition A " , I have proved 
the following" two theorems. The first is of special interest in the strong 
case and in prohlems analogous to those of WARING it can he very useful. 
The second refers to the weak case for quadratic polynomials. 

Theorem 11 8). If r ;;;: 2k_1, then the number N of the systems formed 
by 2r lattice points (y l ' .. . , Y r, Z l ' .. . , Z r). all lying in y, with 

r 
I (11' (Ye)-lp(zQ))=O (6) 

1.' =1 

satisfies for each ï' 14 the inequality 

2s r 
N~Xk-t+y,· 

Theorem 12 8 ). Let r be a positive integer and 1p(y) a quadratie poly~ 
nomial with s variables . The number N of the systems formed by 2r lattice 
points (Yl' ... , Y r; z I ' ... , Z r ), all lying in y, with (6) ,:satisfies the inequality 

N~xsr-I xc. , 

by suitably chosen cs' provided that in the case r = 1 the polynomial 11' 
is not of the form 

ao (al YI + ... + as Ys + aHI)2 + aH2. 

with fixed ao, .. . , aH2. 
This last condition cannot be omitted. 

With the aid of theorem 10 I also proved, that in some general cases 
L (t) is positive. The most general theorem I proved is 

8) The index l has been omitted. 
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Theorem 13. Suppose the conditions of theorem 10 are satisfied. 
Take a lattice point t = (tl' .. . , tm), consideted in theorem 10 and 

satisfying moreover the following condition: 
To each prime p cowesponds an odd integer a> 0, such that the system 

n 
~ b" v tp,. (Y"I •••.• yl's,J t,v. (mod. pa) 

,'=1 
, 

n SJ' 

IJ 11 y"" ~ 0 (mod. p) 
v=1 " = 1 

(p = I ..... m). ( . 
(7) 

possesses at least one solution in intcgers (y.a) with the property, that 
the corresponding matrix 

(

bIl tpll '" bIl tplS, .• • bIn tpnl ••• bIn tpnsn ) 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ., 9). 

bmI tpll ••. bmI tplS, ••• bmntpnl ... bmntpnsn 

has the rank mand that its last elementary divisor modulo p is flot larger 
than p!(a-I) • • 

For such a lattice point t we have 

lim L (t) =00 (8) 
x ..... ", 

If we consider a set of lattice points t, which all satisfy these conditions 
with the same a, then (8) holds uniformly in these t. 

In the case of quadratic polynomials lP, we prove the following theorem. 
which is a special case of the preceeding one. 

Theorem 14. Suppose the conditions of theorem 10 are sastisfied. Let 
the polynomials ljJ. be of second degree with discriminant D. and let 6. be 
the discriminant of the homogeneous quadratic part of 1J). (v = 1 •...• n). 

Take a lattice point t = (tl' ... , tm), considered in theorem 10 and 
satisfying moreover the following two conditions: 

1. The system (7) has a solution in integers (yva), for each power pa 
of each prime p. 

2. Let Tp. for p, = L ... , m be equal to 

2s,+",+sn (tl'.~ 6.'-.~lbl'v 6.1' .. 6.'-1 D,. 6..+1, .. 6.n). 

and suppose that it is not possible to find m-1 columns of the matrix 

(bp.,.) such, that the column formed by Tl'"'' Tm depends linearly on 
these columns. 

For such a lattice point t (8) is satisfied. 

i) 
0) Here 'P.a = -~ - 'P,. (Y"I' . ..• Y"S j. 

'Y"u • 
Mathematisch Instituut der Technische 

Hogeschool. Delft. 

48 



Mathematics. - On the impossibility of a just distribution. By T. VAN 

AARDENNB-EHRENFEST. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DER 

CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

Let Cl. C2 • ... be an arbitrary infinite sequence of real numbers ("points") 
all belonging to the intervalO:S; t < 1. Let An (a) denote the number of 
points belonging to the fini te sequence Cl. C2 • ... Cn and Iying in the interval 
a. Put . 

Fn (a) = An (a) - I a I n. 

where I a I is the leng th of a and let F n be the least upper bound of I F n (a) I 
where a runs through all subintervals of the interval 0 :s; t < 1. 

We shall prove that 

. ~ log log n ~ Llm. sup. Fn: I I I ;::: t . 
n ~ oe og og og n 

(I) 

From (I) it follows that a "just" distribution does not exist 1). (A distri~ 
bution is said to be "just" if Fn is bounded). 

Remal"ks. 1. It does not follow that there does not exist a distribution 
such that I F n (a) I is bounded for every subinterval a of the interval 
o :s; t < 1 by a number depending on a. 

2. As far as 1 know for all special infinite sequences. for which Fn has 
been investigated. it has been found that 

Lim. sup. I Fn : log nl > O. 
n~ oe 

which is much stronger than (I). 

We consider a positive integer x and two intervals a :s; t < b. C :s; t < d 
of equal length b - a = d - C which have no points in common. We call 
these intervals tand t'. We put 

v = (b-a): 2010XI • 

In what follows Greek letters wil[ always denote subintervals 

a+kv~t<a+lv 
or 

c+kv~t<c+lv 

1) Cf. T. VAN AARDENNE-EHRENFEST. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. V. Wetenseh .• Amster~ 
dam, 48. 266 (1945) . The proof given there is rather complicated and can be slightly 
simplified as is shown here. The impossibility of a just distribution has been conjectured 
by J. G. VAN DER CORPUT. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. V. Wetenseh., Amsterdam. 38. 816 
(1935). 
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of tand t' . Here k and I are integers such that 

o ~ k < 1 ~ 20 lOx 1 • 

By 1 a J we denote the length of a. Further a C p means that a is a sub
interval of p. 

Moreover we consider a finite sequence of points al. a 2 • • .• aN. If k. I are 
integers such that 0 ~ k < I :;; N . we denote by Ak/ (a) the number of 

points of a belonging to the sequence aHI. Bk+2 • ••• al. 

We suppose that 

. • . . • (1) 

Theorem. There exists an index n (n ~ N) and a pair a. -r such that 

Aon(o)~Aon(l)+X. Ill=lol+v . ... (11) 

and either aCt. -r Ct'. or aCt'. -r C t. 

If we take a = O. b = c = }. d = 1. N = 2010x 1 and apply this theorem 
to the sequenee al = Cl' a 2 = c z . . .. BN=CN. it follows from (11) that 

either IFn{a)J :> ; or IFn(-r)J :> ;. Sinee n <: 20 10xl . we obtain (I). 

Proof of the theorem. The theorem is obvious if x = 1. Therefore we 
suppose that x :::: 2 and that the theorem has already been established for 
x-I instead of x . Without loss of generality we suppose that 

(2) 
and henee 

v=1 (3) 

Now suppose that thc theorem is not true for the given value of x and 
for the given sequenee al . a 2 • ... aN. It follows that 

Aon(~) ~ Aon (1]) + x-I for n = 1. 2 •. . . N. . (4) 
whenever 

and either ~ C t. 1] Ct'. or ~ Ct'. 1] C t. 

We deduce from (4) 

Aon(~) ~ Aon(1]) + 2(x-l) for n = 1. ... N . . . . (5) 
whenever 

11] 1 ~ 1 ~ 1 + 2. 
F rom (1) follows the existenee of an index M (1 < M < N) su eh that 

AOM(t) + AOM(t') = 8x' 20(X-I)(10(x-1I1 + 1) . •• (6) 

Now we shall prove two properties of the sequence al . a2 • ... aN . 

Property 1. I f 
1 a 1 = 2010 (X-I)I-.1:+ I. 
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AOM (a) ?:: 1, . . 

AON(a)?:: IOx + 1. 

AOM(a)::( IOx, . 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
AMN(a) ~ 1. . . . . . . . . (10) 

ProoI. IE (7) were not true, then it would follow from (5) that 
AOM(~)<2(x-l) whenever !~I=t · 2010(X-I)I-X+I . Hence, by (2), 

AOM(t) + AOM(t')::( 2(x-I)' 2.201ox I. 2.20- IO(X-I)I+x-I <8x' 20(X-I)(JO(X-I)'+ I), 

which contradicts (6). 
IE (8) were not true, then it would follow in the same way that 

Ao N(t) + AON(t') ::( 12 (x-I) + 10 xl, 2.201ox I. 2.20-IO(X-I)' +x-I < 20lOXl , 

which contradicts (1). 
IE (9) we re not true then it would follow from (5) that 

AOM(1'J) > lOx-2(x-l) > 8x 

whenever 11'J I = 2. 20 10(X-I)I-x+I and hence 

AOM(t) +AOM(t') > 8x' 2.20'ox'.~ . . 20-IO(x-I)'+x-I = 8x' 20(X-I)(IO(X-I)'+I), 

which contradicts (6). 
( 10) follows from (8) and (9). 

Property 2. If Wet, w' c t' and 

I w I = I w' 1= 2010k (X-I)I-x+k, 

where k is a positive integer :s; x, then there exists a pair 1, ft such that 

AOM(l);::: AOM(.u) + k, Iftl = 111 + 2(x-k) + 1 

and either 1 C w, ft C w', or 1 C w', ft C w. 

In the special case that w is identical with tand w' is identical with t' it 
follows from this property (with k = x, cf. (2)) that there exists a pair 
a, T satisfying (II) with n = M (cf. (3)). This proves the theorem. 

Proof of property 2. First we consider the case k = 1. By (7) (pro
perty 1) we have 

AOM(W) ;::: 1 

and hence th ere exists a 1 such that 1 C w, 111 = 1 and AoM (1) >- 1. On 
the other hand we have by (9) 

AOM(W')::( 10x 

and therefore there exists a ft (ft C w') of the length I ft I = 2 x which 
contains no point of the sequence al' a2' ... aM. So we have 

AOM(l);::: AOM(ft) + 1, l,ul = 111 + 2(x-l) + I, 

which proves property 2 in the case k = 1. 
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Therefore we suppose in what follows that k ::> 2 and that property 2 
has already been established for k - 1 instead of k. 

In order to find a pair )" ft which has the required properties, we make 
the following construction. 

1. We de fine q; and q;' as follows: q; C W, q;' C w'; q; has the distance 

7.2010k(X-l)! -x+k-l 

from both endpoints of w; q;' has the same distance from both endpoints 
of w'. This involves that 

1 q; 1 = 1 q;' 1 = 6.2010k (X-1)1-x+k-l. 

Hence from (10) (property 1) it follows that 

AMN(q;) + AMN(q;') > 20 10(X-l)!. (11) 

Since we have supposed that the theorem is true for x-I instead of x, 

we can apply it, by (11), to the sequcnce aM+l. aM+2 • ... aN and to q;, q/ 
instead of t. t' with 

v = 6.20 10(k-1)(x-1)!-x+k-l. 

It results that there exists a pair a, 1: and an index no (M < no -< N) such 
that 

AMno(a) ~ AMno(1:) + (x- 1). 

11: 1 = 1 a 1 + 6.2010(k-l)(X-l)l-x+k-l 

and either oe q;. 1: C q;' or oe q;'. 1: C q;. 

(12) 

( 13) 

One of the intervals q;, q;' contains a; we denote this interval by q;a; 
let q;r be the ot her of the intervals q;, q;'. 

One of the intervals w, w' contains q;o; we dcnote this interval by Wa; 
let Wr be the other of the intervals w, w'. We have 

a C cpa C Wa • 1: C q;T C W ... 

2. We define Wa and wT in the following way: Wa is situated to the 
right of a and is adjacent to it; wT has thc same right endpoint as 1:; 

1 Wa 1 = I wT 1= 2010(k-l)(X-l)l-x+k-I. 

Since the distance from q;a to the right endpoint of Wa is sufficiently large, 
we have w,C Wa. 

3. We define 15 in the following way: 15 has the same left endpoint as 1:, 

lól = 2010(x-1)!-X+l. 

From (13) follows : 15 C 1:, wT C 1: and 

distance from d to wT > I a I + I Wa I. (14) 

From (7) (property 1) it results that A OM ( 15) ::> 1. Hence there exists an e 
such that 

e eb. 1 e 1 = 1. AOM (e) ~ 1 . . (15) 
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4. Since we have supposed that property 2 is true with k - 1 instead of 

k. there exists a pair I."ji such that 

and either lcw"."jicwT or lcwT • "jiCw". 
We consider both cases separately. 

First case. Ic w". "jic Wh Let l be the interval consisting of E and of 
all points between E and"ji. We have l C Tand hence 

Ac wT • • • • • • • • • • • (17) 

We de fine f-t as follows: f-t is situated to the left of 2 and is adjacent to it. 

If-tl = lAl + 2(x-k) + 1. . . . . . .. (18) 

Since the distance of gJa to the left endpoint of Wa is sufficiently large. we 
have 

" C w". . . . . . • . . • . (19) 

Let ~ consist of f-t and I Since I f-t I is sufficiently large (cf. (18) and (14)). 
we have a C ". and hence 

(1 C E. 
Let 1] be the interval consisting of "ji and of all points between E and "ji. 
We have 

11]1=IEI+I 

and either ~ C t. 1] C t'. or ~ C t'. 1] C t . 

Therefore. by (4). 

Aono(E) ~ Aono(1]) + x-I. 

which can be written as 

AOM(E) + AMno{E} ~ A OM (7]) + AMno(7]) + x-I. 

Since aC~ and 1]CT. we have by (12) 

AMno{E} ~ AMno(7]) + x-I. 
Hence 

which can be written as 

A OM (") + AoM(I):::; AOM(A) + AoM("ji)-AoM(E). • • • (20) 

From (20). (16) and (15) it follows that 

AOM(A) ~ AOM(") + k. . . . . . . . (21) 

( 17). (18). (19) and (21) show that the pair l. f-t has the required 
properties. 
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Second case. Ic WT , jJ. C w~. Let in this case À consist of E, i and of 

all points between E and 2. We define ft as follows: ft has the same right 
endpoint as jJ. and 

Iftl = IÀI + 2{x-k) + 1. 

Since the distance of cpa from the left end point of Wa is sufficiently large, 
we have again 

f' C w~. 

By (14) we have again I ft I > I À I > I a I + I w~ i and hen ce a C ft. This 
means that oe;, if ; is the part of ft not belonging to jJ. (for a and jJ. have 

no points in common) . Let 'YJ consist of all points between E and I. We 
have 'YJ C 'r and 

11J1= 1;1+1. 
In the same way as in the first case we obtain 

which in this case can be written as 

AOM(ft)-AoM(jJ.) ~ AOM(À)-AoM(ï)-AoM{e). 

This is again the inequality (20) and leads to the same result as in the 
first case. So we have found in both cases a pair À, ft which has the 
required properties. 



Mathematics. - On power series with integral coefficients. I. By C. G. 
LEKKERKERKER. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

Introduction. 

The starting-point of this paper is a result of H . GRAETZER. He con
structs a power series with integral coeHicients. which converges in the 
unit-circ1e and vanishes at an arbitrarily chosen point in the interior of 
the unit-circ1e 1). In this paper I shall give generalizations of this result 
in various direçtions. 

§ 1 contains the fundamental idea of this investigation. Here I prove the 
following theorem: 

Let Pand w be real numbers with 0 < 1 p 1 < 1. then there exists a power· 
00 

series f(x) = ~ an xn with bounded integral coeHicients an. such that 
n=O 

f (p) = w (the series being convergent in the interior of the unit-circ1e). 
Moreover I show that the coeHicients can be chosen in such a way. that 

1 1 1 an 1 < 21 p 1 + 2 (or n = 1,2,3, .... 

In § 2 it is shown by methods from the theory of measure. that the last 
inequality is very sharp. 

In § 3 a more general problem is treated. analogous to that of LAGRANGE 
in the theory of interpolation. Here I do not construct a polynomial in x, 
taking prescribed va lues for given values of x - as in the theory of inter
polation - but I consider a pow€,r series with bounded in~gral coefficients. 
which has the same property. For reasons of convergence the given values 
of x must belong to the interval -1 < x < 1. For the solution of this 
problem it appeared to be convenient to introduce certain vectors and 

. matrices. 
In § 5 the method of § 3 is generalized: here I con si der the analogue of 

the problem of HERMITE in the theory of interpolation. Moreover the 
problem is treated now in the complex domain. 

In § 4 I evaluate a generalized determinant of VAN DER MONDE. which 
occurs in § 5. 

In § 6 the notion " set of integers" is replaced by a more general one. 
For the proofs of the theorems in § § 1. 3 and 5 we actually use only one 
property of the set of integers. from which the coeHicients of the series 

f(x) = ao + al x + a2 x 2 + ... 
1) H. GRAETZER. Note on Power Series. J. London Math. Soc. 22. 90-92 (1947). 
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are taken. i.e.: every closed interval of unit length contains at least one 
integer. It therefore is natural to introduce in th is theory a set A of real 
numbers with the property that there exists a positive number g. such that 
every closed interval of length g contains at least one number of A . 

Moreover in the theorem of § 6 we do not introduce only one set A. 
but an infinite sequence of such sets Al' A 2 • A 3' ... with corresponding 
numbers gl. g2. g3 . ... and we require that in the series 

[(x) = a1x + a2x2 + ... 
al belongs to A l' a 2 to A 2 • etc. The exact formulation of the theorem is 
too long to be reproduced here. 

§ 1. Let pand w be real numbers with 0 < I p I < 1. Then there exists 
co 

a power series [(x) = ~ an xn with bounded integral coefficients an. such 
n=O 

that [(p) = w. 
ft is even possible to choose the integers an in such a way. that 

I an I < 21~ I + ~ {or n =- L 

Proo f. Without loss of generality we may suppose I w I ;:;; ~ . The 
co 

coefficients in the series ~ an xn are determined in the following manner. 
n=O 

We put ao = O. Then we choose the integer al . so that 

cv . h I I-=:::: 1 p = a. + W . WIt W. ="2' 
hence 

la.I-=::::I ~- I+~· 
In the last relation equality can occur only if ~ is an integer +~; but 

p 
th en we can take for al either of two consecutive integers; choosing the 
smallest absolute value we find 

We have 

w = ao + a l P + Wl p. 

Now we define the integers a l . a2 .... by induction. Suppose that 
al . a2 . ... . an (n G;: 1) already are determined in such a way. that 

1 1 
lam l < 21pl +"2 (m = 1. 2 •...• n) 

and 

(m = 1. 2 ..... n). 
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where Wm is given by the relation 

W = ao + al P + ' , , + 8m pm + wm pm 

Then we choose the integer éln+!. SO that 

with 

It follows 

Wn - = an+! + Wn+! 
p 

I I 1 
IWn+ll-== 2 and lan+11 < 21pl + 2' 

W = ao + al P + ... + anpn + wnpn 

= ao + alP + ... + anpn + an+lpn+1 + wn+lpn+l, 

, (1) 

If the integers aD. al' a2' ... are determined in this manner. th en the 
relation (I) is true for any m = l. 2 ..... On account of I Wm I :S;! and 
I p I < 1 it follows 

co 
W = I an pn , (2) 

n=O 

Not e. If 0 < p < 1. then the above method can be varied as follows. 
We can suppose 0 :s; W < 1. We use the conditions 

(n ~ 1). 

It is possible to determine successively integers an and real numbers Wn. 

given by the relation (1). such that these conditions are satisfied. As weIl 
co 

as before we have I an pn = W. 
n=O 

This last method is a generalization of the representation of a positive 

real number W as a decimal in the scale of k. For if ! is an integer k. f (p) . p 

has the form 

where an is one of the integers O. 1.2 ..... k-l (n ~ 1), 

§ 2. The question arises. if it is possible to replace the inequality 

1 I 
lanl < 21pl + 2 

by a sharper one. I shall prove now the following theorem: 

Let p be a rea I number with 0 < I p I < 1. All numbers, whïch can be 
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<Xl 

represented by a power series ~ an pn with integral coefficients an. so 
that n=O 

1 1 
1 an 1 < 21 p 1 -"2 for n -== 1 • 

form a set of measure zero. 

Pro 0 f. Without loss of generality we may suppose 0 < p < 1. 
00 

Let w be an arbitrary number represented by a power series ~ an pn 
n=O 

with integral coefficients an. so that 

(n ~ 1). 

If M denotes the largest integer < ~ - -2
1 

• then it follows 1 an 1 ~ M. On 
2p 

l-p 
the other hand M 2; O. hence M = a 2P' where a only depends on p 

and where 0 ~ a < 1 is. Hence 

(m ~ 1). 

Using the notation of § 1 we have by (1) and (2) 

1 W m pm 1 = 1 .2 ak pk 1-== a
2 

pm. 
k=m+t 

and it follows 

m 
Let Sm denote the set of numbers of the form ~ Bk pk. where the ak are 

k-O 
integers with 1 ak 1 < 2~ - ~ (k 2; 1). We prove by induction that for two 

different numbers Am and A' m of Sm the difference is at least pm. This 
is obviously true for m = O. Now let m 2; 1 and suppose we have shown 
the property for m - 1 instead of m. Let 

m m 
Am=~akpk and A~=~aÎcpk. 

k=O k=O 
Put 

m-t m-t 
Am-t = ~ Bkpk and A~-t = ~ akpk. 

k=O k=O 
th en 

Am=ampm+Am_t and A~=a~pm+A~_t. 

If Am-t = A~-t. it follows 

1 Am-A~ll = 1 am-a;" 1 pm ~ pm. 
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IE Am-I =t- A~_I, then 

IA A ' I===-- m-I m-I- m-I =p , 
hence 

I Am-A~ I = I Am-I-A~-I + (am-a~) pm I 

===--1 Am-I-A~-II- (lam I + I a~ I )pm 

===--pm-I-2 (d
p 
_~) pm=pm. 

For every nu mb er wand m ;;;: 1 we can write 

w = Am + Wm pm. 

where Am belongs to Sm and I Wm I :;;;; ~. hence th ere exists a closed interval 

( Am- ~ pm, Am + ~ pm ) , 

which contains w. Two different intervals 

a 
have for distance at least pm - 2 . 2 pm = (1 - a) pm • Hence all open 
intervals 

and all open intervals 

do not contain a number w. 
Let (c,d) denote an interval of length 2pm (m;;;: 1). I shall prove 

that (c. d) contains a sub~interval of length (1 - a) pm. which does not 
contain a number w. Without loss of generality we may suppose that 
(c. d) contains at least one of these numbcrs. say w(O). Then either the 
interval (w(O). w(O) + pm) or (w(O)_pm. w(O)) belongs to (c. d). Let 

w(O) = A~ + w~ pm with I w~WC: ; • 

A~ belonging to Sm. then 

A~ + ~ pm ===-- W(O) and A~ - ~ pm -==w(O). 

It follows. that the interval i: 
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of length (1 - a) p m is contained in (w(O). w(O} + pm). and i': 

A~ - pm + ~ pm < X < A~- ~ pm 

belongs to (w(O}_pm. w(O}). Both intervals i and i' do not contain any 
number wand at least one of them is a subinterval of (c . d). 

If (e. [) is an interval of length 1< 2p. then there exists a positive 
integer m ~ 2 such th at 2pm-1 > 1 ~ 2pm. Because 1:2: 2pm and 

I-a I-a 
(l-a)pm = -- p . 2pm-l > -- pi 

22 · 

we have the following result: each interval of length 1 < 2p contains a sub~ 
I-a 

interval of leng th -2- p I. which does not contain a number w. 

Now it easily can be deduced that the set of numbers w in an arbitrary 

interval i of leng th J. < 2p has measure zero. Put 1: = 1 2 a p . Applying our 

foregoing result we find that all numbers w in the interval i belong to one 
or two intervals with totallength (1 - 1:)).. Repeating the process we obtain 
that all numbers w in i are also contained in a finite set of intervals with 
total length (1 - 1:) J. - 1: (1 - 1:) J. = (1 - 1:) 2},. By induction we conclude 
that for every positive integer n there exists a finite set of intervals with 
total leng th (1 - 1:) nJ. . which contains all numbers w in i. The assertion 
follows for n ~ CD. 

§ 3. If r is a positive integer. if Pl' p'!. • .. .. pr are different from zero 
with - 1 < Pl < P2 < .. . < pr < + 1 and if '71. TJ2 .... TJr are arbitrary 

co 

rea I numbers. th en there exists a power series f(x) = .4 an xn with 
n=O 

bounded integral coefficients an. such that f (PI!) = TJI! (e = 1. 2 . ... . r) . 

Proo f. I introduce the following matrices with r rows and r columns 

PI P2" .pr p[ 0 ... 0 

p~ p~ ... p; 0 p~ ... 0 
II= p= 

p[ p~ .. . p~ 0 ... p~ 

These matrices possess an inverse. since det Pand det n both are different 
from zero on account of the conditions made for Pl. P2 . . . .. pr o Further. if 
a denotes an arbitrary r~dimensional vector with the components 

al' a2 . .... ar. then 
a II pm-I (m = 1.~2 ... . ). (3) 

again is a r~dimensional vector with the components 

a p(m-l)r+l+ a p(m- l)r+2+ +a pmr 
I (! 2 !! ... r (! (e = 1. 2 ..... r). (4) 
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Moreover I introduce the notation 1 a I. denoting the maximum of the 

numbers 1 al I. 1 a2 I •...• 1 ar I· 
oe 

The coefficients of the series ~ an xn are determined in the following 
n=O 

manner. I put ao = O. In order to define the vector all) . consisting of the 
integers al. a2 • ...• a,. I consider the vector w (O ) with the components 
1]1.1]2 •...• 1],; th en w(O)ll-l represents a r~dimensional vector. which can 
be written as 

wlO) ll-I = a(l) + w(l) with 1 w(l) 1-== t. 
We have 

WIO) = a(l) IJ + w(l) IJ . 

Now I de fine the vectors a(1) . a(2) . ... by induction: suppose that thc 
r~dimensional vectors a(1). a(2) • ...• alm); wel). W(2) • ...• Wem) are determined 
such that m ~ 1. a(1). a(2) . ...• alm) have integral components. 1 wek) 1 ~ i for 
k = 1. 2 •...• mand 

w lO) = a(l) IJ + a (2) IJ p + ... + alk) IJ Pk-I + wIk) II Pk-I (k = I. 2 .. ..• m). (5) 

Then I cau write the vector w(m)ll P-l ll-I in the form alm+1) + w lm+I). 

where a lm+l ) has integral components and 1 w lm +1) 1 ~ l It follows 

wIm) IJ pm-I = wIm) IJ p-I IJ-I. IJ pm = I alm+l) + wlm+l)! IJ pm. 

hen ce 

wlO) = a(l) IJ + a(2) IJ p + ... + alm+l ) IJ pm + w lm+ l ) IJ pm • 

Successively vectors alm) with integers as components and vectors wem) 

with 1 wem) I ~ i can be determined. so that the relation (5) is true for 

k = 1. 2 •.... 
The vector wem) II pm-I has the form (3). hence it follows from (4) 

that all its components. say 1]~m). tend to zero for m ~ co because I PI! 1 < 1 
and 1 wem) 1 ~ i. 

On the other hand each of the vectors a(Oll. a(2)ll P . ... also has the 
form (3). hence from (4) the components of 

a(l) IJ + a (2) IJ p + ... + alm) IJ pm-I 

can be written 

BI Pe + a2 P~ + ... + amr p;u 

where al> a2 • ...• am, are integers (m ~ 1). 

(e = 1. 2 •...• r). 

It follows from (5) with k = m 

fJe =ao + al Pe + a2P~ + ... + amr p;r + ?J~m) 
Hence 

(e = 1.2 •...• r). 

?Je = ao + al Pe + a2 p! + ... + amr p;r + .... 
The matrix II P-l ll-l only depends on Pl. P2 • ...• p,; since I wem) I :;;;; t 

(m ~ 1). it follows that the vectors alm +l ) + w lm+l ) = wem) II P-l ll-l 

are bounded; the same is true for the vectors alm) for m ~ 2; hen ce all 
vectors alm) are bounded. 
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(Communicated at the meeting of June 25, 1949.) 

1. Introduction . - Certain movements of sunspots might represent 
vortices connected with the variation of the solar velocity of rotation with 
heliographic latitude (1). The present investigation has been instigated 
by the appearance of such movements. lts purpose is to study forms of 
motion in the sun on the basis of the equations of motion of a fluid. The 
investigation will be confined to the outer parts of the sun, where the 
results can be checked by observation. Obviously we must take into account 
the compressibility of the matter. As only slow movements are considered, 
the equation of adiabacy is not applicabie, but the temperature distribution, 
similarly as the gravitational potential. will be assumed to be unaffected 
by the motion. As usual in investigations of this kind, the effect of viscosity 
will first be neglected. It cannot be known in advance how accurately the 
undisturbed rotation and the distribution of the density and temperature 
within the sun should be known. Therefore we shall go immediately to the 
problem of the disturbed motion and then assume a polytropic distribution 
of the density. In any case the distribution of the undisturbed velo city at 
the surface is known from direct observations of the velocity of rotation 
of the sun. 

2. The Equations of Motion. - We use LAMB's (2) notation for 
spherical polar coordinates (() = North polar distance, w = longitude. 
r = distance from the centre) and velocities (u radial, v N-S, w E-W 
component), and write P, (! for pressure and density, respectively. The 
equations of motion which are sufficiently weil known will not be repeated 
here (2) . The pressure is determined by the equation of state 

P = fR(!T/I-'. 
where T is the temperature, m the absolute gas constant and I-' the mean 
molecular weight of the matter. Insert into the equations: 

u=u'; v=v'; w=W+w'; P=Po+w; (!=eo+a. 
where W, Po, (!o are the va lues for the undisturbed rotation, and assume 
that terms of the second order in the quantities u' ... a and their derivatives 
may be neglected. Dropping the primes and subscripts two sets of equations 
are th en obtained, of which we give the set referring to the disturbed 
motion 1): 

1) Equations (2. 1)-(2.3) are the equations of motion while (2. 4) is the equation 
of continuity. 
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au + _ W au _ 2 W w = !!... ap _! aw (2. 1) 
at r sin 0 aw r (/ ar e ar 

av w av Wal ap 1 1 aw 
-+----2-weotO=---- - - - . (2.2) 
at r sin 0 aw r e2 r a 0 era 0 

aw + ~ aw + (aw + W) u + (aw + Weot 0) ~ = __ ~_aw (2.3) 
at l"SlOoaW ar r ao r erslOoaw 

aa + ~ aa + ~ u + eot 0 e v + _1_ a (ew) + 
at r sin 0 aw r e r r sin 0 aw 

+ a (eu) + ! a (e v) = O. (2. 4) 
ar r ao 

Further 

w = ffiTa/p. = Pa/eo . . . . . (2.5) 

We shall investigate whether equations (2. 1) - (2. 5) admit a particular 
solution of the form 

er sin () . u = A cos (nw - vt) 

er sin () . v = B cos (nw-vt) 

er sin () . w = C sin (nw -vt) ..... (2.6) 

a = eD sin (nw - vt) 

w = PD sin (nw-vt) 

where A. B. C and D are supposed to be functions of rand 0 only. With 
the notation 

Wl'sin ()=H . . . . . . (2. 7) 
and 

W H 
- v + --f) n = - v + 2 • 2 f) n = I. . . . (2. 8) r sin r 510 

the following system of equations is obtained: 

2H 
IA + 2 • f) C = rP sin f) . D r 

r Slo 

2 H cos f) . 
IB + 2 . 2 f) C = P Slo f) . Do . 

r Slo 

IC+~A+ Ho B=-P'nD 
r sin f) r2 sin () 

. (2.9) 

(2. 10) 

(2. J 1) 

ID + 2 1 f) A + 2 n 2 () C + ~ f) Ar + 2 1. f) B8 = O. (2. 12) 
er sin el' sin er 510 er Slo 

Here the subscripts rand 0 denote derivatives with respect to rand O. 
It is possible to derive from these equations a single differential equation 
of the second order for D. 
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Let us denote the determinant of equations (2,9)-(2,11) by }. 6. Then: 

6=).2- 2HHr _2HHocosO .. 
1'3 sin 2 0 r i sin3 0 

. (2. 13) 

If ). or 6 vanishes, equatio!1s (2,9) - (2, 11) can have a solution only if 
n D, sin () . D, and sin () . Do vanish likewise. When this is not the case. 
we have: 

A=rPsinO().2_2HHOcosO)D +- 2HHoP Do+ 2HP nD (2.14) 
).6 1'4 sin3 0 r ).6r4sin8 6r2 sinO 

c = - H~P Dr - ~Jr~ Do - ).:;, nD. (2. 16) 

When these expressions are inserted in equation (2. 12) the following 
differential equation for D is obtained: 

(
2 2HHoCOSO') 2H (Ha ) 1 (2 2HHr) 1- 4 '38 D rr +--4-'2Ll -+H,cot8 Dra+-2 ).-- - 3- -=----2Li DIJ!)+-

I' Sin I' Sin u r r r Sin u 

+- ~ ).6 ~ [rP ~in 8 ().2_ 2 HHo cos O)J + },6 ~ (2 HHrP cos 0)\ 
? PI' sin 8 àr).6 1'4 sin3 8 Pr2 sin 8 àl} r 2 sin 2 0).6 

+- ~_).~ ~ (2nHP ) + ).6 ~ (2 nHP~os 0) 
(PI' sin 0 àr 6r2 sin (J Pr2 sin Ij àO 6r2 sin 2 8 

2Hn). n2 ;P (?}.26l 
+- 1'4 sin 2 8 - r 2 sin 2 8 +- P - ~ D = O. J 

3. The Assumed Law of Solar Rotation. Equation for D Expr.essed in 
Dimensionless Quantities. - It seems rather appropriate to assume. when 
the vicinity of the axis is excluded, that points at the same distance from 
the axis have the same undisturbed velocity (3). With a = 0.237. 
b = 0.24 and R the sol ar radius. we then have: 

W = a [1 +- b (r/R)2 sin2 0] . 10-5 r sin 0 . 

H =a [1 +- b (r/R)2 sin 2 0] .10-5 (2 sin2 0 . 

). = -)' +- na [1 +- b {rIRF sin2 0] . 10-5 • 

(3. 1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 

49 
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6=,P- 2HHo =.F- 2HHr ( ) 
r4 sin3 () cos () r3 sin4 () . 3. i 

r Hr = Ho tan (). . . . .• (3.5) 

Ta simplify equation (2. 17) we now introduce the following expressions: 

Then 

10-5 a = D; r/R=x, 

1 + bx2 sin2 () = 1p; 1 + 2 bx2 sin2 () = 1p., 

i1p1p·/n2=~; 1p-v/nD=fP; ).=n[j·fP. 

H = DR2 . 1pX2 sin2 () 

Hx = DR2 . 21p·x sin2 () 

Ho = DR2 . 21p·x2 sin () cos () 

6 = n2D2 (fP2_~) 

'2 _ 2 H Ho cos () _ Ul2 ( 2 _ I: 2 ()) 
A4 ' 3 () - n .. ~ fP \> cos 

r sm 

Further we write 

~ àP =IJ. 
P àx ' 

Af ter division by n2D2/R2 equation (2.17) then obtains the form: 

( 
2 2 ()) D + 2 hin () cos () D + fP2 -~ sin2 

() D + fP - ~ cos xx xO 2 00 
X X 

+ ~ (fP2 - ~ cos2 
()) [IJ ; 2 + fP (fP2 -~) ààx ( fP (fP! _ ~)) + oàx (fP2 - ~ cos2 

()) 

+ ~ sin () cos () n. + fP (fP~ - ~) ~ (e sin
2 

() cos ()) _ 2 bfPx sin2 8 ~ Dx + 
x xsm() à() fP(fP2_~). ~ 

+ ~ e sin () cos () IJ + fP (fP2 -~) sin () cos () ~ ( __ ~ _) + fP2 - ~ sin2 () IJ· (3. 6) 
l x 2 X ox fP (fP2_~) x 2 

+ fP(fP2-~)~(sin()(q;2-esin2()))+~sin()COs()_2b . () ()~D + 
2 . () ::. () (2 1:) 2 fP Slo cos 0 

X Slo u fP fP -\0 X 
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4. Stationary Solutions with Large n. The Standard Model. - In order 
to obtain an idea of the solutions of this complicated cquation we shall now 
limit our attention to stationary solutions ('JI = 0) which further are 
characterized by large values of n. It should be observed that these solutions 
are stationary with respect to coordinate axes fixed in space. In a coordinate 
system rotating with the sun the motion is periodic with period T 0/ n, 
where T o is the period of the solar rotation. It is upon th is quantity (To/n) 
that the possibility of adaptation of the temperature will depend: if n is too 
large, the temperature cannot adjust itself and conditions will more 
approach to those found in adiabatic motion. 

It should further be kept in mind that wh en the solution gives a finite 
value of the radial component of thc velocity. periodic in w, at the surface 
of the sun, th is means that the matter of the sun's surface has a periodic 
radial motion, which for an observer rotating with the sun will have the 
character of a wave systcm. (An ob server fixed in space will see a pattern 
of velocities which does not change with time.) 

To fix ideas we assume n to have a value bctween 30 and 100. Then 
cp = 'ljJ is of the order unity, while $ is of order n- 2 and will be neglected 
wh en it appears in conjunction with quantities of order unity. Af ter 
division by cp2 = 1p2 we th en find: 

D + U sin {j cos () D + ~ D + 
xx 2 xO 2 00 'ljJ x x 

+ ~ IJ +2 _ ~ iJtp + ~ sin {j cos () IJ. + _ 'ljJ_ ~ (~sin2 {jcos (j) 
(X 'ljJ a x 'ljJ2 x x sin {j a {j 'ljJ3 

_ 2b X S~2 {j ~ Dx + 

+ ~ ~ sin () cos () IJ + 'ljJ sin () cos {j ~ (~) + ~ IJ· (4. 1) 
~ 'ljJ2 x 2 x a x 1jJ3 x 2 

+ _ 1jJ_ ~ (sin (j) + ~ sin () cos () _ 2b sin {j cos {j ( Do + 
x 2 sin () a () 1jJ 1jJ2 x 2 1jJ ~ 

+ ~ ~ (IJ+ 1) + 2 c~s () IJ. + ~'ljJ [~(sin (j)+! ~ (cos{j)] 
~ xl x 2 SlO {j X SlO {j a x 'ljJ x à {j 'ljJ , 

n2 p,R2 Q2 ~ 
- 2' 2{j + \UT- n2 'ljJ2 D=O. x SlO u~ 

In this equation we can immediately neglect the term with Dxe. lts 
unimportance can be proved for any expression of the form 

Dxx + a Dxo + fJDoo 
where a2/4 ~p (as is th!' case in our equation), by making the sub
stitution ~ = x, 'f} = () - {ax. Then the second term vanishes and the third 
term obtains a vanishingly small correction. 
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The terms of the second order thus re duce to: 

1 
Dxx + 2 Deo. x 

which are of the same order of magnitude. 
When next we look at the factor Ol D we sec that one of thc terms of 

this factor. n21x2 sin2 O. will be large. in consequence of the assumption 
concerning n. Also n appears to be a large quantity. as will be shown 
subsequently. On the other hand in the outer parts of the sun the condition 
n· ~ n is undoubtedly satisfied in such a way what even 

n·'sin () ~ Tl. 

Including the most important terms only. the factor of D thus reduces to: 

2 n2 ft R2 !J2 
2 n - 2 . 2{)+ ~T n2

1jJ2. x x sm 

In order to make further estimates of the various terms, we calculate the 
quantity n assuming that in the outer part of the sun the pressure, density 
and temperature depend on x similarly as in the standard model (poly
tropie model of index 3) . We put T = Tc · y . where Tc is the temperature 
at the centre of the sun (about 2 . 107• corresponding to f t ~ 1). As the 
surface temperature is approximately 5000, the value of y at the surface 
will be 5 . 103/2. 107 = 2.5 . 10-4 • In the outer part of the standard model 
we further have with sufficient accuracy 

y = 0.2926 (I-x). • (4.2) 

so that the surface is determined by (l-x) o = 8.6 · 10-4 • Further in the 
standard model P = const. y4. Hence, 

n- ~ oP -4~~!t 
- P ox - y dx' 

or, at the surface, - n = 4700. At x = 0.8, - n is found to have thc 
value 19.7, from whieh the value of - n increases outwards. 

Coming now to the factors of Dx and Do it is immediately seen that in 
the factor of Dx we need to retain only the term n ix, which far exceeds 
all other terms. In the factor of Do the only terms which may be of some 
importance are 

~ sin () cos () IJ cl eot () 
2 2 an --2-' 

1jJX x 

the latter because it approaches infinity at the poles. 
Af ter these simplifieations the following differential equation is obtained: 
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The first term in thê' factor of E'o. hc\'/cver. may still be neglected if 
we compare it with the factor of DOQ and the first term in the factor of D. 
Indeed. if in an exprcssion a D OQ + fJ Do + y D. D is replaced by eT}. it can 
be proved that fJ Do ITlay be neglected in comparison either with a Doo or 
with y D. provided f32 ~ a ~'. In the case of equation (4.3) this condition 
amounts to 

e sin 2 
() cos2 

() • IlIl ~ 21f14. 

A~, 1/' '" I. ~:! = (4IjJ1jJ*/n:!.)'2 ~ 16n-4 • sin'2(Jcos'2(J <: 1/4. and 
I n I <: 4700. the condition is satisfied when n > 30. 

The same argument might be applied also to the term cat (J /x'2. Hcwevcr. 
we have retained this term. since it does not introduce any difficulty in 
the solution of the equation. 

Let us now compare with each other the three remaining terms in the 
factor of D. Choosing (J = 7[/2. so that the second term will obtain its 
smallest possible value while thc third term obtains its largest possible 
valuc (becallse of 1jJ). the ratio of the threc terms wiII be at the sllrface: 

Having regard to the accuracy of observations. it can be said that the third 
term is small compared with the second one. Moreover. wh en we keep in 
mind that the third decreases rapidly wh en we go inwards. it can certainly 
be neglected. (The third term varies proportionally to the expres sion 
I/y = 1/[0.2926(1 -x)]. where at the surface I -x = 8.6.10- 4 ). The 
remaining terms wiII then be the first and the second. which are of the 
same order of magnitude and have the same sign. The first of them 
decreases rapidly inwards. 

The final form of equation (3.6) wiII now be 

D ~ D IJ ~~t f!. ~ ~ _ n 2 ~ _ ) xx + 2 00 + Dx + 2 Do + 2 IJ 2. 2 () l D - O. (4.4 x x x x x sm ) 

In this equation the differential rotation as well as the velocity of the 
rotation itself seem to have disappeared. However. if we assume the 
velocity of rotation to vanish. the first term in the brackets wiII vanish. On 
the other hand. the non-appearance of the differential rotation does not 
necessarily mean that the movements which follow from equation (4.4) 
could not represent movements excited by the differential rotation. as 
amongst the various possible forms of excited movements there may be 
components representing stationary movements corresponding to solutions 
of (4.4) with n between 30 and 100. 

Along with equation (4.4). D has to satisfy certain boundary conditions. 
Such conditions will be the following: 

1. The quantity D remains finite for any value of (J. 

2. The quantity D tends to zero inwards but remains finite even at the 
surface. 
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The first of these conditions is evident. To the second we can add that 
this investigation is confined to such movements only which occur 
specifically near the surface. IE now D would not tend to zero when the 
pressure P increases, the velocity components A, B, C [equations (2,14)
(2, 16)] would increase very rapidly inwards. The corresponding move~ 
ments would not be specifically limited to the vicinity of the surface. On 
the contrary, they would only represent traces of much stronger move~ 
ments within the sun. IE, however, D is chosen to vanish within the sun, 
it will be found later that it approaches infinity at x = 1. At the observed 
surface, however, it remains fini te. On the other hand D will increase in 
such a way in the vicinity of the surface that the mass~velocities in any 
case r'emain finite even jf we go as far as x = 1. 

Because in the outer layers P may be considered as a function of x only, 
the variables in equation (4, 4) can be separated by the substitution 

D = 4> (x) !P(8) • • (4.5) 

The two resulting equations will be: 

lJ!" !P' n 2 

-w- + cot 8 p- sin2 8 =-m (m + 1) (4.6) 

tJ;J" x 2 dP tJ;J' 2x dP 
x 2 ~ + P dx ~ + P dx = + m (m + 1). . (4.7) 

The quantity m (m + 1) is a constant of integration. 

5. The Equation for !P (O). - The substitution z = cos 0 brings 
equation (4, 6) to the form 

(I-Z2)!Pzz-2z!Pz+~m{m+1)-1 n2z2~ !P=O .. (5.1) 

the fundamental solutions of which are FERRERS' (4) associated Legendre 

functions P':n (z) and Q':n (z). The solutions Q':n (z) approach infinity at 
the equator and may accordingly be excluded. Hence 

ITI • n 8 dnPm (cos 8) . n 8 pn ( 8) 
r = sm (d cos 8)n = sm . m cos . . . • (5.2) 

Excluding temporarily the S~pole, P m (cos 0) can be expressed by means 
of the following hypergeometrie series [( 4) , p. 311]: 

Pm (cos 8) = F [m + 1. -m, 1. t (I-cos 8)]. 

Hence, dropping constant factors, 

P':n(cos8)=F[m+n+1. -m+n. n+1. t(I-cos8)]. 

Using th is ex pres sion for P':n (cos 0) in equation (5,2), it can be proved 
that 

(1] = O. 1. 2. 3 •... ) 
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IE this condition is not fulfilled, 'P will approach infinity in the vicinity of 
the S-pole. After a simple reduction we find : 

l[I=sion O·F[2n+1]+1. -1], n+1. Hl-cos 0)] . . (5.3) 

The functions F contain 1] + 1 terms. It can be easily verified that all 
solutions with even 1] are symmetrical, while all solutions with odd 1] are 
antisymmetrical. The functions 'I' are oscillating functions and 17 indicates 
the number of zeros between the N-pole and the S-pole. The amplitude is 
sin n (); it is vanishingly small at the poles and attains a sharp maximum at 
the equator. 

For numerical calculation 'it will be more convenient to develop the 
functions F in powers of cos (). For the first few va lues of 17 we find: 

'1'0 = sinn 0 
'1'\ = sion 0 cos 0 

'1'2 = sion 0 [1- (2n + 3) cos2 0] 
'1'3 = sinn 0 COS 0 [1-} (2n + 5) cos2 0] (5.4) 

'1'4 = sion 0 [1- 2 (2n + 5) cos2 0 + } (2n + 5) (2n + 7) cos1 0] 

From these expressions the corresponàing derivatives are easily found. 
For instanee: 

'1'~ = ~ n Si~10 + 4 (2n + 5) sion+ 10 [1- t (2n + 7) cos2 0] ~ cos O. (5.5) 

Equation (5,3) shows that in general 'I" is greater than 'P . Their ratio, 
however, is not of the order n, because various terms in 'P' counterbalance 
each other. 

6. The Equation [or W (x) . - In order to solve equation (4 , 7), P has 
to be known as a function of x . We shall temporarily assume that the outer 
part of the sun has a polytropic constitution with a general polytropic 
index p, and shall afterwards go to the standard model with p = 3. Then 

P=const. yP+l and, approximately, y=-(l-X)~~. Hence 

1 dP p + 1 
Pdx--l-x' 

Wh en this is inserted in equation (4, 7), the following equation is 
obtained: 

l/.>"+p+ll/.>,+~m(m+l)+[2(p+l)_m(m+l)]~_~=O. (6.1) 
x -1 ~ x ~ x (x -1) 

This is a hypergeometrie differential equation (5). The solutioo which 
does not approach infinity at x = 0 is given by 

l/.> = xm+1 (l-x) - P F(m + 1- tp + t fim (m + 1) + p2-8 (p+ 1), ~ 
(6.2) 

m + 1 - t p - t f 4m (m + 1) + p2 - 8 (p + 1), 2m + 2. x) 
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As m is large (m :> n), by putting p = 3 it can easily be verified that F 
is roughly equal to 1 - x. At x = 1. however, it does not vanish but 
obtains a value approximately equal to l/m. The function varies slightly 
more rapidly near x = 1 than near x = O. while the second and higher 
derivatives at x = 1 are nearly zero. In the Taylor series of F according 
to powers of (1 - x) we may accordingly neglect quadratic and higher 
terms 2) . Dropping the common denominator we th en obtain 

F= r(p) r(2m + 2) + m (p-;~~~ + 3) r(p-I) r(2m + 3) (I-x), 

or, again dropping a factor and putting p = 3, 

1 
F=(1-x) + --. 

m-3 
. (6.3) 

7. The Velocity C-'mponents. - We now introduce the expressions of 
cp and .P and P = const. (l-x)P +l into the equations (2,14)-(2,16) , 
neglecting the small terms depending on the differential rotation. It is 
then convenient to use the following e:xpressions: 

I {=-(I_X)p+l CP; 
X 

{* = (1 - x)P + 1 CP', 

or, with p = 3, cP from equation (6,2) and F from equation (6,3): 

(=xm(1_x) [(l-x) + mI 3J . (7.1) 

{* = xm ~ [(m + 1) (1- x) + 3x] [(1- x) + m 1 3] - x (1- x) ~ (7.2) 

We further write: 

A* = Air sin 8; 

Then we obtain: 

B* = Blr sin 8; C* = Cfr sin 8. . (7.3) 

(rad.) 

(N-S) 

A*= r Ijl + 4 sin 8 cos 8 . {Ijl' + 
n2 

2 . {Ijl 

B* = 4 sin f}2 cos fJ . {* Ijl + 
n 

{Ijl' + 2 cot 8· (Ijl (7.4) 

(E- W) C* = - 2 sin 8 . r 1JI __ 2_c_o_s_fJ_. {IJI'- _. n_. {Ijl 
n n SlO 8 

The mass~velocities will then be 

eu = A * cos n w ; e v = B* cos n w ; e w = C* sin n w. (7. 5) 

Further 

ale = cP Ijl sin nw . (7. 6) 

2) The development of <P in hypergeometrie functions around x = 1 would contain 
logarithmic terms when p is an integer. 
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From (7,1) and (7,2) we see that [ nnd [* vanish very rapidly when 
we go towards the interior of the sun . [ vanishes also at x = 1. f* does 
not vanish at x = 1, but remains fini te there. Accordingly the mass~ 

velocities vanish at some distance below the surface. At the surface 
they approach a fin i te value. [ * is on the average about m = n + 17 times 
greater than f. 

In order to find out to wha t temperatures the values of the velocities 
correspond, we use equation (4, 2) , with T = T c . y and T c ~ 2 . 107 

degrees. Then we find for the outer part: 

T~6.106(1-x). (7.7) 

8. Numerical Example . - Let us now apply the above equations to thc 
case n = 50, 1] = 4. Before making numcrical calculations, wc observc 
that P' < n p , except when Ijl is nearly zero, and that generally 
f* > n [. (At thc surfacc w e even have f* ~ n'2 [ , as will be seen from the 
numerical calculations. ) According Iy the second and third terms in A >I< 

may be ncglectcd when compared with the first term. 
In order to estimate which are the most important terms in B* and C~ , 

we look at the values of 10000 · f and 10000 · [ * given in Table 1 as 

TABLE 1. 

I-x 
1 

T(OK) 110000 ' ( 110000 ' (o l! I-x T( oK) 
1 

10000· ( 10000 · (. 

0.0000 0 0 .000 588 
11 

0.005 30000 0 .939 574 
0.0001 600 0 .020 588 0 .01 60000 1. 721 548 
0.0002 1200 0.039 588 0.02 120000 2.661 472 
0 .0005 3000 o 098 587 0.05 300000 2.182 215 
0 .001 6000 0 . 195 586 0 . 1 600000 0 .405 30 
0.002 12000 0 .388 584 0 .2 1200000 0.003 0 

, 

functions of 1 - x and the temperature, and at the va lues of IJl and Ijl' 

described by Fig . 1. Table 1 shows first that there is very little movement 
up to about 0.9 of the solar radius . When we keep to values of x 
corresponding to the observed surface layers, the main term in B ol' is the 
second term. This can be understood from F ig. 1 and Table 1, because p' 
varies between about -20 and + 20, while [*/[ ~ n2. (In the surface 
layers the temperature is about 6000 degrees. Hence 1 - x = 0.001 , and 
accordingly f * ~ 3000 f . ) Similarly we sec that C * is determined by its 
first and last term. Hence, roughly: 

A • ~ r IJl; B· ~ r IJl' ; Co ~ - ( 2 sin 8 r + . n r) IJl. 
n sm e 

In the zone where Ijl and P' have their zeros , sin () ~ 1. Accordingly, 
in the surface layers , in this zone: 

A·~n21Jl; BO~IJl'; CO~-3nlJl (8.1) 

which are valid for n ~ 50, 1] = 4. Further we obtain : 

e u ~ n 21Jl cos n w ; e v ~ IJl' cos n w; e w ~ -3 n IJl sin n w. (8.2) 
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The main motion occurs in radial direction. Fig. 2 gives schematically 
the horizontal velocity components for n = 50, 1] = 4. The E-W 
component is more pronounced than the N-S component. We see th at 
there will be no vortices in the horizontal plane; similarly there are no 
vortices in planes vertical to the surface. The movements, which are 
stationary in a coordinate system fixed in space, are vibrations outwards 
and inwards and back and forth when considered in a coordinate system 
rotating with the sun. 

9. Conclusions. - The movements thus found do not correspond to 
the vortices described by the movements of sunspot groups. It is interesting 
to realize, however, that we have been able to show that there is a thin 
layer around the sun in which certain vibrations are possible. The mass~ 
velocities vanish at a depth not deep below the surface, while they remain 
fini te at the surface. It will be necessary to fit the velocities themselves 
and the vibrations of the density and pres su re to conditions prevailing in 
the solar atmosphere. 

The negative result as regards vortices expected on the base of obser~ 
vations does not necessarily mean that movements of sunspots could not 
represent hydrodynamical vortices. In order to study the question further, 
we must make other assumptions concerning the value of v. An interesting 
case will be the one in which the quantity À goes through zero. 

10. Summary. - The general equations of motion for the rotating sun 
have been investigated in order to find movements deviating from the 
rotational symmetry, which might occur in connection with the 
differential rotation. As a first trial. which was expected to be mathe~ 
maticallY simpie, the problem has been limited to stationary movements 
of relatively small angular diameter. It is then found that the movements 
considered may occur in a thin layer around the sun only. The movements 
are vibrations upwards and downwards and back and forth. The radial 
velocity component is the strongest, the N -S component the weakest. 

I should like to express my gratitude to Prof. J. M. BURGERS for much 
helpful advice and to Dr. G. B. VAN ALBADA for clarifying discussions. 
Further I should like to thank the "Delftsche Hoogeschoolfonds" for a 
grant which made it possible for me to stay at Delft, and the I. A. U. 
"Commission for exchange of astronomers" for financial support from 
funds given by UNESCO. 

The study was started while I worked in the Astrophysical Institute 
of Paris as "Chercheur" of the "Centre National de la Recherche 
Scientifique". 
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Paleontology. - Lepidocyclinae from Rembang (Java) with description 
of L. Wanneri n. sp. By D. VAN DEN ABEELE. (Cornmunicated by 
Prof. PH. H. KUENEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

The collection on which this report is based was gathered by Prof. 
WANNER from the Rembang beds in the vicinity of the villages of Soem~ 
beran, Bringin and the oilfield of Gegoenoeng, all to the south~east of 
Rembang . The collection contalned molluscs and foraminifera. The former 
were treated by J. WANNER and E. HAHN 1). The foraminifera were 
presented by Prof. WANNER to the Geological Institute of the University 
of Amsterdam. The author studied part of these foraminifera, especially 
the genus Lepidocyclina. In this report the same locality nu mb ers will be 
used as in the above mentioned articIc. 

The summary on East~lndian Lepidocyclinae by CAUDRI 2), VAN DER 
VLERK'S determinationtable 3) and some original descriptions were used 
for the preparation of this article. 

I am grateful to Prof. RUTTEN for · his assistance in the determination. 
The following Lepidocyclinae were met with: 

A~forms L. subradiata DOUVILLÉ 
L. vandervlerki CAUDRI 
L. papulifera DOUVILLÉ 

B~forms L. (Nephrolepidina) angulosa PROVALE 
L. ferreroi PROVALE 
L. martini SCHLUMBERGER 
L. rutleni VAN DER VLERK 
L. multilobata GERTH 
L. (Multilepidina) luxurians TOBLER 
L. wanneri nov. spec. 

With WANNER we can subdivide the Neogene of Rembang as follows : 

Karren~limestone and Globigerina~marl 
Orbitoidal~limestone. 

The samples of this collection are for the greater part from the Orbitoi~ 
dal~limestone, the outcrop of which is found in the tops of the anticlines. 

1) Miocäne Mollusken aus der Landschaft Rembang (Java). Zeitschr. d. Deutsch. 
Geol. Ges. 1935, p. 222. 

2) Lepidocyclinen von Java. Verh. Geol. Mijnb. Gen. voor Ned. en Kol. ~~, 

Deel XII, p. 135. 
3) Het genus Lepidocyclina in het Indo-Pacifische gebied. Dienst van den Mijnbouw 

in Ned.-Indië no. 8, 1928. 



D. VAN DEN ABEELE: Lepidacyclinae from Rembang (Java) with description of L. Wanneri n. sp. 

PLATE I. 

B. b. 

c. d. 

Lepidocyclina wanneri nov. spec. Three horizontal and one vertical section. 16 x. 
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A list of localities shows the following ({jstribution of samples in thc 
two formations: (fig. 1. 2 and 3) 
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Fig. 2. Localities in the region of the Gcgoenoeng-anticline. 1: 100.000. 

A. The Orbitoidal-limestone 

Localities of the Gegoenoeng-anticline: 
Sample 5. L. bomeensis ? 
Sample 6. L. vandervlerki ? 
Sample 8. L. subradiata. 
Sample 29. L. subradiata. L. ferreroi. L. luxurians. L. wanneri. 
Sample 33. L. subradiata. L. angulosa. 



Sample 33a L. angulosa. 
Sample 275. L. subradiata. 
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Testpit I. L. vandervlerki, L. martini. 

~~ .. ,.': ..... . " 

Fig. 3. Localities in the region of the Maindoe-anticline. 1 : 100.000. 

Localities of the Bongkok-anticline: 

Sample 17. L. subradiata. 
Sample 24a. L. subradiata. 
Sample 46. L. subradiata. 
Sample 48. L. martini. 
Sample 72. L. papulifera. 
Sample 78. L. subradiata. 
Sample 84. L. subradiata. 
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T awoen-anticline: 
Sample 64 . L. subradiata, L. multilobata. 

Localities of the Mahindoe-anticline: 
Sample 132. L. subradiata, L. angulosa, L. multilobata. 
Sample 93. L. subradiata, L. angulosa, L. multilobata. 
Sample 151. L. angulosa. 
Sample 160. L. subradiata, L. multilobata, L. ferreroi, L. rutteni. 
Sample 194. L. subradiata. 

B. The Globigerina-marl. 

Sample 18. L. angulosa. 
Sample 80. L. angulosa. 
Sample 218. L. luxurians. 

F rom locality 160 near Soemberan WANNER has collected 31 species of 
molluscs of which 5 or 16 % are still living. So the fauna must be c1assed 
as Old-Miocene, as used by MARTIN. The specimina of Lepidocyclina 
rutteni which occur here in the Lepidocyclina-series differ in some respects 
from those described by VAN DER VLERK, the variations are treated in the 
remarks below. 

In sample 8 and Testpit land 11 WANNER found 26 species of molluscs 
of which 12 % are still living . The Lepidocyclinae in these samples are: 
L. vandervlerki, L. martini and L. angulosa. 

Description of the species. 

Examination of the collection, showed th at a muItilepidine form occurs 
which could not be c1assed with one of the excisting species. For th is form 
a new species was introduced. 

In some other cases I thought it uscful to add a supplementary remark 
to the description of CAUDRI; when nothing is mentioned the species under 
consideration fully ag rees with her description. 

Lepidocyclina subradiata DOUVILLÉ. 

Specimina of this large microspheric species occur in many samples. The 
si ze varies wide1y, from 8 to 23 mm in diameter. Partly this will be due 
to a broken Bange, but there are also small specimina that show no trace 
of being broken. 

The specimina of sample 64 and 93 differ from those of the other 
localities by having well deve10ped columns. The pillars have a diameter 
of 100-120 ft, are pentagonalor hexagonal in circumference and are 
separated from each other by one or two rings of lateral chambers. In si ze 
and shape of the test and in size and arrangement of the chambers there 
is no considerable difference with DOUVILLÉ'S and CAUDRI's description. 

The pillared specimina show affinity to both L. subradiata and L. van
dervlerki, but on account of the smalI, rounded and thick-walled lateral 
chambers I have c1assified them as L. subradiata. The pillars suggest 
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L. vandervlerki, but here the lateral chambers have straight and thinner 
walls. 

Lepidocyclina (Nephrolepidina) rutteni VAN DER VLERK. 

Test rather smalI, not more than 5 mm in diameter and 2 mm thick in the 
center. A distinct central boss is surrounded by a wide, th in flange, which 
has been preserved in a few specimens only. 

At every corner of the lateral chambers a pillar has developed, diameter 
of the chambers 150-300 I-t and of thc columns 70-150 ft . 

The embryonic apparatus is of the nephrolepidine type or forms a tran
sition towards the trybliolepidine form. The total diameter is 350-550 ft , 
the wall of the second chamber is -+- 30 ft thick. 

The equatorial chambers are arranged in polygons, towards the periphery 
the arrangement becomes vague as the polygons have been disturbed by 
many regenerations. The chambers are smalI, average size 50-75 ft ' at the 
periphery they reach a maximum of 60 X 100 ft . The shape varies from 
spatulate to hexagonal. 

The lateral chambers are arranged in regular tiers, 12-18 on each side 
of the equatorial plane. The length of the chambers over the center near 
the periphery is 230 ft, height 50 ft . The horizontal walls are straight or 
slightly curved. 

Although in none of the slides a typical trybliolepidine nucleoconch is 
found, I would call these specimina L. rutteni, because in all other features 
they show close affinity to th is species. 

Lepidocyclina (Multilepidina) luxurians TOBLER . 

There is a great difference in size between the specimina of the two 
localities where this species is found. In sample 29 the diameter does not 
exceed 2 mm, whereas in 219 it reaches 7 mmo In structure, however, there 
is great conformity, the nucleoconch is in both types very large, 1 mm in 
diameter. Further the large equatorial chambers of the first ring form a 
typical feature of this species. 

In the small specimina we find only a few circular rings of chambers. 

Lepidocyclina (Multilepidina) wanneri nov. spec. (Plate 1 and fig. 4) 

Test discoidaI. 3-5 mm in diameter, with a thickness in the center of 
I -} mmo The circumference is slightly polygonaI. almost circular, without 
any radiation. In the center of the test we find a number of large lateral 
chambers (-+- 200 ft), the rest of the surface is formed by a regular pattern 
of considerably smaller chambers. The central pillars have an average 
diameter of 80 ft, they are surrounded by 4-6 chambers: near the periphery 
they are slightly smaller. 

The embryonic apparatus is of the muitilocular type: a central chamber 
surrounded by 2-4 semicircular chambers, that are only slightly smaller 
or equal in size. The initial chamber is 350-550 ft in diameter, the nucleo~ 
conch as a whole 800-900 ft . The wa lis are 15-40 ft thick. 
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Typical for this species is the polygonal arrangement of the equatorial 
chambers. In this respect it differs from the other Multilepidinae. like 
L. luxurians T013LER (= L. sUIJaensis WHIPPLE?) and L. stigteri 
VAN DER VLERK. 

These two species are characterized by a circular arrangement of their 
equatorial chambers. at most with a tendency to farm polygons (WHIPPLE) . 

Fig. 4. Nucleoconch of Lepidocyclina wanneri. 40 X . 

The species under discussion . howcver. shows 4-7 distinct radii. in 
which the chambers are more elongate. In the first three or four cycles 
we find ogival or irregular shaped chambers: they arc followed by spatulate 
to hexagonal chambers of rather a constant size. In the interradii this is 
80 fl radial and 60 fl transverse. in thc radii 100-120 ft and 60 ft. The 
thickness of the walls is 1O~15 ft. 

In the size of the equatorial chambcrs. too. this species differs from 
L. luxurians and L. sUIJaensis, wherc the chambers are slightly larger. 
In specimens of L. luxurians from this colIcction thc chambers are not 
under 100 fl in radIal diameter and aften considerably larger. 

In vertical section we see a regular arrangement of lateral chambers. 
9-12 tiers on each side of the equatorial plane. In the center and ncar 
the periphery the length of the chambers is 250 fl. height 50 ft and the 
thickness of the wa lis about 15 fl. On ei th er side of these central tiers there 
are much smaller chambers not exceeding 150 ft in length. 

The horizontal walls of the lateral chambcrs are straight. 
In the center the nucleoconch has a height of 60 ,u. which in the radii 

increases to 100 fl. 
This species occurs together with L. subradiata. L. lerreroi and L. lllxu~ 

dans in the same sample. 
Number of specimens: 40. 
Holotype no. C 1353. (Plate I. fig. c) . Syntypes : C 1354-C 1388. 

Amsterdam. May 1949. Geological I nstitll te. 
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Geology. - De vondsten bij h~t graven van de sluisput te Deventer 
1948-1949. (Voorlopige mededeling.) By J. BUTT'ER. (Com
municated by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

1. Op 3 September 1942 werden door een baggermachine bij het 
graven en uitdiepen van de Nieuwe Haven te Deventer. onmiddellijk 
grenzende aan het terrein waar in 1948 en 1949 de sluisput gegraven zou 
worden. op ongeveer 6 m diepte opgebaggerd bij een waterstand van 
1.38 m + N .A .P .. dus op ongeveer 4.5 m - N .A.P. enige beenderen 
van 

o 13 N.H. mammouth ~ bij elkaar behorende delen. 
o 14 N .H. mammouth ( van één been afkomstig; 
o 20 N .H. rendiergewei. niet gerold. bijna geheel compleet; 
o 19 N .H . horens van een groot rund; 
o 24-29 N .H. geweistukken o.a . van Cervus Elaphus. en enkele 

stukken grint uit ditzelfde niveau. lengte 5. breedte H. hoogte 3; maar ook 
een paar grote stukken . 20 X 20 X 10 en 45 X 25 X 18. 

2. In 1948 begon men op het terrein van de sluisput te Deventer voor 
het verlagen van de grondwaterspiegel 40 buizen te slaan. -+- -! m diameter. 
die tot ongeveer 26 m diep gingen . 

Uit buis 9 kwam op September 1948 op ± 18.5 m diepte een stuk herts
horen te voorschijn (0 46 S). 

Uit buis 12 kwam op 24/ 25 Augustus 1948 een stuk hout te voorschijn 
op -+- 18-19 m diepte. dat de heer J. F . KOOLHAAS op het laboratorium 
van Prof. Or E . REINDERS te Wageningen determineerde als zijnde van 
Ulmus. 

3. In 1948 begon men met het maken van de sluisput. ongeveer 200 m 
lang en 25 m breed tot ongeveer 3.8 m - N .A.P. Het maaiveld lag op 
6.5 m + N.A.P .• vlak naast het reeds uitgebaggerde terrein van de Nieuwe 
Haven (zie de plattegrond. fig. 4). 

Door het werken met excavateurs. die -+- 1 m grond tegelijk in een bak 
scheppen. zijn er weinig beenderen te voorschijn gekomen. doordat ze 
meestal aan de aandacht van de arbeiders ontsnapten. geheel anders dan 
aan de Koerhuisbeek. 

Op 14 November 1948 was bij Fig. 4. 1 het niveau van de put aldaar 
ongeveer 3.2 m - N .A .P .; ongeveer 2 dm dieper lag toen, dus op -+-
3,4 m - N .A.P., ·een grintlaag. 

Op die dag kwamen op -+- 3,2 m - N .A .P. voor het eerst enige schelpjes 
te voorschijn o,a. Puppa muscorum en 2 clausilia 's, die de heer T. E. 
LoosJEs te Wageningen determineerde als te zijn Clausilia dubia en 
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Clausilia plicatula (de laatste is voor het eerst gevonden in Nederland ) . 
De rest van de schelpjes en de nog later verzamelde, zijn gezonden aan 
mevrouw VAN DER FE EN te Amsterdam. 

Op 1 Januari 1949 kwamen te voorschijn veel puppa's , cochlicopa's en 
andere zoetwatersoorten, verzameld bij Fig. 4, 2. Hier kwam de grintlaag, 
die bij 1 op 1 Januari 1949 was blootgekomen en daar bleek te liggen 
tussen 3.4 en 3,8 m - N .A .P. als een dunnere strook omhoog en er onder 
lag een gebogen laag blauwgrijze klei en daaronder bruin zand. 

~\o.\)w"'3l'ijze. k le/ 
o 

· bl'tJi n· Z artd· 
3.8. M - M.A ."P. 

o 

Hier was een rijke vindplaats van schelpen, circa 2 dm hoger dan de 
grintlaag, dus op 3,2 m - N.A.P . of iets hoger. Ook deze schelpjes zijn 
gezonden aan mevr. VAN DER FEEN. Ook bij 3 en 4 kwam een schelpjeslaag 
voor op hetzelfde niveau boven het grint. 

Op 10 Januari 1949 ontving ik van de stortbaas WACHT, wonende te 
Epse (Gorssel): 

A . Een stuk van een schedel van een mens, bestaande uit os occipi~ 
tale en de beide os parietaIe. Vermoedelijk is het voorste stuk er afgebroken 
door de excavateur. Het schedel deel heeft in geringe mate een "chignon". 
(Fig. 1.) 

Hij had het Woensdag 5 Januari 1949 gevonden in aarde door de 
excavateurs aangebracht van Fig. 4, 1. De ontgraving was toen ongeveer 
op diepte, dus het is van dezelfde diepte als de schelpjeslaag boven de 
grintlaag op circa 3,20-3,4 m - N .A .P. De excavateurs brachten op 
diezelfde dag ook grint aan, wat hiermee in overeenstemming is. Het ziet 
er net zo van kleur uit als schedel C 2 van de Koerhuisbeek 1935/ 37. 

B. Reeds enige tijd had de stortbaas in bezit 6 andere beenderen, die 
dus op geringer diepte vandaan komen van dezelfde plaats, n.l . een paar 
stukken gewei van C . elaphus, gebroken door de excavateur en een wervel 
met een lange doorn, vermoedelijk van C. megaceros? 

Het grint uit de laag was gerold riviergrint met veel schuifstenen en 
alles zuidelijk materiaal. 

6 X 5 X 2! , 3 X 2! X 2, 1 X 1 X I! en kleiner, 1 stuk 15 X 10 X 6 
en bevatte niet veel kwarts. 

Het maakt de indruk van grintlaag 111 uit de Koerhuisbeek. 



J. BUTTER: De vondsten bij het graven van de sluisput te Deventer 1948-1949. 

De foto's zijn in opdracht van mij gemaakt door firma Hakeboom (1,2) en Koning (3). 
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1935/37 

Deventer 

Koerhuisbeek C 2 
1935/37 

Sluis put SIC 1 
Deventer 

1948/49 

Fig. 1 
Slui.put 
Deventer 
Schedel 
SI Cl 

Fig . 2 
Sluisput 
Deventer 
S9 C2 

Fig. 3 
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Andere grintsnoertjes waren slechts plaatselijk aanwezig. evenals 
enkele grijsblauwe kleilenzen. die aan de N.W. kant van de put zichtbaar 
waren. De rest was zand. 

Maten bij mijn vele foto's zijn verstrekt door de heren LOK en LOHMANN 
en later C. F. SCHUURMAN van de uitvoerende Mij Bato. waarvoor hier 
mijn dank. evenals voor de belangstelling en medewerking van de Burge~ 
meester Mr BLOEMERS en Irs WITTEVEEN en Bos. die me alle faciliteiten 
verschaften voor het betreden van het terrein en 't verschaffen van de 
vondsten. 

Résumé: 

1. sluisput: maaiveld 6,5 m + N.A.P. 
2. sluisput: hertshorens. enz. in hogere lagen. 
3. sluisput: schelpjes + schedel gedeelte circa 3.2 m - N .A.P. 
4. sluisput: grintlaag circa 3.4-3.8 m - N.A.P. 
5. Nieuwe Haven : Mammouth. rendier + rund + C. Elaphus. enz. 

ca. 4.5 m - N .A.P. 

Het pleistocene niveau van mammouth en rendier werd in de sluisput 
niet bereikt. dus de schedel is niet pleistoceen. 

De schedel SI Cl lag boven het grint in het niveau van de schelpjeslaag. 
die veellandslakjes en zoetwaterslakjes bevatte. evenals aan de Koerhuis~ 
beek en daarom ben ik ook geneigd deze schedel tot het eind van het 
boreale tijdvak (maglemose) te rekenen. 

Op 21 Juni 1949 vond de werkman G. J. GARST. uit Terwolde. bij het 
graven voor een schutting dicht bij schelpenvindplaats 1 een schedel van 
een mens. die iets boven de grintlaag lag. welke hier -I- 3 m - N.A.P. 
voorkwam. De schedel lag dus op -I- 2.8 tot 2.9 m - N.A.P. De grintlaag 
was dezelfde als die van 14 November 1948 en liep dus iets omhoog. 
wat ook bij schelpenvinclpbats 2 het geval was. De schedel heeft een 
schuin lopend voorhoofd en is dolichocephaal (Index -I- 68). Fig. 2. 

Een belangrijke conclusie is deze. dat van. de Cromagnon~eigenschappen 
de Chignon lang blijft bestaan. waarvan vondsten van de Koerhuisbeek 
(1935-1937) en die van de sluisput (1948-1949) getuigen. Fig. 3. 

Summary. 

Sluicepit for the Nieuwe Haven (= new doek) of Deventer Netherlands 
(1948/49). 

1. Surface sluicepit 6.5 + N.A.P. (N.A.P. = O.O.). 
2. Sluicepit: in higher levels: horn of deer. etc. 
3. Sluicepit -I- 3.2 m - N .A.P.: shells (Clausilia dubia. Clausilia 

plicatula (Det. T. E. LoosJEs. Wageningen) Puppa muscorum. cochlicopa 
lubrica. freshwatershells and on ncarly the same level: part of skull with 
os occipitale and 2 X os parietaIe. Fig. 4 near 1. Mrs VAN DER FEEN. 
Amsterdam. is determinating the other shells. 
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4. Sluicepit: gravel: 3,4-3,8 m - N.A.P. 
5. New dock (Nieuwe Haven) (1942) : Mammouth + horn of Rangifer

tarandus, Bos and Cervus elaphus -+- 4,5 m - N .A.P. (from dredging 
machine). 

Skull: Maximum hight 14.5 cm, maximum breadth 14 cm. 
(Koerhuisbeek: 2 skulls, one with chignon.) Fig. 3. 
Sluicepit: 1 part of skull with slight indication of "chignon. (Fig. I) 
The chignon is present till the boreal period (maglemose). 
See Proc. Ned. Akad. v. Wdensch., Amsterdam, 1940. J. BUTTER, The 

excavation at Koerhuisbeek, Deventer, Netherlands. 
Prof. Or H. V. VALLOlS, Les ossements humains de Koerhuisbeek 

(idem 1943). 
21 June 1949. Second skull (Fig. 2) 2,8-2,9 m - N .A.P., on gravel 

layer, near Fig. 4, I. Dolichocephale (ind. -+- 68) "front fuyant". 

Résumé. 

Les découvertes faites lors de l' exécution des fouilles en vue de la 
construction d'une écluse à Deventer (Province d'Overijssel. Pays-Bas) 
1948-1949 et celles du creusement et l' approfondissement du nouveau 
port, dit "Nieuwe Haven", y attenant, 1942. 

Conclusions des découvertes : 

I. La cöte du terrain naturel, au début des fouilles de l'emprise pour la 
construction de la nouvelle écluse à Deventer 6.5 m + N .A.P. (N .A.P. = 
niveau de la mer à Amsterdam). 

2. Dans les couches supérieures des fouilles en question: bois de 
cerf, etc. 

3. A la cöte env. 3,2 m - N.A.P. des coquilles terrestres, pupa 
muscorum, clausiliae, et coquilles d'eau douce (Fig. 4, 1.) et partie de 
crane humain avec léger chignon. 

4. A la cöte 3,4 - N.A.P. jusqu'à 3,8 m - N.A.P. couche de gravier. 
5. A la cöte approchée 4.5 m - N.A.P. dans Ie Nieuwe Haven, y 

attenant, os de mammouth, bois de Rangifer tarandus, cervus elaphus et 
cornes de Bos. (1942) ramenés par une drague. 

Dans les fouilles en vue de la construction de la nouvelle écluse, Ie 
niveau pléistocène, caractérisé par restes de mammouth et de renne, ne 
fut pas atteint. 

Le crane humain (os occipitale + 2 os parietaIe, max. hauteur 14! cm, 
ma:x. largeur 14 cm) (Fig. 1.) gisait à la cöte, qui contenait beaucoup de 
coquilles d 'espèces terrestres et d'eau douce, tout comme au Koerhuisbeck 
et c'est pourquoi je suis incliné à rattachèr ce crane humain à la fin de la 
période boréale (maglemosien) d'autant plus que ce crane présente de 
grandes analogies avec ceux du Koerhuisbeek particulièrement en ce qui 
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concerne Ie chignon. (Pour les mesures des deux autre cranes de Koerhuis~ 
beek. Comparez la littérature 2). 

Une conclusion importante est celle que Ie caractère du chignon du crane 
de Cromagnon persista longtemps jusque dans la période boréale ce dont 
témoignent les découvertes du Koerhuisbeek (1935-1937) et les trouvailles 
de l'emprise des fouilles de l'écluse de Deventer de 1948-1949. Comparez 
fig. 3. 

21 juin 1949. Nouveau crane humain. trouvé aux environs de gite 
Fig . 4.1. 

La couche de gravier du 14 novembre 1948 se trouve içi à -t- 3 m -
N.A.P. 

Le crane se trouvait au~dessus de cette couche à 2.8-2.9 m - N.A.P. 
Le front est fuyant et il est dolichocéphale (Index -t- 68) (Fig. 2). 

Schelpen uit de sluisput bij Deventer. 

Iste zending. November 1948: (vindplaats Fig. 4. 1) 

N eritina fluviatilis (L.) 1 ex.; 
Valvata piscinalis (Müll.) 1 ex.; 
Pupilla muscorum (L.) enige ex. 

De eerste twee zijn zoetwaterdieren. de laatste een landslak. 
Bovendien bevonden zich in dit monster nog enkele fragmenten 
van oudere mollusken. 

2de zending. Januari 1949: (hoofdzakelijk vindplaats Fig. 4.2) 

N eritina fluviatilis (L.) 1 ex.; 
Valvata piscinalis (Müll.) vele ex.; 
Bithynia tentaculata (L.) enige ex.; 
Lymnaea palustris (Müll. ) lex.; 

ovata Drap. 1 ex.; 
truncatula (Müll.) 2 ex.; 

Planorbis planorbis (L.) enige ex.; 
carinatus (Müll.) enkele ex.; 
leucostoma (Müll.) 1 ex.; 

Succinea oblonga Drap. verscheidene ex.; 
Cochlicopa lubrica (Müll.) verscheidene ex.; 
Pupilla muscorum (L.) vele ex.; 
Vertigo pygmaea (Drap. ) 1 ex.; 
Vallonia pulchella (Müll.) enkele ex.; 
Fruticicola hispida (L.) enige ex.; 
Helicella erictorum (Müll.) 1 ex.; 
Sphaerium solidum Norm. -} ex.; 
Pisidium amnicum (Müll.) 2/2 ex. 
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De eerste 9 en de laatste twee soorten zijn zoetwater mollusken. 
de tussenliggende 7 soorten zijn landslakken. Alle soorten komen 
ook recent voor; er is geen aanwijzing. dat een van alle een 
fossiele vorm van een recent nog voorkomende soort is . 
Behalve de genoemde soorten bevat deze zending nog enkele 
fragmenten van oudere mariene mollusken. 

Naschrift. 

6 Juli 1949. Een derde schedel (SII C3) wordt 2.8-2.9 m - N .A .P. 
gevonden bij F ig. 4, 1 in dezelfde schelpenlaag boven het grint. 

6 J uly 1949. A third Skull (S 11 C3) has been found (2,8-2.9 m -
N.A.P.) at Fig. 4. 1 in the same layer with shells. above the gravel. 

6 juillet 1949. Un troisième crane (Sl1 C3) a été trouvé à Fig. 4,1 
(2,8-2,9 m - N .A.P.) dans la même couche avec des coquilles, immédiate~ 

ment élu~d essus du gravier. 
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Zoology. - Direct effe cts of isotonic and hypotonie lithium chloride 
solutions on unsegmented eggs of Limnaea stagnalis. II. By CHR. P. 
RAVEN and J. R. R0I30RGH . (Zoological Laboratory, University of 
Utrecht. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

3. Increase of amoeboid mobility. 

In normal development, the eggs show soIile amoeboid activity 
accompanying the maturation divisions (RAVEN 1945). Immediately af ter 
the extrusion of the fir st polar body, the outline of the egg becomes 
irregular, blunt pseudopodium~like processes are formed and a considerable 
deformation of the egg may occur, sometimes. This amoeboid activity 
reaches its maximum 5- 10 minutes after the extrusion of the first polar 
body, th en the egg round s oH again. The extrusion of the second polar 
body is accompanied aga in with a phase of amoeboid activity, which 
reaches its maximum about 10 minutes later, after which the outline of 
the ·egg becomes reglda r again. Both phases of amoeboid mobility 
correspond to drops in the tension at the surface, as determined by 
centrifugation. Considerable differences between egg~masses in the 
intensity of this amoeboid mobility occur. 

DE GROOT (1948) observed abnormally strong amoeboid movements 
in eggs, which had been trea ted with 0.6-0.4 % solutions of LiCI and 
in which the formation of the second polar body was suppressed . It 
corresponded in time to the formation of the second polar body in the 
controls. 

M. GRASVELD (1949) also observed this intense amoeboid mobility 
af ter Li~treatment. In 0.1 M (= 0.42 % ) LiCl the eggsshow these 
movements 3-7 hours af ter the first c1eavage in the controls, in 0.05 M 
(= 0.21 % ) af ter the extrusion of the first polar body and sometimes 
af ter the first c1eavage. 

In our experiments , th is abnormally strong amoeboid mobility has also 
been observed in eggs treated with 0.20 % (isotonic) and 0.15-0.10 % 
(hypotonie) LiCI solutions and fixed af ter 2-3 hours . In all these eggs, 
the second maturation division has been finished, the first c1eavage has 
(with few exceptions, cf. fig . 5d) not yet begun; the egg karyomeres and 
male pronucleus are situated near the anima I pole. Whereas the control 
eggs are nearly spherica l or show only slight deviations from a circular 
outline, many of the Li~trea ted eggs are very irregular in outline. Pseudo~ 
podium~like protuberances are formed especially at the anima I side; they 
are of different sizes and may be pinched off nearly entirely by a deep 
furrow (fig. 5). In some of these eggs the karyomeres and pronucleus 
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lie at some distance from the animal pole in the interior cytoplasm; 
presumably, they are temporarily swept away from their normal position 
by the protoplasmic currents accompanying the formation of pseudopodia. 

e . 

Fig . 5. Amoeboid mobility of Li-treated eggs. 

In some batches, in which the spermaster is still visible in part of the 
eggs, the interesting observation has been made that a definite correlation 
exists between the pres en ce of a (delayed) sperma ster and the intensity 
of amoeboid movements. When the eggs of batches B 6-2 and B 4-3 
(cf. p. 774/ 775) are divided into 3 groups, in which amoeboid activity 
is strong, moderate (slight deviations of circular outline) and weak (nearly 
circular outline) , respectively, it appears that strong amoeboid activity is 
nearly restricted to the eggs in which the sperma ster is still present 
(TabIe 11 and 111). 

This correlation is not an absolute one, however, for in other batches, 
in which the sperma ster had disappeared in all eggs, ' still some highly 
amoeboid eggs have been found. Presumably, the same condition of the 
cytoplasm which delays the disappearance of the sperma ster, promotes 
amoeboid mobility of the eggs. 

T ABLE II. B 6-2 . 
. . 

~.activity 
Spermaster _______ 

Strong Moderate Weak 

Present 11 3 - 14 

Absent - 14 2 16 

11 17 2 30 

];2 = 20.073. P = > 0.001 
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T ABLE lIl. B 4- - 3. 

-

I 

.-

~ Spermaster 
Strong Moderate Weak 

I 

Present 8 3 

i 

1 12 

Absent 2 5 4 11 

10 8 5 23 

x!! = 5.867. P = ± 0.05 

4. Karyomeres and pronuclei. 

In view of the fact that LiCl solutions at the 24-cell stage cause a 
swelling of the nuclei (RAVEN and D UDOK DE WIT 1949), and that a 
swelling of egg chromosomes and sperm nucleus immediately af ter the 
first maturation division in Li-treated eggs has been observed by us . one 
might expect a similar swelling of the nuclei to occur af ter the second 
maturationdivision. This is. however. not distinctly the case. 

As stated above. after the extrusion of the second polar body the 
chromosomes remaining in the egg begin to swell into karyomeres and 
assembie beneath the egg cortex at the anima I pole. The sperm nucleus. 
which in normal eggs beg ins its migration and transformation into the 
male pronucleus af ter the extrusion of the second polar body simuitaneously 
with the swelling of the chromosomes. after some time reaches the animal 
pok wh ere it is found beside or beneath the egg karyomeres. Both egg 
karyomeres and male pronucleus enlarge still further by swelling . In the 
last hour before cleavage. the egg karyomeres begin to coalesce into a very 
irregular. polymorphic female pronucleus; in many cases this process is 
not yet entirelycompleted when the asters of the cleavage spin die appear. 

We have studied a great number of controls and Li-treated eggs between 
the second maturation division and cleavage. and determined the sizes of 
karyomeres and male pronucleus. In most cases. however. no difference 
in nuclear size between both groups of eggs could be observed. Only in 
one batch. D 2-3 (0 .05 % LiC!. 3 hours ) . in which the coalescence of 
the karyomeres had advanced a great deal a nd which. therefore. must 
have been close before the onset of cleavage. the karyomeres and pronuclei 
were distinctly greater in the Li-treated eggs . In fact o they had reached 
gigantic dimensions : whereas the largest male pronucleus observed in the 
controls measured about 22 X 12 fi. in the treated eggs pronuclei up to 
33 X 30 fi were observed ; hence. their volume had increased more than 
9 times. In another batch (C 2-4. 0.10 % LiC!. 4 hours) it was noted 
that the pronuclei were greatly swollen; since the controls. in th is case. 
all had begun to cleave. no comparison between controls and treated eggs 
could me made. 
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Whereas it is possible, therefore, that just before first cleavage LiCI 
has a swelling influence on the nuclei , during the greater part of the 
period between maturation and cleavage such an effect appears to be 
lacking. 

5. Delag of d evelopment. 

DE GROOT (1948) noted that cleavage may be delayed by treatment 
with LiC!. In LiCl 0.35 % and 0.30 % this delay is considerable; with 
decreasing concentration it decreases, and in 0.05 % there is no delay at all. 

A delay of cleavage has also been observed by M. GRASVELD (1949) 
in 0.2 % LiCI. 

The same observa tion has been made by us in batches treated with 
0.20 %-0.10 % LiCI; in 0.05 % LiCl no delay has been found. The first 
indication of it has been observed in some ba tches fi xed after 3 hours, 
in which the coalescence of the egg ka ryom cres into a female pronucleus 
in the controls has advanced a great deal, whereas in the Li-treated eggs 
it is only just beginn ing. The delay of deve lopment becomes much more 
evident when cleavage b egins . E .g. in ba tch C 2-4 (0.10 %, 4 hours), of 
28 controls 6 are in meta- or anaphase, 6 in telophase of firs t cleavage, 
whereas 16 are 2-cell stages; 12 of 15 Li-eggs, on the contrary, still have 
big swollen pronuclei , 3 are in pro-meta phase. Other batches show the 
same phenomenon. 

6. Abnormalities of cieavage mitosis. 

In norm al development, first cleavage beg ins with the appearance of 
two small asters a t opposite sides of th e pronuclei , close to the nuclear 
membranes. Astra l rad ia tions ex tend a short distance into the cytoplasm, 
then, after the nuclear membra nes nea r the asters are lost, the radiations 
quickly penetrate from both sides into the nuclear space, where they meet 
in the middle forming the centra l spindIe. The chroma tin of the pronuclei 

. meanwhile condenses into the chromosomes, which are a t first dispersed 
rather irregularly th rou ghout the nuclear area , th en gradually assembIe 
near the equatoria l reg ion of the spindIe , where they arrange themselves 
into the equatoria l plate. 

In the cont rols, the fO:'ma tion of th e cleavage spindie proceeds in a 
norma l way. In the Li-trea ted eggs, on the contrary, various abnormalities 
have been observed . 

In batch 5-2 (0.15 % LiCl. 3 hours) , among 12 eggs 3 show a 
beginning of spin dIe forma tion. One of the spindles is clearly tripolar, 
another shows indicaf.ions of mu ltipolarity. 

In 5-3 (0.10 'Ic LiCl , 3 hc_: ~s ; same egg-mass as 5-2) in 3 out of 
8 eggs spindIe forma tion has bes è! n ; in a ll 3 cases the spindies a re tripolar 
and possess 3 asters (fig. 6 ) . In one, a big sph erical cytoplasmic 
protuberance is presen t at thc a nima l side, in which one of the 3 asters is 
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situated (fig. Sd); the chroma tin hi!s c1umped together around the asters 
and on the spindie. 

Fig. 6. Limnaca stagIlalis, 0.10 % LiCl, 3 bours. Tripobr sp ind:e of kst c!eava,Je. 

In D 1-4 (0.05 % LiCl, 4 hours). among 13 eggs 9 are in metaphase 
of first c1eavage; 7 of these have a norma l appearance, but in 2 the spindie 
has rotated 90° with respect to its normal position, so that its axis 
corresponds to the egg axis (fig. 7). 

Fig. 7. Limnaea stagIlalis, 0.05 % LiCl, 4 hours. First c!cavage spindIe \Vith abnormal 
oricntation. 

We may conclude, therefore, that Li-treatment may lead to disturbances 
in the formation of the c1eavage spindie and to changes in its position of 
equilibrium within the egg. 

Discussion. 

We may assume that the primary influence of the lithium ions penetrating 
the egg will be exercised on the cytoplasm. It is known that the small 
lithium ion, with its thick hydration layer, greatly affects the state of 
hydration of many gels. Hence, it seems likely that the lithium ions will 
influence the state of hydration of the protoplasmic colloids, thereby 
causing changes of water equilibrium Lc~ween various components of the 
egg. Our results seem to be consistent with this view. 
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The condensation of the chromosomes during the prophase stage of 
mitosis may he considered as the expression of a changed relation of 
water equilibrium between the chromosomes and the cytoplasm, leading 
to a transfer of water from the former to the latter. On the other hand, 
the swelling of the telophase chromosomes into karyomeres or interphase 
nucleus at the end of mitosis represents the reverse process, whereby the 
original relation is restored. In the Limn,aea egg, during the entire period 
between the first appearance of the tetrads in the ovarialor spermoviduct 
egg and the extrusion of the second polar body, apparently the water 
equilibrium is shifted consistently towards the side of the cytoplasm; the 
chromosomes of the egg and the sperm nucleus re ma in in a state of 
condensation. Immediately after the extrusion of the second polar body, 
a sudden change of water equilibrium occurs, leading to the swelling both 
of the egg chromosomes and the sperm nucleus, which in its turn brings 
about their mutual attraction and the migration of the sperm nucleus. 

Our experiments have shown that the lithium ions influence this state 
of water equilibrium between chromosomes and cytoplasm. Under their 
action, this equilibrium is shifted towards the side of the chromosomes. 
This effect only becomes visible immediately af ter the extrusion of the first 
polar body, when it causes the egg chromosomes and the sperm nucleus 
to swelI. We may assume that at this moment (telophase of first maturation 
division) also in the normal egg a slight shift in the water equilibrium 
occurs, corresponding to the processes occurring at this stage in ordinary 
mitosis, but which is insufficient, in this case, to bring about the swelling 
of the chromosomes. The added effect of the lithium ions, however, carries 
the equilibrium to the other side and causes, in th is way, the chromosomes 
to swelI. Shortly after, however, the deswelling actions, bound up with the 
beg inning of the second maturation division, get the upper hand again and 
both egg chromosomes and sperm nucleus return to a state of condensation. 

In normal development, from the extrusion of the second polar body 
until the beginning of cleavage, the water equilibrium between nuclei and 
cytoplasm consistently remains on the other side, the nuclei being in a 
state of swelling and even gradually increasing in size during this period. 
The lithium effect on the nuclei makes itself not perceptible during this 
phase; only at its end, immediately preceding cleavage, an increased 
swelling of the pronuclei has been observed. With the beg inning of first 
cleavage and the condensation of cleavage chromosomes, again the state 
of equilibrium turns over to the other sicle. One might expect that this 
turn~over be delayed by the sweIling~promoting action of lithium. It is 
possible, indeed, that the observed delay of cleavage is due to this cause; 
on th,e other hand, it may be that it is a first sign of the toxic actions of 
lithium leading to a final arrest of development at the 4~cell stage. 

Another water equilibrium which comes into play is that between the 
asters, especially their central area ("central body") and the surrounding 
cytoplasm. It is generally admitted that the increase in size of the central 
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area of the asters is due to water absorption, fluid being transported in a 
centripetal direction between the astral rays. The rate of growth of this 
area will thus be dependent on the relation between its water binding 
capacity and that of the surrounding cytoplasm. 

In Limnaea eggs treated with lithium chloride, the spermaster (inner 
aster of the second maturation spindie) during and af ter the extrusion of 
the second polar body exhibits an increased hydration of its central area, 
expressing itself in a highly vacuolated structure in the sections, the proto~ 

plasmic ground substance being reduced to a reticulum of fine meshes 
between the vacuoles. This may be explained by a shift in the water 
equilibrium between the aster and the cytoplasm. At the same time, the 
astral radiations are much more pronounced than in the controls in which 
they are rapidly disappearing at this time; perhaps, the increased inflow 
of water exerts a preserving influence on this structure. Wh en the growth 
of the central area stops, the astral rays also in th is case become blurred 
and disappear; the highly hydrated centre, however , remains visible for 
a long time. 

The increase of amoeboid mobility of the eggs treated with lithium 
chloride mayalso be explained by a change in the physical properties of 
the cytoplasm. Our results show that a correlation exists between the 
increased amoeboid activity and the hydration of the spermaster. Hence, 
it may be assumed that both the change in water equilibrium between 
spermaster and cytoplasm and the increased amoeboid activity are due to 
the same modification in the state of the cytoplasm. It is interesting to 
note, in th is connexion, that the periods of amoeboid mobility in normal 
development, immediately af ter the extrusion of both polar bodies, coincide 
with a rapid increase of the central areas of the maturation asters, 
preceding, in the case of the first maturation aster, its transformation into 
the second polar spin die, and in the case of the second maturation aster 
(= spermaster) its final disappearance. 

As regards, finally, the cleavage anomalies , no consistent explanation 
along these lines can be given at present. Too little is known about the 
factors governing the appearance of asters and the direction of spindies 
to account for the observed multipolarity and abnormal position of cleavage 
spindIes under the influence of lithium chloride. Evidently, in process of 
time the deflections from the normal course of development, brought about 
by the shifted interrelations between the egg components, become 
increasingly severe. This will lead , eventually, to the complete disruption 
of the normal interactions and the arrest of development at the 4~cell stage. 

Summary. 

1. Freshly~laid eggs of Limnaea stagnalis have been treated, after 
decapsulation, with 0.2 %-0.05 % solutions of lithium chloride. 

2. In these ,eggs, the telophase chromosomes of the first maturation 
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division swell into karyomeres. At the same time, the sperm nucleus swells 
and migrates towards the animal pole. 

3. The spermaster shows an increased hydration af ter the second 
maturation division; its disappearance is delayed. 

4. The amoeboid mobility of the eggs is considerably increased af ter 
the second maturation division. This increase is correlated with the 
presence of a hydrated spermaster. 

5. The first cleavage is delayed. 
6. Various abnormalities of the first cleavage mitosis occur. 
7. The results indicate that the primary act ion of the lithium ions 

consists in a change of the state of hydration of the protoplasmic colloids, 
causing changes of water equilibrium between various components of 
the egg. 
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Chemistry. - Soap coacervates with special properties, hitherto only 
known in coacervates of phosphatides. I Oleate coacervates at a 
pH above 12. I. By H. G. BUNGENBERG DE JONG and L. J. DE HEER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

1. Introduction. 

In KRUYT' s Colloid Science Vol. 11 one of us (B. de J.) has given a 
survey of the peculiar phenomena observed with drops of phosphatide 
coacervates I). 

These phenomena, viz. a) abnormal behaviour of the vacuoles, b) 
abnormal behaviour of the drops in a d.e. field, c) occurrence of multiple 
coacervate drops, had since their discovery 2) not been observed in coa~ 
cervates of other colloids, neither in those of macromolecular colloids (e.g. 
gelatin) nor in those of association colIoids (e.g. soaps). This isolated 
position of phosphatide coacervates has now come to an end as we have 
learned to realize coacervates of soaps showing quite the same phenomena. 

In the folIowing this new type of soap coacervates will be called p~ 
coacervates (coacervates with phosphatide~like proporties), to distinguish 
them from the .. ordinary" soap coacervates (lacking these properties ), 
which will be ca lIed O~coacervates. 

2. Morphology of drops of o~ and P~coacervates of oleates, induding 
their behaviour in a d.c. field. 

For the present investigation, which deals only with oleate coacervates, 
we started from "Sodium Oleate, Neutral, Powder" from BAKER, which 
preparation, though not representing really pure Na~oleate, was the only 
one accesible to us in the af ter wartime 3). As its impurities - mainly the 
soaps of the C 16 and C l8 saturated fatty acids - may show P~coacervation 
also under similar conditions (though not at numericalIy the same), this 
admixture will not radicalIy change the results which may be expected 
from chemically pure oleate. 

1) H. R. KRUYT, Colloid Science Vol. 11, Elsevier Publishing Company, lnc. New York. 
Amsterdam, London. Brussels 1949. Compare Chapter XI. § 6. 

2) H. G. BUN GEN BERG DE JONG and R. F . WESTERKAMP. Biochem. Z. 248 335 
(1932). 

3) The first indications for the occurrence of P-coacervates were found during the 
war starting from Na oldinicum med. pur. pulv. ME~CK. As it was impossible to buy 
this preparation anew, we applied to the ROCKEFEL'LER Foundation. which ·kindly put 
at our disposal a large quantity of the preparation mentioned in the text in order to enable 
us to continue our researches on oleate systems. We are glad to express our great thanks 
for his help. 
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As we knowalready that oleates behave with regard to O-coacervation 
in, an uncomplicated way only, if the pH is high enough (e.g. at pH 12 
and higher) toexclude all hydrolysis 4). it seemed advisable to start our 
study on P-coacervation under the same precaution. As far as we know 
at present P-coacervation of oleates can be obtained only by the combined 
action of a salt (e.g. KCI. K2C03 ) and a typical polar organic non-electro
lyte of not too small molecular weight (e.g. isoamylalcohoI. n.hexanoI. 
n.heptanoI. cyclohexanol. terpineol. benzylalcohol. phenylaethylalcohol) . 
For the present investigation our choice feIl on the combination KCI + 
isoamylalcohol, (CH3 hCH-CH2-CH20H, a purissimum preparation of 
MERCK being used for all experiments. 

IE we now prepare a dilute oleate solution (e.g. 2 %) containing 
0.1 N. KOH (to ensure a pH above 12) and add 10 mI 2N.KCL to 10 mI 
of it, we obtain af ter rigorously shaking a homogeneous and (apart from 
entrapped air bubbles) a clear solution which is very highly viscous and 
which shows marked elastic proporties as weIl. Starting from th is one pbase 
system we can readely ob ta in O-coacervation and P-coacervation by adding 
different amounts of isoamylalcohol and rigorously shaking (for the expe
rimental equipment actually used see section 4). A few small drops will 
suffice already to start O. coacervation. The total system now consists of 
two phases: the 0 coacervate and the equilibrium liquid. IE we inspect the 
system under the microscope (for technique see section 4) we will see the 
coacervate in the form of perfectly round drops 5). 

When two of such drops meet, they readely fuse. IE vacuoles are present 
in the coacervate drops, their behaviour is quite normal (when two vacuoles 
meet, they readily fuse; a vacuole meeting the innerside of the drop 
boundary breaks though and tbe drop boundary rounds oH). Also in a d.c. 
field we do not perceive the peculiar behaviour of the vacuoles which we 
will meet with the P~coacervate. The ma in eHect is electrophoresis of the 
drops, which show a negative charge at their surface. 

IE we gradually add now more and more isoamylalcohol. the total oleate 
system in the tube changes its character (for details of the various suc
cessive states of the oleate system see section 4) and when a fairly large 
number of drops is added, it becomes homogeneous and clear again. The 
obtained one phase system now needs only one or two drops of isoamyl
alcohol to start coacervation afresh, this time the P coacervate separating. 
Microscopical inspection at once reveals an unexpected morphological 
richdom: 

1) Many coacervate drops are not perfectly round, but have the shape of spheres 

4) At lower pH (e.g. at 10 already) complications occur (the oleic acid formed by 
hydrolysis causing "auto sensibilisation") and below pH 8.70 coacervation is no longer 
possibJe at all by KCI. 

Ii) The Interfacial tension coacervateJequilibrium liquid being very smal!. the drops 
are very easely deformed by convection currents and the rounding oH (af ter these 
currents have come ta a standstilI) is a relatively slow process. 
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from which one or more segments are cut away. Cf. microphotograph *) A and fig. 1 A 
and B. Also smaIler defects in the ideal spherical form may be observed (fig. IC) . 

2) It may happen that a number of drops drift along in a very conspicuous way: 
they are at short distances and have each (apart from the two outer ones) two plane 
fa ces which stand perpendicular to the direction in which the drops drift along (fig. 1 D) . 
As the whole train of drops behaves as a mechanical unit the individual drops must be 
united by invisible films attached to the circular edges of the plane or slightly curved faces. 

3) It has been observed that !Wo drops of the shape of Fig. IA. formed an analogous 
mechanical unit. now of two members only wh en they happened to come with their plane 
faces up to a short distance from another 6) (fig. 1 E ->- F) . 

This observation makes it c1ear that the shape of Fig . 1 A must be caused by a c10sed 
film protruding in the equilibrium Iiquid and attached to the circular edge of the plane 
face as depicted in Fig.lH. 

The film in question is invisible as a rule but with special efforts it was vaguely seen 
a few times and had indeed the shape of Fig. 1 H (dotted) . 

A JJ 

OûQ 000000 

=i: 
G I! J 

o /( l 

...... 

Fig. 1. 

4) It may happen that a coacervate drop of the type of Fig. 1 B has its two plane 
faces situated in such a way that they seem to touch at one point. It th en of ten occurs 
th at the drop suddenly changes in shape into a drop of the type of Fig. 1 A. The two 
films of adjacent vesicles have then made real contact and have fused to a single one 
(see Fig. 1 G ->- H). This sideway fusion is in principle the same phenomenon as occurs 
in the format ion of drop chains (see above 2 and 3). 

5) The presence of these films follows further from the observation that a mechanica! 
disturbance outside the coacervate drop at a small distance from the plane face may 
result in a rounding-off of the coacervate drop (Fig. 1 H -+ l) . The protruding film 
which was not visible. was evidently destroyed then. 

It is important that as a consequence of this destruction no other particulars can be 
se en at the p!ace where the protruding vesicle was attached. It means that the Iiquid 
enclosed in this vesicle is wholly miscible with the surrounding equilibrium liquid. Sc 
the film in question has the property to be sta bIe notwithstanding the fact that it divides 
two wholly miscible (and as we shall later see: identical) Iiquids. 

6) Apart from electrophoresis (the direction of which indicates that the drops are 

*) The microphotographs have been taken by Mr W. W. H. WEYZEN. to whom we 
express our sincere thanks. 

0) If drops having the shape of Fig. 1 A drift up against the glasswall and so come 
close to one another they mayalso unite into chains. In this case of ten networks of chains 
are formed. some drops having three faces functioning as branching points of the network. 
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negatively charged) we see in a d.c: field a number of phenomena inside the drop. some 
details of which are schematically given in Fig. IK. They are quite the same as those 
which are characteristic of negatively charged phosphatide coacervate drops. (which is 
a variant of the phenomena common to all negative\y charged complex coacervate 
drops 7) ). 

Without entering here upon a discussion why sm all vacuoles are formed and why 
streaming inside the drops arises. we discuss here only the fa te of those sm all vacuoles 
which happen to come into contact with the inside of the drop surface. 

These vacuoles are unable to make their exit. but stick in the surface of the drop as 
protruding vesicles. The vesicle wall. however. is once more very thin artd. as rule. not 
visible. Therefore. what is actually observed is only an indentation in the drop boundary. 
wholly comparable to Fig . IC. These indentations are transported by the moving surf ace 
of the drop (drops may creep in a d.c. field on a glass surface ) towards one si de (cathode 
side) of the drop and gradually form there by sideway fusing (see 4) the weIl known 
picture of Fig. IA. with only this diHerence that all coacervate drops now have one 
large plane face perpendicular to the electrical field on the same side of the drops apart 
from a number of small indentations (on their way of being transported) on other places. 
The same occurs if a d.c. field is applied on coacervate drops of the type Fig. 1 A and B. 
The plane faces pointing to chance directions all move to the cathode si de of the 
coacervate drops. but now the large attaced vesicles are transported and not the small 
indentations. It therefore becomes very probable that the peculiar forms described. which 
are spontaneously present without the aid of a d.c. field. all originated from "vacuoles" 
originally imprisoned in the coacervate. 

7) In harmony herewith is the facto th at by carefull addition of isoamylalcohol to the 
KCI containing oleate system coacervate drops may be obtained which contain vacuoles. 

The rounding oH of the finely divided coacervate (as long as convection currents 
are present in the total system. the coacervate is deformed to nquid threads. c.f. notes) 
is a slow process here and one may observe that actually equilibrium Iiquid gets 
entrapped as vacuoles in the coacervate. Evidently in the neighbourhood of the 
coacervation limit the entrapped vacuoles have not much chance in th is case to come 
into contact with the inner surface of the drop-wal I. Vet some have succeeded. the drops 
also showing plane faces here and there. 

If another one or two drops of isoamylalcohol are added the coacervate drops do no 
langer contain vacuoles. and have now the typical shapes of fig . 1 A and 1 B. The 
factor which slowed down the meeting of vacuoles and inner surface of the drop. has 
evidently been removed. 

8) Above (7) we have referred to vacuoles present in the coacervate drops obtained 
in the neighbourhood of the coacervation limit. but we did not yet describe the peculiar 
morphology in question. They are united in groups which because of their shape might 
be called "articulated vacuoles". In reality these units are chains of vacuoles. in which 
the individual members are separated by invisible films (or by films that are visible only 
with great diHiculty) at the positions of the articulations. fig. 1 L. Here once more an 
extremely thin film separates two miscible. nay identical Iiquids (the vacuole contents 
being equilibrium liquid). 

The articulated vacuoles are most characteristic if we have obtained the P-coacervation 
with the smallest possible number of added drops of isoamylalcohol thus having just 
crossed the coacervation limit. The volume of the coacervate in th is case being large in 
proportion to the volume of the equilibrium Iiquid. the latter is present in .the .. lorm of 
articulated vacl,loles embedded in a continuous layer of coacervate. The shape of the 
articulated vacuoles is still more characteristic if benzylalcohol is used in stead of isoamyl
alcohol. Cf. microphotograph B. 

1) See H. R. KRUYT's Colloid Science 11. loc. cit .. p. 345. 452 and 479. 



H. G. BUN GEN BERG DE JONG and L. J. DE HEER: Soap coacer
vates with special properties, hitherto only known in coacervates of 
phosphatides. I Oleate coacervates at a pH above 12. 
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A (35 X ) 
P-coacervate drops with superficially 
attached vesicles. The protruding vesicle 

wall is not visible. 
(KCI containing oleate + 

isoamylalcohol) 

C (105 X ) 
Double drops, consisting of a coacervate 
shell and a central drop of the isoamyl. 

alcohol rich phase. 
(KCI containing oleate + 

isoamylalcohol) 

B (I06 X ) 
Articulated vacuoles embedded in a 
continuous coacervate layer. The dark 
)jnes at the articulations are only special 
light effects, as the septa separating the 
individual members in a chain ofvacuoles 

are not or hardly visible. 
(KCI containing oleate + benzylalcohol) 

/ 
." 

D (60 X ) 
Triple drops, consisting of two coa
cer,::ate shells and a central drop of the 

isoamylalcohol rich phase. 
(KCI containing oleate + 

benzylalcohol after warming to 36°) 
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All the above very highly remarkable morphological particularities of 
these oleate coacervates, were observed on phosphatide coacervates many 
years ago already and we think that for the explanation of the nature of 
the peculiar films which play a prominent part in them , essentially the same 
line of reasoning can be followed as BUNGEN BERG DE JONG and BONNER 8 ) 

gave in the case of phosphatide coacervates. 
We must start th en from the contrast between ready fusibil ity of coa~ 

cervate drops with each other on contact and the formation of stabIe films 
on contact of vacuoles with each other (above under 8) or of a vacuole 
with the inside of the drop surface. From th is it follows already that the 
boundary coacervate/ equilibrium liquid has different proper ties on the two 
sides. H, indeed, two such boundaries come into contact with one another 
while their surfaces are directed towards the equilibrium liquid, coalescence 
takes place (two coacervate drops meeting). On the other hand a stabIe 
film is formed when these boundaries encounter one another with their 
surfaces directed towards the coacervate side (two vacuoles meeting in 
the interior of the coacervate; vacuole and the inside of the surface o'f the 
drop meeting). 

If we assume that there is a film of orientated oleate molecules at the 
coacervate/ equilibrium liquid boundary, th en it is understandable without 
any further argument that the two sides of this film bear very different 
characters. This renders it probable that the very peculiar films which may 
separate two indentical liquids are bimolecular. In section 5 we will return 
to the question with which side the monolayers lay together in this 
bimolecular film. 

3. Multiple coacervate drops . 

The analogy between phosphatide coacervates and P-coacervates of 
oleates goes still further, as also in the latter case formation of " multiple" 
drops may be observed. 

Double drops are formed from the P-coacervates for instance wh en we 
gradually add more isoamylalcohol to the coacervated system (see micro
photograph D). lf still more is added, the outer shell, consisting of the 
P-coacervate diminishes in amount and finally disappears entirely, thus 
leaving the inner drops alone (fig . 2 A. a ~ b ~ c ~ d) . 

The latter are rich in isoamylalcohol and dissolved oleate, but show 
no peculiar phenomena at all and cannot be regarded as coacervate drops. 

The case described is a simple one: the formation of the double drops is 
evidently connected with a transgression of the solubility of isoamylalcohol 
in the total oleate system (being composed of: solubility in the KCI + H 20 
medium and the solubilizing capacity of the oleate, cf. section 5). The inner 
drops, however, are not indifferent, but absorb a certain amount of oleate. 

8) H. G. BUNGENBERG DE JONG and J. BONNER. Protoplasma 2~. 198 (1935) and a 
shorter summary in Proc. Kon. Akad. v. Wetenseh .. Amsterdam. 38. 797 (1935). 
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and when more isoamylalcohol is added the oleate is displaced almost 
completely from the sphere of the aqueous medium (P~coacervate and 
equilibrium liquid) towards that of the medium rich in isoamylalcohol. 

In harmony with this explanation is, that having arrived at the state d of 
fig. 2 A, we may transgress the whole series of morphological states in a 

A 0 ---+ @ ---+ CO -.. 0 
a IJ C á 

B ® - @) - @) - 0 -- - -
e j ff h 

Fig. 2. 

reverse direction (so d -+ c -+ b -+ a) by now gradually adding 1 N. KCI 
solution, which is aproximately the electrolyte~water medium. Double drops 
mayalso be obtained by heating a system containing homogeneous P~ 
coacervate drops (a -+ b) while by cooling down the initial state is restored 
again (b -+ a). 

This may in principle be explained in the same way, as the solubility of 
isoamylalcohol in water is reduced on increasing the tempera tu re. 

A more complicated case is met with, if one uses benzylalcohol instead 
of isoamylalcohol to produce P~coacervation of the oleate. At room tem~ 
perature additional benzylalcohol produces once more double drops. IE we 
heat, however, this system under the microscope (e.g. with an electrical 
hair dryer, or more conveniently by applying an a.c. field 9)) a new liquid 
shell is produced at the boundary of the inner drops 10). The triple drops 
thus formed (fig. 28, e-+f) are composed of a central drop (3) mainly 
consisting of benzylalcohol, and two shells (1 )and (2) (see microphoto~ 
graph D) which both may be considered as oleate coacervates. At further 
increase of the temperature the outer shell (1) first disappears, and finally 
the shellleft (2) and the drop rich in benzylalcohol (3) remains (f -+ g-+ h). 

By subsequent cooling we return to the original state of double drops in 
areverse direction (h -+ 9 -+ f -+ e). 

9) Apart from the heat it produces the a.c. field, has no influence on the morphology 
of the coacervate drops. 

10) Details as to the consecutive morphological changes (comprising also vacuolation 
processes) actually taking place when going from E -+ F in fig. 2. are omitted here. We 
hope to return to this interesting case of dynamic colloid morphology in a later communication. 
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We will not try to explain th is more complicated case of benzylalcohol 
in details. we have recorded it here merely to emphasize once more on the 
phosphatide Iike character of the oleate coacervates obtained by adding so 
much of an appropriate polar non electrolyte that we are in the neigh
bourhood of its solubility. Por also in phosphatide coacervates we may 
obtain double and triple coacervate drops 11) by transgression of the 
solubility. 

4. Location of the regions in a KC1-isoamylalcohol diagram in which 
0- and P-coacervates are present. 

We shall have to judge microscopically the nature of the oleate system 
in a large number of combinations of KCI and isoamylalcohol concen
trations. This can be simplified by using a method, the essential point of 
which consists in the microscopical inspection of the oleate system contained 
in a c10sed vessel and observing this through the glasswall. Por this purpose 
we use a bent pyrex glasstube. containing the oleate system and being 
c10sed by a rubber stopper. which tube can be placed upon the stage of an 
inverted microscope as indicated in fig. 3. 

Fig. 3. 

If an objective of small magnifying power is used and the hori:tontal limb lies in drop 
of water on a large cover-glass or on th in sheet of mica, one can obtain al ready a 
reasonable mieroscopie image of the oleate system close to the wall of the tube. 

It is still inconvenient th at the layer of the oleate system may be too thiek, so that 
the image is too dark; while th is layer mayalso continue to move for a very long time. 
which makes microscopie inspection either impossible or very diffieult. Both inconveniences 
are satisfactorily removed by the presence of a cylindrical tube. open at both ends, in 
the hori:tontal limbo The oleate system in the capillary space between the bent tube and 
the smaller one inside the former can very satisfactorily be observed. Indeed, all 
morphologieal details recorded in the section 2 and 3 (apart from those in a d.e. field) 
can and actually have been investigated by using this method. 

11) Reviewed in KRUYT's Colloid Science 11, loc. eit, Chapter XI, § 6. 
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Thé possibility of examining microscopically the state of the oleate systém 
in the closedtube has the advantage that for the objects of the present 
section we need riot prepare separately a great many oleate systems con~ 
taining different KCI and different isoamylalcohol concentrations. · Instead 
of doing so we prepare an oleate KCI mixture in the bent tube to which we 
successively add small amounts. of isoamylalcohol ánd af ter rigorO\.is 
shaking (causing the contents to run 50 or more times from one limb to the 
other) we can ob serve the state of the oleate system af ter each addition. 

For the purpose of adding known amounts of isoamylalcohol we used the dripping 
pipette shown in fig. 4. The apparatus consists of three parts. a 1 cc micropipette A 

a 

- - - - - - - - ë- - - - - - --

.B 

, c A 
A 

Fig. 4. 

the lower part having been bent rectangularly. a cent re part B with three way stopcock 
and an upper part C which serves as a flow resistance. and consists of two bulbs 
connected by a relatively wide capilIary. The three parts are connected by short pieces 
of rubber vacuum tube. which gives flexibility at band d. The apparatus is supported 
at a, b, c and d in such a way that the "horizontal" Iimb of A is actual1y in a horizontal 
position and th at the levels of the very viscous Iiquid (paraffine oi! or castor oil) are 
in one horizontal plane in the bulbs of C. 

Drops of constant weight may be expected if the pipette (with stopcock turned as in 
fig. 4) is slowly dripping at a constant rate. This constant rate is obtained here by 
separating the two factors involved. The hydrostatic pressure h is independent of the 
degree of filIing of micropipette A and the same practically also holdsfor the total 
viscous resistance (the resistance of the two liquids in series being practically that of 
the castor oi! in the capillary connecting the two bulbs). By weighing 10 drops at 
different degrees of filling of the micropipette. we checked that the weight of the drops 
was practically constant (1 drop of isoamylalcohol = 12.4 mg) . For filIing the micro
pipette the three way stopcock is turned 90 0 anticIockwise and slight suction is appIied 
at the horizontal tube of B. Then the stopcock is turned as in the figure and the first 
few drops which are deIivered are disregarded. Af ter use the stopcock is turned 90· 
cIockwise. which al10ws the transported castor oi! to flow back. This may be too slow 
a process and it may be necessary to readjust part C after some time (by changing 
the position of the support at a) in order to ensure that the levels in the bulbs remain 
in onc horizontal plane. 

Using the above experimental equipment we investigated at room~ 

temperature (+ 16°) the state of the oleate system (oleate C.9pc~.n~rÇltiqq 

constant) at varying additions of isoamylalcohol for eight different KCI 
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concentrations. Starting from a stock solution of Na oleate, ('4 9 oleate 
+ 90 mI H 20 + 10 mI 2 N. KOH) and a stock solution of 3.8 N. KCI. we 
introduce 5 mI oleate stock solution + a mI KCI 3.8 N . + (15-a) mI 
distilled water into the bent tube and investigate the nature of the system 
af ter adding ever more drops of isoamyIalcohol. During the mixing after 
each addition care should be taken that the system is exposed to the warm th 
of the hands as Iess as possible. The results are recorded in Table I, which 

TABEL I. 

Number of drops of isoamylalcohol (1 drop = 12.4 mg) added to 20 mI 0.96 % oleate 
system containing KCI at which one of the successive states a-h (see text) is present at 16° . 

C KC1 I B I b I c I d I e f g h log,CKC1 

0.19 

I 
61-68 70-78 

1

80 0.28-1 
0.28 57-62 63-69 70 0.45-1 
0.47 46-47 48-54 55-59 60 0.67-1 
0.56 0-16 (18-21) (22-41) 42-43 46-50 53-55 57 0 . 76-1 
0.76 0-11 12 13 16-37 39-40 42-48 49-52 53 0.88-1 
1.14 0-2 3-4 

I~ 6-31 I 32 34-39 

I 

10- 0.06 
1.90 - 0-1 2-21 22 23-29 30-31 32 0.28 
2.85 - - 0- 16 17 18-22 23-25 26 0.45 

gives the number of drops at which a certain morphological state of the 
oleate system was observed. 

These states, which we shall indicate, by a, b, c and so on are eight in 
number, two of which (a and e) are one phase systems, four (b. d, f, h) 
two phase systems and again two (c and g) three phase systems . 

The kinds of phases in the successive states a-h are as follows : 
a) liquid. representing a homogeneous solution of all components. This solution may 

of ten be very viscous and may exhibit marked e1astic properties. 
b) liquid + liquid, one of whieh con ta ins practieally all the oleate present and is 

therefore indieated "oleate coacervate", whiLe the other liquid contains oleate only in very 
slight concentration and is therefore called "equilibrium liquid' ·. In the terminology 
adopted in the preceding section the coacervate in question is the "ordinary oleBte 
coacervatc" . 

c) liquid + liquid + "semiliquid". The first two liquids are of the same kind as 
in b (equilibrium liquid + O-coacervate). The actual nature of the third ph ase cannot be 
identified with the above microscopie equipment. We know from former investigations 
however that this is a birefringent phase which has the nature of a fluid. lts viscosity 
must however be very high and we have therefore used the term -"semiliquid". As a 
consequence of its high viscosity this phase appears as small granula, which of ten stick 
together to form small aggrega tes such as floccules. lumps, etc. The amount of this 
semiliquid phase increases at the cost of the O-coacervate by a further addition of 
isoamylalcohol. 

d) liquid + "semiliquid" , these phases are elready present in c minus the O-coacervate. 
On further increase of the isoamylalcohol concentration the turbility of the total system 
may increase at first, but as a rule it decreases on further addition, as the amount of the 
"semiliquid" phase decreases. 

e) liquid. the '''semiliquid'' phase, present in c) and d) now being dissolved. 
t) liquid + liquid. being equilibrium liquid and an oleate coacervate, this time the 

P-oleBte coacervBte. the morphology of whieh has been investigated in section 2. 
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g) liquid + liquid + liquid, apart from the two Iiquids present in f) a third liquid, 
mainly consisting of isoamylalcohol, appears now. Drops of the P-coacervate take up 
drops of the latter phase to form the "double drops", which were studied in section 3. 
On further addition of isoamylalcohol the P-coacervate diminishes in volume. 

h) liquid + liquid, one mainly consisting of a KCI solution in water the other which 
has practically taken up the oleate present in the system, consisting chiefly of 
isoamylalcohol. 

In fig. 5 A these eight successive states of the oleate system have been 
pictured in a KCl~isoamylalcohol diagram by the regions a-h, the limiting 
curves of which can be drawn approximately from the data of Table I. 
For th is purpose we took on every horizontal row the means of the last 

Fig. SA. 
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Fig. SB. 

figure in each column and the first in the next column to its right (thus e.g. 
the first row of the table gives as means 69 and 79). 

The mean drop number values thus obtained have been plotted (alter~ 

natively as white and black dots) as abscissae against the corresponding 
KCI concentrations as ordinates. The position of the points is somewhat 
irregular 50 that simple curves cannot be drawn through all corresponding 
black and white points. Still we do not doubt that the limiting curves have 
the simp Ie shape as given in fig. 5 A, the irregular position of the points 
being ascribed to the insufficient constancy of the room temperature. 

We can read from this fig. 5 A how we can prepare O~coacervates 
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(present in the regions band c) and P~coacervates (present in the regions 
f and g). First of all we must emphasize that in either case it is imperative 
that the KCI concentration should not be toD low, for if isoamylalcohol is 
added to the oleate system in the absence of KCI, the states b, c, d , f and g 
cannot be realized. A considerable amount of amylalcohol can be dissolved 
in th is case before we have reached its solubility, af ter which we suddenly 
enter reg ion h (drops rich in isoamylalcohol appear). 

We have not investigated how the regions b, c, d, f and g terminate 
downwards , but know for certain that those of b, c, and d disappear 
already below O,S N KCI, whereas the regions f, g, could still be obtained 
at 0.19 N KCI. It is therefore probable that in the lower part of the figure 
the regions a and e communicate. 

We can further read from this figure that O~coacervates (present in the 
regions band c) can be realized already with KCI only, the regions a , b. 
c, d touching the ordinate axis. P~coacervates (present in the regions f 
and g) can only be obtained by the joint action of KCI and isoamylalcohol. 
This conclusion however, seems not quite safe, as in our experiments the 
highest KCI concentration was 2.85 N , wh ere as the solubility of KCI at 
room temperature amounts to approximately 4 N . If we re~draft fig. SA , 
using the logarithms of the KCI concentrations as ordinates, we get fig. SB, 
in which the curves limiting the regions e, f and gare practically straight 
lines now. Asuming for a moment that these straight lines might be extra
polated until they intersect the ordinate axis it would follow that P~coa~ 
cervates could be obtained with KCI only. The minimum KCI concentration 
required (Iimiting line between e and f) would then amount to approxi~ 
mately log. C KC1 = 0.90, that is about 8 N . KCI. As at room temperature 
the solubility of KCI amounts to approximately 4 N only. (indicated in fig . 
5 B by a dotted line at log. C KC1 = 0.60) these high concentrations cannot 
be realized. 

That P~coacervation cannot really be reached with KCI only has been 
confirmed by adding isoamylalcohol to an oleate system which by the 
addition of solid KCI was saturated with KCI. 

In the next section we will further investigate the röle of isoamylalcohol 
in the production of P~coacervation. 

(To he continued.) 



Chemistry. - Soap coacervates with special properties, hitherto only 
known in coacervates of phosphatides. I Oleate coacervates at a 
pH above 12.11. By H. G. BUN GEN BERG DE JONG and L. J. DE HEER. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

5. Pree and bound isoamylalcohol at the limit of the P-coacervation. 

In th is section we intend to compare at a nu mb er of constant KCI con
centrations the location of the boundary between the regions e and f 
(fig. 5) at three or more oleate concentrations. The experimental method 
followed in section 4. which would do for an approximate location of the 
boundaries in fig. 5. is not accurate enough for our present aims and is 
therefore replaced by a macroscopical method now. working in a thermo
state at 20°. This method consists in measuring the reIative volume of the 
coacervate at a number of isoamylalcohol additions very close to the above 
boundary between e and f. We shall describe this method more detailed 
with the help of the series of measurements at the constant KCI con
centration of 0.475 N. We started from a stock oleate solution of the 
composition 29.95 9 Sodium oleate of BAKER + 675 mI distilled water 
+ 75 mI KOH 2 N. In the thermostate we placed three groups of gIass
stoppered cylindricaI measuring flasks of 50 mI capacity. In the first group 
we pipetted 15 mI oIeafe solution + 5 mI 1.9 N KCI. in the second 10 mI 
oleate soIution + 5 mI H 20 + 5 mI 1.9 N KCI and in the third 5 mI 
oIeate soIution + 10 mI H 20 + 5 mI 1.9 N KCI. 

In this way we obtained three series of mixtures in which the oIeate 
concentration varies in the ratio of 3 : 2: 1. We th en added to each tube a 
different number of isoamyIalcohoI drops (with the apparatus of fig. 4) 
which Iay in the neigbourhood of the coacervation limits of the three oIeate 
concentrations at the given KCI concentration (roughly determined before
hand). Af ter being mixed thoroughIy the mixtures were Ieft till the 
following day. The height of the column of coacervate was read then and 
expressed in per cent of the total volume in the tube (see Table 11). IE we 
plot these values as a function of the number of drops (fig. 6 A) we can 
read in th is graph the number of drops needed to reach the same coacervate 
volume (e.g. 60 %. 80 % and - by extrapolation - 100 %. the latter 
representing the coacervation limit). We now plot these numbers (also 
recorded in tabIe 11) as a function of the oleate concentration. cf. fig. 6 B) 
in which the oleate concentrations are arbitrarely indicated by 1. 2 and 3). 

The graph th us obtained shows that the amount of isoamylaleohol needed 
to rea eh the same eoaeervate volume (60 %, 80 % or 100 %) is a linear 
function of the oleate eoneentration. 

This can be explained by assuming that the isoamylalcohol is present 
partly as free molecules dissolved in the KCI solution. and partly bound 
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in some way or other to the oleate (e.g. taken up in oleate "micelles"). 
The concentration of free isoamylalcohol can then be calculated from the 
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TABLE 11. 

Volume (in per cent) of the P-coacerva te at three different oleate concentrations 
(KCI concentra tion = 0.475 N and temperature = 20° ) as a function of the number of 

drops of isoamylalcohol added (1 drop = 12.4 mg) . 

15 mI oleate120 mI 10 mI oleate/20 mI 5 mI oleate/ 20 mI 

drops coacervate drops cO<lcervate drops coacervate 
isoamylalcohol volume isoamylalcohol volume isoamylalcohol volume 

per 20 mI per cent per 20 mI per cent per 20 mi per cent 
system system I 

svstem 

69 (100) 59 93.0 44 (100) 
74 94.0 60 82.5 45 67.0 
75 82 . 5 61 70.0 46 45 .0 
76 76.5 62 57.5 47 35.0 
77 59 63 45.0 48 25.0 
78 53.5 64 41.5 49 23.5 

from the above figures follow graphically : 

77 60 61.8 60 45 . 3 60 
75 . 3 80 60 . 2 80 44 . 5 80 
73 , 5 100 58.5 IOC) 44 100 

(coacerva- (coacerva- (coacerva-
tion limit) tion limit) tion limit) 

distance between the origin and the intersection point of the straight line 
with the ordinate axis (29 drops per 20 mI; weight of 10 drops = 0.124 g; 
concentration therefore = 1.80 g per 100 mI) . The slope of the straight 
Hne, on the other hand, makes it possible to calculate the ratio bound 
isoamylalcohol/ oleate. For the coacervation limit (coacervate volume 
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exactly 100 %) 73.5 drops/20 mi are needed for the mixture containing 
15 mi oleate solution. and 44 drops/20 mi for the mixture containing 5 mi 
oleate solution. The oleate in 10 mi stock solution (0.383 9 = 1.262 milli
mol) binds therefore 73.5-H = 29.5 drops = 4.152 millimol isoamyl
alcohol. This gives at the coacervation limit the ratio 4.152/1.262 = 3.29. 
Similarly we find at the coacervate volumes 80 % and 60 % the ratios 
3.H and 3.56. 

As we have described the series at 0,475 N KCI more in details. it may 
suffice to give the results at other KCI concentration in a concise form. It 
has been invariably found that the quantity of amylalcohol just needed to 
start P-coacervation is a linear function of the oleate concentration. Cf. 
fig. 7. which is analogous to fig. 6 B. but in which we have only given the 

60 

so 
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Fig. 7. 

results for the coac~rvation limit (coacervate volume exactly 100 %) and 
in which the quantity of isoamylalcohol added is expressed in millimol per 
100 mI; similarly the oleate concentration in millimol per 100 mI. The 
best fitting linear regression lines have been calculated by adopting a 
statistical method. from which we obtain for the concentration of free 
isoamylalcohol and the ratios of bound isoamylalcöhol/oleate. the va lues 
recorded in the columns 2. 3 and 4 of the next survey. 

In fig. 8 A we have plotted the figures of column 3 as a function of the 
KCI concentration (white dots). On the ordinate axis we have further 
indicated. with a black dot. the solubility (2.90) of isoamylalcohol in water 
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at 20°, expressed in g added to 100 mi water 12). If we connect the black 
point on the ordinate axis with the first white dot (at 0.2 N KCI) a line is 

Conc. free Isoamylalc. 
bound isoamylalcohol 

KCI conc. millimol oleate 
N. 9 added 

added to 
to 100mi 

100 mI. (in molecular ratio) 

0.20 2.48 28 . 2 3.86 
0.475 1.80 20 .6 3.29 
0.76 1.47 16 .8 2.90 
1.52 0.94 10.7 2.31 
1.90 0.77 8.7 2.19 

obtained (dotted) which practically coincides with what would appear as 
the probable course of the curve through the white dots if th is curve is 
extrapolated to a KCI concentration zero. This suggests that the curve of 
fig . 8 Arepresents the solubility of isoamylalcohol at 20° as a function of 
the KCI concentration (in the absence of oleate) 13) . 
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This then would mean consequently that P~coacervation sets in wh en 
the free isoamylalcohol standing in equilibrium with the amount of isoamyl~ 
alcohol bound to the oleate, has reached its maximum value in the medium 
bathing the soap "micelles". 

Now turning to the bound isoamylalcohol it seH, cf. fig. 8 B, we observe 

1 2 ) Calculated from the value 2.82 9 per 100 9 sol ut ion at 20°. quoted in Seidell, 
Solubilities of inorganic and organic compounds, 2e Edition, New York 1928, see p. 1053. 

13) Unfortunately no data are known to us in the literature con ce m ing this solubility 
of isoamylalcohol in KCI solutions at 20°. to adstruck th is assumption. Not in contradiction 
with it is the fact that we have actually observed that KCI diminished this solubility 
considerably. 

52 
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that it is appreciable, and further that its molecular ratio depends on the 
KCI concentration. Yet we must lay stress on the fact that the P~coacervate 
is not at all a phase rich in isoamylalcohol, but one very rich in water. 

When we consider e.g. a 1 % oleate system in which a P~coacervate 
has been obtained with a volume of 50 % or 25 % of the total system, 
its oleate contents cannot be larger than 2 % or 4 %. Wh en we take the 
highest ratio of the survey (3.86) these coacervates would contain 
approximately 2.2 % or 4.4 % isoamylalcohol bound to the oleate only. 
The rest of the coacervate (93.8 or 91.6 %) must necessarily be constituted 
of the components of the equilibrium liquid (KCI solution saturated with 
isoamylalcohol). The coacervate therefore mainly consists of a solution of 
Kei in water. 

This turns up a question, which we did not yet consider in section 2, 
viz. how the monolayer of oleate molecules present at the boundary P~ 
coacervate/equilibrium liquid is oriented. We cannot yet give a definite 
answer to this problem, but we will warn for the too rash conclusion that 
these oriented oleate molecules "of course" have their polar heads directed 
towards the equilibrium liquid and their hydrocarbon chains towards the 
coacervate. For as we saw above there is not a very great difference at all 
in the constitutions of coacervate and equilibrium liquid (both being 
constituted mainly of a KCI solution in water). Therefore we may not 
consider the oleate coacervate as a much less polar liquid than the equili
brium liquid. It might even be considered as more polar than the other, 
taking into consideration that the concentration of the very polar oleate 
ions is many times higher in the coacervate than in the equilibrium liquid. 
This th en would lead to the reverse position of the oleate molecules in the 
monolayer and as a consequence in the bimolecular membranes 14). Further 
experiments, however, are needed to settIe th is problem. 

Another question upon which the experiments of this section may shed 
some - though not a sufficient - light, is the röle of isoamylalcohol in 
this kind of coacervation. As we have found that an appreciable amount 
of it is bound to the oleate at the appaerance of the P~coacervate, it seems 
likely that the inner structure of the soap micelles is affected by the isoamyl
alcohol molecules taken up. 

Assuming here with BOOlj 15) that the micelles present in the O~coa
cervate are plates consisting of a double film of oriented oleate ions, the 
said affection might partially con sist in a cleavage of the plates. In th is 
way associations of oleate ions would be formed which have different 
properties at both sides and therefore couldassemble at the interface 
P-coacervate/equilibrium liquid to form the postulated monomolecular layer. 

The destruction of the micelles once begun may proceed still farther by 

14) Compare the discussion of the analogous question in the case of phosphatide 
coacervates in KRUYT's Col\oid Science, Vol. 11. Ch. XI. smal\ print on p. 482. 

115) H. L. BOOlj in KRUYT's Col\oid Sdence 11, loc. cito See Chapter XIV, § 5, 
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further addition of isoamylalcohol for in stance into wholly free oleate ions. 
The fact that all morphological pecularities become less pronounced if 
af ter just passing the coacervation limit, more isoamylalcohol is added, 
gives support to the above idea, that it are really intermediate cleavage 
products of the plate micelles and not wholly free oleate ions, which play 
the prominent part in the described phenomena. 

6. Other examples of P-coacervation of soaps. 

The above experiments all refer to oleate at a pH > 12 and KCI as salt. 
P-coacervation of oleate may be obtained at conditions which do no long er 
allow for O-coacervation: 1) at much lower pH (e.g. at pH 7.3, using a 
phosphate buffer). 2) wh en using LiCI or NaCI instead of KCI at room
temperature. 

A qualitative investigation has further been made (still using isoamyl
alcohol and as a ru Ie KCI) to see if P-coacervation is possible with other 
soaps. We could realize this with myristate, palmitate and stearate, further 
with "T -pol", a technica I mixture of sulfate soaps (in this case MgCI2 was 
used as salt) and with cetyltrimethylammouniumbromide (technical pre
paration). Thus the carbon chain may be altered, the COO' group may be 
replaced by another of the same electrical sign or by one of the reverse 
sign, without loss of the possibility of P-coacervation. 

As phosphatides may be considered as amphoionic "soaps", we may 
generalize by saying that P-coacervation is possible with the three types 
of soaps: anionic, cationic and amphoionic. 

7. Summary. 

1) There are two kinds of oleate coacervates: 

a) Coacervates showing a morphological behaviour hitherto known 
in phosphatide coacervates only and therefore ca lied here P
coacervates (P stands for " phosphatide like"). 

b) Coacervates lacking th is morphological behaviour and therefore 
called here O-coacervates (0 stands for .. ordinary") . 

2) The present communication dealing with P-coacervates of oleate 
obtained by the joint action of isoamylalcohol and KCI, first gives a des
cription and microphotographs concerning the special morphology of the 
P-coacervate drops. The phenomena observed may be brought under three 
headings: a) abnormal behaviour of the vacuoles meeting one another or 
meeting the inner surface of the drop boundary, b) abnormal behaviour in 
a d.c. field, c} formation of multiple drops. 

3) In the phenomena sub 2) under a) and b) the forma.tion of very 
thin (invisible or visible only with extreme difficulty) membranes play the 
main röle. They are only formed if two boundaries of coacervate/ equili
brium liquid meet with their sides directed towards the coacervate. This 
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suggests the presence of a layer of oriented oleate molecules at the coa~ 
cervate boundary, from which follows that the above mentioned thin mem~ 
branes, having the property to separate two indentical liquids mainly 
consisting of water (+ KCI), must be bimolecular films. 

4) Wh en adding isoamylalcohol dilute oleate systems containing KCI 
may pass through eight successive states, each characterised by the number 
and kinds of the phases present. In two of these states the O~coacervate is 
present as one of the phases, in two others the P~coacervate. A KCI~ 
isoamylalcohol diagram is given for 1 % oleate systems at approximately 
16°, in which these eight states are represented as regions. The diagram 
shows that O~coacervates, can alraedy by obtained with KCI only; that 
P~coacervates, however, can only be obtained by the joint action of KCI 
and isoamylalcohol. 

5) The amount of isoamylalcohol just needed to start P~coacervation 
at a given KCI concentration is a linear function of the oleate concentration. 
From this we calculated the concentration of isoamylalcohol which is 
present free in solution and the molecular ratio bound isoamylalcoholjoleate. 

6) The results obtained sub. 5) were used for a preliminary discussion 
of two problems: a) why the P~coacervate boundary is the seat of an 
oriented layer of oleate molecules, b) the direction of the "molecules in this 
layer. 

7) P~coacervation is possible with the three types of "soaps": anionic, 
cationic and amphoionic soaps. 

Department of Medical Chemistry. 
University of Leyden. 



Mathematics. - The second pearl of the theory of numbers. By J. G. VAN 

DER CORPUT and J. H. B. KEMPERMAN. (Second communication. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

§ 2. Generalisations of the A + B~theorem. 
In theorem 4. treated in the first communication. we have introduced 

an abstract addition. If we take there for the abstract sum of two numbers 
the ordinary product of these two numbers. theorem 4 furnishes the AB~ 
theorem; in fact this is obvious if both A and B contain 1. and otherwise 
we may repeat here the argument hy which we have shown in § 1. 
immediately af ter the fcrmulation of theorem 4. th at the A + B~theorem 
is a special case of theorem 4. 

We find another application of theorem 4. if we put the abstract sum of 
two numbers a and b equal to a + b + Àa b. where À is a given positive 
number. In this manner we ohtain: 

If y and ó denote given numbers 2: O. and g and À given positive numbers. 
and if the finite sets A and B formed br; numbers 2: 0 satisfy the inequalities 

A(h) + B(h) 2: 1 +}' log(Àh + 1) + <5 

for h = g and for eaeh positive number h < g belonging to A or B. then 

(A + B + ÀAB)(h) 2:)' log ph + 1) + ó 

for each positive number h -< g. 
This theorem is an application of th eo rem 4 except in the case where 

the number 0 does not belong to both sets A and B; in the latter case the 
given inequality. applied with h equal to the smallest positive number which 
either is equal to g or belongs to A or B. givE:s Y = <5 = O. since for that 
value of h we have A(h) + B(h) :s; 1. 

We give another application of theorem 4 in which we consider sets 
formed by complex numbers and where S[h] denotes the number of 
elements of S with rea I part < h. 

Let g be a given positive number and let q; (h) be for h > 0 a slowly 
inereasing and monotonie non~deereasing function. 

If the finite sets A and B formed by complex numbers with real part 
2: 0 eontain both at least one purely imaginary element and satisfy the 
inequalities 

A[h] + B[h] 2: 1 + q;(h) 

for each positive number h :s; g, then we have for these h 

(A + B) [hl 2: q;(h). 

We may suppose in the proof that both A and B contain the number 0 
and that neither A nor B contains an element - i p. wh ere p> 0; in fact 
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if not. it is sufficient to submit A and B to a suitable translation parallel 
to the imaginary axis. Let us introduce the set G of the complex numbers 
either with positive real part. either of the form i p. where p ~ O. This set 
is ordered by the convention Xl + i Yl < X2 + i Y2 first if xl < X2 and 
secondly if Xl = X2. Yl < Y2' We define tp(X + i y) on G by the con~ 
vention 

tp(x+iy) =tp(x) for x> O. 
= 0 for x= O. 

Since the elements of A and B with real part ~ g do not occur in our pro~ 
position. it is not necessary to consider thcm. so that we may apply theorem 
4. wh ere H denotes the set of elements ;;;;; g of G. This establishes the 
prool. 

Theorem 4 is a generalization of the A + B~theorem whieh is valid for 
abstract sets G on whieh a commutative and associative addition has been 
defined. We have chosen the formulation above of theorem 4. because this 
generalization of the A + B~theorem has the same proof as the A + B~ 
theorem itself. Nevertheless we were conscious of the fact that the 
assumptions of theorem 4 may be replaced by much weaker conditions. 
We will do this in th is communication with the disadvantage that the 
argument given in the first communication must be replaced by a much 
more subtle mode of proof. In order to avoid unnecessary complications 
we restriet us in what follows to the case where tp (h) is monotonie non~ 
decreasing on the ordered set G. on which it has been defined. 

First we state that it is not necessary to define the sum a + b for each 
pair of elements a and b belonging to G. It is sufficient to suppose first 
that. if a is an arbitrary element of A and b an arbitrary element of B. 
then G contains an uniquely defined element a + b. These elements form 
a subset A + Bof G. Moreover we suppose that the sum g + b has been 
defined uniquely for each element g of A + Band for each element b of B. 

The double condition that the addition is commutative and associative 
may be replaced by the simp Ie condition 

(a + b) + bi = (a + bi) + b 

valid for each element a of A and each pair of elements band bi of B. 
In view of these facts we say that we have defined on a set G a partial 

addition with respect to the non~empty subsets A and B of G. if for every 
element b of B the sum g + b denotes an uniquely defined element of G. 
first for each element g of A and secondly for each element g of A + B. 
such that the following four addition properties are valid: 

1. IE a is an element of A and band bi are elements of B. then 

(a + b) + bi = (a + bi) + b. 

2. IE b is an element of B. ~nd g and g' belong either both to A or both 
to A + B. then 

g + b = 9' + b implies g = g'. 
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3. IE a is an element of A. and band b' are elements of B. then 

a + b = a + b' implies b = b'. 

4. B contains an element bo su eh that it is impossible to find in B an 
element b -=j:. bo and in A + B a finite number of elements 

go. gl" ..• gm-I. gm = go (where m ==- 1) 

with the properties 

(,u = O. 1. ...• m - 1 J. 

Using this convention we may generalise theorem 4. apart from the 
monotony of cp (h). in the following manner : 

Theorem S. Condition 1. Let be defined on an ordered set G a partial 
addition with respect to two given finite non-empty subsets A and Bof G. 
We denote the smallest element of A and B respectively by lao and bo, 
where bo is the particular element of B mentioned in the fourth addition 
property. 

Let be given on G a real monotonie non-decreasing function cp (g) with 

cp(g) = cp(g + bo); cp(b) :;;; cp(g + b); cp (b) = cp(ao + b). 

where g is an arbitrary element of A or A + Band where b is an arbitrary 
element -=j:. bo of B. 

Further we assume cp(ao) ~ 0 if A + B' contains the element ao + bo 
and also if A + B' contIains at least one element < ao: here B' is the set 
formed by the elements -=j:. bo of B. 

Condition 2. Finally we assume 

cp(g + b) :;;; cp(g) + cp(b). 

where g is an arbitrary element of A or A + Band where b is an arbitrary 
element -=j:. bo of B. 

Assertion. lf the inequalities 

A(h) + B'(h) ~ cp(h) 

are valid for each element h belonging to a given subset H of G, which 
con ta ins every element > ao of A and every element> bo of B. then we 
have for each element h > ao + bo of H 

(A + B) (h) ~ cp(h) . 

Remark. The inequality to be proved is obvious for the elements h :;:;; ao 
of H. since they satisfy cp(h) :;;; O. as we will show now. 

IE B' is empty. and also if h :;;; b'. where b' denotes the smallest element 
of B'. we have B' (h) = O. and moreover A (h) = 0 by h :;:;; ao. hence 

0= A(h) + B'(h) ~ cp(h) 

Let us now consider the elements h of H with b' < h :;:;; ao. In virtue of the 
monotony it is sufficient to prove cp (ao) :;:;; O. This inequality follows from 
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condition 1 of theorem 5, if A + B' contains an element < ao, so that we 
may suppose ao + b' ~ all, and in that case we obtain 

lP(ao) :$1P(ao + b') = lP(b') :$ A(b') + B'(b') = O. 

IE ao is an element of H, the inequality of theorem 5 to be proved is valid 
for each element h of H, since in that case we just have found lP(ao) :$ 0 
and therefore lP (ao + bo)= lP (ao) ~ 0, hence lP (h) :;;; 0 for each element 
h ~ ao + bo of H. 

Theorem 4 with the supplementary condition that lP(g) is monotonie non~ 
decreasing is a particular case of the proposition 5, since in that case the 
conditions of the latter theorem are satisfied. In fact, it is obvious that the 
properties I, 2 and 3 mentioned in the definition of the partial addition 
are valid, and from the fact that b> 0 implies 9 + b> g, it follows that 
also property 4 is valid. 

Till now we have restrieted us to theorems without weights, but we 
may give to each element 9 of G a weight f(g) ~ O. In that case S(h) 
does not denote the number of elements s < h of S, but the sum of the 
weights f(s) of these elements s; in formula 

S(h) = I f(s). • . . . . • . • (14) 
s<h 

By putting f (g) = 1 the following theorem transforms into theorem 5. 

Theorem 6. Condition 1. Let us suppose that condition 1 of theorem 
5 is fulfilled. 

Condition 2. We git'e to each element 9 of G a weight f(g) ;;;: 0, such 
that 

f(g) = f(g + bo); f(b):;;; [(g + b). 

where b is an arbitrary element =j:. bo of Band where 9 is an arbitrary 
element of A or A + B. 

Condition 3. Further we assume 

lP(g + b) :;;; lP(g) + lP(b); [(g + b) ;;;: f(g) 

where b is an arbitrary element =j:. bo of Band where 9 is an arbitrary 
element of A or A + B. 

The assertion is the same as in theorem 5, apart from the fact, th at 
A(h). B'(h) and (A + B) (h) are defined by (14). 

In order to generalise this result it is recommendable to introduce not 
only one pair of functions lP(g). [(g), but a finite or infinite number of 
such pairs. In th is manner we obtain the following theorem, whieh we 
consider as the principal proposition of these communieations, the proof of 
whieh will be given in § 3. 

Theorem 7. Suppose that on a given ordered set G with two given 
non~empty finite subsets A and B a finite or infinite number of pairs of 
functions lP(g) end [(g) have been defined, such that the conditions 1 
and 2 of the.orem 6 are satisfied for each of these considered pairs. 
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If cp (g), ((g) is an arbitrary considercd pair of functions and if b denotes 
an arbitrary element ;j:. bo of B, then we suppose moreover that it is 
possible to find among the considered pairs of functions at least one pair, 
tP(g). F(g) (depending on b end on the choice of the pair cp(g). ((g)) 
such that 

cp(g + b) ~ tP(g) + cp(b); {(g + b) :2: F(g) 

for each element 9 of A or A + B. 
If under these conditions each pair of functions q;(g), f(g) satisfies the 

inequality 
A(h) + B(h) ;;; cp(h) 

for each element h of a given subset H of G which contains all elements 
> ao of A and all elements > bo of B, then we have for each considered 
pair of functions cp (g), {(g) and for each element h > ao + bo of H 

(A + B) (h) ;;; cp(h). 

Of course A (h) etc. is defined by (I 4). The rem ark following immedi~ 
ately af ter theorem 5 is here also true. 

As an application we give: 

Theorem 8. Let G be an ordered set containing a smallest element 
denoted by 0, on which a commutatiue and associative addition has been 
defined, with 9 + 0 = 9 and 9 + g* > 9 for g* > 0, su eh that 

9 + 9' = 9 + 9" implies 9' = g". 

Let cp* (g) and f* (g) ~ 0 be monotonie non~decreasing functions on G and 
let H be a subset of G. 

If the finite subsets A end B of H, containing both the element 0, satisfy 
for each element 9 of G and each positive element h of H the inequality 

I t(a+g)+ I t(b+g):;:'-cp*(h+g)-cp*(g), •. (15) 
a<h O<b<h 

then we have for these element hand 9 also 

I t(a+b+g)=-cp*(h+g)-cp*(g). 
a+b<h 

Pro of. For each pair of elements 9 and g* of G we put 

cp(g) = cp*(g + g*) -cp*(g*) and ((g) = f*(g + g*), 

so that cp(g) and f(g) depend not only on g, but also on g*. In order to 
prove that the conditions of theorem 7 are satisfied for these pairs cp(g), 
((g), it is sufficient to observe that the pair formed by the functions 

tP(g) =cp*(g+ (g*+b))-cp*(g*+b) and F(g) =f*(g+ (g*+b)) 

possess the required propertjes 

cp(g + b) ~ tP(g) + cp(b) and f(g + b) ~ F(g); 

these relations are valid even with the sign of equality. Now the assertion 
of theorem 7 furnishes theorem 8. 
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Let us show th at theorem '4 with the supplementary condition that cp (U) 
is a monotonie non-decreasing function is a partieular case of theorem 8. 
We remark that if the conditions of theorem '4 with the monotonie non
decreasing function cp (U) are satisfied, they remain valid if cp (U) is replaced 
by 

cp*(U) = max. (0, cp(U)). 

In fact it is sufficient to prove that the monotonie function cp* (U) is slowly 
increasing on the set of positive elements of G, that is 

CP*(U1 + U2) ~ cp*(ud + CP*(U2) 

for U1 > 0 and U2 > 0, and this inequality is obvious as we have either 

CP*(U1 + 92) = 0 ~ cp* (ud + CP*(U2) 

or 

CP*(U1 + U2) = CP(Ul + U2) ~ cp(ud + CP(U2) ~ CP*(Ul) + CP*(U2)' 

From this result it follows, that the conditions of theorem 8 are satisfied 
with (*(U) = I, and with cp*(O) = 0; further 

A(h) + B'(h) ~ cp*(h) ~ cp*(h + U) -cp*(U) 

for every positive element h of Hand for every element 9 of G . Therefore 
(15) is satisfied, so that the assertion of theorem 8, applied with U = 0, 
gives 

(A + B) (h) ~ cp. (h) ~ cp (h) 

for every positive element h of H . 
In theorem 8 we assume that the inequality (15) is valid for each element 

U of G and each positive element h of H. That in some cases it is not 
necessary to assume all these inequalities, appears from the following 
example. The special case, where r (h) is constant and where H is the set 
of non-negative integers below a given bound, has been proved by J. G. 
VAN DER CORPUT 8) • 

Let G he a set of numbers ;:::: 0, such that on G the addition is always 
possible, and let [(U) be a positive monotonie non-deereasinu function on 
G. Let y(h) be a monotonie non-inereasing function ~ 0 defined on a uiven 
finite subset H of G. 

Further we suppose 

{(h + U) {(h') ==- {(h' + g) ((h) • (16) 

8) On sets of integers, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam, 50. 345 
(1947) . Also: Indagationes Mathematica 9, 203 (1947) . VAN DER CORPUT assumes 
P(h + 1) ~ f(h) l(h + 2) (h = 1. 2 • ... ) in stead oE (16). It is clear that his assumption 

implies (16) Eor 9 = I, 2, . .. ; in fact {(h + 1) and therefore also 
{(hl 

{(h+g) {(h+g) {(h+ I) 
{(hl = {(h+g-I) .. . {(hl (g = 1. 2, ... ) 

are monotonie non-increasing functionl of h. 
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for every element g of G and every pair of elements hand h' of H, sI/eh 
that h < h'. 

lf bath subsets A tand B of H eontain the number 0 and satisfy the 
inequality 

I {(a) + I {(b):;- I y(h') {(h') . . . . (17) 
a<h O<b<h h'<h 

for eaeh positive element h of H, then we have for these h 

I {(a+b):;- I y(h'){(h' ); ..... (18) 
a+b<h h'<h 

the sum ~ is extended over all elements h' < h of H. 
h'<h 

Pro of. It is sufficient to prove that the inequality (17), valid for each 
positive element h of H, implies 

I {(a+g) + ~ {(b+g):;- ~ y(h'+g){(h'+g) .. (19) 
a<h, O<b<h, h'<h, 

for each positive element ht of Hand each element g of G. In fact the 
right hand side of (19) is equal to ({!*(h 1 + g) - ({!* (g), where ((!*(g) 
denotes the function I y(h') [(h'), which is monotonie non-decreasing 

h'<g 

on G; the conditions of theorem 8 are therefore fulfilled, sa that the 
assertion of that theorem, applied with g = 0, furnishes the inequality (18) 
for every positive element h of H. 

We put for each positive element h ~ h t of H 

_ {(h*+g) {(h+g) 
eh - {(hO) - {(h) for h < hl 

_ {(h*+g) 
{(hO) for h = hl' 

where h* denotes the greatest element < h of the finite set H (such an 
element exists, since h is greater than the element 0 of H). As the positive 
function [( h) satisfies the inequality (16), we have eh ;;;: O. 

Pram 

~ eh = {(a+g) 
a<h;2h, {(a) 

valid for each element a ;;;: 0 and < hl of A, we deduce 

~ eh ~ {(a) = I {(a) I eh = I {(a+g), 
h ;2 h, a<h a<h, a<h;2h, a<h, 

and similarly 

I eh I {(b) = I {(b+g). 
h;2h, O<b<h O<b<h, 

Moreover 

I eh I r (h') {(h') = ~ r (h') {(h') ~ eh = 
h;2h, h'<h h'<h, h'<h;2h, 

= ~ r (h') {(h' + g):;- I r (h' + g) {(h' + g). 
h'<h, h'<h, 
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Multiplying both members of (17) with (}h ~ 0 and adding the thus 
found inequalities, we obtain the inequality (19). which was to he proved. 

Although the set G occurring in theorem 6 is supposed to be ordered, 
it is nevertheless possible to apply that proposition on sets for which no 
order has been defined, for instanee: 

Theorem 9. Consider a commutative additive semigroup @ without 
any finite non-trivial sub-semigroup. Define f(g) ~ 0 and cp(g) on @ with 
cp(O) = 0 and 

cp(g) :;;; cp(g + g'):;;; rp(g) + cp(g'); f(g):;;; f(g + g'), 

where g and g' denote arbitrary elements of @. 

Let a be positive. If the finite subsets A and B of @ contain both the 
element 0 and satisfy the inequalities 

I f(a) + I f(b) ==- (} 
T(a)<~ I'(b)<~ 

. (20) 

b=fO 

for each number (} :;;; a, then we have for these numbers (} 

I f(a + b) ==- (}. 
T(a+b)<~ 

Rem ark. We call a set ~, on which an associative addition has been 
defined, a semigroup, if it contains an element 0 with h + 0 = 0 + h = h, 
valid foreach element h of ~, and if further both h + h' = h + h" and 
h' + h = h" + h imply h' = h". The trivial sub-semigroup is formed by 
the element O. 

Pro of. Without loss of generality we may suppose that cp (g) is 
everywhere ~ 0 and :;;; a, for otherwise we introduce cp* (g) with 

cp*(g) =0 

cp*(g) = cp(g) 

cp*(g)=a 

if cp(g) :;;; 0 

if O:;;;cp(g)~a 

if cp(g) ~ a, 

in stead of cp (g), just as we have done in the proof that theorem -4 is a 
consequence of theorem 8. 

We apply theorem 6. If @ con ta ins at least one element g* with cp(g*) = a, 
then we choose in th is theorem G = @. Otherwise we denote by G the set, 
formed by the elements of the given semigroup @ and further a new element 
g*; in this case we put rp(g*) = a and we choose f(g*) arbitrarily ~ O. 

On G we define a transitive order, such that 0 is the smallest element 
of G and that cp(g) is monotonie non-decreasing on G. 

First we show that we have on G a partial addition with respect to the 
given subsets A and B. For that purpose it is sufficient to examine the 
fourth addition property. Suppose therefore that the relations (m ~ 1) 

(,u = 0.1. ... , m-l) 
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with go = gm are valid. where b =1= 0 and go • . . . gm denote elements of 
the commutative semigroup @. Then we have m b = O. and th is is im~ 

possible. since @ does not possess a finite non-trivial sub-semigroup. 
The conditions of theorem 6 élre satisfied with H = G . In order to apply 

the assertion of that theorem , we must deduce the inequality 

I f(a) + I f(b) ==- cp (h) . 
a<h O<b<h 

. . . (21) 

for each element h of G . élnd th is is obvious as cp (a) < cp (h) implies a < h 
and (21) follows from (20). applied with (] = cp (h) :;; a. 

The assertion of theorem 6 gives 

I f(a + b) ==- cp (h) 
a+b < h 

for each element h of G . To show that this result implies the inequality 
which is to be proved. we introduce the smallest element h* with cp (h* ) ;;;: (]. 
which is equal to g* or belongs to A + B ; such an element exists by 
cp (g*) = a ;;;: (]. From this definition of h* it follows that each element 
a + b < h* of A + B satisfies the inequality cp (a + b) < (J . hence 

I f(a + b) ==- X f(a + b) ==- cp (h*) ==- (]. 
I' (a+b) <e a+b < h* 



Zoology. - Rhizocephalan parasites of crabs of the genus Metopograpsus. 
By H. BOSCHMA. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

The present paper contains notes on Rhizocephala of the crabs Metopo~ 
grapsus messor (Forsk.) , M. oceanicus Jacq. & Luc. and M. quadridentatus 
Stimps. The three species have one common parasite, Sacculina yatsui 
Boschma, but, moreover, two of the crabs may be infested by another 
species of parasite. In M. messor this other parasite is Sacculina plana 
Boschma, in M. quadridentatus it is Sacculina imberbis Shiino. Whilst in 
Sacculina yatsui the external cuticle of the man tie possesses comparatively 
large excrescences the cuticle of the two other species of Sacculina is devoid 
of excrescences. 

In the two species of Meropograpsus. therefore, an infestation with 
parasites is found similar to that in Pachygrapsus crassipes Randall. 
parasitized by Sacculina yatsui and S. confragosa (cf. BOSCHMA, 1935, 
1936). But here the case is still more complicated: as shown by SHIINO 
(1943), who described Sacculina imberbis as a third species of Rhizo~ 
cephalan parasite of Pachygrapsus crassipes. Matters now are becoming 
rather complicated for identification, as S. imberbis as weil as S. confragosa 
do not possess excrescences, so that their differences are to be found in 
sectioned material only. 

Up till now no Rhizocephalan parasites of crabs of the genus Metopo~ 
grapsus have been commented upon. Though these parasites belong to 
already known species some of their peculiarities may be dealt with here 
to drawattention to individual variation and to show differences from 
previously described material. 

Sacculina yatsui Boschma 

SneJlius Expedition. Kambang near Timor, November 28, 1929, 1 ex. on Metopograpsus 
messot (Forsk.), dimensions of the parasite 12~ X 6~ X 2 mmo 

SneIlius Expedition, Kaledupa. Tukang Besi Islands, August 27, 1930. 1 ex. on 
Metopograpsus messor (Forsk.). dimensions of the parasite 9 X 4~ X 2 mmo 

Snellius Expedition. Tanah Djampea. February 21. 1930, 1 ex. on Metopograpsus 
oceanÎcus Jacq. & Luc .• dimensions of the para site 11~ X 5z X 2 mmo 

Dodinga, Halmahera, VON MARTENS leg. (coJlection Zoological Museum Berlin), 
1 ex. on Metopograpsus quadridentatus Stimps., dimensions of the para site 17 X 10 X 5 mmo 

Japan. HILOENDORF leg. (collection Zoological Museum Berlin), 1 ex. on Metopograp
sus quadridentatus Stimps .• dimensions of the parasite 15z X 8z X 5z mmo 

The shape of the specimens is rather variabIe. The two specimens on 
Metopograpsus meSSor (fig. la, b) are f1attened and broadly oval. their 
man tie opening does not noticeably project above its surroundings, the 
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mant Ie shows a few grooves chiefly in its marginal part. The specimen on 
M.oceanicus (fig. 1 c) too is f1attened, it is more or less panduriform, whilst 
the mant Ie opening lies at the top of a short tube; here again the man tie shows 
a few grooves. The specimens on M. quadridentatus are considerably thicker; 

a 

Fig. 1. Saccu/ina yatsui, left side of five specimens. a. on Metopograpsus messor from 
Kambang; b, on Metopograpsus messor from Kaledupa; c, on Metopograpsus oceanicus; 
d, on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Dodinga; e. on Metopograpsus quadridentatus 

from Japan. a, c, X 4; b. X 6; d, e, X 3. 

in the Halmahera specimen (fig. 1 d) the anterior part is much broader than 
the posterior region, in the specimen from Japan (fig. 1 e) the posterior 
region is slightly broader than the anterior part. In these two specimens the 
surroundings of the mantIe opening are raised above the man tie. In general 
the shape of these parasites is not strikingly different from that of specimens 
of Sacculina yatsui on Pachygrapsus crassipes (cf. BOSCHMA, 1936, fig. 1; 
SHIINO, 1943, fig. 1 F). 

The male organs of the various specimens show some individual variation. 
In the specimen on Metopograpsus oceanicus the ventral parts of the 

vasa deferentia are wide (fig. 2 a) , on their inner wall they have a few 
ridges only. Towards the dorsal reg ion they gradually become narrower 
and pass into the testes. Fig. 2 b shows the reg ion in which the right vas 
dderens penetrates into the testis of this side. The right testis is slightly 
larger than the Idt. 

In the specimen on Metopograpsus messor from Kaledupa the vasa 
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deferentia have a fairly wide lumen, their inner wall has numerous ridges 
(fig. 2 c). The left testis reaches its largest size in the region in which the 
right vas deferens passes into its testis (fig. 2d). Towards the dorsal 
reg ion the right testis becomes much larger (fig. 2 e). 

rt/' f 

O.Q. @.O 
I J 

Fig. 2. Sacculina yBtsui. transverse sections of the male genital organs of five specimens. 
a. b. on Metopograpsus oceanicus; c-e. on Metopograpsus messor from Kaledupa; 
f-h . on Metopograpsus messor from Kambang ; i-k. on Metopograpsus quadridentatus 
trom Dodinga, l, m. on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Japan. lt. Ie ft testis; ri. right 

testis. X 30. 

The vasa deferentia of the specimen on Metopograpsus messor from 
Kambang are very narrow as their inner wall shows astrong development 
of ridges (fig. 2 f). The transition of the vasa deferentia into the testes is 
shown in fig. 2 g. The left testis does not become larger, whilst the right 
testis increases in size towards a more dorsaI region (fig. 2 h). 
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The vasa deferentia of the specimen on Metopograpsus quadridentatus 
from Halmahera are wide, their inner wall has a few ridges only (fig. 2 i) . 
The chitinous tube which forms the connexion of the left vas deferens with 
its testis is shown in fig. 2 j. In a more dorsal reg ion the two testes become 
considerably larger, then they have approximately the same size (fig. 2 k). 

In the specimen on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Japan the vasa 
deferentia are wide, their wall has comparatively few ridges only. The 
transition of the left vas deferens in its testis is shown in fig. 21, that of 
the right vas deferens in its testis in fig. 2 m. In this specimen the right 
testis remains decidedly smaller than the Ie ft. 

The individual variation in the structure of the male genital organs in 
these specimens is of the same order as that found in specimens on Pachy~ 
grapsus crassipes (cf. BOSCHMA, 1936, figs. 2, 3). Here toa the vasa 
deferentia may have many or few internal ridges, and the two testes may 
be of equal si ze or decidedly unequal. In SHIINO's specimen of S. yatsui 
on P. crassipes also one of the testes is much larger than the other (cf. 
SHIINO, 1943, fig. 8A). 

In all the specimens of which sections were made the colleteric glands 
appear to have a flattened shape. Their canal system never is very strongly 
branched, the branches never are exactly arranged in one row parallel to 
the surface of the gland; as a rule there are two or more rows. The 
maximum nu mb er of canals in one longitudinal section of the colleteric 
glands is 26 in the specimen on Metopograpsus oceanicus (fig. 3 a), 19 in 
the specimen on M. messor from Kaledupa (fig. 3 b), 23 in the specimen 
on M. quadridentatus from Japan (fig. 3 c, d), and 31 in the specimen on 
M. quadridentatus from HaIrnahera (fig. 3 e, f). These numbers nicely 
correspond with those found in specimens on Pachygrapsus crassipes (26 
and 28, cf. BOSCHMA, 1936). 

Fig. 4 shows the excrescences of the external cuticle of the man tie of 
th ree of the specimens, viz., that on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from 
HaIrnahera (fig. 4 a). that on M. quadridentatus from Japan (fig. 4 b). 
and that on M. oceanicus (fig. 4 c). The specimens on M. messor possess 
excrescences of the same kind, showing a similar degree of individual 
variation. In each of the specimens in same parts of the mantIe there occur 
isolated spin es or compounds consisting of two or three spin es only. In 
other parts of the mantIe the spin es may farm compounds of rather large 
groups. Moreover, there is a great deal of variation in the thickness of the 
spines and their manner of spreading. Also the height of the spines shows 
a considerable degree of variation. The excrescences as a whole vary in 
height from 30 to 65 ft. 

In the specimens of Sacculina yatsui on Pachygrapsus crassipes the 
excrescences of the external cuticle also have a height of 30 to 65 ft (cf. 
BOSCHMA, 1936). In these specimens, however, there is a stronger tendency 
of remaining isolated than in the specimens on the various species of 
Metopograpsus. In the specimens from the East Indies the spines of the 

53 
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Fig. 3. Sacculina yafsui. longitudinal seetions of the eolleterie glands of four specimens. 
a, on Metopograpsus oceanicus; b. on Metopograpsus messor from Kaledupa; c. d. on 
Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Japan; e. f. on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from 

Dodinga. a. b. X 80; c. d. X 45; e. f. X 90. 

Fig. 4. Sacculina yatsui. exereseenees of various parts of the external euticle of three 
specimens. Upper row (a), on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Dodinga; middle row 
(b), on Metopograpsus quadridentatus from Japan; lower row (c), on MetopOgrapsus 

oceanicus. X 530. 
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excrescences are more strongly united than in the Japanese specimen on 
M. quadridentatus; in the farmer aften there is a weIl developed basal part 
whilst in the Japanese specimen the basal part never becomes very thick. 
In this respect the Japanese specimen on M. quadridentatus is extremely 
similar to the specimens on Pachygrapsus crassipes, until now known Erom 
the Japanese reg ion only. SHIINO's figure (1943, fig . 8 B) of Sacculina 
yatsui on Pachygrapsus crassipes also shows spines which for the greater 
part are not united with other spines. 

Sacculina yatsui is strikingly similar to S. leptodiae Guérin-Ganivet. It 
is, indeed, not easy to find characters by which the two species can be 
distinguished. In general the tendency for isolated spin es is larger in 
S . yatsui. but same specimens of S. leptodiae also show this kind of 
excrescences (cf. BOSCHMA, 1948). The canal system of the colleteric 
glands is more strongly divided in S. yatsui. whilst the canals in the glands 
of S. leptodiae almast without any exception are distinctly arranged in one 
row. It is impossible to give distinct data to prove with certainty that the 
two species are different. 

Sacculina plan a Boschma 

Takao, South Formosa, May 29. 1907, SCHAUINSLAND leg. (collection Zoological 
Museum Munich) . 3 ex. on one specimen of Metopograpsus messor (Forsk.), dimensions 
of the parasite 8 X 5 X 2 mmo 

The specimens are Erom the same locality as the type material (cf. 
BOSCHMA, 1933), which were parasites of the crab Grapsus strigosus 
(Herbst) . The species seems to have a tendency for gregariousness, as 
among the type material there are four crabs with two parasites each, and 
the th ree specimens in the present material all occur on one crab. The 
specimens are more or less aval (fig. 5 a), not strikingly different from 
the type specimen (BOSCHMA, 1933, fig. 7 i). As in the lat ter the mantle 
opening slightly protrudes over its surroundings. 

:: Je 
Fig. 5. Sacculina plana, specimen on Metopograpsus messor. a. left side; b. c. sections 

of the external cuticle; d. retinacula. a . X 5; ~. X 530. 
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The male genital organs correspond with those of previously described 
specimens (cf. BOSCHMA, 1933, 1937). The vasa deferentia are narrow 
tubes (fig. 6 a), the testes have completely united to one large sac. The 
passing of the left vas deferens into th is common testis is shown in fig . 6 b, 
that of the right in fig. 6 C. Towards the dorsal reg ion the common testis 
still somewhat increases in size (fig. 6 d). 

e 
Fig. 6. SBcculina plBnB. specimen on MetopogrBpsus messor. B. transverse section of 
the ventral part of the vasa deferentia; b. posterior part of a longitudinal section showing 
the left vas deferens entering the testis; c. idem. showing the right vas deferens entering 
the testis; d. transverse sec ti on of the testis in its widest region; e. longitudinal section 
of one of the eolIeteric glands. lvd. left vas deferens; rvd. right vas deferens. 

B-d. X 45; e. X 80. 

A longitudinal section of one of the colleteric glands in the reg ion of its 
most strongly branched part shows 57 canals (fig. 6 e) . In the type 
specimen (cf. BOSCHMA, 1937, fig . 70 b) there are 59 of these canals. 

The external cuticle of the mantle does not possess excrescences. lts 
surface is not entirely smooth, but slightly rough (fig. 5 b, c). In various 
parts it is somewhat grooved sa that a transverse section has a more or less 
undulating surface. The thickness of this cuticle varies from 8 te 30 ft. 

The internal cuticle of the mantle bears retinacula which consist of a 
single spindIe only. The length of these spindIes is from 12 to 15 ft, barbs 
were not found. In the type specimen the spindIes are slightly larger (18 ft). 
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Sacculina im.berbis Shiino 

Japan, HILGENDORF leg. (coIIection Zoological Museum 8erlin), 1 ex. on Metopograp
sus quadridentatus Stimps., dimcnsions of the para site 9 X 4} X 2 mmo 

The type specimens were living on the crab Pachygrapsus crassipes (cf. 
SHIINO, 1943). The shape of the specimen on Metopograpsus quadriden
tatus (fig. 7 a) is very similar to that of the specimen figured by SHIINO 
(1943, fig. 1 I). 

b 

c 

Fig. 7. Saccu/ina imberbis, specimen on Metopograpsus quadridentatus. a, lelt side; 
b, section of the external cuticIe; c. surface of the external cuticIe; d. retinacula. 

a. X 4.8; b-d. X 530. 

The male genital organs correspond with those of the type specimen 
described by SHINO. They are found outside the visceral mass, in the 
region near the stalk (fig. 8 e). The va sa deferentia are narrow canals 
(fig. 8 a). their dorsal part has a distinct chitinous wall which penetrates 
into the ventral part of the testes (fig. 8 b). Towards the dorsal reg ion the 
testes slightly increase in si ze (fig. 8 c. e) and gradually become narrower 
again (fig. 8 d). 

The colleteric glands. which. as SHIINO remarks. are found near the 
anterior part of the visceral mass, are rather flat and possess a small num
ber of canals only. In the present specimen this number is 14 in the most 
strongly branched reg ion (fig. 8 f, g). Here the canals have a distinct 
chitinous walI. in SHIINO's specimen the chitin had not developed. 

The external cuticle of the mantle (fig. 7b,c) is rather th in (9-12p.), 
it does not possess excrescences. lts surface shows small areas with an 
undulating contour (diameter of these areas 8 to 15 ft). 

The internal cu tic Ie of the mantIe bears numerous retina cu la which are 
more or less regularly distributed over its surface (fig. 7 d. here the 
retinacula are placed at a much shorter distance from each other than in 
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reality). Each retinaculum bears three or four slender barbed spines of a 
length of 9 to 12 ft. 

Undoubtedly the present specimen belongs to Sacculina imberbis Shiino. 
In SHIINO'S specimen the external cuticle did not show the areas which 

~ a G>@ (Q)@ o@ a 
b d c 

;': . 
. ' . 

. :0, ' .: , ' , : 

Fig . 8. Saccu/ina imberbis, specimen on Metopograpsus quadridentatus. a-d, transverse 
sections of the male genital organs; e, posterior part of a longitudinal section showing 
the testes (approximately the same reg ion as cl ; f, g, longitudinal sec ti ons of one of the 

colleteric glands. a-e, X 45; f, g, X 80. 

occur in the present specimen. This difference is due to individual variation. 
Moreover, in many specimens of Sacculinidae which have these areas they 
are distinctly visible in certain parts of the mantle only. SHIINO did not find 
retinacula in his specimens. As they occur in the present specimen they 
undoubtedly also occur in specimens living on Pachygrapsus crassipes. But 
sometimes they are hard to find, especially when the inter~al cuticle is 
strongly adhering to the underlying tissues. 
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Biology. - Segmentatie. By J. F. VAN BEMMELEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

In vele leer- en handboeken der Dierkunde, ook van den jongsten tijd, 
wordt van de Mollusken gezegd, dat zij ongelede dieren zijn. Zelfs wordt 
deze bewering veelal aan den aanhef der korte omschrijving van hun bouw
type geplaatst, wat meebrengt dat zij niet nader wordt toegelicht en dus 
als een vaststaand feit, dat geen verdere bewijsvoering nodig heeft, wordt 
voorgesteld. Vraagt men zich echter af, waarop deze overtuiging berust, 
dan rijst al spoedig het vermoeden, dat zij in de eerste plaats voortspruit 
uit het ontbreken van duidelijke uitwendige tekenen van geleding, terwijl 
toch de eenvoudige beschouwing der overgrote meerderheid van Gewer
velde Dieren (dus van ongetwijfeld gelede dieren) ons leert, dat deze uiter
lijke afwezigheid bij hen evengoed voorkomt. Daarbij komt, dat zodra men 
dieper op de zaak ingaat, men tot het inzicht geraakt, dat die afwezigheid 
slechts schijnbaar is. Niet alleen, dat een vermageringskuur de segmentale 
rangschikking der ribben en wervels door de huid heen zichtbaar maakt, 
maar ook bij normalen voedingstoestand vertonen tal van Gewervelden uit 
alle afdelingen (b.v. damherten, appelschimmels, gevlekte katten en pan
ters, gestreepte tijgers en tal van Reptielen en Vissen) een regelmatige 
segmentale indeling der kleurentekening, overeenstemmend met die van 
het geraamte. Vooral blijkt de betekenis dezer waarneming, wanneer men 
door nauwkeuriger onderzoek tot het besef komt, dat alle niet-segmentale 
patronen der kleurentekening wijzigingen zijn van de segmentale, en dus 
uit deze ontstaan zijn. In 't bijzonder geldt dit voor de een kleurigheid, 
zoals dit zo overtuigend te zien is bij geheel zwarte of bruine Zoogdieren 
(b.v. zwarte katten of paarden) bij welke vooral in de jeugd, de regel
matige gevlektheid als "kleur-in-kleur" doorschemert, en evenzeer bij de 
appelschimmels. 

Voortgaande in dezen gedachtengang komt men vanzelf tot de voor
stelling, dat ook de rangschikking der toegangsopeningen tot de zintuigen, 
de spijsverterings- en ademhalingsorganen aan kop en hals (dus de neus
gangen, de oogkassen, de mondopening, de gehoorgangen en de overige 
kieuwspleten) op segmentatie berust. Hetzelfde geldt voor de ontwikkeling 
van het haarkleed der Zoogdieren, het veerkleed der Vogels, het schubben
kleed der Reptielen en Vissen, zoals dat o.a. zo dUidelijk te zien is aan den 
staart van de Hagedis-staartvogel Archaeopteryx, waar iedere staartwervel 
een paar stuurpennen draagt. Ook het menselijk hoofd levert van die 
metamere rangschikking der haarbekleding een duidelijk bewijs in de op
volging der haarzomen op bovenlip, boven- en onderooglid, wenkbrauw
bogen, bakkebaarden, kinbaard en (in enkele gevallen) keelbaard. 

Dat ook de aanwezigheid van twee paar ledematen aan segmentatie mag 
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toegeschreven worden, blijkt duidelijk uit hun ontwikkelingsgeschiedenis, 
waarbij aanvankelijk aan een reeks van metameren een ledemaatsknop 
ontspruit, van welke echter alleen in schouder~ en heupstreek -een beperkt 
aantal zich 'verdér ontwikkelt, terwijl de overige weer verdwijnen. Zo kon 
ik aantonen, dat aan den aanleg der voorpoten van de Hagedissen oor~ 
spronkelijk zeven metameren deelnemen, van welke slechts vijf zich hand~ 
haven. Dit laatste aantal komt dus overeen met dat der vingers, hetwelk 
blijkbaar het grondtal bij alle Longademende Gewervelden is, en moge~ 
lijkerwijze ook aan de vinnen der Kieuwademende ten grondslag ligt. 

De onderstelling ligt dus voor de hand, dat ook op andere plaatsen zich 
ledematen zouden kunnen ontwikkelen, en uit dat oogpunt gezien vraagt 
men zich af of niet de tong in de kopstreek en de penis in de heupstreek 
als met elkaar vergroeide ledemaatsstralen te beschouwen zijn. Voor de 
penis leveren de copulatie~organen der mannelijke haaien en roggen (de 
z.g. driestaarters) het afdoende bewijs, voor de tong is de gepaarde aanleg 
bij het embryo eveneens een duidelijke aanwijzing, evenals de gespletenheid 
van de slangentong. 

Misschien mag ook de neus als een paar met elkaar vergroeide, holle 
ledematen (tentakels) opgevat worden: bij den olifant fungeert zij nog 
als zodanig, terwijl bij sommige vleermuizen de neusgaten op afzonderlijke 
kegelvormige uitsteeksels staan. 

Eenzelfde verband bestaat tussen de gepaarde en de ongepaarde vinnen 
der Vissen: ook de laatste ontstaan uit de vergroeiïng van twee spierknop~ 
pen der wederzijdse myotomen in het mediane vlak. 

Beziet men uit dit oogpunt de Mollusken, dan merkt men op, dat sommige 
Longslakken twee paar tentakels hebben, waarvan het tweede paar de 
ogen draagt. Maar veel sprekender symptomen van geleding vertonen de 
Keverslakken (Chitonen) wier rugvlakte een reeks van zeven schelpplaten 
draagt, terwijl in hun mantelgroeven een groter of kleiner aantal van 
kieuwboompjes op een rij gerangschikt staan. Daar nu de Chitonen om 
allerlei redenen (o.a. hun zuiver tweezijdige symmetrie) als de oorspronke~ 
lijkst gebouwde Weekdieren mogen opgevat worden, is er veel te zeggen 
VOor de onderstelling dat alle Mollusken zich uit metameer~ingedeelde voor~ 
ouders ontwikkeld hebben, maar van deze oorspronkelijke segmentatie 
slechts enkele sporen hebben overgehouden. Als zulke sporen mag men 
opvatten: het dubbele aantal kieuwen, nieren en hartevoorkamers bij Nau~ 
tilus, de enig overgebleven vertegenwoordiger der eens zo talrijke Ammo~ 
nieten en Nautiliden. Dat de overige Inktvissen maar één stel van deze 
organen hebben, berust dus m.i. op achteruitgang in aantal, en hetzelfde 
verschijnsel vertoont zich in een verder gevorderd stadium in de orde der 
Slakken, waar de meer oorspronkelijke onder de Zeeslakken, zoals de 
Oorslak (Haliotis) nog één paar kieuwen en nieren hebben, waarvan bij de 
verder gedifferentieerde één lid van elk stel is geoblitereerd, en ten slotte 
bij de Landlongslakken ook de tweede kieuw. 

De eerste aanleiding tot deze ingrijpende wijziging in de organisatie mag 
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wellicht gezocht worden in de oorspronkelijke gewoonte, die nog bij de 
meeste slakken (Gastropoden) behouden is gebleven, om zich met de buik
vlakte vast te zuigen aan den zeebodem, zodat zich aan die oppervlakte de 
z.g. voet ontwikkelde. Ook de Chitonen doen dit, en ook bij enige hunner 
heeft dat grote invloed op hun segmentale organisatie gehad, getuige Chito
nellus en Cryptochiton, wier schelpen geheel of gedeeltelijk in den huidspier
zak verdwenen zijn. Een zodanige fixatie heeft bij alle organismen, dierlijke 
zo goed als plantaardige, altijd een ingrijpenden invloed op de organisatie 
gehad, waarvan de gevolgen zich nog steeds doen gevoelen, ook nadat de 
vasthechting al lang weder opgeheven werd. Zo kan de organisatie der 
Cephalopoden alleen begrepen worden als men aanneemt dat zij ontstaan 
is uit een toestand waarbij de voet nog als zuigschijf werkte, doordien deze 
functie kwam te vervallen toen de dieren tot de vrijzwemmende levenswijze 
overgingen en hun voetranden naar elkander toekromden, zodat zij een 
uitlaattrechter gingen vormen voor het ademwater dat langs de kieuwen 
stroomde. Daar deze waterstroom van achteren naar voren was gericht, 
veroorzaakte hij een terugstoot die de dieren achteruit deed zwemmen, 
waarbij de ledematen aan hun kop (de vangarmen) zich aaneenlegden tot 
een bundel die een bedriegelijke gelijkenis met een vissenstaart. vertoont. 
Vandaar dat een school kleine Inktvisjes in een aquarium, als men ze tot 
zijn verbazing achteruit ziet zwemmen, den indruk maakt van werkelijke 
visjes, die deze ongewone manier van beweging hebben aangenomen, terwijl 
bovendien hun (schijnbaar) kopeind geen duidelijke ogen vertoont, die 
integendeel op den staart schijnen te zitten. Zodra een der diertjes zijn 
tentakels uitspreidt, wordt het raadsel opgelost. Koppotige Inktvissen 
(Cephalopoden) hebben dus wel degelijk ledematen, en dezelfde qualificatie 
mag men toekennen aan den penis van vele Slakachtigen (Gastropoden ). 

De eigenaardige kamering van de schelp der Ammonieten en Nautiliden 
mag m.i. eveneens als een segmentatie worden opgevat, die dan echter niet 
tot den eersten aanleg van het dier bepaald blijft, maar gedurende het 
gehele leven periodiek plaats vindt. 

Ook het zenuwstelsel van sommige Mollusken vertoont duidelijke sporen 
van segmentalen bouw, in de overlangse buikstrengen, die door een reeks 
dwarscommissuren met elkaar verbonden zijn. En het zijn juist weer de 
oorspronkelijkste Gastropoden bij welke deze longitudinale buikstrengen 
worden aangetroffen, zodat men recht heeft te onderstellen dat zij bij de 
meer gedifferentieerde verwanten door achteruitgang zijn verdwenen. 

De Mollusken zijn niet de enige dierklasse, waarvan zelfs in recente 
handboeken wordt beweerd, dat zij ongeleed zijn; hetzelfde wordt b.v. 
gezegd van de Brachiopoden, ofschoon toch naast de meerderheid der 
soorten, die één paar ni'ertrechters bezitten, er een enkele voorkomt: (Rhyn
chonella) die twee paar zulke trechters bezit. 

Het is wel opmerkelijk, dat deze organen bij andere duidelijk gelede 
dieren den naam segmentaalorganen hebben gekregen, daar zij bij hen in 
groter of kleiner aantal segmentsgewijs gerangschikt voorkomen. In aanleg 
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zijn zij . excretie~()rganen, die met een trilhaartrechter in de lichaamsholte 
beginnen en daaruit met · de afvalproducten der stofwisseling · tevens de 
geslachtscellen naar buiten voeren. De lichaamsholte (coeloom) is aail~ 

vankelijk eveneens in afdelingen geplitst, maar kap ten slotte door het 
wegvallen der schotten tot een enkele ruimte worden herleid, waarin het 
darmkanaal met zijn aanhan·gselen aan vliezige scheilen (mesenteriën) is 
opgehangen. Secundair kan die ruimte bij de Zoogdieren weer in borst~ en 
buikholte worden verdeeld door een spierschot (het middenrif). terwijl 
primair een van de oorspronkelijke schotten blijft bestaan als het harte~ 
zakje (pericardium). Bij het Lancetvisje (Amphioxus) blijft nog een reeks 
schotten behouden. 

Dat ook het darmkanaal der Gewervelde dieren den invloed der seg~ 
mentatie heeft ondergaan, blijkt behalve uit de. reeks der kieuwzakken in 
de halsstreek uit de drie paar speekselklieren in de mondstreek, het paar 
longen in de borststreek, de oorspronkelijk gepaarde leveruitstulpingen in 
de buikstreek. Ook de alvleesklier mag als een oorspronkelijk gepaarde uit~ 
stulping beschouwd worden, en eveneens de blinde darm, die bij de Vogels 
nog dubbel is. 

Het ongelede karakter van het eigenlijke spijsverteringskanaal is der~ 
hàlve een gevolg van het ineenvloeien der compartimenten van de lichaams~ 
holte door het wegvallen der dwarsschotten. Daardoor wordt het darm~ 
kanaal in staat gesteld om zich binnen die holte in kronkels te gaan leggen, 
waardoor de weg waarop de spijs met het secernerende en resorberende 
oppervlak van de darmwand in aanraking is, meer of minder wordt ver~ 
lengd. Dat het darmkanaal oorspronkelijk recht toe recht aan van mond tot 
anus verliep, wordt ons nog door primitieve vissen aangetoond. 

Van den aanvang af moet dit kanaal een doorlopende verbinding ge~ 
vormd hebben tussen de achtereenvolgende segmenten, zij het ook. dat het 
binnen ieder metameer een paar zijdelingse uitstulpingen vormde, die ten 
minste in het voorste gedeelte door poriën of spleten naar buiten mondden 
(de kieuwspleten). 

Dit doorlopende karakter deelt het darmkanaal met het centraal zenuw~ 
stelsel en de rug gestreng (chorda dorsalis ), tot zekere hoogte ook met het 
vaatstelsel. Terwijl echter voor zenuw~ en vaatstelsel de bewijzen van hun 
oorspronkelijke segmentale organisatie voor de hand liggen (men denke 
b.v. aan de ruggemerg~ en hersenzenuwen, de sympathicus en de aorta~ 
bogen) is dit voor de chorda niet zo vanzelfsprekend: de ontwikkeling van 
de wervelkolom maakt den indruk alsof de oorspronkelijk onverdeelde 
ruggestreng door de segmentsgewijs ontstaande wervellichamen en bogen 
plaatselijk wordt ingesnoerd en daardoor secundair wordt gesegmenteerd. 

Maar als men de eerste ontwikkelingsstadiën van zenuw~ en vaatstelsel 
nagaat, zijn ook dez·e aanvankelijk niet metameer verdeeld, maar overlangs 
doorlopend van kop naar staart: het centraal zenuwstelsel in den vorm van 
het medullairkanaal. het vaatstelsel als de primaire zijdelingse arterie~ 

stammen, die in de toekomstige halsstreek aan de buikzijde met elkaar ver~ 
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smelten tot de hartbuis. Deze enkelvoudige aanleg wijst op het verband 
tussen één~ en meercellige wezens: ook de Protozoën en Protophyten bezit~ 
ten een kop~ en een staartpool, vele hunner, zoals de Infusoriën, een mond 
en een anus, terwijl in het tussenliggende protoplasma een vaste baan zich 
aftekent waarlangs de spijs~vacuolen van ingestie~ naar egestieporie wor~ 
den gestuwd. Zulke eencelligen hebben dus een virtueel darmkanaal zonder 
permanent lumen, en deze vaste baan der spijsvacuolen kan zelfs een 
kronkelend verloop bezitten. 

Den overgang van het één~ tot het meercellige stadium kan men zich 
aldus voorstellen, dat bij de voortplantingsdeling van het eencellig orga~ 
nisme de deels tukken met elkaar in samenhang gebleven zijn en zich als 
één wezen zijn gaan gedragen, wat noodzakelijkerwijze tot functieverdeling 
moest leiden. De verdeling van de bevruchte kiem der meercellige orga~ 
nismen in deelstukken die met elkaar gaan samenwerken is dus een voort~ 
plantingsverschijnsel, wat ten overvloede bewezen wordt door de gevallen, 
waarin deze deelstukken weer van elkaar los laten en elk voor zich tot een 
volledig organisme uitgroeien. 

In dezen gedachtengang voortgaande, komt men tot de voorstelling, dat 
ook de segmentatie een voortplantingsverschijnsel is. Het is toch duidelijk, 
dat de onderlinge ongelijkheid der metameren van een organisme moet 
ontstaan zijn uit onderlinge overeenkomst. Vergelijkt men b.v. de Insekten 
of de Kreeftachtige Dieren met de Gelede Wormen, dan kan men zich de 
eerstgenoemde wel uit de laatste ontstaan denken maar niet omgekeerd. 
Deze onderlinge gelijkheid der segmenten kan echter nooit volledig geweest 
zijn: het voorste en het achterste segment moeten van den aanvang af 
verschild hebben, zowel van elkaar als van de tussenliggende. Maar alle 
segmenten moeten oorspronkelijk volledig georganiseerd zijn geweest; zij 
moeten alle deel hebben genomen aan den opbouw van al de orgaanstelseIs. 
Dit betekent, dat zij in aanleg compleet gebouwde organismen waren, die 
hunne zelfstandigheid konden hernemen door van elkander los te laten. 
Dit verschijnsel zien wij dan ook in allerlei afdelingen van het Dierenrijk, 
b.v. bij de Strobilatie der Kwallen, de Proglottiden der Lintwormen, de 
verdeling van vele Gelede Wormen door kopvorming in het midden der 
keten van hun segmenten, terwijl ook de vorming ener reeks van nieuwe 
organismen in den kiemstok der Salpen als een vorm van segmentatie kan 
opgevat worden. 

Tegenover dit streven der metameren naar volledigheid en zelfstandig~ 
heid staat een even algemene drang naar verhoogde samenwerking onder 
toenemende mate van onderling verschil en verlies van volledigheid. Deze 
drang voert tot vergroeiïng van metameren, wat gepaard gaat met grotere 
of geringere vervaging van het gesegmenteerde karakter. DUidelijke voor~ 
beelden daarvan levert de wervelkolom der Zoogdieren en Vogels, in de 
onderlinge vergroeiïng der heiligbeenwervels, de inkrimping der hals~ 

wervels van de Walvissen onder verlies van hun wederzijdse bewegelijk~ 
heid, het staartbeen van den Mens en de mensvormige Apen, evenals dat 
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van de recente Vogels. in tegenstelling met den uit 24 vriji! wervels opge
bouwden staart van Archaeopteryx. Ook hierbij ontmoeten wij weer voot
beelden van terugkeer tot den vrijen toestand. in di! afwezigheid van een 
gedifferentieerd heiligbeen bij de Walvissen. den minder geconcentreerden 
en gereduceerden toestand der staartwervels bij de Struisen en andere 
Loopvogels. waardoor een schijnbaar primitieve toestand ontstaat. 

Vergelijken wij de wervelkolom der Slangen met die der Hagedissen. dan 
treft ons niet slechts de afwezigheid van een heiligbeen. maar ook de 
grotere overeenkomst di!r (met bewegelijke ribben uitgeruste) halswervels 
met de ruggewervels. die aan een meer oorspronkelijken tOi!stand der eerst
genoemde doet denken. wat opnieuw een voorbeeld geeft van terugkeer tot 
een vroegeren toestand (Atavisme). Bij de Slangen gaat deze uniformiteit 
der hals-. rugge-. lenden- en heiligbeenwervels gepaard met een aanzien .. 
lijke vermeerdering in aantal. wat wijst op het vermogen der metameren 
om zich in onderdelen te splitsen. dus op een herhaling van het vermenig
vuldigingsverschijnsel. Iets dergelijks moet ook ten grondslag liggen aan 
de onderverdeling van elk der metameren van het achterlijf der rupsen in 
acht ringen. die ook in hun beharing en vlekkentekening tot uiting komt. 

Tot deze zelfde opmerkingen geeft de kleurentekening der achterlijfs
segmenten van velerlei Insekten aanleiding. b.v. naast de rupsen en vlin
ders ook de wespen. vliegen. wantsen. kevers en glazemakers. Vooral de 
rugzijde der abdominaalsegmenten draagt een meer of minder gedifferen
tieerd patroon. en dit vertoont een dUidelijk bipolair karakter. in zoverre 
als de schakering der kleuren langs den kopwaartsi!n rand verschilt van die 
langs den staartwaartsen. Aan de buikzijde zijn het de stippenparen op de 
pootloze segmenten. die op dezelfde plaatsen staan als de buikpoten op de 
wel van ledi!maten voorziene. en dus het bewijs leveren dat alle segmenten 
oorspronkelijk van een ledematen paar voorzien waren. hetgeen door de 
ontwikkelingsgeschiedenis bevestigd wordt. aangezien bij tal van Insekten 
de embryonen op ieder metameer een potenpaar verkrijgen. 

Bij Insekten treft ons nog een andere indeling van het lichaam. n.l. in 
kop. borststuk en achterlijf. en hetzelfde is het geval bij Spinnen (vooral 
SchorpiOi!nen). Duizendpoten en Crustaceeën. 

Op de tegenstelling tussen deze twee vormen van geleding heeft SIMROTH 
gewezen in zijn merkwaardig boek: Die Entstehung der Landthiere. en 
daarbij voorgeslagen om bij deze verdeling in drieën te spreken van 
macrosomieten. bij die in lichaamsringen van microsomieten. RAY LANKESTER. 
in zijn verhandeling Limulus an Arachnid heeft de termen Pro-. Meso- en 
Metasoma ingevoerd. omdat de benamingen Kop. Borststuk en Achterlijf 
bij toepassing op de Spinachtige Dieren tot misverstand aanleiding kunnen 
geven. 

Maar waarop tot nu toe geen acht is geslagen. dat is het principiële 
on'derscheid tussen beide vormen van indeling. naar mijn opvatting daarin 
bestaande. dat de mikrosegmentatie een voortplantingsverschijnsel is. terwijl 
de makrosegmentatie niet met vermenigvuldiging in verband staat. Beide 
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vormen van differentiatie zijn daarbij niet tot de klasse der Geleedpotige 
Dieren beperkt, maar komen door het gehele Dierenrijk voor, en kunnen 
ook in het Plantenrijk teruggevonden worden. Uitgaande van de onder~ 
stelling dat alle levende wezens oorspronkelijk bipolair en zygomorph ge~ 
organiseerd zijn, dus een voor~ en een achtereind, een rug~ en een buikzijde, 
een rechts en een links bezitten, ziet men in dat de verdeling in pro~, meso~ 
en metasoma niet anders is dan een verhoogde functionele differentiatie 
dezer drie lichaamsstreken, die van den aanvang af aan verschillende 
levensvoorwaarden moesten voldoen. Dat bij de naakte Amoeben de pola~ 
riteit en de symmetrie schijnt te ontbreken, mag aan een terugwijken dezer 
eigenschappen worden toegeschreven; dat zij niet werkelijk afwezig zijn, 
blijkt zodra de naaJkte protoplasten zich met een pantser omgeven of zich 
gaan delen. 

Deling is vermenigvuldiging: uit een enkelvoudig organisme ontstaan er 
twee of meer, Elke deling wordt ingeleid door een insnoering, die bij de 
dwarsdeling loodrecht op de lengte~as verloopt. Ter verklaring van andere 
deelrichtingen, zoals de overlangse, mag men aannemen, dat de polen van 
de kern zich verplaatsen kunnen. Maar de tegenstelling tussen kop~ en 
staartpool moet zich altijd handhaven: isodiametrische rangschikking der 
bestanddelen, zoals bij de kristallen van het regulaire systeem, is bij het 
protoplasma niet mogelijk. 

Niettegenstaande haar oorspronkelijkheid kan toch de tegenstelling tus~ 
sen beide lichaamspolen zo gering zijn , dat er uiterlijk geen onderscheid 
te zien is. Dat is waarschijnlijk de reden, dat bij beschrijving en afbeelding 
van celketens zoals Spirogyra, van afgeronde organismen zoals vele stuif~ 
meelkorrels, of van Flagellatenkolonies gelijk Volvox van de mogelijke aan~ 
wezigheid van polairen bouw geen gewag wordt gemaakt. Toch ben ik 
van mening dat deze bestaat, en door diepgaand onderzoek aangetoond zou 
kunnen worden. Bij Volvox is dit zelfs zonder meer dUidelijk. 

Dat ieder lid van een Spirogyradraad als een zelfstandig organisme mag 
beschouwd worden blijkt bij de bevruchting van elk hunner door een lid 
van een anderen draad. Dit leidt tot de vraag in hoeverre bij gesegmenteer~ 
de organismen van hogere differentiatie, de onderscheidene metameren zich 
nog als zelfstandige wezens kunnen doen gelden, zonder zich uit het com~ 
plex los te maken. Bij de Lintwormen en de kiemstok der Salpen, waar 
deze loslating wel plaats vindt, baart de oorspronkelijke samenhang geen 
bezwaar, maar is deze ook veel minder innig dan bij die vormen van seg~ 
mentatie, waarbij de aaneengeschakelde metameren een aanzienlijk deel 
hunner volledigheid en ingevolge daarvan hun zelfstandigheid, verloren 
hebben. Toch kan ook bij enkele dezer meer geconsolideerde organismen 
een willekeurig lid der segmentenketen zijn zelfstandigheid her:'i'.emen en 
aan zijn voorrand een kop gaan vormen, wat op den achterrand van het 
voorgaande segment in zoverre van invloed is, dat deze zich tot een staart~ 
eind afsluit. 

Deze kopvorming in de reeks der metameren kan zich zelfs herhalen, 
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zodat e-en keten van onderling samenhangende . individuen, elk bestaande uit 
een zeker aantal metameren, ontstaat, die dan ten slotte van elkaar · los~ 

laten en dus zelfstandige vrij zwemmende wormen worden (Paloloworm ) . 
Dit vermogen om zich in stukken te verdelen, die een zelfstandig bestaan 
gaan voeren, is zelfs niet alleen aan gesegmenteerde organismen gebonden, 
maar komt eveneens bij ongelede wormen voor en kan daarbij kunstmatig 
door verwonding worden opgewekt (Planaria ) . 

In een werkje van VITUS GRABER over Insecten, waarmede ik in 1875 
kennis maakte, betoogt de schrijver dat de segmentatie dezer dieren een 
gevolg is van de ontwikkeling van het chitine~pantser , dat noodzakelijker~ 
wijze in ringen moest verdeeld worden. die door dunne en plooibare huid~ 
stukken bleven samenhangen, om bewegelijkheid van het lichaam mogelijk 
te maken. In een recent handboek der Dierkunde (STEMPELL, Zoologie, 
1935) wordt diezelfde verklaring van het ontstaan der metamerie gegeven. 
Maar als men zich aan de hand daarvan den gang van zaken tracht voor te 
stellen, is men gedwongen aan te nemen, dat de verstijving der chitine~be~ 
kleding reeds in segmentsgewijs~verdeelde opeenvolging plaats moest 
grijpen; met andere woorden dat het lichaam reeds ,in segmenten verdeeld 
was, voordat zich om ieder segment een verdikte ring vormde, wat be~ 
tekent, dat de mechanische verklaring berust op verwarring van oorzaak 
met gevolg. 

In tegenspraak met haar is ook het feit , dat verharding en verdikking 
van het chitine pantser meestal gepaard gaat met vermindering der bewege~ 
lijkheid van de segmenten ten opzichte van elkaar, zoals wij dit zien bij 
de vergroeiïng van de drie delen van het borststuk der Insekten. Ook gaat 
die verklaring in 't geheel niet op bij de vraag hoe het komt dat de inwen~ 

dige delen hun oorspronkelijken gesegmenteerden aanleg weer verliezen, 
zodat b.v. de nieren der Zoogdieren daarvan zo goed als niets meer ver~ 
tonen. Als men zegt, dat zodanige vervormingen teweeggebracht worden 
enerzijds door obliteratie van een deel der segmenten, anderdeels door con~ 
centra tie van de rest, wordt daarmede alleen de loop van het verschijnsel 
beschreven, zonder dat de oorzaak ervan wordt verklaard. Evenmin als 
voor andere levensverschijnselen geeft voor de segmentatie de aanduiding 
van een zuiver mechanische invloed een afdoende verklaring. 

Leiden. Augustus 1949. 

Summary. 

In modern zoological textbooks several animal types, e.g. Molluscs. 
Brachiopods and even Tunicates are circumscribed as unsegmented, on 
account of the absence of definite external features of metameric division, 
though the investigation of their internal organisation procures proofs of 
the contrary. 

Two kinds of segments may be distinguished, ca lied macro~ and micro~ 
somites, according to the nomenclature of SIMROTH. The former stand in 
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connection to the composition of the body in th ree regions, which are best 
designated af ter RAY LANKESTER's proposition as pro*, meso* and meta* 
soma. The latter on the contrary occur in the most varying number and in 
every degree of diHerentiation, from completely organised individuals to 
mere vestiges. The division into microsomites (metameres) may be con* 
sidered as a form of propagation (multiplication) which in several falls is 
proved by their getting free from each other and behaving as separate 
individuals (Proglottids of Bandworms, Ascidiozoids of Pyrosoma, zoöids 
of the stolon of Salpa, Ephyres of the Strobila of Jelly*fiches*fission of 
Chaetopods) . 

In ordinary segmentation which does not lead to isolation of the separate 
metameres, their independent character still shows itself in the Zygo* 
morphic arrangement of their skinpattern. 

Résumé. 

En maintes traités de Zoologie les Mollusques et plusieurs autres types 
d'animaux, comme les Brachiopodes et même les Tuniciers, sont décrites 
comme non*articulé, à cause de l'absence de traces externes de division en 
segments. 

L'étude de leur organisation interne et surtout de leur embryologie fait 
découvrir des restes indubitables d'une division en métamères. Deux 
formes de division se laissent distinguer, nommées macro* et microsomites 
d'après la proposition de SIMROTH. Les premiers ne sont autre que des 
parties diHerentiées des trois régions du corps de tout être vivant, des 
plantes aussi bien que des animaux. Ce sont les Pro*, Meso~ et Metasoma 
selon la nomenclature de RAY LANKESTER. Les derniers au contraire, 
quoique aussi bien propres à tous les organismes, se rencontrent en nombre 
excessivement variabIe. En outre il peut exister une très*grande diHérence 
entre les segments d'un même organisme, surtout quand ils s'unissent par 
concrescence et forment des complex es, en perdant leur caractère d'indivi* 
dus indépendants. Le grade de leur développement peut monter jusqu'à la 
condition d'un organisme complêt, ou bien se baisser jusqu'à devenir pres* 
que méconnaissable. Selon mon opinion cette division en microsomites 
(appelés aussi segments, métamères, annaux) doit être considérée comme 
une forme de propagation, c'est à dire comme une conséquence de la ten* 
dance de chaque organisme vivant à se multiplier. Exceptionellement cette 
tendance est assez forte pour contraindre les membres de la chaine de 
métamères à se détacher et commencer une vie indépendante, dans Ie plu* 
part des cas ils restent en connection plus ou moins intime. Comme exemples 
d 'isolation finale peuvent être citées les Proglottides des Cestodes, les 
Zooïdes du Stolon des Salpes les Ascidiozoïdes de Pyrosoma les Ephyres 
du Strobila des Méduses la reproduction asexuelle de diHérentes Vers 
annelides (Palolo ). Le caractère polair et bilatéral de chaque métamère se 
manifeste souvent dans Ie patron des couleurs du peau. 
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Zusammenfassung. 

In vielen zoologischen Handbüchern werden Tiertypen wie Mollusken, 
Brachiopoden und selbst Tunicaten als ungegliedert gekennzeichnet, weil 
äussere Merkmale der Metamerie zu fehlen scheinen. Bei Untersuchung des 
inneren Baues und der Entwicklungsgeschichte lassen sich jedoch ihre 
Spuren nachweisen .. Es giebt zwei Arten der Segmentation: die in Macro
und die in Microsomiten (nach SIMROTH's Nomenclatur). Die Macro
gliederung beruht auf der Verteilung des Körpers in Vorder-, Mittel- und 
Hinterleib (Pro-, Meso- und Metasoma na eh RAv LANKESTER) . Diese war 
meiner Ansicht nach allen lebenden Geschöpfen vom Anfang an eigen. Die 
Micro-Einteilung dagegen, die eigentliche metamerische Verteilung in Seg
mente, kommt in den verschiedensten Zahlen vor, und daneben auf allen 
Stufen der Ausbildung der einzelnen Metamere, von derjenigen vollstän
diger Organismen bis zu fast unkenntlichen Spuren segmentaler Einteilung. 
Deshalb betrachte ich die Metamerie als eine Form der Fortpflanzung, 
wobei die endgültige Loslösung der einzelnen Abschnitte sich nur in einigen 
wenigen Fällen behauptet hat (Proglottiden der Bandwürmer, Ephyren der 
Quallen-Strobila, Zoöiden der Stolonbildenden Salpen, Actiniozoöiden der 
Pyrosomen, die Abschnitte des Palolowurmes und mehreren anderen 
Borstel-Würmer. Die zygomorphe Organisation der einzelnen Metamere 
verrät sich noch sehr oft in ihrer Farbenausstattung, die oft einen deut
lichen bipolaren Character trägt. 



Chemistry. - The Anterior Pituitary Lobe and the Amino~Acid content 
of the Blood 111. By G. VAN WIERINGEN and S. E. DE JONGH . (Phar~ 
macological laboratory, University Leyden.) (Communicated by 
Prof. P. J. GAILLARD.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

In a previous paper we 1) stated that it was observed (in experiments 
on adult rats of which the kidneys and adrenals were tied or removed) 
that pituitary extracts rich in growth horrnone caused an increase af ter 
two hours in the percentage of amino~acids in the blood. We considered 
a primary slowing down of deamination in the liver as a probable inter~ 
pretation of the foregoing. Other authors (N. K. SCHAFFER and M. LEE 2 ); 

M. REISS, c.s. 3 ); K. E. PASCHKIS 4); J. FRAENKEL-CONRAT c.s. 5) des~ 

cribed in normal rats a fall similar to that which we 6) found in eviscerated 
animaIs, and also in non~eviscerated, hypophysectomized rats: 

In hypophysectomized rats either 50 tai! growth units of growth hormone (I U = 350 r) 
were injected intravenously. or the appertaining solvent (0.5 m!.). 

At the commencement of the experiment and after two hours. blood was taken from the 
tai! to determine the percentage of amino-acids. In con trol animals the percentage 
decreased slightly or not at all. but in growth hormone-animals there was a decided 
fal!. (TabIe I). 

TABLE I. 

Hypophysectomized rats . Amino-acid content of the blood in mg % N . 

Pituitary extract Control solution 

Initial value Final value Difference Initial value Final value I Difference 

4.12 3.85 0.58 4.66 4.74 -0.08 
4.66 3.86 0.80 5.10 4.70 0.40 
5.36 4.00 1.36 6.30 5.90 0.40 
5.92 1.50 1.12 6.50 6.11 0.36 
5.M 1.50 1.34 6.24 5.70 0.51 

-- -- -- -- -- --
5.21 1.11 1.10 ± 0.17 5.76 5.41 0.32 ± 0.11 

Difference 0.78 
- -- = 3.9 -

Stand. dey. 0.20 

If our former findings. like those of the above~mentioned authors, have 
any significance the kidneys or suprarenals must nullify the results of the 
lowered deamination in the Iiver. 

The adrenal cortex promotes deamination in the liver. The kidneys can 
themselves effect deamination, though perhaps through another mechanism 
than the liver. 

In order to choose between these two possibilities. we continued aur 

54 
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experiments with (A) adrenalectomized animaIs; (B) animals with tied 
kidneys. 

In series (A) the left adrenal was removed and the right one tied prior 
to the experiment. In series (B) the kidneys were previously tied. The 
further procedure was similar to that in the foregoing experiment. 

The resuIt are shown in tab les 11 and 111. 

TASLE 11. 

Adrenalectomized rats. Amino--acid content of the blood in mg % N. 

Pituitary extract Control solution 

Initial value Final value Difference Initial value Final value Difference 

9.0 7.3 1.7 6.4 5.9 0.5 
6.4 5.3 1.1 5.9 5.5 0.4 
5.8 5.6 0.2 6.5 4.9 1.6 
6.3 5.6 0.7 7.0 5.5 1.5 
6.2 4.9 1.3 8.1 6.1 2.0 

-- -- -- -- -- --
6.74 5.74 1.00 ± 0.26 6.78 5.58 1.20 ± 0.32 

Difference 0.2 
= - = 0.49 

Stand. dev. 0.41 

TASLE lIl. 

Rats with kidneys Iigated. Amino--add of the blood in mg % N. 

Pituitary extract Control solution 

Initial value I Final value I Difference Initial value I Final value I Difference 

3.6 4.5 -0.9 6.1 I 3.9 I 2.2 
H 3.3 1.1 6.1 3.6 2.5 
5.4 4.8 0.6 5.9 2.9 3.0 
6.9 6.0 0.9 6.6 5.9 0.7 
5.9 5.0 0.9 5.9 4.9 1.0 

5.2 4.5 0.7 6.1 4.5 1.6 
6.9 4.5 2.4 

5.2 4.7 0.5 ± 0.30 

Difference 1.4 6.1 4.3 1.8 ± 0.32 

= -- =3.2 
Stand. dev. 0.437 

It follows, therefrom, that neither the previously mentioned (relative) 
increase of the percentage of amino~acid nor a decrease is produced by 
growth hormone in adrenalectomized animaIs, but the rise takes place in 
nephrectomized anima Is. The kidney prevents the rise. It is presumed that 
(in the short time of our experiments) the kidney acts in a compensatory 
way if deamination in the liver is retarded. Since a fall in the amino acid 
content of the blood was observed not only in normal but also in hypo~ 
physectomized animaIs, whose adrenals certainly did not function at a high 
rate, it is difficuIt to assume an important influence of the adrenals in this 
respect. 
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From these experiments no certainty is derived for the hypothesis that 
the growth hormone retards the deamination in the liver. Unpublished 
observations by our co-worker. MAASSEN. on liver tissue in vitro have. 
however. confirmed this hypothesis. 

It should be pointed out at th is stage that it may be supposed. on the 
basis of the above findings. that the growth hormone causes (at the very 
least) no retardation of deamination in the kidney. The investigation is 
being continued along these lines. 

Summary. 

In rats without adrenals and kidneys growthhormone causes a rise in 
the amine acid content of the blood whereas in intact animals a decrease 
occurs. 

The same rise was seen in rats with tied kidneys. Extirpation of the 
adrenals merely prevented the fall. 
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Chemistry. - The Sugar Excretion of Rats with Severe Diabetes, induced 
by Alloxan under the Combined Influence o[lnsulin and Growth 
Hormone. By G. VAN WIERINGENand S. E. DE JONGH. (Pharma

cological laboratory, University Leyden.) (Communicated by Prof. 
P. J. GAILLARD.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

Introduction . 

The growth hormone, administered in large quantities, is now generally 
considered to possess diabetogenic potency. This is also the case in animal 
species, e.g. the rat, with a pancreas capable of great resistance, as shown 
in previous work in this laboratory 1). It was shown that sugar excretion 
of rats with slight alloxan diabetes increased when the growth hormone 
was administered. Rats which had been injected with alloxan but had not 
become diabetic, did not develop diabetes with growth hormone, probably 
because the pancreas was too resistant to both substances. Severe alloxan 
diabetes did not become worse through growth hormone. Was this because 
sugar excretion had reached its maximum? We shall try to answer th is 
question. 

Method. 

Four adult rats which, after one alloxan injection of 75 mg/ kg, excreted 
3 or more g. glucose per day, were regularly observed during four days. 
In two the sequence was as follows : (a) con trol period, (b) insulin period, 
(c) con trol period, (d) growth hormone + insulin period, (e) con trol 
period. In two others the periods (b) and (d) were interchanged. 2 X 5 IU 
of insulin, 2 X 10 rat tail units of growth hormone, (1 U in 350 r) were 
administered daily. It was ascertained whether sugar excretion was 
diminished more by insulin alone than by insulin plus a (diabetogenic) 
dose of growth hormone. 

Results. 

The results are given in tables which show that the growth hormone did 
not have a diabetogenic action. The average fall caused by insulin is 

(3.9 - 1.3) + (4.6 - 1.0) + (5.1 -1.1) + (5.3 - 0.8) g. = 3.7 g. 
4 

with insulin + growth hormone the average fall was 

(4.8 - 1.4) + (5.3 -1.2) + (4.3 -1.05) + (4.7 -1.25) g. = 3.5 g. 
4 
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DAIL Y SUGAREXCRETION IN GRAMS; ALLOXAN TREATED RATS. 

Rat I Rat II Rat III Rat IV 

38 ! "~ .,~ 54 ! 4.'Ï H 5.2 5.9 
304 Contr. 4.3 Contr. 4.7 Contr. 5.9 Contr. 
3.5 H 4.3 4.7 
4.2 M 5.4 4.6 

Av.: 3.9 Av. : 4.6 Av.: 4.8 Av. : 5.3 

L6l 21 l 28l 20 ! 1.2 1.2 1.6 Insul. + \.4 Insul. + 
2.0 Insul. 

0.5 
Insul. 0.9 Growthh. 1.0 Growthh. 

004 0.2 02 0.5 

Av. : 1.3 Av.: 1.0 Av.: IA Av.: 1.2 

27j 35l .1 l 39l 3.6 4.6 4.7 5.0 
Contr. 

5.2 Contr. 5.2 Contr. 5.7 Contr. 6.5 
5.7 5.6 5.8 5.7 

Av. : 4.3 Av.: 4.7 Av. : 5.1 Av. : 5.3 

L3l 2'l L8l L' l IA Insul. + 1.0 Insul. + 2.0 1.2 
0.6 Growthh. 0.4 Growthh. 0.5 Insul. 0.3 Insul. 

0.9 1.1 0.0 004 

Av.: \.05 Av. : 1.25 Av.: 1.1 Av.: 0.8 

L3l 38l 26l .2l 3.3 4.5 3.9 5.5 
Contr. 

4.1 Contr. 5.7 Contr. 6.0 Contr. 6.7 
3.8 5.0 5.9 4.6 

Av. : 3.1 Av. : 4.75 Av. : 4.6 Av.: 5.25 

The increase on suspension of insuIin was 

(4.3-1.3) + (4.7-1.0) + (4.6-1.1) + (5.25-0.8) g. = 3.5 g. 
4 

Suspension of insulin + growth horrnone: 

(5.1 - IA) + (5.3 -1.2) + (3.1 -1.05) + (4.75 - 1.25) g. 
4 

The totaI average sugar excretion per day was: 

for all normaI periods: 4.6 g. 
for all insulin periods: 1.05 g. 
for all insulin + growth hormone periods: 1.2 g. 

3.3 g. 
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Growth hormone did have no more influence on animals with severe 
diabetes. whose sugar excretion was greatly suppressed by insulin admini
stration. than on rats with severe alloxan diabetes not treated with insulin. 
The negative results previously obtained were not due solely to a possible 
maximum sugar excretion. 

Discussion. 

The simplest interpretation of our data would be. without doubt. a denial 
of the supposed diabetogenic effect of growth hormone in the rat . Our 
previous investigations do not favour this view. nor does the earlier work 
of MARX and others 2). who worked on partially depancreatized rats. 

Taking this into consideration we must assume that the growth hormone 
can do no more than give the results previously obtained with alloxan. On 
good grounds YOUNG 3) presumed that the growth hormone. impedes 
carbohydrate utilization through a decrease of sensitivity to insulin. It 
follows that alloxan should also do this and to such a degree that there is 
nothing Ie ft for the growth hormone. Few objections can be raised against 
this assumption. It is generally known (it appears also from our data) that 
very large amounts of insulin are required to make an alloxan-diabetic 
animal sugar-free. An alloxan animal requires much more insulin than an 
animal without a pancreas 4); th is is ascribed to some factor in the pancreas. 
The idea that alloxan does more than merely restricting insulin pro
duction 5) is gaining ground. We conclude that our negative results are due 
to a sugar utilization which has already been impeded to the highest degree 
byalloxan. 

Summary. 

Even when the sugar excretion in rats with severe alloxan diabetes is 
kept low by insulin. the growth hormone is not capable of increasing this 
(in contradistinction to the sugar excretion in rats with slight diabetes). 
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Chemistry. - The Relations between Growth and Insulin . By G. VAN 
WIERINGEN and S . E. DE JONGH . (Pharmacological laboratory, 
Leyden.) (Communicated by Prof. P. J. GAILLARD.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

Introduction. 

The well-known investigations of YOLJ1':G 1) showed that diabetes (pro
duced by the growth hormone) and body growth are mutually exclusive 
in the dog. Consequently insulin is considered indispensable for the action 
of the growth hormone. On the other hand, GAARENSTROOl\\ and DE JONGH 2) 
showed that growth hormone can still produce distinct growth in the 
hypophysectomized alloxan-diabetic rat; there are good grounds (VAN 
WIERINGEN 3)) for believing that such animals do not produce insulin. 
The aforementioned controversy might be ascribed to a difference between 
dog and rat, but it is also possible to argue as follows. YOUNG's dog had 
diabetes and lacked insulin. The rats of GAARENSTROOM and DE JONGH also 
lacked insulin but did not show any signs of diabetes, as the pituitary gland 
had been removed. The diabetic state would then be the decisive factor , 
not the lack of insulin. 

It seemed to us of great interest to investigate whether a growth
hormonal influence on the protein metabolism could also be shown in rats 
with a pancreas damaged by alloxan. For that purpose we referred back 
to an investigation of GAARENSTROOM and KRET 4) who showed in hypo
physectomized rats on a protein-free diet that N-retention was caused by 
administration of growth hormone. This experiment was repeated on 
animals which previously had been treated with alloxan and had reacted 
to this with a severe diabetes, the signs of which (as expected) disappeared 
after hypophysectomy. 

Method. 

Young rats, weighing 120-150 g. were injected with 75 mg/kg. alloxan. 
From these animals were selected those with a sugar secretion of > 2.4 g. 
per day. These were hypophysectomized and (af ter a day on ordinary 
food) put on a protein-free diet (64 gr. rice starch, 6 g. olive oil, 4 g. 
MCCOLLUM-salt mixture and 45 g. water) which they ate and libitum (on 
an average nearly 10 g. corresponding to about 5 g. dry substances). The 
urine of the first day of experiment was rejected. Af ter that (1 st period) 
during three days urine was collected for N-determination. Subsequently 
growth hormone was injected (20 rat tail units per day, 1 U = 350 y) for 
four days into a certain number of these animaIs; the urine was collected 
for the last three days (2nd period). The groups of experimental and 
con trol animals were then exchanged (3rd period). 
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NITROGEN EXRETION OF ALLOXAN~TREATED 

HYPOPHYSECTOMIZED RATS. 

Series I Bodyweight Ist period 2nd period 3rd period 

mgN mgN % mgN % 
132 198 97 H 65 33 
128 162 100 62 81 50 
132 190 115 60 85 45 

A 120 143 90 63 78 54 
138 185 124 67 131 71 
131 126 121 96 92 73 

Av. : 167 108 65 89 54 
contr. contr. contr. 

148 177 88 50 110 62 
140 178 77 43 64 36 
140 194 80 41 66 34 

B 127 201 64 32 69 34 
132 152 47 31 92 60 
120 lH 60 42 123 85 

Av.: 174 69 40 87 52 
contr. growthhorm. contr. 

133 204 102 49 64 31 
160 186 118 63 63 34 
140 160 82 51 H 27 

C 157 195 123 63 43 22 
139 216 67 31 74 34 
135 222 155 70 71 32 

Av. : 197 108 55 60 30 
contr. contr. growthhorm. 

Results. 

The results are given in tables which show in all cases the excreted 
amount of N in urine in milligrams and in percentages of the values in the 
first period. 

Group (A) remained untreated throughout and showed first a rapid 
and later a slow fall of the N~ excretion; group (8). which received growth 
hormone in the second period. also reached its lowest average in N~ 
excretion in this period. Group (C) which received growth hormone in the 
third period then gave the lowest mean value of all groups during all 
periods. 

The average N~ excretion in the second period of Group (8) (per~ 

centage column) di Hers significantly from that of the groups A and C; 
in the third period the N~ excretion of Group C differs significantly from 
those of A and 8 (P < 0.01 in both cases). 
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Discussion. 

With a protein-free diet (i.e., while growth is excluded) the pituitary 
extract used is capable of causing N- retention also in almost complete 
absence of insulin. It would be unreasonable to ascribe the effect to any 
other factor than the growth hormone. We believe that the growth of the 
normally fed alloxan rat can be explained in th is way. 

We 3) already knew that the fall of the percentage of amine acid of the 
blood, which follows acutelyon one single growth-hormone injection in 
the eviscerated anima I, is definitely bound up with insulin, or at any rate 
fails to occur in alloxan animals. The interference of growth hormone in 
protein metabolism is dual! We 3) had for that matter already found an 
indication in another way, and proposed as a preliminary interpretation (in 
addition to a displacement of the blood amino-acid body protein equili
brium) a primary fall of the deamination in the liver. 

Summary. 

In hypophysectomized rats on a protein-free diet a pituitary extract, 
rich in growth hormone, restricts the excretion of nitrogen with the urine. 
The same occurs when the animals have been previously brought into a 
severe diabetic condition by means of alloxan. 
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Mathematics. - A new characterisation of spheres of even dimension 1). 
By HSIEN-CHUNG WANG. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. 
BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of May 28, 1949.) 

It is the aim of th is paper to give a new characterisation of spheres of 
even dimension. We shall show that a simply-connected manifold is an 
even sphere if and only if its EULER characteristic is equal to two and it 
admits transitively a compact transformation group R. In the course of 
the praoL all the possible groups Rare eventually determined. We Eind 
that R is either the orthogonal group or the CARTAN's exceptional group 
G2• and that G2 presents only when the manifold is six-dimensional. In 
an interesting paper [5]. MONTGOMERY and SAMELSON have shown that 
the only ' compact transitive transformation group of a sphere S2 n of 2n 
dimension is the orthogonal group when 2n ::> 114. By an entirely different 
method. we fill the gap they left. Furthermore. as an incident result of our 
discussions. we obtain the first four homotopy groups of the exceptional 
group G2 • 

1. The chief weapon used in this paper is a finite group associated 
with a connected compact LIE group. This finite group has been fully 
discussed by various authors. In this section, we shall give a brief sketch 
of STIEFEL'S results [7. §§ 2.3] which will be used later. 

Let R be a connected compact LIE group of dimension rand rank I. All 
the maximal toral subgroups of R have the same dimension I. Choose one 
of them. say T. Each normaliser a of Tinduces an automorphism cpa: 
t ~ ata-1 (t eT) of T. All such automorphisms form a finite group which. 
up to an isomorphism, depends only on Rand not on the particular choice 
of T. We shall denote it by <P(R). 

Let U (e) be a small neighbourhood of the identity e of R such that it 
is covered by the canonical coordinates ~ l ' ~2' ... , ~ r of the Eirst kind. These 
coordinates define an r-dimensional tangent euc1idean space Er of R. Each 
inner automorphism 

x-+ bxb-1 (xER) 

of R indues a linear transformation Sb of the tangent space Er which we 
call the adjoint linear transformation. Now let us consider the maximal 
toral subgroup T. lts tangent space El is a linear subspace of Er and is 
l-dimensional. EVidently, the adjoint linear transformation Sa of each 
normaliser a of T leaves EI invariant, and hence induces a linear trans-

1) The present paper is the revised form of the second part of the author's Ph, D. 
thesis accepted by Manchester University, 1948, 
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formation q;~ of El. All these cp~ form a finite linear group (/J'(R) isomorphic 
with (/J(R). 

In the linear space El , there are m pencils of parallel hyperplanes, callecl 
singular hyperplanes, where 

r=2m +1. . (1. 1) 

Through the origin there pass exactly m singular hyperplanes [3, p. 67]. 
Each transformation cp' of CP' (R) carries singular hyperplanes to singular 
hyperplanes. Furthermore, we have [7, p. 363] . 

(1. 2) Let P be a point in El . If Pis left unaltered by a transformation 
cp' E CP'(R) other than the identity transformation , th en there exists a 
singular hyperplane passing through both Pand the origin. 

It is well-known that compact simple LIE groups fall into four main 
classes Ak, Bk, Ck, Dk (k = I , 2, ... ) and five exceptional cases G z, F4 ' 
EG, E7' E s wh ere the lower index denotes the rank. In fact , each of the 
above represents a class of locally isomorphic connected groups among 
which one is simply-connected and one without centre. In what follows, 
we shall occasionally use the term "an Ak (Bk, Ck, ... , E s)" which simply 
means any group of the class Ak (Bk. Ck, ... , E s). The fini te groups (/J 

associated with these simple groups have been completely determined. 
For any connected compact LIE group R , let us clenote by o(R) the 

order of the fini te group (/J(R) . Then [9] 

o (toral group) = 1, 0 (A k) = (k + 1) f, 0 (Dk) = k f . 2k-1, ~ 

o(Bk)=o(Ck)=kf·2k, o(G2)=12, o (F1) = 32. 27, 

o(E6)=6f·3·26
, o(E7)=9f·2 3, o(Es)=10f·3·26

• 

(1. 3) 

2. A topological space W is called homogeneous if it admits transitively 
a topological group R of transformations. Let q be a point of W . All the 
transformations of R which leave q invariant form a closed subgroup L 
of R callecl the isotropic subgroup. Thc space W can be regarded as the 
space R I L of Ie ft cosets. R is said to be effective (almost effectilJe) on W 
if only the identity (only a finite number of elements ) of R preserves every 
point of W. Suppose that R is not effective on W. Then the elements of R 
which leave unaltered each point of W form an invariant subgroup I of R. 
The factor group Ri l then acts effectively ancl transitively on W . Thus 
without loss of generality of the homogeneous space, we can assume that 
it aclmits an effective transformation group. 

(2. I) Let W be a homogeneous manifold of a connected compact 
group. If W has non-vanishing EULER characteristic, then it admits, 
transitively and almost effectively, a connected. simply-connected compact 
semi-simple LIE group R. 

Proo f. By hypothesis, Wadmits, effectively and transitlvely, a 
connected compact group R'. Since W is locally eucliclean ancl R' is 
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compact. it follows that R' must be aLlE group [10. § 7]. Moreover. the 
EULER characteristic of W does not vanish so that R' is simi-simple and 
has no centre [8. (2. 1 ). (2. 2)] 2). Therefore the universal covering group 
R of R' is simply-connected. compact and semi-simple and has only a finite 
number of centres [6. p. 271]. This grcup R acts transitively on W in the 
natural manner. It is easy to see that an element b of R leaves unaltered 
every point of W if and only if b is a centre of R. Hence R acts almost 
effectively on W. This group R possesses all the required properties. 
Proposition (2. 1) is therefore proved. 

Theorem J. Let W be a simply-connected manifold with EULER 
characteristic equal to one. If Wadmits transitively a connected compact 
transformation group. then W is a single point. 

Pro 0 f. By (2. 1) there exists a connected. simply-connected compact 
semi-simple LIE group R acting on W transitively and al most effectively. 
Therefore. W can be regarded as a coset space R/L where L is a closed 
subgroup of R. Prom the simply-connectedness of both Rand W. it follows 
that L is connected [1. § 31]. 

Since the EULER characteristic X(W) = x(R/L) = 1 =1= o. Rand L 
have the same rank I [4]. Hence a maximal toral subgroup T of L is. at 
the same time. a maximal toral subgroup of R. Let El be the tangent space 
of T. We have two fini te Iinear groups tP'(L). tP'(R) of transformations 
of the space El. Prom the definition of the group tP' and the fact L c R. 
it follows at on ce 

tP' (L) :::> tP' (R). . . (2.2) 

Concerning the EULER characteristic x(R/L) and the orders o(L). o(R) 
of the finite group tP'(L). tP'(R). we have the formula [8. (1.1)] 

x (RIL) = 0 (R)/o (L). 

Our assumption X(W) = x(R/L) = 1 then implies that o(R) = o(L). 
and then (2. 2) tells us that 

tP' (R) = tP' (L). . . (2.3) 

Now we have two connected compact LIE groups Land R. Either of 
them has its own singular hyperplanes in the same euclidean space El. 
Prom the fact that L c R we can see immediately that a singular element 
of L is also a singular element of R. Thus singular hyperplanes of L are 
also singular hyperplanes of R. Let us denote. respectively. by 

and 

!I) A group is said to have no centre jf it possesses no other centre than the identity. 
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the singular hyperplanes of Land R whieh pass through the origin. Then 
from (1. 1). it follows that 

r' = 2m + 1. r = 2 (m + h) + 1 . (2. 4) 
where r = dim. L. r = dim. R. 

We are going to show h = O. Suppose th at h -=j:- O. Then th ere exists a 
singular hyperplane 01 of R whieh is not a singular hyperplane of Land 
which passes through the origin. Choose a point P on Ol such that it 

does not lie on any of the hyperplanes :71'1' :71'2 ... . . :Tm. Since R is semi
simple. </>'(R) contains the reflection cp' about the singular hyperplane 01 
[7. p. 364]. On account of (2.3). cp' also belongs to cI>'(L). This cp' 
evidently differs from the identity transformation. and moreover it leaves 
the point Pinvariant. Proposition (l. 2) th en assures the existence of a 
singular hyperplane of L passing through both Pand the origin. However. 
by the choiee of P. none of the n's passes through P. This leads to a 
contradiction. Hence h = 0 and (2. 4) implies r = r'. In other words. 
Rand L have the same dimension. As R is connected. Land R coincide. 
Thus W = RILconsists of only one point. This proves Theorem I. 

3. Our main theorem can be stated as follows: 

Theorem 11. Let W be a simply-connected manilold with EULER 

characteristic equal to two. 11 Wadmits. eflectiVl,ely and transitively. a 
compact connected group R. then W is a sphere ol even dimension. and R 
is either the orthogonal group or the exceptional simple L1E group G2 ol 
CARTAN's class G and rank 2. G z presents only when Wis six-dimensional. 

In order to prove this theorem. we shall first establish a series of lemmas. 

Lemma 1. Let W be a simply-connected manilold with EULER charac
teristic equal to a prime number p. Then the connected compact group R 
which can possibly act on W transitively and eflectively must be a simple 
L1E group. 

Pro of. Let L denote the isotropie subgroup of R. Then W can be 
regarded as the coset space RIL. Since z( W) = P -=j:- o. R has no centre 
[8. (2. 1)]. If R is not simpIe. th en R can be expressed as the direct pro
duct R' X R" of two connected compact semi-simple L1E groups none of 
which consists of only one element [8. (2. 2) ]. Then W is homeomorphie 
to the topological product 

( R' I L' ) X (R" I L" ) 

of two coset spaces where L'=R'nL. L"=R"nL [8. (2.3)]. Prom 
the well-known KÜNNETH's formula. we have 

p = X(W) = x(R'IL') . x(R"IL"). 

However. p is a prime number so that one of the factors in the right hand 
side of the above equality must be unity. We can assume that x(R'IL') = l. 
Sin ce W is simply-connected. R' I L' must be simply-connected as weIl. 
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Moreover • R' I L' admits transitively the compact LIE group R'. F rom 
Theorem I. R' I L' is a single point. Hence R' = L'. 

Now we return to our original homogeneous space W = RIL. Since Ir 
is an invariant subgroup of Rand R' = L' C L. it follows that each element 
of R' leaves unaltered every point of W. R' has more than one elements. 
This contradicts our assumption that R is effective on W. Hence R is 
simpie. 

Lemma 2. Let Rl and R 2 be two locally isomorphic connected compact 
LIE groups. Then $(Rd ::::: $(R2 ). 

Proo f. IE Rl and R2 are semi-simple. this lemma is well-known. In 
the general case. we know that there exists a connected compact LIE group 
R such that [6. Theorem 87] 

R 2 = RIN2 

where NI and N 2 are discrete subgroups of R belonging to the centre. 
Hence we have two natural homomorphic onto-mappings 

ft: R-+ RI' f2: R-+ R 2 

with kernels NI and N 2 respectively. Let T be a maximal total subgroup 
of R. NI and N 2 being contained in the centre of R. are contained in T. 
From HOPF'S result [3. 1. 6]. it follows that 

$ (R)::::: $ (RI)' $ (R) ::::: $ (R2). 

and hence $(RI ):::::w(R2 ). 

Lemma 3. Let L be a connected compact LIE group locally isomorphic 
to the direct product 

L 1 X L2 X ... X Ls 

of connected compact LIE groups L j (j = 1. 2 .... . s). Then 

o(L) = o(Ld . 0(L2 ) ... o(Ls). 

Proo f. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and [8. (1 i . 1)]. 

i. In this section and the next. we shall study some properties of the 
CARTAN'S exceptional groups. 

Lemma 4. The CARTAN's exceptional group F 4 • Es. E7' Es cannot act 
transitively on a simply-connected manifold with EULER characteristic 
equal to two. 

Pro of. Let us first consider the case Es. Suppose W to be a simply
connected manifold with EULER characteristic equal to two. IE there exists 

an Es acting on W transitively. then the universal covering group Es of Es 
acts on W in the natural manner. This group Es is simply-connected and 

is also of the class Es. Let L be the isotropic of subgroup Es. We can 
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regard W as the coset space Es/L. From the simply-connectedness of both 

Wand Es. it follows that L is connected [1. § 31 ]. Therefore [8. (1 . 1 ) ] 

2 = X (W) = X (Es/L) = 0 (Es)/o (L). 

The table (1.3) tells us that o(Es) = 10! · 3 . 26 . Hence we have 

o (L) = 10/· 3.25• (4. 1) 

The isotropic subgraup L. being closed in Eg. form a compact LIE group. 
Hence it is locally isomorphic with a direct product of the form 

. . (4.2) 

where L j is ei th er a toral group or a compact simple LIE group. Let us 
denote by Ij the rank of L j. Then 

1\ + 12 + ... + Is = rank of L. 

Since X (Es/ L) =j= O. L has the same rank 8 as the group Es. and hence 

1\ + 12 + ... + Is = 8.. . . . . . . (4. 3) 

Furthermore. we have from Lemma 3 that o(L) = o(L\) . 0(L2 ) ... o(Ls) . 
Equality (4. 1) then implies 

o (L\)· 0 (L2) ... 0 (Ls) = 10/3.25•• • • • . (4.4) 

EVidently L j cannot be an E s. and from (4 . 3) it follows that Ij <: 8. 
Moreover. one of the o(Lj) must be divisible by 7. For definiteness. let it 
be 0 (Ld. Table (1. 3) then tells us th at L 1 is one of the following groups 

As. A7' A6' Bs. B7' Cs. C7• Ds. D7' E7' 

Hence 0 (Ld is not divisible by 25. One of the factors 0 (L 2 ) • .. . . 0 (Ls ) 
must be divisible by 5. However. I f <: 8 -11 <: 2 (j = 2. 3 ... .. s) . It 
follows from (1 . 3) th at this is impossible. 

Fram the above discussions. we know th at an E p, cannot act transitively 
on W. Thus the lemma is proved for the case E s. The ot her cases can be 
treated similarly. Q. E . D . 

Lemma 5. Let W be a simply-eonneeted spaee with EULER eharacteristie 
equal to two. lf it admits transitively the exeeptional group G2• then the 
iso tropie subgroup must be an A 2• 

Pro of. Let L denote the isotropic subgroup. By similar reasoning as 
above. we know that L is of rank 2 and 0 (L) = 6. (1 . 3) and Lemma 3 
teil us that L is an A 2 • 

5. In the preceding section. we know that there is possibly a simply
connected homogeneous space of G 2 with EULER characteristic equal to 
two. Now we shall show that this space is the sp here of six dimension. 

Lemma 6. Up to an automorphism of G 2• there is one and only one 
liubgroup L of G2 sueh that L is an A 2 • 
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Proo f. Noting the fact that G 2 is simply-connec.ted [7. p. 378]. we 
can prove this lemma by reasoning analogous to. though far simpier than. 
that the au thor used in [8. Part 11]. The details are omitted. 

Lemma 7. The six-dimensional sphere S6 is a homogeneous space of 
the group G2• and is the only simply-connected homogeneous space of 
G2 which has EULER characteristic equal to two. 

Pro of. The uniqueness follows directly from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7. 
We need only prove the first part of our lemma. It is well-known that G2 

can be embedded in the group r 6 of all proper orthogonal matrices with 7 
rows and columns. Therefore. we can assume G2 cr 6' 

Let S6 be the unit sphere in the seven-dimensional euclidean space. r 6 
acts transitively and eHectively on S6. G2• being a subgroup of r 6. acts 
on S6 in the natural manner. We shall show that G2 is transitive on S6. 
For this purpose. let us consider the orbits of G2 [10. p. 194]. Let m be 
the maximum of the dimension of all the orbits. There is a point x of S6 
such that the orbit G2 (x) is m-dimensional. Sin ce each orbit is connected 
and G2 acts effectively on S6. we have 

0< m ~ 6 . (5. 1) 

The group G2 acts transitively on G2 (x) so that G2 (x) can be regarded 
as a coset space G2/L where L is a closed subgroup of G2• Since G2 is a 
simple LIE group without centre [7. p. 378]. it has no proper invariant 
subgroup. Furthermore. 

dim. G2 - dim. L = dim. G2 (x) = m > O. 
Thus L "=1= G2 and thus G2 acts effectively on G2 (x) [1. § 18]. It follows 
then [10. p. 202] 

14 =dim. G2 ~ m (m + 1)/2 .. . (5.2) 

Combining (5.1) and (5.2). we know that m is either equal to 5 or equal 
to 6. 

Suppose' m = 5. Then [5. p. 465] all orbits of G 2 are 5-dimensional 
except for two orbits of lower dimension. Let these two exceptional orbits 
be G2(Yl) and G2(Y2) (Yl.Y2ES6). Then G2(yt} must be of zero 
dimension. for otherwise by using similar reasoning as above we can show 
that its dimension is either 5 or 6. Hence G2 (YI) = yi. In other words. 
yl (i = 1. 2) is a fixed point of G 2 • All the matrices of r 6 leaving Yl 
unaltered form an orthogonal group r 5 of order 6. Hence 

G 2 ::> rs. . . (5. 3) 

However. r 5 cannot have any proper subgroup of dimension greater than 
ten [5. p. 463]. Hence (5.3) is absurd. The integer m cannot be equal 
to 5. and therefore m = 6. It follows then that G2 (x) = S6. In other 
words. S6 is really a homogeneous space of G 2 • This completes the proof. 

6. In a recent paper [8]. the author has determined all the spa ces which 
have non-vanishing EULER characteristic and admit transitively a classical 
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group O.e .• simple group of the four ma in classes). According as the group 
is an Ak. Bk. Ct. or Dt. the space is called an eIementary XA-' XB-' Xe- or 
Xn-space respectively. and we denote it by WA. WBo We or Wn. To each 
WA (WB. We. Wn) is associated a set BA (BB. Be. en) of integers. caUed 
category [8. § 9]. given as follows: 

(6. IA) 

(6. 1 B) 

(6. 1 C) 

(6.1D) 

These categories e A• eB. e c• en satisfy. respectiveIy. the foIIowing con
ditions 

e ~ n - I. a" ~ 2. e + .or a" = 1. . . . . • . • • (6. 2A) 

e ~ n. a" ~ 2. di- ~ 2. b ~ O. e-n + I a" + I d~ = I. (6.2B) 

e ~ n. B" ~ 2. c/s ~ 1. e - n + I a" + .or 9 = I. . (6. 2C) 

e ~ n. a" ~ 2. d,> ~ 2. e - n + I a" + I d,> = l. . . (6. 2D) 

where I denotes the rank of the group which the space admits. It has been 
shown th at [8. § 13. CoroIIary 6] 

(6.3) Two simply-connected elementary x-spaces with the same cate
gory are homeomorphic. 

Let WA. WBo We and W n be simply-connected elementary x-spaces 
of category e A• eB. ee and en respectively. Concerning their EULER 

characteristic x. we have the formulae 

(W ) _ (I + 1)/ 
X A - al / a2 1 ••• an! 

2(l+m'-b-d,-d,- . . . -dm' ) I! 
X (W B) = al! ... an! dIl • .• dm' I bI 

2(-C,-C' -' '' -Cm ) 11 
X ( Wc) = ----:--~~----:-

al I . .. a n I Cl! ... Cm I 

2(l+m-d,-d,- ... -dm-I) l! 
X (W n) = --;-----;--:-;--~;

al! ... an! dl I ... dm I 

• . (6.4) 

From (6.2) and (6.4). it is easy to single out those spaces whose 
EULER characteristic is equal to two. In facto we have 

Lemma 8. Let W be a simply-connected space which has EULER 

characteristic equal to two and admits transitively and effectively a classical
group R. Then W is homeomorphic with a sphere of even dimension, and 
R is the orthogonal group. 

55 
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Proo f. Since R is a classical group and X( W) ~ O. W is an 
el~mentarYXA-' XB-' Xc- or XD-space. Bearing in mind the simply-con
nectedness of W. we can easily see from (6. 2) and (6. 4) that R must 
be one of the following groups 

Al' Cl' C2 • BI (l = 1. 2 •... ). 

However. it is well-known that Al = Cl = Bl' C2 = B2 so that R is an 
BI and iv is an elementary XB-space. · By hypothesis~ R acts on W 
effectively. Hence R has no centre r 8. (2. I)] and hen ce R is the group 
of all proper orthogonal matrices with 21 + 1 rows and columns. Moreover. 
(6.4) tells us that the category 8 B of the sl'ace W = BI/L is specified 
as follows 

e = b = n = O. m' = I. dl :""- I. . (6.5) 

On the other hand. the 21-dimensional sp here S21 is an elementary XB

space BI/Di. From the very definition of category. it follows th at the 
category of S21 is also given by (6. 5). On account of (6. 3). Wand S21 

are homeomorphic. The lemma is thus proved . 

. 7. Pro 0 f 0 f Th e 0 rem I I. Let W he a simply-connected 
manifold admitting effectively and transitively a connected compact group 
R. and having EULER characteristic equal to two. From Lemma I. we know 
that R is a connected compact simple LIE group. Lemma 4 tells us that R 
cannot he of the classes F4 • E6' E7' Es. Hence R is either the exceptional 
group G 2 or a classical group. 

IE R is the group G 2• it follows from Lemma 7 that W is the six
dimensional sphere. In the other alternative. Lemma 8 tells us that W is a 
sp here of even dimension and R the orthogonal group. Theorem II is th ere
fore proved. 

On account of Lemmas 5 and 7. we know that S6 is homeomorphic with 
the coset space G2/ A 2• From this . fact and the well-known homotopy 
sequence. it follows immediately 

Let ltn (G2 ) denote the nth homotopy group of the exceptional group G2 • 

Then lts (G2 )· is free cyclic and 

ltl (G2) = lt2 (G~) = lt4 (G2) = O. 

Furthermore. hy using similar method as in the proof of Theorem II we 
can prove the following 

Theorem 111 3). Let W be a simply-connected manifold with EULER 
characteristic equal to a prime number p> 2. If it admits transitively a 
compact group of transformations. Then W is either a complex projective 
space of 2 (p-l) dimension. or a quaternion projective space of 4 (p-I ) 

3) Prom a recent personal correspondence. the author leamt that some of these result 
are known to A. BOREL. 
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dimension or a 16~dimensional closed orientable manilold with POINCARE 

polynomial 

1 + t S + t 16• 

Academia Sinica. 
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Mathematics. - On the small vibrations of non-holonomic systems. By 
O. BOTTEMA. (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

The small vibratory motions of a conservative non-holonomic system 
about a position of equilibrium have been considered by WHITTAKER in his 
Analytical Dynamics I). His conclusions are that here "the difference 
between holonomic and non-holonomic systems is unimportant" and that 
the vibratory motion of a given non-holonomic system with n independant 
coordinates and m non-integrable kinematical relations is the same as that 
of a certain holonomic system with n-m degrees of freedom. 

These conclusions appear to be incorrect. 
For the sake of simplicity we first consider a system with th ree coor

dinates Xl' X2. X3. kinetic energy 

. (1) 

and potential energy V (xl' X2. X3)' Suppose that there is one kinematical 
relation. integrable or non-integrable: 

(2) 

where Ai (i = 1. 2. 3) are functions of Xl' X2 and X3' 

Suppose further that Xl = X2 = X3 = 0 is a position of equilibrium. 
This means: if for t = 0 we have Xl = X2 = X3 = Xl = X2 = Xl = 0 

then the system is permanently at rest. What can be said then about 
V (Xl X2 X3)? We write down the Lagrangian equations 

d oT oT OV - ---=--+.tA i 
dt OXi OXi OXi 

or 

.. oV+'A Xi=-- 1\ i • 
OXi 

(3) 

where .t is a Eunction oE t only. Substitution oE Xi = 0 gives 

o V ~' 0, 0) = .to Ai (0, 0, 0) • 
Xi 

• (4) 

Hence Eor Xl = X2 = X3 = 0 the öV /ÖXi are proportional to the coefficients 
Ai (which is of course obvious in view of the dynamica I meaning of 

1) E. T . WHITTAKER. A treatise on the Analytical Dynamics of particles and rigid 
bodies. fourth revised edition (1936); first american printing. New Vork (1944), 
pg. 221-226. 
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Ö v / ÖXi and the geometrical meaning of (2». So for Xi = 0 it is not 
necessary that öV /ÖXi = 0, as WHITTAKER supposes. 

We may take Ào = 1 without 1055 of generality in view of the fact that 
the left member of the kinematical relation (2) can be multiplied with the 
constant factor Ào. 

Now we consider the motion of the system in the neighbourhood of 
Xi = 0, 50 that the Xi are small. 

We have then, in view of (4): 

V '-alxl+a2x2+a3x3+t.IbijXiXj (bij=bji) •• (5) 

and the kinematical relation (2) is 

(al + Cu XI + Cl2 X 2 + C13X3) XI + ~ 
+ (a2 + C21 XI + C22 X 2 + C23 X 3) X2 + (83 +C31 XI + C32 X 2 + C33X3) X3=0 

(6) 

50 that the equations of motion are as follows 

XI + al + bil XI + b 12 X 2 + b U X 3 - À (al + Cu XI + CI2 X 2 + C\3X3)=0 l 
~2 + a2 + b 21 XI + b 22 X 2 + b 23 X 3-À. (a2 + C21 XI + CnX2+C23X3)=0 • (7) 

X3 + a,3 + b 31 XI + b32X2 + b33X3-À (83 + C31 XI + C32X2+C33X3)=0 

IE we put À = 1 - E, th en f is small and of the same order as Xi. Taking 
into account in (6) and (7) linear terms only, we have 

(6a) 
and 

XI -t- bu XI + b12X2 + b\3X3 + E al - (cu XI + CI2X2 + CI3X3) = 0 (7a) 

(6a) and (7 a) form a system of four lineair homogeneous differential 
equations for the four unknown functions Xl' X2 , X3' E. Substituting 
Xi = Ciept , E = Coept and eliminating the constants C we find an equation 
for p. One of the roots is p = 0 and the others are the roots of 

bu -Cu + p2 bI2-CU b\3-cn al 

D -_ b 21 - C21 b 22 - Cn + p2 b 23 - C23 a2 ( ) =0, . 8 

I 
b31 - C31 b 32 - Cn b 33 - C33 + p2 a3 

al a2 83 0 
which is of the second degree in p2, 50 that we have in all five roots p. 
The root p = 0 is of course an unpleasant one and asks for a further 
investigation of the system if one inquires about the stability of equilibrium. 

As for the other roots, the determinant (8) is in genera 1 not symmetrical 
because Cij is not necessarily equal to Cj; and here we have a difference 
with the holonomic case. In order to prove that the difference is essential 
we give the following example. Let al = a2 = 0, a3 = a ~ 0, Cij = 0 
with the exception of C21 = C ~ 0, so that we have the system 

V = aX3 + t.I bij Xi Xj 

and the relation 
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which is non-holonomic. The equation (8) is now 

p4 + (bJl + b22) 1'2 + bJl b22 - bu (bu - c) = 0 

and its discriminant 

d = (bJl - bd2 + 4 b~2 - 4 cbu 

is obviously not always positive. We know however that for a holonomic 
system, stabie or unstable, the va lues of p2 are always real. 

IE the system 'is holonomic the relation (6) is integrable, hence Cl j = Ci j 

and {8} is symmetrical. 
We have to consider the case that (6) is not integrable as it stands but 

can be. made so by as integrating factor. IE we multiply the left member by 
(1 + qlxl + Q2x2 + Q3x3 + ... ) and take )nto account only linear terms, 
we get 

cij = Clj + al Qj 

and . it is easily seen that D' is obtained from Dby multiplying the last 
column · by Ql and adding it to the j-th column. Hence we have: .. for 
holonom!c systems D is symmetricalor can be made so by elementary 
transformations: for· non-h6ldnomic systems D is essentially unsymmetrical. 

For the general case of n coordinates XI and m kinematical · relations, 
wh ere XI = 0 is a position of equilibrium, we have 

T=fI alj iel Xj, V= I ai Xi + I bij Xi Xj 

I (aik + Cljk Xj) XI = 0 (k = 1. 2, ... m). 
Ij 

The equation for the frequencies has m roots p = 0 i:md the other 
2 (n-m) roots are those of 

bJl-IcJlk +a11P2 bI2 -IcI2k+aup2 ••• bln-Iclnk+alnP2 all aI2'" alm 

b21 - I C21k + a21 p2 b 22 - I C22k + a22 p2 ••• b 2n - I C2nk + a2n p2 a21 a22" • a2m 

bnl-Icnlk+anlp2 b n2 - I Cn2k + an2 p2 ••• b nn - I Cnnk + a nn p2 ani an2 ... anm 

all a21 ani 0 0 ... 0 
al2 a22 an2 0 0 ... 0 

alm alm anm 0 0 ... 0 

For holonomic systems D is symmetrical or can be made so by elementary 
transformations. This form of the determinant, consisting of an ordinary 
symmetrical p2-determinant of the n-th order, to which are added m rows 
and m columns of constants is given by ROUTH 2). who, however, takes 
the relations in integrated form so that the m roots p = 0 do not occur. 

For non-holonomic systems D is essentially non-symmetrical. 

2) ROUTH. The advanced part of a treatise on the dynamics of a system of rigid 
bodies, Chapter 11. 

=0. 



Mathematics. - On the uniformdistribution modulo 1 of sequences 
({ (n, 0) ) . By P. ERDÖS and J. F. KOKSMA. (Communicated by 
Prof. J. G. VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1-949.) 

I. lntroduction. In a former paper 1) we treated lacunary sequences. 
Now. using an other method. we consider general sequences. For notation 
and definitions. see 1). We prove 

Theorem 1. Let {( 1. 0). {( 2. 0). ... be a sequence of real numbers, 
defined for each value of 0 of the segment a:S; 0 :s; {J, such that {( n, 0) 
for n = 1. 2 •... as a function of O. has a continuous derivative re and such 
that the expression 

(ó(nl' 8)-{ó(n2' 8) 

[or each couple of positive integers n1 o:j:. n2 is either a non-decreasing or 
a non-increasing function of 0 on a ~ 0 :s; {J, the absolute value of which is 
~ t5, where t5 denotes a positive number which does not depend on nl. n2' 
or O. Then for almost all 0 the discrepancy D(N,O) of the sequence 
satisfies the inequality 

ND (N. 8) = 0 (Nllog~ +e N) (E > 0). • (1) 

Theorem 1 is a special case of the more general 

Theorem 2. Let {(n,O) for n = 1, 2, ... denote a real continuou6 
function of 0 on a :s; 0 :s; {J and let 

~ (nI' n2. 0) = {(nI' 8)-{(n2' 8) {or nl ::f n2 

have a continuous derivative ~ó which is "=i= 0 and either non-decreasing or 
non-increasing on a :s; 0 ~ {J. Put 

1 M + N n,-I (1 1) 
A (M, N) = N2 I I Max 1 ' ( I' 1 '( {J) 1 

n,=M+2 n.=M+1 ~o nl' n2. a) ~o nl,n2' 

and assume that for some constant y ~ 1 

NA (M, N) -=:: Ko logY N • (2 

for all couples of positive integers M, N where Ko is a positive constant. 
Then for almost all numbers 0 in a:S; 0 :s; {J the discrepancy D(N,O) 

of the sequence {( 1. 0). {( 2. 0). ... satisfies the inequality 

r+4+< 
ND (N) = 0 (NI log -2- N) (e> 0). 

1) P. ERDÖS and J. F. KOKSMA. On the uniform distribution modulo 1 of lacunary 
sequences. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh .. Amsterdam. 52. 264-273 (1949). 
(= Indag. Math. 11. 79-88 (1949) .) 
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Remarks. 1. It is clear that the functions {(n, 0) of Theorem 1 satisfy 
the assumptions of Theorem 2. For if one ranges the N numbers 

{(M + 1. 8). {(M + 2. 8) ••••• {(M + N. 8) 

in order of magnitude, these numbers at each step increase with at least 
the amount <5 and we find 

n,-I 1 N 1 2 
I 1/;'( 8) ft'( 8)1 < 2 I --:i <"i log 3N, n.=M+ I 0 nl' - 0 n2. ",=1 f-tCl Cl 

hence 

2 
NA (M. N) -= d log 3 N = 0 (logr N) for 'Y = 1. 

2. As Mr J. W. S. CASSELS has shown us, he also proved Theorem 1. 
His very interesting method is different from ours. The proofs are comple~ 
tely independent from each other. 

IJ. Some lemma's. 

Lemma 1. Let {(n, 0) for n = 1. 2, ... denote a rea I continuous function 
of 0 on a ::;;; 0 ~ {J and let 

~ (nl' n2' 8) = {(nl' 8)- {(n2' 8) {or nl ~ n2 

have a continuous derivative CPé which is #= 0 and either non~decreasing 
or non~increasing on a ~ 0 ~ {J. Finally put 

1 N n,-I (1 1) 
AN = N2 I I Max I '( )I' I '( (J I . n,=2 n,=1 CPo nl' n2. a CPo nl' n2. ) 

Then we have for N ~ 2, h > 0 (h not depending on n and 0) 

! 1 1 e2;rih/(n,O) 1
2 

dO -= ({J - a) N + AN N2. 
Cl( n=1 h 

The proof of this lemma has been given by KOKSMA 3) . 

Lemma 2. If UI' U2' ••. is a rea I sequence and if D(N) denotes its 
discrepancy then for each integer m ~ L we have 

ND (N) -= K (~+ I ! 1 I e2nlhnn I)· 
m+l h=1 h n=1 

where K denotes a numerical constant. 
Tbis lemma is an improvement proved by ERDÖS-TURÁN 4) of the one~ 

dimensional case of a theorem of VAN DER CORPUT -KOKSMA 5) . 

2) For litt. see 1) and also 11). 
3) J. F. KOKSMA. Ein mengentheoretischer Satz über die Gleichverteilung modulo 

Eins. Comp. Math. 2. 250-258 (1935). 
4) P. ERDÖS and P. TURÁN, On a problem in the theory of uniform distribution. 

Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh., Amsterdam. 51. lH~11504. 1262-1269 (1948). 
(= Indag. Math. 10. 370-378. o4~o413 (1948).) 

11) See J. F. KOKSMA, Diophantische Approximationen, Erg. d. Math. IV, 4 (1936). 
Kap. IX. 
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Lemma 3. lf {(n, 0) denotes the function of Lemma Land if D(N, 0) 
denotes the discrepanclj of the sequence {( L 0), {(2, 0), ... , then 

(> 

J N2 D2 (N. B) dB -= KI (N log2 N + AN N210g N). 
IX 

where Kl depends on fJ - a onIIj. 

[vNJ [VN] 1 I N I 1 N 1 + K2 ~ I - I e2:1ih/(n,~) • I e2n1k/(n,O) . 
h=1 k=1 hk n=1 n=1 

Hence 

f' ( [VNJ 1 ;; I NI) J N2 D2 (N, B) dB -= K2 N(fJ-a) + 2 VN I - J ~ e2nih/(n,O) dB + 
IX h=1 h IX n=1 

+ K2 ~ I - J I e2nih/(n,9) I e2nik/(n,O) dB [VNJ [VNJ 1 I' I N 11 N 1 

h=1 k=1 hk IX n=1 n=1 

and by the CAUCHy-SCHWARZ inequality for integrals 

~ K2 N(fJ-a) + 2 VN ~ - J t2 dB· J I e2nih/(n,O) dB + (
[VNJ 1 ~ P /' 1 N 1

2 ~ t ) 
h=1 h Cl IX n=1 

+ K2 ~ I - J I e2nih/(n,~) dB· J I e2nik/(n,9) dB [VN][VN] 1 ~ /' 1 N 1
2 

"I N 1
2 

~t 
h=1 k=1 hk IX n=1 IX n=1 

-= K2 (N(fJ-a) + 2 VN [1] ! ~(fJ _a)2 N + fJ- a AN' N2P) + 
h=1 h ~ h ~ 

[m](m] 1 ~ 1 P ~ 1 l i 
+ h7:lk: 1 hk~({J-a)N+hAN'N2~ ?(fJ-a)N+kAN·N2~ 

by Lemma 1. Hence by the CAUCHy-SCHWARz-inequality for sums 

! N2 D2(N. B) dB-= K2 (N(fJ-a)+ 2 VN~ I fJ h aVN + I V {J ,/_ a VAN' N~+ 
IX ~h=1 h=1 h rh ~ 

+~ I I~~({J-a)N+!AN'N2L;; ~~({J_a)N+!AN'N2ni) 
? h=1 k=1 hk ~ h ~ h=1 k=1 hk ( k ~ ~ 

-= K2 (N + N log N + VAN Nl + N Jog2 N + AN N210g N). 

where K 2 only depends on K and fJ - a. 
Now iE 

we should have 

1> VAN VNlog N, 
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hence 

Therefore 

/3 

f N2 D2 (N.8) d8 -= KI (N log2 N + AH N210g N). 
IX 

Q.e.d. 

Lemma 4. Let F(M, N) = F(M, N, 0) denote a function of 0 on a 
segment a :;;; 0 :;;; {J for each couple of positive integers M arid N, ,such that 

for each triple M, N and N 1 :;;; N and such tha{ F belongs to the class L2 
over the segment. Let further 

f3 
f IF(M.N.O)12 dO,-= K3Nloga N . 
IX 

K3> 0 and a, being real constants. Then for almost all 0 in a:;;; 0 :;;; IJ we 
have 

,,+3+< 
I F (0. N. 8) 1= 0 (N1Iog-2- N) (E > 0). 

This lemma is a special case ofa theorem of GÁL-KoKSMA. the proof of 
which will appear before long 6). 

111. We now prove Theorem 2. 

Let M denote an arbitrary integer ~ 1 and consider the functions 

f(M + 1. 8). f(M +2.8) .... ; . . . . . . (4) 

these functions satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 1 and the corresponding 
number AH is exactly identical with the number A (M, N) which we have 
defined in Theorem 2. Denoting the discrepancy of the sequence (4) by 
D(M. N. 0). we have by Lemma 3. applied to the sequence (4). 

f' 
f N2 D2(M.N.8)d8-=KI (Nlog2N+A(M.N)N210gN)-= KtNlogl+r N 
Cl . 

because of (2). Now it is easily seen from the definition of D (N). that 
if we 'put 

F(M, N, 0)= N D(M. N. 0). 

the relation (3) is satisfied. Hence Theorem 2 follows immediately from 
Lemma 4 with a = 1 + y. 

6) Cf, I. S. GAL et J. F. KOKSMA. Sur l'ordre de grandeur des fonetions sommables. 
C. R, Acad. d. Sc. Parls. 227. 1321-1323 (1948). 



Mathematies. - On the Geometry of a System of Partial Differential 
Equations of the Second Order. By A. URBAN. (Communicated 
by Prof. J. A. SCHOUTEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

1. The geometry of the system of partial differential equations of the 
second order 

o~;.zh=H:}.W.zJ.O.Zk); x.J../-l.v=1. ...• n; h.i.j.k=l ..... m. (1.1) 

and similar systems of higher order with the unknown functions Zh and the 
independent variables $" was treated already many times. An extensive 
bibliography of the subject is found in E. BORTOLOTTI [3] 1). The usual 
geometrical interpretation of the system (1. 1) may be characterized as 
follows. IE the invariance of the equations (1. 1) for certain transformations 

in the variables $" or $". Zh is established and if from the HZ;. the components 
of some linear connexion and (or) some other geometric objects in the 

space of the $" or $". Zh can be derived such that viee versa the H~;. can be 
derived from the components. the geometry in this space established by 
these objects gives the geometrie interpretation of the given system of 
equations. 

All th is is very simple for m = 1 and for H~I. linear in Ö). zand z 

O!l.z=r;I.OxZ+r",l.Z; x.J../-l=1. .... n. (I. 2) 

For the transformations 

~,. = ~ •. (~,); x = I ....• n; x' = 1 I • •••• n'. (I. 3) 

the functions r~1. resp. rI'l. transform as the components of a connex ion 
and a tensor resp. 2). Therefore a geometry of the system (1. 2) is the 

geometry of a space X n with the connexion r ~I. and the tensor r 1'1.. All 
this is much more complieated for the analogieal systems of higher orders. 
E. BOMPIANI 3) studied the system of the third order. 

A. MAXIA 4) gave another geometrical interpretation of the system (I. 2). 
IE the za; a = O. 1. .... n. are affine coordinates in an affine space En+l' 

the n + 1 solutions za = za ($") of the system (1. 2) represent a hyper~ 
surface A!, in E 'n+l for which the system (1. 2) together with ö}.Z = z). 
may be considered as a fundamental system. For this An. rI'l. is the 

fundamental tensor and the r~}.·s are the coeffieients of the induced 
connexion. A. MAXIA proved that the same hypersurface An considered as 

1) The numbers in ( ] refer to the bibliography at the end of th is paper. 
2) Cf. (I]. 
3) (2]. 
4) (S]. 
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an envelope of its tangent-EII's is represented by the conjugated system of 
the system (1. 2) introduced by L. BIANCHI5). 

In the present paper still another geometrical interpretation of the system 
( 1. 2) is given. This system is very c10sely connected with the system 
(3. 2). Every solution of (3. 2) may be considered as a geodesie hyper
surface of a space X n+1 with the projective connexion (3. 15). In the 
sections 1-6 this geometrical interpretation is developed. 

The most general transformation which leaves the form of the system 
(1. 2) unchanged is given by (2. 8). § 7 is c10sely connected with the 
investigations of A. MAXIA and deals more in detail with the functions 

r;,J. and r /ll. 
In the § 8 the conjugated system of L. BIANCHI of the system (1. 2) is 

constructed by means of geometrieal considerations. 

2. Let be given a completely integrable system of linear partial dif
ferential equations of the second order 

O!l z = r;lO,Z + rp.lZ; ". À. /J. '/J. e = 1. ...• n. . (2. 1) 

in the unknown variabie zand the independent variables ;". We suppose 

the coefficients r;l = rrp.. r /lÀ = r l/l to be analytic functions of the ;" 
only. According to the assumption that the system (2. 1) is completely 
integrable. these coefficients are related by the following equations 

a) 0[0 r;]!. + r;[o r~)l + A[: rp.)l = 0'I. 
b) 0[0 rp.]!. + r!>[o r~]l = 0. 

(2.2) 

The system (2. 1) is invariant. i.e. it transforms into 
:::l.2 , r":::l. , + r , 
U",').I Z = lJ.' .V VY.' Z ~ p'}.1 Z : ,,'.À'./J'.'/J'.e'=l', ... ,n' . (2.3) 

if and only if the e' depend on the ;" only 

;" = ;" W). det. (~ ::') =f ° (2.4) 

and if z transforms as follows 

z' =eW) z + oW); eW) =!= 0. . (2.5) 

where 0(;") is a solution of (2.3). The relations between the coefficients 
in (2.1) and (2.3) are given by 

r;.: l' = Y,;l A~,i,~' + A~' op.' A~, + 2 A(;: Ol') log e. (2. 6) 
and 

rp.'I.' = rp.i. A~,~, - r;.l A~,f,:' 0,' log e- (op.,A~,)A:' 0.' log e - l 
- (Op.' log e) (Ol' log e) + 0;' l' log e. 

(2.7) 

5) E. BOMPIANI (2) gave a similar geometrica) interpretation for the analogie al systems 
of the third order. The systems of arbitrary orders of this type may be treated in the 
same way. 
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As in (2.5) the addition of a solution 0(;") of the system (2.3) may be 
considered as a trivia I transformation. we restrict ourselves in the following 
to the transformations (2.4) and (2.5) with 0=0. 

a) ,x' = ;x' W). det. (~ ::') * O'l 
· (2.8) 

b) z'=eW)z. e(;')*O. 

3. In order to find a geometrical interpretation of the system (2. 1) let 
us consider a space X n +1 with the coordinates z. ;". If in this space we 
introduce a new coordinate 

;0 def - log z . (3. 1) 

instead of z. the form of (2. 1) is not invariant and (2. 1) is transformed 
into 

O~.t ;0_ (01';0)(0.t'0) = r; J. 0, ,°- rl'.t. . . . . (3.2) 

It is evident that by means of (3. 1) to every solution of (2. 1) with the 
exception of the trivial solution z = 0 there corresponds one and only one 
solution of (3.2) and conversely. Hence also (3.2) is completely integrable 
if (2. 2) holds. 

a) eo' = ,0 -log e (;'). ,x' = ;" W); det. 0 " ) -=/= 0. (
à " " ! 

· (3.3) 
b) ,0=eo'+logeWW')). ,'=,xW'); e(;')*O. 

x=I ..... n; ,,'=I' ..... n'. 

corresponding to (2.8) and leaving (3.2) invariant are in the space X n+1 

with the coordinates ;<1; a. p. y. b = O. 1 ..... n. the allowable coordinate 
transformations. Hence the X n+l of ;0.;" is not an ordinary X n+1 but an 
Xn+1 with a restricted group of coordinate transformations. 

For the transformations (3. 3) r~.t and r PÀ transform according to 
(2.6.7). 

The mixed components of the unity affinor are 

0' oeo' 0' oeo' x' o;x· x' M" ! Ao =0,0 = I. A.t =oe =-ol.loge. Ao =Mo =0. A, =o;x' 
(3.4) 

A o 0'° AO MO 0 I A X MX ° A' MX 
0' = oeo' = 1. l.' = o,l.' = l.' og e. 0' = aeo' =. x' = 0;'" . 

According to the fact that the group of coordinate transformations in 
X n+1 is a restricted one there exists in X n+l 10 an invariant congruence 
of curves 

" = coost. . · (3.5) 

(individual curves of this congruence need not be invariant) and 20 a class 
of individually invariant contra variant vectors characterized by the vanishing 
of all components ex cept the O~component. 
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Now let ·r:fj be an arbitrary symmetrie linear connexion given in 
Xn+l. As we may easily prove. for -the transformations (3.3) the eoeffi~ 
cients of th is connex ion transform as follows 

·rX
' .r.x AI'A x' + 2·r.x A-x'l' ~ 1 + l fA' A' = 1. 1'.1. I' A' x 1. 1'0 X(I" UA') og e 

+ · rao A:' (01" l~g e) (O.I.' log e) + A:' 01" A1,. 

·I!:A'= ·I!AA~,1, + 2 ·I!oA(~,àA') loge + -tio(OI" loge) (O.I.' loge) - ! 
-rr";.AA~,1,:' + 2 -r;oA:;:'OA') log e + -raoA:' (0", log e) (0.1.' loge) + 

+ A:' a", A~,] . ox' log e + O!'A' log e. 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

• r-P-' . • Cl )' cz' 
1. r'O' = rrO A r,« • . (3.8) 

)C. ,l.. P. = 1 ..... n )c'. ,l.'. p.' = 1' •.... n'. 
a.{J.r=O.1. ...• n : a'.{J'.r'=O'.I' •...• n'. 

In our An+l (i.e. in the X n+l with the connexion ·rr~) there exists a 
weIl defined set of X n'S whose equations are the solutions 

. . (3.9) 

of the system (3. 2). The question arises whether there exist any connexions 

-r:f' in An+l for which all these Xn'S are geodesie Xn's. 
It is easily proved that (3. 9) represents a geodesie X n in X n+l if and 

only if the funetion f(~") is a solution of the system 

à!A{+(tioA(~-2-~lol)(OA){)(OX{)- i (3.10) 

- -rao {Ol' f) (OAf) (o,f) - tr";.}.- 2 -ft 101 A1)) ox{ + ·r!A = O. ~ 
Aeeordingly every solution of (3. 2) has to be a solution of (3.10). But 

beeause of the complete integrability of (3. 2) this is possible if and only 
if (3.2) and (3. 10) are equivalent. Henee 

a) -rao = O. 

c) • r";.A = r;.A + 2 • rt:.lol A1) • 

From (3. 11) we see that the connex ion -rr~ is not determined uniquely. 

The -~. s may be still ehosen arbitrarily but they must transform aeeording 
to (3. 8) and therefore 

- roO' • roO 
1. 0'0' = 1. 00. • roO' • roO I' • roO 1.1"0' = 1.1'0 AI" ++(-1 + 1. 00) ol'.Ioge. (3.12) 

IE we write now 

Po ~ef -l (-1 + -tio). pA def -[fo. . . . . • (3.13) 

we see that p~. {J = O. 1. ...• n. is a covariantvector. Conversely. if P~ is 
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an arbitrary covariant vector. all connexions satisfying (3. 11) may be 
written in the form 

* ,..,x *, A' A' * ,..,x,..,x A' I 1. 00 = o. rI'o = I' + Po I' • 1. I'A = J I'A + 2 p(1' A) • 

*roe 1+2 * roe , *roe ' r 
' 1. 00 = ' Po. 1. 1'0 = PI'" ' 1. I'A = .J.tÀ. 

(3. 14) 

or. taking all equations together 

*r;!, = 0 r:!' + 2p(y Afo): a. {J. r = O. 1. .... n. 

where the connex ion °r;p is defined by 

• (3. 15) 

) or" def ,..,x a I'A=1.I'A . ) 
07"'''' def A'" c 1. rO - r' (3. 16) 

(3. 15) is a 50 caHed projective transformation of the connex ion. i.e. a 
transformation leaving the set of all geodesics invariant. 

Hence we have proved: 

Theorem I. A necessary and sufficient condition that every solution 
$0 = f($") of (3.2) represents a geodesie X n in the An+1 with the con~ 

nexion *ry~ is that (3. 11) be satisfied. The connexion er.;p is determined 
to within the projective transformation (3.15) . 

All connexions (3. 15) define a so ca lied projective connex ion. The 

projective curvature affinor Pá;' ~ '" of th is projective connex ion is 6) 

P· .. '" d.,f eR' . . '" 2 P A'" + 2 A '" P ayp = ay !' - [oYI!' [a rl !' · (3.17) 

where 

py!'def 1_(~+1)21(n+2)*Ry~+ *Vy!' I.! • 

eR def*R"'''' *v defeR"'''' r!' = "'y j3 . yp = y!,,,, 

(3. 18) 

and where *Rä y/ is the curvature affinor of the connex ion *rr~' It is 

well known that Pj;'/ is independent of the choice of P/3. For the con~ 

nexion °rr~ we may find easily the corresponding curvature affinor 

°Rá Y/. All its components ex cept 

a) t °R~~i' = o[p r;IA + r;[pr:11 + A[: r ... 11 • ~ 

b) tOR;~io=O[prl')Ä+re[pr:p. ~ 
· (3.19) 

vanish identically. But the components (3.19) vanish in consequence of 
(2. 2) . hence 

0R· ... "-O 7) • rJy!' - • . . (3.20) 

6) Cf. [7]. 11. p. 179. 
7) The eonditions of integrability (2.2) of the system (2. 1) eao he therefore repl.eed 

by the equation (3. 20). 
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From this result and (3. 17) we obtain: 

Theorem 11. The projective curvature affinor of the projective con~ 
nexion (3.15) vanishes 

P···« 0 ar (J = . • (3.21) 

Weremark that according to (3.20) there exists in the X n+1 a coordi~ 

nate system (a') such that the °rr~lfJ' all vanish. But according to (3. 16c) 
the transformation (a) ~ (a') does not satisfy the conditions for allowable 
transformations (3. 3) and therefore it does not leave invariant the form 
of the equations (3. 2) . 

4. The connexions (3. 15) are determined by the only geometrie con~ 
dition that all solutions ~o = f (~,,) of the system (3. 2) represent geodesie 

Xn'S of the connex ion ·ry~. 
Some of the connexions (3.15) 

.r." 0r.« 2 A« ( Yj3 = y,3 + p(y [ö) • 4. 1) 

may be distinguished by introducing an additional geometrie condition. 
We may ask for connexions of the form (4.1) for whieh the invariant 
congruence (3.5) 

~'= con st. • (4.2) 

consists of pseudoparallel geodesies. A necessary and suHicient condition 
is that there exists a vector field v" with v" = 0 such that b v" = 13 v" or, 
according to (4. 1) and (3. 16) 

• rf;o V
O d~o + · r;o v d~!l = (1 + Po) V

O d~' = 0 , l 
dvo+ ·tiovod~+ ·r20vOd~!l=dvo+ (1 +2po)vOd~o+ vOp!ld~!l=l3vo. 

(4.3) 

Hence the curves (4. 2) are always geodesies but the only values of 
Pfo for which they are pseudoparallel are those for whieh 

Po = -1. . (4. 4) 

This condition is invariant for the transformations (3.3). 
Collecting results we have: 

Theorem 111. The curves of the invariant congruence (4.2) are always 

geodesics of the connexion • r:{J ; they are pseudoparallel if and only ij the 
invariant condition Po = -1 is satisfied. 

We remark that the connexion 0 ryfo does not possess this property as 

·ry~ = °r;,3 only for Pj3 = 0 whieh ·equation is invariant for the trans~ 
formations (3. 3). 

In order to distinguish certain connexions from (4. 1). also other 
additional geometrie conditions can be introduced. IE ~o = f(~") is a 
soIutiop of (3. 2). also ~o = f (~,,) + c (c = const. ) is a solution. We 
remark that $0 = const. is not a soIution, except in the case that r pl = O. 
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All the Xn'S 

~o = fW) + c : c = eonst. , · (4.5) 

are always geodesie X n' S of the eonnexions (4. 1). The solution $0 = f ($") 
being given we may ask for the eonnexions of the form (4. 1) for which 
these X n' S are pseudoparallel. 

The field 

· (4.6) 

is tangent to the Xn'S (4.5). The Xn'S being geodesie we have only to 
consider an arbitrary displacement not Iying in the n-direction of t{3, e.g. a 
displacement with d $0 ~ 0, d $" = O. Then for this displacement we have 
to write out the equation 

· (4.7) 

where e is an arbitrary scalar (*'V;. symbolizis the covariant derivation with 

respect to • rr~5 ). According to (4. 1) and (3. 16) this gives immediately 

pl + Po à;,f= O. . (4.8) 

The general solution of th is equation is 

Po = -0, pl = oà!.{ · (4.9) 

where 0 is an arbitrary scalar. Hence we have proved: 

Theorem IV. The arbitrarily but definitely chosen solutions of (3.2) 

~o = fW) + c : c = const., . (4. 10) 

represent always geodesie Xn'S of the eonnexion (4.1). These Xn'S are 
pseudoparallel if and only i[ 

Po=-o, p;.=oà;.f . . (4.11) 

where 0 is an arbitrary scalar. 
From the last two theorems follows immediate1y: 

Theorem V. If 

~o =fW) + c ; c= eonst., (4.12) 

are 001 arbitrarily but definitely ehosen solutions of (3.2). the 00 1 Xn'S 

represented by (4. 12) are always geodesie for connexions of the form 
(4. 1). There exists one and only one among these eonnexions sueh that 
these X n' S are pseudoparallel and that simultaneously the eurves of the 
invariant eongruenee of geodesics (4. 2) are pseudoparallel. This eonnexion 
is given by (4. 1) and 

Po = -1. Pl = àlf. (4. 13) 

5. The equation (3.20) shows that the curvature affinor °R;s:,./' of the 

connex ion 0 ry~ vanishes; the spa ce An+l with this connex ion is therefore 

an En+l' In order to find all the connexions ·ry~ the curvature affinor of 

56 
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which vanishes we consider the transformation formula of the curvature 

afIinor for the transformation (3.15). According to °Rä"r/ = 0 we obtain 

·RJ';/ = - 2Ploy) A~ + 2Aläpy)~ . . . . . (5. I) 
where 

(5.2) 

o\] f3 b~ing the symbol of the covariant derivation with respect to 0 ry~. 

A necessary and sufficient condition that ·Rär/ = 0 is that PI' is a solution 
of the system of differential equations 

O\]y PI'_Py PI' = O. 9) . 

According to (3. 16) this system may be written as follows 

a) 00 Po-Pa-Po Po = O. 

c) OoPA-PA-PJ.PO=O. 

. • (5.3) 

First we consider the solutions P f3 for which Po = const. We may easily 
verify that all such solutions are given by 

• (;. 5) 
a) Po = O. pl. = 0 • I 
b) Po=-I. p).=p).W), oI'P).-PI'P).=r~).px-rl').' 

Hence we have proved: 

Theorem VI. T he connexions ·1 ~~ from (4. 1), the curvature affinor 

·Rä"rl' of which vanishes and for which Po = const., are either °r;p or the 
connexions for which the congruence 

~x = .const. . . . . . . . . (5.6) 

consists of pseudoparallel geodesics. 
Now let us suppose Po # O. According to (5.5) this is equivalent to 

• ry~ 1=- 0 ry~ •. In this case we may replace the system (5. 4) by 

a) 00 Po - Po - Po Po = 0; Po 1=- 0 , 

b) 0). PO-pI. -pI. Po = 0, 

c) 0oP).-P).-P).Po=O, . • (5.7) 

cl) ol' Pl.-PI' pJ. = r;A Px-rl'A P d , f pI. 
).=--. 

Po 
Hence: 

Theorem VII. A necessary and suf/icient condition that the curvature 

affÛlOr • Ri y;t of a connexion· r;p (1=- 0 ry~) [rom (4. 1) van is hes is tha' 
PI' is a solution of (5.7). 

8) Cf. (7). 11, p. 177. 
9) Cf. (7). 11, p. 182. 
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6. The solutions of the system (3.2) represent geodesie Xn'S in the 
An+1 with the connex ion (4. 1). Conversely, according to the complete 
integrability of (3. 2) every geodesie X n of this connex ion with an 
equation of the form (3.9), i.e. every geodesie Xn that has nowhere a 
direction in common with the invariant congruence (3. 5) 

~z = const. . . . . . . • (6. 1) 

represents a solution of (3. 2) . Every other Heodesic X n consists of oon-I 

curves of this congruence and its equation has the form 

fW)=O .. . (6.2) 

with the condition 

d ~r .'V i. 0" f = a 0" f . . . . . . . (6. 3) 

for every direction d ~a for which 

d ~z ox f = 0 , d ~o arbitrary, . . . . (6.4) 

a being an arbitrary scalar. From (6. 3) it follows that 

wh ere a' is an arbitrary scalar. 
Because of (6. 4) the equation (6. 5) is equivalent to 

o;!. f= (r;i. + 2·at .. A~» O. f (6.6) 
or in another form 

. (6.7) 

where al' is an arbitrary vector and 

ai. = ·ai. + Pi. . . • . • (6.8) 

The conditions of integrability of the system (6. 7) are satisfied if and 
only if a l is a gradient of some scalar a 

ai. = Oi. a. . • • • • • (6.9) 

That proves: 

Theorem VIII. I [ f = f ( ~ x) is a solution o[ the equations 

O; i. f= (r;!. + 2 a(!, A ~» O. f .. . . (6.10) 

where al' = (}p. a and a an arbitrary scalar, then f = 0 is the equation o[ 
a geodesie X n [or every eonnexion (3. 15) . 

7. In th is section we consider the funct ions r;. and r p.l in detail. 
Instead of the group of transformations (2. 8) we consider firstly only 
the subgroup 

a) ;0' = ~o, b) e' =~z' W) ; det. (~~:') =10 .. (7.1) 
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Then the formulae (2.6) and (2. 7) simplify and the resulting equations 
are 

r X
' rx AfJ. 1 x' + AX'::lo A' 

I" A' = ,..1. ,..' A'x x u,..' A' , 

r,.., A' = r,..A A~,1, 
• (7.2) 

(7.3) 

Erom which it follows that r;A resp. rpI. are the components of a connexion 

and a tensor resp. in the Xn of the ;". IE R;i,l' is the curvature affinor of 

the connex ion r~A and \lA the symbol of the covariant derivation with 

respect to r~A, the conditions of integrability (2.2) are equivalent to 

IE we define RpI. def R;~i x, V,..!. def R~i/ we find from (7.4) 

R,.A = (I-n) r,..A, V,..A = O. . . . (7.5) 

If now we apply to the unknown variabie the transformation (cf. (3.3)) 

. • (7.6) 

I!x I! 
and denote the transforms of r~J. and rpI. by r,..J. and r,..J. resp., according 
to (2.6,7) and (7.2,3) we obtain 

I! r;A = r;A + 2 A(~oJ.) log e . . . • . • (7.7) 
I! r,..l. = rpl. -r;l. 0. log e-(o,..log e) (aA log e) + 0;1. log e. 11) (7.8) 

By the elimination of ih log e from (7.7) we god the well known projective 
parameters of THOMAS 12) 

IJ' def r x 2 A x r~ ,..1. = ,..1. - n + 1 (,.. A) ~ 13) • . • • (7.9) 

transforming for the transformations (7.lb) and (7.6) as follows 

.' x,.. A .' 2 A x' A AX'::lo A X A (AX' ( ) ll",'I.,=ll,..I.A,..,l.'x + n+l (,..,oJ.,)logw+ ,u,..' I,.: w=det. x), 7.10 

that is independently of the parameter e. 
If we elimina te log e Erom (7. 7) and (7. 8) we obtain the functions 

n d~f r + 1 ~ r' r~ (::lo r~ + 1 r~ r~ ) ~ 14) (7. 11) 
;)4,..l. = ,..l. n+l ~ ,..J. _v- u,.. l.. n+l ,..v AI! ~ 

10) Cf. [SI, (4.1), p. 172. 
11) Cf. [SI, (7.2), p. 174. 
12) Cf. (7). Il, p. 193. 

13) II~A correspond to -r:s in [S), (7.3), p. 174. 

14) IJ"" correspond to -bTS in [SI, (7.3), p. 174. 
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which for the transformations (7. 1 b) and (7. 6) transform also indepen
dently of the parameter e: 

n+1 (7. 12) 
!}ft'l! = Qftl. A~:l.' + _1_ r;:I! 0,. log 6 - ! 
(n~ 1)21 2r:,. A(~.aA') log6 +(Oft.)og6)(0l..10g6)+0!'l..10g61. IS) 

The functions Q/lÀ . however. may be derived directly from the para

meters n~l. . In order to find arelation between Q/l ). and n;l. let us 
introduce the following functions 

n' def ::. U ' TTx TIe 16) "ftl. = 2 U[~ ,up. + 2 .l.l[~ lel ft]l. 

def::. r ' + 1 r Y r ' r ' r Y 
q>ftÀ = Uft AZ n + 1 ftY I.z - ftl. Zy . 

Then we obtain from (7.9). (7. 13) and (7. 14) 

n Y. R' .. ' + 2 I A'''''' AZ::, r O I "ftl. = ~,UÀ n+l [Y '+'ftP- À U[~ !~l !? 

and from this equation and (7. 5) it follows that 

h n def IJ' 
W ere ft). = zft À. 

Evidently the relation between the Q /l ). and the n~l. is given by 

1 
Qftl. = -1 - lIl,)" --n 

(7. 13) 

(7. 14) 

(7. 15) 

(7. 16) 

(7. 17) 

From (7. 7) it is evident that to every system of the form (2. 1) exists 
a projective curvature affinor in the X n of the ; " which. however. vanishes 
because of (7. 4a). 

8. In this section the unknown varia bIe ;0 will not be transformed and 
accordingly be denoted by 1;. Then. as we have seen. in the X n of the 
;" (obtained from the X n+1 of the ;Q by reduction with respect to the 

invariant congruence (3. 5) 18)) a connex ion r~l. and a tensor r/l ). are 
fixed. We deal here only with the case that this tensor has the rank n. 
In that case we may write aft). instead of r /l). and use a/l). as a fundamental 

tensor in X n to raise and lower indices. Of course r~À is in general not 

15) From (7.10) and (7. 12) it follows th at the statement of the last theorem in [5] . 

p. 174. concerning the functions n~À and !J /l). must be formulated in a somewhat 
other way. 

16 ) Cf. [4]. (35. 8). p. 99. 
17) Cf. [4]. p. 100 where A ij stands for 'Î'ftÀ ' 
18 ) That means: all points lying in the same ~" = con st. are identified. Cf. [6]. p. 45. 
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equal to the connexion {~~} belonging to th is fundamental tensor. Accor

ding to this fact next to the covariant diHerential !5 Wl with respect to the 

connexion r~~ another covariant differential 

• (8. 1) 

can be defined. The connexion 'r~~ belonging to this second covariant 
differential can be formed as follows. From (8. 1) it follows that 

(8.2) 

where 

(8.3) 

and accordingly 

(8.4) 

The connexion 'r~~ may be written also in another form using the well 
known 19) formula 

r;J. = L,\I + t (Q~/ + Q.i.~,,- Q~,,~). 

In consequence of (7.4b) 
Q[."l~=O 

and therefore from (8. 5) it follows th at 

Q~ i x = 2 (r;~ - I : J.I ) 
with aid of which we obtain from (8. 4) 

'r;~ = 21,,\I-r;J.. 
Evidently (8. 8) is equivalent to 

'r' - ," 0 (::' r·) "J. - a - Up. BJ./1 - /1" BJ.. . 

· (8.5) 

· (8.6) 

· (8.7) 

(8.8) 

· (8.9) 

IE 'V J. is the symbol of the covariant derivation with respect to the 

connex ion 'r~~ and if 'R~~/ is the curvature affinor of this same con
nexion, it is easily proved that the following equations 

b) 'V[ .. r"lJ. = 0 (8. 10) 

are satisfied for the connexion 'r~~ . Therefore the functions '~~ and 
r pA may be considered as the coefficients of the following system of the 
partial differential equations of the second order 

à!J.C = 'T;~ à, C + r,,~C . (8.11) 

in the unknown function C and the independent variables ~x. The conditions 
of integrability of this system are (8.10). The system (8.11). however, is 
the well known conjugated system to the system (2. 1) introduced by 

19) Cf. (7), I, p. 83. 
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L. BIANCHI 20). Hence the system (2. 1) and its conjugated system (8. 11) 
éire simultaneously completely integrable. 

We remark that according to (8.8) the relation of the systems (2.1) 
and (8. 11) is mutually reciprocal 21). 

Collecting results we have: 

Theorem IX. If in the system of equations (3.2) the independent 
variabie (; = ~o is fixed. in the X n obtained from the X n+l of the 
~a, a = 0, 1. ... , n. by reduction with respect to the congruence ~~ = const.; 

,,= 1. ... , n. a connexion r~). and a tensor a"l = r "l are determined. II 
a"l has the rank n this tensor can be used as fundamental tensor and there 

exists another connexion 'r~!.= 2 11'\ I - r;!.. If in the equations (2. 1) 

r;1. is replaced by 'r~l a new system of equations of the second order 
arises. ca lied the conjugated system of (2. 1) alter BIANCHI. The system 
(2. 1) and its conjugated system (8. 11) are reciprocal and simultaneously 
completely integrable. 

Epe 22) - Praha. April 1949. 
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Mathematica. - Affinzusammenhängende Mannigfaltigkeiten von Linien~ 
elementen, die ein lnhaltsmass besitzen 1). Von O. VARGA. (Com~ 
municated by Prof. J. A. SCHOUTEN.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

In einem beliebigen Finsiersehen Raum. der entsprechend der Cartan~ 
schen Theorie 2) als Linieneiementmannigfaltigkeit aufgefasst werden solI. 
besitzt ein integrables - aus Punkten bestehendes - Gebiet bekanntlich 
nur in Bezug auf ein Richtungsfeld ein Inhaltsmass. Es gibt aber auch eine 
solche Klasse von Finsiersehen Räumen. für die ein integrables Gebiet ein. 
von einem Richtungsfeld unabhängiges Inhaltsmass im gewöhnlichen Sinne 
besitzt. Diese Klasse von Räumen ist dadurch gekennzeichnet. dass für sie 
eine sogenannte Cartansche Geometrie gilt. cl.h. eine Geometrie. die aus 
euklidisch~zusammenhängenden Hyperflächenelementen besteht 3). 

Hier solI nun untersucht werden. unter welchen Bedingungen eine affin~ 
zusammenhängende Linienelementmarmigfaltigkeit ein relatives. d.h. von 
einem Richtungsfeld abhängiges Inhaltsmass besitzt. Ferner sollen die 
Bedingungen erörtert werden für ein Inhaltsmass im gewöhnlichen Sinne. 
Es wird sich zeigen. dass in gewissen Spezialfällen von Mannigfaltigkeiten 
für die ein absoluter - cl.h. vom Wege unabhängiger - Parallelismus der 
Linienelemente besteht. stets ein relatives Inhaltsmass in Bezug auf ein 
Feld von paralellen Linienelementen existiert. Es werden weiter zwei 
Klassen von Mannigfaltigkeiten angegeben, in denen ein gewöhnliches 
Inhaltsmass existiert. Die eine ist wieder eine Unterklasse der Mannig~ 
faltigkeiten mit absolutem Parallelismus der Linienelemente. Für die zweite 
Klasse hingegen ist diese Bedingung nicht notwendig. Diese Klasse ist das 
genaue Analogon derjenigen Finsiersehen Räume für die ein Inhaltsmass 
im gewöhnlichen Sinne vorhanden ist. Wird in der Linienelementmannig
faltigkeit eine Finslersche Metrik eingeführt. so müssen natürlich beide 
Klassen von Mannigfaltigkeiten zusammenfallen oder die erstere eine Un
terklasse der zweiten sein. Dies wird am Schluss der Arbeit nachgewiesen. 
Wir stellen der bequemeren Lesbarkeit halber die wichtigsten Begriffe und 
Formeln über affinzusammenhängende Linienelementmannigfaltigkeiten 50 

weit wir sie hier benötigen zusammen 4) . 

1. Affinzusammenhängende Mannigfaltigkeiten ven Linienelementen. 

Sind ~"(x = 1. 2 ..... n) die Koordinaten eines Punktes und wird eine 

1) leh spreehe Herm J. A. SCHOUTEN für wertvolle Ratsehläge. dureh die meine 
Arbeit verbessert wurde. meinen besten Dank aus. 

2) E. CARTAN [1]. S. 4-5. (Siehe Schriftenverzeichnis am Ende dieser Arbeit.) 
3) E. CARTAN [2]. S. 12-20 und E. CARTAN [1]. S. 29-32. 
4) O. VARQA (1J . 
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Richtung durch diesen Punkt durch das VerhäItnis der v" (" = I, 2, ... , n) 5) 
charakterisiert, 50 ist ein Linienelement der (2n-1 )-dimensionalen Mannig
faltigkeit durch (;, v) bestimmt. 

Die Mannigfaltigkeit heisst affinzusammenhängend, wenn für sie 

Grössen C~i', r;A 6) gegeben sind, die bei der Koordinatentransformation 

dem Transformationsgesetz 

C · . ,' - A" I. z' C·.x 
/-l-').' - IJ.').'Z pA., 

(1. 1) 

(1. la) 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 

genügen, in den v" beziehungsweise von (-I) -ter und nu liter Ordnung 
homogen sind und die Relationen 

(1. 4) 

befriedigen 7). Setzen wir 

(1. 5) 

50 ist für ein differenzierbares Vektorfeld u" (;, v) das invariante Differen
tial èJ u" durch 

bestimmt. 
Von den drei Krümmungsaffinoren benötigen wir hier bloss den Affinor 

Aus ihm lässt sich durch Oberschiebung mit v" der Affinor 

P· .x def p . . . x A - 2~ A X + 2Ax Ae 
v ft = v ft A V - U[v ft] [v lel ft] 

1 (1.7) 

9). ~ 

(1. 8) 

5) Da in vorliegender Arbeit die SCHOUTENsche Kernindexmethode benützt wird, 
erwies es sich als notwendig, einige Änderungen gegenüber Bezeichnungen früherer 
Arbeiten des Verf. zu machen. Auf diese Änderungen solI stets an entsprechender StelIe 
hingewiesen werden. Wir verwenden hier v" statt x'" in O. VARGA [1]. 

6) C~i. z und r;/ statt C~ft und r// in O. VARGA [1]. 

7) Diese Definition der affinzusammenhängenden MannigfaItigkeit in O. VAROA [1], 
Paragraf 1. 

8) A~ sta tt G~ in O. VARGA [1]. 

9) P~~/ statt Pl.~f'v in O. VARGA [1] . 
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herleiten 10). Schliesslich erwähnen wir noch den aus (1. 7) und (1. 8) 
ableitbaren Hauptkrümmungsaffinor 

· (1. 9) 

2. Definition des lnhaltsmasses und Bestimmung der entsprechenden 
Dichten. 

In der affinzusammenhängenden Mannigfaltigkeit muss jede Grösse 
geometrischer Natur lediglich von den. den Zusammenhang bestimmenden. 
Grössen (1. 2). (1. 3) und deren Ableltungen hinsichtlich den ~" bzw. v" 
abhängen. 

Wir zeichnen nun in einem (2 n-l )~dimensionalen Teilbereich der 
Mannigfaltigkeit ein Richtungsfeld 

v' = r"(~) • (2. 1) 

aus und bezeichnen das zugeordnete. als n~dimensional und integrabel vor~ 
ausgesetzte. Punktgebiet mit P. Isf dann q eine Dichte vom Gewicht + 1. 

die von ~". v". c~/.r::und den Ableitungen erster Ordnung der beiden 
letzten Grössen hinsichtlich ~" und v" abhängt. so definieren wir das 
Inhaltsmass in Bezug auf das Richtungsfeld (2. 1) durch 

f ... f q dEI. d E2 ••• dEn. 
p 

Aus dem Transformationsgesetz 

(x') (x) 

q = 6-1 q 6 dd Det (A:') 

folgt 

(x) ,.' (x') 

0,. log q = A,. 0,.' log q + 0,. log 6. 

· (2.2) 

· (2.3) 

· (2.4) 

Anderseits folgt aus dem Transformationsgesetz (1. 3) der r;; wenn 

· (2.5) 

gesetzt wird: 

r; = A~' r;, + 0,. log 6. · (2.6) 

Subtraktion von (2.4) und (2.6) zeigt. dass 

def (x) • 
WI' = Ol' log q - rl' · (2.7) 

ein kovariantes Vektorfeld festlegt. Wenn nun ein Vektorfeld WiJ von der 
Art vorgegeben wird. dass (2. 7) ein integrables System für q darstellt. 

10) p~;.;: statt PÀ~I'~ in O. VARGA [1) . 

11) Dieser für die Aquivalenz von affinzusammenhängenden Mannigfatligkeit grund~ 
legende Affinor wurde in O. V ARGA [1). § 3 eingeführt. 
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dann ist q ei ne invariante Dichte. Die Bedingungen der vollständigen 
Integrabilität sind 

(2.8) 

wobei beachtet wurde. dass die r;, vermöge (2. 1) Funktionen der $X sind. 
Die Gleichungen (2.8) bilden für die WI' ein vollständig integrierbares 
System. was bei Benutzung dieser Gleichungen selbst unmittelbar folgt. 
Eine Lösung WI' von (2. 8) führt aber zu einer Dichte q die im allgemeinen 
nicht den an das Inhaltsmass gestellten Forderungen genügt. da q auch 
von den Ableitungen der rf! abhängen wird. 

Wir gehen daher so Velr. das5 wir Wl als Funktion der $X und r X wählen 
und dann (2.8) als ein Differentialglcichungssystem für r X betrachten, 
Kann ein w). so angegeben werden. dass (2.8) eine Lösung rX besitzt. 
dann ist q eine Dichte und es ist ein Inhaltsmass in Bezug auf das Rich~ 
tungsfeld r X bestimmt. 

Die Gleichungen (2. 8) wollen wir noch umformen. Verjüngung des 
Hauptkrümmungsaffinors (1. 8) gibt wegen (1. 7) 

or,* 
T " ,i, - 2:' r* 2 I,. A~ ",.!, - UI"~ ,.] - -~- ,,]. 

uv!! 
(2.9) 

Beachten wir ferner. dass w" Funktion der $X und r" ist. 50 nimmt (2,8) 
die Form 

I T" ,i, + ~ + on:, Ae + or[: ~ -"+ OW[,. ~ e-O 12) (2.10) 2 - I'- i, U[_ W,u] ~ ,'] ;;-;;- U,'] ,- T7 UI'] r -
uV- U V- U V-

an. 

Für den Fall in dem ein Inhaltsmass im gewöhnlichen Sinne vorhanden 

ist. muss wl' + r;, von dem Richtungsfeld v" unabhängig sein und es muss 
also die Gleichung 

geIten. Man erhält dann statt (2. 10) das System 

I r " ,i, + à + 0 Tt:, Al! - 0 "2" .,.!. I"~ W,.,] TO -]- . 
uv-

. (2. 11) 

. (2. 12) 

Eine aus (2.11) und (2.12) gewonnene Lösung WI' führt dann auf Grund 
von (2.7) zu einer. von einem Richtungsfeld unabhängigen. Dichte q. 

12) FormeI (2, 10) und ihre Herleitung verdanke ich einer brieflichen Mitteilung des 
Herrn J. A. SCHOUTEN. 
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3. Kennzeichnung von Mannigfaltigkeiten mit relativen und gewöhn
Zichem lnhaltsmass und Zusammenhang der letzteren mit den Fins
lerschen Räumen. 

Wenn wir das Vektorfeld 

w,. = 0 . . . . . . . . . (3. a) 

wählen, 50 reduziert sich (2. 10) auf 

1 T ··: ). + art: Ae + Ort: ~ ..1)-0 
"2 ~,.A o v!.' ~l Ove V~l ,- - • . . (3. 1) 

Dieser Spezialfall ist wie (2.7) zeigt durch die Forderung ausgezeichnet 

dass r~ die Ableitung des Logarithmus einer Dichte vom Gewicht + 1 sein 
solI. Die Gleichungen (3. 1) sind sicher erfüIlt für den besonderen Fall dass 

T ·· · ). 0 
~I<À = . . (3.2) 

und 

. . . . (3.3) 

gewählt wird. Soli das System (3. 3) die rl! nach Angabe eines willkür
lichen Linienelementes ~x rX als Anfangsbedingung, eindeutig als Orts-

o 0 

funktion der ~" bestimmen, so muss (3. 3) ein unbeschränkt integrables 
System sein. Die notwendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen dafür sind 
aber, wie eine einfache Rechnung zeigt, wegen (2. 8): 

P~/=O .. . . . . . (3. i) 

Die Bedingungen (3.2) und (3. 4) sind wegen (1. 9) auch mit (3.4) und 

P~~/=O ........ (3.5) 

gleichbedeutend. Die Parallelübertragung des Linienelementes (~, v) von ~" 
zum willkürlichen Nachbarpunkt ;" + d ~~ ist durch 

. . . . (3.6) 

definiert 13). Diese Gleichungen sind aber mit (3.3) identisch. Daher 
existiert in einer Mannigfaltigkeit für die (3. -4) gilt ein absoluter Paral
lelismus für die Linienelemente. Die Gleichungen (2. 7) und (3, a) ergeben 
für das Inhaltsmass die Formel 

Jr;d'rl' 
1= f ... f CQo d~l ... d~n 

p 
. (3.1) 

in der Qo einen festgewählten und Q einen veränderlichen Punkt von P 
bedeutet. Wir können unser Ergebnis zusammenfassen in dem 

11) O. VARGA [1) Formeln (2.3) und (2.4). 
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Satz 1. In der affinzusammenhängenden Linienelementmannigfaltigkeit 
existiert sicher ein relatives Inhaltsmass in Bezug auf ein Richtungsfeld. 
wenn für ihre Linienelemente ein absoluter Parallelismus besteht (d.h. 
(3. -4) gilt). femer (3. 5) besteht und man das Richtungsfeld mit einem 
beliebigen Feld von paralellen Linienelementen zusammenfallen lässt. 

Wir wollen nun Mannigfaltigkeiten kennzeichnen in denen ein gewöhn
liches - d.h. von einem Richtungsfeld unabhängiges - InhaItsmass vor-

handen ist. Fordern wir wiederum spezielI, dass r· die Ableitung des 
ft 

Logarithmus einer Dichte vom Gewicht + 1 ist, dann bestehen zunächst 
die Gleichungen (3. a) und daher muss wegen (2. 11) die Beziehung 

• (3.8) 

geIten. Daraus folgen dann wegen (2. 12) die Re1ationen (3. 2) . Die 
letzteren Relationen (d.h. das Verschwinden des verjüngten Hauptkrüm
mungsaffinors) bedeuten nun wegen (1. 9), dass entweder (3. 5) und 

• (3.9) 

geIten, oder dass (3. 5) und (3. 4) geIten. Dies gibt den 

Satz 2. Affinzusammenhängende Mannigfaltigkeiten von Linienele
menten die entweder durch (3.4), (3.5) und (3.8), oder durch (3.5). 
(3. 8) und (3. 9) gekennzeichnet sind. besitzen stets ein gewöhnliches 
Inhaltsmass. 

Wir zeigen nun, dass falIs der Mannigfaltigkeit eine Finslersche Metrik 
aufgeprägt ist, von den beiden in Satze 2 vorkommenden Mannigfaltig
kei ten die durch (3. -4 ), (3. 5) und (3. 8) charakterisierte ein SpezialfalI der 
durch (3.5). (3.8) und (3.9) charakterisierten MannigfaItigkeit ist. Bei 
Einführung einer FinsIerschen Metrik kann man den Krümmungsaffinor 
(1. 7) (der dann mit lateinischem Kernbuchstaben bezeichnet werden 5011) 
in der Form 

(3. 10) 

darstellen. Da der Affinor auf der rechten Seite in den beiden letzten 
Indizes schiefsymmetrisch ist 15), folgt daraus, dass (3. 5) von selbst erfüllt 
ist. Aus Gleichungen (3.9) folgen ferner im FinsIerschen Raum die 
Gleichungen (3. 8) 16). Damit ist zunächst gezeigt, dass bei Einführung 
einer FinsIerschen Metrik, die durch (3.5). (3.8) und (3. 9) gekenn
zeichnete Mannigfaltigkeit allein durch (3.9) charakterisierf werden kann. 

Wir weisen nun nach, dass im FinsIerschen Raum die Beziehungen 

14) E. CARTAN [I] S. 33. 
15) E. CARTAN [1] S. 36. 
16) E. CARTAN [I] S. 35 Fonnei (H). 
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(3.4) und (3.8) die Beziehungen (3.9) nach sich ziehen. Da (2.7) und 
(3. a) gilt, folgt wegen unserer Voraussetzungen 

o log q _ r.. 
o;e - e· (3. 11) 

Im Finsierschen Raum gilt aber für den Fundamentaltensor gl,. genau wie 
im Riemannschen Raum 

woraus für die Determinante 9 der gl,. 

Oe log YB = re , 
folgt, 

Aus (3.11) und (3.13) erhält man 

r. def r.,. 
11- el-' 

• q 
re - re = Oe log YB . 

(3. 12) 

(3. 13) 

(3. 14) 

Da q und yg beide Dichten vom Gewicht + 1 sind, ist die Differenz auf 
der linken Seite von (3. 14) ein kovarianter Vektor. Für diese Differenz 
gilt nun anderseits 

(3. 15) 

Da die G; keinen Affinor bestimmen, kann (3. 15) nur bestehen falls 

(3. 16) 
ist. Da nun 

(3. 17) 

ist 19), wo die G" von Null verschieden sind, kann die Determinante der 

G~ nicht verschwinden. Daraus folgt aber , 
Ce=O. w.z.b.w. 
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Botany. - On the mechanism of auxin action. I. The influence of indole~ 
3~acetic acid on the respiration of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. By 
L. ANKER. (Communicated by Prof. V. J. KONINGSBERGER. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25, 1949.) 

Introduction. 

In a recent publication called "The mechanism of auxin action" AUDus 
(I 949) reviewed critically the suggestions put forward in the last decade 
on the way in which growth substances affect the rate of cell elongation. 

According to one of these suggestions, originated by BONNER (1933) 
and supported by COMMONER and THIMANN (1941) and others, the 
primary action of growth substances consists in stimulation of the aerobic 
respiration. 

Promotion of the rate of oxygen uptake, however, could not be confirmed 
in all cases. VAN HULSSEN (1936, in Avena~coleoptiles). BURSTRÖM 
(1942, in wheat roots) and others showed, that respiration was not 
altered by adding indole~3~acetic acid. 

In the present investigation the influence of indole~3~acetic acid (hetero~ 
auxin) on the ra te of oxygen up take of Saccharomyces cerevisiae in pure 
culture is studied. 

The experimental part is divided in four sections: 

a. experiments in which hetero~auxin did not influence aerobic 
respiration; 

b. experiments in which acceleration of the oxygen uptake was 
observed; 

c. effect of various concentrations of hetero~auxin; 
d. microscopical examination of yeast ce lis treated with hetero~auxin. 

From these experiments it is concluàed, th at hetero~auxin promotes 
respiration in an indirect way, namely by stimulating the breakdown of 
reserve carbohydrates into respirable substrate. 

Material and methods. 

Cells of Saccharomyces cereVISlae, inoculated in a dilute malt extract, 
were cultivated in continuously shaken flasks during two days at a constant 
tempera tu re of 25 0 C. Af ter centrifuging and washing a suspension was 
made in a 21 % KH 2P04 solution (pH = 4.5), two mI. of which were 
pipetted into Warburg vessels in order to determine manometrically the 
ra te of oxygen uptake by endogenous respiration (consumption of reserve 
food). Next, af ter about three quarters of an hour, hetero~auxin and -
if necessary - glucose were added (end volume of the medium: 2! mI). 
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The subsequent readings were divided by the initial value of endogenous 
respiration. This ratio was plotted on the graph. 

The experiments were carried out at 25° C. 

Experimental part. 
a. The effect of hetero-auxin on exogenous respiration, the substrate 

occurring in exc:ess. 

These experiments we re made in order to study whether hetero-auxin 
affects respiration if glucose is added in concentrations at which the 
enzyme system is saturated. 

When for this purpose glucose was present in concentrations ranging 
from 3 to 0.5 per cent no significant effect of hetero-auxin (10 mg/l). 
in any case no promotion. could be observed. Fig. 1 shows the results 
with l.O. 0.75and 0.50 % glucose. 

In accordance with data of GEIOER-HuBER (1934) a sugar concentration 
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Fig. 1. No promoting influence of hetero-auxin on respiration. if substrate-concentration 
Is supra-optimal. 
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of about 0.2 per cent was found to be optimal concerning the respiration 
of yeast cells. In lower concentrations glucose proved to become limiting 
factor in the process. 

From the above mentioned experiments, in which substrate was abundant. 
one may conclude, that ··hetero"auxin does not 'mcrease the respiration 
capacity. 

b. The effect of hetero-auxin when substrate concentration is the 
limiting factor in respiration. 

When, however, glucose was added in suboptimal concentrations a 
marked promoting effect of hetero-auxin on respiration appeared 
immediately af ter the beginning of the experiment (see fig. 2, glucose 
concentration: 0.125 % ). At the moment wh en the rate of oxygen up take 
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IQ 

BO 
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20 

~ _-_0 10 1779/: hetero·oux;n 

<; 
<. 0--------<> control 
<i 
'" ~ 

0.50.% glucose 

o 2.J ~ 5 6 7 8 9 10 
i1me In houfIS 

Fig. 2. The promoting influence of hetero-auxin on respiration at different 
substrate-concentrations. 

in the con trol started to decrease (af ter about 1 t hour), the respiration 
of the treated cells (10 mg/l hetero-auxin) was still increasing. In the 
next '4 hours of the experiment the difference between treated cells and 
controls became maximal. 

The same effect was obtained at a double glucose concentration 
(0.25 %) but only after the moment at which substrate became limiting 
factor (fig. 2, after about 3 hours). In the first hours, when th is 
concentration was still supraoptimal. no promotion of respiration by 
10 mg/l hetero-auxin was found . The course of these curves will be 
dealt with in the discussion. 

In this experiment, as weIl as in that of fig. 1, no significant influence 
was shown at the 0.50 % glucose concentration. 

A strongly promoting effect of hetero-auxin (10 mg/l) was observed 
in experiments without glucose (fig. 3). 

57 
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These results show. that hetero~auxin is able to promote the respiration 
of glycogen containing yeast cells when the amount of added substrate 
is the limiting factor in the process . 

60 
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Fig. 3. Influence of hetero-auxin in four different concentrations on 
endogenous respiration. 

c. Effect of various concentrations of hetero~auxin. 

The results of an experiment concerning the question which concentrat~ 
ion of hetero~auxin causes maximal stimulation of respiration is represented 
in fig . i. 

During the first hour of this experiment. in which glucose was added 
in a very low concentration (0.03 %). hetero~auxin in a concentration of 
10 mg/l seemed to function optimally. 

A similar experiment. whithout addition of glucose. confirmed this 
result (fig. 3). 

In the subsequent part of the experiment of fig. i. however. the 
influence of the concentration of 10 mg/l vanished gradually. whereas 
the stimulation by the highest concentration remained constant. 
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Hardly any influence of the lowest concentration of hetero-auxin used 
(0.1 mg/l) could he ohserved. 
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Influence of hetero-auxin in four different concentrations on respiration 
(at the start of the experiment 0.03 % glucose was added). 

A possible explanation of the existence of an optimal hetero-auxin 
concentration will he presented in the discussion. 

d. Mieroseopical observation of yeast eeUs treated with hetero-auxin. 

Glycogen containing yeast cells were suspended in a buffered solution 
(pH: 4.5) of hetero-auxin (100 mg/ l) without substrate. Microscopical 
examination on the next days showed. that glycogen disappeared much 
sooner from the hetero-auxin treated cells than from the untreated ones. 
On the second day. af ter staining with jodine. the treated ones turned 
yellowish whereas the controls still coloured hrown. In ot her cases a 
marked difference was apparent on the first day af ter inoculation. 

This result seems to indicate that hetero-auxin aeeelerates reserve 
carbohydrate mobilisation in yeast. 

Discussion. 

From these results it may he concluded. that the promoting influence of 
hetero-auxin on the oxygen up take of Saccharomyces cerevisiae is not the 
primary effect of this growth substance. Only wh en respiration is 
dependent on the presence of reserve suhstances the effect can be observed. 
Hence it is suggested. that the hetero-auxin induced increase of the ra te 
of respiration is caused by an acceleration of the glycogen mobilisation. 

This view is supported by REINDERS (1938) . BAUSOR (1942). MITCHELL 
and BROWN (1945). RASMUSSEN (1947) . SMITH (1948) and others who 
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showed a rapid increase of the amount of reducing sugars at the expense 
of starch present in the cell af ter application of growth substances. 

From such observations. however. it is not permitted to conclude. that 
improved diastase- or phosphorylase activity is to be visualized as the 
primary effect of growth substances. WEINTRAUB and WOOD (1947) 
and the author (unpublished experiments) failed to demonstrate a direct 
stimulation of purified diastase by hetero-auxin in vitro. SMITH. 
LANGELAND and STOTZ (1947) did not succeed in confirming EYSTER's 
results (1943. 1946) . who showed a releasing of diastase from the bound 
state on charcoal by growth substances. These negative results might 
indicate. that improved hydrolysis (or phosphorolysis) of reserve carbo
hydrates is effected by a more fundamental process. 

According to the opinion of PFLÜGER (1905). PRZYLECKI (1934) . 
WILLSTÄTTER and RHODEWALD (1934) glycogen in the cell in some way 
is either bound to- or surrounded by proteins. TSAI (1937) and MEYER 
and PRESS (1941) showed. that glycogen. present in extracts of or gans 
is attacked by a- and p-amylase in vitro only when the albumin had been 
precipitated. N ORTHEN (1942) ascribed the decrease in structural viscosity 
of protoplasm. caused by hetero-auxin in his experiments to dissociation 
of cellular proteins. Thus, an influence of hetero-auxin on physico
chemical properties of protoplasm. resulting in an unlocking of glycogen 
from its bound state might be the cause of increased phosphorolysis. 

The occurrence of an optimal hetero-auxin concentration in stimulating 
respiration might be explained by assuming . that higher concentrations 
are injurious to the cello Remembering . however. that hetero-auxin 
(concentration 10 mg/ l) just like 0.2 % glucose (optimal glucose 
concentration) is able to bring about the maximal oxygen uptake. one 
might imagine that a tenfold of this concentration releases so much 
substrate that its concentration becomes supraoptimal. In this way the 
hetero-auxin optimum might be explained as a consequence of the existence 
of a substrate optimum. 

The remarkable course of the curves 3 and 4 of fig. 2. namely the 
descent in two steps separated by a nearly horizontal stretch. might be 
explained by assuming a temporary (re) synthesis of 9 lycogen from 
glucose-I-phosphate or from the added glucose. In the first descent the 
amount of free substrate becomes the limiting factor; next. the new 
formed glycogen is used (horizontal part) at a rate equalling that of 
endogenous respiration at the beginning of the experiment (level 100) ; 
lastly the amount of free glycogen becomes the limiting factor causing a 
decrease of the rate of oxygen uptake to that of the use of bound glycogen. 

The experiments of fig . 2 and fig . 4 show. that the duration of hetero
auxin action is limited. This substance is either used or inactivated. The 
highest concentration of hetero-auxin used (100 mg/ l) proved to stimulate 
respiration during a considerable long er period than a concentration of 
10 mg/l did (fig . 4) . 
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Part of the contradictory results reported in literature on stimulation 
of respiration by growth substances possibly may be ascribed to the 
different organisms or tissues used. From experiments, which show an 
increased respiration upon addition of hetero-auxin one is not aIlowed to 
conclude to a stimulation of the respiratory enzymes unless substrate is 
in excess at the moment of adding. In case of a negative response of 
respiration one is not permitted to draw the conclusion, that growth sub
stances do not stimulate the enzymes unless it is demonstrated, that 
substrate occurs sufficiently at the moment of adding th is substance. 
From the present results it may be obvious, that in case of limitation of 
respiration by substrate concentration the amount of reserve carbohydrates 
in the ceIl determines whether the results will be positive or negative. 

Summary. 

Endogenous respiration of starving glycogen containing yeast ceIls is 
stimulated by hetero-auxin. Since exogenous respiration could not be 
stimulated by this growth substance it is stated that this stimulation results 
from an increased glycogen mobilisation, a process, which supplies 
substrate to the endogenous respiration. 

About 10 mg/l hetero-auxin causes maximal stimulation. 
Microscopical observation showed increased glycogen mobilisation on 

addition of hetero-auxin (100 mg/l) to the medium. 
The experiments are continued. 

The au thor wishes to express his gratitude to Prof. Dr. V. J. KONINGS
BERGER, Dr. H. P . BOTTELIER and Dr. J. B. THOMAS for their constant 
interest and valuable criticism. 
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Anatomy. - The Anatomy of Lapemis Hardwickei gray. I. By R. A. M. 
BERGMAN . (Department of Anatomy. Batavia.) (Communicated 
by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 1) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

Species. Name. 

This short and broad sea-snake has been described by STEJNEGER. 
TAYLOR and DE Rooy as belonging to a single species. WALL and SMITH 
distinguish between two species. on account of the number of bands and 
the form of the ventral shields. The snake is commonly called ular lempe 
in East Java. ular = snake. lempe seems to be used sometimes in the sense 
of tired. I spent some time in trying to find the meaning of the scientific 
name "Lapemis" until I found the answer of the riddle in the book of 
STEJNEGER. who quotes it as an anagram of pelamis. so it is one of the 
relatively few cases where a biologica I name has no sense whatever. 

At first sight. the most impressive anatomical details are the short and 
stout build and the dirty yellow colour with the darker brown triangular 
markings pointing to the belly. I definitely got the impression that all 
the specimens caught in this area belonged to the one species Lapemis 
Hardwickei. the material however and the lists of scale counts are lost 
trough the japanese plunder so in this case it is not possible to test this 
impression by the use of the necessary figures. 

Distribution. 

Near the coast at Surabaia. it is a very common snake and easily 
collected. In marked contrast to this experience I have never been able to 
obtain even a single specimen in Batavia. In this place the native fishermen 
are weil used to bring any strange thing they may catch to the marine 
aquarium at Pasar Ikan as it will bring them a small reward. Before the 
war the price offered for a sea-snake was equivalent to a months wages. 
but no one came. This is not because the people in West Java know the 
danger of these animals better or are more afraid of poisonous snakes. 
because they bring plenty of other dangerous snakes. which they know 
very weil. to the laboratory now (1947-1948). 

Poison. 

In Surabaia. from 1936 to 1941 a malayan fisherman brought practically 
every week the amount of seasnakes he was asked for. He went out in 
his prahu at night to catch the snakes as they were easily attracted by 
the ray of a flashlight. This man could very weil distinguish the different 
species and was not afraid of handling the animals: he knew that. when 

1) For the tables and lists see part 11. 
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he picked them by the tail and took them quickly out of his bamboo 
basket. they would just hang head down. unable to redress themselves 
nor to direct their bite. should they want to do so. 
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Once however he failed to turn up at the usual time and little more 
than a week later he told us that when he was packing the snakes. one ol 
the lapemis feIl besides the basket and bit him o'n the back of his bare 
foot. The bite was not very painful. but he had soon feIt very tired and a 
bad headache started. He had slept rather heavily for a few days and 
recovered gradually without having taken any medicine. He looked 
rather pale. his foot was slightly swollen and two small puncture points 
could still be seen. 

The snakes are not agressive. I have of ten tried to make them bite one 
another. but this was seldom possible and it never gave a fatal result. 
Once one got accidentally caught with the tail between the si de of the 
aquarium and the lid. it started to screw swiftly round in the water. biting 
right and ldt. On another occasion a mouse bitten in the leg did at first 
not show any symptoms. Af ter 1 had closed the mouth of the snake over 
the leg of the mouse and massaged the venom gland. the mouse did not 
try to run away but only sat down. After a coup Ie of minutes it started 
to wash its snout with its fore paws and another few minutes later it let 
itself down and died without any sign of pain. convulsions or being short 
of breath. The heart was distended and fuH of dark blood. Lungs and 
intestines were norm al. 

Food. 
As stated by MALCOLM SMITH. these animals do not thrive in captivity. 

If kept in salt water they survive easily for a month or six weeks. but 
finaHy always die of inanition. They refuse to take food and when fed 
forcibly. which has to be done gently. they disgorge the fish as soon as 
they are released. This can be prevented if a moderately large fish is fed 
and then a piece of string loosely wound around the body cranially from 
the stomach. But then the snakes regularly strangle themselves by pressing 
the prey so hard in the string that the vent ral aorta becomes completely 
blocked. During the day they can be stirred up to interrupt th is process 
or the string can be loosened or the prey massaged back into the 
stomach. but mostly they succeed overnight in their suicidal attempts 
and are found dead on the foHowing morning. Feeding fish paste through 
a glass tube brought into the stomach gave no good results either. because 
this food also was slowly but very regularly regurgitated. 

When caught. the stomach is nearly always empty. In 4 individuals out 
of 552 the stomach was distended. the content being twice a small fish. 
once a granular mass and on ce a gelatineus substance. 

Sex. 
In the adult animais the males have generally stronger tubercles on the 

scales. but this is by no means an absolute characteristic. it is alwavg 
difficult and very of ten impossible to teH the sex of an animal without 
having seen the ovaries or the testicles. Semetimes the place of the 
hemipenis is marked by a slight lateral groove on the tail. 
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W ALL gives for Lapemis curtus a sex ratio of 21 males and 28 females. 
In two consecutive series in Surabaia and in a group of young animals I 
found the figures listed in the following tabIe. The percentages of male 
animals are given with their standard deviation; the differences are clearly 
not significant. For the samples of W ALL and the adult group from 
Surabaia chi2 = 0.36 and P is greater than 0.1 so there is no significant 
difference between the figures. 

N Fem Male % Male 

Wall 49 28 21 43,- :±: 7.-
Surabaia 326 165 161 49,4 :±: 2,8 
Surabaia 139 80 59 42,5 :±: 4,5 
Sur. young 87 43 44 50,7 :±: 5,4 

Fertility. 

In 12 pregnant snakes W ALL found 22 embryos, the young varying 
in leng th from 330 to 335 mm, the adults from 686 to 825 mmo In the 
Surabaia series out of 210 adult females controlled by dissection, 32 were 
pregnant. Four of these caught in June had just ovulated and for a short 
while the yolk mass is not clearly divided in a certain number of eggs. 
In six animals caught in December and January there was a half resorbed 
egg or an embryo dead before birth. For these 32 snakes the total number 
of eggs, including all. was 60. Normal embryos were found in 22 animaIs, 
27 in the right uterine tube and IS in the left one, an average of two 
young per animal. and an assymetry of 3/2 for right and left. 

In the same series, next to the 210 adult females and the 42 embryos, 
there were 63 young animals belonging to the production of the same 
year. If we do not count the unknown mortality of the newborn animais, 
this would mean 105 young in the group, or 53 pregnancies to 210 adult 
females, which seems a figure rather lower than expected. 

Birth. Maturity. 

In the !;eries of W ALL, young are bom between May and August, 
foetuses being found in June and July, measuring from 215 to 355 mmo 
In the Surabaia series birth occurs later, between October and December, 
at the end of the dry season, November being generally considered as the 
hottest month of the whole year. 

In a somewhat large series, maturity is indicated by the leng th of the 
shortest pregnant female, which in our series is an animal with a body 
length of 449 mmo The first bend in the curve of GALTON occurs exactly 
at the same place and in the case of Lapemis this is the same spot for 
males and females. This point may be considered as the treshold between 
immature and mature animaIs, between youth and adult age. 

Growth. 

There are no data of actually measured growth. W ALL mentions an 
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increase of six to eight inches in the first year. The figures in the Surabaia 
series may suggest a somewhat slower development. The bodylength of 
the smallest newborn male is 190 mm and the female 200 mm. the body 
leng th of the mature animals is 450 mm. Between those points however. 
the specimina are not evenly distributed but seem to belong to two different 
groups showing the same range for both sexes. Males first from 190 to 
320 and second from 370 to 400. females first from 200 to 340 and second 
from 370 to 400 mmo 

The first group is distributed over the months October to March. the 
second from May to November. overlapping each other only during 
October-November. In these overlapping periods the smallest animals are 
clearly newborn so it may be concluded that it must have taken the others 
a year to reach the size they show. 

We will see later that in adult Lapemis there is no difference in size 
in both sex es. so it seems justifiabIe in the early stages of life to neglect 
the sex difference and to calculate the average body length in each 
juvenile group for males and females together. These averages will then 
be for the first juvenile group including the newborn animals 259 mm 
and for the second juvenile group 382 mm. In our hypothesis the difference 
of 123 mm is the growth in the first year. The further growth from the 
average bodylength of the one year old to the mature size. from 382 mm 
to 450 mm. is 70 mm and it can reasonably be estimated that these are 
gained in the second year of life. 

In th is line of thought. the growth rate as given by SIMPSON & ROE 
in the formula 

G = 2.3026 log Yt-log Yo 
t 

will be in weekly % for the first year of life 0.065 and for the second 
year 0,053. Or if we prefer to consider growth as uniform (in two years) 
from birth to maturity. 0.038. 

Next to using the average sizes of different groups as an indicator of 
growth. we can check up the records of single fe male individuals. In this 
lat ter method we have not only the body length to go by. but also the 
aspect of the ovaries. which presents a very definite picture of different 
stages of activity correlated with seasons and with age. 

In our series a newborn fe male. caught in December had only thin 
colourless peritoneal folds without any morphological differentiation. but 
identifiable as ovaries. her body length was 250 mm. Another young 
fe male with a bodylength of 328 mm was caught in February. it was the 
smallest one to show yellow pin~points in the ovaries as the first sign of 
eggs. In a third animal of 389 mm bodylength. caught in October. the little 
eggs were clearly visible in a regular straight row. as neat little spheres 
each with a diameter of nearly 3 mm. Clearly it was still an immature 
animaI. but with the eggs on the · verge of ripening and it taak at least 
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from December till October to reach th is stage, together with a growth 
from 250 to 390 mm in bodylength. Finally the smallest pregnant female 
was caught in August with a bodylength of 449 mmo In this small series 
the differences in size between the animals from December and October 
was 140 mm and from October to August 60 mmo This is 200 mm in round 
20 months or 87 weeks and shows a growth rate of 0,047 % weekly, 
which is on good accordance with the figures found by the other method. 

In the Surabaia series the number of firstyear animals is 63, and of 
the two year olds 14. If this is to be considered as the constant pattern 
of the population, it would suggest for the juvenile animals in the course 
of the first year a death ra te of about two thirds. 

Blood, Pathology. 

In 1937 RADSMA and in 1939 STREEF analysed samples of blood from 
Lapemis, from the latter series only two records could be saved from 
the war plunder. The figures are shown in the following tabie. 

Blood salt in mg % of plasma Lapemis 

Author Sex Na K Ca Total Cl 

RADSMA 1937 421 35,-
STREEF 1939 Fem 433 35,- 469 
STREEF 1939 Fem 410 35.5 483 

There are only a few data on pathology. In the Surabaia series there 
were two abnormalities with the aspect of a tumor, one in a female on 
the back and one in a male on the eye, also a few ulcerating wounds of 
the skin . Infection with parasitic worms is very frequent, mostly under 
the skin and in the wall of the stomach. Of the organs, the kidneys, the 
testicles and the uterus showed macroscopical abnormalities. In two females 
one kidney was missing, once left and on ce right. in two other females 
the right kidney was abnormally thin. In three females the uterus was 
abnormal on the dis tal end, twice on the left side, once not marked. In 
males there were no kidney abnormalities, but in 10 cases the right testicle 
was abnormally thin, the bodylength of these animals ranging from 383 
to 673 mmo 

Length and Weight . 

In the next table the maximum lengths given in litterature and my own 
data are reproduced. For the data of BOURRET and my own I calculated the 
mean value. The figures of W ALL, SMITH and BOURRET seem to belong 
to one group, different from the others. 

IE we ask for the probable maximum length, the answer for the Surabaia 
series is that not more than th ree animals in a thousand will exceed 647 mm 
for males in bodylength or 682 for females. In fact we found one male 
in 220 longer than 647 mm and two females in 243 longer than 682 mmo 

We have already mentioned th at there is no easily recognisable sexual 
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Length in mm Lapemi$ 

Maximum 

Author Sex Total Body Tail 

STEjNEGER 1907 750 670 80 
DE ROOY 1916 750 670 80 
WALL 1921 846 
TAYLOR 1922 762 689 73 
SMITH 1926 860 785 75 
BOURRET 1935 860 770 80 
BERGMAN M 753 673 80 

F 777 697 80 
Averages 

BOURRET 605 542 63 
BERGMAN adults M 599 533 66 

F 607 535 64 

dimorphism in Lapemis, nor is there a difference in bodylength or in weight. 
The average bodylength is in males 533. and 535 mm in females. the 
weight in adult males 161 grams and 163 grams in female adults. 

In the length of the tail however th ere seems to be a definite difference. 
the male adults have long er tails than the adult females 66.2 mm against 
63.4 with D/aD = 4.6 which is significant. 

The coefficient of correlation r for body length and tail length is in 
adult males 0.676 and in adult females 0.757; the same coefficient for 
bodylength and weight is in adult males 0.646 and in adult females 0.756. 

Sexual Dimorphism Lapemis adult. 

Sex N R M 0 D/oD 

Weight M 137 68-279 161 ± 3.2 45 ± 2.7 2/5.7 = 0.35 
F 122 78-340 163 ±4.7 52.5 ± 3.4 

Body M 220 450-673 533 ± 2.6 37.9 ± 1.8 1.9/4.7 = 0.46 
length F 245 450-697 534.9 ± 3.2 47.5 ± 2.2 

Tail M 220 54-80 66.2 ± 0.4 5.2 ± 0.3 2.8/0.6 = 4.6 
length F 245 52-80 63.4 ± 0.4 5.6 ± 0.3 

Length of internal organs. 

The lengths of the heart. liver. gallbladder. kidneys. are in Lapemis of 
both sexes of the same order. The testicles measure less than half the 
length of the ovaries. The length of spleen and pancreas seem to be 
greater in males. the D/aD being for the spleen 4 and for the pancreas 
4.5. It is however not at all sure that this statistically significant difference 
has any special biological importance. precisely these organs are during 
pregnancy markedly pushed cranially; aften then the pancreas can be 
seen turned to the left. sa that its long axis is na langer in line with the 
long axis of the body. When the most cranial and caudal points of the 
pancreas are measured then. they do not give the longest diameter of the 
aval as they should do and the organ seems shorter than it really is. 
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Topography. 

The analysis of the data given in the table shows a difference between 
the topography of the organs in adult males and females. The heart. liver. 
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Topogro.phic pattern In "/0 of body length in LAPEMIS ha.rdlAl. 

Fig. 4. 

gallbladder. spleen and pancreas. in short all the organs of the cranial 
half of the body are more cranially placed in females. The position of the 
kidneys on the contrary is in both sexes the same and so it is with the 
caudal end of the sex glands on the right and left side to . Seeing the 
difference in length of the sex glands in males and females it is evident 
that the cranial end of the ovaries must extend much further forwards 
than that of the testicles. The differences and their sigma are listed in the 
fOllOwing tabIe. No measures of the lung have been listed. as in these 
animaIs. the lung stretches over the whole length of the body. 

Sexual Dimorphism in topography D/oD Lapemis adult 

Top End 

Heart 9.2/ 1.2 = 7.7 8,6/ 1.3 = 6.6 
Liver 8.0/ 1.4 = 5.7 6.3/2.2 = 2.9 
Gall bladder 17.4/2.3 = 7.5 16.4/2.5 = 6.6 
Spleen 14.9/2.4 = 6.0 15.6/2.4 = 6.5 
Pancreas 15.0/2.4 = 6.2 16.8/2.6 = 6.5 
Sex gland R 25.6/2.8 = 9.2 

id L 14.6/ 3,1 = 4.8 
Sex gland R 4.3/ 3.1 = 1.4 

id L 6.8/3.5 = 1.9 
Kidney R 5.2/ 3.2 = 1.6 2.7/ 1.2 = 2.2 
Kiooey L 6.4/ 3,5 = 1,8 2.8/ 1.2 = 2,3 
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Intervals between the organs. 

In Lapemis heart and liver are 50 near to one another th at there is 
hardly an interval at all and there is no noticeable difference between 
both sexes. Gallbladder. spleen and pancreas are also practically fused 
into one bloek. The two remaining intervals in the cranial half of the body. 
the distance from snout to heart and from liver to gallbladder are shortened 
fIffëmale ani mals. 

For the caudal half of the body one has to distinguish between right 
aridleft side. On the left side the intervals do not show any sexual 
difference. on the right side on the contrary there is a difference between 
mäles and females. The most important seems to be the distance between 
pancreas and kidney which is longer in female animals. This is quite 
understandable as this is the space wh ere in female animals one of the 
most important functions. the development of the young. has to be 
carried out. 

Sexual Dimorphism in organ intervals, Lapemis adult 

Sex M D/oD 

Snout-heart M 158.0 0.8 
F 148.8 0.9 10,8/ 1.21 = 8,9 

Liver-gallbl. M 22,0 0,7 
F 10,9 0.7 11.1 / 1.-= 11.-

Pancreas-sex gl M 39,1 0,7 
F 20.3 0.7 18.8/ 1.- = 18.-

V ariability. 

The variability of the bodyconstituents thus far analysed. shows very 
different values. The leng th of body and tail. the topographical data of 
the pattern of the internal organs. the sum of all intervals on both sides 
of the body are not very variabie. the coefficient ranging from 7 to 12 
for both sexes. 

The lengths of different organs however show two distinct types of 
variability. V from 11 to 15 for heart. liver and kidney. but from 18 to 26 
for gallbladder. pancreas and spleen. The sexglands are even more 
variabie. for males right and left V = 24 and 29. for females 26 and 35. 
IE these glands of both sides are taken together as a unity. as they 
functionally undoubtedly are. the variability diminishes. but then the 
testicles belong to the first group of organs with V = 12. and the ovaries 
with V = 24 rather to the second. 

The intervals or free spaces show a different variability for those on 
the ends of the body and those in between. The cranial interval. snout
heart. and the caudal ones. kidney-cloaca. right and left. have a coefficient 
from 8 to 14. For all other intervals the variability is uncommonly high. 
with the single exception of the interval between pancreas and Ie ft 
sexgland. 

This seems to point first to a very strong tendency to keep the topo-
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graphical pattern constant. secondly to a marked tendency also to keep 
the Iength of the organs constant although the organs at the middle 
of the body seem to have more freedom in this respect than the others. 
and thirdly. to the fact the arrangement of the free spaces or intervals 
between the organs seems in every single case very uncertain. although 
as a whole they show very little freedom . 

Summary. 

An analysis of various data on the seasnake Lapemis hardwickei has 
been given. About 550 specimina were collected from '1936 to 1942 at 
Surabaia. East Java. The growth of the young individuals. the point 
wh ere maturity is reached. the fertility and the date of birth. the 
pathology and the chemical analysis of the blood. the sexual dimorphism 
as shown by the data have been discussed and a detailed account of the 
topographical anatomy of th is snake has been given. 

The tables are printed on p. 894-898 of th is number. 

Batavia. January 1949. 
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Anatomy. - The Anatomy of Lapemis Hardwickei gray. 11. By R. A. M. 
BERGMAN. (Department of Anatomy. Batavia.) ( Communicated 
by Prof. J. BOEKE.) 1) 

(Communicated at the meeting of June 25. 1949.) 

Lapemis hardw. Body length of young 

Month M F M F Month M F M F 

October 215 208 368 January 256 247 347 393 
240 246 389 298 255 
253 255 268 

November 210 234 398 February 314 275 
248 217 314 

December 195 215 396 328 
223 223 March 286 286 380 
230 229 290 309 
235 236 316 336 
240 242 April 
255 243 May 383 
256 246 June 380 
257 247 July 378 
257 256 392 
268 258 August 377 

266 September 235 380 
268 383 
272 N 22 27 10 4 

M 255 262 381 382 

1) The tables and lists in the following pages refer to the article "The Anatomy of 
Lapemis Hardwickei gray .. where these data have been discussed. 
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Topography Lapemis hardwickei Adult males 
top of N R M 0 V 

Heart 190 126/ 188 158.0 ± 0.8 11.3 ± 0.6 7.2 ± 0.4 
Liver 190 142/212 176.4 ± 0,9 12.5 ± 0,6 7,1 ± 0,4 
Gallbladder 190 248/ 359 299,0 ± 1.5 20.8 ± 1.1 7,0 ± 0,4 
Pancreas 190 250/350 297,6 ± 1.5 21 ,0 ± 1.1 7,0 ± 0,4 
Spleen 190 252/ 354 295,6 ± 1.6 21.4 ± 1.1 7,2 ± 0,4 
Testis R. 190 295/420 356.7 ± 1,9 25,6 ± 1,3 7,4 ± 0,4 
Testis L. 191 330/471 390,4 ± 1.9 26,8 ± 1.4 6,9 ± 0,4 
Kidney R. 188 340/492 404,2 ± 2,0 27,1 ± 1,4 6,7 ± 0,3 
Kidney L. 189 354/516 417,3 ± 2,2 30.7 ± 1,6 7,4 ± 0,4 

end of 

Heart 190 147/214 179.5 ± 0.9 12,0 ± 0,6 6,7 ± 0.3 
Liver 190 228/ 326 276,9 ± 1.5 20.2 ± 1.0 7,3 ± 0,4 
Gallbladder 190 263/374 314.0 ± 1.6 22,4 ± 1.2 7,1 ± 0,4 
Pancreas 190 269/376 317,3 ± 1.7 23,5 ± 1,2 7,4 ± 0,4 
Spleen 190 257/ 361 305,4 ± 1.5 21.0 ± 1,1 7,1 ±0,4 
Testis R. 190 323/ 461 381 ,0 ± 2,0 26,8 ± 1.4 7,1 ± 0,4 
Testis L. 191 342/504 405,1 ± 2,1 29,2 ± 1.5 7,2 ± 0,4 
Kidney R. 188 383/ 578 462.3 ± 2.5 34.0 ± 1.8 7,4 ± 0,4 
Kidney L. 189 397/ 595 475,1 ± 2.5 34,2 ± 1.8 7,2 ± 0,4 
Cloaca 220 450/ 673 533.0 ± 2,6 37,9 ± 1.8 7,1 ± 0,4 

Topography Lapemis hardwickei Adult females 
top of N R M a V 

Heart 212 122/202 148,8 ± 0,9 13,0 ± 0,6 8,6 ±0,4 
Liver 212 140/223 168,4 ± 1.0 14.3 ± 0.7 8,5::!:: 0,4 
Gallbladder 211 224/381 281.5 ::!:: 1.8 25,7 ± 1.3 9.5 ::!:: 0,5 
Pancreas 212 227/ 376 282,6 ± 1.8 26.4::!:: 1,3 9,4 ::!:: 0.5 
Spleen 212 222/385 281.3 ± 1.9 27,4 ± 1.3 9,7 ± 0.5 
Ovary R. 212 252/408 321.1 ± 2,1 30.6 ± 1.5 9,4 ::!:: 0.5 
Ovary L. 212 304/ 508 375.8 ± 2,4 35,0::!:: 1,7 9,3 ::!:: 0.5 
Kidney R. 211 326/ 534 398,9 ± 2,5 36,4 ::!:: 1.8 9,1 ::!::0,4 
Kidney L. 212 347/ 565 423.7 ± 2,7 39,3 ± 1.9 9,7 ::!:: 0.5 

end of 

Heart 212 140/228 171.0 ± 1.0 14.1 ::!:: 0,7 8,3 ± 0,4 
Liver 212 219/ 338 270,6::!:: 1.7 24,0::!:: 1,2 8,8 ± 0,4 
Gallbladder 211 238/ 400 297,6 ± 1.9 27,2::!:: 1.3 9,1 ::!:: 0,4 
Pancreas 212 236/396 300,5 ± 1,9 27,9 ± 1.4 9,3::!:: 0.5 
Spleen 212 229/392 289,8 ± 1.9 27,2::!:: 1.3 9,4::!:: 0,5 
Ovary R. 212 307/515 377,7 ± 2.5 35,8 ± 1.7 9,5 ± 0,5 
Ovary L. 212 330/ 549 411.9::!:: 2,8 40.6::!:: 2,0 9,8 ± 0.5 
Kidney R. 211 379/604 459,6::!:: 3,0 43,0::!:: 2,1 9,3::!:: 0,5 
Kidney L. 212 398/630 478,0::!:: 2,9 43,2::!:: 2,1 9,6 ± 0,5 
Cloaca 245 450/697 534,9::!:: 3,2 47.5 ::!:: 2,1 8,9::!:: 0,4 
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Length Lapemis harclwickei Adult females 
of N R M 0 V 

Body 245 450/697 534.9 ± 3.2 47.5 ± 2.1 8.9 ± 0.4 
TaU 243 52/80 63.6 ± 0.4 5.8 ±0.3 9.1 ± 0.4 
Heart 212 16/ 30 22.0 ± 0.2 2.9 ±O,l 13,2 ± 0.6 
Liver 212 75/ 152 102.6 ± 0.9 13,4 ±O,6 13,0 ± 0.6 
Gallbladder 211 8/25 15.7 ± 0,3 3.4 ±O,2 21.7 ± 1,0 
Pancreas 212 8/34 18,0 ± 0.3 3,9 ±O,2 21.5 ± 1.0 
Spleen 212 2/15 8.5 ± 0.2 2.2 ±0.1 25,8 ± 1.2 
Ovary R 212 18/ 109 57.1 ± 1.0 14,8 ±O,7 25,8 ± 1,2 
Ovary L. 211 4/81 36.3 ± 0,9 12.7 ±O,6 35,3 ± 1.6 
Both ovaries 210 22/165 93.1 ± 1.6 22,7 ± 1,0 24,4 ± 1.1 
Kidney R. 212 30/99 64.3 ± 0.8 11.0 ± 0.5 17,1 ± 0.8 
Kidney L. 212 32/88 55,1 ± 0.6 8,0 ± 0.4 14,5 ± 0,7 
Both ktdneys 212 68/182 120,2 ± 1.2 17,3 ±O,8 l4.3 ± 0,6 
Weight 122 78/ 340 163.0 ± 4.7 52.5 ± 3,4 34.3 ± 2.2 

Length Lapemis hardwickei Adult males 
of N R M 0 V 

Body 220 450/673 533,0 ± 2,6 37,9 ± 1,8 7,1 ± 0.4 
TaU 220 54/80 66,2 ± 0,4 5,2 ±O,3 7.9 ± 0.4 
Heart 190 16/32 21.7 ± 0,2 3.0 ±O,2 13,9 ± 0.7 
Liver 190 65/ 133 100,3 ± 0.8 11.5 ±0.6 11.3 ± 0.6 
Gallbladder 190 9/25 15.0 ± 0.2 2.7 ± 0.1 18.0 ± 0.9 
Pancreas 190 11/32 19.9 ± 0.3 3.9 ±0.2 19,6 ± 1.0 
Spleen 190 4/ 19 9,4 ± 0.2 2,3 ± 0.1 25,0 ± 1.3 
Testis R. 190 13/39 24.3 ± 0.4 5,8 ±O,3 23.9:l;: 1.2 
Testis L. 191 6/24 14,5 ±O,3 4.2 ± 0,2 28,7 ± 1,5 
Both testes 190 21/74 H.O± 0,4 5.5 ±O,3 12,4 ± 0.6 
Kidney R. 188 37/91 61,2 ± 0,6 8.5 ± 0,4 13.9 ± 0.7 
Kidney L. 189 43/79 57.4 ± 0,6 7.5 ± 0.4 13,1 :±: 0.7 
Both kidneys 188 86/ 165 119,0 ± 1.1 15.12 ± 0.8 12,7 ± 0.6 
Weight 137 68/279 161.6 ± 3.8 45.0 ± 2,7 28.0 ± 1.7 

Intervals Lapemis hardwickei Adult females 
Erom/to N R M 0 V 

Snout/heart 212 122/202 148.8 ± 0,9 13.0 ±O,6 8,6± 0.4 
Heart/ liver 212 -8/ +6 -2.8 ± 0,1 1.9 ± 0.1 71,0± 3.4 
Liver/gallbl. 212 -15/ +43 10.9 ± 0.7 9,6 ± 0.5 87.0 ± 4.2 

Total A 212 116/240 157,6 ± 1.2 18.0 ±O,9 11.6 ± 0,6 
Pancreas/ov. R 211 -3/+43 20,3 ± 0.7 10,3 ± 0.5 50.7 ± 2.5 
ov. R./kidney R. 210 -10/+69 21.9 ± 1.0 14,3 ±O,7 68,0 ± 3,0 
kidn. R./ cloaca 212 45/99 71,6 ± 0.7 10.4 ± 0.5 H,5 ± 0.7 

Total B 210 70/ 163 113,1 ± 1.3 18,9 ±0.9 16,7 ± 0.8 
Pa~creas/ov. L. 211 22/118 75.0 ± 1,1 15,9 ±O,8 21.3 ± 1.2 
ov. L./kidney L. 211 -29/+58 11.4 ± 0.8 12.2 ± 0,6 107.0 ± 5,2 
Kidn. L./ cloaca 212 39/85 56,6 ± 0,5 7.6 ±0.4 13.5 ± 0,6 

Total C 211 90/207 142,5 ± 1.5 21.2 ± 1.0 H ,9± 0,7 
Total A+B 210 214/391 253.8 ± 2.0 28,8 ± 1.4 11,3 ± 0,6 
Total A+C 211 225/435 299,5 ± 2.2 32.4 ± 1,6 11 .0 ± 0,5 
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Intervals Lapemis hardwickei Adult males 
from/ to N R M • V 

Sn out/he art 190 126/ 188 158.0 ± 0.8 11.3 ±0.6 7.2 ± 0.4 
Heart/ liver 191 -10/ +4 -2.8 ± 0.2 2.1 ± 0.1 74.0 ± 3.8 
Liver/ gallbl. 191 + 21+45 22.0 ± 0.7 9.0 ± 0.5 41.0 ± 2.1 

Tata! A 191 135/221 177.1 ± 1.2 15.9 ± 0.8 9.0 ± 0.5 
Pancreas/te. R. 190 11/63 39.1 ± 0.7 9.3 ± 0.5 23.8 ± 1.2 
Test. R./kidn. R. 188 -2/ +50 20.1 ± 0.6 8.5 ±0.4 42.3 ± 2.2 
Kidn. R./cloaca 188 43/ 95 69.1 ± 0.6 8.8 ± 0.5 12.7 ± 0.7 

Tata! B 188 81 / 179 128.8 ± 1.2 15.7 ± 0.8 12.2 ± 0.6 
Pancreas/ te. L. 191 36/ 104 73.4 ± 0.8 11 .0 ±0.6 14.8±0.8 
T est. L./kidn. L. 190 -3/ +35 11.7 ± 0.4 5.9 ± 0.3 53.0 ± 2.7 
Kidn. L./cloaca 190 38/ 79 57.4 ± 0.5 6.8 ±0.4 11.9 ± 0.6 

TotalC 190 91/194 142.4 ± 1.1 15.5 ±0.8 10.9 ± 0.6 
Tata! A+B 188 2321379 305.3 ± 2.0 26.8 ± 1.4 8.8 ± 0.5 
Total A+C 191 233/396 319.4 ± 2,0 27.6 ± 1.4 8,6 ± 0.4 

Topography in % of bodylength Lapemis hardwickei 
Females Males 
Neon. Juven. Adult Neon. Juven. Adult 

Body !ength 100,0 100.0 100.0 100,0 100.0 100,0 
Tail length 12,8 12.3 11.9 13,4 12.6 12.4 
Heart top 28.4 28.7 27.8 31,4 30.6 29.6 

end 33.0 33.0 32.0 36.7 35.0 33.6 
Jength 4.5 4,3 4.1 4.2 4,2 4,0 

Liver top 32.1 32.5 31.5 35.6 34.2 33.1 
end 48.5 51.7 50.6 51 .7 53.3 51 .8 
length 16.4 19.2 19.1 15.9 19.1 18.9 

Gallbl. top 51.8 5M 52.6 55.4 56.6 56.0 
end 54.3 57.5 55.5 57.8 59,5 58.9 
length 2.6 3.1 3.0 2.3 2.9 2.8 

Pancreas top 53.9 54,9 52.8 55.0 56.5 55.8 
end 56.9 58,2 56,0 58.0 60.3 59.3 
length 3.0 3.4 3.2 2.8 3.6 3.7 

Spleen top 53.1 54.3 52.5 54.1 56,5 55.4 
end 54,2 56.8 54.0 55.3 58.0 56.6 
Jength 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.1 1.5 1.8 

R. sexgland top 68,0 64.0 60.0 67.0 67.6 66.8 
end 76.0 71.8 70,5 71 .2 71.2 71 .3 
length 7.9 7.7 10.6 4.1 3.7 4.6 

L. sexgland top 74,5 70,8 70.2 72.3 74,0 73.0 
end 79,3 75.3 77.0 74.6 76.0 76.0 
length 4.9 4.6 6.7 2.3 1.9 2.8 

R. kidney top 72.7 74.3 74.5 74.7 75.5 75.7 
end 84,0 87.0 86.0 86,6 87.0 86.6 
length 11.2 12.8 11.4 11.8 11.4 10.9 

L. kidney top 76.7 79.3 79.0 78.0 78.0 78.0 
end 86.9 90,0 89.3 88.7 89.0 89.0 
length 10.1 10.6 10.2 10.4 11.0 10.8 

Bodylength in mm 267.0 416,0 535.0 254.0 404.0 533.0 
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Physics. - Solar flares and the origin of Cosmie Radiation. I. By J. CLAY, 
H. F. JONGEN and A. J. DIJKER. (Natuurkundig Laboratorium Uni
versity of Amsterdam.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

On J uly 25, 1946 a considerable increase of cosmic radiation was 
measured at different places of the earth I , 2). This was also the case in 
Amsterdam where for the last 15 years the radiation has been continuously 
recorded with four ionisation vessels of 40 L each, filled with argon of 
pres su re of 40, 40, 97 and 58 atmosphere resp. The hour-values of the 
recordings have an accuracy of 0.2 %. One vessel is unshielded (6), one 
has generally a shield of 12 cm (on the 25th the shield was absent), the 
remaining two have a shield of 110 cm Fe. In the graph 1 we see the 
3 hour-values of these ionisation-vessels. The barometer-curve is given 
below in millibars, the variation with barometric pressure is from 1.7 % per 
cm Hg (under 110 cm Fe) to 3 % per cm Hg (open). In the middle of 
graph 1 the horizontal component of the earth's magnetic field is given in 
r units and the variation of 100 r is indicated by the arrow. 

VALLARTA has expounded that the increase of the cosmic radiation might 
be caused by a magnetic dipole-field of two sunspots, which would 
compensate the sun's magnetic field, so that at that moment electrically 
charged partides would be ab Ie to escape from the sun, which they could 
not do as long as these sun spots did not occur. However, we have some 
doubt as to the validity of this explanation. 

In the graph 1 we see an increase of the intensity in the four apparatus 
between 10 and 15 h. G.M.T. on the 25th of July, but th en on July 26 a 
heavy magnetic storm sets in and in all four vessels a decrease of intensity 
is recorded, as is usual in the event of magnetic storms. We may mention 
that on July 25 at IDa little peak is found in the horizontal component of 
the geomagnetic fjeld. We have noticed that this is a characteristic feature 
in practically all the cases wh ere solar flares are accompanied by an 
increase of cosmic radiation. 

We next took the hour-values in stead of the 3-hour values and 
proceeded to a doser examination of the increases. We found that in the 
more precise data the variations showed much more plainly and were 
found to occur as in graph 2. Moreover we detected maxima on the 24th 
of July, a day of uncommonly heavy activity on the sun, apparently from 
a great number of solar flares, observed at different stations. The fIares 
are indicated in graph 2 by a-po The name of the observatory 3), the 
duration and the dass of the flares are given in the right-hand part of the 
graph, For classification of intensity the numbers I, 2 and 3 are used. 
Especially the flares h till P indusive were of high intensity. 
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Graph. 2. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation in 4 ionisation chambers of 40 L. 
on July 24 and 25. 1946 with solar f1ares observed at different stations. Barometer. 
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July 27 during magnetic storm. Barometer. 
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The relative values of the ionisation currents are given at left expressed 
in compensation-voltage. 

Af ter scrutinizing this detailed result we looked for more cases, starting 
with the year 1947, which was in part of great solar activity. In this year 
alone we found more than 30 cases of considerable increased radiation 
and still 30 more of smaller value all correlated with solar flares. In most 
cases the shift in the maximum occurred up to 2 hours af ter the flare was 
observed. 

The magnetic curve does not show variations worth mentioning in this 
period. But sometimes a small peak arises in the horizontal component a 
short moment before the beginning of the increase. 

We took 7 particular cases with increases of 3-5 % of the radiation 
and we noted the moment of the observation of the flare and the station 
where it was observed. Then we looked for sun spots which might be 
correlated with the flares, considering their place and history, which are 
given in the text below 4, 5). 

The magnetic moment of the spot is calculated from its surface and 
the maximum value of the magnetic field within it (in the way suggested 
by BROXON 6). The magnetic moments are given in the graphs 3-8. The 
earth's magnetic field is given in the graph for June 17 1947. We see 
that the computed magnetic moments of the sunspots differ by a factor of 
10-4 till 10-5 fr om the formerly accepted total magnetic moment of the 
sun, which was assumed to be 1034 Gauss cm3 • 

It is possible that the magnetic fields of these spots are important or 
Indispensible to the phenomenon treated above, but our knowledge on the 
subject is very fragmentary as yet. 

A short time ago a publication by C. E. R. BRUCE 7) and one by M. A. 
ELLISON 8) treated of the possibly considerable magnetic field of the 
flares. In the graphs below the positive variation of the radiation is given 
together with the time of observation of the flares. In most cases the 
maximum of the radiation arose with a retardation of 0-2 hours. 

The magnetic dipole momenta are calculated with the formula M ,= 0.I77a3 H, given 
by BROXON G) in his recent paper on this subject in the Physical Review, 1949. 

a is the radius of the sunspot which we take as circular and H is the maximum value 
of the magnetic field which is measured in the center of the spot 

May 21. 1947 spot number 8566 M = 4.2 X 1029 G cm3 

June 17, 1947 spot number 8626 M = 9.4 X 1028 G cm3 

July 14, 1947 spot number 8709 M = 1.5 X 1029 G cm3 

July 24, 1947 spot number 8715 M = 4.3 X 1()3° G cm3 

Aug. 11. 1947 spot number 8764 M = 1.1 X 1030 G cm3 

Aug. 15, 1947 spot number 8775 M = 5.5 X 1028 G cm3 

The f1ares on July 25 1946 were at a latitude of +23 0 North. In this point particles 
of 1010 eV cannot escape from the sun 1). 

1) Northern latitude is positive. Difference in longitude is positive towards the west. 
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May 21. 1947. 

Inset of the increase of intensity in Cosmic Radiation after 18 h. with maximum at 
about 19 h. Observed solarflare c1ass 2 on Mount Wilson between 18.29 and 20.08 with 
the maximum 18 h. 44. 

The situation of the flare was latitude +20 0 and the distance till the central 
merid'ian _25 0

• 

On this day in the surroundlings of the solarflare we mentioned 2 sunspots we re 
observed. 8568 and 8571. with a bipolar magnetic character. The spots are found from 
16-29 resp. from. 17-29 May. 1947. Because the spot 8568 is the most likely cause 
of the effect. we give its history below: 

Data 

May 16. 1947 

May 17. 1947 
May 18. 1947 

May 19. 1947 

May 20. 1947 

May 21. 1947 

May 22. 1947 

May 23. 1947 

May 24. 1947 

May 25. 1947 

May 26. 1947 
May 27. 1947 

May 28. 1947 
May 29. 1947 

Diff. of latitude to the Surface in 10-6 Number of 

central meridian Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

_87 0 

_87 0 

_75 0 

_65 0 

_61 0 

_58 0 

_51 0 

_45 0 

_40 0 

_19 0 

_20 0 

_17 0 

-w 
50 

00 

00 

+ 7
0 

+ 12
0 

+ 13
0 

+ 20 0 

+260 

+ 25 0 

+ 32
0 

+38 0 

+48 0 

+560 

+600 

+66 0 

+76 0 

+88 0 

1950 

1950 

194 0 

1900 

194 0 

197 0 

191 0 

1970 

202 0 

190 0 

1950 

1980 

191 0 

1970 

202 0 

1890 

1960 

201 0 

1890 

1960 

202 0 

1880 

1950 

201 0 

1970 

19r 
196 0 

202 0 

1990 

1980 

+ 17 0 

+W 
+ 18

0 

+W 
+W 
+ 17 0 

+W 
+ 17 0 

+W 
+20 0 

+ 19 0 

+ 17 0 

+ 18
0 

+ 18 0 

+ 17
0 

+ 180 

+ 17 0 

+ 17 0 

+ 18 0 

+ 170 

+ 17 0 

+ 190 

+ 18 0 

+ 18 0 

+ 18 0 

+ 21 0 

+ 18
0 

+ 17 0 

+W 
+W 

97 
48 
87 

194 
436 
727 
194 

1067 
145 
170 

1018 
48 

194 

630 
194 
97 

697 
121 
194 
582 
242 
145 
533 
242 
145 
436 
170 
485 

48 
533 

24 
436 
145 

1 
1 
6 
3 
5 

14 
14 
27 
9 

20 

22 
10 
8 

19 
13 
10 
32 
12 
12 
26 
14 
15 
28 
15 
30 
50 
31 
13 
3 

12 
5 
4 
2 

On May 29. this spot dissappears from the visible region on the west si de. The under
lined part of the spot was about in the same place as the flare the number of separate 
spots having diminished from 20 to 8. 
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Graph. 3. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar fIare . Magnetic moment of 

sunspot on May 21, 1947. Barometer. 

Junc 17. 

The increase of cosmic radiation is observed af ter 9 h. with a maximum at about 11 h. 
At this time there are the following flares 

Observation place Beginning End Latitude Diff. of longitude Class 

Zürich 7 h. 20 7 h. 25 + 23° _52° point brillant 

Wendelstein 8 h. 50 + 8° 9° 

Greenwich 8 h. 50 9 h. 05 + 8° 0° 1+ 

On this day at the latitude of 8° an active region was observed with a longitude of 
220° on account of this localisa\ion. 

We came to the condusion that the spot 8626 which is of a bipolar character with a 
maximum field of 2500 Gausz at 12 o· dock can be the origin of th is flare . This spot 
exists from 12 till 23 June. Here is its history. 
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8626 
Surface in 10-6 Number of 

Data Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

June 12, 1947 
June ~ 3, 1947 

June 14. 1947 

June 15. 1947 

June 16. 1947 

June 17. 1947 

June 18. 1947 
June 19. 1947 
June 20. 1947 
June 21. 1947 
June 22, 1947 

June 23. 1947 

_67 0 

_ 51 0 

_47 0 

_37 0 

_330 

_25 0 

_180 

_12 0 

30 

+ 10 

+ 90 

+W 
+ 28 0 

+400 

+ 54 0 

+65 0 

+ 73 0 

+ 78 0 

-7- -5-

16.20 23·20 
16.00 23-00 
15.80 22·eo 

60 ·60 

40 .40 

20 .20 

1500 2200 

14·90 21 .80 

-8- 21.60 

27-40 -6-
27.20 4470 
2700 ·50 
26.80 -30 
26.&0 ·10 
26.40 43·90 
26.20 .70 

26·00 50 
25.80 .30 
25.60 43·10 

217 0 
+ 90 48 4 

219 0 
+ 90 97 4 

223 0 
+ 90 61 1 

221 0 
+ 80 73 9 

225 0 
+ 70 61 1 

220 0 
+ 80 24 3 

227 0 
+ 70 61 2 

220 0 
+ 90 36 4 

229 0 
+ 70 73 I 

219 0 
+ 80 24 9 

227 0 + 70 48 I 
220 0 + 100 73 6 
220 0 + 90 73 9 
219 0 + 90 218 10 
219 0 + 90 291 8 
217 0 + 100 194 I 
225 0 +10" 145 I 
217 0 + 100 145 

17 Jun e 1947. 
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Graph. 4. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar flare and magnetic moment 
on June 17, 1947. Record of horizontal component of earth's magnetism on that date. 

Barometer. 
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July 14. 

The increase of intensity of the cosmie radiation begins between 11 and 12 o'dock 
and the maximum is at about 15 h. 

Observed solar flare at Meudon from 10.35-10.55 with a latitude of 13°. In this place 
on July 14 a spot 8709 is found. The group is unipolar and is followed by a bipolar 
group. Max. field value H = 1100 Gausz on July 19 at 2000 G.C.T. 

Surface in 10-6 Number of 8709. 
Data Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

July 12. 1917 
July 13. 1917 
July 11. 1947 
July 15. 1947 
July 16. 1947 
July 17. 1947 
July 18. 1947 

_87° 
_74° 
_60° 
_ 46° 
_32° 
_19° 

5° 
_ 5° 

July 19. 1947 _ 7° 
July 20. 1917 + 20° 
July 21. 1917 + 32° 
July 22. 1947 + 47° 

-7- -5-

16.30 2330 

16·10 23·10 
15·90 22·90 

·70 ·70 

.s0 ·50 

.30 ·30 
15.10 22.10 

-8- 21.90 

26.10 ·70 

25·90 21.50 

70 -6-
50 45·50 
30 30 

25.10 45.10 

24·90 44·90 
24.70 ·70 

·50 
·30 

44.10 

160° +lr 48 
i60° + 12° 194 
160° + 12° 170 
160° + 12 ° 121 
162° + 12° 73 
162° + 13 ° 73 
163° + 9° 24 
163° +W 61 
161 ° + 13° 97 
162° + 13° 48 
161 ° + 13° 36 
161 ° + 13° 12 
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Graph. 5. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar flare and magnetic moment 
on July 11. 1947. Barometer. 



Physics. - Solar flares and the origin of Cosmie Radiation. 11. By J. CLAY. 

H. F. JONGEN and A. J, DIJKER. (Natuurkundig Laboratorium Uni~ 
versity of Amsterdam.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

July 24. 

The increase in the radiation occurs after 11 h. with a maximum at about 12 h. A little 
earlier two f1ares are observed at Arcetri. namely from 10.51-1059 at latitude + 15° anc! 
a difference in longitude of _55° of c1ass 1 (deux points brillants) and also from 
10.51-10.59 at a latitude of +13° and difference of longitude +82" . c1ass 1 (trois 
points brillants). 

In the surroundings of both these places are the observed spots 8715 and 8707. The 
first has a maximum field of 1900 Gauss on July 20 at 10 o'c1ock and 8707 maximum 
~eld 4000 Gauss on July 18 at 5 h. 8715 is a dipole and 8707 is an unipole. 

The data are following . 

8715. 
Surface in 10-0 Number of 

Data Dm. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

July 14. 1947 
July 14. 1947 
July 16. 1947 

July 17. 1947 

July 18. 1947 

July 19. 1947 

July 20. 1947 

July 21, 1947 

July 22. 1947 

July 23. 1947 

July 24. 1947 

July 25. 1947 

July 26. 1947 

_78° 
_64° 
_55° 
_48° 
_41° 
_35° 
_28° 
_21° 
_15° 

7° 
_ 2° 

+ 5° 
+10" 
+ 17° 
+ 24° 
+33° 
+ 34° 
+ 38° 
+37° 
+46° 
+49° 
+ 50° 
+58° 
+65° 
+ 73° 
+79° 

142° 
142" 
139° 
146° 
140° 
146° 
140° 
147° 
139° 
147° 
140° 
147° 
139° 
146° 
138° 
147° 
148° 
152° 
139° 
148° 
151° 
139° 
147° 
140° 
148° 
140° 

+ 9° 
+ 9° 
+ 11° 
+ 11 ° 
+11" 
+ 11° 
+ 11° 
+ 11° 
+ 12° 
+ 11° 
+ 12° 
+13" 
+ 13° 
+14" 
+12" 
+14" 
+ 6° 
+ 13' 
+12" 
+ 13° 
+ 8° 
+ 11° 
+ 12° 
+ 13° 
+ 13° 
+ 13° 

242 
485 
436 
218 
582 
436 
630 
04.85 
630 
582 
388 
436 
388 
533 
291 
485 

24 
145 
242 
533 
48 

339 
776 
921 
630 
970 

9 
12 
14 
12 
12 
11 
15 
10 
22 
19 
3 

15 
18 
35 
36 
16 
7 

12 
27 
1 

15 
18 
11 
1 
3 
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Graph. 6, One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar flare and magnetic moment 
on July 24, 1947. Barometer. 

During the period 21-24 July th is spot is object to strong changes as apparent from 
the above table. Presumably the first flare observed by Arcetri belongs to this spot, 
although there is no satisfactory agreement as to the latitude. 

8707. Surface in 10-6 Number of 
Data Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

July 11, 1947 _88 0 1720 + 13 0 582 1 
July 12, 1947 _760 171 0 + 12 0 970 2 
July 13, 1947 _61 0 173 0 + 100 121 5 

_60 0 174 0 +l r 824 1 
July 14, 1947 _49 0 17\ 0 + 12 0 679 1 

_490 171 0 +WO 48 6 
July 15, 1947 _34 0 172 0 + 12 0 724 1 

_34 0 17r + 100 24 6 
July 16, 1947 _19 0 175 0 +Ir 679 
July 17. 1947 _ 60 175 0 + 13· 776 4 
July 18, 1947 + 70 0 175 0 + 130 679 2 
July 19, 1947 + 20 0 174 0 +W 679 2 
July 20, 1947 +33 0 175 0 +lr 679 1 
July 21. 1947 +45 0 174· + 130 679 1 
July 22, 1947 +600 1740 + 12 0 630 11 
July 23, 1947 + 74 0 1760 +W 582 2 
July 24, 1947 + 88 0 177 0 +lr 145 4 

On July 24 the spot disappears over the West edge of the solar disco 
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Graph. 7. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar Hare on July 28. 1947. 
Barometer. 

August 11. 1947. 

The increase of intensity sets in af ter 16 h. G.C.T. and has its maximum value between 
17 and 18 h. G.C.T. At about 12 h. G.C.T. 3 flares are observed at MUSWELL HILL 
and SCHAUINSLAND, but it is not probable that these are the origin of the effect in the 
Cosmic Radiation vide the great difference in time. No Hare is reported during the hours 
from 12.22-17.05. a1though during parts of this period several stations have made 
observations. At the latter moment Mc. Math. observed a flare dass 1 at a latitude 
+10° and a difference in longitude _10° followed on 17 h. 45 by a second flare at a 
latitude of _20° and a difference of longitude +500

, also of dass 1. So the cause for 
the arising of the increase in intensity is uncertain. It is acceptable however that its 
continuation after 17 h. is due to the flares mentioned, especially to the first one, as 
th is occurs doubtlessly before 17.05. We will look for spots in the ne!ghbourhood of 
those two Hares. 

For the first flare a spot 8767 comes into consideration which is observed from 6--19 of 
August. 8767 consists of a complex group in which no bipolar parts can be distinguished. 
Maximum field 2300 Gauss on Aug. 13 at 0 h. G.C .T. The second flare can be correlated 
with the spot 8764 from Aug. 6--13 after which date it dissappears from the visible part 
of the sun. Maximum H 1300 Gauss on Aug. 7 at 15 h. The spot was bipolar. The 
development was the following : (1iituations every day about 15 h. G.C.T.) 
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8767. 
Surface in 10-0 Number of 

Data Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

August 6, 1947 _67 0 21 00 +WO 12 1 

August 7, 1947 _790 184 0 +WO 242 3 
_690 1940 + WO 24 2 

August 8, 1947 _70 0 180 0 + 100 73 3 
_64 0 186 0 

+ 90 242 
_58 0 192 0 

+ 9 0 24 
_49 0 201 0 

+ 90 48 3 

August 9, 1947 _50 0 1860 + 12 0 194 12 

_460 190 ' + 12 0 145 16 

_36 0 200 ' + 10 0 97 12 

August 10, 1947 _39 0 1800 + W 12 1 

_28 0 191 0 + 120 776 42 

-lr 2020 + 100 121 9 

August 11, 1947 _18 0 192" +WO 1018 53 

August 12, 1947 _19 0 178 0 

+ 70 24 7 

- 5° 192 0 + 100 873 47 

August 13, 1947 + 80 192 0 +W 1164 49 

+ 22 0 206 0 +W 12 1 

August 14, 1947 + 20 0 191 0 +W 1357 52 

+ 35 0 206 0 +WO 12 1 

August 15, 1947 + 330 191 0 +W 1357 45 

August 16, 1947 + 47 0 191 0 +W 1406 42 

August 17, 1947 + 600 191 0 + 12 0 436 14 

+ 75 0 2060 

+ 90 582 5 

August 18, 1947 + 73 0 191 0 + 120 436 9 

+ 88 0 2060 

+ 90 582 3 

From 10 to 11 August in th is spot there are grcat changes. This spot dissappears from 
sight via the west edge of the solar disco 

8761 
Surface in 10-0 Numberof 

Data Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. smaller parts 

August 7, 1947 - 10 262 0 _180 388 23 
August 8, 1947 +IZO 262 0 _19 0 533 12 
August 9, 1947 + 25 0 261 0 _19 0 315 27 
August 10, 1947 +39 0 258 0 _19 0 242 21 

+400 268 0 _19 0 242 1 
August 11. 1947 +48 0 258 0 _19 0 145 4 

+ 58 0 2680 _20 0 242 5 
August 12, 1947 + 61 0 258 0 -w 97 3 

+66 0 263 0 _19 0 12 
+ 72 0 269 0 _19 0 242 1 

August 13, 1947 + 75 0 259 0 -w 121 3 

59 
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Graph. 8. One hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar flare and magnetic moment 
on Aug. 11. 1947. Barometer. 

August 15. 1947. 

The increase of intensity in cosmic radiation is observed at 10 h. G.C.T . 
Solarflares were observed at different places of which we take in consideration the 

two following : 

1°. Observed at WENDELSTEIN from 7.15-7.30 at a latitude +13° and a difference 
of longitude _12°. Class 1. 

2°. Observed at Cambridge at 9.05 G.C.T. at the latitude _10° and a difference 
of longitude +75° . Class 2. 

Tbe flare observed at WENDELSTEIN is situated in the surroundings of spot 8774 
which has a unipolar character. maximal field 4000 Gauss on Aug. 16 at 2.00 G.C.T. 

The Cambridge flare was situated at the same place as spot 8775 which was visible 
from 12-15 of August after which moment it disappeared over the West edge of the 
solar disco The maximum field of 900 Gauss was on Aug. 9 at 10.00 G .C.T. The spot 
was b!polar. 
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For the observed effect the flare observed at Cambridge can be considered origin. 
The development was following. 

8775. 

Data 

August 
August 
August 

Surface in 10-6 

Diff. of longitude Longitude Latitude of the sunsurf. 

12. 1947 +430 240 0 _12 0 73 
13. 1947 +550 239 0 _ 9 0 36 
14. 1947 + 70 0 241 0 _13 0 97 
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Graph. 9. Dne hour recordings of Cosmic Radiation. Solar flare and magnetic moment 
on Aug. IS, 1947. Barometer. 

In a good number of cases we found at the same time as the f1ares major variations 
in the ionosphere which we detected by disturbances in long range radio transmission, 
but we know that mostly these are produced by photon radiation in -contrary to the 
corpuscular radiation, which must be the origin of the increase of cosmic radiation. 

At the present time we have to recognize different possibilities for the 
excess in the cosmic radiation to originate in the sun's activity. The first 
theory is that particles are thrown out of the sun by a mechanism some~ 
what like a synchrotron. The second is that the phenomenon would be 
caused by the variation of the magnetic fjelds, as suggested by BAOOE 9) 
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(Como congress Sept. 1949). If it were correct however that the magnetic 
moment of the sun is 1034 Gauss cm3, it would be certain that particles 
could not escape Erom the sun without the presence of a compensating 
magnetic moment, but in all the cases investigated up till now no indication 
is found of a moment of that order of magnitude. And in some cases the 
spots which might be responsible for the phenomenon were even unipolar. 
Many contemporary astronomers doubt the above given value of 1034 on 
other grounds and they think that at any rate the value has to be variabIe. 

The continuous mean radiation, the instantaneous variations of which 
are treated of above, may be of solar, galactic or extra~galactic origin. 
We are of opinion that, if the sun can produce instantaneous flares of 
cosmic rays, also other stars and especially novae may contribute to the 
observed radiation. The effect of individual stars must be very much 
smaller than that Erom the sun, but as their number is very large, their 
collective contribution can be pretty weIl invariabIe in time. In that case, 
however, it is a mystery why no directional effect of our galaxy is 
observable, as we shall point out at the end of this article. 

Another theory put forward by ALFVÉN 10) assumes that small magnetic 
fields can be produced in the galaxy by the movement of dust c10uds and 
these fields will be able to accelerate particles, as was shown by FERMI 11). 
The objection is, that the acceleration takes far too much time. A proton 
with a minimum energy of 2 X 108 eVolt e.g. wh en injected into an 
accelerating field can indeed be accelerated. But to reach an energy suffi~ 
cient to be registered in cosmic radiation requires 100 million years. 
ALFVÉN's assumption is, that the origin of the whole of c.r. lies with this 
accelerating mechanism, but this seems to be in contradiction with the facts 
stated above about solar flares and their correlation which takes only two 
hours or less. 

For the magnetic latitude of our place of observation the energy 
necessary to penetrate the magnetic field of the earth is known to he 
2 X 109 eV. Another 2 X 109 eVolt are wanted to penetrate the atmosphere. 
As the relative variation in the open vessel sometimes differed from that 
in the vessel shielded hy 110 cm Fe (the shield taking 109 e V to he 
penetrated by the secondaries, i.e. the mesons) the distribution of energy 
in the excess radiation must have differed from that in the permanent 
radiation. We are intending to make a research on the latter subject. To 
this end we are going to record the flares at different depths in the same 
coalmine in which we have recorded radiation intensity before. Comparing 
recordings at different depths, we can get an idea of the distribution of 
the energies of the incident excess radiation correlated with soIar flares. 

From a communication by M . SCHEIN 12 ) at the Como conference 
appeared that on May 11 th 1949 in Chicago at very great height in the 
atmosphere an enormous increase of cosmic radiation was measured of 
about 75 %. At that time there was asolar flare of intensity 3. The only 
thing we found in our recordings was an increase of 1 % in the open vessel 
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and in the vessel shielded with 12 cm between 2 and 4 h. G.C.T. , but no 
trace of an increase in the vessels shielded with 110 cm. This particular 
excess radiation appears therefore to have been of low energy. 

FinaIly we should like to drawattention to the recordings of the ionisation 
by cosmie radiation considered in relation with sidereal time graph. 10. 
These recordings do not show any variation with sidereal time exceeding 
0.1 %, which is an essential criterion showing that there is no indication 
of an extra-galactic origin of the radiation nor of a difference with direction 
in the galactie system. 

Our best thanks are due to Or H . P . TH . VA N LOHUIZ EN for his useful 
help with magnetic and solar data . 

24 
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Botany. - The respiration of the stem of ripening sugar cane. By J. W. 
HES. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

Introduction. 

The production of the photosynthetic activity of a sugar ca ne plant 
provides the greater part of the material for the building up of the plant 
body and is also a source of energy for both construction (growth) and 
maintenance. The excess of the carbondioxide assimilation can be stored 
as a reserve materiaI. in the case of sugar cane sucrose, in such an abun~ 
dance, that it can be extracted from the staIks on an economie basis and 
thus cane is grown for this reason. 

The difference between the total amounts of carbondioxide assimilation 
products and the part thereof incorporated in the plant tissues (dry matter) 
or serving as the source of energy consumed in respiration, is roughly 
speaking the amount of sugar in the cane at harvest time. 

We are fairly weIl infarmed about the dry matter af ter years and years 
of cropping cane. Cancerning assimilation th ere are some data available 
from preliminary investigations, for instanee those carried out in Java by 
KAMERLING ('4), KUYPER (5, 6) and COELINGH and KONINGSBERGER (2). 
But as far as we know there is no quantative information abaut respiration 
processes, at least not in the Java~literature. Hence we started a series of 
experiments to obtain some preliminary information on this matter. 

Material and Methods. 

In working out these experiments cane was chosen of one variety, twelve 
months old and grown under conditions representing approximately t:he 
average Java conditions in the cane fields. The material invalved in the 
experiments was selected from sterns of about the same size, length and 
habitus. Af ter cutting the internodes were cleaned with soap and water, 
rinsed and dried. To prevent desiecation both ends were dipped in melted 
paraffine. 

The respiration was determined by measuring the carbondioxide pro~ 
duction. A current of humid air deprived of carbondioxide was passed 
through a respiration vessel, having a volume only slightly exceeding that 
of the cuttings, and then in succession two Pettenkofer~tubes containing 
barytawater. The carbondioxide liberated in two hours by the internodes 
was absorbed and determined in the usual manner by titration. All experi~ 
rnents have been carried out in a dark room at 28° C. 

In order to find the amount of dry matter (total solids), sucrose and 
reducing sugars, the internodes used for measuring the carbondioxide pro~ 
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duction were weighed (fresh weight) and then chopped to a finely divided 
condition and subsequently crushed in a small hydraulic press to disinte~ 
grate the tissues. The pulp along with the juice already expressed by this 
treatment was made up to a known weight by the addition of water. After 
adjusting the pH to 7.5 and adding one gram of calciumcarbonate the 
mixture was digested for one hour at bOiling temperature, this proved to 
be sufficient for a complete extraction of all sugars. Af ter cooling the 
acidity was checked and found to be neutral in all determinations. 

In the fiber determination the pulp was separated from the extract and 
washed in running water until the washings were free from dissolved sugar 
as disc10sed by the a~naphtol reaction. The sugar~ free fiber was dried to 
constant weight in a drying oven at 105 °C (fiber~weight) and then 
immersed in a 10 % sucrose solution for 12 hours in a refrigerator. Water 
was imbibed by the fiber , thus leaving the sucrose solution more con~ 
centrated. The increase in polarization is a means for computing the amount 
of "colloid" or " imbibition" water attached to the fiber. We assumed this 
amount equal to that originally present in the cane tissues (in Dutch: 
brixvrij rietwater, translated: brix~less cane~water) . 

The separated extract was analysed by methods usually employed in the 
Java sugar industry (3) . The amount of dissolved substance (gravity 
solids) was calculated fr om the pycnometric specific gravity, whereas after 
c1arification reducing sugars were determined by the Schoorl's iodide 
method with Luff' s solution (3) . Sucrose determination was carried out 
ter c1arification by double polarization using STEUERWALD'S method of 
invers ion at room temperature (7) . The results obtained in this way were 
checked by a chemical sucrose determination ca lculated from the difference 
between the invert sugar contents before and af ter inverting, cf. BROWNE 
and ZERBAN (1). Both methods gave equal quantities of sucrose. 

In order to refer the percentages of substances found in the extract to a 
fresh weight of cane basis, the following formula was used: 

a ~b- (c+ Cl~Od) ~ 
~ ~ = % originally present in the cane, where: 

e 

a percentage of substance (sucrose, reducing sugars or gravity solids) 
in the extract 

b = total of fresh cane weight and added water 

c fiber weight 

d = "colloid" or "imbibition" water in percentage of the fiber 

e fresh weight 

The total dry weight (total solids) was calculated by adding the fiber 
weight to the amount of gravity solids reduced to cane basis by the formula 
given above. 

Nitrogen determinations were carried out by the usual Kjeldahlmethod. 
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Experiments. 

Af ter cutting the carbondioxide production turned out to be markedly 
higher than normal being areaction to injury. To avoid this effect the 
cuttings were always prepared 24 hours in advance for all experiments. 
The carbondioxide production was determined the next day and the day 
after. generally for two periods of two hours daily. The two daily values 
agreed very well. the differences never exceeding 10 %. Af ter these two 
days the cuttings were analysed. th us determining the fresh weight. dry 
weight and percentage of sucrose and reducing sugars of the stem part 
involved in an experiment. These data are plotted in the graphs of figure 
1 and 2. The horizontal axis. laid off with a centimeter scale. represents 
the heights of the internodes above the surface of the soil; the schematic 
drawing of a cane stalk underneath shows the decreasing length of the 
internodes from foot to top . On the vertical axis the percentage of the 
constituent parts related to the fresh weight is indicated. with the exception 
of the nitrogen. which is expressed as a percentage of the dry matter. The 
total dry weight is indicated by dots. sucrose by circles. reducing sugars 
by triangles and ni trog en by crosses. Smoothed curves have been drawn 
through the series of points determined. The number of points indicating 
the chemical composition is much greater than those in figure 1 denoting 
the respiration. as in most experiments more than one cutting was used and 
each was analysed separately. The nitrogen was estimated in internodes 
chosen along the length of one staik. the dry matter of these internodes is 
also introduced in figure 2. 

The bottom scale in figure 1 has the same meaning as that in figure 2. 
On the lefthand scale the production of carbondioxide in the two~hour 
periods of the first day is indicated in grams per 24 hours per kilogram of 
dry weight. 

Discussion. 

The distribution of sugars along the ca ne stalk as indicated in fig. 1 is 
perfectly similar to the figures in WENT' s publication on this subject (8). 
WENT also examined the part of the stalk below the soil surface, which 
has lower sucrose contents. this part was however not involved in our 
experiments. The remarkable fact that the reducing sugars reach a maxi~ 
mum percentage some internodes below the top is also clearly demonstrated 
in our graph . 

To make sure that neither appreciable gas production nor consumption 
occurred even during a whole day, we examined intern odes of various ages 
in a one liter fIask, closed with a manometer and placed in a bath of 
constant temperature. Therefore we can assume that sugars. anyhow carbo~ 

hydrates. are the substrate of the respiration of the cane stalk tissues. 
The respiration in the lower part of the stalk up to about one meter, 

in which the amount of dry matter. sucrose, reducing sugars and nitrogen 
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Fig. 1. The march of the respiration level along the stem of ripening sugar cane. The 
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remains on the same level. has a value of about 2 grams of carbondioxide 
per 24 hours per kilogram dry matter, corresponding to the dissimilation 
of about 1.36 grams of hexoses. This part of the stem can be considered 
as mature and its sucrose contents as at the maximum percentage for the 
cane under examination. In the next part of the stem the accumulation of 
sucrose is continuing and the respiration value increases slowly in apical 
direction with the decreasing sucrose coi'lcentration. Still nearer to the 
top wh ere the growth is gradually becoming more important, the res
piration increases rather rapidly to a value of 13 grams of carbondioxide 
or expressed in terms of the dissimilation of hexoses about 9 grams per kg 
dry weight per day. 

In the younger internodes the percentages of reducing sugars and 
nitrogen are higher than in the older ones. There is however no direct 
relation between these quantities and the respiration level. Regarding as 
dry weight the value obtained by substracting the total sugars from the 
total dry weight, there is no important f1uctuation in this value along the 
sta Ik. Hence there is no obvious relation between either this dry weight 
value or the respiration level. Among the data considered in th is in
vestigation the percentage of sucrose is perhaps the best expression for 
the physiological activity of the internodes along the stem. 

I am much indebted to Messrs. P . J. KLOKKERS and W . H. JANSEN for 
their kind help in carrying out the elaborate analysis and to Mr. C. J. G . 
AL TMANN for his enthusiastic assistance in executing the respiration ex peri
ments and preparing this publication. Without their help it would have 
been hardly possible to accomplish this investigation. 

Summary. 

The respiration intensity of ripening sugar cane was examined and 
measured as carbondioxide production. The lower part of the staIk, which 
has already attained its maximum sucrose contents up to where sucrose 
accumulation is still continuing, shows a respiration level of approximately 
2 grams of carbondioxide per kilogram daily. From this point upwards the 
production increases gradually, but near the top there is a sudden increase 
to approximately 13 grams of carbondioxide. Obviously th ere is no clear 
and simple relation between the carbondioxide elimination and the chemical 
composition as far as sucrose, reducing sugars, nitrogen or dry substance 
are concerned. 
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Physics. - So/ar f/ares and the origin of Cosmie Radiation. lIl. By J. CLAY, 

H . F. JONGEN and A. J. DIJKER. (Natuurkundig Laboratorium, Uni
versity of Amsterdam.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

At the time of reading the proofs of our recent paper on the above 
subject we happened to come upon an article by A. EHMERT, Ultrastrahlung 
von der Sonne (Ultraradiation from the sun) 1). Herein 28 cases of increase 
of intensity in cosmic radiation are signalized for the course of the years 
1941-'43. They were found during the registration of twofold coincidences 
without shielding, corrections being made for metereological influences. 
In 4 of these cases correlations are stated with chromospheric eruptions, 
namelyon March 7, 1942, J une 20, 1941, J uly 11, 1941 and Sept. 2, 1941. 
Fig. 11 and 12 show, that the increase of intensity on March 7, 1942 is 
also recorded by our ionisation vessels. Considering th at these vessels have 
different shielding, our recordings allow us to discriminate between the 
particles of different energy. The remarkahle result appears, that in most 
cases of intensified radiation correlated with solar flares, the ratio of 
increase of the various components is not the same. With the nare of 
March 7 '42 the increase was smallest for the particles of larger energy. 
On that date we had 3 ionisation vessels functioning, one unshielded (6), 
one with 12 cm Fe shield (5) and the third with 110 cm Fe (8) . Moreover 
3 counter systems were working, one of 3 counters of 3 cm diameter above 
each other, so that the opening cone was 26°, no shield either over or 
between the counters; the amount of coincidences recorded was about 
1900 p.h. Further two systems, registering double coincidences, each 
consisting of twice 3 parallel counters with 10 cm of Pb between the two 
sets, one arranged for a vertical direction with opening cone 48° (4800 
c.p.h.). the other for a horizontal direction, leaving an opening of 24°. The 
iatter one gave 200 c.p.h. 

Unfortunately the vertical system happened not to be in operation on 
March 7. Graph 11 shows the results in 6-hour mean values. It is obvious 
that the unshielded vessel received more surplus radiation (6 %) than the 
one shielded with 110 cm Fe (4 % ). But th is unshielded instrument 6 
registers only two-hour values, which entails that the maximum is less 
pronounced than when computed from one-hour values, like those given 
for both the vessels 5 and 8, the curves of which may be compared with 
each other. It is in accordance with this statement that an increase of 9 % 
is found in the vessel 5 under a shield of 12 cm Fe. From the difference 
between the vessels 6 and 8 we may infer that on this occasion more than 
one third of the tata I amount of particles with an energy > 4 . 109 e V (the 
energy required to penetrate the atmosphere) were of an energy < 5.109 eV 
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(the energy required to penetrate the atmosphere and an additional shield 
of 110 cm Fe) . 

Moreover in the same graph the 6 hour mean values are given for 3 fold 
coincidences in a vertical direction with the unshielded counter system. The 
increase is from 30.8 to 38.2 p. minute i.e. about 24 %. 
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Graph. 11. Intensity curves of cosmic radiation (6 hour means) during the period 
1-10 March 1942. At left scales of the curves. Time of observation of solar flare is 

indicated. 4 h. 07. 

From 2-6 March the counter system which measured 2 fold coincidences 
in a horizontal direction had a considerable decrease presumably on 
account of the magnetic storm of 1-2 March. the effect of which is felt 
also in the ionisation vessels in that period. On the 7thhowever. during the 
increase in the vessels and the vertical set correlated with the solar flare . 
no increase manifests itself in the horizontal direction. To be registered 
here the minimum energy of the excess radiation would have to be of the 
order of 2 X 1010 eV. on account of the absorption of the atmosphere. No 
particles of th is energy seem to have been produced by the sun on th is 
occasion. 
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In graph 12 we see the curve for 7 March more in detail, the hour~values 
being given (for 6 the 2 hour~values). We note that for the most energetic 
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Graph. 12. Intensity curves of cosmic radiation (hour values, for 6 the 2 hour values) 
on March 7, 1942. 

particles (8) the maximum is reached earlier than for the softer particles 
(6) and the counters. As our records only contain hour~values . we ,dare not 
yet draw quantitative conclusions regarding th is difference in time. 

Compared with our results, EHMERT'S total number of effects strikes us 
as being rather small for a period of several years and the same applies to 
the numher of cases which he signalizes as having a possible correlation 
with the sun. 

To conclude we wish to point out the curious circumstance. that many 
of these sudden increases happen in the months of May, June and July vide 
part land Il. An instance of the variation undel' discussion had already 
been observed by us in May 1927 in two independent experimental arrange~ 

ments. We reported about it at the time 2) . In May 1928 we registered 
again a temporary increase under a shield of 50 cm Pb 3). In June 1936 
two of our ionisationvessels as weIl as a counter system recorded an abrupt 
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increase of 10 % 4). The effects observed by EHMERT in the period 1941-
1943 occurred roughly taken in the same time of the year. 

The conviction obtrudes itself, that th is cannot be entirely accidental, but 
further research wiIl be needed to arrive at a satisfactory explanation. We 
thank Mr. H. SWIERS for his help with a part of the observations. 
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Mathematics. - The seeond pearl of ihe theory of numbers. By J. G. VAN 

DER CORPUT and J. H. B. KEMPERMAN. (Third eommunieation.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

§ 3. The proof of theorem 7. 

We state again: 

Theorem 7. Let be defined on an orde red set Gapartial addition with 
respect to two given finite non-empty subsets A and B of G. We denote 
the 'smallest element of A resp. B by ao resp. bo. where bo is the partieular 
element of B mentioned in the fourth addition property; let B' be the set 
formed by the elements ~ bo of B. 

Let be defined on G a finite or infmite number of pairs of functions 
rp(g), f(g). sueh that. for an arbitrary eonsidered pair of functions rp(g). 
f (g), and an arbitrary element b ;~ bo of B it is possible to find among the 
eonsidered pairs of functions at least one pair q,(g), F(g), su eh that 

rp(g + b) ~ q,(g) + rp(b); f(g + b) ~ F(g) 

for eaeh element g of A or A + B. 
Suppose further that every eonsidered pair of functions rp (g). f (g) . 

satisfies the following eonditions: 

1. rp(g) is monotonie non-deereasing and f(g) ~ O. 

2. rp(g) = rp(g + bo}; rp(b) ~ rp(g + b); rp(b) = rp(ao + b). 

3. If A + B' eontains the element ao + bo or at least one element < ao. 
then rp(ao) ~ O. 

4. f(g) = f(g + bo); f(b) ~ f(g + b). 

Here g denotes an arbitrary element of A or A + Band ban arbitrary 
element ~ bo of B. 

If under these eonditions eaeh pair of functions rp(g), f(g) satisfies the 
inequality 

A(h) + B'(h) ~ rp(h) 

for eaeh element h of a given subset H of G, whieh eontains all elements 
> ao of A and all elements > bo of B, then we have for eaeh eonsidered 
pair of functions rp(g), f(g), and for eaeh element h > ao + bo of H 

(A + B) (h) ~ rp(h). 

Here A(h), B'(h) and (A + B) (h) are defined by (14). 

Pro of. We assume for the present that B' contains at least one element. 
Let b be sueh an element. By the fourth addition property A eontains at least 
one element a su eh that no element x of A exists with a + b = x + bo. In 
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fact, jf this was not truc, to any element a of A would correspond an 
element a' of A with a + b = a' + bo• Starting from an arbitrary element 
Yo of A we Eind successively 

YIl+b=YIl+I+bo (,u = 0, 1. 2, ... ), 

where Yo, Y1' ... are elements of A. Since A is a fini te set, at least one 
element occurs twice in this sequence, hence Y p = Y p+ m, where p :> 0 and 
m > 0 are suitable integers. The elements 

gil = YP+!' + b (,u = 0, 1. ... m) 

belong to A + B, and satisfy for ,u = 0, 1. ... , m - 1 

gl' + b = (YP+1l + b) + b = (YP+Il+1 + bol + b = (YP+Il+1 + b) + bo = gp.+I + bo 

which contradicts the fourth addition property by gm = go. 
Consequently A contains at least one element ä with the property that it 

is possible to find in 8' at least one element b, such that A does not contain 
an element x with ä + b = x 1+ bo. Let à be the smallest element of A 
with this property; th is element is ca lied by us the basic element of the 
pair A. 8'. 

Lemma 3. Under the conditions of theorem 7 we have 

A(a) ~ cp(a) 

for each element a of A with ao < a :;;; ä end for each considered pair of 
functions cp(g) and [(g). 

Pro of. Suppose it' > ao, for otherwise there is nothing to be proved. 
The smallest element b' of B' satisfies the relation B'(b') = 0 and therefore 

A(b') ~ cp(b'). 

The assertion of lemma 3 is obvious for the elements a of A with 
ao <a ~ b', because then B'(a) = 0 and A(a) = A(a) + B'(a) ~ cp(a). 

In the proof we may therefore suppose not only a.o < a -< à, but also 
a> bI. 

We will deduce the inequality to be proved for a = alo where al denotes 
an element of A with ao < al -< ä and a) > b', under the assumption that 
the inequality has already been proved for each considered pair of functions 
cp(g). [(g), and for all elements a of A lying between ao and al' 

We say that an element a of A possesses a corresponding element a' if 
a' belongs to A and satisfies a + b' = a' + bo. From the second addition 
property it follows that the element a', if it exists, is uniquely defined by a. 
By the minimum property of ä each element a < ä of A possesses a cor
responding element. 

We shall show that A contains at least one element < al with cor
responding element ~ al' The element ao is less than al -< ä and possesses 
therefore a corresponding element Zl' IE Zl :> al we are ready. IE not, Zl 
possesses a corresponding element Z2' IE Z2 :> al we are ready again, and 
if not, Z2 possesses a corresponding element Z3 etc. Continuing in this 
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manner we find a sequencp. of elements ao . Zl. Z\! • • •. of A . In the same 
manner as above (with a o. Z l • . .• in stead of 90. 91 . .. . ) we obtain that this 
sequence can not be continued infinitely. so that it contains a last element 

which is ;;;;: al' Therefore Zm < al ~ Z m+l. if m is suitably chosen. so that 
Z m possesses the required properties. 

Let a2 be the smallest element < a t of A with the property that the 
corresponding element a' 2 is ;;;;: alo hence 

(22) 

Each element a < a2 of A possesses by a2 < a l ~.á a corresponding 
element a'; th is element is < alo for otherwise the relations (22) would 
remain valid. if we rep la ce a2 by a and a2' by a' . which contradicts the 
minimum property of a2' 

We distinguish now two cases. 

1. Let us consider first the case a 2 > a o. In this case A contains elements 
< a2' Let a 3 be the element < a~ of A for which the corresponding element 
a3' is minimum. By a3 < a2 this element a3' of A is < al ' Furthcr it follows 
from the definition of a3 that foreach element a < a 2 of A the cor
responding element a' is ~ a3'. hen<:e a3' -< a' < al ' From the second 
addition property we conclude not only that the corresponding element a' 
is defined uniquely by a. but also conversely that differentelements a 
furnish different corresponding elements. Consequently the sum Z [(a') . 

a < a, 
where a' denotes the corresponding element of A. is equal to the sum 
I' f (a') . extended over the elements a' of A with a3' -< a' < al which 
correspond to an element < a2 of A. Since the function f(g) is ;;;;: O. we 
obtain 

Z {(a') -== I ((a) = A (al) - A (a/). . (23) 
a < a, aJ~ a < a l 

By the conditions of theorem 7 we find 

[ (a') = [( a' + bo) = [( a + b') ;;;;: F (a) . 

where the pair of functions CP(g). F(g). depending on b'. is chosen as is 
indicated in the ·enunciation of theorem 7. Consequently 

(/) (a2) + cp (b') ==- cp (a2 + b'). (24) 

In virtue of ao < a 2 < al ~ ä 1 we find by induction 

I ((a') ==- Z F(a) ==- (/)(a2) ' (25) 
a < a, u < a, 

Moreover we shall prove 

A (a/) ==- cp (b'). (26) 

The inequality 

A(a3') + 8(a3') ;;;;: cp (a3') 

is obvious for the case aa' > ao. as a3' is an element of A. IE on the contrary 
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a3' = aO' then A + B' contains the element ao + bo = a3' + b{) = a3 + b'. 
hence tp(ao) ;;;;; 0 from the conditions of theorem 7. 

In virtue of 

tp(a3') = tp(a3' + bo) = tp(a3 + b') G tp(b') 

we Eind for the case a3' ::::: b' 

A(a3') = A(a3') + B(a3') ;;;: tp(a3') ~ tp(b'). 

IE on the contrary a3' > b' we have 

A(a3') ~A(b') =A(b') +B'(b') ~tp(b'). 

sa that (26) is obvious. Hence by (23). (25) and (26) 

A(ad ~ w(a2) + tp(b') ~ tp(a2 + b') by (24) 

= tp(a2' + bo) = tp(a2') G tp(al) by (22). 

since tp (g) is a monotonie function. This establishes lemma 3 in th is case. 

2. Finally we consider the case a2 = ao. From (22) we deduce al -< ao'. 
where ao' = a2' is the corresponding element of ao. Then we have 

tp(ad -< tp(ao') '= tp(ao' + b()) = tp(ao + b') = tp(b'). 

In virtue of al > b' we find therefore 

A(ad ~ A(b') = A(b') + B'(b') ;;;: tp(b') ~ tp(ad. 

This completes the proof of lemma 3. 
Let us denote by bI' .... bk theelements b of B'. su eh that A does not 

contain an element x with ä + b = x + bo. From the definition oE the basic 
element ä it follows that k ~ 1. 

We introduce k new elements Xl' . . .• Xk and we say that an element g 
of G is < XI or > XI according to whether g:;;; ä + bi or > ä + bi 
(l = 1.2 ..... k). Further we agree to write XI> Xm if ä + bi> ä + bm 

(in the last inequality the sign of equality is excluded by the third addition 
property). Let Gk be the set formed hy the elements of G and the elements 
XI'" ., Xk. By considering the different possible cases we convince ourselves 
of the fact that Gk is ordered . 
. Each of the considered pairs of functions tp(g) and f(g) is defined not 
only for every element g of G , but also for the elements Xl' ... . Xk of Gk. 
which do not belong to G . by the convention 

. . . (27) 

Consequently tp(g*) and f(g*) are defined on Gk. such that tp(g*) is 
monotonie non-decreasing and f (g*) is ~ O. 

By canceling bI we transform B inte> a set BI; by canceling b2 we trans
form BI into a set B2 • .. .. by canceling finally bk we transform Bk-I into a 
set Bk. By adding Xl we transform A and H into the sets Al and Hl; by 
adding X2 we transform Al and Hl into the sets A 2 and H 2; .. . ; by 
adding finally Xk we transform A k- I and H k- I into the sets Ak and Hk. 
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It is obvious that H k contains every element ~ ao of Ak and every element 
~ bo of Bk. By B'I we denote the set formed by the dements ~ bo of 
BI (l = 1,2 . .. .. k). 

Lemma 4. Under the conditions of th eo rem 7 we have 

At{h) + BI (h) ?; cp(h) 

for each element h of HL(I = 1,2 ....• k) and for each considered pair of 
functions cp(g) and f(g). 

Pro of. If I 2: 2 we may assume 

AI-I (h) + BI- 1 (h) =- cp(h) (28) 

for each element h of Hl-I. and each considered pair of functions. This 
inequality holds also for I = 1. if Ao. Bo' and Ho denote the sets A. B' 
and H. 

We distinguish three cases. 

1. Let h be an element> XI of Hl. Then 

AI-I (h) + ((XI) = At(h) and BI-I (h) -== BI(h) + {(bi). 

wh ere 

[(xL) = [(ä + bL) ;;;;: [(bL)o 

The element h of Hl is greater than the element XI. which has been added 
to Hl-I. so that h belongs to Hl-I. and (28) may be applied. which gives 
the assertion of lemma 2. 

2. Let h be an element;;;; bi of Hl. Por this element we shall deduce 
first inequality (28). Por that purpose we may restriet ourselves to the 
case h = XI. so that is sufficient to prove 

(29) 

under the assumption XI ;;;; bi. 
I( XI < ao we have á + bi < ao by the definition of the order of the 

element XI with respect to the elements of G. Consequently A + B' contains 
at least one element < ao. hence cp(ao) ;;;; 0 by the conditions of theorem 7. 
Therefore the monotonie non~decreasing function cp(g*) satisfies the in~ 
equality cp(xL) ;;;; 0 and (29) is evident. 

I( XI> ao we consider the smallest element h* :> XI. which belongs to 

AI-lor BI-I. This elementexists by bi 2: XI. It may be observed that h* 
belongs to Hl-I. This is clear jf h* belongs to BI-I. as BI-I is a subset 
of B'. therefore of H. consequently of Hl_I. Moreover if h* were an 
element of AI-I not belonging to Hl-I. th en h* does not coincide with one 
of the dements Xl' ...• XI-I. which have been added in the construction of 
AI-I and Hl - I. In that case h* would belong to A and not to H. but ao 
is the only element which may have this property and this element does not 
enter into consideration by h* G XI > ao. 
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Since h* is an element of H 1- I we have 

The case XI = ao is excluded, as XI is a new element not belonging to G. 
This establishes (29) and therefore also (28) for each element h :;;; bi of 

Hl and each considered pair of functions. The inequalities (28) furnish 
the assertion of lemma 4 by 

AI-dh) ~ Adh) and BI-dh) = BI (h). 

3. Let h be an element of Hl with bi < h:;;; XI, and let cp(h), {(h) 
denote a fixed considered pair of functions. The inequality 

. . . (30) 

is by h:;;; XI and cp(xt} = cp(,ä + bl) valid, jf we replace a4 by a. The 
smallest element a4 of A with (30) is therefore ~ ä. From a4 :;;; ä and the 
minimum property of .ä it follows for each elem~nt a < a4 of A that A 
contains an element a' with a + bi = a' + bo. This element a' is < h, for 
if not, we should have 

cp(a + bI) = cp (a' + bo) = cp(a') ~ cp(h) 

contrary to the minimum property of a4' 
IE a4 = ao, we obtain by (30) 

cp(h) :;;; cp(ao + bt} = cp(bt} , 

hence by means of h> bi, where bi is an element of Hl-I, 

Adh) + BI(h)=- AI(bl) + BI(bl)=- AI-dbl) + BI_I (bL)=- cp(bl);:'- <p(h), 

which gives in this case the assertion to be proved. 
Let us finally consider the case a4 > ao. Then A contains at least one 

element < a4' Let a5 be the element < a4 of A, such that the element 
a5' of A, defined by a5 + bi = a5' + bo, IS as small as possible. By the 
second addition property different elements a < a4 of A furnish different 
elements a' of A with a + bi = a' + bo and a5' :;;; a' < h. Consequently the 
sum ~ {(a'), where a' denotes the element defined by a + bi = a' + bo, 

a<a, 
is equal to the sum ~'((a') extended over the elements a' of A with 
a5' -< a < h, which correspond to an element a < a4, of A by means of the 
relation a + bl= a' + bo. As the function ((g) is ~ 0, we obtain ther~fore 

~ [(a') -=:. ~ [(a) = A (h) - A (a5') -=:. AI (h) - AI (a5'), 
a<a, a.''5,a<h 

because A is a subs'et of AI. It is possible to Eind among the considered 
pairs of functions a pair <P(g). F(g). such that 

• (31) 

and further 

~ [(a') = ~ [(a' + bo) = ~ [(a + bl);:'- ~ F(a). 
a<a, a<a, a<a, a<a, 
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The right hand side of the last formula is ~ CP(a4) by lemma 3. which may 
be applied her·e on account of ao < a4 S;~. In this manner we obtain 

At{h) 2: At{af;') + CP(a4). 

and therefore by h > bi 

AI(h) + Bi(h)"""' A I (a5') + Bi(h) + CP(a1)"""' AI-I (a5') + Bi -I (bi) + CP(a1)' 

Using the inequalities 

CP(a4) + cp(bI) G cp(a4 + bI) 2: cp (h). 

which follow from (31) "md (30). we are ready if we have proved 

A I-I (a5') + Bi -I (bi) """' cp (bi). (32) 

First we remark that cp(a5') ~ cp (bI) by 

cp(as') = cp (as' + bo) = <p (a5 + bI) ;;;: cp (bI) . 

IE a5' = ao the element ao + bo = a5 + bi belongs to A + B'. hence 
q:> (ao) S; 0 from the conditions of theorem 7. consequently cp ( bI) S; cp (ao) S; O. 
so that in this case (32) is obvious. Therefore we may suppose a5' > ao. 
so that the element a5' of A belongs to H. and therefore as weIl to Hl-I. 
The set Hl-I contains also bi. and thel'efore hl. if hl is the smallest of the 
two elements a5' and bi. By cp(a5')?': cp (bI) we have cp(hd ~ cp(bI). 
Consequently 

AI-I (a5') + Bi-I (bi)::=- AI-I (hl) + Bi-I (hl) """' cp (hl) """' cp (bi). 

which establishes the proof of lemma 4. 
Definition of a partial addition with respect to the sets Ak. Bk. For 

each of the elements Xl' ... . Xk and foreach element b of Bk we define a 

sum Xk + b in the following manner: as b does not coincide with any of 
the elements bI ..... bk. the set A contains an uniquely defined element a' 

with .ä + b = a' + bo. and we put by definition XI + b = a' + bi. 
From this definition it appears that XI + b belongs to A + B. In particular 

we Eind 

XI + bo=ä + bi. (33) 

We shall prove that we have defined in this manner on Gk a partial 
addition with respect to the subsets Ak and Bk. such that bo is again the 
special element occurring in the fourth addition property. This proof runs 
as follows . 

For each element a* of Ak and each element b of Bk we have an uniquely 
defined sum a* + b. In facto if a* belongs to A we use the old definition 
and otherwise a* coincides with one of the elements Xl ' .. . . Xk. so that we 
make use of the new definition; the sum a* + b found in th is manner 
belongs to A + B. therefore to G and also to Gk. Moreover we obtain for 
each element g* of Ak' + Bk and each element b of Bk an uniquely defined 
element g* + b belonging to G and therefore to Gk. because g* belongs 
to A + B. Further the four following addition properties are valid. 
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1. IE a* is an element of Ak and band b' are elements of Bk. th en 

(a* + b) + b' = (a* + b') + b. 

This relation is obvious jf a* belongs to A. as band b' belong to Bk and 
therefore also to B. Therefore we may suppose a* = XI . where 1 <: 1 <: k. 
By definition we have XI + b = a + bi . where a denotes the element of A 
with ,ä + b = a + bo. Similarly XI + b' = a' + bi . where ä + 17 = a' + bo. 
From these relations it follows by the first addition property 

(a + b') + bo = (a + bo) + b' = (03 + b) + b' = 
= (o3+b')+b = (a' +bo)+b=(a' +b)+bo• 

hence by the second addition property a + b' = a' + b. Consequently 

(xI+b)+b' =(a + bl)+b' = (a +b')+bl = 
= (a' + b)+ bi = (a' +b/)+ b = (XI +b')+ b. 

2. IE b is an element of Bk and g* and g** belong either both to Ak or 
both to Ak + Bk. then 

g* + b = g** + b implies g* = g**. 

This relation is obvious if both g* and g** belong to A . Also if they belong 
both to Ak + Bk and therefore to A + B. Consequently we may suppose 
that one of the two elements g* and g** coincides with one of the elements 
XI (1 <: 1 <: k). and that the other of the two elements belongs to Ak. 
Without 1055 of generality we may assume" g" = XI and that g* belongs 
to A k. First we shall prove that g* does not belong to A. By definition we 
have XI + b = a + bi. where a denotes the uniquely defined element of A 
with .ä + b = a + bo. IE g* were an element of A we should have 

(g* +bo) +b = (g* + b) +bo = (xI+b)+ bo 
= (a +bl) + bo = (a + bo)+ bi = (o3+b)+bl = (o3+bl)+b 

and therefore by the second addition property g* + bo = ii + bi . which is 
excluded. as it follows from the definition of bi that A does not contain 
an element X with X + bo = ä + bi . Consequently g* does not belong to A 
and coincides therefore with one of the 'elements Xm (1 <: m <: k). Then 
Xm + b = a+ bm. where a is the above mentioned element of A with 
ä + b = a + bo. From XI + b = Xm + b we deduce a + bi = a + bm. 
therefore by the third addition property bi = bm• hence 1 = m. conse~ 

quently XI = Xm. 

3. IE a* is an element of Ak. and band b' are elements of B. then 

a* + b = a* + b' imp lies b = b'. 

We may suppose that a* does not belong to A. since otherwise the 
assertion follows from the third addition property. Therefore we may 
assume a* = XI (1 <: 1 <: k) . Then 

XI + b = a + bi and XI + b' = a' + bi. where 
ä + b = a + bo and ä + b' = a' + bo. 
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From XI + b = XI + b' follows a + bi = a' + bi. hence by the second 
addition property a = a'. therefore ä + b = ä + b'. consequently b = b' 
by the third addition property. 

4. The element bo of B mentioned in the fourth addition property 
satisfies the following condition: it is impossible to find in Bk an element 
b -::j:- bo. and in Ak + Bk a finite number of elements 

go, gr •...• g~-I • g~ = go (where m =- 1) 

with the properties 

g; +b=g;+, +bo (,u = 0.1. .... m-1). 

This assertion follows immediately from the fourth addition property. as 
Ak + Bk is a subset of A + B. 

Properties of the functions cp (g*) and [(g*) . 
We shall show that all conditions of theorem 7 remain valid if we replace 

G. A and B resp. by Gk. Ak and Bk. We know that Gk is ordered and. 
as we have proved above. we have defined on Gk a partial addition with 
respect to the subsets Ak and Bk of Gk. The smallest element bo of Band 
therefore of Bk is just the special element of Bk mentioned in the fourth 
addition property. Finally we must prove that the considered pairs of 
functions cp (g*) and [(g*) possess on Gk the required properties. We have 
already observed that cp(g*) is monotonie non-decreasing on Gk and that 
[(g*) ;;;;: O. We shall now deduce the relations: 

cp (g*) = cp(g* + bo) 

cp(b) ~ cp (gO + b) 

[(b) ~ [(gO + b) 

and [(gO) = [(gO + bo) ; 

and cp(g*+b)~(j)(g*)+tp(b); 

and [(gO + b) =- F(gO) ; 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

here g* is an arbitrary element of Ak or Ak + Bk. further b is an arbitrary 
element -::j:- bo of Bk. and finally 4J (g*) and F (g*) denote the pair of 
functions , which is mentioned in theorem 7 and which depends on b. 

As Ak + Bk is a subset of A + B. and Bk is a subset of B. it is sufficient 
to consider the case that g* is equal to an elemf'nt XI of Ak. which does not 
belong to A. By (27) and (33) we have 

cp(xt} = cp (ä + bL) = cp(XI + bo). 

[(XI) = [(ä + bL) = [(Xl + bo). 

which give the relations (34). 
We have XI + b = a + bi. where a denotes the element of A with 

ä + b = a + bo. hence 

(a + bL) + bo = (a + bo) + bi = (ä + b) + bi = (ä + bL) + b. 

therefore 

cp(XI + b) = cp( (XI + b) + bo) = cp( (.ä + bL) + b). 

consequently 

cp(b) :;;;, cp(XI + b) :;;;, 4J(ä + bL) + cp(b) = 4J(xL) + cp (b) 
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by the definition of 4'> (XI). In this manner we Eind (35) and similarly (36). 
The reader should observe that each element a* + b of Ak + Bk belongs 

to A + B'. This is obvious if a* belongs to A , as Bk is a subset of B'; 
otherwise we have a* = Xl and the element Xl + b = a + bi belongs to 
A+B'. . 

Finally we prove that 

q>(b) = '1' (ao· + b). . • . . . . . (37) 

(where ao * denotes the smailest element of Ak, and b an arbitrary element 

"# bo of Bk), and moreover '1' (ao *) :;;; 0, if At + Bk contains the element 
40 * + bo or at least one element < ao *. 

This assertion is obvicus in the special case ao * = ao, as Ak + Bk is a 
subset of A + B'. In the remaining cas\! ao" is less than ao and is therefore 
equal to one of the elements XI belonging to Ak but not to A. By the 
definition of the order of Gk the inequality XI < ao implies ij + bi < ao, so 
that A + B' contains at least one element < ao, hence q>(ao) :;;; 0 by the 
first condition of theorem 5, consequently the monotonie non-decreasing 
function '1' (g*) satisfies the inequality '1' (ao *) ~ O. This result is valid for 
each considered pair of functions '1' (g"') and f (g*). By (35) we have for 
each element b "# bo of Bk 

'1' ( b) :;;; '1' (ao * + b) :;;; cp (ao *) + '1' ( b) . 

The above result applied with the pair 4'> (g*), F (g*). in stead of '1' (g*). 
f(g*), gives 4'>(ao*):;;; 0, hence q>(b) :;;; q>(ao* + b) :;;; q>(b), so that we 
find (37). 

The reader should observe that the above argument has shown '1' (ao *) :;;; 0, 
if ao * "# ao; in that case we obtain foreach element h:;;; ao· + bo of Gk 

. . . . (38) 

End of the proof of theorem 7. 
Let us first consider the case that B contains only the element bo. Then 

B' is empty and B' (h) is always equal to O. IE the inequalities 

A(h) + B'(h) ;;;;: q>(h) 

are va lid for each considered pair of functions q>(g). f(g). and for each 
element h of a subset H of G, whieh con ta ins all elements > ao of A, then 
we have Eor these h 

A (h) ::=- '1' (h). . . . . . . . . (39) 

IE the assertion of theorem 7 was not true, H would contain an element 
h > ao + bo with 

(A + B) (h) < q>(h) :;;; A(h), 

where the pair of functions q>(g) and f(g) is suitably chosen. Consequently 

I f{a + bo) < I f(a). 
a+bo<h a < h 
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An element a, which furnishes to both sides a contribution, has by 
f(a + bo) = f(a) the property that these contributions are equal. An 
element a, which does not furnish a contribution to the righthand side, has 
the property that its contribution to the lefthand side is ;;;: O. Consequently A 
would contain at least one element a6' which gives a contribution to the 
righthand side, but not to the lefthand side. This element a(j would satisfy 
the inequalities 

. (40) 

Let a6 be the smallest element of A with these properties. In virtue of 
h > ao + bo we have a(; =I=- ao and therefore a(j > ao. Each element a < ar, 

of A satisfies a + bo < h by the minimumproperty of a(j, and different 
elements a < as of A furnish different elements a + bo < h. Consequently 
by f(g) ;;;: 0 

(A + B) (h) = I f(a + b) =- I f(a + bo) = 
a+bo< h a < a" 

by (40) and the monotony of qJ (g) . 
Finally we assume that B' contains at least one element. We may suppose 

that the theorem has already been proved if the number of elements of 
B' is replaced by a smaller number ,2 O. Since B' contains at least one 
element we may apply lemma 4. hence 

Ak (h) + B/ (h) =- qJ(h) • (41) 

for each element h of Hk and for each considered pair of functions qJ(g) 
and f(g) . 

In the special case that the smallest element ao * of A is < ao we have 
ao * = XI (1 <:: I <:: k), so that A + B' contains the elementä + bo < ao 

and from the conditions of theorem 7 we Eind qJ (a{J) :s; 0, so that (41) is 

valid for h = ao. In this case we transform H k into a set 11k by adding the 
element ao. If ao * = ao we put H" = H ko Now we have that the inequality 
(41) is valid for each considered pair of functions rp(g) and f(g) and for 

each element h of the subset H" of Gk, which contains all elements > ao * 
of Ak and all elements > bo of Bk. 

Moreover we know that all conditions of theorem 7 are satisfied if we 
replace G, A and B resp. by Gk, Ak and Bk. Consequently we find by 
induction 

(Ak + Bk) (h) :2; qJ(h) 

for each considered pair of functions qJ (g) and [(g) and for each element 

h > ao * + bo of H", where ao * is the smallest dement of Ak. Since Ak +Bk 
is a subset of A + B. and f~rf:her H is a subset of H". we obtain the 
assertion of theorem 7 for each element h > al) * + bo of H . We are ready 
if au * = au, otherwise thc assertion follows from (38). 
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Mathematics. - On the geometry of spin spaces. 111. By J. A. SCHOUTEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

§ 5. Invariants and transformations for v = 1. 

For v = 1 we write 1', c, k, w, 'Jt instead of R, C, K, Q, n. From (3. 10) 
it is easily derived that. the first invariant con dit ion being satisfied 

C::(I2+ 21) ; k=cr : :(12-21) (5 . 1) 

independently of the choice of ,t For w we get, according to the condition 
that it is hermitian with a determinant + 1: 

t= 1. t=1 w(l,l) = ± (11"m Ïl + lm22); 
I 2 

t= 1. t=i w(l.i) = ± (la Ï2 + II"a 21); 
1 2 

e=i t=1 w (i. 1) = ± i (la Ï2 _1 ha 21) ; 
1 2 

(5.2) 

t=i. t=i w(i. i) = ± (11"m Ïl-lm~); 
1 2 

lm def 1 II la 
de! l (l~= ~) l = lm la. =m 

Now be 

(5.3) 

a transformation in $2 leaving c invariant and l' invariant or invariant to 
within the sign. Then it is easily proved that there are only two possibilities: 

c .... c; 1'-+ l' ~ 
11 {312 + 11 (3 21 ; a = 0 ; c) = 0 ; 6 = -- 1 c-+c; 

r ____ r \ (5. 4) 

with arbitrary realor complex parameters a and {3. Now taking into account 
the invariance or invariance to within the sign of w we get the following 
12 cases 

I: 1'-+1' 11: 1'-+-1' 

t= 1 t= 1 a=eil' w -+ w {l=le i'f ; w -+ w 
2 

~ ~ W -+ w ~ lé ; w -+ w 
t= 1 t=i 

e' 
a= ié (3= .• 

2 W --w lle' ; w -+-w 

~ ~ ~ lé ; 
(5.5) 

t=1 
e' w -+ w w -+-w 

t=i a= {3= . " 
2 i e~ w -+ - w lle' ; w -+ w 

t=i ~=i a=eif w -+ w {3 = lei 'f w _-w 
I 2 

with real parameters cp and C. 
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Por E = E the transformation in R'2 corresponding to a = eif is a real 
I 2 

rotation over 2 gJ in the direction 1 ~ 2: 

i .... j cos 2 gJ + j sin 2 gJ } 
I I 2 ( 

j .... - i sin 2 gJ + i cos 2 gJ l 
2 I 2 ) 

(5.6) 

and the transformation corresponding to (J = À ei <p is a reflexotation 1) 

i .... j cos 2 gJ + i sin 2 gJ } 
I I 2 { 

i .... i sin 2 rp - i cos 2 gJ \ 
2 I 2 ) 

(5. 7) 

that arises if (5. 6) is followed by a reflex ion at the new 
transformations we have (cf. (3. 11 ) ) 

l-axis. Por both 

i = E (.P2 + 1/), 21).... E (e2i\, .F2 + e-2i 'r 1 p. 21 ) 
1 1 1 ~ 
i= iE À(12- I/À 21) .... i E (eu? ÀI2 - e - 2ir I/À 21). ~ 
2 liJ 

(5.8) 

and that means that À is transformed into e2l? À. Hence the absolute value 
of À is an invariant for the orthogonal group and we can use this to intro
duce in the first and fourth case of (5. 2) as a second invariant condition 
that 1 ÀI = 1. Then we get for the invariants wand n 

w (1. 1) = ± (ïl + 22) n(~.~) :~:~~(~2+~1)~ 
n(l. I) - n .• (12- 21) ~ 

(5. 9) 
w (i. i) = ± (11 - 22) 

and there exists always a pair of mutually perpendicular unitvectors i and i 
I 2 

for which À = + 1 in (5.8). 
Por E = -+- iE the transformation corresponding to a = eÇ is a rotation 

2 I 

that is neither +-reflexional nor --reflexional: 

i .... i cosh U =F i sinh 2C ! 
I I 2 

i .... =F j sinh 2 C + i cosh 2 C 
2 I 2 

(5. 10) 

and the transformation corresponding to a = i e~ is a rotation that is +
and --reflexional: 

i - - i cosh 2 C ± i sinh 2C l 
1 I 2 

j .... ± i sinh 2 C - i cosh 2 C . 
2 I 2 

(5. 11) 

and that arises if (5. 10) is followed by a reflex ion at the origin . 

1) For " = 1 every reflexotation is a reflexion at some axis. e.g. (5. 7) at the axis 

i cos <p + i sin cp. 
I 2 
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For the same relation between e and e the transformation corresponding 
I 2 

to f3 = l e~ is a =F-reflexional reflexotation 

i ~ i cosh 2 C =F i sinh 2 C l 
I I 2 

i ~ ± i sinh 2 t - i cosh 2 C 
2 I 2 

(5. 12) 

that arises if (5.10) is followed by a reflex ion at the new 1-axis and the 
transformation corresponding to f3 = i l e~ is a +-reflexional reflexotation 

i ~ - i cosh 2C ± i sinh 2 C l 
I t 2 

i ~ =F i sinh 2C + i cosh 2 C . (5. 13) 
2 I 2 

that arises if (5.10) is followed by a reflex ion at the new 2-axis. 
With all four transformations l is transformed into + e ~l or - e ~l. 

Hence la is an invariant for the orthogonal group and we can use th is to 
introduce in the second and third case of (5. 2) as a second invariant 
condition that la = 1. Then we get for the invariants wand :Tl 

'" (1.1) = ± (~+ ~): n(l. -j = ~~-:: (~H) 1 (5.14) 

w (r. 1) = ± r (12 - 21); :Tl (r. 1) =:Tl I:: (11 - 22) ~ 
and there exists always a pair of mutually perpendicular unitvectors i and i 

I 2 

for which l = + 1 in (3. 11). 

§ 6. Construction of C, K and Q for y > 1. 

According to the two invariant conditions introduced we use the 
representation (3.20) with l = 1 in the definition (3.10) of pand q in 
each M 2 • Then we try to write C, K and Q as products of y quantities fr om 
the y different M 2 's. Note, that a general quantity of MN can only be 
written as a sum of such products. 

In order to obtain that (4.15) be valid for j = 1 and j = y+ 1. we 
have to take c as the first factor in C. But according to cr c- 1 = -'r (cf. 
(4.20) and kpk- 1 = -'p; kqk- 1 = -'q, we have to take k as the 
second factor in C in order to obtain that (4. 15) be also valid for j = 2 
and j = y + 2. According to kr k-l = -'r all r's in the first two columns 
of (3.20) have now changed their signs and we have to choose c as the 
third factor in C in order to obtain that (4. 15) be also valid for j = 3 and 
j = y + 3. Proceeding in this way we get 

C::cXkXcXkX .... 

and Erom K = CR it follows that 

K::kXcXkXcX .... 

(v factors) 

(v factors). 

. (6. 1) 

(6.2) 
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From (5.9.14) it follows that 

w (1]\0 1]2) P w-
I 

(1]1. 172) = 1]1
2 /p ! 

( ) -I ( ) 2 /-W1]I.1]2qw 1]1.1]1=1]2 q ; 

( ) -I ( ) _ 2 2 /-
W 1]1.1]2 rw 1]1.1]2 -1]1 1]2 r 

1]1 • 1]2 = 1 or i. . (6. 3) 

Hence. in order to make (4.22) valid for j = 1 and j = v + 1 in the 
representation (3. 20) we have to take W (E. E) as the first factor in Q . 

I ' -+1 

Then according to (6. 3) the first column of (3. 20) is transformed into 

E2 / -

P E2 /-
q 

I ,-+1 

E2 E2 / -
E2 E2 / -

r r 
(6.4) I .+1 I .+1 

E2 ~2 / -
r E2 ;2 / -

r 
1 '-+1 I ' -+1 

and fr om this it follows that we have to take W (E E E. fEE ) as second 
I '-+1 2 I "+1 .+2 

factor in order to make (4.22) also valid for j = 2 and j = v + 2. Pro
ceeding in this way we get W (E E E E E. f. E E E E) for the third 

I 2 ,-+1 ,-+2 3 I 2 "+1 .+2 ,-+3 

factor and so on till the v-th factor W (E ••. E E . . . E. E ... E E ... E). 
I ,- .+1 n-I I ,--I ' -+1 n 

From (5.9.14) we see that W (1]1.1]2) is definite only in the case 1]1 = 1. 
17'2 = 1 and th is has as a consequence that Q is definite only if the signature 
of Rn is positive definite and indefinite in all other cases. 

There is still another method for the computing of Q. For the auxiliary 
quantity 

o 
Q~'i.w(1.1)X .... Xw{1.1) (v factors). . (6.5) 

(this is the Q for the positive definite case) we have obviously 
o 0 _ 

SJ iQ-I = E2 / i. . . (6.6) 
j j j 

Hence. if i ... .. i have the signature - and the others the signature + 

~ Q i .. , i fOl s even 
al cts 

Q:: 

) Q i ... i 1 for S odd 
~ a, as 

(6. 7) 

This holds for every representation. In the representation (3. 20) the 
o 

matrix of Q is the unity matrix and this can be expressed 
o 
Q • A. (6.8) 

2) Tbis is the formula by which Cartan introduces his 1 and J and WeyI his B. 
Cf. § -4 at the end. 
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wh ere the sign • (as usual) means that the components of two quan
tities with different transformation laws happen to he equal for some 
definitely indieated coordinatesystem (here representation). Then we have 
the general formula 

. (6.9) 

for the representation (3. 20) . 
As we have seen Cis either a tensor or a hivector. From 'C = -+- C and 

(4.20a) it follows that 

C i =±(-I)(f) 'i 'C. .. (6.10) 
i .. ... p l •... lp 

and from this and similar equations for K we get the following tahle wh ere 
~ ) stands for symmetrie. [] for alternating and where the heads of the 
columns still have to he accounted for: 

(Y+2) (V+2) 
2 odd 2 even (V;I) even ( +1' v 2 )odd 

( ) [ ] K ( ) [ ] 
( ) [ ] Ki [ ] ( ) 

i 
[ ] ( ) Ki [ ] ( ) 

Ik 

[ ] ( ) Ki ( ) [ ] 
.ikl 

~Y odd [ ] ( ) ~ v odd [ ] ( ) 
( ) [ ] KR=C 

( ) [ ] v even V even 

Now. the rank of C and K heing N . every covariant spinor U AB can he 

written in the form U AB = CAC P:B and also in the form U AB = K Ac Q~B 
and Pand Q can he expressed linearly into the i and their products. Then 

UABcan (as CP) he written as the sum of / +(~)+(~)+(;)+ ... 
independent hivectors (tensors) and (~) + (;) + (~) + (;) + ... indepen-

dent tensors (hivectors) if the first (second) column in (6. 11) is valid. 

Now UAB is arhitrary and can always he written as the sum of ( ~) inde-

pendent hivectors and ( Ni I) independent tensors. hence. either 

(6. 11 
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( ~) = (;) + (;) + (~) + ;) + ... ; t 
(N; 1) = 1 + C) + (~) + (;) + ... \ . 

(6. 13) 

But (6.12) holds only for (V;-2) odd and (6.13) for (V;-2) even. 

That accounts for the heads of the first two coluumns of (6. 11). The 
heads of the other columns are accounted for in the same way starting 
from KQ. 

Every quantity of valence 2 in SN can be decomposed in an invariant 
way into four parts by means of the two quantities 

E= 1/2 (A +R) 

) 

E = 11 + ... + N/2 N/2 l 
I 

; in the representation (3. 20) : I (6. 14) 
E = N/2+IN /2+1 + ... + NN 
2 

E= 1/2(A - R) 
2 

e.g. 

i=EiE+EiE+EiE+EiE . (6. 15) 
j Ijl Ij2 2jl 2j2 

Using the representation (3.20) the matrix of every part has three quarters 
filled with zero's. A quantity whose matrix in the representation (3.20) 
has in the two quarters to the right and to the left of the main diagonal 
only zero's is ca lied reducible (symbol: "' ). IE the other quarters contain 
only zero's it is called connecting (symbol: / ). All quantities i, A. R, C, 
K, Q , n and their products are either reducible or connecting. This can be 
derived easily from the equations (3. 8), (3. 20), (6. 1 ), (6. 2). (6. 5) and 
(6. 7). The results are to be found in the final table (6. 22). 

From (4. 26) it follows that Q i is hermitian for m even and 
j, .. . jp 

hermitian alternating for m odd. In the table (6. 22) th is is indicated by 
( ) and [ ] respectively. 

In order to find out whether n is positive or negative invertible we 
rem ark that a factor in n with modulus 1 does not change this property 
and that 

. ~ 
c .. p 

• 
k :: iq (6. 16) 

and accordingly 

l i . , . i for "odd ) . 
• *. 1" ( 

C.. . '1 f \ 
~ ••• ly or" even ) 

. (6. 17) 
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Hence. if among i ..... i just i . ...• i have the --signature and i • .. .. i 
I ~ ", "s, {3, f'~-

the +-signature and in the same way among i •...• i just i ..... i have 
~+I n y, Ys, 

the -- and i • ...• i the +-signature. we have 
iJ , .r~_s, 

• II='Q-IC::i. .. i i. .. i i ... i [Hl'-! (6. 18) 
'0 

or 

l (! i . .. i i... i for s + v odd ! 
t3, fi~-s, y, y s, 

U· 
(! i . .. i i ... i for s + v even 

ct. «s. 01 o,,_s,. 

(6. 19) 

and from this follows immediately 

(6.20) 

Hence (cf. § -1). iE and only iE (";-8) is even there exists a coordinate 

system in SN such that n .. A in this system. But according to 

II i II-I = i (6.21) 
J J 

this has as a consequence that real Majorana representations (cf. § 3) are 

possible iE and only iE (";-8) is even. 

From this it follows that representations with t2 purely imaginary 
matrices Eor unitvectors in the --region. tt purely imaginary matrices Eor 
unitvectors in the +-region and n-tt-t2 rea 1 matrices. are possible iE and 

only iE (" - 8 -; tI + t2) is even and that in this case I has a real matrix 

if tt + t 2 is even and a purely imaginary matrix if tt + t2 is odd 4). This 
is the generalization oE EDDINGTON's theorem mentioned in § 3. For 
tt = S. t2 = n-s we get the imaginary Majorana representations. possible 

only if (" + n
2 

- 3s) = ("- ~ + S) is even. 

3) Ct. VEBLEN and GIVENS. I.c. § 9. p. 10. We use here the deofinition (;) = 

= Y2 B (B -1) also for negative values of Band for the va lues 0 and 1. 
4) From this follows immediate1y the theorem of VEBLEN and GIVENS (I.c. § 9. p. 11) 

stating that if 2 v + 1 matrices of 2" rows and columns are at the same time square roots 
of + A and mutually anticimmutative. and if among them u are purely imaginary and 
2" + 1- ureal. thi's is only possible if u == " (mod. 4). 
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Here is a table of results : 

A i i . . . I I I Ii Ii J/ 
i ik i ik 

"" / / ... "" '" / "" '" C Ci Ci ... Cl K Ki Ki ... KI 
i ik i ik 

y 1 (mod 4) (/ ) ("') [/ ] ... [/ ] [/ ] ("") (/ ) ... (/ ) v _ 2 (mod 4) r ".] [/ ] ( "') . . . [""] [~ (/ ) ("") .. . ["'] v _ 3 (mod 4) [/ ] [""] (/ ) ... (/ ) (/ ) [""] [/ ] ... [/ ] 
y = 4 (mod 4) (". ) (/ ) ["'] .. . ("') ("") [/ ] [",,j . . . ("') 
---

s= even s=odd 
Q Qi Qi . . . QI Q Qi Qi ... QI 

(6.22) j ik i ik 
("") (/ ) ~]... '" (/ ) ("') [/ ] . .. / 

s=even s=odd 

II IIi IIi ... II I II IIi lIi III 
j ik i ik v = 1 (mod 4) / "" / ... / '" / "" '" y = 2 (mod 4) '" / '" "" / "" / / 

y =3 (mod4) / "" / / '" / "" "" y _ 3 (mod 4) 

"" / "" "" / "" / / 

(v-s) 2 even: II=+II-' (v-s) I 2 odd: II=-II-I 

§ 7. Non sufficiency of the invariance of R, C and Q. 
We ask which homogeneous Iinear transformations in SN with deter~ 

minant -+- 1 are fixed by the invariance of C and the invariance to within 
the sign of Rand Q (cf. the last tab Ie of § 4). Let the general trans~ 
formation T with determinant -+- 1 transform i into 

i 
l,o . . ,n 

i=TiT-'=aoA+ I ai, ... ip;' .. i . ... (7.1) 
j' j j p j j, ip 

Now if Q is invariant or invariant to within the sign we have according 
to (4.22). (4.36) with). = -+- 1 and (7.1) 

'j = 'T-"i 'T = 'T-' Q iQ-I 'T= QT i T - I Q-I = Q iQ-I (7.2) 
i j i j' 

or 
_ I , . . 'Jn _ _ _ J, • . "n _ _ 

(i°'A+ I (ii, .. . ip'i. .. 'i=ao'A+ I ai, ... ip'i. .. 'i (7.3) 
j p i ip i, i p i i, ip 

and this is only possible if all coefficients a are real for p = 0, 1. 4.5,8 ,9 .... 
and purely imaginary for p = 2,3, 6,7, .... 

If C is invariant (or invariant to within the sign) we have according to 
(4.17), (4.42) and (7.1) 

'i = 'T-' 'i 'T= 'T-' C i C-"T= CT i T-I C-I = CiC-I (7. i) 
j' jij j ' 
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or 
l, ... ,n l,o . . ,n 

aO'A+ I al •... ip'i ... 'i=ao'A+ I ai ... . ip'i ... 'i (7.5) 
i p i i p i. i p i i. i p 

and this is only possible if all coefficients a vanish for p = 2, 3, 6, 7, .... 
IE R is invariant or invariant to within the sign we have according to 

(7. 1 ), R i = -i Rand T R T -1 = -+- R 
i i 

-i= T(-i) T-l = TR i RT- 1 =RTi T - l R=R iR (7.6) 
i ' i i i l' 

or 
IJ .• o,n 1, . .• ,n 

-aOA- I ab ... ipi ... i=aOA+ I (-I)Pab ... ipi. .. i (7.7) 
i p i i, i pip i i i p 

and this is only possible if all coefficients a vanish for p = 0,2,4.6 ..... 
Taking all conditions together we may state that from the invariance or 

invariance to within the sign of !J, C and R only follows that all coefficients 
a in (7. 1) vanish ex cept those for p == 1 (mod. 4). But in order that the 
transformation (7. 1) corresponds to an orthogonal transformation in Rn 
it is necessary and sufficient that all coefficients a in (7. I) vanish ex cept 
those for p = 1. Hence for n ~ 4 the transformations in 3N corresponding 
to orthogonal transformations in Rn are those that leave C invariant and 
Rinvariant to within the sign and among them the transformations also 
leaving !J invariant to within the sign correspond to the real orthogonal 
transformations in Rn. 

But for n > 4 the invariance of !J, C and R is not sufficient and there 
must exist other invariant quantities that are no comitants of !J. C and R. 

Such an invariant is the spinor of valenee 4 

A C l •. . . • n A C 
S.iJ.D=I/n I e2 i.Bi.D (symbolic: S=I/nIe2ioi). (7.8) 

i ii i ii i i 
In fact, if i = Ti T-1 is an orthogonal transformation in Rn, Sis obviously 

i ' i 
invariant for T. In order to prove that every T leaving Sinvariant cor* 
responds to an orthogonal transformation in Rn we write the transformation 
( 7. 1) in the form 

. p . i '+p.a , = i' , l' Ya' . 
l' i 

(7.9) 

symbolizing by the y all the products of the i's and the quantity A. From 
i 

(7. 8) and the invariance of S it follows that 

Ie2 ioi=Ie2 ioi=IE2 P/ ioP/ i+ 
i i i i i i l' i ' i' l' I k 

+ I E2 Pj,a Ya 0 p/ i + 
1'1' k 

+ Ie2 p/ Ya 0 Pj,IJ YIJ 
i' l' 

(7. 10) 
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and this is possible if and only jf 

a) ~ 2 p' i p ' k _ ~ 2 sJ ~k .... e j ' j' - .... e u j (J j 
j' j' j' j 

b) I e1 p / P /1 = 0 
j' j' 

c) ~ 2P'Cl p.e-O 
.... f. l' j ' - . 
j' j' 

(7. 11) 

From (7. l1a) we see that the rank of P / must be n. But then from 

(7. llb) it follows that P j,o= 0 and that, according to (7.9) , T ... T-l 
represents an orthogonal transformation. 

The hybrid spinor 

Z A . C _ 1/ ~ 2:- A .C. b I' . Z- 11 ~- 2 "' • 
. B . D - n""7' ~ j' • B t . D' (sym 0 IC. - n "7' f; ~ 0 ! . 

J J J J J J 

(7. 12) 

binvariant for all transformations in 3N that correspond to real orthogonal 
transformations in Rn. Conversely only real orthogonal transformations in 

Rn leave S and Zinvariant. This is proved in the same way as the cor
responding property of S. 

The spinor Scan be looked upon as a linear transformation of spinors 
of valenee 2 in three different ways: 

P~B - S~Ê/D p~c 
QBD -+ S~ÊJ~D QAC 

O A SA .c OB 
. D-+ . B.D .C· 

(7. 13) 

(7.14) 

(7. 15) 

It is easily proved that the eigenvalues and eigenquantities in these th ree 
cases are 

A 
Band C d AC A and C 

D BD an D B 

... , ;.. ... 
"= Ol 

,;.. ... , ,;.. 
II "= Ol 

Ol Ol C .~ ..0 t: .!:: ..0 I': Ol = .!:: 
S Ol =' .. - e Ol =' .. - e Ol = Ol -0>- 0>1': 0>- 0>1': 0>- 0>1': 

= 
._ lil 

.- lil = 
._ lil 

.- lil = 
._ lil 

.- lil 

Z tIl;> tIl ::l Z tIl ;> tIl = Z tIl :> tIl = 0" 0" 0" 

n Nln i 1 C 1 A 
j 

N2-n 0 A. i ..... I 
n-2 

Ci n-2 
i (7. 16) n - -- n ---

ij n j n j 

(;) n-4 
Ci (~) 

n-4 + - + .. _- i 
n jk n jk 

-1 Cl -1 1 
N2 N2 N2 

The hybrid spinor Z can be looked upon as a linear transformation of 
hybrid spinors of valenee 2 in two different ways 

U BD -+ Z~i/D UAC ' 

V A -+ ZA_~ C V B 
.D . B.D . C 

(7. 17) 

(7. 18) 
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The eigenvalues and eigenquantities for these cases are 

BD and AC A and B 
D C 

Number Etgenvalue Elgen- Number Etgenvalue Etgen-
quantlty quantlty 

D II 

n-2 
Di 

n-2 
IIi n ---- n ---

n i n i (7. 19) 

(~) 
n-i 

Di (~) 
n-4 IIi +- +-n ik n ik 

-1 Dl lil 
N2 N2 

From (7.16) and (7.19) we see once more that R. C and D are deter~ 
mined to within a scalar factor. and from these scalar factors we know 
already (§ 2 and § 4) that these factors can be fixed by normalizing 
conditions to within a factor -+- 1. e/'f' and -+- 1 respectively. 

(To be continued.) 



Mathematics. - Comments on Brouwer's Theorem on Essentially~negative 
predicates. By D, VAN DANTZIG. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

1. In a recent note 1) L. E. J. BROUWER constructed a rea I number (!, 

which he proved to be #- 0 (i.e, he proved e = 0 to be contradictory), 
without it being possible to prove either (! > 0 or e < O. This note, however, 
requires some comments because its validity depends lOon the way in 
which some terms, not defined in the paper, are interpreted and 2° on some 
assumptions, partly of a psychological nature, which are not explicitly 
mentioned. Moreover the paper 1 ° is based on an ideaJistic philosophy, 
which certainly will not be accepted by all readers and thereby may 
invalidate it at least in appearance, and 2° is formulated in a terminology, 
fluctuating between "subjectivistic" and "objectivistic" 2) statements - if 
only in appearance - which may make it difficult for some readers to form 
a judgment of their own on its validity. 

In the present paper I shall try 10 to loosen the result from its philo~ 
sophical origine, 2° to point out the assumptions underlying it and thereby 
3° to make it better understandable to logicists. IE some mathematicians 
and logicists - like myself - have been in doubt during some time whether 
the theorem were correct or not, I hope this paper may show them that, 
properly interpreted , it is. Moreover in § 1 I shall try to point out some 
peculiarities of Brouwer's terminology, and thereby, I hope, darify it to 
some extent. In particular I shall try to show by some examples, how the 
paper can be "translated", either into a more consistently "subjectivistic", 
or into a more consistently "objectivistic" or "formai" terminology. 

2. BROUWER defines the number e in the following terms (translated 
from his Dutch text). 

"Let a be a mathematical assertion 3), which cannot be "tested", 

1) L. E. J. BROUWER, Essentieel-negatieve eigenschappen, Proe. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. 
Wetenseh., Amsterdam, 51, 963-964 (1948); reprinted in Inclagationes Mathematicae 10, 
322-323. Cf. also L. E. J. BROUWER, Consciousness, Philosophy and Mathematics, Proc. 
IOth International Congr. of Phil., 1948, vol. 2, p. 1235-1249. 

2) 1 do not go here into the meaning of the terms 'objectivistic' and 'subjectivistic', 
corresponding with G. MANNOURY's distinction between "physicalistic" (af ter Carnap) 
and "introspective" terminology and consequently drop the quotation-marks further on. 

3) As in intuitionistic mathematics a statement is only asserted if it has been proved, 
the term 'proposition' might express the author's intention more c1early than the term 
'assertion' does. 
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i.e. no method is known 4), in order to deduce either its absurdity 5 ) 

or the absurdity of its absurdity 6) ". 
"Then the creating subject can create in connex ion with th is asser

tion a an undefinitely proceeding sequence of rational numbers 
al' a2' a3' ... according to the following instruction: As long as, during 
the choice of the an, neither the truth, nor the absurdity of a has 
become evident to the creating subject, each an is chosen = O. As 
soon, however, as, between the choice of ar-I and of ar , the truth 
of a has become evident to the creating subject, ar as weil as Br+v 

for every natural v is chosen = 2-r• And as soon as, between the 

choice of aS-I and of as the absurdity of a has becomeevident to the 
creating subject, as as weil as as+ v for each natural v is chosen 
= _2- s• 

"This undefinitely proceeding sequence al ' a2' a3' . .. is positively 
convergent, hence it determines a real number e." 

§ 1. T erminological remarks. 

3. In order not to deviate further from Brouwer's point of view than 
is strictly unavoidable, I shall admit here without criticism Brouwer's notion 
"unfinished infinite" (aftelbaar onaf') . 7) 

4. It is not clear from Brouwer's paper, whether the term 'creative sub
ject' is intended to denote: 

10 the author himself, 
20 an arbitrary hu man individual, 
3° a human individual possessing some (which?) intellectual qualifications, 
40 an "infinite" sequence of such individuals, successivelY performing the 

activities, ascribed to the creative subject, 
5° a more or less definite group of human individuals. e.g. all mathe

maticians possessing some definite qualification, 

or anything else. 
Clearly the interpretations 1 °_3° leave open the possibility that the 

creative subject dies af ter having chosen a finite number of numbers an 
so that the sequence cannot be continued and the real number e remains 
undetermined. IE the groups of assertions which have "become evident" 
to the subject between two successive definitions an. a n+1 consist of all 
theorems published in some well-defined journals or books. the inter-

4) BROUWER means: known to the creating subject. 
5) The term 'absurd' as used by BROUWER, is meant as equivalent with ·contrary 

to reason' ; in Dutch it has not the meaning of "nonsensical'. it has in English. 
6) "E.g, the assertion that -4 natural numbers n > 2, a , band c exist. such that the 

relation a n + bn = en holds. or the assertion that in the decimal development of n 10 
successive digits occur. forming a sequence 0123456789." (Note by BROUWER.) 

7) BROUWER. Over de grondslagen der wiskunde. thesis. 1907. 
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pretations 4° and 5° leave open the possibility that th ere is no unanimity 
between the mathematicians, as to wh ether a theorem has or has not been 
proved, in which case also the definition of the next an fails. Finally 
all these interpretations, apart from the concept of infinity itself, imply a 
semi-empirica 1 hypothesis, viz. that th ere will "always" be a human being, 
willing and able to test the mathematica 1 assertion a. 

Perhaps the most consistently subjectivistic interpretation would be the 
first one, complemented by the admission that any individual reading the 
paper, or thinking about it, or having heard speaking about it, etc. may 
interpret it as denoting himself. As a subject does not die subjectively, th is 
implies that any subject's concept of infinity corresponds with the concept 
of finiteness for any individual surviving him. This relativity of the meaning 
of the term 'infinite', which, in as far as I know, has never been adrnitted 
explicitly by BROUWER, was pointed out by G . MANNOURY and later by 
the present author to whom it seems to remain valid under any other inter
pretation of the term 'infinite' also. It also is not quite clear, what the 
author understands by a 'mathematical assertion'. I shall not go now into 
the possible interpretations of this term, nor into those of the expression 
'has become evident to .. .'. 

5. Also Brouwer's use of the term 'absurd' needs some clarification, in 
particular as he intends it to be different from his use of the term 'not' , 
although he is not always quite consistent in explicitly making th is 
distinction 8). 

I think that the following interpretation of the term 'absurd ' comes rather 
near to Brouwer's intention, if translated into objectivistic terminology: 

An assertion a is called 'absurd' by a subject S on a moment t, when 
he thinks he possesses on that moment a method, by which he can 
deduce a contradiction from any alleged demonstration of a what
soever. 

Here the term 'a contradiction' will probably be considered by BROUWER 
as being intuitively clear, by formalists as meaning 'a statement of the 
form 'A 1\""'" A " , and by some other mathematicians and logicians as 
needing further clarification, and perhaps not being definable without 
recurrence to the notion of absurdity. Moreover BROUWER probably would 
omit the words 'he thinks' and would probably not accept an interpretation 
of 'any .. . whatsoever' as 'any . . . Scan on the moment t imagine', which 
I should accept. Also the term 'deduce' would perhaps be interpreted by 
BROUWER in a more "absolutistic" sen se than by me. 

R) E.g.· .. . then (! could not be < O' is intended as .... th en (! < 0 were absurd '; 
.... which is not the case' is intended as ... . which contradicts the assumptions ', i.e. as 
... . which, the assumptions supposed to be true, is absurd'; ... . (! > 0 does not hold' is 
meant as .(! > 0 has not yet been proved·. The term 'contradictory' in ... . (! = 0 is 
contradictory' is used as a s.ynonym of ·absurd·. 
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In any case it seems impossible to define Brouwer' 5 use of the term 
'absurd' without using another negative term (like 'contradiction'), in other 
words it seems to be unavoidable to consider Brouwer's general form of 
the negation as an "entité primitive", irreducible to affirmative concepts. 
Therefore Brouwer' 5 theorem can not invalidate the attempts of other 
mathematicians (in particular G. F. C. GRISS, Mrs. P. DESTOUCHES
FÉVRIER and the present author) to do without the concept of negation. 
On the contrary, it shows again, how unclear the concept of 'absurdity' is, 
and makes its avoidance appear more desirabie. On the other hand I might 
point out that I consider affirmative mathematics as an interesting, but 
not as the only interesting, and still less as the only "justified" part of 
mathematics 9) . 

6. Finally I might point to Brouwer's hesitating between a rather "sub~ 
jectivistic" and a more "objectivistic" terminology. Sometimes he refers his 
statementsexplicitly to a "creative subject" (here denoted by 5), sometimes 
he omits this reference, although (or because) it can readily be added, 
sometimes, however, he formulates his sentences as if they did not refer 
to 5 at all. Although I believe that BROUWER intends the reference to 5 in 
the latter places also, a translation, either (A) into a more consistently 
"subjectivistic" or (B) into a more consistently "objectivistic" or "formai" 
terminology - which latter terminology, of course, does not correspond 
with Brouwer's views - might make the paper better understandable to 
many readers. I give someexamp}es, where the consistency still is far from 
<:omplete. The italics are mine. 

t ° ' ... a mathematical assertion'. Translations: A. ' ... an assertion to 
which 5 applies the predicate 'mathematical', such that 5 believes he will 
never be in doubt, whether it has or has not heen proved by him - or to 
his satisfaction - nor whether it has or has not been "reduced to absur~ 
dity" .. .'. B. 'a formula occurring in a formal system 5 - called 'mathe~ 
matical' within some meta~system M -, formed in accordance with some 
rules, formulated in a meta~system of 5 - the "syntaxis" of S'. 

2° ' ... which canno( be tested' Translation: A. ' ... by 5 on the moment 
under consideration'; B. ' ... such that the applications of a system of 
operations - called 'testing' -, formulated in a meta~system M or5 -
called the 'semantics of S' - neither results in a formula of the form 
TI" a], nor in a formula of the form T[, a] - where T[P] is a pre
dicate in M, defined for elements of 5 as variables, subject to some ruies 
formulated in M, - and called 'P is true' -'. 

3° ' ... no method is known'. To add: 'to 5 on the moment t'. 
4° '5 can .. .'. Translation: either '5 expects he can .. .' or 'I - BROUWER 

- expect that 5 can .. .'. 

9) Cf. D. VAN DANTZIG, Mathématique sta bie et mathématique affirmative, Congr. 
Intern. de Philos. des Sciences, Paris 1949; -, On the principles of affirmative and 
intuitionistic mathematics (1941), Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v . Wetensch., Amsterdam, 50, 
918-929; 1092-1103 (1947). 
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50 'This ... sequence . . . is ... convergent .. .'. To read: ' . .. has been 
proved to Ss - or to mine, Brouwer's - satisfaction to be convergent'. 
Translation with reference to an imagined super~intelligence - contrary to 
the general trend of Brouwer's ideas -: ' ... will be found by "posterity" 
to be .. .' or ' ... is known by "God" to be .. .' . 

60 'If ... (] > 0 .. . did hold .. .': 'If ... (] > 0 ... had been proved by S 
on or before the moment t' ... '. Here t' is not meant to be necessarily the 
same moment as t; it may be any later moment. 

I hope that af ter these ex am pIes many a reader will find it not very 
difficult, but rather ilIuminating and facilitating to grasp Brouwer's in~ 

tentions, to translate the paper either into a "subjectivistic" or into an 
"objectivistic" - or "formaI" - terminology. 

Resuming the content of this paragraph I might state that a consistently 
subjectivistic - which probably is the one most akin to Brouwer's in~ 

tentions - interpretation of Brouwer's paper implies that the terms 'in~ 

finite ', 'evident', 'absurd' (and other ones) should be used in a "sub~ 

jectively absolute" way, which is untenable from an objectivistic point of 
view, hence also as soon as the subject recognises any other subject differ
ent from himself. The validity of Brouwer's theorem, however, is not 
restricted to th is subjectivistic interpretation, as I shall show in the second 
part of this paper. 

§ 2. Interpretation of Brouwer's theorem. 

7. Although it is not completely clear, what the term 'creative subject' 
is intended to mean (cf. § I, 4), it is clear that the task of th is subject 
with regard to the present theorem is 10 to create the numbers an according 
to the definition. a task which is purelY formal and which it can have 
performed by an appropriat.e machine, 20 in between two successive definit~ 

ions of numbers 8 n_\, an to prove - or controll proofs of - mathematical 
theorems, in particular of the proposition a. Let Wn be the set of deductions 
it has performed or controlled between the definitions of an - \ and an. 

Af ter the deductions Wn and the determination Jin of an the subject gives 
a discussion ()n, based on the preceding performances, regarding the real 
number (]. We denote by ()o Brouwer's definition of (] , by On the conjunction 
of the sets of deductions Wl' ... , Wn, by Qn the set W n+\, W n+2, ... • and 
by >- the predicate 'contains a deduction of' . 

Putting ao = 0 the definition )In can then be formulated as follows : 10) 

iE an - \ ~ 0 then a n = a n-\; 

if an - \ = 0 then 11) 'wn >- a' 'an = 2-n' 

and 'wn >- , a' 'an = - 2- n' 

and " 'wn >- a' /\, 'wn >- , a" _ 'an = 0'. 

10) It does not imply arestriction. if a is replaced by its double negation; th en a is 

"stabIe" and everywher(' " a can be replaced by a. 

62 
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It is tacitly assumed, that 1 ° the sequence of sets of deductions Wl ' W2' •. • 

does not contain a contradiction - e.g. that the subject is sufficiently 
educated in mathematics not to make errors -, 2° that for any n there is 
no doubt 12), whether Wndoes or does not contain a deduction either of 
the assertion a or of its negation -, a. 

Under these conditions an is uniquely determined by a n -\ and Wn. 

The question is lelt open, which further conditions are necessary in 
order to exclude the possibility that a by being dependent upon <50 becomes 
self~contradictory (e.g. if a ' (! < 0' ) or by dependence upon the Wn 

Ol) 

might become undecidable (e.g. a == U Wn). 
\ 

It is a natural consequence of the principles of intuitionistic mathematics 
to require that each Wn be a finite set of deductions, each application of 
complete or transfinite induction being counted as one deduction. 

In connection with existing theories of dedudbility, it is of importance 
to remark that 'wn >- a' does not mean that a is deducible from Wn, but 
that a deduction of a actually occurs in Wn ("a becomes evident to the 
subject"). In order to get a clear distinction between On and the subsequent 
deductions <5n it is therefore desirabIe to require that any deduction occur~ 
ring in <5n which does not depend on <5 0 occurs in On already. 

8. Hence (! is uniquely determined as a [unction of Wl ' W2' • • • . Now, 
the most natural interpretation of Brouwer's statement that ' (! = 0' is 
absurd, would be that this were so, whatever Wl' W2 ' ... were, i.e. identically 
in the Wn . This, however, is not true. For if, e.g. all Wn are empty, th en 
lor these Wn (! (w l , W2' •• . ) = O. This is the case, if the subject sleeps 
between every two successive Yn , or also if he does not occupy himself 
with the parts of mathematics to which a belongs, etc. 

On several occasions 13) BROUWER has explicitly stated th at the freedom 
of a subject to choose his own activity, according to his views, implies at 
any moment the freedom to restrict this freedom further on. Unless th is is 
not admitted for its activity in generaI. which seems somewhat inconsistent, 
th is decidedly leaves open the possibility that S decides on some moment 
nevermore to occupy himself with the assertion a , but nevertheless to go 
on with the construction of the numbers an . Under this decision Qn becomes 

11) Single inverted and upright upper commas are used as opening and closing brackets 
respectively. Pairs of commas have been omitted, when no misunderstanding was expected. 

12) This consistent neglect of the possibility of doubt as to whether a construction 
has or has not been performed by the subject, is the most important formal element in 
intuitionistic mathematics. 

13) E .g. L. E. J. BROUWER, De non-aequivalentie van de constructieve en de negatieve 
ordereIatie in het continuum, Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v . Wetensch., Amsterdam, 52, 
122-124 (1949) (lndag. Math . 11, 37-39 (1949) : ... .. which have retained their 
complete freedom of continuation, inclusive their freedom of later restriction of freedom" 
(translated from BROUWER's Dutch text) . Here, however, only choices of numbers for 
the construction of points of the continuum, not of other activities, are considered. 
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empty and e = 0 becomes true instead of contradictory. Brouwer's theorem 
can therefore not be interpreted as: for every choice of the Wn it is absurd 
that e = 0, but only as: it is absurd that e = 0 for every choice of the Wn. 

This distinction is deciding for the validity of Brouwer's theorem. 
Brouwer's proof can be formulated thus: 

If On >- 'I! :s; 0', then not only for no m Wm >- a, but this must follow 

already from On, i.e. 14) On >- 'lf m' 'W m >- a" . Herefrom BROUWER con

cludes On >- ' a (cf. 9). Hence: 

and in the same way 

Hence 

'On >- 'e = 0" :J 'on >- ', a /\,' a" 

hence 

,'On >- 'e=O" 

as otherwise On would contain a contradiction. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

9. The transition from , 'Qn >- a' to ,a requires that the former 
statement be true [or any Qn. Then it is a consequence of Brouwer' s 
concept of truth. An assertion a is only th en admitted to be true, if a 

demonstration of it exists: 'ij Q 'Q >- a'. Hence if lf Q' 'Q>- a', i.e. if a 
deduction is obtained, which from any alleged deduction Q of a deduces 
a contradiction, a can not be true, i.e. , a is true. 

For the correct understanding of this conclusion it is of importance to 
remark that in intuitionistic mathematics an assertion a can not be - i.e. 
be proven to be - undecidable. If it were, then we should have a deduction 
of a contradiction from any alleged proof of 'a V , a', in particular also 

of a, from which ,a would follow. In the same way " a would follow, 
so that an alleged proof of the undecidability of a leads to the contradiction 
, a /\ " a. Formally, as A. HEYTINO showed, the classica I implication 
" 'a V {J" :J " a /\ ,{J' remains valid in intuitionistic logic. (contrary 
to " 'a /\ {J" :J " a v , (3'), from which the contradiction follows when 
(3 is replaced by , a . 

The non-existence of intuitionistically undecidable propositions together 
with the existence of propositions which are undecidable within a definite 
forma I system is difficult to understand by means of the forma I distinction 
between a system and its semantic meta-system. The paper under dis
cussion, as weil as Brouwer's previous paper on the continuity of every
wh ere defined functions. based on the theory of demonstration, make it 

H) Wh en using the quantifiers 'ft und :EI. wc omit for brevity the statements that m 
and n denote natura) numbers. Q subsets of :5:. and Wt. w~, ... fini te subsets of Q. 
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appear dubious whether it will be possible on the long run to maintain the 
strict distinction between forma I systems and their semantic meta-systems 
against Brouwer's opinion that this is not possible. 

Hence Brouwer's conclusion requires that e :;;; 0 is proved in bn. whatever 
QII be. Indicating explicitly the dependence of e upon QII by writing 
ell (QII) instead of e = e(W1' W2' ... ), with QII = (Wn+l • ... ). we have 
therefore: 

'~n >- Va 'en (Q) -== 0" ::::> 'on >- 'V 0' 'Q >- a'" ::::> 'on >- ' a' 

Hence Brouwer's statement that e = 0 is contradictory must be meant in 
the sense: 

V n' '~n >- V 0 'en (Q) = 0" 

i.e. for no n can en (Q) = 0 (identically in Q) be proven from W1' ...• Wil. 

Writing this for a moment shortly as , V 0 'eli (Q) = 0'. the decisive 
point mentioned above consists in distinguishing this assertion from 

Va' 'eli (Q) = 0'. which is not true. As long as the dependence of e upon 
W1. W2' ... is not explicitly mentipned, both statements are symbolised by 
, 'e = O' and the distinction remains impossible. 

Further Brouwer argues: if , 'en (Q) ;;:;: O' 15) for same Q, then th is 

implies that ,a is true. Hence, if bn>- 'iJo ' 'eli (Q) ;;:;: 0'. then the truth 
oE , a must have been concluded Erom On already: 

'~n >- 'iJ a' 'en (Q) ==- 0" ::::> 'On >- ' a' 

and in the same way: 

'~n >- 'iJ 0' 'en (Q) -== 0" ::::> 'on >- " a'. 

Hence in this case we can draw in bil not only the conclusion 

'iJn -, 'en (Q) ;;:;: O' (or:;;; 0). but even 

(or ;;:;: + 2- n respectively). 

10. We can eliminate the concept of 'creating subject' altogether, by 
replacing this subject by the produce of its activity. Brouwer's theorem 
can th en be given the following form, which. I think, is acceptable to 
logicists as weIl as - if the restrictions 'according to ... ' in 1 ° and 2° are 
omitted - to intuitionists. 

Hypotheses. 

1 ° A is a set of formulae, representing mathematica I assertions, according 
to the rules of a given syntactical meta-system. 

15) BROUWER's notation for, 'x ;;:;: 0' is: x < 0, 
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2° Z is a set of deductions of formulae belonging to A, according to 
the rules of a given semantica I metasystem. 

3° Z is free from contradiction. 
4° (Ol' (02' (03 , ... are finite sets of deductions belonging to I , (each 

application of complete or transfinite induction being counted as one 
deduction) . 

I! 

5° On = U (O i. 

6° If 'f} >- {J' denotes for any {J E A élnd any f} C Q , that :1 deduction 
of {J occurs in f}, then 'f} >- {J' v , 'f} >- {J' . 

7° bo (a; (Ol' (02, • .• ) (shortly 15 0 ) for any u € A, and any sequence 
(On C Q is the conjunction of the following definitions (1) - (5) not con
tained in A: 

'ao(a) =0' (I) 

'V n~1 ", 'on >- u' /\ , 'On >- ' a" ::l 'an (a; (VI' ... ' wn) = 0'" (2) 

"'On >- a ' /\ 'm = min k" ::l 'an (a; 001' . .. • w n) = 2- m" (3) 
Ok :> " a 

"'on >- ,a' /\ 'm= min k .. ::l·an(a;wI ••• . • w n)=-2-m .. (4) 
Ok >- , a 

'f! (a ; (Ol' (02 . ... ) = lim an (a; WI • • • • • (On)'. (5) 
n~oo 

8° 15n is a finite set of deductions which can be drawn from bo and 
On 16). 

9° If a deduction of an assertion not depending on 15 0 is contained in 
bn then it is contained in On already. 

Then Brouwer's theorem is aequivalent 'Yith the following statement: 
For all natural n ~ 1: 

V il 
---, 'ûn+ 1 

20. " . - .t '... ,-:-ril -:-rQ , ( ) =- 0" On / - , a = Un / -- a "'n+1 a "'n+2 .. • -, (! a; 001. · ..• Wn. Wn t I •... = = 
- .t '- 'Vn Vil '( )-== 2-n" = Un /' . 'n+1 "'n+2··· f! a; 001.···. Wn, Wn+I •• ·· =-

30 , '. ,-.t >- .-:-rg -:-ril , ( ) -==0" 
afl .? " a =Un a "'nt la "'n+2 ... ' (! a;w I ... . W'/oWn+Io . .. = = 

-.t · 'V g V il . ( )=- +2-n" = Un ;> .'n+1 "'nt2· · · (! a; 001.·.· . Wn. Wn+I.··· = 

With the corresponding interpretations Brouwer's demonstration remains 
valid. 

1G) Formally the specification of the deductions which are admitted in <l n needs some 
more precision than is given in 8° and go. 



Aerodynamics. - Solutions of the equations lor the non~uniform pro~ 
pagation of a very strong shock wave. I. By W. P. ROBBERTSE and 
J. M . BURGERS. (Mededeling no. 63 uit het Laboratorium voor Aero~ 
en Hydrodynamica der Technische Hogeschool te Delft.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

1. In the thesis of the first author "Oor die verdigtings~ en verdun~ 
ningsverskijnsels in 'n gas veroorsaak deur die stoot van 'n suier met 'n baie 
hoë snelheid" 1), it has been pointed out that solutions in finite terms for 
the non~uniform propagation of a very strong shock wave can be obtained 
for certain special distributions of the density of the gas. These solutions 
were construèted on the assumption that the specific expansion of the 
individuallayers of the gas , as described by a function ~ = öcp/ös, should 
be represented by an expression of the form: 

~ = (function of t) • 
(function of s) 

Two ex am pIes of such a solution have been considered in § 4 (p. 19-25) 
of the thesis. 

In the following lines a more general solution will begiven. These 
solutions are found to correspond to cases where the shock wave propagates 
itself with increasing velocity through a gas with decreasing density. Since 
the increase of the velocity of propagationentails an increase of the 
temperature of the compressed gas, the results may be of importance for 
certain astrophysical problems. 

The method applied in the following lines is based on the same ideas as 
those developed in the thesis and also in an earlier paper by the second 
au thor 2). Recently it was found by the second author that the rather 
complicated boundary condition to be satisfied at the shock wave could be 
replaced by a simpIer one, leading to a more convenient procedure for 
solving the equations. In order to explain the new condition, it is necessary 
shortly to recapitulate some of the points of view occurring in the original 
exposition of the method. 

The flow of the gas is represented in an x , t~plane (fig. 1). The paths 
of the various layers of the gas are curves x = cp (s ; t), the value of s being 
a constant for each individuallayer. The way in which the values of s are 
chosen will be indicated in section 2. Since we consider the motion initiated 

1) W . P . ROBBERTSE, Thesis Delft 1948 (Meded. no. 57 uit het Laboratorium voor 
Aero- en Hydrodynamica der Technische Hogeschool te Delft) . 

2) J. M . BURGERS, Aerodynamica1 problems connected with the motion of a cloud 
of gas emitted by Nova Persei, these Proceedings 50, 262 (1947). 
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by the passage of the compression wave front (the shock wave). these 
paths start from the trace of the shock wave in the x. t-plane. which itself 
is described by a curve x = X (t) . 

We assume the state of motion of the gas before it suffered the effect 

t 

x = cp (s; t) Eor constant s 

x=X(t) 

x 
Fig . 1. 

of the shock wave. to be known. Hence in the domain of the x. t-plane 
below (and to the right of) the curve x = X (t) . the velocity uo. the density 
eo and the pressure Po are given functions of x and t. It may be supposed 
that the gas is under the influence of gravity. acting in the x-direction with 
constant intensity - g per unit mass 3) . 

The law of propagation of the shock wave will not only dep end on the 
original state of the gas but also on phenomena occurring behind the shock 
wave. since there may be expansion waves tra velling through the gas and 
overtaking the shock wave. The function X (t) consequently is an unknown 
of the problem. Nevertheless. in order to arrive at a convenient formulation 
of certain conditions. it is useful provisionally to assume that X (t) is 
given 4). - The treatment will be restricted to the case wh ere X (t) and its 
derivatives are continuous; cases in which the shock wave is overtaken by 
another shock wave (or wh ere it should meet another shock wave) will 
not be considered. 

a) The influence of gravity will be considered as small compared with the main 
phenomenon; when necessary 9 will therefore be treated as a very small quantity. 

The method of sol ut ion developed in this paper can also be applied to the case where 
g is a linear function of x (9 = A - Bx, A and B being constants). 

4) Compare R. COURANT and K. O. FRIEDRICHS. Supersonic Flow and Shock Waves 
(Interscience Publishers. New York. 1948). p . 171. 
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2. The velocity of propagation of the shock wave, at the point x = X, 
is given by: 

~=dXldt. (1) 

Let uo, Co represent the velocity of motion of an element of the gas and 
the velocity of sound in that element in the original state of the gas, at the 
point x = X , at the instant when th is point is reached by the shock wave. 
The velo city UI of the gas immediately behind the shock wave (imme~ 
diately af ter the passage of the wave front) is th en determined by 5) : 

2(~-uo) 2c~ 
UI = Uo + k +-1- - (k + 1) (~-uo)' (2) 

At the same instant the density !h and the pres su re PI of the gas are given 
by: 

~-Uo 
el =eo E-ul 

At the shock wave the function 1P(5; t) must satisfy the condition: 

velocity of the element l- alP _ 
of volume of the gas ~ - ot - UI' 

Wewrite: 

alP/as = ti> 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

so that ti> is a measure for the "specific expansion" of the element of 
volume. It is convenient to subject the function lP to the further condition: 

alP/OS = 1 at the shock wave. . (6) 

This condition fixes the way in which the parameter 5 , labelling the paths 
of the various individuallayers, is counted. It does not introduce a physical 
relation into the problem, but implies that ti> measures the specific expansion 
from the state of the gas immediately af ter the passage of the shock wave. 
Hence, assuming that af ter this passage the relation between density and 
pressure is governed by POISSON's law, for every element of volume, we 
have: 

(7) 

5) The states of the gas in front and at the back of the shock wave are connected by 
the weil known equations: 

eo (;-uo) = el (;-UI) 

PO + eo (;-UO)2 = PI + el (;_UI)2 

k PO + (;-UO)2 = k PI + \;_UI)2 . 
(k-I) eo 2 (k-I) el 2 

E1imination of PI and el leads to eq. (2) of the text, while eqs. (3) will be immediately 
evident. 
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Along the trace of the shock wave the following relations hold: 

(8) 

(b) 

Hence: 

and 6): 

dg; = (àg;/ils) ds + (àg;jàt) dt = ds + UI dt; 

dg; = dX= ~ dl. 

ds = (~-ud dt. 

S' = dsfdt= ~-UI' . 

(8) 

(9) 

When X is considered as a known function of t, and Ul is obtained 
fr om (2), we can use eq. (9) to find the va lues of s along the trace of the 
shock wave. In th is way the labelling of the paths of the individual layers 
of the gas will be completely determined. 

Now suppose that the function g;(s; t) were known. The trace of the 
shock wave could then be found from the condition ög;j.ös = 1 along this 
trace. From th is equation we deduce: 

, à2g;fàsàt 
S = ds/dt = - à2g;/às2 • 

With the aid of (2) and (9) it thus is possible to calculate ; and ulo The 
latter quantity on the other hand is given by (4). It follows that the 
function g; (s; t) must satisfy a certain condition at the shock wave, which 
is obtained by the elimination of ~ and Ul from these equations. This con
dition rep la ces the condition introduced in BURGERS' original paper and 
applied in ROBBERTSE's thesis, which referred to certain derivatives of 
the function (/J. It is not necessary at this stage to give the new condition 
explicitly, sin ce it will occur in the next section in a simplified form (eq. 
17) . 

3. In the following sections we restrict ourselves to the case where the 
velocity of propagation ~ of the shock wave greatly surpasses the flow 
velocities and the velocity of sound in the gas in its original condition. 
Equations (2) and (3) can then be simplified to: 

U 
UI = k+ 1 

We take k = 5/3, which gives: 

; el = 4 eo 

Making use of (9) we further have: 

dx/dt= ~ = 4 S' = 4 ds/dt 

(I 0) 

(IOa) 

UI =3S' (lOb) 

6) The notation S' for the value of dsldt along the path of the shock wave in the 
x, t-diagram was applied in the thesis. p. 13, and in the paper quoted in footnote 2), 
p. 268, eq. (13). 
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and consequently: 

X=4s . .... . (lOc) 

along the trace of the shock wave. 
The Lagrangian equation of motion of the gas behind the shock wave is: 

du 1 àp 
dt =--e öx -g: 

expressed with the aid of the function q; this becomes: 

à2!p 1 à • 
àt2 = - {ll às (PI (/J- Is) - g. (11) 

In the thesis solutions have been considered for which the function (/J 

was of the form: 

(/J = u (t)3/V (S)3. • • • • • • • • (12) 

Working with equation (11) we assume the following expression for 
q;(s ; t) : 

s 

- ()3f ds I ~2 
q; - u t V (S)3 - at - 2 g •. (13) 

where a is a constant; the function tIJ then again obtains the form (12). 
When (13) is substituted into (11), it is found that u(t) must satisfy the 
equation: 

. (14) 

The solution of this equation has been given at p. 41 of the thesis and 
has the form: 

tE· t= (u2 + ,1,2)'/. - 3,P (u2 + ,P)'/ + constant. • . (15) 

where E and 2 are constants (in terms of the latter the constant of eq. (14) 

has the value - tE 22 ) • We note: 

du I f E (u 2 + 12)'/. 
dt =u =3 u3 •••• . (15a) 

The origin for t will be defined in such a way that the constant on the right 
hand side of (15) is zero. 

Sin ce the trace of the shock wave in the x, t~plane is given by the relation 
(/J = I , or: 

v (s) = u (t), 

we obtain: 

ds Ui f E (v2 + 12)'/. 
S'- - -- dt - v' - 3 Vi v3 • 

(16) 

Here we have replaced u by v in the expression for u', as the formula 
refers to conditions existing along the trace of the shock wave. 
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Now according to (lOb) U I = 3 S' ; hence the condition to he fulfilled 
hy lP (s; t) hecomes: 

(a IP/ àt)u= v = 3 S' . . . (17) 

4. We calculate OIP/ot from (13) and again suhstitute v for u ; the 
following relation is th en found : 

y E (v
2 + ,P)I/' j' ds _ a _ g I (v2 + 12)3/, - 3 .1.2 (v2 + 12)'1, I = l, 

V v3 Y E ( 
_ ,/- (v2 + 12)'/. ~ -rE , 3 

V v 

(18) 

This is an integro~differential equation for the function v (s) which can he 
turned into an ordinary differential equation of the second order for v. It is 
a consequence of the special choice made for the function lP (s ; t) tha t the 
condition to be fulfilled at the trace of the shock wave gives sufficient 
information to fix the form of the factor v (s) . The differential equation for 
v. af ter a slight re~arrangement. can he brought into the form: 

v" 3 a 12 v' g ( 212) 
-v'2 v3- v1=- yË v(v2+12)'/' - EV' 3v----;- , (18a) 

which can be integrated into: 

1 _ a ~ h 1 1 ~ R g (3 2 2121 ) 
v'v3 -1YE?aretg (v2+12)'/, - (v2+12)1/. ~+t'-E TV - A nv. 

where {J is a new constant. From this we obtain: 

ds = ! = a v
3 

~ aret h ), 1 _ 1 1 < + ~ 
dv v' l VE? 9 (v2 + 12) I, (v2+12)/, ) 

(19) 

+ {Jv3 - Z ( ~ vS - 2l2v3 1n v) 

A second integration gives: 

~ (20) 

This equation fixes the relation hetween v and s . Since the relation hetween 
u and t is given by (15). the function ifJ can now he considered as known. 
In order to obtain lP we have to carry out one further integration and arrive 
at: 

_ 3J~ dv 1 2 _ 3 [ a v h 1 + ~ lP - U v' v3 - at - 2" gt - u 1 Y E aretg (v2 + l2) '/. 
- (21) 

+ {J v - Z (; - 212 v In v + 212 v) ] - a t - t gt2. 
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The value of X follows from (1 Oe); in order to have X as a function of 
t, it is necessary now to substitute u in the place of v. Differentiation with 
respect to t then gives: 

which also can be obtained from the relation ~ = 4 S' = 4 u' Iv'. 

5. In this way we have derived a complete expression for cp without 
making full use of the equation of motion (11). It will be evident that the 
latter equation can now be satisfied only provided a proper choice is made 
for the course of the density eo as a function of the value of the parameter 
s along the trace of the shock wave. 

The values of el and P1 occurring in (11) are related to eo by the 
expressions given in (lOa). Wh en UI is replaced by 3 S' and use is made 
of (16). we Eind: 

4E v2 + ,1,2 
PI = T eo V '2 v6 • 

This value must be introduced into (11); at the same time the expressions 
( 13) for cp and (12) for rIJ are substituted. The factor depending on t is 
eliminated by means of (14), inserting the value -t E À2 of the constant. 
The following equation is obtained in this way: 

12fdS _ ! ~ (e v
2 + 12) 

v3 - eo ds 0 V'2 V •• 
. . . • (23) 

We can eliminate f dslv3 by making use of (18): there is some advantage 
in diminating also the constant a by making use of (18a), which leads to: 

It is now possible to transform eq. (23) into: 

d ( v2 + .F) v" 4 v' v' v 3 g V'2 v6 

ds In eo V'2V = 17 + v - v2 + 12 - E v2 + 12 ' 

which leads to the integral: 

( 
V2 + 12) v' v1 3 gf v' v6 

In eo V'2V = In (v2 + 12)'/. - E- dv v2 + 12' (24) 

Although the remaining integral is complicated since v' must be obtained 
from (19). it will be seen that in principle the problem has been solved. 
With g = 0 the solution given by (24) is already complete. 
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We hope to bring a discussion of the results in a continuation of th is 
paper; attention will then be given to the values to be chosen for the 
constants E, l, a, {J. 

Without going into details a limiting case may be considered already 
here. We take g = O. 

From (15) and (15a) it will be seen that u increases with tand that 
ultimately u 3 (/) t. In eq. (22) the important term for large u is: 

~ = -4 {J V EU(/) t'l". 
\> - 3 

Hence the velocity of the shock wave front increases with time. 
With g = 0 equation (24) gives: 

(lo = const. V'3 VS (v2 + ).2)-' /t. 

It must be remembered that along the trace of the shock wave we have 
v = u. For large va lues of u and v eq. (19) gives : 

I/v' - {J v3
, 

so that we obtain: 

(lo ~ con st. v-7• 

At the same time eq. (20) reduces to: s ~ ! f3 v4 , from which it follows 
that: 

x =- {J Vi 

along the trace of the shock wave. 
Hence we arrive at the result that ultimately: 

(lo ~ X-'I. 

(this result is valid for all values of t when l = 0, which brings us back 
to a case already considered in the thesis of the first author, p. 22). 

A density distribution in the original gas, proportional to x-7/i , in the 
absence of motion, can be maintained only by a proper gravitational field. 
Since we had assumed that the velocity ~ of the shock wave is much larger 
than the velocity of sound in the original gas, we are at liberty to suppose 
that the temperature of this gas is very low. Then, however, a very small 
intensity of gravity is sufficient to produce a certain density gradient. 
Hence we may suppose that g is very small and that its influence on the 
shockwave phenomena will be restricted to a sm all correction. 

We hope to come back to some numerical data. 

Potchefstroom (Transvaal) and Delft, June-October 1949. 

(To be continued.) 



Zoology. - Sacculina cuspidata nov. spec .• with notes on vaïÏation in 
Loxothylacus carinatus (Kossm.). By H. BOSCHMA. 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

The new species of Rhizocephalan para site described in the present paper 
bears some resemblance to Loxothylacus carinatus (Kossm.). In the two 
species not only the excrescences of the external cuticle are of a similar 
shape, but one of the specimens of Sacculina cuspidata in its male organs 
presents a structure which is strongly similar to that prevailing in Loxo
thylacus. As, however, its other characters are those typical of the genus 
Sacculina. and as the second specimen in all its characters proves to belong 
to th is genus, the new species is placed in the genus Sacculina. A com
parison of the male organs and especially of the excrescences of the 
external cuticle of Loxothylacus carinatus with the corresponding structures 
in Sacculina cuspidata proves that the two forms at least specifically are 
distinctly different. The placing of the new species in the genus Sacculina. 
however, for the present remains open to some doubt. 

Besides details of the external and internal structure of the new species 
in the present paper some data are given concerning variation in Loxo
thylacus carinatus, 

Sacculina cuspidata nov. spec. 

Material examined: 

Snellius Expedition, Tidore, September 24-29, 1929, 1 specimen (holotype) , 
6 X 4 X 2i mm, on Pseudozius caystrus (Adams & White) . 

SneJljus Expeditian, Mamudju (Celebes), August 4-5, 1929, share or reef, 1 specimen, 
41 X 3 X 1 ~ mm, on Chlorodopsis spec. 

Specific characters. Mesentery complete. Visceral mass attached to the 
reg ion of the staIk. Male genital or gans in the visceral mass, the two 
testes of approximately equal size, straight or slightly bent in an anterior 
direction. Colleteric glands with a comparatively small number of branched 
canals (25-30 in a longitudinal section of the most strongly branched 
region) . External cuticle of the mantIe with excrescences consisting of a 
kind of chitin differing from that of the main layers. The excrescences have 
a more or less cylindrical body, a slender root penetrating into the cuticle, 
and at their extremities bear a number of sharp pointed spines. The length 
of the excrescences is from 30 to 73 p, that of the part extending above the 
cuticle 18 to 60 p, the spines have a leng th of 9 to 27 p. Internal cuticle of 
the mant Ie with numerous retinacula, each with 1 to 3 spindIes; the latter 
have a length of 13 to 18 p. 

The two specimens, though living on different hosts, are of a strikingly 
similar shape, being more or less trapezoid (fig. la, b). The narrow mantIe 
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openin'l, in the anterior part of the left side, does not protrude above its 
surroundings. In the greater part of the mantie the surface is comparatively 

Fig . 1. Sacculina cuspidata; a , specimen on Chlorodopsis spec.; b, specimen on 
Pseudozius caystrus. Loxothylacus carinatus; c, specimen from unknown host; d. specimen 
on unidentified Portunid crab; e, specimen on Thalamita admeta. All specimens left sirle. 

a, X 9; b, X 6!; c, X 5; d, X i; e, X 5! . 

smooth, with the exception of the anterior reg ion in which in both specimens 
there are a number of more or less pronounced grooves running in a dorso~ 
ventral direction. 

In the holotype the visceral mass is attached to the reg ion of the stalk 
(fig. 2 a). Here the vasa deferentia are found which in their ventral parts 
are narrow canals that may show a few ridges on their internal walls. 
Gradually, towards a more dorsal region, the male organs enlarge into 
rather voluminous glands of slightly flattened shape so that their greater 
diameter is more or less in an antero~posterior direction (fig. 2 p-e). At 
first their wall is rather thick, leaving inside a narrow, somewhat twisted 
cavity only; towards the dorsal extremity at least the anterior part of the 
testes obtains a much wider cavity. The testes are not curved to any extent, 
but the irregular cavity gives the impression as if the testes really had a 
distinct curve. The section of. e.g., fig. 2 d at first sight is so strikingly 
similar to corresponding sections of specimens undoubtedly belonging to 
Loxothylacus that it seems wrong to place the parasite in the genus Saccu~ 
lina. When, however, curved testes occur (as they are typical for the 
genera Loxothylacus, Heterosaccus and Drepanorchis) the concave side of 
the curve is turned towards the ventral half of the body. If really the curved 
cavity of the testes in the present specimen is an indication of curved 
testes the curvature is turning its concave side towards the dorsal half of 
the body. It seems, therefore, safe to assume that the double cavity in 
sections as that of fig. 2 d is a result of the irregularly twisted cavity of the 
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testes on account of the strong and uneven development of the ridges on 
the inner walls. The two male organs are of about equal size. they are 
lying close together but remain completely separated . 

............ :::::: .. : . ... .... ::: .. 

~1~a 

Fig. 2. Saccu/ina cuspidata, specimen on Pseudozius caystrus. a-eo posterior parts of 
longrtudinal sections. each following section from a more dorsal region than the preceding; 
I. longitudinal section of one of the colleteric glands. ce. extemal cuticle; lt. left testis; 
mc. mantIe cavity; mes, mesentery; ri , right testis; st, staIk; vd, vasa deferentia; 

vm, visceral mass. a--e, X 30; f, X 107. 

The colleteric glands are found near the anterior extremity of the visceral 
mass. They contain a more or less flattened, ra-ther compact mass of 
branched tubes. In a section of the most strongly divided region of one of 
these glands (fig. 2 f) 26 canals could be counted. 

The external cuticle of the mantie is densely covered with excrescences 
of a kind of chitin (more hyaline and not as easily stained) different from 
that of the ma in layers of th is cuticle. The excrescences consist of more or 
1ess cylindrical. usually somewha't contorted bodies which with slender 
roots are fastened in sockets of the ma in layers (fig. 3 a-c). On the free 
extremities of the cylindrical bodies there is a row of sharp spines implanted 
along the margin. The figures show the variation in si ze and in shape of 
the excrescences, the measurements of the component parts are given above 
(cf. specific characters, in which a1so the details of the excrescences of the 
other specimen have been taken into account) . In surface view the excres~ 
cences appear as those of the other specimen (cf. fig. 5 a). 

The internal cuticle of the mantle shows numerous retinacula which are 
more or less regularly distributed over its surface. These consist of a slender 
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basal part and one to three spindIes; the spindIes, which possess small 
barbs, vary in length from 13 to 18 ft (fig. 3 d) . 

a 

c 

Fig. 3. Sacculina cuspidafa. specimen on Pseudozius caysfrus. a. b. sections of the 
external cuticle ; c, isolated excrescences; d, retinacula. X 530. 

In the specimen on Chlorodopsis spec. again the visceral mass is attached 
to the reg ion of the stalk (fig. 4 a). Here again the vasa deferentia in their 
ventral part are narrow canals, which in a more dorsal reg ion gradually 
become wider, whilst at first their cavity remains narrow as a result of 
ridges on their inner walls (fig. 4 b). In a still more dorsal region the testes 
gradually increase in size whilst in connex ion with a varying thickness of 
the wall the cavities correspondingly vary in size (fig. 4 c-e). In th is 
specimen again the two male or gans are of equal size. They do not show 
a tendency for a curve towards the anterior region though they are slightly 
f1attened in a lateral direction. 

The colleteric glands are found in the neighbourhood of the anterior 
extremity of the visceral m"ass, they are more or less flattened and have a 

63 
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rather compact mass of hranched canals. In a longitudinal section of the 
most strongly divided region of one of the colleteric glands there are 29 
canals (fig . '4 f). 

Fig. i. Sacculina cuspidata, specimen on Chlorodopsis spec. a-e, posterior parts of 
longitudinal sections, each following section from a more dorsal region than the preceding; 
t, longitudinal section of one of the eolIeteric glands; ce, external cuticle; lt, left testis; 
me, mande cavity; mes, mesentery; rt, right testis; st, staIk; vd, vasa deferentia; 

vm, visceral mass. a-e, X 30; f, X 127. 

The excrescences of the external cutic1e of the mantIe in every respect 
correspond with those of the type specimen. A certain amount of variation 
in shape and size is to he ohserved (fig. 5 b-e), in the excrescences as a 
whole as well as in their component parts, but in general they are not 
different from those of the other specimen. In surface view (fig. 5 a) they 
appear to he rather crowdedly covering the surface of the cutic1e. 

No retina cu la were found on the internal cutic1e, though these structures 
undouhtedly are present here. It of ten depends upon the part of the mande 
examined or on the state of preservation of the specimen whether the 
retinacula are easily to he found or seem to he missing. 

The specimen on Chlorodopsis spec. has all the characters peculiar to 
the genus Sacculina. It has testes with a straight course and, moreover, the 
visceral mass is attached to the region of the staIk. This latter character 
is also present in the specimen on Pseudozius caystrus, but here, as 
remarked above, the testes differ from those normally found in Sacculina. 
It seems safe, however, to keep the species in the latter genus. 

The excrescences of the external cuticJe of Sacculina cuspidata are 
strongJy similar to those of Loxothylacus carinatus. The chief difference is 
that of the spin es which are much larger and stronger deveJoped than those 
in the Jatter species. Moreover, in L. carinatus the retinacuJa have a greater 
numher of spindJes. 
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Another species with similar excrescences is Loxothylacus ihlei (cf. 
BOSCHMA . 1949). Here again the spines of the excrescences are much 

c 

-

Fig. 5. S acculina cuspidata. specimen on Chlorodopsis spec. a. excrescences in surface 
view (basal parts of spines drawn only) ; b-d. sections of various parts of the external 

cuticle; e. isolated spines. X 530. 

smaller than those of S . cuspidata, whilst the retinacula in the two species 
are entirely different. those of L. ihlei having numerous spindIes of very 
large size and those of S . cuspidata having a few spindIes of moderate 
size only. 

Loxothylacus carinatus (Kossm.). 

Saccu/ina carinata Kossmann. 1872. 1874; Van Kampen & Boschma. 1925. 
Drepanorchis carinata Boschma. 1928. 
Loxothylacus carinatus Boschma. 1931 a. 1931 b. 

Material examined: 

Siboga Expedition. Sta. 220. Binongko. Tukang Besi lslands. reef. I specimen. 
8} X 4t X 2t mmo on Caphyra levis (A. Milne Edwards) . 

Banda. SEMMELI NK leg .. 1881. I specimen. 9} X 5i X 4 mmo on Thalamita prymna 
(Herbst) (collection Museum Leiden) . 
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East Asia, Cap!. SUENSON leg., Miss ANTHON don., 19. IV. 1911, 1 specimen, 
8 X 5 X 2! mm, on Neptunus (Amphitrite) hastatoides (Fabr. ) (coIIection Museum 
Copenhagen) . 

Dr. TH. MORTENSEN's Pacific Expedition, oH Jolo (Sulu Islands) , 33-35 m, dredge, 
19. 111. 1914, 1 specimen, 5t X 4 X 2~ mm, on Lissocarcinus polybioides Adams & White 
(coIlection Museum Copenhagen) . 

Hong Kong, Putnam leg ., 1 specimen, 7 X 5 X 1~ mm, detached hom unknown host 
(coIlection Museum of Comparative Zoölogy, Cambridge, Mass.). 

SneIIius Expedition, Obi latu, April 23-27, 1930, shore or reef, 1 specimen, 
10 X 7 X 3 mm, on an unidentified Portunid crab. 

SneIlius Expedition, Amboina, October 17, 1930, 1 specimen, 7 X 5 X 21 mm, on 
Thalamita admeta (Herbst). 

The external shape of the known specimens of Loxothylacus carinatus is 
more or less similar. As a rule the specimens are oval or somewhat panduri~ 
form , the larger diameter being in the median region of the body half~way 
between the anterior and the posterior regions. This shape is that of the type 
specimen (KOSSMANN, 1872, PI. I fig . 12; 1874, PI. V fig . 12) ; here the 
mant Ie opening is rather small whilst its surroundings do not protrude 
noticeably above the surface. The specimens on Caphyra levis (VAN 

KAMPEN & BOSCHMA, 1925, PI. I fig. 12) and on Thalamita prymna are 
panduriform whilst the mantle opening is surrounded by a comparatively 
thick wall protruding over the neighbourhood. The specimen on Neptunus 
hastatoides (BOSCHMA, 1931 a, fig. 33m) has a similar shape and a some~ 
what protruding mantle opening. In the specimen on Lissocarcinus poly~ 
bioides (loc. cit., fig . 33 k) the larger diameter is in the posterior half, the 
mantle opening is raised above the surface, and in the posterior reg ion there 
is a pronounced keel (as in the type specimen) . The specimen from un~ 

known host (fig. Ic) is rather flat, as the mantle cavity does not contain 
eggs. Here the larger diameter is in the posterior half, the surroundings 
of the mantle opening protrude distinctly above the surface, and the mantle 
shows a number of grooves and wrinkles. The specimen on the unidentified 
Portunid crab (fig. 1 d) again is more or less pandurjform, its mantle 
opening protrudes distinctly above the surface of the mantle. The specimen 
on Thalamita admeta (fig. Ie) is irregularly oval; here the mantIe opening 
is not raised above the surface of the mantle. 

The excrescences of the external and the internal cuticle of the specimens 
on Caphyra levis, Thalamita prymna, Neptunus hastatoides and Lissocar~ 
cinus polybioides have been described and figured in previous papers (VAN 

KAMPEN & BOSCHMA, 1925; BOSCHMA, 1931 a , 1931 b). In these papers also 
some details are given of the male or gans and the eolIeteric glands of three 
of the specimens; the sections made from the specimen on Caphyra levis 
were a complete failure so that no details of the internal organs could be 
noted. A more complete description of the structure of the male organs 
and of the eolIeteric glands of the three other specimens is given here to 
drawattention to the rather pronounced individual variation of the 
specimens. 
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In the specimen on Thalamita prymna the visceral ma ss is attached to 
the reg ion of the stalk (fig. 6 a, in this section by means of the mesentery). 

b 

Fig. 6. Loxothylacus carinatus, specimen on Thalamita prymna. a-f, posterior parts 
of longitudinal sections, each following section from a more dorsal reg ion than the 
preceding; g, longitudinal section of one of the eolIeteric glands. a-f, X 14t; g . X 64. 

a feature uncommon in Loxothylacus. Here the vasa deferentia are narrow 
canals with a few ridges on their inner walls. Towards a more dorsal region 
the male organs become wider (fig. 6 b) and soon in the sections the 
anterior, terminal part of the testes appears (fig. 6 c). Sections from a still 
more dorsal reg ion show various parts of the curvature of the testes (fig. 
6 d-f). In this specimen the two male organs are of similar shape and 
size, they are rather strongly curved so that the anterior part remains 
beside the posterior part. The ca vi ties of the testes are comparatively wide. 

The colleteric glands are found in the central parts of the lateral surfaces 
of the visceral mass. They are more or less flattened and contain a fairly 
large number of canals. In the figured section, from the most strongly 
divided region (fig. 6 g) , th ere are 53 canals. 

In the specimen on Neptunus hastatoides the visceral mass is attached 
to the mantle at some distance from the region Erom which the sta Ik takes 
its origin (fig. 7 b). Here again the male organs in their ventral part are 
narrow canals (fig. 7 b). Towards a more dorsal reg ion they increase in 
size (fig. 7 c), and the ridges developing on their inner walls may become 
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more strongly pronounced (fig. 7 d). From here onwards the two male 
organs are of an entirely different shape and attain a totally different size. 
The left testis in its dorsal part diminishes in size and develops into a 
rather narrow canal running in an anterior direction (fig. 7 e, f). The right 
testis enormously increases in size, it extends for some distance in an 

b 

Fig. 7. Loxothylacus carinatus, specimen on Neptunus hastatoides. a, longitudinal 
section of one of the colleteric glands; b-f, posterror parts of longitudinal sections, 
each following section from a more dorsal region than the preceding. lt , left testis; 

d, right testis. a. X 53; b-f, X 30. 

anterior direction (fig. 7 e, f) , whilst its terminal part is distinctly curved 
towards the ventral surface (fig. 7 d). The cavity of the right testis is very 
wide, that of the left testis is extremely narrow; apparently only the right 
testis was functional. The male organs extend somewhat farther towards 
the anterior region than in the specimen on Thalamita prymna. 

The colleteric glands occupy a central position in the lateral surfaces of 
the visceral mass. They are more or less flattened and contain a rather 
compact mass of tubes. As in the specimen described above the canals do 
not possess chitin, so that the glandular epithelium is drawn. A section of 
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the most strongly divided reg ion of one of the colleteric glands (fig. 7 a) 
shows 48 canals. 

The visceral ma ss of the specimen on Lissocarcinus polybioides is 
attached to the mantIe next to the sta Ik, so that the specimen shows th is 
character peculiar to the genus Loxothylacus (fig. 8 a). In this specimen 
the va sa deferentia remain narrow for a long di stance (fig. 8 a-e), in their 
most dorsal part they are rather contorted (fig. 8 e) . After the passing of 

Fig. 8. Loxothylacus carinatus, specimen on Lissocarcinus polybioides. a-E, posterior 
parts of longitudinal sections, each following section from a more dors al region than 
the preceding; g, longitudinal section of one of the colleteric glands. lt, left testis; 

rt, right testis; st, staIk; vrn, visceral mass. a-i, X 30; g, X 53. 

the vasa deferentia into the testes the latter enlarge into comparatively 
wide sacs, the terminal part of which is distinctly protruding in a ventral 
direction. The male organs, therefore, show a distinct curve. The two 
testes are of approximately equal size, but the one is placed behind the 
other, so that in the most dorsal reg ion (fig. 8 f) only the left testis, and in 
the most ventral region (fig. 8 a, b) only the right testis is to be seen in the 
sections. Here again the curvature of the male organs is very distinct. 

The colleteric glands are found in the centra I part of the lateral surfaces 
of the visceral mass. They consist of a more or less fIaîtened ma ss of 
branched tubes, which here possess chitinous contents. In the most strongly 
divided region of these glands a longitudinal section (fig. 8 g) shows 60 
canals. 
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The peculiarities of the three other specimens listed above will be 
described in a later paper. A few remarks are given here. 

In the specimen from unknown host the right testis has a large size, the 
Ie ft is rudimentary. The right testis is distinctly curved. The colleteric 
glands contain 35 canals in a section of the most strongly divided part. 

In the specimen on the unidentified Portunid crab the male ofgans are of 
approximately equal size, both are distinctly curved. A section of the most 
strongly divided region of the colleteric glands contains 58 canals. 

In the specimen on Thalamita admeta the right testis is of large size, the 
left testis is much smaller. Both male organs show a distinct curve. A 
section of the most strongly divided part of the colleteric glands has 36 
canals. . 

Consequently in three of the specimens the testes are of approximately 
equal size, whilst in the three others the left testis is decidedly smaller than 
the right. As in other respects the specimens form a homogeneous group 
this difference in size of the male organs cannot be regarded as a character 
of specific value. 

It is interesting that the hosts of Sacculina cuspidata both belong to the 
family Xanthidae, whilst all the hosts of Loxothylacus carinatus (as far as 
these are known) .are crabs of the ,family Portunidae. The type specimen 
(KOSSMANN, 1872, p. 32; 1874, p. 128) was a parasite of "Lupea sp. aH. 
L. hastatae" (obviously a species of thegenus Neptunus). belonging to the 
same family. The ,close relation of the different hosts gives additional 
evidence for the opinion that KOSSMANN's Sacculina carinata, the anatomy 
of which ,is imperfectly known, belongs to the same species as the specimens 
dealt with above. 

Loxothylacus ihlei, a species with excrescences of the external cuticle of 
a similar sha·pe and ·sizeas those of L. carinatus, is a parasite of the 
Portunid crah Scylla serrata (Forsk.) (cf. BosCHMA, 1949). Here, however, 
the retinacula are of much larger si ze than those of L. carinatus, the differ~ 
ence in si ze and shape between the two testes is much more pronounced 
than in the specimens dealt with above that show this difference, and the 
colleteric glands have a far larger number of canals (up to 168 in a 
longitudinal sec ti on) . 
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Synopsis. This paper is a continuation of two previous papers 
Atfine embedding theory I (p. 503) and Atfine embedding theory 1I 
(p. 714). which will be referred to as AI and All. First. condensed 
indices are introduced which enable us to simplify the FRENET formulae 
All (2. 2) for an Am in An. Then the integrability conditions of these 
formulas are established and their consequences for the embedding theory 
as well as for the external contact invariants are investigated. 

1. Condensed indices. 

1) Let us introduce the indices Aq. Bq. Cq• Dq •.. .• q = 2 •...• N. 
which take the values from mq- I + 1 to mq- I + mq• Hence Aq. Bq . . . 
take mq values. which is the number of values taken by any group of 
small latin indices. say aq aq-I ... al (aq. aq-I • ...• al = 1. ...• m). Hence 
a one~to~one mapping of these two kinds of indices may be established. 
This will be achieved by means of the generalized KRONECKER del tas 

Aq aq ... a, I) T .. AB' f daq ... a, = d A . he mdlces q. q, ... wlll be re erred to as con~ 

densed indices. By means of the generalized KRONECKER delta's we can 

build up condensed vectors XAq. yAq starting with tensors Xaq .. . a" 
yaq ... a, 

(1. 1) 

The right hand equations are immediate consequences of the left hand 
equations as well as of the Brst one of the following equations 

We do not need to emphasize the obvious relation 

1) Thus for instanee if m = 2. q = 2 we may put 

1\11 1\12 1\21 1\22 1 th " .\a.a, 0 
U3 = U4 = us = U6 =, e remammg UA. = . 

i q·· .b, = dbq db, 
aq ... a, - aq '" a,' 

(1. 2) 

(1. 3) 
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which follows from (1. 1) and (1. 2). An 1]-tensor can have two kinds of 
A 

indices. as. for instanee. ba: ... a •• Such a tensor will he referred to as a 

mixed 1]-tensor. In a similar manner a mixed (~1])-tensor may he de6ned. 

2) lf.x !::: ::::: is a mixed {E1])-tensor its covariant derivative will he 

denoted hy D c X!:::::::: 

D 
where re e q are to he de6ned. 

q 

Theorem (1. 1). A necessary and sulfiden t condition for 

a) 
A 

Db ba: . .. a. = 0 and b) 

is 

a) 

and this equation is equivalent to 
q r Aq _ '- r c, bAq baq . . . a. 

Bqb - ~ a,b aq ... a,+lc,a,_I . .. a. Bq . 
I 

Proof· 
A 

We have àb ba: . .. a• = 0 and consequently 

(1. 4) 

(1. 5) 

. 0.6a) 

(1. 6b) 

Hence a necessary and sufficient condition for (1. 5a) reduces to 
(1. 6b) and this equation is ohviously equivalent to (I. 6a). From (I, 2) 
and (1. 5a) we get 

lq Db ba Bq· . . a. = 0 (1. 8) 
aq .. . a. q 

and this equation is equivalent to (1, 5b). 

Note. Throughout this paper we shall suppose the validity of (1.6). 

2. Condensed FRENET formulae and their integrability conditions. 

Let us introduce the tollowing condensed mixed (';1])-tensors related to 

the (';1])-tensors H~q ... b. (cf. theorem (5. 2) in AI) 

H~ - bbq . . . b. H'· H'· - bBq H'· 
Bq - Bq bq . .. b. bq .. . b. - bq . . . b. Bq (2.1) 

(q= 2 • . ..• N). 
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Because H~q . . . b.b, = H~q ... b,b,' the ~~vectors H~q are linearlg depen~ 
dent even in the maximal case. - Moreover let us introduce the mixed 
17~tensors 

which occur in the following 

Theorem (2. I). The FRENET formula All (2.2) mag be written in a 
condensed form 

c) 

(2.3) 

(q=3 ..... N-I 

Proof By virtue of (I. 5) we have 

(
D H" ) aq . .. a, - DH" (jaq ... a,_ DH" 

b a q .. . a, (j Aq - b (l q .. . a, Aq - b Aq' (2. i) 

On the other hand 

daq .. . a , H " - (jaq ... a, (jBq+1 H" - d Bq+1 H" (2.5) 
Aq baq .. . a, - Aq baq ... a, Bq+1 - b Aq Bq-tl' 

The proof follows at once from (2. 4). (2. 5) and All (22). 
In order to establish the integrability condition of (2. 3) (for m> I) 

we first complete the sets of mixed 17~tensors K and L by putting 

K BN = K BN = L Bq = L b = 0 ) 
aAN aAx aAx aAN ( 

(x = I .. . .. N -I. q = I. 2 ..... N) ~ . 
(2.6) 

N- I 
:I) If N = 2. then we have only (2. 3a) and (2. 3d). where I == O. Moreover we 

2 
assume here and later on that small latin indices which take the values from 1 to m may 
be denoted also by Al. BI. Cl . . . . .. 
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and introduce the following abbreviations 

Bs Bs By By By Bz Bz Bz ~ 
W bA =~bA ' W bA =KbA +LbA ' W bA =KbA +LbA 

x x x x X N N N (2, 7) 
(x= 1, . . . ,N-l; s=x,x+ 1, ... ,N; y= 1, .. . ,x-1; z= 1, .•. ,N) ~ 

Then the equations (2,3) may be put in the following more condensed form 
q+1 

Db H : q= E Wb~;H~r (q=t. ... ,N, H~N+I=O, H~l=T~.) (2,3e) 
1 

Theorem (2,2). The integrability conditions of (2,3) (for m> 1) are 

(2,8) 

q= t. ... ,N) 
where 

t' V t' " " "ct R =0 r -0 r -r r. +r r w/"- I' Àw W ÀI' crw 'I-' al' Àw 

is the curvature tensor of r ~ and 
a /' 

G 
Aq _ Aq Aq Aq Cq Aq Cq 

roB - Ob r B C - Oe r B b - rC c r B b + rC b r B C • q q q q q q q 
A is the curvature tensor of rB bq • 

q 

Proof. Prom (2, 3e) we obtain 
q+l 

DICDbl H : q = E [(Dlc Wbl~;)H~r + Wlb~;DclHB]' (2.9) 
I 

On the other hand we have obviously 

"_ Bq" "à y /~ 
2 D IC Dbl H Aq - Gcb Aq H Bq - Ryf'~ H Aq Tc Tb" . (2.10) 

The (necessary but not in general sufficient) conditions of integrability 

of (2,3) (for m> 1) are obtained byeliminating Db H;r and DIe Dbl H~q 
from (2, 3e), (2. 9) and (2, 10). In doing so, we obtain (2, 8). 

4) We assume here and later on that the brackets [ J do not affect capita) indices. 
Thus for instance 
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3. Consequences of integrability conditions. 

Let X~ be a set of m linearly independent ~.vectors. X; (w=m* + 1. ...• 
m* + p -== n. m* =- m) another set of p linearly independent e·vectors and 

6nally y; (x = 1 •...• s. m + p + s < n) a set of s linearly independent 

e·vectors. the ~.vectors X~. X:. Y; being linearly independent. 

Definition (3. 1). A domain D of An will be referred to a.s (m. m*. p) 
general [as (m. m*. p. s) general] if (or any choice of the vectorfields 
X a• X w [Xa• X w• Yx] there is at least one ~.vectorfield Z). [U;.] incident 
with X a • X w [Xa • X w• Yx] which satisfies the condition 

R,'JI'~ X~ X~ X: Zv -::t- 0 in D . 

[R ,. X W X" y), U -+ 0 in D]. 
'''f';' a b x " T 

(3. 1 a) 

(3. lb) 

We use this definition in order to investigate the possibilities of 
imbedding a maximal Am in an An for m> 1. N> 1. If ms (ns) is the 

s s 
dimension of the s·th osculating (normal) space Ems (Nns) ia) of an 

Am. then the following theorem can be easily proved: 

Theorem (3.1). A maximal Am with mN < n (m > 1) can not be 

imbedded in a (m. m. mN - m) general domain D of An. 

I N I 

Proof. Let Em be spanned by the ~.vectors X a and let EmN - Em 
N-I 

be spanned by the e-.vectors X w (hence m* = m. p = mN - m = E ns). 
I 

Because we are dealing with the case m N < n. there is at least one 

e-vector Zv incident with X a and X w and any such vector is incident 

with T;. H~ (x = 2 •...• N). Hence we have by virtue of (2. 8) (for q = 1) 
q 

R ". T Y T'~ TO Z = 0 
yf1à C b d v 

and this equation proves our theorem. 

Theorem (3.2). A maximal Am (m > 1) with N> 2 can not be 
imbedded in a (m. m2. n2) general domain D of An. 

2 

Pro of. Let Em (Nno) be spanned by the ~.vectors X a (Xw) [hence 
m* = m2. P = n2]. Any arbitrary vector Zv incident with X a• X w is 

40) In the maximal case the ~-vectors H's do not overlap. If these ~-vectors do not 
overlap. the dirnensions of the osculating spaces and normal spaces are related by the 
equation (5.8) of Theorem (5.2) in Al. where the restriction about not overlapping H 's 
was ommited. [There is an obvious misprint in th is theorem. affecting the ~-order of the 
H's and N's which is (N + 1) and not (0) (through this order is (0) as far as only 
the T's are concemed).l 
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incident with T; and H~.. Hence we have by virtue oE (2.8) Eor q = 1 
2 

• y fj a ~ ( A. ~ Cr A. ) 
- Ryfja Te Tb TB, Z. = 2HA2 Z~ D[e W bl B, + ~ W[b B, Wel Cr • (3.2) 

I 

The coefficient in parenthesis ( ) vanishes Eor N> 2 because oE (2. 7) 
and consequently (3. 2) reduces to 

Ryfj/ T; Tt T~ Z. = 0 . . . (3. 3) 

Eor any vector Z~ incident with X a (= Ta) and Xlii' Hence D is not 
and can not be a (m. m2. n2) general domain. 

This theorem can be easily generalized to 

Theorem (3.3). A maxima 1 Am (m> 1) with N:;'- 4 can not be 
imbedded in a (m. m. mN-m-nq-nq-l. nq_l) general domain D of 
An. 1 < q < N - 1. 

I N I q q-I q-I 
Proof. Let Em. resp. EmN-Em-Nnq-Nnq_l' resp. N nq_1 be span-

ned by X a• resp. Xlii' resp. Yx (hence m· = m. p = mN-m-nq-nq-l. 

s = nq_l. m + p + s < n). Any arbitrary ~-vector Ul incident with X a• 

Xlii' Yx is incident with T~. H~ (u = 2. 3 ... . . q-l. q. q + 2 ..... N). 
u 

Consequently we have Erom (2. 8) 

- Ry/,: T; T~' H!q U~ = ~ 
" q+1 s q+1 

( 
A E

q+ I CA)" (3. 4) 
= 2HAq+l U~ D[e W bl Bq + q s W[b Bq Wel Cs 

The coefficient in parenthesis ( ) vanishes Eor q < N - 1 because oE 
(2. 7) and consequently (3. 4) reduces to 

Ry(ö; T; Tb H!q U~ = 0 

and this equation is equivalent to 

R ~ X Y X~ yo U = 0 y,'. e b x ~ 

which proves our theorem. 

Theorem (3. 4). A maximal Am (m > 1) with N> 2 can not be 
imbedded in a flat An. 

Proof. The equation (2. 8) reduces Eor q = 1 and N> 2 in a flat An to 

I G e T" _.I C, ~ A. H" +.1 C. KeT" 
2 ebd e - v[b Id l vel C. A. v[bldl el C. e' 

2 I 

Because H~, is in N n• and T~ in Em. this equation splits in two, 

I G e _.I C, K e - K e 
2 ebd - v[b Idl el C. = [e bI d 

.I C • .l Aa H" - H· - 0 
{}(b ld l velC• A.= (ebld- • 
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2 

The last equation shows that the dimension of the space Nno spanned 
~ m 2 (m + 1) 

hy H bed never can reach --2- -- ' Hence the dimension of the space 

3 m (m + 1) m 2 (m + 1) 
Em:o never can reach m + 2 ---- + 2 and consequently.our 

Am can not he a maximal one (cf. the introduction in AI). 

4. Auxiliary results. 

In this section same auxiliary results will he estahlished which we shall 
need later on. Let us introduce a set of functions 

p.q= 1. .. . . N; p:f-q. 

These functions may he thought of as coefficients of a connection 
which will be referred to as a Frenet connection. If A. B. C. . .. run 

from 1 to mN • then a set of condensed ~-vectors V~ may he thought 
p 

of as a set of components of V~ which we caB again a condensed ~-

vector. If Fe is the covariant derivate operator of the FRENET connection 
which operates also on ~-tensors (by means of \je) then the equation 

is equivalent to 

N (4. 1) ,. EB,' 6) = De V A - q W e A q V B 
P P q 

p=l .. . .. N. 
1 

Lemma (4. 1). The Frenet formulae (2. 3) are equivalent to 

Fe H: = 0 p = I ... .• N. 
p 

(4,2) 

The proof follows at on ce (4, 1) and (2.3e). 

Note . If W,t is an arhitrary vector-field Am and WA = H~ W, .• then 

Fe WA = Fe H: W,. = H: Fe W,. = H: \je W,. , 
P P P P 

Hence in studying \je W '" we could con6ne ourselves to its .. canonical 
farm", 

5) Cf. (1.6) and (2.7) . 

6) Cr < + According to (2.7) we have W B = 0 for p N and r = p. p 2 .. . . • N. 
a p 
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Let us introduce the mixed (~?J)~tensor 

a) ; ~ - H~ W c q+1 W Aq+2 + 
eb Bq - Aq+2 Ib Bq el Cq+1 

q+1 q+1 
~ H~ (D A, '- Cs W Ar drq G Ar) + J.:,. Ar Ie W blBq + ~ W lbBq el Cs -T ebBq + 

2 r-I 

q+1 
~ ( A, '- C$ A, dl q A, ) _ + TA, Die W blBq + ~ W lbBq Wel Cs -T GebBq .(q-I, .... N) 

I 

and 

(4.3) 

Qs ~ _ 1 «s···«,wpl. \l \l ~! 
F . . . DCBA = - 2 HF ... DCBA v els'" V «, Rwpl.' • 

. (4.3e) 

(lf!:::~ =H? .. H~). 
Then the following lemma may be easily proved: 

Lemma (4.2). The following equations hold 

a) (q = 1, ...• N) ~ 
S y s-I y 

Qe e bA = F Qe bA • S = 1. 2 •... 
S'" IC es s-I " .e,c 

o ~ 0 ~ 

QebB = [eba q q 
. (4.4) 

b) 

Proof. The equation (4. 4a) is obviously equivalent to (2. 8). From 
<4.3be) we have. on account of (4.2) 

o ~ 1 "1'1. .~ 1 011'1.« ~ I ~ 
Fe QCBA =-2 H CBA Fe Rw,. I. =-2 H cBAe \lel R .. pl. = QecBA' 

The remaining equations of (4.4b) can be proved in a similar manner. 
s s 

Let us denote by [ the condensed (~1J)-tensor Q. s = L 2. . . .• wh ere 
o 0 s 

Q is replaced by [ (according to (4. 4a). Q depends on Rwpr and its 
s 

nrst s derivatives. We use [ for a construetion of a mixed (~?J)~tensor 
which depends on Rand its s-1 6rst derivatives only. 

Lemma (4. 3). Put 

(4.5a) 

Then 
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1 s 
Moreover I does not contain Rw,.~ at all and I for s = 2.3 . ... depends 

on Rw,.~ and its first s-1 covariant derivatives only. 

Proof We have from (4.4b) for s= 1. 2 .... 

(4.6) 

and this equation proves (4.5b). Moreover the right hand member of 

(4.5a) for s = 1 does not contain Rw,.; at all. According to (4.6) for 
1 

s= 1. le3e,e.Ap contains Rw,.~ and does not contain its derivatives. Hence 
2 

we see from (4. Sa) for ~ = 2 that Ie •.. . e,"A
p 

depends on Rw,.~ and its first 

derivative only. In a similar manner all the remaining statements of our 
lemma may be proved. 

5. External contact invariants. 

Let Am and 'Am (m> 1) be two subspaces referred to the same 
parameter system and having a point Pat common. All objects belonging 
to 'Am will be designated by tbe same letters but for the primes as 
the corresponding objects of Am. We shall assume N= 'N. 

Definition (5. 1). Am and 'Am are said to have an external contact 
of order r= 1. 2 •...• N if 

H " 'Hv P A = A at • q q 
q = 1. 2 •. . .. r. 7) • (5. 1) 

Theorem (5. 1). If Am and 'Am have external contact of order 
r = 1 then we have 

o v 0" 
Icba = 'Icba at P. . (5.2) 

Pro of. Because of (5 . 1) for r = 1 we have from (4. 3b) and from a 
similar equation for 'Am 

o v 0" 

Q cba = 'Qcba at P. . 

The equation (5.2) follows at once from (5.3) and (4.4a). 

7 ) We put here and iater on 

H~,= T~, 
(cf. the footnote 3)). 

'HV -'T" A.- A, 

. (5.3) 
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Theorem (5. 2). If Am and 'Am have external contact of order 
I' (= 1. 2. 3 •...• N) at P. then we have 

0.. 0 .. 
a) ICbAp = 'IcbAp at P. p=I.2 ..... r 

I.. I .. 

b) JdcbA p = 'JdcbAp at P. p = 1.2 •... I' (5.4) 

s " s ... 
c) J A = 'J A at P. p = 1.2 •.... 1'; s=2.3 .... es+2 '" e, p es+2" .e, p 

The first two equations do not involve R",I'~' The last one contains 

Rwl'~ and its first .s-1 covariant derivatives. 

Proof. If Am and' Am have external contact oE order I' at P then 
we have Erom (5.1). Erom (4. 3b.c) and Erom similar equations for 'Am 

s " s " 
Q A =' Q A at P. s = O. 1. ... ; p = 1. .• . • r. (5. 5) 

t s+2' .. t, p es+2' .. t, p 

From (5.5) for .s = 0, Erom (4,4a) and Erom a similar equation Eor 

'Am we get (5. 4a) aod this equation does not contain Rwl'~ at all. On 

the other hand (5. 5) for s = 1. 2 •. " is equivalent to 

s v S " 

I A ='1 A at P. s = 1. 2 .... ; p = 1.2 •...• r. (5, 6) 
t s+2" . t , p eS+2" .t, p 

The equations (5. 4b. c) follow at once from (5. 6). from (4. 3c). (4. Sb) 
and similar equations for 'Am . The remaining statements follow from 
the properties of the J's stated in the lemma (4. 3). 

Note. The theorems (5. 1) and (5: 2) hold also for a flat An but are 
obviously trivia I in this case. On the other hand, 

o .. 
Ic bA = 0 along Am. p = 1 ....• N 

p 

represents the fundamental Gaus.s-Coddazi-Kühne equations Eor an Am 
in a flat An. 

Bloomington (Ind.) USA 

Indiana University 
Department of Mathematics 



Mathematics. - On the evaluation of certain integrals occurring in the 
theory of the freely vibrating circular disk and related problems. 
By C. J. BOUWKAMP. (Philips Research Laboratories, Eindhoven, 
Netherlands.) (Communieated by Prof. H . B. G. CASIMIR.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

In studying the radiation of sound by a freely vibrating, rigid, circular 
disk for low frequencies, I recently came across the repeated integral 

I 2n 

In, m (e) = I P2n+1 cv 1- e'2) e' de' 2~ I [e2- 2ee' cos 1'1' + e'2]1 (m-I) dt'f', (1) 
o 0 

in whieh n and mare non-negative integers, P is the Legendre polynomiaI. 
and 0 <: e <: I. The same integral is encountered in the theory of diffraction 
of plane waves by circular disks and apertures. The purpose of this paper 
is to evaluate the integral (1) in terms of known functions and to derive 
a number of relations that are useful for the physieal applications referred 
to, details of which will be published in Physica. 

First of all it will be shown that In,m(e) can be obtained from In,m+2(e) 
by means of differentiation, namely, 

o In,m+2 (e) = (m + 1)2 In,m (e), 

in whieh D is the differential operator 

D=!: (e aa ). e e P. 

(2) 

(3) 

Equation (2) even holds if the function P2n+1 (f I-e':l) occurring in (I) 
is replaced by any function cpn (e') for which the corresponding integrals 
exist. To prove this, let us consider the wave function ljJ(Z, e) defined by 

1J' (z. e) =11 cp (e') ei~ dS, . (4) 

s 

in which z, e, t'f are cylindrical coordinates around the axis of the disk S 
of unit radius. The domain of integration is given by z' = 0, 0 <: e' <: I, 
o <: {}' <: 2n, while r denotes the distance between the point of integration 
(0, e', {}') and the field point (z , e, 0); kis the wave number. This function 
(4) is annihilated by the operator D + k 2 + i)2 fi)z2, because it is an axially 
symmetrie solution of the wave equation, D.ljJ + k21J' = O. Let us apply this 
operator to the power-series expansion of 1J' with respect to ik, viz., 

. (5) 
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Arranging the left~hand member according to powers of ik, we are led to 
a power series that has to vanish identically. Therefore all coefficients 
have to vanish; this gives 

(D + èP/è)z2) II tp (e') r- I dS = 0, (6) 
s 

D ff tp (e') dS = 0, . . (7) 
s 

1 rr tp (e') rv- 3 dS =! (D + è)2/è)z2) rr tp (e') rv- I dS. (8) 
(v-2)1 JJ vI JJ 

s s 
(v = 2,3, ... ) 

We now perform the differentiation with respect to z in (8) under the 
signs of integration, using the identity 

and we consider the limiting case z ~ 0 (0 -< e -< 1). As is easily seen, the 
term with z2 in (9) does not contribute to the limit because the integral 
II tp(e')rv-SdS, in the most unfavourable case (v = 2). is only of the order 
l/z. In the limit z ~ 0 we can replace r by 

so that (8) becomes, for z ~ 0, 

v (v-I) II tp (e') sv-3 dS = D ff tp (e') sv-I dS + (v-I) II tp (e') sv-3 dS, 
S s S 

or 

D V tp (e') sv-I dS = (v -1)2 V tp (e') sv-3 dS. . .. (11) 

Equation (2) is included in (11) for 2:n:tp(e') = P2n+1 0'I-e'2) and 
v = m + 2. In passing it may be noticed that eq. (7) is trivial, the integral 
being independent of e. Furthermore, it follows from (6) that 

lim - (è)2/0Z2) ff tp{e') r- I dS = Dj! tp (e') S-I dS.. . . (12) 
z-++o s 

In particular we thus get 

lim - (1/2n)(è)2/è)z2) fl P2n+l (}'I-e'2) r-I dS = D In,o{e). . (13) 
z-++o s 

Hence. if we define the function I n,-2 (e) by the relation 

In,-2 (e) = lim - (1/2n)(à2/àz2)f1 P2n+1 O"I-e'2),.-1 dS.. . (14) 
z-++o s 

then eq. (2) holds even for m = -2. In what follows, however. m will be 
a non-negative integer unless otherwise stated. 
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As a first step towards the evaluation of In, mÜ!) let us consider th is 
function at e = O. We have 

1 __ ,,12 

In,m (0) = f P2n+1 (l'I-e'2) e'm de' = f P 2n+t (cos~) sinm ~ cos ~ d~. (15) 
o 0 

Now the Legendre polynomials can be expressed in terms of hypergeometrie 
functions: 

P ( -Q) - ( l)n (2n + 1) ! -Q P ( + lt. 3. 2 -Q) 
2n+1 COS'lf - - 22n (n!)2 COS'If -n.n Y'-:ï'COS 'If. 

If th is finite series is substituted in (15) we can integrate term by term 
by employing well-known expressions for the trigonometrie integrals that 
occur. The result becomes 

I (0) -( )n (2n+l)! r(i)rHm+t)p( +3. I +2.1) 
n,m - -1 22n+l(n!}2 r(tm+2) -n,n Y'"2"m •• 

The remaining hypergeometric series can be summed by Gauss's formula, 
and af ter some transformation the final result is found to be 

I (0) = I (-I)n r(n +~) r(tm + t) r(~m + t) (16) 
n,m "2 r(n+l)r(~m+n+2)rHm-n+tr 

In the second place we shall determine the value of 1 n,O (e). For that 
purpose let us consider the potential function 

v = (1/2:n)ff lP r- I dS, . (17) 
s 

V being a solution of l::,. V = o. This potential function is most simply 
expressed in terms of oblate-spheroidal potential functions. The cor
responding oblate-spheroidal coordinates ~, 'YJ , {} adapted to the circular disk 
(on whieh 'YJ = 0) can be defined in terms of the cylindrical coordinates by 
z = ~'YJ, e2 = (1-~2) (1 + 'YJ2), (-1 <: ~ <: 1), ('YJ :> 0), while the angular 
variabIe is the same in the two systems. Now the characteristic solutions 
of the potential equation, for axially symmetrie exterior problems, are 
provided by Pn($)Qn(i'YJ), wh ere Q denotes the Legendre function of the 
second kind. Moreover, sin ce V is an even function of z, only terms of 
even degree occur in V. Hence we can write, with as yet unknown 
constants À.~, 

The coefficients in this expansion are easy to calculate for any given 
function lP: recalling the connection between the electric field strength 
and the charge density in the theory of electricity, we have 

, . àV . 1 àV 
lP (e ) = hm - - = hm - - -. 

z-++o àz '1-+0 ~ à'YJ 
(O<:e'<:I) 
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On the positive side (z = +0) of the disk S one has ; = + (1 - ( 2 )1. 
1] = +0. Consequently, in the case of (17), l" must be determined from 

The left~hand member of this equation can be expressed as a linear com~ 
bination of P2n(;) and P 2n+2(;); thus all l's are zero except two of them. 
These exceptions are 

2n+1 2n+2 
ln = in + 3 P 2n (0). ln+1 = 4n + 3 P 2n+2 (0) . 

However, we only need the value of V for z = +0, 0 -< e -< 1. This value 
is given by 

This in fact is an explicit expression for l n,o(e); after some transformation 
we find that 

l(n + {-) r(n +~) l 
In,o (e) = 2 r(n + 1) l(n + 2) X 

• (18) 

[
2n + 2 '/--2 2n + I ' /--2 ] 

X 4n + 3 P 2n (, 1-e ) + 4n + 3 P 2n+2 ( , 1-e) . 

An alternative expression for 1 n,O (e ) is obtained wh en the Legendre 
polynomials in (18) are expressed as hypergeometric functions. In this 
connection we have 

P2n+ I (Y 1 - ( 2
) = F (- n. n + t; 1; ( 2

). 

from which follows 

(19) 

;~ !; P 2n (Y1-e2) + !~! ~ P 2n+2 (Y1-e 2)=F(-n-l.n +t; 1; ( 2
). (20) 

IE this is substituted in (18) we obtain after some transformation that 

I () - 1 (l)n r(n + t) r(t) rm F( 1 + 1. l' 2) (21) 
n,O e -]" - r(n+1)1'(n+2)r(-n+t) -n-.n y • • e . 

It should be noted that eqs (16) and (21) are consistent with "ach other. 
We are also able to evaluate the function I n,-2(e) in virtue of 

1 0 ( 0) In,-2 (e) = 0 In,o (e) = e oe e oe In,o (e)·· . • (22) 

Two different expressions can be derived, according as (18) or (21) is 
employed. The first leads to 

In - 2(e)=t(_l)n r(n+~)r(-{-)r(-t) P2n+I(Y~) (23) 
, r(n + 1) r(n + I) r(-n-t) YI-e l 
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as is readily verified by using well~known proper ties of Legendre poly~ 
nomials . On the other hand eq. (21) yields 

I () -) _)n r(n + ï ) r(-t) r(- t ) F _ 3 •• 2) 
n,--2 e - ~d 1 r(n+l)r(n+l)r(-n-t ) ( n. n+ y .1.e • (24) 

which is from (21) most easily obtained with the aid of 

D F (a. b; 1; ( 2) = 4ab F (a + 1. b + 1; 1; ( 2
) . . . (25) 

The agreement between (23) and (24) follows from the known identity 

P2n+1 (fI-=~) - F (- + ~ . l ' ~) ,; - n. n T" e . . 
r l-e 2 

(26) 

The general expression for I n.m (e) can now be written down almost 
immediately by simply inspecting (16). (21). and (24). First of all it will 
be observed that the numerical factors occurring in (21) and (24) are the 

respective va lues of 1 n.m (0). generally given by (16). We thus come to the 
conjecture that 

In.m (e) = In.m (0) F (A. B; 1; ( 2). 

in which A and B depend on n and m. Further. A = -n - 1 for m = O. 
and A = -n for m = -2. It is thus reasonable to expect that 
A = -H2n + m + 2) for general va lues of n and m. By a similar argument 
we expect to have B = ! (2n - m + 1) . In other words. our final conjecture 
is that 

I () = ) (-I)n r(n + ï ) r(t m + ~ ) r(~ m + ~-) - X l 
n.m e T r(n+l)r(tm+n+2)r(tm-n+ ~ ) (27) 

X F(-n- t m-l, n- t m + t; 1; ( 2
). 

for all non~negative integers n and m. The truth of this conjecture can 
be proved as follows. (i) Equation (27) is correct for m = 0 and 
n = 0. 1. 2 . . .. . as is obvious from (21) . (ii) Equation (27) is correct 
for m = 1 and n = O. 1. 2 . .. . : it follows from (1) and (16) that 

In.de) = In.dO) = t (n = 0) or O(n > 0) . which va lues are also given 
by (27). (iii) The right~hand member of (27) satisfies (2) ; this is readily 
verjfied with the aid of (25). (iv) IE the func tion In.m( e ) is known for some 

value of m. then In. m+2 (e ) can be obtained by integration of the inhomo~ 
geneous differential equation (2) under suitable initial conditions. Now the 
difference of any two solutions of (2) . regarded as an equation for 

In . m+2 (e ) while I n,m( e ) is given, is at the utmost equal to y = Cl log e + C 2 , 

this function being the general solution of the corresponding homogeneous 
differential equation, Dy = O. The first constant of integration, C l. may 
be taken equal to zero because all the integrals considered are finite at 

e = O. The constant C 2 is uniquely determined by the value of 1 n.m+2 (e) 
at (! = O. and this initial value is correctly given by (27) . This completes 
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the proof of eq. (27). As a corollary. it follows from the reasoning under 
(iv) that 

e u 
In.m+2 (e) - In.m+2 (0) = (m + 1)2 f U-I du f ln.m (0) 0 do. 

o 0 

or. af ter integration by parts. 
I 

In.m+2 (e) = In.m+2 (0) - (m + 1)2 e2 f t In.m (e t) log t d t. . (28) 
o 

which is the counterpart of eq. (2). 
To simplify the discussion of the function I n.m (e) we (onsider even and 

odd va lues of m separately. In the latter case we have 

_1 n r(n+t)r(m+l)r(m+1) ! 
In.2m+l (e) -"2" (-1) r(n + 1) r(m + n +~) r(m-n + 1) X (29) 

X F(-n-m-t. n-m: 1: ( 2
) . 

This is identically zero if 0 <: m < n. because of the last gemma function 
in the denominator. On the other hand iE m ::> n ::> 0 the right-hand member 
is a polynomial in e2 oE degree m - n. since in this case the second param
eter of the hypergeometric series is the non-positive integer n - m. 
Furthermore. in terms of Jacobi polynomials we have 

F(-n-m-~. n-m: 1: ( 2) = G m- n (-2m- -~. 1. ( 2). • (30) 

For even va lues of the second subscript we get 

_ n r(n+t)r(m+t)r(m+i) ! 
In•2m (e)-t(-I) r(n+l)r(m+n+2)r(m-n+t) X (31) 

X F(-n-m-1. n-m + t: 1: ( 2
). 

which is always a polynomial in e2 of degree n + m + 1. In terms of Jacobi 
polynomials one has 

F(-n-m-1. n-m + t: 1: ( 2
) = Gn+m+1 (-2m -tt 1. ( 2 ) . (32) 

The first few fundions are listed below: 

1 
10.1 (e) =:3: In.1 (e) = 0 (n > 0): 

10.J (e) = 1
2
5 ( 1 + ~ (2

): II.J (e) = - ;5: In.3 (e) = 0 (n > 1). 

10•0 (e) = ~ ( 1- ~ ( 2
): 11•0 (e) = ~~ ( 1- 3 e2 + 1; (1

) : 

1 ()_15n (1_15 2+ 105 1_105 6). 2.0 e - 256 2 e 8 e 16 e . 

I ()=175n(I_14 2+189 1_2316+3003 8). 
3.0 e 4096 e 4 e 4 e 128 e • 

10.de)=I~ (l+e2-~e1): 
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Though the function I n,m ((1) is complete1y known, the physical problem~ 
mentioned at the beginning of the paper require the result in a different 
form. Equation (23) is remarkable insofar as the Legendre polynomial 
reappears in the result of integration; that is, the same function as occurred 
in the integrand of our integrals (1) and (14). Generally, the physical 
aspect of our problem requires that I n,m (e) be written as a linear com~ 
bination of the functions 

F () - P2n+1 (i~) (33) 
2n+1 e - , j . . . . . . • 

y 1- e2 

Therefore, Iet 

in which, of course, the series on the right actually has a finite number of 
terms. Using the orthogonality of the Legendre polynomials we have 

"/2 
A. (n, m) = (iv + 3) ! P2.+1 (cos {}) In,m (sin {}) sin {} cos {} d {} = 

o 
,,/2 

= (iv + 3) In,m (0) ! F (-n-tm-1. n-tm + t: 1: sin2 t?) 
o 

P2v+1 (cos {}) sin {} cos {} d {} = 

'" ~ F(n+tm+2) r(-n+tm+t) 
= (iv+3)In,m{0) :20 r(n+~m+2-,u) r(-n+tm+t-,u) r(,u+l) r(,u+l) 

= (4v + 3) In,m (0) 

"/2 
! P2.+1 (cos {}) sin21'+1 {} cos {} cl {} = 
o 
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in which we have used eqs (15) and (27). Furthermore, on account of 
(16), we have 

A. (n,m) = (-1)' (2v + ï) In,m (0) 
00 

}; r(v+ i) r(n+tm+2) r(-n+1 m+1-) 
a=O r(n+tm+2-v-o) F(-n+jm+t-v-o) r(2v+ï+o) r(o+l) r(v+l) -

= (-1)" (2v + ~) In,m (0) 

r(v+l) r(n+tm+2) r(-n+tm+t) 
r(v+ 1) r(2v+ ~) r(n+!m+2-v) r(-n+ ~ m+t-v) 

F(v-n-!m-l, v+n-tm+!: 2v+~: 1). 

The remaining hypergeometric series can be summed; inserting moreover 
the known values of In,m(O) we finally arrive at 

A" (n, m) = (_1)n+. (v + t) 
r(n+i) r(y+ï) r(m+3) r(tm+t) r(tm+i) 

f' (;;+ 1) F(v+ 1) F(-}m+2+n-v) r(tm+t-n-v) F(tm+i+n+v) r(tm+2-n+v)' (35) 

It is easily verified that the only values of v for which A. (n, m) differs 
from zero are those satisfying 0 -< v -< n - !m + ! (m odd) and 
o -< max (0, n - !m - 1) -< v -< n + !m + 1 (m even) . 

For the first few va lues of n and m one has 

n 
10,-2 (e) = - 2 FI (e): 

225n l225n 
h-2(e)=- 128 Fde); 13,-2(e) =--sI2 F7 (e); 

n n 
10,0 (e) = 5 FI (e) + 20 F3 (e); 

3n n 5n 
11,0 (e) = 140 FI (e) + 20 F3 (e) + 224 F s (e); 

5n 25n 525n 
ho (e) = 352 F3 (e) + 832 F s (e) + 36608 F7 (e); 

10,1 (e) = t FI (e): 11,1 (e) = hl (e) = 0: 
3n n n 

10,2 (e) = 35 FI (e) - 45 F3 (e) - 1008 F s (e); 

n n n 5n 
11,2 (e) = - 105 FI (e) - 220 F3 (e) -728 Fs (e) - 27456 F7 (e): 

4 2 2 
10,3 (e) = 15 FI (e) - 15 F3 (e); 11,3 (e) = - 35 FI (e); 

2n 3n 3n n 
10,4 (e) = 21 FI (e) - H F3 (Q) + 728 F s (e) + 13728 F7 (e); 

64 224 8 
10,5 (e) = 175 FI (e) - 675 F3 (e) + 189 F s (e) · 

Eindhoven, July 1949. 



Mathematics. - Construction of a confidence region for a line. By J. 
HEMEL RIJK . (Communicated by Prof. D. VAN DANTZIG. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

1. Introduction . 

Let r be a probability set ( "Wahrscheinlichkeitsfeld" according to 
A. KOLMOGOROFF), i.e. a set r of elements }" upon which an absolutely 
additive set funcHon F is given (defined for all subsets A of r be10nging 
to a given closed family H of subsets which contains r) , with the properties 

F(A) =- 0 for every A E: H 

F(T) = 1. 

Then a random variable Xl) can be considered as a function , defined 

for every J. E" rand taking there the value x(J.) . If A is the subset of r , 
where x(J,) takes a certain set X of values, the probability that x E X 
(denoted by P[xEX]) is 

P [XE Xl = F(A). (1) 

A random element cp of some set K (e.g. a random point or a random 

vector) can analogously be defined by adjoining an element cp of K to 
every element J. of a probability set r (notation: cp (J.)); and a random 
system cp of elements cp by adjoining a subset cp of K to every element ), 

of a probability set r (notation : ct> (J.) ). 
If iP is a random system of elements rp, and if CPo is one such element; 

if furthermore the random variabIe u ((P o) is defined by the relations 

U(CPo; J.) = 1 if CPoE CP(J.) 

u(CPo;J.) = 0 if not. 

then W is called a confidence region for CPo with confidence level 

p=P[u(CPo ) =0] (or: confidence coefficient l-p = P[u( cpo ) = I]) . 

2. The problem. 

This may be formulated as follows : 
Given: 1. a random set of n points Pi (i = 1. .. . , n) in a plane V satisfying 
the relations 

(i= 1 . . ... n) (2) 

1) The random character of a variabIe, or, in genera!. of an element of some set, 
wil! be indicated by underlining the symbol. which denotes the variabIe or element 
respectively. 
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where Wi is a random system of vectors in V 2) and Q1' .... Qn are fixed 

points in V. situated on a straight line L. given by the equation 

L == a~ + P17 + r = 0 (3) 

where ~ and 17 are Cartesian coordinates in V; 

2. some conditions. which will be specified later. about the probability 
distribution of the random system of errors WI; 

3. a real number p with 0 < p < 1; 
1'0 find: a confidence region R for L. consisting of lines in V and 

depending on Pl' .... Pn only. with conEidence level:;;;; p. 

In particular we shall give a construction depending on Pl' .... Pn only. 
of confidence regions for: - -

I. The direction Óo of L (óo = - alP) 
11. The intercept TO = - r/P of L . a) under the condition Óo = ó and 

b) unconditionally 

111. Óo and TO jointly. 

The construction of a joint conEidence reg ion for Óo and TO is equivalent 
with the construction of R. The constructions will be given in separate 

sections. the conditions concerning the probability d.jstribution of the random 
set of errors WI being mentioned at the beg inning of each section. 

The probability set of the random system of errors W I (i = 1. .... n). for 

which we may take a 2n~dimensional Cartesian space. will be called r. 
Each element À € r then corresponds with a speciEied system of errors 
wdl) and. QI being Eixed. with a speciEied system of points P;(l) 
(i = 1. .... n). Therefore r may he taken as the probability set of the 
random system of points Pi also. 

3. Remarks. 

3. 1. The problem under consideration may arise in many fields of 
science.e.g. in physics. chemics and economics. IE ~ and fJ are two 
variables. known (or supposed) to be linearly connected according to 
equation (3) with unknown coeHicients a. pand r; jf furthermore the 
measurements of both ~ and fJ are subject to error; then the determination 
of a joint confidence~region for - alP and - r / P by means of n observed 
points Pi with coordinates (XI. y;) (i = 1. ...• n) is identical with ou. 
problem. To every observed point PI a "true" . but unknown. point Qi is 
then supposed to correspond. according to the equations (2). where WI 

represents the error of the ith observation. To these errors WI corresponds 
an element 1 € r (where r is the probability set of the errors. cf. 2.) and 
to this element À corresponds a set R(l) of lines in V. which can be con-

2) The vectors ~i will be called the errors. 
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structed by means of the points PI' ... , Pn. RU) may be regarded as an 
"observation" of the random confidence reg ion R for L, corresponding to 

the observed points PI' ... , Pn . The property, that the conEidence coefficient 
is l-p is then usually expressed by saying, that the probability, that L 
is an element of R(À.) is equal to l-p. 

3. 2. A solution for a special case has been given by A. W ALO in 
1940 3) . The conditions he imposes on the random set of errors are, 
however, rather more stringent (e.g. normality) than the conditions, which 
will be used here. In the same paper he derives consistent estimates of the 
coefficients - alP and -ylP under less stringent conditions. We shall 
show that fairly general conditions are sufficient for the construction of 
confidence regions of these coefficients. 

The methods used are different from those used by W ALD , and of an 
elementary nature. They are related to those generally employed for the 
parameter~free construction of conEidence intervals. The smallest number 
of points, which is needed for the construction of the conEidence~regions 
mentioned above, with a reasonably large confidence coefEicient (about 
0,95) will prove to be seven. 

Another partial solution of our problem, together with the solution of 
some other problems, has recently been found by H . THEIL. In particular 
he gives another confidence region for - al P under conditions of the same 
nature as those imposed here, in a publication shortly to appear. 

4. Confidence region D lor the direction Öo of L . 

4. 1. Condition I: 

a. The n random errors W i (i = I, .. . , n) are independently distributed 

with twodimensional probability distributions, which are the same for every i. 

b. IE Ui and Vi are the components of Wi in the direction of the $~ and 
- - -

'YJ~axes of V , then the probability, that the random point with coordinates 
UI and Vi lies on a fixed straight line N in V is equal to zero for every N 
- -

in V (and for every i) 4). 

Remark: strictly speaking it is sufficient if conclition I b is fulfilled for 
all lines parallel to L only. In general however, L being unknown, this 
amounts to the same as I b. 

4.2. Notation: We shall call the strip (induding its boundaries) of the 
plane V , bounded by two parallel straight lines through Pr and Ps (r =j= s) 
and having the direction Ö the (r , s; ö) ~strip . Wh en Pr and Ps are random 

points, this strip is a random strip with fixed direction Ö. 

3) The fitting of straight lines if both variables are subject to error, Ann. Math. 
Stat. 11 p. 284-300 (1940). This paper contains a summary of earlier results. 

4) Interpreting a probability distribution as the distribution of a unit mass over 
the probabili'ty set, this means, that no straight line bears a positive mass. 
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A direction b will be called (r. s; m)~rejectable with respect to the spe~ 
cified system of points Pi (i = 1 .... . n). if the (r . s; b) ~strip corresponding 
to P l' .... Pn . contains at least n-m of the points Pl' .... Pn and (r. s ; m)~ 
acceptable (where "acceptable" is short for "non~rejectable") if this is 
not the case. 

The absolutely additive set function F on the probability set r (cf. 2) 
then determines the probability. that a fixed direction b will be (r. s ; m)~ 
rejectable for given rand s : if A Cris the subset of those À. for which IJ 
is (r. s; m) ~rejectable . then F (A) is this probability. 

4. 3. Theorem I: 

lf P I = QI + Wi (i = L .... n) are n random points in a plane V. where 
- -

Qi • ... • Qn /ie on a straight /ine L in V and Wl' ...• Wn fulfill condition I . 
then for any fixed rand s (with r ::;F s; 1 ~ r ~ n; 1 ~ s ~ n) and for any 
natural number m (0 ~ m ~ n - 2) . the set D of (r. s; m) ~acceptable 

directions is a confidence region for the direction bo of L. with confidence 
level 

(m+ I) (m +2) 
PI = n(n-I) (0 -== m -== n-2). . (4) 

Prool: To prove the theorem. we only have to show that the probability. 
that bo is (r . s ; m) ~rejectable is equal to Pl ' 

Now bo is (r. s ; m)~rejectable . if and only if the (r. s; bo)~strip contains 
at least n-m of the points Pl' ... . Pn. Denoting the distance from Pi to L. 

measured in an arbitrary fixed direct ion different from bo. by ZI. this 

means. that at least n-m of the quantities Zl •• . .• Zn lie in the closed interval 
- -

(z, . Z s ). According to condition I the ZI (i = 1 .... • n) are distributed in~ 

dependently. according to a probability distribution. which is the same for 
every i and which is continuous because of condition I b. Therefore the 
probability is equal to one. that all ZI are different and. arranging them 

according to decreasing magnitude. z, has. for every j. probability I/n to 

be the jth one from the top. If b{) is (r. s ; m) ~rejectable. z, must have one 

of the m + 1 largest or one of the m + 1 smallest values and if it takes the 
jth value (with j ~ m + 1) from the top (or from the bot tom respectively). 
then Zs must take one of the m + 2-j smallest (or largest) values respec~ 

tiveIy. The probability. that bo is (r. s; m)~rejectable is therefore equal to 

2 ':t 1.. . m + 2-j _ (m + I)(m + 2) 
}=I n n-I - n(n-l) 

which is equal to Pl' 

Remark: D consists of a finite number of angles 5) corresponding with 

a finite number of intervals for - alP. It reduces to one angle if there is 

5) Where "angle" stands for "pair of vertically opposite angles", 
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a (r. s; b)-strip. which contains all points Pl' .... Pn. This condition is 
sufficient. but not necessary. 

4.4. On the choice of the numbers rand s. 

Theorem I has been proved without imposing any restrictions on the 
choice of Pr and Ps out of Pl' .... Pn . It must. however. be pointed out. 

that th is choice must be independent of the vectors Wi. because otherwise. 

the Zi (i = 1 ..... n) do not necessarily have the same probability distri-
- . 

bution any more. 
Bearing this restriction in mind. we now consider the question. which 

choice would. on the average. be preferabIe. Itis c1ear that. unless the 
points Pi lie on a straight line (in which case every direction is (r. s; m)-

rejectable; this case. however. has probability zero). the direction d r s of 

the line P rPs is always (r. s; m) -acceptable. Clearly. the method will gain 

in power. if we do not choose rand s arbitrarily. but if we choose them so. 
that the probability of a large deviation of drs from the direction 15 0 of L. 

is minimised. A choice of rand s. which attains this end for every deviation. 
will therefore be considered preferabIe. 

Supposing the indices of the points Qi (i = 1 ... .. n) to be chosen such. 
that Ql-=/=- Qn and that Qi for i = 2 ..... n-l lies in the open interval 
(Q1' Qn). it is easy to see. that the choice r = 1 and s = n (or s = 1. 
r = n) is preferabIe in the abovementioned sense to all other choices. 

To prove this. we consider. for every rand s with r -=/=- s. the two
dimensional probability set Nrs of the random system of the two vectors 
W rand W s. Nrs. as weIl as the absolutely additive set function on Nrs 
- -
representing the joint probability distribution of W rand W s . are the same 

for every rand s (r -=/=- s). Every element ft of Nrs corresponds with a 
deviation ,0.rs(fl) of drs(fl) from 15 0 • This deviation ,0.rs(,U). however. is . 
for every element fl of Nrs. smallest if r = 1 and s = n (or r = n and 
s = 1). which follows easily from the facto that Ql and Qn are the extreme 
roint of Ql' .... Qn. This proves our contention. 

A second reason. for preferring the choice r = 1 and s = nis. that. 
according to the rem ark of the preceding section. the probability that D 
consists of a single angle. is then as large as possible. -

In general it will not be possible to select from a specified system of 
points Pi (i = 1 . ...• n) the points PI and Pn corresponding to Ql and Qn. 
without makingany further assumptions about the errors. because the 
points Qi are unknown. It may occur. that the points PI and Pn can be 
selected on non-statistica I considerations. for instance if it is known. that 
the points Ql' . ... Qn form a monotonous sequence. being observed in the 
same order (e.g. if ~ denotes the time when the observa Hon takes place). 
Another situation. which may arise is. th at we have a criterion C at our 
disposal. which (under some further assumptions for the errors) indicates 
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unambiguously among every specified system of points Pl' .... Pn (except 
perhaps with zero probability) two points Pr and P. with r =;1= s and with 
the property. that 

P[(r= 1 and s=n) or (r=n and s= I)]==-l-q. . (5) 

C may. for instance. consist of taking the point PI with smallest abscis sa 
as P rand the one with largest abscissa as P $. We shall not occupy our
selves with a discussion of the different possibilities for C and the 
computation of the corresponding q. this being quite a subject in itself 6). 
We only point out. that. if (5) is valid. theorem I remains correct with 
<:onfidence level pr :;;; Pl l+ q - Pl q. if for !! rand!:.. we take the points 

indicated by C. instead of keeping rand s constant. This may be seen as 
follows: denoting by A the event. that C has ·indicated the right pair of 
points. we have 

P [150 €. D I A] = I-PI 

i.e. the conditional probability. under the condition A. that 150 €. D. is equal 
to 1 - Pl' Thus: 

P [do €.D] ==- P [A and do €. D] = P[A]· P[!5o€. D I A] ==- (l-q) (I-PI) 

pr = I-P[!5o€.D] -== l-(l-q) (I-PI) = PI +q-PI q. 

5. Conditional confidence interval T for TO = - r / f3 under the condition 
150 = 15. 

5. 1. Condition 11: The random vectors WI (i = 1. .... n) are distributed 

independently; for every i the distribution of WI ·is such. that the random 

point PI has equal probability to lie on either side of Land probability 

zero to !ie on L. 

Remark: The distribution of WI may now depend on i. Condition 11 is 

.satisfied if e.g. the distribution of WI (for every i) is symmetrical with 
respect to the origin. 

5.2. Notation: We shall call T a (b. k)-rejectable value of the inter
<:ept. under the condition bo = b. with respect to a specified system of 
points Pl' .... Pn. if at most k of the points PI (i = 1. .... n) are situated 
on one side of the line L' through the point (0. T) with direction b. 

If on both sides of L' lie more than k points. T will be called (b. k)
acceptable under the condition bo = 15 (where aga-in "acceptable" is short 
for "non-rejectable"). The condition bo = b will not always be mentioned 
explicitly. 

The absolutely additive set function F on r then determines the pro-

6) It is clear that especially jf the length of !!.i has a f.inite range. q will be 

equal to O. if the distance of the points with smallest and largest abscissae (or 
.ordinates) have a distance larger than four times this range to all other points. 
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bability, that a fixed value 'l will be (<5, k)~rejeetable: if A cris the subset 
of those 2, for which 'l is (<5, k)~rejeetable, then F(A) is this probability. 

5.3. Theorem 11: If Pi = Qi + Wi (i = L ... , n) are n random points 

in a plane V, where Ql' ... , Qn Zie on a straight Zine L in V and Wl' ... , Wn - -
fulfill eondition ll, then the set T of (<5, k) ~aeeeptable values 'l (where k 

is an integer < n;3) of the intereept is a eonditional eonfidence interval 

for the intereept 'lo under the eondition <50 '= <5, with eonfidenee level 

k 
P2 = 2- n+I I (7) . (6) 

i=O 

Proof: Prom the definition of a (<5, k)~rejeetable value 'l it is clear, that 
the set T is a random interval. Remains to ealculate the confidenee level. 

Por every point Pi the probability to He at either side of L is equal to 1. 
Therefore the probabHity, that at one of the sides of L lie k or less points 
Pi , is equal to 

k 
2- n+1 I (7). 

;=0 

6. Confidenee region R for L. 

6. 1. Condition 111: conditions land 11 are both satisfied; i.e.: a. The 
errors Wi are independently distributed, with two dimensional probability 

distributions, whieh are the same for every i. 

b. The probability, that (Ui, Vi), where Ui and Vi are the eomponents - -

of Wi, lies on a fixed straight line parallel to L, is equal to zero, for every 

su eh line. 

e. The probability, that Pi lies above L is equal to !. The probability, 

that PI lies on L is equal to zero. 

6.2. Theorem 111: If PI = QI + WI (i = I, ... , n) are n random points 

in a plane V, where Ql' ... , Qn Zie on a straight line L in V and Wl' .. . , Wn 
- -

fulfill eondition lll; if rand s are two different integers taken from I, ... , n; 
if m is an integer with O:S; m :s; n - 2 and if k is an integer with 

o :s; k < n~3; th en the set !i eonsisting of those Zin es in V of whieh both 

the direction <5 is (r, s; m) ~aceeptable and the intereept 'lis (<5, k) ~aeeeptable, 
is a eonfidenee region for L with eonfidenee level 

. (7) 
where 

_(m+l)(m+2) d -2-n+1 ~ ('!) 
PI - ( I) an P2 - .. I • n n- 1=0 

Pro ol: The proof consists again of showing, that the set R has pro~ 

65 
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bability P not to contain L. According to theorem land II. the probabilities. 
that b{) is (1'. s; m) -rejectable and that TO is (bo• k) -rejectable are respec
tively PI and P2' Now the (1'. s; m)-rejectability of bo d~pends on the place 
which Z rand Z s ( cf. the proof of theorem I) take in the sequence of 

- -
ZI ..... Zn when arranged according to decreasing magnitude. The (bo• k)-
- -
rejectability of TO. however. is invariant against permutations of the points 
PI; hence the (1'. s; m)-rejectability of bo and the (bo• k)-rejectability of TO 

are independent. From this (7) follows. 

6. 3. The actual construction fot R. 
In diagram 1 an example is given of the form which the set R can 

take in a specified case (i.e. for one element À of r). P rand Ps have 
been supposed to be the points with smallest and larg~st abscis sa (cf. 4. 4; 
if e.g. the error in the ~-direction is sufficiently small in comparison with 
the differences of th~ abscissae of these points and the other points. th is 
procedure is justified) . 

. Diagram I, n_13,m.l, k.l. 

First D is constructed by letting two parallel lines revolve around Pr 
and Ps respectively and registering the (1'. s ; m) -acceptable directions. 
Then the parallel lines through Pr and Ps in both extreme acceptable 
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directions are pushed together (or eventually pulled apart) untill a position 
is reached, where they indicate the extreme lines of their own direction c5 
which are (c5 , k)-acceptable. This gives the "diabolo" TI 5 1 UI ; T 252 U 2 • 

Next all points Pi Iying outside one of the strips bounded by TI 5 1 and 
S2 U 2 or T 252 and 5 1 UI respectively are connected by straight Hnes. 
F rom these those Hnes are selected, which have an (r, s ; m) -acceptable 
direction c5, and which have an intercept • which is (c5, k) -acceptable or on 
the verge of (c5, k) -acceptabiHty (like PI P j in the diagram) . The portions 
(Iike 5 3 5 1 5 4 ) which these Hnes cut of from T 1 5 1 UI and T 2 5 2 U 2 are 
joined to the diabolo. 

The resulting reg ion of the plane V then con ta ins all Hnes of R; a Hne 
however, Iying in this region, does not necessarily belong to R because, 
although its direction c5 is acceptable, its intercept may be (c5, k) -rejectable. 

In the diagram we have n = 13, m = k = 1; hence P = 0.043. 
The construction can easily be carried out graphically by taking e.g. a 

very large 1]-scale, so that the ordinates of the points Pi have a large 
variation. 

7. Miscellanous remarks. 

7. 1. Unconditional confidence interval for .0' 

The set of those points of the 1]-axis, which lie on a Hoe of R, is a 

confidence interval for .0 with confidence level P, without condition about 
the direction of L. In diagram 1 this interval is (TI' T 2)' 

7. 2. Conditional confidence reg ion for c5 0 under the con dit ion .0 = •. 
This confidence region consists of the direction of those Hnes through 

the point (0, .), for which: 
1. The direction c5 is (r, s; m) -acceptable. 
2. • is (c5, k) -acceptable. 
The confidence level then is p. 
The set of directions c5 of those Hnes through the point (0,.), for which 

• is (c5, k) -acceptable, is another conditional confidence reg ion for c5o, 
containing the first one, with confidence level P2' 

7. 3. T esting of hypotheses. 
From the foregoing sections simple tests can be derived for the hypo

theses, a) that L is a given line L', and b) that L contains a given point Qo. 
The test of the hypothesis L' = L consists of drawing two Hnes L 1' and 

L2' parallel to L' through Pr and Ps and counting the number of points Pi 
outside the strip bounded by L1' and L2'. Calling this number m' and 
calling the numbers of points Pi Iyiog on the two sides of L', k' and kil 
respectively, the hypothesis L' = L is rejected if either m' :s; m or 
Min (k' , k") :s; k (i.e. if L' does not belong to R) . The level of significance 

of this test is P = PI + P2 - PI P2' 
In an analogous way the other hypothesis mentioned may be tested 

without carrying out the complete construction of R. 



7.4. 

lOOi 

Table of Pl and P2. 

~ n -+ 0 1 

'" 
6 0.067 

0 .032 

7 0.048 
0 .016 

8 0 .036 0.108 
0 .008 0.071 

9 0.028 0.084 
0.004 0.040 

10 0.022 0.067 
0.002 0.022 

11 0.018 0.055 
0.001 0.012 

12 0.015 0.016 
0.0005 0 .007 

13 0 .013 0 .039 
0.0003 0.004 

14 0.011 0.033 
0 .0002 0.002 

IS 0.010 0.029 
0.00006 0.001 

16 0.009 0.025 
0.00004 0.0006 

17 0 .008 0.023 
0.00002 0.0003 

18 0.007 0.020 
0.000008 0 .0002 

19 0 .006 0.018 
0.000004 0.00008 

20 0.006 0.016 
0.000002 0.00005 

(m+ 1) (m+ 1) 
PI = n(n-l) 

2 3 4 

0.110 
0 .066 

0.091 
0.039 

0.077 
0.023 0.093 

0.066 
0.013 0.058 

--
0.058 0.096 
0 .008 0.036 

--
0.050 0.081 
0.005 0.022 0.077 

--
0.015 0.074 
0 .003 0.013 0.050 

--
0.040 0.066 0.099 
0 .002 0.008 0.031 

--
0.036 0.059 0.088 
0.0008 0.005 0.020 

--
0.032 0.053 0.079 
0.0005 0 .003 0 .012 

k 

P2 = 2- n+1 I (7). 
1=0 

5 

--

0.097 
--

0.064 
--

0.042 

In every compartment the number at the top represents Pl and the 
number at the bot tom P2 ; PI and P2 need not be taken from the same 
partition in a row. 

Va lues of Pl have been included up to about 0.10 and of P2 to such a 
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level, th at with the same n there is a PI which makes PI + P2 not larger 
than about 0.10; the reason for including these rather high values is, that 
in special cases regions may be indicated corresponding with a confidence 
level of Y2 (PI + P2) - X PI P2' In the diagram of 6.3 e.g. the part of the 
1j-axis above Tl contains .0 with this probability only, if the error in the 
~-directionis so smalI, that the abscissa of P, must necessarily be smaller 
than the abscis sa of Ps for every }, E: r, and that, at thc same time, no 
point Pi has a negative abscissa for any }, E: r . The same property then 
holds for the part of the 1]-axis below T 2 ' We omit the proof of this 
contention; it runs along the same lines as the proofs of the other theorems, 
applying one-sided criteria for rejectability instead of the two-sided criteria , 
which have been used th ere. 

I want to thank Prof. Dr D . VAN DANTZIG, whose suggestions helped 
me to give the paper its final form. 

Publication of the Statistical Department of the 
"Mathematisch Centrum", Amsterdam. 



Chemistry. - A study on the refraction of coacervates. By H. L. BOOlJ, 
J. C. LVCKLAMA *) and C. J. VOGELSANG *) 1) . (Communicated by 
Prof. H. G . BUNGENBERG DE JONG.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

1. Introduction. 

The historical development of the investigations on coacervation pheno~ 
mena had the logical consequence that in many experiments the volume of 
the coacervate layer was used as a criterion for the relations between the 
interacting colloids and ions. The general ,idea was that a strong inter~ 
action is combined with an expulsion of water and that in th is way the 
volume of the coacervate layer decreases. It was dbserved, however, that 
the reverse of this rule may not always he true (for instance in the gelatin~ 
gum arabic coacervate the largest coacervate volume is observed when the 
interaction between the colloids is strongest). In these cases additional 
experiments must he performed to analyse the relations hetween the 
colloids. Generally speaking, one must then make an analysis of the coa~ 
cervate layer as weIl as of the equilibrium fluid (BUNGENBERG DE JONG 
and DEKKER) . The method which we describe here may in some cases make 
these tedious analyses superfluous. 

2. Method. 

The idea which forms the basis of our method is very simpIe: the dif~ 
ference between the coacervate layer and the equilibrium liquid is that most 
of the colloid is found in the coacervate, which must result in a difference 
between the refractive indices of the two layers. Wh en the concentration 
of the colloids is high, we must expect that this will be reflected in the 
refractiveindex of the coacervate layer. This we tried to verify with the 
aid of two types of refractometers: the "Eintauch Refraktometer" (ZEISS) 
and the "Abbe refractometer" (HILGER). 

First of all we examined the coacervation of an oleate solution under the 
influence of high concentrations of KCl (BOOIJ and BUNGENBERG DE JONG). 
At 1.5 mol/l KCI a coacervate appears , the volume of which decreases 
rapidly with increasing concentration of KCI (fig. IA). We measure the 
volume of the coacervate layers in % of the total volume and plot these 
numbers against the KCI concentration (fig. 1 B) . Finally fig. 1 C shows 
the refraction of the soap solution hefore coacervation (S). that of the 
coacervate layers (C) and the equilibrium liquids (E). It is evident that 
the refraction of the coacervate layer rises steeply as the concentration of 

*) Aided by grants from the "Nether!ands Organisation for Basic Research (Z.W.O.) ". 
I) Publication no. lof the Team .for Fundamental Biochemica! Research (under the 

direction of H . G. BUNGENBERG DE JONG , E. HAVINGA and H . L. BoolJ) . 
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KCI is increased (and thus the volume of the layer decreases). The slope 
of line S is, of course, the result of the rising concentration of KCI and it 
is of fundamental importance that line E runs parallel to S. E starts (at 
the point of coacervation) at a lower value of refraction, which means that 

~ 0 uolume in % I . --:.-!.~ 
~ :.~ 

: .--. 
68 rejraclio" 

7arDi!rar] IInds} 

c 

60 

s6 

1.5 

I. 

COllC KCI. mol .. /I. 

1. 6 
conc KCl . molr.s/l 

Fig. 1. A. Coacervation of a Na-oleate solution under the influence of added KCI. -
B. The volume of the coacervate layers of the test tubes of fig. 1 A as a function of the 
KCI concentration. C. Refraction indices of a) S = uncoacervated solutions, 
b) C = coacervate layers and c) E = equiiibrium liquids of the test tubes of fig. 1 A. 

M = "mean refraction", computed from coacervate volume and C and E. 

soap has disappeared from the equilibrium liquid, and is concentrated 
in the coacervate layer. 

Line E can only be parallel to S if two conditions are fulfilled. 

1 ) the colloid is concentrated practically totally in the coacervate layer 
(or is present in a constant amount in the equilibrium Huid, which would 
be very improbable in a medium with increasing salt concentration). 

2) the KCI concentration in the equilibrium and the coacervate layer is 
essentially the same (thlis could be easily demonstrated by making a "syn
thetic" equilibrium Huid and comparing its refraction with that of the real 
equilibrium liquid). 

In this experiment both conditions are fulfilled and when in another type 
of coacervation a different diagram results, one can find pretty easily which 
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condition does not hold. In ,g~neral we expect that aberrations from factor 1 
will be found to be quite common, espedally with colloids which are very 
soluble in water. It does not seem probable that an unequal distribution of 
the salt wiU ever play a great part in 'coacervation phenomena (ex cept at 
low concentrations). 

A combination of the data of coacervate volumes and refraction shows 
us another useful rule. Suppose that in a certain case th~ volume of the 
coacervate layer is V c (with a refraction nc), while the volume of the 
equilibrium liquid is V~ (with a refraction ne). Then we might compute a 
"mean refraction" nm, which would be the refraction of the system if this 
had not been coacervated. 

nc X V c + ne X V e 
V c+ V e =nm· (1) 

In the case 'Of fig. 1 we find the fol'lowing va lues for nm (tabie I). 

TABLE I. 

Vc "c Ve "e "m 

97 56.8 3 55.0 56.75 
42 60.0 58 56.0 57.7 
24 64.2 76 57.1 58.8 
15 68.2 85 58.3 60.2 

The va lues of nm have been put into fig. I (M) and it is clear that they lie 
on line S. This gives us yet another possibility for the investigation of 
coacervates; one might compute along this way the volume of very small 
coacervate layers (too small to measure along the direct way). (See 
following secllion). 

The influence of organic substances on soap coacervates has been 
measured in two ways. The first was as follows (BUNGENBERG DE JONG, 
BOOl1 and SAUBERT): in a series of test tubes the amount of KCI is kept 
constant, so that in the blank a certain amount of coacervate is formed. To 
these tubes we add ever more of the substance to be investigated, llnder 
the influence of th is substance we see the coacervate layer increasing (for 
ethylalcohol see fig. 2 A and B) or decreasing (for butylalcohol see fig. 3 A 
and B). We may ask ourselves whether this increase of volume (fig. 2 B) 
means that the coacervate takes up ever more water. Measurements (fig. 
2 C) of the refradion of coacervate layer (C) and equilibrium liquid (E) 
show that this is the case indeed, the coacervate being ever more diluted, 
till it disappears completely. In the case of butylalcohol (~ig. 3 C) the 
reverse is true, the colloid being more and more concentrated as the con~ 
centration of butylalcohol increases. Here there is no indication of soap 
going into the equilibrium liquid. 

The second method (BoOlj and BUNGENBERG DE JONG) consiste-,d in 
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keeping the concentration of added organic substance constant and 
changing the KCI concentration. 

/UU~UOlUI1l' il/ % /0:_0 . 

/
0: B 

su , 
° I 

o~- - - - - - - ,- - - - - - - - - - - -

I 0'" 
ethyl alcohol . moles/l 

0'1 

ethylalco/rol , moles/ l 

Fig. 2. A . Disappearance of an oleate coacervate (KCI constant) under the influence 
of ethylalcohol. - B. Volume of coacervate layers. - C. Refraction indices of 
a) C = coacervate layers. b) E = equilibrium liquids and c) S = uncoacervated 

solutions (M = "mean refraction" ). 

3. Experiments on verg small coacervate lagers. 

The study of phosphatide-coacervates (so important for many biological 
problems) has been hampered by two difficulties: 1) it is not easy to 
obtain reliable and stabiIe material in adequate quantity and 2) the 
coacervate layers are very smalt so that the measurements of the volumes 
show grave errors. 

We investigated whether our method would be valuable for the study 
of small and concentrated eoacervate layers. Fig. -4 A shows the influence 
of n butylalcohol on oleate coacervate. It is obv,ious that coacervate layers 
of 10 % and less cannot be measured accurately. The refraction indices, 
however, can be measured very weIl (fig. -4 B) and it appears that the lines 
C for the blank and for n hutylaleohol 30.5 m moIl1 are practically parallel. 
The shift in KCI concentration is comparable too in th:is case. 50 it seems 
justified to use the method of refraction measurements when dealing with 
small coacervate volumes. 
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so ~ lIolvme ill % B 

-" 
1 ----I ,o~o~ 

0.0/ 1.01 MIJ aov 
71 but,ylalcohol. 111 mol,sjl 

"Dutylalcohol, m mol,sjl 

Fif. 3. A . Under the influence of n butylalcohol the oleate coacervate is more condensed. 
- B. Volume of the coacervate layers. - C. Refraction indices of a) C = coacervate 

layers and b) E = equilibrium Iiquids. 

A 

10 lZ lt l6 1.8 

COllC. KCl. moles/l. 

1.2 ft 16 U 

conc.KCI, 1I1oles/l 

Fig. 4. A. If we add a constant quantity of n butylalcohol to an oleate solution. the 
KCI curve shifts to the !eft. - B. This can also be seen from the refraction indices 
(C = coacervate layer and E = equilibrium Iiquid of the blank; C' = coacervate layer 

and E' = equilibrium liquid of the experiments with n butyalcohol) . 
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4. On the determination of the coacervate volume from the " mean 
refraction" nm. 

We have seen that we can compute a "mean refraction" (nm) from the 
refraction indices and the volumes of a coacervated system. The values of 
nm lie exactlyon the line S, combining the refractive indices of the 
uncoacervated systems. This has been proved true for all coacervates 
investigated. 

In reverse it must be possible to determine the V'Olumes of the coacervate 
layers from refraction data only. This is demonstrated in fig. 5. The line 
for the "mean refractions" is constructed by producing the line S . 

I.J60 
refraction 

I.JSS 

I.JSO 

1.3'15 

10 1.2 ''I 
conc. KCI , moles/l 

so B 

12 1.'1 1.6 1.8 

Cone. /(Cl , mules/{ 

Fig. 5. From refraction data (A) one can calculate - with the aid of the "mean 
refraction" M - the coacervate volumes. B. Calc. = calculated values, obs. = direct 

measurements. 

We have found already: 

nc V c + n, V e 
V c + V e =nm· 

When we express the volumes of the layers in per cent., we get: 

V c + V e = 100 

V e = 100- V c • 

When introduced into (I) this will give: 

V c = 100 nm-ne • 
ne-ne 

(1) 

(2) 
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In this equation (nm-ne) is a constant, i.e. the vertical distance hetween 
the parallellines S and E. In tahle 11 we assemhled the computed coacervate 
volumes (.6, n = (ne - n.) X 104 ). 

Cone. KCI 

1. 50 

1.55 

1.60 

1.65 

1.70 

1.75 

1.80 

TABLE 11. 

Coacervate volumes computed from refraction data 
(n m - n. = 0,0008 = 8 X 10-4 ) 

nc ne L:. n Vc(calc.) 

1.3493 1.3481 12 67 

1.3504 1.3487 17 47 

1.3523 1 .3491 32 25 

1.3550 1.3196 51 15 

1.3573 1. 3501 72 11 

1.3596 1.3501 92 9 

1.3612 1.3509 103 8 

I Vc(obs.) 

60 

36 

23 

14 

10 

8 

6 

The largest discrepancies between V(calc.) and V(obs.) are found in the 
reg ion of the large volumes of coacervate. This would he expected as here 
(ne-ne) has the lowest value, and consequently the error will be large. 
At small coacervate volumes the error is much less, but it must be realised 
that the values computed depend strongly on (nm-n.). and that th is value 
must be determined as accurately as possible. Concluding we might say 
that the method of refraction measurement gives the best results at con
centrations wh ere the method of the direct volume measurements beg ins 
to fail. 

5. The region of coacervation in the phase diagram of soap. 

From the phase diagram of K-oleate-KCI-H20 (Me BAIN) one can read 
oH that coacervation may occur in two ways. The phenomenon pictured in 
fig. 1 results when the concentration of soap is relatively high. This can be 
easily demonstrated by a study of the coacervation reg ion of the phase 
diagram (fig. 6). Wh en the KCI concentration of an oleate solution is 
increased coacervation will take place eventually, if we proceed towards 
point c (fig. 6) . The amounts 1) of coacervate (V c) and equilibrium 

1) As the specific weights of coacervate layer and equilibrium liquid do not differ 
very much, it is justified as a first approximation to speak of volume instead of weight 
of the layers. 

As regards fig . 6 it is important to observe that one changes from coacervates to 
equilibrium liquids when following the curve downwards. Then there must be a critical 
point (situated on the left bend of the curve) where it is not possible to decide whether 
one may speak of coacervate or equilibrium liquid. 

While the general shape of the curve is practically not changed by impurities, ft is 
eertain that - quantitatively speaking - the curve will be found at other concentrations 
of oleate or KCI. Technical preparations of Na-oleate may contam large quantities of 
impurities. especially other soaps. 
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liquid (V.) may be Eound Erom the phase diagram - they are in the pro
portion as the lines bq and bp: 

This means that in point a (coacervation just appearing) practically all oE 
the Iiquid will be coacervate, while the equilibrium Iiquid is very smalI. 

-Ket 
Fig. 6. Part of the phase-triangle oleate - KCI- H~O (accordiing to McBAIN). 

All examples quoted thus Ear (Eigs. I , 4 and 5) belong to this type of 
coacerva tion. 

In lower concentrations of oleate another type of coacervation will be 
possible (fig. 6, dotted line). It is easily seen that here - at the beginning 
of coacervation - the reverse takes place. At first the coacervate layer 
will grow from zero to a certain value, after which the normal decrease of 
coacervate volume with increasing KCI concentration takes place. 

The conclusion of these experiments is that it is possible to judge from 
some experiments on the refraction of coacervate layers where the demixing 
figures of soaps Iie approximately. The phase diagram of soaps is obviously 
much influenced by the nature of the carbon chain. Soaps which are very 
soluble in water will give the diagram of fig . 6 at higher concentrations. 

We made some experiments on a more or less purified solution of 
sulforicinolate (technical sulforicinolate contains much sodiumsulfate, 
which we removed by acidifying and taking up the sulforicinolic acid in 
ether) . 

The coacervate appears in small volume by adding KCI to a highly 
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concentrated solution of "purified" sulforicinolate (fig. 7 A). It is obvious 
that we are dealing here with the lower half of a demixing figure (see 
fig. 6, dotted line). This is also clearly visible in fig. 7 B where the 
refraction data are plotted. The difference with fig. I C is that in experi
ments with oleate the first coacervate layer resembles the original solution 
very much, while the equilibrium liquid changes abruptly. With sulfori
cinolate the coacervate layer differs from the original solution (fig. 7 B), 

ZO 1101urne il/ % 

r-A 
.-. 

10 

. 
l2 1.' 1.6 ~I 2.' 

CDlIC.Ka, ",du/l. 
11(11 rtjlYldillll 

(ar6ifrrz1] ",its) 
c./· 

IZO ./ JJ 

/ III(J 

80 
~ ... __ ... 11 

...--r.--"''' '' .____It 
__ • ..........-. E .---. 60 

1.2 1.8 2.0 

conc. KCl. moitS/l 

Fig. 7. A. Coacervate volumes of a "purified" sulforicinolate in relation to KCI 
concentration. - B. From refraction data it appears that at beg inning coacervation 

much soap is present in the equilibrium liquid (E). 

whereas the equilibrium liquid shows only a small change. This must also 
mean that in this case the colloid is present in the equilibrium liquid in 
fairly high amounts. 

A crude solution of sulforicinolate also coacervates with KCI. At I mol/I. 
however, the layers do not separate nicely. It seems that the coacervate 
layer is approximately 50 % of the total volume, but the boundary stays 
very vague for a long time (fig. 8 A). A study of the refraction data reveals 
the cause of this phenomena. Both the coacervate and the equilibrium liquid 
are different from what we would expect. This means (fig. 6) that we 
enter the phase diagram somewhere in the middle of the curve. Here two 
layers will appear abruptly, each approximately of 50 %. and resembling 
each other very much in constitution. The slope of E is not parallel to M 
("mean refraction") and "KCI" (a standard line of various KCI con-
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centrations, parallel to M), 50 that we must conclude that more and more 
colloid is taken up into the coacervate as the concentration of KCI rises. 

100 voll/me in % 

su 

~radilln 
80 

60 

su 

, , 

/ 

1.0 

B 

Z.U 
cone. /(CI , J1tol~s/1 

o 

c/ 
/

0 .N 

,/.[ 
o ,.~. 

1/ 0 

o //J 
!.~o 
0,,/0 

/,./ ~. 
/,;0 'KCI " 

'7/ . 
/0 

I{QL--!O:...../~O'---;';; ____ -to-
/.0 z.o 

eone. KCl. · mll/esll. 

Fig. 8. A. Coacervate of technical sulfori'cinolate. It is uncertain whether coacervation 
starts at 100% (as in fig . 1) or at zero (as in fig. 7) . - B. The refraction indices 
of the equilibrium liquids show that more and more soap is going into the coacervate 

layer as the KCI concentration is increased. 

Summary. 

1) An investigation on the refraction indices of oleate coacervate and 
equilibrium liquid shows that all soap is concentrated in the coacervate 
layers. 

2) Measurements of very small coacervate layers gave very good results 
whereas the method of volume measurements fails in this case. 

3) It is possible to calculate the volume of a coacervate layer from 
refraction data. 

-4) One can judge Erom reEraction experiments whether colloids are 
present in the equilibrium liquid. This will be valuable in case of soaps 
which are very soluble in water (e.g. sulforicinolate). It might be expected 
that this method could be used with other coacervates too (e.g. gelatin 
- gum arabic ) . 
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Biochemistry. - An electrophoretical study of the proteins present in the 
vesicle lymph in foot~and~mouth disease and the isolation of the 
virus protein. By L. W. JANSSEN . (Gommunicated by Prof. A. J. 
KLUYVER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

Vesicle lymph and tissue from cattle infected with foot~and~mouth 
disease is produced on a large scale in the European Foot~and~mouth 
Disease Research Institutes as raw material for vaccin production. 

The lymph contains the virus of foot~and~mouth disease in relative 
high concentrations. Wh en diluted one million times it is still infective 
for cattle. As each cow infected on the tongue yields 40 to 60 gr of this 
highly infective material. th is represents a source of enormous amounts of 
virus protein. 

An investigation has been made therefore of the composition of the 
vesical lymph originating from the tongues of cattle suffering from 
foot~and~mouth disease (strain A and 0). At the same time an attempt 
was made to identify the virus of foot~and~mouth disease amongst the 
proteins present in the lymph. 

Experimental 

The infective material was taken from tongues of cattle. infected 24 h. 
before. immediately af ter slaughtering the animal and removal of the 
tongue. The lymph was pressed out of the minced material by means of a 
hydraulic press. The rough lymph was kept some time at room temperature 
to let it defibrinate. th en it was centrifuged at 5000 r.p.m. and the 
supernatant filtered through filter paper until all greasy materiaI. eventually 
present. had been removed. 

For the electrophoresis use was made of the well~known TISELIUS 
electrophoresis apparatus with open electrode vessels and 4.5 cm cuvettes. 
Experiments were performed in a waterbath at 0° C.; a current of 50 or 
30 mA was used. corresponding with a Voltage of about 200 or 140 V 
between both electrodes. With all experiments a phosphate buffer 
containing NaCI of the same composition has been applied. The protein 
solutions. generally in concentrations between 0.1 and 2.0 %. were 
equilibrated in the buffer in cellophane sausage tubes at least for one night 
at 5° C. The buffer contained 8.5 gr of NaCI. 0.21 gr of NaH2P04 ·2H20 
and 2.14 gr of Na2HP04·2H20 p. 1.. resulting in a pH of 7.7. 

The optical arrangement was that of PHILPOT~SVENSSON (1) as 
improved by ZERNIKE (2). Two well-corrected lenses with 9 cm diameter 
and a focus distance of 45 cm are present on both si des of the thermostate. 
The light source is a high pressure mercury valve Philips Philora HP 500. 
the light of which is projected on the horizontal slit by means of a simple 

66 
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eyeglass. The picture of the "Schlieren" is transformed by arevolving slit, 
an eyeglass and a cylindricallens and is projected on the focussing-screen 
of a Leica revolver, which can be exchanged for a Leica camera. 

The development of the pictures of both limbs of the electrophoresis 
apparatus is followed from the beginning by making exposures every 
30 minutes, until the final picture is obtained, which mostly takes 2 to 3 
hours. In this way the pictures of the ascending and the descending limb, 
each 24 X 36 mm, are collected on a film. A yellow filter makes the light 
nearly monochromatic and usually an exposure time of 15 sec gives a 
good picture with this arrangement. 

The moderate leng th of the whole optical system - only 215 cm -
makes for a more compact apparatus, higher light intensities and allows 
the measurement of lower concentrations of protein, as predicted by 
ZERNIKE in his paper. Even protein concentrations of 0.1 % ~nd lower 
give visible diagrams. 

The measurement of the relative amount of protein in a protein mixture 
has been made, either by counting surfaces of the enlarged diagrams on 
mm paper, or hy measuring these with the help of a planimeter. 

The absolute concentrations of proteins are measured refractometricaIly. 
In this paper only diagrams of the descending limb are given, the 

e-gradient has been neglected. 
The electrophoresis apparatus as weIl as an ultracentrifuge of the air

driven type were built in the laboratories of the State Veterinary Research 
Institute af ter a design made by ZERNIKE and }ANSSEN. 

The ultracentrifuge, of the preparative, angle type, is driven by 
2-5 Atm. of air pressure and runs at least 60.000 r.p.m. The rotor contains 
15 celluloid tubes each containing 3 mI of Huid, it spins in a vacuum of 
a few mm, while the case of the centrifuge is cooled. 

Results 

Several electrophoresis diagrams were made of samples of lymph from 
animals infected with strain A. 0 or with a mixture of both. The con
centrations of total protein in the samples of the original lymph varied 
from 3.5 to 6.5 %. Most determinations were made in a concentration 
of 1.7 %. 

Fig. 1 shows the diagram of the descending limb of the electrophoresis 
apparatus with vesicle lymph from cattIe, fig. 2 gives the diagram for 
cattle serum. The diagram of the lymph is representative for all lymphs 
investigated and no essential differences we re found between lymphs 
of the A and 0 strains. 

When both diagrams are compared it is immediately clear that in main 
outlines bovine vesicle lymph has a composition rather similar to that 
of cattle serum. The lymph being an exudate this is not surprising. 

However, an important difference is observed in the region of the a
and p-globulins. Comparison of both diagrams shows the presence of 
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one or two peaks which contrast with the low maxima of the a~ and 
p~globulins of' the serum. 

In 1939 it was found (3) during an ultracentrifuge study of the virus 
of foot~and~mouth disease in Uppsala in SVEDBERGS laboratory. th at vesic1e 
Iymph originating from swine contained the virus protein in large amounts. 
It could. therefore. be expected that the increase of proteins on the place 
of the a~ and p~globulins is partly due to the virus protein itself. partly to 
other proteins. synthesized or broken down in the diseased epi th elia I ce1ls. 

The special features of the electrophoresis apparatus of TISELIUS allow 
to find out which position the virus protein may have between the serum 
proteins. 

It was observed that in the descending limb of the apparatus filled with 
Iymph free of haemoglobin the a~ and p~globulins we re slightly yellow. 
the same colour as shown by the virus isolated by ultracentrifugation. On 
the contrary the i'~globulin above these globulins was colourless. 

In continued electrophoresis runs. pure i'~globulin and a mixture of 
serum albumin + a~globulin + p~globulin were isolated by shifting the 
cuvettes. The preparation of i'~globulin was found to be infectious 1 : 100 
on the guinea pig; the mixture of albumin and medium globulins showed 
to be infectious 1 : 100.000 on the guinea pig. Thus the conclusion could 
be drawn that the virus did not move with a ve10city of i'~globulin . 

When in the same way in the top cuvettes on the ascending side serum 
albumin and a~globulin. on the descending side i'~globulin had been 
collected. the fluid present in the lower cuvettes. containing the p~globulin 
showed a much higher titer than that of the top cuvettes. This indicates 
thàt the virus may have about the same ve10city as the p~globulin. 

It has been shown earlier (4) that it is possible to precipitate the virus 
protein of the foot~and~mouth disease from lymph quantitatively by 40 % 
saturation with ammonium sulphate. Hence 30 :ml of lymph were 
precipitated at 0° C. with 20 mI saturated ammonium sulphate. The 
precipitate was centrifuged. washed. dissolved in buffer. freed from 
sulphate by dialysing and an electrophoresis run was made. 

Fig. 3 represents the electrophoresis diagram of the dissolved precipitate 
• (34 % of the total protein). It shows no serum albumin but a large peak 
of i'~globulin and one on the place of the faster moving globulins. The 
titer of the original lymph was 1 : 300.000 on the guinea pig. that of the 
dissolved precipitatel: 1.000.000; so the precipitate contains all the virus. 
As the i'~globulin itself does not con ta in a large amount of virus it is 
evident th at the right peak on the place of the medium globulins. in the 
apparatus observed to be yellow. is due to the virus. 

Besides. wh en fig . 3 is compared with fig. 4. which diagram represents 
the precipitate obtained by 40 % saturation with ammonium sulphate from 
normal cattIe serum. af ter washing. dissolving and dialysing. it is c1ear 
that from the lymph a larger amount of protein moving with a medium 
velocity is precipitated. than is precipitated from the serum. From fig. 3 
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a proportion of y-globulin to medium globulins of 75 : 25 can be derived. 
for fig. 4 this proportion is only 89 : 11. 

The gypsum adsorption method (5) applied to the protein mixture 
obtained by precipitation with ammonium sulphate. led to a more complete 
purification. The dissolved precipitate was dialysed against glycine buffer 
saturated with CaS04' and the virus was precipitated again at 0° C. with 
20 % alcohol-ether (7: 3). The precipitate obtained was centrifuged at 
0° C. and dissolved in buffer. The electrophoretical analysis of this protein 
(fig. 5) showed it to be a mixture of 40 % of a yellow medium globulin 
and 60 % of colourless y-globulin. The infectivity of the protein mixture 
on the guinea pig was 1 : 1.000.000. 

Fig. 6 shows the mixture of medium- and y-globulin obtained from 
another sample of lymph by 40 % saturation with ammonium sulphate 
at 0° C. The protein mixture is found to carry the total infectivity of the 
lymph. Evidently about 41 % of the mixture is medium globulin. The 
supernatant represented in fig. 7. af ter being dialysed to remove the 
sulphate. contains the normal serum globulins. without the high complex 
on the place of the medium globulins present in lymph. It was found to be 
practically non-infectious. 

However. the best way to obtain preparations of virus not contaminated 
with large amounts of serum globulins is that by means of an ultra
centrifuge. 

Already in 1939 (3) it has been found that preparations obtained by 
the gypsum method and by ammonium sulphate precipitation showed a 
high degree of aggregation. It was impossible to use these in the 
quantitative ultracentrifuge. they were centrifuged down in a short time 
without producing boundaries. 

Better results were obtained then with preparations collected by means 
of a Beams ultracentrifuge at about 25.000 r.p.m. (40.000 g) at room 
temperature during 5! h. However. from the physical chemical point of 
view here too important losses of the material occur. as a great deal of the 
centrifuged virus protein turns insoluble. 

The best soluble preparations of the virus protein of foot-and-mouth 
disease were made in SVEDBERGS equilibrium ultracentrifuge (6) by means· 
of the separation cello in which the virus was collected at 0° C. for days at 
18.000 r .p.m. (20.000 g). 

The aggregation of the virus found to be 50 strongly expressed in 
purified preparations cannot escape the attention of scientists working in 
this field. A fresh. weIl defibrinated. ànd centrifuged lymph. whether 
originating from cattle. or from pigs or from guinea pigs. always turns 
turbid when kept in the cold in a few days. losing at the same time part 
of its infectivity. This does not happen in a serum under the same 
conditions. 

This tendency to aggregation makes it difficult to handle the virus. 
especially in the pure form. This complication was met again during the first 
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time that the new preparative centrifuge was used in th is laboratory. 
Wh en lymphe was centrifuged for some hours at 30-60.000 r .p.m. 
(57-230.000 g) in celluloid tubes in the preparative vacuum centrifuge 
at room temperature, the yellow-lightbrown pellets were very difficult to 
redissolve, especially wh en the higher velocities had been used. 

This made me try lower velocities of centrifugation at low temperatures 
(about 0° C.). It was indeed found, that under these conditions - as in 
the slower equilibrium ultracentrifuge - preparations of virus protein 
were obtained which had areasonabie solubility in aq. dest. , salt and buffer 
solutions. 

At the present time, the virus protein is isolated from the lymph by a 
preliminary centrifugation at 5.000 r.p.m. in an ordinary labo ra tory 
centrifuge, by a further clearing of the lymph in the ultracentrifuge 
20 min. at 10.000 r.p.m. (6300 g). followed by ultracentrifugation of the 
supernatant for 2 h. at 20.000 r.p.m. (25 .000 g) at about 0° C. After the 
last centrifugation the virus is present as soft pellets which , after having 
been washed, can easily be redissolved in salt solutions by means of a. 
syringe having a long needIe. 

Several preparations of the virus proteins of foot -and-mouth disease 
of both strains obtained in this way were analysed in the electrophoresis 
apparatus. All preparations were highly infective, and showed the same 
infectivity as the lymph used on the guinea pig when titrated. The 
supernatant was usually not or only slightly infective, and could be 
discarded. A continued centrifugation of the supernatant at 20.000 r.p.m. 
did not yield a new pellet. Nor did a sample of cattIe serum yield apellet 
under the same conditions. 

For electrophoresis protein solutions, obtained from dissolved pellets, of 
0.2 to 0.7 % were used. On theaverage the fresh infected non-frozen 
epithelium + lymph of the tongue of one cow yields about 16 mg of such 
a preparation. 

Sometimes glass disks inside the parts of the cuvettes not present in the 
path of light, are used to reduce the volume of the nO,rmal electrophoresis 
apparatus from 16 to 10 mI. in order to be as economi~al with the material 
as possible. 

In the electrophoresis diagrams of these preparations only one sharp 
symmetrical peak is present, moving with a velocity somewhat fa ster than 
,B-globulin . The peak is generally followed by a "tail" on the base line, 
moving with slower velocities , mainly due to e1ectrolyte effects. As the 
peak is carrying the turbidity and the colour, it is necessary to remove all 
turbidity as far as possible by a sharp centrifugation 15 min. at 5.000 r.p.m. 
before starting the e1ectrophoresis. When this is not done only one half of 
the peak is visible. 

Fig. 8 shows the electrophoresis diagram of these preparations of the 
foot-and-mouth virus protein (strain A) af ter 2! h. of electrophoresis. The 
O-strain gives an identical picture having one sharp peak with some 
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contamination. Wh en preparations of ultracentrifuged virus of the A~ 
and O~strain are mixed, during electrophoresis only one single peak is 
observed, proving that the proteins of both strains move with the same 
velo city. 

These preparations of the virus protein of foot~and~mouth disease are 
brown-yellow; they are rather unstable and when dissolved and centrifuged 
one day, they become turbid by aggregation or crystallization the other 
day. Such an instability of preparations of the virus of foot~and~mouth 
disease purified by filtration through graded membranes has also been 
reported by GALLOWAY and ELFORD (7) . 

In ultraviolet light, measured in the Beckmann spectrophotometer, the 
virus proteins of the A-and the O-strain showastrong maximum of 
absorption at 2590 A due to nucleic acid. Fig. 9 represents the absorption 
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Fig. 9 grves the ultraviolet absorption spectrum of ultracentrifuged preparations of 
foot-and-mouth virus protein A and 0 and that of bovine serum albumin in a concentration 

of 0.033%. 
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curves in the ultraviolet light of the preparations of the A~ and the O~strain 
in a 0.033 % solution. Both curves only show a slight difference. At the 
same time the ultraviolet absorption curve is represented of bovine serum 
albumin (Alb. ), measured in the same concentration of 0.033 % of protein. 
The protein, not containing nucleic acid , shows an absorption maximum 
at 2790 A. The enormous difference between the diagrams of the virus 
proteins and the serum albumin is due to the presence of about 11 .6 % 
of nuclei acid in the former, leading to a maximum of absorption at 2590 A. 

An estimation of phosphorus in a preparation of A~virus yielded 0.93 % 
of phosphorus, corresponding with about 10 % nucleic acid. 

When bovine serum is ultracentrifuged in the same way as is done 
with the lymph, no pellets appear in the tubes which proves that the 
protein found is no constituent of the serum. However, wh en an extract 
is made of healthy epithelium of the tongue by grinding it with quartz 
sand, sm all yellow pellets are found after the same ultracentrifugal 
procedure. The composition of this material is the object of further 
research. 

Discussion and conclusions 

When vesicle lymph of foot~and~mouth diseased cattle is analysed in 
the electrophoresis apparatus, it was found that the lymph has on the 
whole the same composition as the bovine serum, with the exception of 
the presence of one important extra peak covering the a2~ and p~globulins. 

The additional protein is brown~yellow and is responsible for the typical 
brown~yellow colour of non haemolysed lymph. 

Inasmuch as fractions of pure r~globulin and serum albumin isolated 
by electrophoresis have only a low infectious titer, whereas the p~globulin 
containing lymph is highly infectious, it is evident that the virus moves 
with a velocity not far from that of p~globulin . 

Different procedures for precipitation of the virus protein used in the 
last 15 years have now been checked by electrophoresis. 

When a preoipitate is made in lymph by 40 % saturation with 
ammonium sulphate at low temperature a mixture of r~globulin and proteins 
with a velocity of the medium serum proteins comes down, which mixture 
contains the infectivity. 

Also precipitation with 20 % alcohol~ether (7: 3) from a saturated 
solution of CaS04 yields a mixture of medium globulinsand r~globulin, 
containing the infectivity. 

As the r~globulin was shown to be only slightly or non~infectious , again 
the conclusion is drawn that the brown~yellow protein, moving with a 
velocity not far from p~globulin is responsible for the infectivity. 

A third approach of the problem was made by means of the ultra
centrifuge. In earlier research, it was found that vesicle lymph of pigs 
contained a monodisperse virus protein having a sedimentation constant 
s = 18 X 10-13. It was now found that soluble preparations of the virus 
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protein of foot-and-mouth disease could be made in the preparative ultra
centrifuge at low speed. At high speed the virus protein turns insoluble. 

During electrophoresis these preparations show only one protein peak 
moving with a velocity somewhat faster than ,8-globulin. 

Togethen: with the preparations earlier obtained in Uppsala by ultra
centrifugation. having only one single peak in sedimentation in the 
equilibrium centrifuge. these preparations of the virus protein must be 
among the purest preparations of this protein ever obtained. 

The preparations of virus protein of the A- and the O-strain. do not 
show difference in electric charge. The ultraviolet absorption spectra of 
both are rather similar. but. compared with a normal protein. the spectrum 
of the virus protein indicates the presence ofabout 11.6 % of nucleic 
acid. to which can also be concluded on the amount of phosphorus present 
in these preparations. This result is in agreement with our findings made 
in 1937 (8). 

Cattle serum itself does not yield a protein pellet under the conditions 
as described above. However. an extract of normal epithelium from cattle 
tongues. prepared by grinding with quartz sand does give a small yellow 
pellet when ultracentrifuged in the same way. Therefore. the possibility 
cannot be excluded that the virus protein separated is still contaminated 
with small amounts of a similar. non infectious protein originating from 
normal epithelium cells. having about the same charge and molecular weight. 

As a destruction of the cells by the disease and the process of grinding 
with quartz sand is not at all comparable one could suggest that the virus 
protein of foot-and-mouth disease might originate from this normal protein 
bya process of biochemical breakdown. It seems. however. more probable 
that the virus will be synthesized on the synthesizers of the epithelium cell 
normally making the mentioned protein. which synthesizers. deviated by 
the action of the virus. start the production of the virus protein. 

The work was carried out in the State Veterinary Research Institute 
at Amsterdam. Director Or H. S. FRENKEL. The au thor wishes to thank 
the authorities of the U.S. Bureau of Animal Industry. Washington for 
providing part of the lymph used. 

Summary 

The composition of the vesicle lymph of foot-and-mouth diseased 
cattle has been submitted to an electrophoresis analysis. 

In the lymph the serum proteins are found to be present in the same 
proportions in which they occur in cattle serum; in addition a foreign 
protein is present which has a brown-yellow colour and givesa peak in 
the diagram in the region of the U2- and ,8-globulins. 

From the infectivity of the different serum constituents isolated by 
electrophoresis it became evident that the yellow protein. moving with 
about the velo city of ,8-globulin carries the infectivity. 

Purification methods for the virus protein by precipitation with am-
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monium sulphate and with CaS04 and alcohol-ether, as earl ier devised, 
yield virus preparation, which when analysed by electrophoresis, appear 
to consist of r-globulin and of a protein with about p-globulin velocity. 

When lymph is purified with the ultracentrifuge at low speed and at 
low temperature a brown-yellow protein is isolated, having the properties 
of the virus and moving with a velocity somewhat larger than that of 
p-globulin, when investigated electrophoretically. The protein is homo
geneous in electrophoresis, and preparations from A- or from O-lymph 
move with the same velocity. 

The ultraviolet absorption spectra of these preparations of virus protein 
of the A- and the O-strain show a maximum at 2590 A due to the presence 
of about 11.6 % nucleic acid. They are about the same for both strains. 
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Fig. 1. represents the electrophoresis diagram of vesicle lymph of foot-and-mouth disease. 
(descending limb.) 

Fig . 2 gives the same diagram of bovine serum, not showing the important middle peak. 

Figs 3 and 6 give diagrams of the infectious protein preparations precipitated from 
lymph at 0° C. with ammonium sulphate saturated for 40 %' showing a considerable 
amount of proteins moving with a medium velocity next to y-globulin. 

Fig. 4 gives the result of the same precipitation of bovine serum, onLy a small amount 
of fl-globulin is present. 

Fig. 5 shows a preparation which is first purified with ammonium sulphate and then by 
the gypsum adsorption method. 

Fig. 7 shows the proteins remammg of the vesicle lymph, after precipitation of the 
infectious protein by 40 % saturation with ammonium sulphate, all serum proteins being 
present. 

Fig. 8 shows the peak of the virus protein of foot-and-mouth disease isolated by ultra
centrifugation . 



L. w. JANSSEN: An eLectrapharetical study af the prateins present in 
the vesicle lymph in faat~and~mauth disease and the isalatian af 
the virus pratein. 
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Geology. - Diapiric structures. By D. DE WAARD. (Communicated by 
Prof. F. A. VENINO MEINESZ.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

Abstract. 

A comparison is made between the structures of salt domes and the 
Mt. Aigoual pluton, previously described by the author. Especially the 
individual structures aHected by the intrusive action have been emphasized 
in this paper. The four most important structural phenomena show great 
resemblance in both diapiric forms. They point to a similar mechanism of 
intrusion of the atectonic salt dom es and the posttectonic Mt. Aigoual 
pluton. 

I ntroduction. 

The word "diapir" (Erom the Greek: btwu;{ew, to pierce) has been 
introduced by MRAZEC for anticlinal salt intrusions in Roumania. The 
term is used afterwards in broader sense, including equivalent occurrences 
in other sedimentary and igneous rocks. The mechanism of the occurrence 
or "diapirism" caused a number of structural phenomena which are 
characteristic for the diapirs of different composition. 

Since long the diapirism of igneous rock and salt have been the subject 
of comparative study. At first the behaviour of salt was elucidated by 
comparison with the intrusive action of granite. Since the rapidly increasing 
knowledge of salt domes by economic research and laboratory experiments, 
it proved however to be fruitful to consider the behaviour of igneous rocks 
as reflections of similar effects in salt. 

Usually comparisons are more or less theoretica!. WEOMANN (1930) 
especially pointed out the structural origin of granite intrusions in orogens 
which he regarded to be comparable with the development of salt domes. 
Generally little attention is paid to the resemblance of the individual 
structural phenomena caused by diapirism. They will be especially 
emphasized in this paper. 

During the survey of the Mt. Aigoual pluton the au thor had the 
opportunity to examine in detail many clearly developed features, which 
designates this pluton as a characteristic example of an igneous diapir 
( DE WAARD, 1949 a, b). In the following paragraph its tectonic outline 
will be briefly described. 

The Mt. Aigoual pluton. 

The Mt. Aigoual pluton is situated in the Cevennes, the southeastern 
part of the Central Massif in France. The plu ton is a small stock-like 
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posttectonic granite intrusion in probably Cambrian slates, which werc 
folded in the Sudetic phase of the variscan orogeny. 

The massi! has a , generally very homogeneous, granodioritic com
position, with large phenocrysts of orthoclase. In a corona round about 
the massi!. particularly nor th and east of it, numerous granite porphyry 
dikes have been mapped. Besides those, quartz prophyry, tonalite porphyry, 
pegmatite, aplite and lamprophyre dik es have been found as weil in the 
plu ton outcrop as in the country rock. The contacts of the plu ton are 
very sharp and a narrow faintly developed contact zone is usually shown. 

The intrusive character of the granite is very weil expressed by flow 
structures. Flow planes as weil as flow lines of oriented phenocrysts are 
generally in conformabie arrangement. More in detail a complicated 
structure is shown, in which at least three individual domes may be 
distinguished (fig. 1). 

. .. 

Fig. 1. Planar flow structures in the Mt. Aigoual granite. 

The directions of the contact planes of the pluton, the dikes and the 
faults in the country rock proved to coincide with the joint systems of 
the country rock, which are found to be due to preceding orogenic 
movements. The intrusion must have forced its way upward by using 
mostly these existing joints. The country rock has been transformed in a 
block faulted area; blocks of slates seperated by granite porphyry dikes 
north of the plu ton outcrop indicate the presence of the plu ton body 
underneath (fig. 2). 

Interesting evidences of the diapiric character of this plu ton are the 
nearby and long-distance effects of the intrusive motion. In a zone up to 
about 500 m. round about the plu ton the country rock proved to be bent 
upwards, which is shown by a considerable increase of the normal dip 
of the slates and curving of the normal strike to the N .E. (fig. 3) . 
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Contortion of the strike combined with increase of the dip may be simply 
the result of the bending upward of inclined layers as is explained in the 

I km 

/ 

Fig. 2. Dike swarm north of the outcrop of the pluton . 

.... . ;~. 

Ikm 
'-----' 

Fig. 3. Contortton of the schistosity planes in the country rock adjacent to the pluton. 

theoretical diagram (fig. 4-). This bending upward of the country rock 
near the con ta cts can only be interpreted by the frictional effect of the 
intruding mass upon its walls. 

Long-distance effects are evident as weil. Up to 6 km from the plu ton 
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in the mapped area. faults more or less parallel to the nearest contact 
have been observed. most of them with drag features indicating uplift of 
the country rock near the plu ton and a relative downwarping at the other 
side (fig. 5). As a whole the country rock round about the pluton seems 
to have moved upward in blocks. which can only be explained - being 

Fig. 4. Block diagram illustrating the strike and dip alterations by bending of the 
schistosity planes. af ter DE WAARD (19-49b). 

A
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\~ 
Fig. 5. Dragged faults in the country rock. Arrows indicate the downthrown sides. 
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a posttectonic intrusion - as a result of the upward motion of the 
granitic mass. 

The structural investigations in and around this massif proved firstly 
the existence of a magma or mush by its clear flow structures and its 
effects on the surrounding country rock, secondly the intrusive character 
of th is mass by its dome~shaped flow structures and thirdly the power 
of its upward motion by the contortion of the bordering country rock and 
the uplift of country rock round about the pluton in this area. Emphasizing 
these conclusions is necessary in this time of controversy in petrogenesis. 

The mentioned conclusions only refer to the Mt. Aigoual plu ton, but 
identical structures observed in neighbouring massifs of the Cevennes 
indicate a similar origin. 

Structural comparison of granite and salt diapirs. 

As a rule salt cores, originated in ideal circumstances, approximate a 
cylindrical shape. They widen downwards into their basic layer and 
show sometimes a tendency to be funnelshaped on top. Their shape largely 
depends however on the structure of the invaded rocks. 

Especially posttectonic and atectonic granite massifs may have rounded 
outcrops, but more than in salt domes, complicated pre~existing structures 
of the intruded rock are responsible for their outline. The Mt. Aigoual 
plu ton for instance has an elliptical outcrop, which is largelyeffected by 
existing joint systems of the slates. 

According to the structural data of salt domes, the most conspicuous 
diapiric phenomena may be summarized as follows: 

1 ° folded and do ming salt layers within the core, 

2° dragging upward of the sedimentary rocks adjacent to the core, 

3° synthetic faulting in the country rock, 

4° tension joints in the sediments overlying the core. 

Identical structural phenomena have been found to be the most important 
of the Mt. Aigoual pluton. 

To a certain extent folded salt layers are comparable with flow 
structures in granite. Differences appear wh en considering flow pattern 
reconstructed by oriented crystals such as in the Mt. Aigoual granite. 
The orientation of the phenocrysts is the result of the deformation of the 
mass; folded salt layers however are the product of sedimentation 
combined with the deformation. The former shows the actual direction of 
flow, whereas the latter gives a picture of the deformation of a horizontal 
layered rock. Both structures approximate however the direction of motion 
during the process of deformation. 

Though a close comparison is not possible, general similarities are 
evident. The German salt co re of fig . 6 shows a conformabIe pattern by 
strongly folded salt layers of different composition. They are dome~shaped 
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and of ten vertically folded. curved inward as weIl as towards the walls. 
In detail the kulissen folds maybe very complicated (fig. 7) . 

. . ::.:.'. :. : ..... . " 

I km 

Fig. 6. Flow structures shown by deformed salt layers in the Benther salt dome. 
Germany . Reconstruction in a horizontal section at about 500 m, af ter STIER (1915). 

Fig. 7. Complicated folding in a single salt layer. Detail of the Benther salt dome of 
fig. 6, in a horizontal section at 601 m, after LOTZE (1938) . 

In the Mt. Aigoual pluton most platy flow structures are also conformably 
arranged. Only in some places flow plan es seem to abut at different angles 
against the contact planes. This will probably be the result of the above 
mentioned difference by measuring the orientations of crystals instead of 
pre-existing layers. The conformabie structures and the folded or dome
shaped pattern inside is very similar to salt core structures. As they 
represent the directions of the actual flow, the continuity in the reconstructed 
flow lines fails . This continuity - ex cept for adventitious actions, e.g. 
rents - is characteristic for the pattern in salt domes. 

The many borings in the salt dome oil fields give a dear picture of the 
dragging upward of sedimentary rocks adjacent to the core. Especially 
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in the Gulf Coast area, where salt masses pierced through and warped 
flatlying sediments, this phenomenon is the strongest evidence of diapirism. 
In most salt dome regions, preceding or synchronus orogenic movements 
have complicated the diapiric structures. 

The surface map of one of the American salt domes (fig. 8) illustrates 
the ex tent of the area affected by uplift. The flatlying sediments are 
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J?ig. 8. Surface map of the Grand Saline salt dome. Texas. illustrating the area aHected 
by drag. after POWERS (1926). 

inclined within a zone of about 800 m width from 10 up to 200 ne ar the 
outer margin of the core. The following list - according te, the sections 
given by POWERS (1926) - shows the width of the zone aHected by pure 
drag in some Gulf Coast salt domes in connection with the diameter of 
the core: 

Diameter of Width of 
Salt dome : the core in km: the zone in m: 

Grand Saline salt dome 2:4 800 
Steen salt dome 1.9 400 
Brooks salt dome 2.4 900 
Keechi salt dome 1.3 650 
Palestine salt dome 2 950 
Butler salt dome 1.6 650 

The drag phenomenon is as clearly developed around the Mt. Aigoual 
plu ton (fig. 3). The affected zone is here recorded by alterations of strike 
and dip of the slaty cleavage. which is nearly constant in this area. 
Alterations are observed in a zone of 500-700 m width. nearly everywhere 
round about the plu ton outcrop. Notwithstanding the important differences 

67 
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in the circumstances of salt and granite diapirism and in the properties of 
invading masses and invaded rocks, the width of the aHected zone is here 
of similar size as in the mentioned salt domes. 

As the dislocation in the normal strike and dip of the slaty cleavage 
caused an alteration of the strike as weil of the dip (fig. 4). the exact 
bending of the normal cleavage planes can not be determined directly. 
For that purpose all strikes and dips measured within this zone have been 
rotated in pole diagram (fig. 9) in the same way as the average of the 

Fig. 9. Strike and dip divergences caused by drag in the country rock adjacent to the 
pluton. Pole diagram of the slaty deavage after rotation of the average of the normal 
schistosity of the slates (A) towards the centre (Al). The poles represent the direction 

and the actual amount of bending of a horizontal schistosity plane. 

normal cleavage (A) towards the centre (Ad. The diagram thus illustrates. 
the divergences with respect to a horizontal cleavage plane. Up to 50° 
bending has thus been caused by the frictional effect of the upward 
moving mass upon its walls. 

Sections through salt domes usually show a bending of the layers 
approaching an arc of a circle, the amount of uplift of the strata approxim
ates the width of the aHected zone. Applying this approximation to the 
Mt. Aigoual pluton, this would mean an uplift by bending of the country 
rock near the contact of about 500 m. 

Closely related to the dragging of layers is synthetic faulting in the 
neighbourhood of the diapir. The upward mechanism, which is responsible 
for the bending, of the layers locally caused rupture and dislocation. The 
country roék gives way, partly by bending and partly by faulting, 
dependent on the properties of the rock. The two structural phenomena 
co-opera te with each other, both resulting in an uplift of the country rock 
adjacent to the diapir. 

Dependent on the nature of the rock and on the shape of the diapir, 
faults may originate close to the wa lis in the dragged area or at greater 
distance (fig. 11). In both cases layers are gradually faulted up towards 
the diapir. Nearby synthetic faults are illustrated in several sections through 
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American salt domes. Their strike and dip usually are parallel to the 
nearest contact. In the ideal case they would exhibit a concentric 
arrangement around the core, cutting the country rock in large tubes. 

Round about the Mt. Aigoual plu ton, both nearby and long~distanced 
faults are very weil developed (fig. 5). In most of them drag features 
indicate an uplift of the country rock at the si de of the granite outcrop. 
Though these faults are largelY originated from pre~existing joint systems 
in the slates, they may be called synthetic as weIl; they are caused by and 
have co~operated with the diapiric movements in this area. 

As a result of the upward movement, the sediments overlaying the 
diapir are arched and of ten broken by tension. Ideal sections show the 
tension joints parallel to the radii of the bending (fig. 11). The horizontal 
pattern of tension joints may be in ideal cases radialy, but here again 
the structure pattern is highly dependent on the pre~existing structure of 
the invaded rocks and on the shape of the diapir . 

The structure on top of salt domes may show a random, a radial or a 
parallel arrangement of joints, which are usually accompanied by faulting. 
Fig. 10 is an example of an American salt dome with a parallel fault 
system. 
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Fig. 10. A system of paraBel faults caused b.y tension. at about 1500 m depth in the 
arched roof of the Conroe salt dame, Texas. af ter MICHAUX and BUCK (1936) . 

Tension joints in igneous diapirs are known in granite tectonics as 
"cross" joints. They have been found in the upper parts of the diapir at 
right angles to the flow structure, which is the direction of maximal 
lengthening in the mass , usually being parallel with the contact of the 
roof (fig . 11) . Cross joints cross the contacts of the massif and pene tra te 
the overlaying country rock. They are due to tension in het country rock 
and in the consolidated outer shell of the - still active - diapir. 
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Being perpendicular to the usually dome~shaped flow structures, the 
associated cross joints in sections of ten show a fan~shaped system. They 
may be filled with dikes and form dike swarms. 

o 
o 

Fig. 11. Idealized section through a diapir and its country rock, illustrating the position 
of the strain ellipsoid in relation with the principal structures: a. flow parallel to the 
longest axis. b. dragged layers inclined to the longest axis, c. synthetic faults along one 
of the planes of maximal shear, and d. tension joints perpendicular to the longest axis 

of the ellipsoid. 

North of the Mt. Aigoual pluton an area with numerous dikes of granite 
porphyry has been mapped (fig . 2). They are mostly parallel in a direction 
which proved to co in ei de with one of the pre~existing joint systems in the 
slates. These dikes indicate a considerable distension of the rock perpen~ 
dicular to their general direction. This must have been originated by 
arching of the area during the upward movements of the granite mass 
underneath, associated with tension in the roof and opening of pre~existing 
joints at right angles to the strongest bending, followed by filling up with 
granitic material. 

The combined thickness of all dikes indicate a distension of this area 
of about 400 m per 900 m of the recent surface. This would mean an uplift 
of about 370 m in the central part of a corresponding arch. An uplift of 
about 500 m maximal has been roughly estimated from the bending of 
the dragged waU rock. 

In this paragraph some of the most important structures have been 
discussed. They are common phenomena in salt domes as weU as in 
plutons. Though the properties and the behaviour of die rocks in salt 
domes and plu tonic areas are very different, and in spi te of complications 
by pre~existing structures, the mentioned phenomena proved to be 
comparable in many ways. This indicates a great resemblance in the 
mechanism of emplacement of these diapirs. 

The posttectonic Mt. Aigoual pluton as weU as the mentioned salt 
domes have been active, not or to a very small ex tent related to synchronous 
tectonic movements. In the same way there may be expected a similarity 
in the structures of synorogenic granites and tectonicaUy aHected salt 
domes, both being originated by diapiric activity associated with orogenic 
movements. 
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Conclusions. 

Diapirism is a more or less independant mechanism in the earth's crust. 
The piercing mass, being the bearer of the intrusive force, eHected 
differential movements at both sides of the walls and tension in the roof. 
These accompanying effects caused the four structural phenomena, 
mentioned in the preceding paragraph. They are the principal structures, 
which characterize the diapir. 

Though affected by pre~existing structures, the four principal phenomena 
are clearly developed in the Mt. Aigoual plu ton, emphasizing its diapiric 
origin. It does not seem probable, that the Mt. Aigoual plu ton would be 
an exceptional case among granite plutons. Similar structures have been 
found in the neighbouring massifs, indicating the same origin. 

The granite tectonic investigations of the last decades proved that 
diapirism of granite must be regarded a common feature and an important 
part of the granitic behaviour. Upward moving batholiths have become 
familiar by the publications of HANS CLOOS. He summarized his vision 
of the emplacement of batholiths in illustrations of large streamlined and 
round~topped bodies, penetrating the upper crust with root-like connections 
in deeper layers (see e.g. CLOOS, 1936). 

WEGMANN (1930) proposed a possible explanation of the structural 
origin of granite diapirs. Like a salt do me a layer of highly mobile material 
underneath a more rigid zone of the earth's crust, presumably of lower 
specific gravity, stores up in one place and moves upward. As is supposed 
for salt domes an initia I impuls is necessary. WEGMANN mentioned the 
basement folding of ARGAND which would give rise to the origin of granite 
diapirs in orogens. On ce started, the directional pressure gradually exceeds 
the pres su re from all sides and upward motion gradually increases in 
upper zones. 

This interesting comparison leads to the necessity of a source layer 
as salt domes have. From this unknown source the diapir originated and 
started under favourable circumstances to penetrate into higher levels of 
the earth's crust. The source layer, zone, or chamber may have been formed 
by magmatism, migmatism, metasomatism, etc., according to the conception 
one supports. 

To expose the source zone, the country must be deeply eroded and this 
will only be the case in relatively few regions. Hence, most areas show 
only the diapiric extracts of this zone. A rough approximation of the 
percentages of granite types has recently been mentioned by GROUT, 

(1948) : 

"I think more than 85 per cent of granites exposed were formed by 
cooling magmas (mag mas not necessarily 100 per cent liquid)." 

The other 15 per cent or less, originated by metasomatism, emanations 
and migmatism, may thus represent the exposures of the source zone. 
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Botany. - On the influence of pH on the growth of Avena coleoptile 
sections. (Preliminary note.) By J. RIETSEMA. (Communicated by 
Prof. V. J. KONINGSBERGER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

Introduction. 

STRUGGER (1932, 1933) was the first to investigate the influence of pH 
on plant ·growth in connection with the action of growth substances. He 
found that the growth of roots and hypocotyls of Helianthus in Na~acetate 
buffers showed two pH~optima, namely at pH 4.25 and 5.5, whereas at 
pH 5.1 growth was minima!. The relation of this phenomenon to growth 
substances was supposed to be an indirect one. 

J. BONNER (1934) failed to reproduce two pH optima for "acid~curva~ 
tures" of Avena coleoptiles. According to th is author, the curve obtained 
by plotting the "acid~curvatures" against the internal pH of the coleoptiles 
closely equals the dissociation curve of the growth promoting substance 
produced by Rhizopus suinus (DOLK and THIMANN (1932)). The internal 
pH of the cells was supposed to be changed by the external solution. 

A. M. A . VAN SANTEN (1938, 1940) confümed this fact in studying the 
straight growth of small sections of Avena coleoptiles and of roots of 
Pisum sativum and Helianthus annuus; the "growth~external pH" curves 
showed a close similarity to the dissociation curve of both auxin~a and 
indole~3~acetic acid (I.A.A.). Moreover Miss VAN SANTEN (1940) stated, 
that STRUGGERS results are disputable, since the condition of the plants 
used was unsatisfactory and Na~acetate buffers are toxic to roots of 
Helianthus . SAKAMuRAand KANAMORI (1935) showed the toxicity of Na~ 
acetate buffers to root hairs of Brassica. 

The pH of the celI contents was assumed to be changed by the external 
solution and to obtain the value of the latter gradually, whereasgrowth 
is exactly proportional to the concentration of undissociated molecules of 
the growth hormone present inside the cello 

D . M. BONNER (1938) revealed the fact that several synthetic growth 
substances are equally active in the pea test, with regard to the concentration 
of undissociated molecules only. Also it was stated, that the internal pH 
of the tissue was changed by the external buffer solution. This internal pH 
was measured with a glass electrode after crushing the tissue. By plotting 
these pH va lues against the curvatures a graph was obtained showing 
a close correlation with the dissociation curves of the growth substance 
used. On the other hand KÖGL, HAAGEN SMIT and ERXLEBEN (1933) dis~ 

covered that the activity of solutions of auxin~a in the Avena test is 
improved by the addition of small amounts of KCI and acetic acid. It was 
shown by DOLK and THIMANN (1932) , that indoIe~acetic acid, produced by 
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Rhizopus suinus enters the cell in the undissociated state only. ALBAUM. 
KAlSER and NESTLER (1937) proved this to be true for the diffusion 
of indole~3~acetic acid molecules into the vacuole of Nitella cells. It may 
be dangerous. however. to apply these results to epidermal cells of a 
coleoptile. since Nitella consists of threads of single cells. whilst the 
coleoptile is a real tissue. 

In 1938 THIMANN and SCHNEIDER succeeded in demonstrating the same 
phenomenon in experiments concerning the acce1erating action of I.A.A. 
on protoplasmic streaming in epidermal cells of Avena coleoptiles. 

All these experiments were of short duration. In prolonged experiments 
(24 hours) Miss VAN SANTEN (1938) obtained the same results. However. 
no full report of the results was given and the figures presented are un~ 
sufficient to substantiate any conclusion. 

Summarizing this brief survey of literature we may state. that two 
different actions of a buffer solution have been taken into account: 

I. Action within the cell: Growth is determined by the external pH. 
which changes the pH of the cell contents. Only the undissociated molecules 
of the total amount of growth substance present inside the cell are pro~ 
moting growth. 

11. Action outside the cell: By adding growth substance to the external 
solution growth is promoted only by those molecules diffusing into the 
cells. The number of these molecules is determined by the external pH. for 
only undissociated molecules are able to penetrate into the cells. 

According to VAN SANTEN (1940) both actions may cooperate. but in 
Avena coleoptiles not in the sense of a mere addition. 

HITCHCOCK and ZIMMERMAN (1938) raised serious objections against 
these views. They claim to have shown that theeffect of buffer solutions 
on the root formation in leaf cuttings of tomato plants merely depends on 
the molarity of the buffer solution used and not on its pH. High activity 
was obtained always at complete dissociation of the growth substance. 
And. since the assumption that the internal pH can be lowered by 
external buffer solutions. never has been proved. it is concluded that the 
dissociation hypothesis has neither application to root formation in tomato 
Ieaf~cuttings. nor to other material. 

POHL (1948). refuting the dissociation hypothesis. supposed both an 
increase of the hydrogen ion concentration and addition of indole~3~acetic 
acid to raise the growth of Avena coleoptile sections by increasing the water 
permeability. 

It is evident that the problem of the pH effect on growth needs further 
investigation. First we present some experiments dealing with the effect 
of external buffer solutions on the pH of the cell contents; second some 
results concerning the influence of the external pH on the growth pro~ 
moting activity of some growth substances are given. 
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11. Material and methods. 

The "Victory oat" strain from Svalöf was used as a test organism. Three 
days old coleoptiles grown in complete darkness in an air~conditioned room 
at 23° C and 96 % relative humidity were cut into small sections of I! mm, 
5-6t mm from the tip, with a microtome after VAN DER WEY (1932). For 
each pH value at least one series consisting of 20 sections was used per 
experiment. 

According to VAN SANTEN (1938) the sections were mounted on a slide 
by means of a narrow strip of pure vaseline. The slides were placed into 
a petri dish with 100 mI buffer solution. The length of the sections was 
measured under a microscope at low power magnification in orange light. 
Betore and af ter measuring the sections remained in complete darkness. 
During the experiment the solution was aerated intensely. In this way well 
reproducible results were obtained. 

The buffer solutions were prepared of mixtures of 0.01 m KH 2P04 and 
0.01 m K2 HP04 • As VAN SANTEN showed a toxicity of Na~ions for roots 
only potassium sa lts were used to avoid any deleterious action of Na. The 
pH measurements were performed with a quinhydrone electrode. 

The synthetic growth substances used were an indole~3~acetic acid pre~ 

paration from KAHLBAUM, BerIin, and one from the Amsterdamsche 
Chinine Fabriek. Both indole~3~acetic acid samples had the same acivity 
pro mg. 

pH measurements of the cell contents we re performed by means of a 
micromanipulator af ter DE FONBRUNE (1937). Af ter immersion during 
24 hours in a buffer solution a section of a coleoptile was washed twice 
with distilled water and was mounted on a slide in such a way, that it 
could not be pushed aside by the micropipet while piercing the cell wall. 
Immediately af ter adjusting the section a small drop of indicator solution 
(prepared af ter J. SMALL (1928)) was injected into the celI and the colour 
was observed. The two ma in colours of the indicator on the acid and on the 
alkaline side were taken into account only. Intermediate colours were not 
taken into consideration (SMALL'S " Range Indicator Method" ). By using 
various indicators it became possible to estimate the pH between two 
limits. Table I (taken from J. SMALL (1928), chapter 8) shows the indicators 
used and the pH limits for the principal colours. 

lIl. Experimental. 

A . p Hof th e cel I con ten t s. 

In order to determine the pH of the cell contents several methods have 
been used by various investigators. Only a few of them applied the direct 
method of injecting indicator solutions into the cells. 

J. BONNER (1934) and D . M. BONNER (1938) crushed the tissue and 
measured the pH of this material after adding som distilled water. 

The following considerations may show that th is method is not reliable : 
a . Crushed tissue consists of a mixture of cell walls, disorganized pro~ 
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T ABLE I. Characteristics of the indicators used. 

Indicator Alkaline Colour pH Acid Colour 
Ranlle Range 

pH 

Bromo-cresol purple pale blue to 6.2 yellow 5.9 
deep purple 

Methyl red yellow 5.6 pale pink to 5.2 
deep red 

Benzene·azo-a- yeUow i.8 pale pink to i.i 
naphthylamine deep red 

Bromo-crtsol green pale green to i.i yellow i.O 
deep blue 

toplasm and vacuole contents. Since these constituents in a living cell each 
may have a different pH, the significance of the pH determinations of 
crushed tissue is doubtful. b. After crushing most of the CO2 formed by 
the cell metabolism will disappear since in a living cell the CO2 pressure 
markedly exceeds that of the open air. As CO2 lowers the pH, crushing 
causes a pH increase of the eell contents (SMALL, 1928). c. Disorganizing 
protoplasm of ten results in a sudden decrease of the pH, as has been 
observed by CHAMBERS (1932). 

The Nitella cells, ALBAUM et al. (1937) worked with, are more favorable 
material. The vacuole contents of a number of cells were collected and 
the pH was determined by means of a glass electrode. As to this procedure 
only the objection under b remains. No pH changes of the vacuole contents 
were observed, even if the cells remained in a buffer solution during one 
hour. But as to the pH of the protoplasm no information was obtained. 

The above mentioned objections are avoided by determining the pH by 
means of vital staining, but unhappily most indicators are no vital dyes. 
Consequently they do not penetrate into the living cell (GUILLIERMOND, 
1941) . 

A more exact method consists of microinjection of indicator solutions, 
as described by REISS (1926) , SMALL (1928) , PLOWE (1931), CHAMBERS 
and CAMERON (1932). 

The present experiments showed that the pH of the cell contents remains 
constant throughout a period of 24 hours in a 0.01 m phosphate buffer 
solution. Though it was difficult to prevent a disorganization of the proto~ 
plasm, followed by typical changes shown in the cell structure af ter killing 
caused by too much stirring of the micropipet, we succeeded in a numher 
of cases in observing the indicator within the cytoplasm. So it proved to 
be possible to estimate the pH of the vacuole and the cytoplasm separately. 
Table 11 summarizes the results of several experiments. 

It must he emphasized however that these results are preliminary; the 
experiments will be continued and extended. 

As can be clearly seen from table 11 the pH of a living cell remains 
constant during a period of 24 hours. This holds even for tissue in a toxic 
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T ABLE 11. Influence of the pH of the medium on the pH within the cell. 

Cytoplasm Vacuole 
External pH Indicator 

Colour pH Colour pH 

4 .2 Bromo-cresol yellow <5.9 yellow < 5 .9 
purple 

Methyl red yellow >5.6 yellow >5 .6 
5.8 Bromo-cresol yellow <5.9 yellow <5 .9 

purple 

Methyl red yellow >5.6 yellow >5 .6 
8.3 Bromo-cresol yt'ilow < 5.9 indiff. *) 5.9-6.2 

purple 

Methyl red yellow >5 .6 yellow > 5.6 
3.4**) Methyl red indiff *) 5.2-5.6 red <5.2 

Benzene-azo- yellow > 4 .8 indiff. *) 4.4-4.8 
a-napht. am. 

Bromo-cresol blue >4 .4 blue-green > 4.4 
green 

' ) Indifferent means, that the colour was vague and intermedia te between the two 
principal colours. 

") The coleoptile sections had lost their turgescence and may be considered dead. 

buffer solution of pH 3.4 in which both cytoplasm and vacuole showed a 
considerably higher pH than the surrounding solution. In a living cen both 
cytoplasm and vacuole show pH values between 5.6 and 5.9. 

These results are to be expected from the reviews on this subject by 
SMALL (1928, Chapters 16 and 17). 

The constancy of the pH of the vacuole can be understood from 
considerations by ARI SZ (1945). This author conc1uded from theoretica I 
arguments as wen as from dates derived from both literature and own 
experiments that, whilst the protoplasm of a cen is permeable to inorganic 
ions and aminoacids , the permeability of the tonoplast is different. 

Now, the pH of the vacuole seems to be of minor importance for growth 
in contrast to the pH of the protoplasm. But even the pH of the protoplasm 
proved to remain constant. We must take into consideration however that 
the pH measurements of the protoplasm only bear upon the inner layers. 
The method used gives no information on the outer layers. 

The mere fact however, that the hydrogen-ion concentration influences 
growth, means that in the protoplasm changes in the structure must have 
taken place. These changes most probably have been caused by a new 
ion-equilibrium between the buffer solution and the protoplasm (ARISZ. 

1945) . 
Not yet published experiments on protoplasmie streaming give us further 

information on the influence of buffer solutions on the inner protoplasmic 
layers. They have shown that the rate of protoplasmic streaming in 
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epidermal cells of a coleoptile remains fairly constant af ter a 24 hours stay 
in a 0.01 m phosphate buffer of various pH. It seems highly improbable 
that changes in the ion ic composition of the protoplasm are not accompanied 
by changes in the rate of protoplasmic streaming. Vid. STRUGGER (1926, 
1928), COLLA (1929) , SEIFRITZ (1943, p. 78). 

IE the dissociation theory with regard to the natural growth substance 
present inside the cell is true, this implies that the reaction of the medium as 
concerned with growth is limited to the outer layers. 

In this respect WENT's assumptions (1938) that the action of indole-
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Fig. 1. Relation between the growth of Avena coleoptile sections and the pH of the 

medium. Curve A af ter VAN SANTEN (1938) . Curves B and C originaI. 
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3-acetic acid on protoplasmic streaming takes place at the surface of the 
protoplasm may be of importance. The effect of the natural auxin on actual 
growth may proceed there as weIl. 

B. E x per i men tso n 9 r 0 w t h. 

§ 1. The influence of the hydrogen ion concentration. 

In accordance with Miss VAN SANTEN's results (1938, 1940) growth af ter 
24 hours proved to be optimal at pH 4.2 and to decrease towards higher 
pH values. Compared with her experiments the growth rate is lower and 
more variabIe. This is illustrated by fig. 1. Curve Arepresents the relation 
between growth and pH af ter VAN SANTEN, whereas curves Band Care 
representing two out of our concordant experiments. Moreover, from pH 
6.5 growth decreases more rapidly. The cause of the greater variability 
still remains obscure. 

§ 2. The influence of pH and glucose. 

Addition of glucose to the medium increases growth to a considerable 
extent, independent of the pH of the surrounding solution, as is shown in 
fig. 2 and table 111. 

TABLE 111. Influence of pH and glucose on the growth of Auena coleoptile sections. 

% Elongation af ter 24 hours 
pH Difference 

control ~ % glucose 

4.1 13.3 ± 0.8 21.7±1.0 8.4 ± 1.2 
4.8 9.7 ± 0 .4 20.6 ± 0 .6 1O.9±0. 7 
5 . 1 7.6±0.5 16 .4±0.7 8 .8±0 .7 
5.6 9 . 1 ±0.4 20.1 ±0.9 II.O± 1.0 
6.1 6 .2 ± 0 .5 15.0 ± 0.7 8 .8 ± 0.9 
6.5 3 .9 ± 0.4 12.6 ± 0.9 8.7±1.0 

Consequently two processes are involved in growth: a .. glucose process" 
independent of pH and, moreover, a pH sensitive process. The effect of 
both processes accumulate. 

Experiments on the relation between growth and the glucose concen
tration have made clear that i % glucose is suboptimal. Hence in our 
experiments the glucose concentration is the factor limiting grov.:th . Since 
the medium does not change the effect of glucose, we may conclude for the 
present that neither the permeation of glucose into the ceIls, nor the process 
in which it is involved, is influenced by the surrounding solution. 

§ 3. The influence of pH and growth substance. 

It was stated in the introduction that the experiments by VAN SANTEN 
(1938) on the influence of the hydrogen ion concentration on tbe action of 
indole-3-acetic acid need extension to conclude to an effect of the pH with 
certainty. She showed that the growth rate was affected in buffer solutions 
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to which indole~3~acetic acid had been added in a concentration of 1 mg/l 
at pH 4.18 and pH 7.0 and stated that the effect of other pH values 
corresponds. This means probably. that the growth~pH curve af ter adding 
heteroauxin coincides with the dissociation curve of the growth substance. 
Conformably in the more acid buffer solutions growth was more pro~ 
nounced. 1 mg/l indole~3~acetic acid caused an increase of about 14 % 
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Fig. 2. The infIuence of pH and z % glucose on the growth of Avena coleoptile sectlons. 
The lower curve refers to growth without grucose. the upper one refers to growth with 
glucose. both after 24 hours. For the comparability the average values at pH 4.70-4.75 
were used as reference points (indicated by asterisks) to calculate the other values. 
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elongation. In 1940 VAN SANTEN explained the action of the hydrogen ion 
concentration in terms of the penetration of the undissociated growth suh~ 
stance molecules into the protoplasm. As Miss VAN SANTEN'S experiments 
have not heen puhlished in extenso they were repeated on a larger scale. 

A concentration of 0.2 mg/I was used instead of 1 mg/ 1. As the latter 
concentration is optimaI, salt solutions in a certain composition of the 
medium might permit the I.A.A. molecules to enter the protoplasm to such 
a degree, that also inside the cell the optimal I.A.A. concentration is 
reached, whilst in other media this might not he the case. If so, the growth 
rate at various pH cannot he compared. 

The growth was measured 3, 8 and 24 hours after starting the 
experiment. Af ter the first interval growth proved to he optimal at pH 4.2. 
When time passed on, th is optimum shifted slightly to the alkaline side: 
af ter 8 and 24 hours it was moved to pH 4.5 and 4.8 respectively. At the 
latter moment an extremely low growth rate was ohserved. At prolongation 
of the experiment the shape of the curve remained constant. VAN SANTEN 
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Fig. 3. Relation between the growth of Avena coleoptile sections and the external pH 
af ter the addition of 0.2 mg/ I indole-3-acetic acid. Growth is recorded af ter 3. 8 and 
24 hours in % e1ongation. For the comparability the average va lues at pH 4.6-4.9 

were taken as reference points to calculate the other values. 
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(1940) also observed a shift of the optimal pH for growth of roots of 
Pisum sativum to a less acid range. May be the action of the added growth 
substances is more sensitive to acids than th~ autonomous growth. 

Moreover a remarkable phenomenon was observed. At 10-12 hours 
from the beginning of the experiment growth between pH 5.6 and 6.2 
increased, resulting in a second optimum. At both lower and higher pH 
values a retardation proved to occur. These results are demonstrated by 
fig. 3. 

It is obvious that these results are in contradiction to the dissociation 
theory of growth substances. 

POHL (1948) did not observe the second optimum, for :-tis experiments 
were not extended over a 24 hour period but lasted for only 6 hours. 

In this respect it is worth mentioning that heteroauxin, though a natural 
occurring substance, has not definitely been proved to occur in the Avena 
coleoptile. It is generally accepted, that the normal growth substance of 
these organs consists of auxin~a. Since the latter substance is not available 
in a pure cristalline state, it is not possible to compare its actioD -vith indole~ 
3~acetic acid. 

Recently WILDMAN and BONNER (1948) claim to have shown, that the 
bulk of the growth substance in the Avena coleoptile consists of indole~3~ 
acetic acid. In a future paper some experiments will be published, to show 
that in the Avena coleoptile, besides an alkaline stabIe growth substance, 
an acid stabIe growth substance occurs as weIl. It is highly probable that 
this substance is identical with auxin~a. 

It would be of great importance to compare the action of auxin~a and 
indole~3~acetic acid, but until we cannot dispose of pure auxin~a, an exact 
comparison is not possible. 

§ 4. Interaction of p'C..f, growth substance and glucose. 

In the preceding paragraphs experiments were described, carried out with 
glucose and indol~~3~acetic acid added separately. It was shown that both 
substances promote growth, but glucose acts independent of the pH, whilst 
the action of indole~3~acetic acid is pH sensitive. From these results it Wél" 

concluded, that the action of both substances is of a different nature. 
We next investigated, whether an interaction of both substances occurs 

after adding 0.2 mg/I indole~3~acetic acid and ! % glucose simultaneously. 
Fig. 4 shows the results: two pH optima arise, both at the same values as 
those observed with hetero~a uxin only (fig. 3). 

Nevertheless there are some differences. The growth influenced by 
I.A.A. at pH 4.8-5.2 and at pH 5.9 is equal, but af ter the addition of 
glucose the growth at pH 5.9 is far more pronounced, numbering on an 
average 78 % at pH 5.9 and 66 % at pH 4.8. 

Another difference from the results of § 2 and § 3 is the elongation 
caused by both substances seperately. At pH 4.8 ! % glucose causes about 
10 % elongation, growth with indole~3~acetic acid amounts to 37 % and 
growth with both substances together amounts to 66 %. 
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Hence the influence of glucose on growth is stimulated by the add·ition 
of heteroauxin. viz. 10 % and 29 % resp. 
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Fig. 4. Relation between the growth of Avena coleoptile sections and the external pH 
af ter the addition of 0.2 mg/l indole-3-acetic acid and t % glucose. Growth is recorded 
after 3. 8 and 24 hours in % elongation. For the comparability the average values at 
pH 5.0 we re taken as reference points (indicated by asterisks) to calculate the other values. 

We may conclude from these experiments that glucose interacts with 
indole~3~acetic acid. the effect dominating at pH 5.9, but weIl defined at 
other pH values as weIl. The action of glucose may be dual. as .jt promotes 
growth also without I.A.A. 

COMMONER and THIMANN (1941) supposed. that indole~3~acetic acid 
exerted an effect on the respiration mechanism. It cannot be decided yet. 
whether this action holds true and may be the cause of the observed 
phenomena. 

V . Summary. 

1. From experiments on the pH of the ceIl contents it is concluded. 
that only the pH of the outer layers of the protoplasm may be influenced 
by the medium. The pH of both the inner layers and the vacuole is not to 
be influenced in this way. although some effect of the salt solutions on the 

68 
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inner layers may not be excluded. Probably a new ion equilibrium between 
the medium and the protoplasm is the cause of the pH effect. 

2. E xperiments on the growth of Avena coleoptile sections confirmed 
the results of VAN SANTEN (1940) with regard to the effect of the pH on 
growth. Optimal growth occurs at pH 4.2. 

3. Glucose added to the medium causes a considerable growth pro~ 
motion; the influence of the pH on growth is unaffected. Obviously two 
processes are involved in growth. 

4. Indole~3~acetic acid promotes growth dependent of the pH. Optima I 
growth occurs at pH 4.8-5.2 instead of pH 4.2. Apart from this optimum 
a second one is observed between pH 5.6 and pH 6.0, caused by an 
increase of the growth rate af ter 10-12 hours in this pH range. 

5. The combined adion of heteroauxin and glucose also results in two 
pH optima, the optimum at pH 5.9 being far more pronounced than without 
glucose. At other pH values a stimulation of the growth also is observed. 
These results indicate tbat the two substances interfere. 
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Zoology. - The Identity of Penaeus monodon Fabr. By L. B. HOLTHuIs. 
(Communicated by Prof. H. BOSCHMA. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

The genus Penaeus Fabr. from a commercial point of view undoubtedly 
is the most important group of prawns. It occurs in the tropical and sub~ 
tropical waters of the world and is used for food throughout its range of 
distribution. To make clear the economic importance of the genus, one only 
has to mention that the value of the catch of Penaeus setiferus (L.) along 
the South Atlantic and Gulf coast of the United States of America, in 
1943 alone, amounted to 15 million dollars (cf. ANONYMUS, 1945, p. 91). 
In the Mediterranean it is Penaeus kerathurus (Forssk.) (the Langostino 
of the Spanish and Caramote of the French) which is fished and sold for 
food, while in E. Australia Penaeus plebejus Hess and Penaeus esculentus 
Haswell are caught in huge quantities. In the rest of the indo~westpacific 
region toa the prawns of the genus Penaeus play an important röle in the 
commercial fisheries. 

At present in India and Indonesia much attention is given to the problem 
of intensifying the prawn fisheries and developing the prawn industries. 
These economie studies of the prawns are greatly complicated by the fact 
that the nomenclature of two of the indo~westpacific species is hopelessly 
confused. lt is the object of the present paper to establish the correct 
names of the two species involved and to be in this way of some help to 
those who study the prawn fisheries of the indo~westpacific area. 

The two species with which we are concerned here, have been given 
most frequently the names Penaeus monodon Fabricius (1798), Penaeus 
semisulcatus De Haan (1841), and Penaeus carinatus Dana (1852), while 
also the names Penaeus tahitensis Heller (1862) and Penaeus ashiaka 
Kishinouye (1900) have been used for them. 

In 1906 ALCOCK gave a revision of the Indian species of the genus 
Penaeus. In this revision he includes two species, which he names Peneus 
monodon Fabricius and Peneus semisulcatus De Haan. The main differenc~ 
between these two farms is that in the farmer the fifth pair of legs bears a 
small exopod , while this exopod is absent in the latter. Now in 1911 
DE MAN, who had examined the type specimens of Penaeus semisulcatus 
De Haan, pointed out that these type specimens belong to the species 
which bears a small exopod on the last pereiopods and thus is different 
from ALCOCK'S Peneus semisulcatus, it probably should be identical with 
his monodon. DE MAN does not use the name monodon at all, but gives the 
name Penaeus carinatus Dana to the species which ALCOCK named P. semi~ 
sulcatus. The other species is named by him Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan. 
DE MAN further remarks that the species to which has been given the name 
P. carinatus Dana eventually may get the name Penaeus monodon Fabr., 
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when the identity of P . monodon of Alcack and P. semisulcatus De Haan 
is established. Then KEMP (1915, p. 317) praves the identity of Peneus 
monadon of AlCOCK and P. semisulcatus De Haan. KEMP prefers, hawever, 
not ta use the name monadon at all because as "Alcock's applicatian of 
monadon is shawn '10 be incorrect, I do not think it can safely be used far 
any ather species". Most of the later authars as PARISI (1919) , SCHMITT 
( 1926), and BAlss (1933) fallow KEMP in using ,the names P. semisulcatus 
and P. carinatus. 

The first questian accurring ta us is: Is KEMP right in suppressing the 
name monodon in this case? In my opinion this questian must be answered 
in the negative. FABRICIUS, when establishing his new genus Penaeus 1) 
in 1798 included in it three species: P. monadon, P. monaceros and P. pla~ 
nicornis. Of these only P. monodon at present is maintained in the genus 
Penaeus, P. monoceros is cansidered ta farm part of the genus Penaeopsis 
Bate, while P. planicornis is a species incerta, which certainly does not 
belang ta the genus Penaeus (cf. AI...COCK, 1906, p. 55). Penaeus monodon 
furthermare was made the type of the genus Penaeus by LATREIllE (1810, 
p. 422). As thus Penaeus monadon Fabr. is the type species of the genus 
Penaeus and, moreover, is the anly species of the genus Penaeus in the 
sense of modern authars whïch is included by FABRICIUS in the ariginal 
genus, it would be extremely unpleasant ta have this species made a 
species incerta. In my opinion it seems best ta attach the trivia I name 
monadon ta that species which praves ta be most apprapriate ta bear it; 
this procedure very aften is followed with species inadequately described 
by LINNAEUS, FABRICIUS and athers. In the present case it is rather easy, 
since Penaeus monodon can anly be ane of twa known species, FABRICIUS'S 
descriptian excluding the passibility that it is identical with a species ather 
than the farms named Penaeus semisulcatus and P. carinatus by DE MAN 
(1911) and KEMP (1915). 

The secand question with which we have ta accupy aurselves is ta which 
of the twa species the name monadon shauld be given. In the first place 
we have ta try and find in the ariginal material and the ariginal descriptian 
of Penaeus monodon indications far applying that name ta ane of the twa 
species. FABRICIUS's material of ,the species was collected by DAGOBERT 
CARl DE DAlDORFF, a lieutenant in the Danish East India Campany at 
Tranquebar on the Coromandel Caast of India. Accarding ta HORN & 
KAHlE (1935-1937, p. 50) the DAWORFF calle~tians partly are preserved 
in the Zoological Museum at Capenhagen, Denmark, and partly in the 
Zoological Museum of the University at Kiel, Germany. The late Dr. K. H. 
STEPHENSEN of the Zoological Museum at Copenhagen infarmed me by 
letter that his Museum anly possesses Insect and Brachyuran types of 

1) Tbe name Peneus Weber (1795) is not valid. WEBER namely establishes this 
genus for the species P. monodon, P. monocerus. and P. planicornis. of which he only 
gives the names and which for the first time are described by FABRICIUS in 1798. 
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FABRICIUS. Professor Dr. WOLF HERRE, director of the Zoological Museum 
at Kiel, was so kind to send me a list of the Fabrician Decapods in his 
Institution, which fortunately all have come safely through World War II. 
Though the list contains two Caridean names (Palaemon carcinus, which 
of course is not a type as the species was first described by LINNAEUS as 
Cancer Carcinus, and Palaemon quadricornis, which may be an error for 
Palinurus quadricornis) , no Penaeidea are included in it. The Penaeid 
types of FABRICIUS thus are no long er extant and can not be used for 
solving the puzzle of the identity of Penaeus monodon. 

FABRICIUS'S description of Penaeus monodon runs as follows: 
"P[enaeus]. rostro porrecto adscendente supra serrato subtus tridentato. 
Habitat in Oceano Indico edulis Dom. Daldorff. 
Corpus maiusculum, variegatum. Thorax laeuis dentibus anticis utrinque 

duobus. Rostrum porrectum, adscendens, supra serraturn, subtus triden~ 

tatum. Chelae sex filiformes posticis longioribus." 
The description of the animal itself makes it possible only to decide 

that the species is either P. semisulcatus De Haan or P. carinatus Dana, to 
use DE MAN's (1911) and KEMP's (1915) nomen cIa tu re. As already stated 
above DALDORFF lived at Tranquebar and it is most probable that his 
specimen(s) originate(s) from there. The fact that FABRICIUS states that 
the species is "edulis" is astrong indication for the possibility that 
DALDORFF obtained th is material from the fish market or from fishermen. 
Now ALCOCK (1906, p. 11) in his revision of the Indian Penaeus species 
states that his Penaeus semisulcatus, which is the Penaeus carinatus of 
later authors, "is the commonest salt~water prawn of the Calcutta market", 
and CHOPRA (1943, p. 2) in his paper on the prawn fisheries of India 
extensively deals with Penaeus carinatus as a very important food prawn, 
while no mention is made of P. semisulcatus. This evidence thus makes it 
very probable that Penaeus monodon Fabr. is identical with Penaeus cari~ 
natus of modern authors. 

In the second place we have to take into account the opinion of "the 
first reviser", i.e., in the present case, the first author who recognises and 
treats the two forms as distinct species. This author undoubtedly is 
DE HAAN (I 849, p. 190), who gives a key to the species of Penaeus known 
at that moment. In this key he separates Penaeus semisulcatus from P. 
monodon by the fact that in the former species "sulcus a basi rostri ad 
marginem posteriorem thoracis", while in the latter "sulcus inter basin 
rostri et marginem posticum thoracis nullus". Now in P. semisulcatus the 
post~rostral carina is always distinctly sulcate, while in P. carinatus the 
"post~rostral carina [is] usually more or less sulcate" (SCHMITT, 1926, 
p. 359). The character of the presence or absence of the groove is not very 
constant in P. carinatus, but the fact that it is absent or vague in DE HAAN's 
P. monodon already proves that that species can not be identical with 
P. semisulcatus De Haan and thus only can be P. carinatus since the shape 
of the rostrum as described by DE HAAN excludes the possibility of being 
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identical with other Indian Penaeids. The decision taken by the first reviser 
th us also confirms that Penaeus carinatus and P. monodon must he con
sidered synonyms. 

In the third place we have to consider the practical advantages and 
disadvantages of applying the name monodon to either P. carinatus or 
P. semisulcatus. Wh en wegive the name monodon to the species named 
Penaeus carinatus by DE MAN and KEMP, the other species automatically 
keeps the name semisulcatus. Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan is a weIl 
established species of which a good original figure and description were 
given and of which the types still are extant, so thatthere is not the 
slightest doubt as to the identity of the species. The only disadvantage 
as I see it is that the names semisulcatus and monodon then are used 
exactly in the opposite sense as it was done by ALCOCK (1906) in his 
revision of the Indian Penaeus prawns. ALCOCK is the first to give really 
good and reliable characters to separate the two forms; before 1906 the 
name mon.odon has been used for both species. Five years af ter the 
publication of ALCOCK's paper DE MAN already pointed to the fact that 
ALCOCK had used the name semisulcatus in an incorrect sense. Since that 
time ALCOCK's nomenclature for the two species has been abandoned, 
though his revision still is one of the most impor,tant papers on the indo
westpacific Penaeids. The restoration of the name monodon for ALCOCK'S 
Peneus semisulcatus probably will cause as little con fusion as the sub
stitution of ,the name semisulcatus for his monodon did. Wh en we take the 
other course and use the name monodon for P. semisulcatus De Haan, 
the name monodon as used by ALCOCK will remain, but his semisulcatus 
nevertheless has to disappear. For the latter species most modern authors 
use the name Penaeus carinatus Dana, of which, as KEMP (1915, p. 317) 
already pointed out, it is doubtful wh ether it really is identical with the 
species named semisulcatus by ALCOCK. DANA's description and figure are 
not sufficient to establish the identity of the two forms beyond doubt. 
Though we may accept with the larger part of the modern authors the 
identity of Penaeus carinatus Dana with the form named P. semisulcatus 
by ALCOCK, we still may not use DANA's name, since the name Penaeus 
carinatus Dana (1852) is preoccupied by that of Penaeus carinatus Otto 
( 1821 ). The only other name which remains for the species then is Penaeus 
tahitensis Heller (1862). PESTA (1912) examined the type specimens of 
HELLER's species, which are preserved in the Vienna Museum, and came 
to the conclusion that they are very probably identical with Penaeus 
carinatus, but as the specimens are damaged no full cer,tainty could be 
obtained in this respect. When we thus should keep the name Penaeus 
monodon Fabr. for P. semisulcatus De Haan, the other species has to have 
the name Penaeus tahitensis Heller or has to receive a new one. 

Taking all th is evidence into account, I am convinced that the only 
correct thing to do is to give the name Penaeus monodon Fabr. to the 
species indicated with the name Penaeus carinatus Dana by DE MAN 
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(1911), KEMP (1915) and many subsequent authors. The other species 
has to bear the name Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan. 

As the real types of Penaeus monodon are lost, I have indicated a 
specimen of this species in the collection of the Leiden Museum as the 
neotype of Penaells monodon Fabr. 

A short account of the material of the two species preserved in the 
Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie at Leiden is given here. 

Penaeus monodon Fabricius, 1798 

Synonyms: Penaeus carinatus Dana, 1852 (non Otto, 1821); Penaeus 
tahitensis Heller, 1862; Peneus semisulcatus Alcock. 1906 (non De Haan, 
1841) . 

Last pereiopod without exopod . Rostral carina with the sulcus more or 
less distinct. Carina and groove running upwards from the hepatic spine 
only feebly indicated. 

The collection of the Leiden Museum contains the following specimens: 

Pulu Weh , oH N . Sumatra ; 1910, January 1917, August 1925; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. -

4 d d 71-156 mm, 2 ~~ 108 and 114 mmo 
Atjeh (= Atchin); 1879; leg. WALRAVEN. - 1 d 180 mmo 
Belawan Oeli , N .E . Sumatra ; May 1929; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 ~ 71 mmo 
NoordpoeI, Verlaten Island, Strait Sunda; December 1933; leg. K. W . DAMMERMAN. -

2 d d 145 and 147 mm o 
Java Sea; 1906; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 d 121 mm, 2 ~~ 92 and 220 mmo 
West Java; 1914; leg. J. F . VAN BEMMELEN. - 3 d d 195-227 mmo 
Batavia; leg . P. BLEEKER. - 1 d 200 mmo 
Batavia; 1896; leg. A. G. VORDERMAN. - 1 ~ 158 mmo 
Bay of Batavia; January 1908, August 1908, June 1924; leg . P. BUITENDIJK. - 3 d d 

116---200 mm, 3 ~~ 76---210 mmo 
Bay of Batavia; July 1938; .leg. F . P . KOUMANS. - 2 d d 85 and 96 mmo 
Tandjong Priok, harbour of Batavia; November 1926, August 1927; leg. P. BUITEr>DljK. 

- I d 92 mm, 2 ~~ 84 and 90 mmo 
Mouth of river W. of Tandjong Priok; July 1911; leg. P . BUITENDIJK. - I ~ 137 mmo 
Coast near Tandjong Priok; 1906; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 ~ 190 mmo 
Near Tjiliwung River, near Batavia; 1906; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 ~ 200 mmo 
Kampong Makasar near Batavia ; leg. Mr. GROEN . - 1 ~ 195 mmo 
Indramaju, north coast of W . Java; September 1924; leg . P. BUITENDIJK. - 3 d d 

57-60 mm, 1 ~ 77 mmo 
Tegal, north coast of Central Java; November 1927; leg . P . BUITENDIJK. - I d 90 mmo 
OH Semarang, north coast of Central Java; December 1910, March 1912; leg. P. BUITEN

DijK. - 3 d d 98-200 mm, I ~ 136 mmo 
Surabaja, E . Java; November 1926, February 1927, November 1927, June 1930; leg. 

P . BUITENDIJK. - 3 d d 55-90 mm, 3 ~~ 53-136 mmo 
Pasuruan, north coast of E . Java; May 1929; leg. P . BUITENDIJK. - 2 <jl<jl 46 and 52 mmo 
Probolinggo, north coast of E . Java ; August 1. 1924; leg . P. BUITENDIJK. - I ~ 65 mmo 
Madura; July 1920, July 1928, March 1930; leg. P . BUITENDIJK. - 1 d 58 mm , 2 <jl<jl 

88 and 116 mmo 
Ondolean, E . Celebes; December 18, 1904. - I <jl 130 mmo 
Makassar, S.W. Celebes; leg. D . M. PILLER. - 3<jl<jl 125-210 mmo 
Moluccas; 1895; leg. W . A. MOREAUX. - 1 d 200 mm, 3 <jl <jl 200- 220 mm o 

Japan. - 1 d 92 mmo 
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South Seas; 1887; Museum GodeHrQy. - 1 ~ 128 mmo 
Locality unknown. - 2 00 78 and 162 mm, 1 ~ 108 mmo 

Type. A male of 200 mm length from the Bay of Batavia (J une 1924, 
leg. P. BUITENDIJK) has been chosen as the neotype of this species. 

Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan 

Synonyms; Penaeus ashiaka Kishinouye, 1900; Peneus monodon Alcock, 

1906 (non Fabricius, 1798). 
Last pereiopod provided with a smaII exopod. Rostral carina with the 

sulcus always distinct. Carina and groove running upwards from hepatic 

spine much stronger and sharper than in Penaeus monodon. 
The coIlection of the Leiden Museum possesses the foIlowing material 

of this species; 

Jidda, Red Sea; 1880; leg. J. A. KRUYT. - 3 00 53-95 mm, 2 ~~ 90 and 123 mmo 
Japan; types. - 1 0 170 mm, 2 ~~ 170 and 205 mmo 
Japan. - 10 155mm, 1 ~ 190mm. 
Philippines; 1893; Jeg. A. VAN DER VALK. - 1 0 138 mmo 
Pul u Weh, oH N. Sumatra; 1910, January 1913, January 1927, February 1927, April 1928; 

leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - i 00 62-88 mm, 5 ~~ 65-130 mmo 
Belawan Deli, N.E. Sumatra; September 1929; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 0 70 mmo 
Buitenzorg 2); 1909; leg. H. VAN DER WEELE. - 1 0 78 mmo 
Batavia; leg. P. BLEEKER. - 1 ~ HO mmo 
Bay of Batavia; January 1908, August 1926; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 0 65 mm, 

1 ~ 72mm. 
Mouth of river W. of Tandjong Priok; July 1911 ; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 ~ 111 mmo 
Near Tjiliwung River, near Batavia; 1906; leg. P. BUIl'ENDIJK. - 1 ~ 85 mmo 
Cheribon, north coast of W. Java; July 1926; leg . P. BUITENDIJK. - 1 ~ 63 mmo 
OH Semarang, nor th coast of Central Java; October 1912; leg. P. BUITENDIJK. 

1 ~ 62 mmo 
Makassar, S.W. Celebes; 1888-1889; leg. M. WEBER. - 1 0 80 mmo 
Amboina, Moluccas; leg. D. J. HOEDT. - 1 ~ 105 mmo 
Moluccas; 1895; W. A. MOREAUX. - 2 00 59 and 63 mmo 
Locality unknown. - 1 ~ 165 mmo 

Type. As indicated above there are three cotypes, one male and two 

females, originating Erom Japan. It is not certain whether the two other 

specimens Erom Japan also are types. 
The species Penaeus semisulcatus De Haan generalIy is considered to 

date Erom 1849; this is incorrect, however, since plate 46 oE the Crustacean 

volume oE the Fauna Japonica, which contains the figure and the name oE 
Penaeus semisulcatus, was issued as early as 1841. The text describing 

the species was published in 1849. 
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Zoology. - The oeeurrenee of eggs in one of the testes of a Rhizoeephalan. 
By H. BOSCHMA. 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

In a specimen of a Rhizocephalan parasite of the crab Paraxanthus 
barbiger (Poeppig), collected at Talcahuano at the coast of Chile, the left 
testis con ta ins a large number of eggs that in every respect correspond 
with those found in the ovary. As the specimen belongs to a hitherto 
undescribed species a description of its characters is given here. 

Loxothylacus armatus nov. spec. 

T alcahuano, Hassler Expedition. 1 specimen (holotype) detached from Para.xanthus 
barbiger (Poeppig). collection Museum of Comparative Zoölogy, Camhridge, Mass., 
no. 1245. 

Specific characters. Male genital organs in the posterior half of the 
visceral mass. Testes completely separated, the left much larger than the 
right. Right testis curved in anterior direction, Ie ft testis enlarged into a 
voluminous pouch extending in anterior direction. Colleteric glands slightly 
before the centre of the visceral mass, with more than 100 canals in their 
most strongly branched region. External cutic1e of the mantIe with hairs 
which have a length of 15 to 25 f-l, and which bear minute lateral hairs. 
Internal cutic1e of the mantIe with retinacula consisting of a flat basal part 
and 20 to 35 spindIes. The latter are not barbed, they vary in length fr om 
9 to 18 f-l. 

The specimen (fig. I) has a greater (dorso~ventral) diameter of 16} mm, 
an antero~posterior diameter of 14 mm. and a smaller diameter ("thickness") 
of 5t mmo It has a roundish pentagonal shape. The mant Ie opening. 
surrounded by a strongly developed sphincter, is found at the Ie ft side of 
the anterior margin. With the exception of a broad groove in the centre 
of the posterior half of the right side (caused by pressure of the median 
ridge of the abdomen of the host) the mantIe does not show any 
pronounced grooves or wrinkles. 

Longitudinal sections show that the male genital organs are contained 
in the posterior half of the visceral mass. Parts of five sections are drawn. 
one (fig. 3 a) showing the ventral parts of the vasa deferentia. the next 
(fig. 4 a) is at a di stance of 900 f-l farther dorsally, whilst the distance 
from o4a to o4b is 30 f-l. that from o4b to o4e 75 f-l. that from o4e to o4d 
225 f-l. The ventral part of the two vasa deferentia is narrow (fig. 3 a); 
the right does not become perceptibly wider (fig. 4 a-c), and gradually 
passes into the right testis which extends for some distance in an anterior 
direction (fig. 4 d). The left vas deferens towards the dorsal region 
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gradually increases in si ze (fig. 4 a), towards its dorsal extremity it passes 
into a voluminous oval shaped pouch extending in an anterior direction. 

Fig. 1. Loxothylacus al'matus nov. spec. 
Left side. X 2f. 

Pig. 2. Loxothylacus al'matus nov. spec. 
Section of the right eolIeteric gIand. 
Posterior reg ion in the upper part of 

the figure. X 60. 

The antero~posterior dimension of this pouch is about twice its ventro~ 
dorsal dimension. lts ventral part is visible in fig. 3 a, its dorsal part in 
fig. 4 d. 

The eolIeteric glands lie slightly before the middle region of the visceral 
mass. In their most strongly divided reg ion a longitudinal section shows 
at least 100 canals (fig. 2). The figure shows, drawn with thick lines, 
sections of 102 canals with the epithelium that secretes the chitinous matter 
oE the colletericgland. In many oE these canals there are one or more, 
sometimes a great number of tubes drawn with th in lines, representing 
the chitinous matter secreted by the epithelium. Apparently in the present 
specimen the chitinous canal system was already partly withdrawn from 
the tubes in which it was secreted, so that the narrower canals do no more 
contain any chitinous matter, and in many of the larger canals th ere are 



Fig. 3. Loxothylaeus armatus nov. spec. a, posterior part of a longitudinal section 
showing the ventral parts of the male organs; b, the region indicated in a by the 
rectangIe; e. eggs in testis; lt, left testis; lvd, left vas deferens; OV. eggs in ovary; rvd. 

right vas deferens; w, wall of testis. a. X 12; b. X 5i. 

Fig. 4. Loxothylaeus armatus nov. spec. Posterior parts of longitudinal sections. a from 
a more dorsal region than fig. 3a, each following section from a still more dorsal reg ion; 
lt, left testis; lvd, left vas deferens; me, mantIe cavity; rt, right testis; wd, right vas 

deferens; vm, visceral mass. X 12. 
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a great number of these chitinous tubes. Altogether the figure shows 91 of 
these thin-walled chitinous tubes. The condition of the eolIeteric glands 
in the present specimen strongly reminds of that found in Heterosaccus 
setoensis Shiino (cf. SHIINO. 1943. p. 31 . fig . 22 G). 

The external cuticle of the mantIe has a thickness which in different 
parts va ri es from 50 to 125 ft. lts surface is covered with hairs of the 
same structure as the main layers of this cuticle (fig. 5 a. b). The hairs 
have a length of 15 to 25 ft. their basal part has a thickness of 2 to 5 ft . 
at their surface they possess minute lateral hairs. 

Retinacula occur in large numbers and in regular distribution on the 
surface of the internal cuticle of the mantle (fig. 5 c). They consist of a 
flat basal part. which is nothing else but a more or less circular area of the 

b 
a 

Fig. 5. Loxothylacus armatu3 nov. spec. a. excrescences on the extemal cuticle; 
b. section of the up per part of the extemal cuticle; c. retinacula on the internal cuticle; 

d. retinacula. a. b. d. X 530; c. X 72. 

intern al cuticle. and numerous spin dIes (fig. 5 d). Usually each retinaculum 
bears from 30 to 35 spindIes. occasionally the number of spin dIes of a 
retinaculum is 20 to 25. The spindIes are not barbed. they vary in length 
from 9 to 18 ft . 

Besides Loxothylacus armatus there is but one species of the genus. 
L. sckrothrix, th at has retinacula of a similar shape (cf. BOSCHMA. 1940. 



H. BOSCHMA: The occurrenee of eggs in one of the testes of a Rhizo
cephalan. 

Loxothylacus armatus nov. spec. Part of a longitudinal section showing the wall of the 
testis and eggs in the testis and in the ovary. X 102. 
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p. 370 and fig. 65). In L. sclerothrix the retinacula have 15 to 30 spindies, 
which, however, are considerably smaller ('4 to 8 f-l) than those of 
L. armatus. Moreover the two species have entirely different excrescences 
of the external cuticle. The trivia I name armatus was chosen to emphasize 
the peculiarities of the retinacula. 

In many parts of the pouch-like extension of the left testis the wall is 
composed of rather high cells of various thickness. In the centre of most 
of these cells a nucleus is found surrounded by a varying amount of yolk, 
the largest of these have the size of normal eggs in the ovary. A part of 
the testis showing this formation of eggs is reproduced in the photograph 
on the plate accompanying the present paper; in a more diagrammatic 
manner the same part is represented in fig. 3 b. Both figures show that 
inside the testis there is a large mass of closely packed eggs, most of which 
clearly show a round contour, and many of which have a distinct nucleus. 
In their structure and affinity to stains these eggs in the testis do not 
present any differences from the normal eggs in the surrounding ovary. 
In the preserved specimen the ma ss of eggs, obviously on account of 
shrinkage, has detached itself from the wall of the testis, so that an open 
space occurs which undoubtedly is abnormal. 

It is difficult to find an explanation of the occurrence of eggs in the 
testis of a Sacculinid. It seems to serve no purpose that, next to the ovary 
fully packed with eggs, th ere are developing eggs of normal appearance 
within the larger of the two testes. No similar phenomena in invertebrates 
that are normally hermaphroditic in so far that male and female organs 
are functioning at the same time seem to have been observed. Prof. G. J. 
VAN OORDT, Utrecht, kindly drew my attention to a phenomenon resulting 
into a corresponding state of revers al of sexual functions in molluscs, 
where eggs and sperm are produced in the same follicle of the ovotestis. 
A striking example is that of Arianta arbustorum (L.), as studied by 
BURESCH, and referred to in the handbook by SIMROTH and HOFFMANN 
(1908-1928, pp. 644 et seq., figs. 205 A and B). In these protandric 
snails as a normal phenomenon eggs and sperm are produced in the 
same follicle. At first the eggs are found in the wall of the follicle only 
(Ioc. cit., fig. 205 A); in later stages, wh en the male cells are degenerating, 
the eggs are found in the cavities of the follicles (Ioc. cit., fig. 205 B). But 
here it is of normal occurrence that in the same organ the production of 
male cells is followed by the production of female cells, whilst in Sacculi
nidae the testes, even in old specimens, never are seen to produce eggs. 

Unfortunately but one specimen of Loxothylacus armatus is available, 
so th at there is no occasion to study the male glands of other specimens. 
Owing to its large size it may be safely assumed that the specimen is 
comparatively old, but this does not explain the aberrant phenomenon in 
its male organs. 

I am indebted to Prof. S. T. BOK for the photograph on the plate. 
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Aerodynamics. - Solutions of the equations for the non~uniform pro~ 
pagation of a very strong shock wave. II. By W. P. ROBBERTSE and 
J. M. BURGERS. (Mededeling no. 63 uit het Laboratorium voor 
Aero~ en Hydrodynamica der Technische Hogeschool te Delft.) *) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26, 1949.) 

6. Comparison of the solution obtained in sections 4 and S with the 
solutions given in the thesis for the case g = O. - In the thesis the main 
attention had been directed to the case of constant density of the gas 
penetrated by the advancing shock wave. Wh en the density is constant. 
solutions in which it is assumed that the function ([J has the form (12) 
cannot be made exactly to satisfy both the equation of motion and the 
condition to be fulfilled at the shock wave. In order to obtain an approxi~ 
mate picture, two alternatives had been considered: the solution was made 
ei th er to fit exactly the equation of motion, satisfying the boundary 
condition at the shock wave in two points only; or else, it was made to fit 
exactly the boundary condition and satisfied the equation of motion only 
for a single value of s. It was found that the two solutions obtained in 
this way did not widely differ (compare e.g. thesis p. 84, fig. 12), so that 
the result of the approximation did not seem unsatisfactory. A certain 
freedom was left, since one could shift the values of s for which the 
remaining condition was satisfied. In the case of the solution exactly 
satisfying the equation of mot ion one of these points was always chosen 
at the origin (determined by u = v = 1); the second one could be taken 
either likewise in the origin, or be moved to some other position. When the 
second point was taken also at the origin, it was found that the parameter 

l should have the value -y7/8. 
In the present paper we have found a solution exactly satisfying both 

the equation of motion and the boundary condition at the shock wave, but 
requiring a variabie density. We can now attempt to dispose of the 
arbitrary constants occurring in the solution in such a way that deol ds 
becomes zero for two va lues of s. IE we take both points at the origin. 
it can be expected that the solution will come most near to those considered 
in the thesis. Expressed mathematically the condition to be satisfied takes 
the form: 

deo/ds=O (25) 

As starting point of the motion we take the value of t corresponding to 
u = v = 1; the equations (25) then apply to v = 1. 

*) Continued from these Proceedings, p. 965. 
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7. Since we take g = 0, equation (24) gives: 

V'l V S 

eo = eoo (v2 + .P)I/.' • • . • • . • (26) 

where eoo is a constant and thus is independent of s and of t. When the 
expression (26) is differentiated with respect to s and v" is eliminated 
with the aid of (18a), the condition 

deo/ds=O for v= 1· 

leads to: 

~/2 =3
1

, (7+4.P)fl+12, ...... (27) 
rE VI 

where VI' is the value of v' for v = 1. 
It may be observed that eq. (19) can be applied to give arelation 

between vt' and a and p. By combining this relation with (27) we obtain: 

a 1 7(1 +12) 
,/- arctgh f + p = 3' 12 .... (28) 

1 rEl +12 VI 

Wh en next the second derivative d2eol ds2 is calculated, it is found that 
this will vanish for V = 1 if 

from which 

12= -~ . .......... (29) 

It is remarkable that the same value of 12 turns up as had been obtained 
in the thesis, when the best fit was made at the point v = 1. 

8. In the thesis the solutions had to satisfy another condition, referring 
to the path corresponding to v = 1. It had been imagined that the shock 
wave owed its appearance to the motion of a body, a thin cloud of dense 
gas or a piston, which had been thrust upon the gas at rest. The velocity 
of the front of this body had been denoted by V. The velocity orp/ot (with 
v = 1) of the adjacent compressed gas must be equal to V. Since the 
foIIowing condition will hold: 

edV/dt=-p .. . (30) 

wh ere e is the mass of the body (cloud or piston) per unit of front area, 
we obtain arelation between 02rp/ot2 and p, valid for v = 1. 

Substituting v = 1 into the expression for rp as given in (21), we obtain: 

rpl = u1 
[ ~- arctgh f 1 + p] - at. 
1rE 1+.P 
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We shall not immediately intro duce the value (29) for À.2. but make use of 
(28). This gives: 

7 u3 (1 + ,F) 
q;1 = 3v;.F -at. (31) 

In th is expression u is a function of the time. determined by (15). Differ~ 
entiating with respect to Land having regard to (15a) and (27) we find: 

V=(àq;)= y? ~7(1+À.2) YU
2
+À.l_(7+i'P) Yi+12~. (32) 

àt I 3Vll2~ u ~ 

If we take u = 1. we obtain: 

VO=YEY~ 
VI 

(32a) 

which expression represents the velocity of the body at the moment it 
struck upon the gas. 

Differentiating (32) with respect to t we find: 

dV 
dt 

(33) 

On the other hand. from eq. (7) with the expression for p given in 
section 5 andequation (26) for eo. all taken for the case v = 1. we derive 
the following formula for the pres su re in the points of the path V = 1: 

4 E (lOD V'I 

P=3Yl+l2 uS ' 

Inserting (33) and (34) into (30) we arrive at the relation: 

e 12 v; 2 

eoo - 7 (l +},2)'/,' 

. , (34) 

(35) 

If e and eoo are supposed to be given. this equation determines the value 
of Vl'. for any value of ;,2 that may have been chosen. IE also V o has been 

given. eq. (32a) fixes the value of Y E. The values of a and f3 are then 
obtained from (27) and (28). 

The parameter a, which played an important part in the thesis. is not 
necessary in these considerations. When it is calculated. e.g. from eq. 

(3.4). p. 13 of the thesis. its value is found to be \" (eoh/ë. where (eo) 1 

is the value of eo for v = 1. This corresponds to the value given on p. 70 
of the thesis. It is also found that Vl' = a/3. These relations are 
independent of the particular value of ;,2. 
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9. The course of V as a function of t follows from (32), when use is 
made of the relation (15) between u and t. The constant E can he 
eliminated by dividing (32) by (32a), which gives: 

V = _1_ ~ 7 fl +.P Y~-+I2 - (7 +4.P) ( 
V o 3 . .ï2 ~ u ~ 

(36) 

Since u goes to infinity when t increases without limit, we find: 

(36a) 

This quantity is negative. meaning that the direction of motion of the body 
has been reversed. With ).2 = 7/8 the limiting value of V IVo becomes 
-0.35. 

In the thesis the course of V. considered as a function of u. had not been 
given for ).2 = 7/8. but only for ). = O. ). = 1. ). = co. For the case). = 1 
the following Table gives a comparison between the th ree solutions: 

u VI/VO Vt/vo VIVo 

1 1 1 1 
1.2 0.629 0.629 0.628 
1.4 0.385 0.386 0.385 
1.6 0.213 0.215 0.220 
1.8 0.082 0.090 0.091 
1.9 0.032 0.039 0.032 
2.0 -0.014 -0.006 0.022 
3 -0.286 -0.270 -0.189 
4 -0.397 -0.387 -0.265 
6 -0.493 -0.493 -0.321 
8 -0.534 -0.540 -0.341 

10 -0.551 -0.567 -0.351 
Cl:) -0.590 -0.645 ---0.367 

The first column is taken from the thesis Table XXI (p. 81) and refers 
to a solution constructed for constant (lo. exactly satisfying the equation 
of motion; the second column. taken from the thesis. Table XXII (p. 82). 
refers to a solution likewise constructed for constant (lO. but exactly 
satisfying the condition at the shock wave; the third column has been 
calculated from (36). It will be seen that until the instant of reversal of 
the direction of V. the three solutions diHer very little. so that it may be 
expected that a good approximation is obtained for this phase of the 
process. 

It has already been mentioned in section S that the value of (lo as given 
by (26) ultimately decreases proportionally to x-'/·. 
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10. We now will give some attention to the solution obtained with 
.l. = O. This solution had already been found at p. 22 of the thesis; in 
section 5 of the present paper it has been mentioned that it also represents 
the asymptotic form of any solution with J.. > O. It can easily be derived 
in a direct way if we take: 

rp = t . w (s) (37) 

where the function w (s) is unknown. The assumption of a linear 
dependence on the time. made for rp. has the effect that the velocity of 
every individu al element of volume becomes constant. Hence in the 
x .t-diagram the paths of the various elements of volume are straight 
lines. starting from the trace x = X(t) of the shock wave. When the 
phenomenon is produced by the motion of a body or perhaps of a dense 
cIoud. penetrating into the gas at rest. the velocity of th is object must 
likewise be a constant. This will require that the mass of the body (or its 
density per unit of frontal area) shall be high. 

Since 

àrp/às = (/> = t· w' (38) 

the trace of the shock wave is determined by w' = l/t. Along this trace: 

S' = ds/dt= -w12/w". 

The condition (17) consequently gives 

W=-3W'2/W" 

the integral of which is 

w=C st"~ . 

(39) 

(iO) 

(i1) 

It follows that w' = t C s-'/, and sin ce along the trace of the shock 
wave also w' = l/t. we obtain: 

S=(Ct/i)'/3 (i2) 

and: 

x = i (C t/i)'/3 . (i3) 

The front velocity of the shock wave consequently is: 

_ iC (Ct)'/' 
~- 3 i . (i3a) 

Since the velocity of every element of volume is constant. the pressure 
gradient in the gas must be zero. This requires that at every instant the 

pressure P = Pi (/>_5/3 shall be independent of s. Now Pi is proportional to 
f!o 5'2; hence it follows that f!o must be proportional to 

Wil . (W')-i . (WT'3 = Wil . (W')_ 7/ •. 

As this is proportional to s-'/. we finally obtain f!o co X -'t.. 
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11. To have a numerical example, we take 4(C/4)'I. = 106 (c~g~s~ 

units). This gives: 

x= 106 ti. cm. 

The front velocity of the shock wave becomes 

~ = t . 106 tIl. cm/sec, 

and the velocity of an element of volume of the compressed gas: 

UI = ï ~ = 106 tIl. cm/sec, 

where t is the time at which this element was reached by the shock wave. 
As was mentioned before, af ter the passage of the wave each element 
keeps the velocity it has required without change. 

IE we assume that the process is started at t = 1 sec, the body or cloud 
which initiated the shock wave must have a constant velocity of 10 km/sec. 
The velocity of the shock wave is initially 13,3 km/sec; at the time t = 1000 
sec this velocity will have increased to 133 km/sec. The distance 
travelled has then increased from X = 10 km to X = 100.000 km. 

The ideal temperature at the front of the ~hock wave is given by: 

RT -p I" - I u2- I 1012 t ' l • .I front - I "'. -"S" • - -! • 

With a mean molecular weight equal to I , R has the value 8,3.107 and 
we Eind: 

Tfront = 4000 ti •. 

In the period considered this tempera tu re would rise from 4000° to 
400.000°. It will be evident that in any actual case the processes involved 
in the mechanism of collision (ionisation andradiation) and conduction 
of heat, should be considered, before a calculation of the rea I tem pera tu re 
would be possible. 

In consequence of the expansion the ideal temperatures in the gas behind 
the wave front are lower than Tfront. _ They can be found from the equation: 

T = T front • (/J- ' /3. 

IE for clearness we write tI for the instant at which an element of volume 
is reached by the shock wave, and t for any later instant, we have: 

Tf,ont = 4000 t,/' hence T = 4000 t~/·lt·I •. 

In order to find the temperature distribution in space, we observe that at 

the instant tI the element found itself at Xl = 1 06 t~/. , and that in the 
interval from tI to t it has travelled with the constant velocity UI = 106 t~/ • • 

Hence at the instant t this element Einds itself at the position 
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At any instant tI the temperature distribution behind the shock wave front 
consequently can be described by the formula: 

T=iOOO· t~/ • . (XfX)2. 

12. When gravity is acting with a constant value of g. we take 

fP=t· w(s)-tgt2· 

Formulae (38) and (39) remain unchanged. while (40) is replaced by: 

g 3W'2 w- , =--,-, . 
W W 

lts integral can be expressed in parametric form by the equations: 

W = "I Y - t g y3 ; S = t "I y4 - t g 96
• 

where "I is a constant. corresponding to 4 (C/ 4) '/, in the preceding case. 
We then have w' = y-3. and we obtain y = t'/. at the trace of the shock 
wave. along which again w' = l/t. In the notation used in sections 3 and S. 

applied to the case À. = O. we have u3 = t-y E from (15); hence it will be 

seen from (12) that v3 = -y Efw' = 93 -yE. 
Along the trace of the shock wave we find: 

s = t rt'l. - ~ gt2 ; X= rt'/3 - gt2
• 

and 

~ = ! "I t'l , - 2 gt. 

The following expres sion is now obtained for the density: 

_ eoo 
eo - y7(l-3gy2f2 r)2' 

The solution can be used only 50 long as y2 < 2r/3g. which means that 
in describing the trace of the shock wave we must restrict to: 

t< (2rf3g)'/,. 

It will be seen th at ~ goes to zero wh en this limit is approached. 
In the numerical example of the preceding section we took "I = 1 06~ 

hence in order that the expressions obtained in that section may give a 
tolerabIe approximation for t = 1000 sec. it would be necessary that g 
should be sufficiently small in comparison with 2 "1 / 300 "" 6700. 

Potchefstroom (Transvaal) -Delft. June-November 1949. 

Résumé. 

Une solution en term es fin is a été développée pour un problème ayant 
trait à la propagation d'une onde de choc à vitesse variabIe. Cette solution 
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tie 5' applique que dans. Ie cas ou la densité du mil~eadécroît suivant une loi 
déterminée. On compai'e cette solution aveccelles étudiées par run des deux 
auteurs (W. P. ROBBERTSE) dans sa thèse de doctorat (Delft 1948) . La 
vitesse de ronde de choc augmente au cours de la propagation. L'exposé 
d'un exemple simple fait ressortir que de tels cas peuvent avoir un intérêt 
dans l' astrophysique. 

Quelques détails sont donnés concernant l'influence de la pesanteur sur la 
propagation. 

Resumo. 

Oni donas solvon en finitaj termoj de problemo rilata al la propago de 
sku~ondo kun ne~konstanta rapido. ei tiu solvo estas aplikebla nur en la 
kazo, ke la denseco de la medio malkreskas lau difinita lego. La solvo estas 
komparata kun solvoj studitaj de unu elia autoroj (W. P. ROBBERTSE) en 
Sia doktora disertajo (Delft 1948). La rapido de la ondo kreskas dum la 
propagigo. Pritrakto de simpla ekzemplo montras ke tiaj kazoj povas ha vi 
signifon en la astrofiziko. 

Oni don as ankau kelkajn detalojn koncerne la influon de la gravito sur 
la propagon. 



Biology. - Symmetrie der Levende Wezens. By J. F. VAN BEMMELEN. 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26, 1949.) 

In biologische handboeken, ook van den jongsten tijd, worden de 
verschillende vormen van symmetrischen lichaamsbouw der Dieren en 
Planten in een reeks gerangschikt, die, uitgaande van de vormloze ge~ 
daante der Amoeben, opklimt tot de bilaterale symmetrie der "hogere" 
dieren. Het aantal tussen trappen tussen deze beide eindpunten en hun 
namen worden niet altijd hetzelfde genomen, maar in hoofdzaak komt het 
neer op de tegenstelling tussen tweezijdige en straalsgewijze symmetrie; 
anders gezegd Zygomorphie en Actinomorphie. Ofschoon aan het verband 
tussen de verschillende configuraties niet veel aandacht wordt geschonken, 
zo is de bedoeling toch wel duidelijk dat de tweezijdige symmetrie als een 
eindtoestand te beschouwen ware, die zich uit de straalsgewijze ontwikkeld 
had 1). Dit blijkt o.a. ook uit de benamingen regulier en irregulier, die in 
de plantkunde worden gegeven aan resp. straalsgewijs en tweezijdig 
symmetrische bloemen, en in de dierkunde aan de twee afdelingen der 
Echiniden: de Cidariden en de Spatangen: de (schijnbaar) radiair 
symmetrische en de (duidelijk) tweezijdig symmetrische zeeëgels. 

Bij de beoordeling van vormen in de wereld der levende wezens moet 
men steeds in het oog houden, dat geen dier of plant ook maar een enkel 
ogenblik aan zichzelf gelijk blijft: niet alleen door den groei, 't zij in toe~ 
of in afnemende richting, maar ook door het vermogen om zich te bewegen, 
te contraheren en zijn gedaante te vervormen, en eveneens door alle andere 
stofwisselingsverschijnselen. AI die levensuitingen gaan met vormverande~ 
ringen gepaard: het meest in het oog lopend zijn deze bij de gedaante~ 
wisseling, die tot blijvende uitwendige gestalten aanleiding geeft, Maar 
zij kunnen evenzeer van voorbijgaanden aard zijn, en in beide gevallen 
kunnen zij teweegbrengen dat de eigenlijke oorspronkelijke gestalte ver~ 
borgen wordt. Een sprekend voorbeeld daarvan geven ons de eieren der 
vogels en reptielen, die uiterlijk spherisch, ellipsoïdisch of ovoïd zijn, maar 
inwendig een bilateralen bouw bezitten. Hetzelfde geldt voor de cocons 
der vliegen, de stuifmeelkorrels, in 't alg.emeen voor rusttoestanden. Houdt 
men dit in het oog , dan is er grond voor de onderstelling, dat de uit~ 
wendige gedaante der levende wezens bedriegelijk kan zijn, en dus niet 
zonder meer uitsluitsel kan geven over de eigenlijke geaardheid en de 
vewantschap der organismen. Dit geldt evengoed voor alle andere ken~ 

1) Zo schrijft b.v. STEMPELL op blz. iJ van zijn Zoologie: "Man kann folgende 
Grundformen des Bauplans unterscheiden, die in der angegebenen Weise auch Stammes~ 
geschichtlich aus einander hervorgehen dürften", en geeft dan de volgorde: irregulär, 
spherisch, monaxon, radiär, zweistralig, bilateral. Irregulär staat hier voor amorph. 

70 
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merken: een pootloze hagedis zoals de Hazelworm is daarom nog geen 
slang. en een slang is evengoed een viervoetig dier als andere van poten 
voorziene Reptielen. Langs deze en dergelijke overwegingen komt men 
tot de vraagstelling of niet de reeks der symmetrie-vormen juist in om
gekeerde richting moet gelezen worden. zodat de bilaterale bouw als de 
oorspronkelijkste wordt aangezien. waaruit alle anc;lere door vervorming 
zich hebben ontwikkeld. Beantwoordt men deze vraag toestemmend. dan 
komt men vanzelf op de gedachte. dat voor deze veranderingen in gestalte. 
die zich in meerdere of mindere mate in geheel het dieren- en plantenrijk 
ten allen tijde moeten voorgedaan hebben. een algemene oorzaak moet 
bestaan. Die oorzaak meen ik te mogen zien in de vasthechting aan de 
.;mderlaag. waarop het organisme steunt. tengevolge waarvan het zich niet 
meer willekeurig verplaatsen kan. en ook in zijn bewegingen ter plaatse 
in meerdere of mindere mate wordt belemmerd. Vasthechting moet daarbij 
opgevat worden in den algemeensten zin: de vogel- of reptielenkiem is 
vastgehecht aan de eidooier. dus aan een deel van zichzelf; de parasitische 
Sacculina hecht zich vast in het organisme van de krab of kreeft waarin 
zij binnendringt. de zwevende plankton-organismen (dus die welke niet 
voorzien zijn van eigen verplaatsingsorganen) zijn in het omgevende water 
besloten. en worden passief meegesleept. De wortelende planten hechten 
zich vast aan den grond waarin hunne zaden kiemen. 

Gaat men uit van de voorstelling, dat alle levensverschijnselen gebonden 
zijn aan protoplasten. die oorspronkelijk bipolair georganiseerd waren en 
zich kruipend voortbewogen op de grens tussen land en water. dan moet 
men aannemen. dat reeds de eerste levende organismen van den aanvang 
af een voor- en een achtereind. een rug- en een buikzijde. een rechts en 
een links bezaten. dus bilateraal symmetrisch waren. 

Door zulk een tweezijdig organisme kan men slechts één vlak van 
symmetrie leggen: het mediane (of sagittale) vlak, en de lijn die men 
van voor- naar achtereind in dat vlak kan trekken. de lengte-as. is de 
enige werkelijke (de primaire) symmetrie-as. Alle andere symmetrie
vlakken en de assen. die men zich daarbij denken kan. zijn secundair, en 
een gevolg van vervorming van oorspronkelijk bilateraal-symmetrische 
organismen tot radiair. symmetrische. Bij de gangbare indeling der sym
metrieën wordt dit niet aangenomen. maar wordt daarbij aan de vlakken 
van symmetrie minder aandacht geschonken dan aan de assen. Zodoende 
is het mogelijk. dat men van assen spreekt. ook waar van symmetrie geen 
sprake kan zijn. b.v. als men bij een bilateraal symmetrisch organisme naast 
de lengte-as nog een dorsoventrale en een links-rechtse as aanneemt, welke 
drie assen loodrecht op elkaar worden gedacht. Vermoedelijk komt dit 
voort uit het gebruik in de kristallographie om bij de kristallen een meer
assig stelsel aan te nemen. waardoor de loop van de aangroeiing wordt 
bepaald. Groei door appositie is echter iets heel anders dan groei door 
intussusceptie. vooral daar de laatste altijd gepaard gaat met differentiatie 
der toetredende deeltjes in verband met verschillende levensfuncties. 
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Van een symmetrie~vlak mag men alleen spreken, wanneer daardoor 
het organisme in helften wordt verdeeld die elkaars spiegelbeeld zijn. 
Diezelfde eis moet ook gesteld worden voor alle onderdelen van het 
organisme, daar zij slechts beoordeeld mogen worden in hun samenhang 
met het geheel. Zo kan men wel spreken van symmetrie tussen linker~ en 
rechterarm (of been), maar niet tussen linker (of rechter) arm en been, 
al heeft het soms den schijn alsof de extremiteiten van een zelfde zijde 
een symmetrisch stel vormen. Tot mijn verwondering zag ik dat KEITH in 
zijn Textbook of Human Embryology betoogt, dat dit wel veroorloofd is, 
zodat hij instemt met de beweringen van DRENNAN, en diens schematische 
figuren overneemt. Op een dwaalspoor gebracht door de tegenstelling 
tussen de elleboog, wier strekzijde naar achteren gekeerd is, en de knie 
waar dit juist omgekeerd is, zien KEITH en zijn school over 't hoofd. 
dat die tegenstelling reeds niet meer geldt voor pols~ en enkelgewricht, 
die beide hun buigzij naar achteren keren. Door hun opvatting zien .zij 
zich gedwongen de duim niet te homologiseren met de grote teen, maar 
integendeel met de kleine - en vice versa -, waarmee weer samenhangt. 
dat zij het scheenbeen niet gelijkstellen met het spaakbeen, maar met de 
ellepijp, waarvoor de (schijn) overeenkomst van knieschijf en haakvormig 
ellebooguitsteeksel van de ellepijp een (bedriegelijke) bevestiging schijnt 
te leveren. 

Bij deze opvatting zou men verder moeten aannemen, dat bij de Zoog
dieren niet de voorovergekantelde stand van de hand de meer oorspron
kelijke is, maar integendeel de achterovergekantelde, waarbij ellepijp en 
spaakbeen evenwijdig met elkaar komen te liggen, instede van over elkaar 
gekruist. Dat daaruit zou volgen, dat de palmzijde van de hand homoloog 
ware met de rugzijde van den voet, lijkt mij reeds een afdoend bewijs 
van de onmogelijkheid om arm en been van eenzelfde lichaamszijde op te 
vatten als elkaars spiegelbeeld. 

Dit wordt ten overvloede nog weerlegd door het vergelijkend~anatomisch 
onderzoek der beide onderarmbeenderen in de rij der viervoetige dieren, 
waaruit duidelijk blijkt dat de gekruiste stand van ellepijp en spaakbeen 
op haar beurt weer ontstaan is uit een nog oorspronkelijker toestand van 
evenwijdigheid, door opschuiving van het elleboogshoofdje van het spaak
been naar den buitenkant, over de ellepijp heen, en niet omgekeerd. Daar
door geraakte de ellepijp achter het spaakbeen, en kon bij die dieren, die 
hun voorpoten niet meer tot grijpbewegingen gebruikten, met den achter
kant van het spaakbeen vergroeien onder obliteratie van haar distaal 
gedeelte. Dat dit niet noodwendig altijd het geval moest zijn, bewijzen 
de olifanten, wier gekruiste onderarmbeenderen niet met elkaar vergroeien. 
ofschoon zij hun handen uitsluitend als steunorganen gebrUiken. De bouw 
en de stand der ledematen van die viervoetige zoogdieren, die op hun 
poten steunen, is alleen begrijpelijk, wanneer men aanneemt dat voor- en 
achterpoten oorspronkelijk zich in zijwaartse richting uitstrekten en uit 
die ligging naast de romp omzwiepten naar het midden en tevens in buik-
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waartse richting. zodat zij onder de romp te staan kwamen. en deze gingen 
steunen en van den grond opheffen. Daarbij sloegen de achterpoten zich 
in het heupgewricht naar voren om. zodat hun oorspronkelijke voorrand 
naar het midden toe gekeerd werd. de voorpoten daarentegen in het 
schoudergewricht naar achteren. zodat hun voorrand naar buiten gewend 
werd. Dit verschil in standsverandering was een rechtstreeks gevolg van 
het onderscheid in beider functie: de achterpoten moesten het lichaam 
opduwen. de voorpoten het vooruittrekken. Daartoe moesten zich de 
knieën naar achteren buigen. de ellebogen naar voren. waaruit wederom 
voortvloeide. dat de spieren aan den voorrand der achterpoten tot strek~ 
spieren werden. die aan den voorrand der voorpoten tot buigspieren. wat 
betekent. dat de homologie van spieren der extremiteiten niet beoordeeld 
mag worden naar hun functie. maar uitsluitend naar hun oorspronkelijke 
plaats. De noodzakelijkheid. dat bij deze standverandering der voorpoten 
de palmvlakte van de hand op den bodem moest blijven rusten. bracht 
mede. dat de voorrand van den onderarm weer naar het midden gekeerd 
moest kunnen worden. wat slechts door wringing in het ellebooggewricht 
bereikbaar was. hetgeen de verschuiving van het elleboogshoofdje van het 
spaakbeen veroorzaakte. 

Zodoende ontwikkelde zich het pro- en supinatievermogen. wat dus 
niet zonder meer als een oorspronkelijke toestand mag beschouwd worden. 

Hoe die dwarsuitstaande ledematen der onbekende voorouders van de 
Tetrapoden er uit gezien hebben. en hoe zij functioneerden. daarvan kan 
men zich moeilijk een voorstelling maken. Vermoedelijk waren zij spatel
vormig verbreed en afgeplat, en hingen zij tot zekere hoogte met elkaar 
samen. Het ware echter onjuist te denken dat de gangpoten ontstaan 
zouden zijn uit de gepaarde vinnen der vissen. veeleer zou men kunnen 
aannemen. dat juist omgekeerd deze laatste uit de poten van landbewonen~ 
de viervoeters ontstaan zouden zijn. bij terugkeer in het water. zoals dit met 
zekerheid het geval is geweest bij de Walvissen. de Zeekoeien en de 
Robben. en onder de Reptielen bij de Zeeschildpadden. de Ichthyo- en 
P leisiosa uriers. 

Enigszins vermag men misschien zich een voorstelling te maken van 
den oervorm der ledematen van de viervoetige dieren. wanneer men denkt 
aan de borstvinnen der Roggen. als men maar nooit uit het oog verliest. 
dat men bij deze te doen heeft met een toestand van uiterste secundaire 
wijziging der borstvinnen van de haaien. instede van met oorspronkelijk
heid. Toch zou in de grote vermeerdering der vin stralen in de sterk ver~ 
brede borstvinnen der Roggen misschien wel een terugslag mogen gezien 
worden tot een primitieven toestand. waarin nog alle rompsegmenten aan 
de vorming van ononderbroken zijplooien deelnamen. zodat deze nog niet in 
voor~ en achterledematen gesplitst waren. Van de wijze waarop die zij~ 
plooien bij de voortbeweging in het water functioneerden kan de wijze 
van zwemmen der Roggen ons enige voorstelling geven. en evenzeer die 
der Platvissen. al is het bij laatstgenoemden de mediane ongepaarde 
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vinplooi waarlangs de op- en neergaande golven van kop naar staart 
verlopen. 

Even onjuist als de bij onkundig en gangbare mening. dat de gekleurde 
oppervlakte der Platvissen de rugzijde. de witte de buikzijde zou zijn. is 
de opvatting dat de voorste en achterste ledematen der viervoetige dieren 
in spiegelbeeld-verhouding tot elkander zouden staan. Men zou dan ook 
wel kunnen betogen. dat voor- en achtereind van den romp zich ten 
opzichte van elkaar symmetrisch verhielden. omdat aan beider uiteinde een 
opening van het darmkanaal voorkomt. Wanneer dit werkelijk het geval 
ware. zouden de wervels in het achterste deel des lichaams juist omgekeerd 
van die in het voorste deel moeten staan. Seriale homologie is onverenig
baar met spiegelbeeld-symmetrie. Een transversale doorsnee door den 
romp kan nimmer een symmetrievlak zijn. 

In vorige mededelingen 1) werden reeds enige voorbeelden van den 
vervormenden invloed der vasthechting besproken. en werd er op gewezen 
dat deze zich in alle afdelingen van Planten- en Dierenrijk had doen 
gevoelen. zij het ook in zeer verschillende mate en met ver uiteenlopend en 
uitslag. De fixatie kan ook tijdelijk zijn. maar altijd zal zij haar sporen 
achterlaten. Zo is de navel een lidteken van de vasthechting van het 
zoogdierembryo aan de wand der baarmoeder. 

Uit de talloze gevallen waarbij zich die invloed laat bespeuren mogen 
hier nog enkele nader worden besproken. Dat de vrij zwemmende Kwallen 
hun straalsgewijze organisatie danken aan oerpolypen. die zich met hun 
aboraal uiteinde vastzogen en daardoor hun tweezijdige symmetrie deden 
overgaan in een straalsgewijze. mag men besluiten uit hun verwantschap 
met Zeerozen (Actinien) en Koralen. Als nalatenschap der bi lateraliteit 
bezitten de Zeerozen nog een spleetvormige mondopening met een invloei
gleuf aan het ene en een uitvloeiporus aan het andere eind. Die uitvloei
porus fungeert dus als anus. en het vlak dat men zich in de lengte van de 
mondspleet kan denken is eigenlijk het mediaanvlak. De kransgewijze 
rangschikking der tentakels moet uit een hoefijzervormige scharing ontstaan 
zijn. en dit openbaart zich nog in de opvolging in aanleg der septa van 
het kalkskelet. zoals door LACAZE DUTHIERS is bewezen. in tegenspraak 
met MILNE EDWARDS en HAIME. Even sprekende bewijzen voor de op
vatting dat straalsgewijze symmetrie als ontstaan uit tweezijdige symmetrie. 
levert de andere afdeling der z.g. straaldieren. die der Stekelhuidigen. 
Bij de beschrijving van hun organisatie wordt meestal uitgegaan van de 
Zeesterren. en wordt aan deze een zuiver straalsgewijze symmetrie toe
gekend. ofschoon moet toegegeven worden dat daarop inbreuk wordt 
gemaakt door de ligging van de madreporenplaat in één der (meestal vijf) 
tussenstralen. Denkt men zich een verticaal vlak door die tussenstraaI. 

1) J. F. VAN BEM .\\ELEN : Dieren en Planten. Proc. Kon. Ned. Akad. v. Wetenseh .. 
Amsterdam. 52. 125-132 (1949) . 
J. F. V A:-I BEMMELEN: Segmentatie. Proe. Kon. Ned. Akad . v. Wetenseh .• Amster
dam. 52. 819-828 (1949) . 
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dan wordt de zeester in helften verdeeld die elkaars spiegelbeeld zijn, 
maar dan vervalt tegelijkertijd de voorstelling van radiaire symmetrie en 
maakt plaats voor die der tweezijdige. Dit is eveneens het geval wanneer 
men Iet op de wijze van kruipen op den zeebodem. waarbij noodzakelijker~ 
wijze hetzij een der armen vooruit moet gaan of wel achteraan moet slepen. 
Beslissing in deze controverse brengt de ontwikkelingsgeschiedenis: de 
vrij~zwemmende larven zijn (tenminste uiterlijk) zuiver tweezijdig symme~ 
trisch met een kop~ en een staartpool, en bevatten een lichaamsholteblaas 
met een rechter en een linkerexcretie~orgaan. die in aanleg gepaard zijn 
(dipleurula~larve). Maar reeds gedurende het larvenstadium oblitereert 
een dier excretie~organen. terwijl het andere nephridium tot madraporen~ 
plaat en steenkanaal wordt. waardoor de bilateraal~symmetrische bouw 
wordt verstoord. De bovenvermelde tweezijdigheid van de volwassen 
zeester volgens een interradiair vlak dat door de madreporenplaat gaat. 
is dus niet overeenkomstig met die van de larve. maar een gevolg van het 
uitbotten der armen in een vlak loodrecht op de oorspronkelijke lichaam sas 
der larve. 

Bij het ontstaan van den eersten aanleg van de jonge zeester uit een 
gedeelte van het larvenlichaam doet zich bij sommige soorten het ver~ 
schijnsel voor. dat aan dien aanleg een uitwas zich vormt, die wegens zijn 
stand en zijn vorm niet anders kan begrepen worden dan als homologon 
van de steel der Haarsterren (Crinoïden). Die uitwas wordt weer ge~ 
resorbeerd zonder gefunctioneerd te hebben. En nu is het toch wel heel 
opmerkelijk in de ontwikkeling van Antedon, een steelloze Crinoïd, dat 
de larve zich met een steel vastzet, op dezelfde wijze als bij de gesteelden 
het geval is, maar van die steel weer loslaat, en zich vrij gaat bewegen 
op dezelfde wijze als de Zeesterren. 

Uit den loop der ontogenie van de Echinodermen, die in alle afdelingen 
in hoofdzaak dezelfde is, mag m.i. die hunner phylogenie opgemaakt 
worden. en wel in dien zin. dat zij afstammen van bilateraal~symmetrische 
vrij zwemmende organismen, die zich met hun aboraal uiteinde vastzogen 
en aan dat uiteinde een steel vormden, terwijl hun anus zich verplaatste 
naar voren, en rondom hun mondopening een krans van (vijf) armen 
ontstond. waardoor hun tweezijdigheid in straalsgewijzen bouw overging, 
terwijl uit de ene helft van hun lichaamsholte zich het watervaatstelsel 
ontwikkelde, wat tot de asymmetrische ligging van de ambulacraalplaat 
aanleiding gaf. 

Ook de definitieve vorming van het kalkskelet moet in verband met den 
overgang van den zygomorphen in den actinomorphen bouw beoordeeld 
worden. De straalsgewijze rangschikking der afzonderlijke platen tot een 
meer of minder samenhangend pantser moet ontstaan zijn door aaneen
sluiting van aanvankelijk afzonderlijke kalkstaafjes, zoals wij die nog zien 
optreden in de armen der larven. die volstrekt tweezijdig symmetrisch 
geschaard zijn. Dat het kalkskelet der Holothuriën (zeekomkommers) 
beperkt is tot afzonderlijk in de huidspierzak liggende lichaampjes moet 
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uit reductie van een oorspronkelijk samenhangend pantser verklaard 
worden. Onder de zee-egels zien wij toch ook bij sommige familit·s de 
pantserplaten van elkaar losraken (Asthenosoma) . De uiterlijke tweezijdig
heid der Zeekomkommers en der irreguliere Zee-egels is secundair uit de 
straalsgewijze ontstaan. Zij mag als een terugkeer tot den Zygomorphen 
bouw worden verklaard. 

In het opstel Dier en Plant werd reeds betoogd, dat in 't algemeen 
de invloed der vasthechting op de organisatie der levende wezens een 
remmende is, waardoor de verdere differentiatie van hogere vermogens 
wordt afgesloten, in 't bijzonder die der zintuigen, dus wat men mag 
noemen de geestelijke ontwikkeling. De maat van dezen invloed hangt m.i. 
af van den ontwikkelingstrap, waarop de organismen stonden, toen zij 
zich gingen vasthechten. De nog vrij levende tweezijdig-symmetrische 
voorouders der Echinodermen moeten reeds een gedifferentieerd zenuw
stelsel. darmkanaal. vaatstelsel en excretiestelsel gehad hebben, evengoed 
als de Tunicaten en in 't algemeen de Vertebraten. Voor de meeste dier 
orgaanstelseis werd de verdere differentiatie door de fixatie tot staan 
gebracht, slechts op het vaatstelsel oefende zij bij de Echinodermen een 
sterken drang tot hogere specialisatie. 

Vergelijkt men de Echinodermen met de Tunicaten, dan is de eerste 
indruk, dat de invloed der vasthechting op elk der beide typen geheel 
verschillend is geweest. Gaat men uit van de solitaire Ascidiën, dan 
ontdekt men nauwelijks sporen van straalsgewijzen bouw, maar enkel van 
een verwringing der tweezijdige symmetrie. Toch mag misschien in de 
kringsgewijze rangschikking der tentakels in de mondopening een aan
duiding van actinomorphen aanleg worden gezien. Meer nog is dat het 
geval bij de kolonievormende Ascidiën, waarbij zoals in Botryllus de 
enkelvoudige individuen in een rozet rondom de gemeenschappelijke 
Uitvloei-opening gerangschikt staan. Maar deze eigenaardigheden zijn 
klaarblijkelijk van geheel bijkomstigen aard. Vraagt men naar de oorzaak 
van dit verschil. dan zou men het misschien kunnen toeschrijven aan het 
onderscheid tussen de verschillende hoogten van organisatie waarop 
de vrij levende voorouders der beide diertypen stonden, toen zij tot de 
vasthechting overgingen. Om met de Tunicaten te beginnen, deze waren 
reeds volledige Chordaten, zoals door hun nauwe verwantschap met het 
Lancetvisje (Amphioxus) wordt bewezen. Zij hadden dus een rug gestreng 
en een ruggemerg, een gedifferentieerde kop waarin een hersenblaas met 
gehoor- en gezichtszintuig, een kieuwkorf in een peribranchiale omhulling. 
een in metameren gesegmenteerde staart. 

AI deze organen werden tengevolge van vasthechting ten dele sterk 
gewijzigd en gedifferentieerd, of gingen integendeel geheel of grotendeels 
verloren. Daarbij speelde de doorspoeling met adem- en voedsel aanvoerend 
water de hoofdrol. en deze waterstroom behoefde niet anders dan de reeds 
aanwezige in- en uitvloei-openingen. Alleen verplaatste zich de laatste 
langs de rugzij naar voren tot in de nabijheid van den mond. 
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De larven der Echinodermen daarentegen zijn niet in microsomieten ge~ 
segmenteerd. maar vertonen enkel het algemene organisatietype der 
levende organismen. n.l. de indeling in pro~meso~ en metasoma. Zij hebben 
geen chorda. terwijl hun zenuw~ en zintuigstelsel geheel in de uitwendige 
huid is gebleven. De vasthechting. waarbij aan de rugzij een gelede steel 
zich ontwikkelde. kon dus veel dieper ingrijpenden invloed uitoefenen. 
terwijl de overgang der hoefijzervormig geschaarde tentakels tot een ge~ 
sloten krans niet op bezwaren stuitte. Vraagt men nu waarom bij deze 
zoveel eenvoudiger georganiseerde Echinodermen~larven een zo ingewik~ 
kelde metamorphose optrad. die tot zo samengestelde en merkwaardige 
bouw typen leidde. dan ziet men zich geplaatst voor het algemene vraagstuk 
der Evolutie van de levende wezens. dat tot heden onoplosbaar is gebleven. 
Hier zij dus alleen gewezen op het feit, dat één en dezelfde oorzaak. i.c. 
vasthechting aan den zeebodem. op verschillend geaarde organismen een 
geheel verschillende uitwerking heeft gehad. Hetzelfde geldt voor alle 
andere adaptatie~verschijnselen: het effect der inwerking van uitwendige 
levensvoorwaarden wordt in hoofdzaak bepaald door den aangeboren 
aanleg der organismen. Hoe deze daaraan gekomen zijn. blijft even 
raadselachtig als tevoren. 

Ten slotte moet er nog op gewezen worden. dat de beide helften 
waarin een tweezijdig symmetrisch gebouwd organisme kan verdeeld 
worden. nimmer volkomen identiek zijn. Voor grote verschillen. zoals bijv. 
tussen de beide scharen van kreeften of de beide bladhelften der Begonia·s. 
is dit bekend genoeg. maar dat b.v. nimmer de rechter helft van het 
menselijk gelaat het zuivere spiegelbeeld van de linker is. weten de meeste 
mensen niet. 

Bijzonder duidelijk is de afwijking van de volkomen bilateraliteit te zien 
in de kleurentekening. niet slechts bij in 't oog lopende verschillen tussen 
linker en rechter lichaamshelft. maar evenzeer bij ogenschijnlijk geheel 
overeenkomstige huidtekening. zoals bijv. de streping der zebra's of de 
vlekken van katten of damherten. 

Altijd echter maken deze onvolkomenheden den indruk van secundaire 
afwijkingen van een oorspronkelijk zuiver symmetrisch grondplan. Zij 
wekken dus de voorstelling. alsof in het verloop der ontwikkeling (wat 
men zou kunnen noemen de uitvoering van het plan) de beide helften 
een invloed op elkander uitoefenen. die van weerszijden verschillend is. 

Summary. 

All living beings. plants as well as anima Is. are originally Zygomorphous. 
The actinormorph condition and all other types of symmetrical habitus 
have started from the bilateri:llly symmetrical organisation. under the 
influence of va/:ious lifeconditions. especially fixation to the bottom or to 
other objects. even to parts of their own body. e.g. the yolk sack. Symmetry 
of ascessory parts of an organism may only be considered in their relation 
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to the complete individu al as a whoIe; therefore no relation of symmetry 
can exist between homologous organs of the same bodyhalf. e.g. right arm 
and leg , as they never can be each other's mirror~image. Serial homology 
is incompatible with bilateral symmetry. Identical influence of the 
surroundings on organisms of different constitution leads to widely 
diverging consequences: e.g. the Echinoderms compared with theTunicates. 
In both groups the freeliving adult stages must have been derived from 
fixed actinomorphous ancestors, which in their turn originated from 
freeswimming zygomorphous coelomatics. 

Résumé. 

La zygomorphie est la condition primordiale de 1'0rganisation des êtres 
vivants. Toutes les autres formes de symmetrie sont des dérivés de la 
bilatéralité. La principale cause de ce changement de configuration est la 
fixation de l'être aux objets de son entourage. Ces objets peuvent être de 
différente nature, même des parties de son propre corps, p.e. la fixation 
de l' embryon des Vertébrés à son sac lécital. La conception de symmetrie 
est indissolublement unie à la possibilité de division de l'individu en moitiés 
qui sont des images de miroir l'un de l'autre. Par conséquant la symmetrie 
des différentes parties d'un même individu ne peut être jugée qu'en relation 
avec Ie corps en son entier. 

11 en suit que les membres homologues du même coté d'un organisme 
zygomorphique comme p.e. Ie bras et la jambe droite ou gauche ne peuvent 
jamais former un pair symmetrique. 

L' influence des conditions de vie externes (comme la fixation) sur des 
êtres de nature différente est extrèmement variabIe, mais mêne en tout 
cas à cacher la zygomorphie originale. 

Comme exemple de cette variabilité de l'influence de la fixation les 
Echinodermes sont comparés entre eux et avec les Tuniciers. En même 
temps ces deux types d'animaux donnent des preuves du pouvoir des êtres 
fixées à se délibérer de nouveau et rattraper la bilatéralité, tout en 
conservant des träces méconnaissables de l'actinomorphie précédente. La 
symmétrie bilatérale des organismes n'est jamais parfaite, mais la déviation 
de l'état idéal est toujours de nature à prouver son origine d'un tel état. 

Zusammenfassung. 

Zygomorphe Symmetrie ist die ursprüngliche Organisationsform aller 
lebenden Wesen; alle andere Gestalten sind daraus hervorgegangen. 
Hauptursache der Umbildung war die Anheftung an andere Gegenstände, 
hauptsächlich an den Boden, sondern öfters auch an oder in andere 
Lebeswesen, ja selbst an Teile des eigenen Körpers, wie z.b. am Dottersack. 
Symmetrisches Ver halten zwischen Unterteile eines und desselben Orga~ 
nismus darf nur in ihrer Beziehung zum Ganzen beurteilt werden. So 
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können Arm und Bein der selben Körperseite niemals ein symmetrisches 
Paar bilden. Seriale Homologie ist unvereinbar mit Symmetrie. 

Identisrhe Lebensbedingungen rufen gänzlich verschiedene limbil. 
dungen hervor bei Organismen verschiedener Beanlagung. So hat die 
Anheftung an den Meeresboden einen weit anderen Einflusz geübt auf 
die Echinodermen als auf die Tunicaten. 

In zahlreichen Fällen haben sich die festgewachsenen Organismen, 
Pflanzen ebensogut wie Tiere, wieder losgelöst, aber immer sind die 
Spuren der Fixation an ihrem Bau erhalten geblieben. 

Naschrift . 

Op 1 September j.l. was ik juist bezig de slotregels van het voorgaande 
opstel te schrijven, toen mij het geschrift van mijn diepbetreurden vriend 
I. C. SCHOUTE: On general Morphology, gebracht werd, waarin het tweede 
hoofdstuk over de symmetrie der levende wezens bleek te handelen. De 
eerste indruk was. dat nu mijn artikel wel overbodig zou blijken, dan wel 
dat het geheel omgewerkt diende te worden. Maar bij nauwgezette kennis
neming van den inhoud van SCHOUTE'S verhandeling, kwam ik tot het 
besluit, dat het de voorkeur verdiende mijn artikel geheel onveranderd te 
laten, maar er alleen enige opmerkingen aan toe te voegen, om dUidelijk 
te doen uitkomen, in welke opzichten wij met elkaar overeenstemden, dan 
wel van elkaar verschilden. Wat het eerste aangaat, was het mij een 
grote voldoening te vernemen, dat ook SCHOUTE een absoluut onderscheid 
maakte tussen mathematische en biologische symmetrie, en dus de laatste 
geheel onafhankelijk van de eerste behandelde. Ook schonk het mij een 
gevoel van bevrediging, dat SCHOUTE grote betekenis toekende aan de 
polariteit der organismen, en de lijn die de kop- met de staartpool verbindt 
als "main axis" den voorrang toekende boven de andere "biologische" 
assen, die hij onderscheidde. Daarentegen was het mij een teleurstelling, 
dat hij diezelfde onderscheiding niet maakte tussen de tweezijdige 
symmetrie en alle andere vormen van symmetrischen lichaamsbouw, zodat 
hij niet scheen aan te nemen, dat deze laatste alle uit een oorspronkelijke 
bilateraliteit zouden ontstaan zijn. Toch zijn in sommige zijner uitspraken 
wel aanduidingen te vinden, die op een genetisch verband tussen zygo
morphie en aktinomorphie wijzen, het duidelijkst in de passage op blz. 61, 
die ik hier verkort en in 't Hollands vertaald weergeef: 

.. Slechts twee klassen van symmetrie komen in feite op grote schaal 
voor: de radiale en de dorsiventrale. In beide treffen wij een hoofdas aan 
die heteropolair is, en voldoet aan de vereisten zowel van sessiele als van 
vrij levende organismen; daar hetzij een van de polen vastgehecht is aan 
de onderlaag, terwijl de andere vrij blijft, dan wel de ene pool vóór-, de 
andere achteraan gaat. Van deze twee is de radiale symmetrie het meest 
geschikt voor orthotrope sessiele organismen, terwijl de dorsiventrale 
uitstekend voldoet aan de eisen der plagiotrope sessiele en der vrij-
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bewegelijke. En als werkelijk de symmetrie der organismen deel uitmaakt 
van het grondplan, en als zodanig blootgesteld is aan onophoudelijke 
natuurlijke selectie, mogen wij verwachten dat de geschiktste vormen zullen 
overwegen, en kunnen wij dus begrijpen, waarom de dorsiventrale 
symmetrie overheerst in het Dierenrijk, en waarom in dat der Planten 
beide vormen van symmetrie zeer verspreid zijn." 

SCHOUTE zag dus ook verband tussen symmetrische lichaamsbouw en 
vastzittende of vrijbewegelijke levenswijze. Neemt men nu aan, dat de 
eerste uit de laatste is ontstaan, dan volgt daaruit vanzelf, dat de radiaire 
symmetrie uit wijziging der bilaterale is voortgekomen en niet omgekeerd. 



Microbiology. - Selective bacteriostasis by ascorbic acid. By H. G. DERX. 
(Treub Laboratorium. Koninklijke Plantentuin van Indonesië. 
Buitenzorg. ) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

In the course of experiments conducted with the view of isolating 
LINDNER's Termobacterium mobile (synonyms: Pseudomonas Lindneri 
KLUYVER et HOPPENBROUWERS (16); Zymomonas mobile (Lindner) 
KLUYVER et VAN NIEL (17)). some rather unexpected phenomena were 
encountered. which have led to the following considerations. 

Termobacterium mobile was first found in 1925 by LINDNER (21) in the 
sweet. sugar~containing liquid. flowing from the amputated or injured 
flower~spikes of Agave species in Mexico (Agave atrovirens seems to be 
the principal one). The liquid. called "agua miei". is subject to spontaneous 
fermentation. which changes it into agave~wine: the popular and famous 
Mexican "pulqué". The microflora of fermenting agua miel. photographed 
by LINDNER (20). contains several kinds of organisms. Besides Termo
bacterium mobile, the principal fermenter. several yeasts. lactic~acid 

ferments and acetic~acid bacteria are present in great number. 
According to KLUYVER (15). Termobacterium mobile was also found some 

years ago by ROELOFSEN in fermenting "tuac": the bleeding~juice of the 
amputated spadix of the Asiatic sugar~palm. Arenga saccharifera. It will 
probably also be present in sugar containing juices of other tropical pal ms. 
Af ter fermentation. sweet tuac pro duces sugar~palm wine. known 
as "tuac keras" (W. Java). "sagueer" (Moluccas). or "toddy" 
(Ceylon). During the spontaneous fermentation of tuac the same groups 
and forms of microbes were found by the present author as those represented 
by LINDNER. However. fermentation in the liquid collectèd during the first 
Eew weeks aEter the amputation oE the flower~spike was caused by yeasts; 
whereas tuac collected Erom the same spike a month later showed a proEuse 
development oE T ermobacterium mobile and relatively Eew yeasts. The 
accompanying flora oE lactic~acid- and acetic~acid bacteria was. oE course. 
also present; Leuconostoc species were found already in the very Eirst 
portion oE tuac collected. By conducting the fermentation under anaerobic 
conditions (in totally Eilled stoppered bottles). it was easy enough to get 
rid oE the acetic~acid bacteria. It proved quite diEEicuIt. however. to eliminate 
the lactic~acid ferments. which were present in considerable number and 
showed a tendency to outgrow Termobacterium completely. Dextran
forming lactococci were a particular nuisance in this respect. 

In order to facilitate the resumption of the fermentation~process. 0.1 % 
sodium salt of ascorbic acid was sometimes added with good results to the 
liquid medium in the stoppered bottles. However. the addition of 0.1 % 
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sodium ascorbate to the agar medium in Petri dishes proved to have a 
surprising effect. The presence of this substance in the agar did not 
lead to an enhancement of the growth of T ermobacterium mobile, as was 
expected, but to a complete suppression of the development of lactic~acid 
bacteria 1). The best results were obtained when a sterilized (and sub~ 
sequently neutralized) 5 % solution of ascorbic acid was added to the 
nutrient agar (agar 2.5 %, decoct of germinated seeds of Phaseolus radi~ 
atus, saccharose 2 % ) just before filling the Petri dishes. The agar should 
be inoculated without delay, though the results are the same if the dishes 
are kept in a refrigerator during two or three days before inoculation. A 
longer delay, however, was found to be harmful: neither lactococci nor 
Termobacterium showed any development on sodium ascorbate agar in 
dishes which had been kept for about a week at -+- 10° C. 

The complete suppression of growth of the lactic~acid bacteria by a 
substance such as ascorbic acid was quite unexpected at first sight. In fact, 
it has been common practise for some years past to add reducing com~ 
pounds, such as cysteine and especially sodium thioglycollate (BREWER (4)), 
to nutrient media in order to promote the development of anaerobes. These 
substances, by considerably Iowering the oxidation~reduction potentialof 
the medium, instantly bring about the reduced state needed for the rapid 
start of a fermentation process or, in general. for the uninterrupted growth 
of anaerobes. The organism is commonly inoculated in a culture tube 
with a deep (10 mm) layer of nutrient broth, containing. for instance, 
thioglycollate and may th en be incubated without further precautions 
" under aerobic conditions" . 

The use of ascorbic acid as a reducing agent for the same purpose was 
already recommended by ILLÉNYI and BÜSING (11) in 1939. In 1941 
BÜSING (6) described the very marked improvement in the surface growth 
of Clostridium tetani on ZeissIer blood~agar plates to which 0.1 % of 
sodium ascorbate had been added, when the Petri dishes were kept in an 
anaerobe jar (anaerostat). BÜSING also mentions incidentally, that he did 
not succeed in obtaining any growth of the organism on the same medium 
when the dishes were incubated "under external aerobic conditions". 

It will become c1ear from what follows, that the addition of reducing 
substances to an agar~medium freely exposed to the air, is not only 
completely useless , but actually deleterious to any anaerobic or micro~ 
aerophilic organism, on account of the formation of hydrogen~peroxide at 
the surface of the medium. 

Hydrogen~peroxide, even in very small concentrations, is a powerful 
poison to the living cell and particularly to organisms which are devoid of 
catalase and unable to decompose H 20 2 • 

1) The same result could be obtained, as was establrshcd later on, by the addition 
of gentian-violet 1 : 100.000 to the fermentatian medium or to the nutrient agar. Termo
bacterium, a Gram-negative organism, was not influenced by the conccntration of 
gentian-vio!et used, whereas the Gram-positive !actococci werc complctely Ülhibited. 
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It is interesting to recall to mind the fact, that one of the great pioneers 
in general microbiology, M. W . BEljERINCK (1), was the first to 
demons tra te, already more than half a century ago (1893) and eight years 
before the name of catalase was given to this enzyme by LOEW (22), that 
the in dus trial lactic-acid bacteria do not decompose hydrogen-peroxide; 
"thus forming perhaps the only exception to the general rule. that living or 
dead protoplasm, which has not been heated to 60° c., always decomposes 
th is substance". Other exceptions have been found since then; it has been 
shown that lactic-acid bacteria share the lack of catalase with a) obligate 
anaerobes, b) certain streptococci and sarcinae, e.g. Pneumococci and 
Sarcina ventrieuli (BEIjERINCK (2)) and e) a few other microbes, such as 
Shigella dysenteriae (M'LEOD and GORDON, (24)) and Aeetobaeter 
peroxydans (VISSER 'T HOOFT (31)). According to M'LEOD and GORDON , 

a number of pathogenie organisms, like Vi brio eholerae. Baet. typhosus and 
para-typhosus A. Bact. mal/ei. and Shigel/a paradysenteriae show only 
slight catalase activity. Among the lactic-acid bacteria, dextrancocci are 
not quite catalase-less (BEIjERINCK (3)); neither are propionic-acid bacteria 
(SHERMAN (30)). 

As might be expected, the sensitiveness of the living celI to hydrogen
peroxide runs generally parallel to the presence or absence of catalase; the 
strict anaerobes being the most sensitive, directly followed by lactic-acid 
bacteria and many streptococci (24). The first are inhibited by -t- 0.0003 % 
of H 20 2 , whereas lactic-acid bacteria stand concentrations about ten times 
as high. 

The formation of H 20 2 in the course of oxidation processes is a very 
widespread phenomenon indeed; it is, in fact, the first reduction product 
of molecular oxygen, and appears with great regularity during the 
spontaneous. uncatalyzed oxidation of a great many substances: Nascent 
hydrogen, produced for instanee by electrolysis of water, has been shown 
to give H 20 2 by reacting with dissolved oxygen. SCHALES (27) by 
extremely sensitive methods has been able to show H 20 2 formation during 
the oxidation of hydrogen-sulfide, sodium-hydrosulfite and hydrazine
sulfate. As to the appearance of H 20 2 during the oxidation of organic sub
stances, it will be sufficient to refer to the extensive work of WIELAND and 
FRANKE (32); the substance was demonstrated to occur during the 
autoxidation of leuco-methylene-blue, indigo-white, thiophenol, hydra zo
benzene, pyrocatechol, pyrogallol and dihydroxy-maleic acid. SCHALES (27) 
demonstrated H 20 2 formation during the autoxidation of cysteine. glutathi
one and thioglycollic acid; VON Sz ENT GVÖRGVI (30) found the same 
phenomenon with bis "hexuronic-acid": the future ascorbic-acid. The 
detection of H 20 2 during these autoxidations is made possible by the 
remarkable fact, that H 20 2 itself reacts only slowly with several of the 
reducing substances (MACRAE (23)). This fact was shown by VON SZENT 

GVÖRGVI (30) to apply also to ascorbic acid, stabie against H 20 2 even 
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in the pres en ce of the H z0 2 -specific enzyme, peroxidase! This made it 
possible to use ascorbic acid in a chronometric method for the estimation 
of peroxidase-activity, worked out by the present author (8; 9). 

Finally, hydrogen-peroxide may appear in the course of biochemical 
processes occurring in cell-free enzyme systems as weU as within the cell. 
It is formed regularly in the course of enzyme-catalyzed dehydrogenations 
in which free oxygen is capable to serve as a hydrogen-acceptor. 
The enzymes concerned are the so called aerobic- or oxytropic- · or aero
dehydrogenases such as WARBURG's original yeUow enzyme, SCHARDINGER'S 
xanthine-oxidase, KREBS' d-amino-acid-oxidase and MÜLLER's glucose
oxidase. In fact, all these enzymes are now known to be "yellow enzymes", 
i.e. f1avo-proteins (COUL THARD (7); VAN BRUGGEN (5)), characterized by 
their indifference towards H 2S, HCN, CO and other heavy-metal poisons. 
In living cells , therefore, the formation of H Z02 may be expected to occur in 
organisms showing some degree of f1avoprotein respiration, but its presence 
can of course only be detected in organisms which are: a) devoid of 
catalase, so that H 20 Z may accumulate, and b) potentially able to grow in 
an atmosphere containing free oxygen. For the latter reason, H 20 2 pro
duction has never been demonstrated in strict anaerobes, whereas in aerobic 
cultures of pneumococci, some pathogenie streptococci, lactic-acid cocci 
and lactic-acid bacteria the formation of H 20 2 has been demonstrated 
beyond doubt by several investigators (for which see OPPENHEIMER and 
STERN (26)) in different ways. A very ingenious method for the detection 
of the formation of H 20 2 by some kinds of lactic-acid bacteria has recently 
been described by KNETEMAN (18). It is based on the specific resolving 
action of H 20 2 on manganese dioxide under slightly acid conditions. The 
strong resolving power on Mn O 2 of ascorbic acid, even when neutralized 
and buffered, is significant in this respect and might also be explained 
by the generation of H 20 2 during its spontaneous oxidation. 

From the above it will be sufficiently c1ear, that the addition of some 
reducing agent to a thin layer of nutrient agar freely exposed to the air 
will result in an effect quite opposite to the purpose in view: the lowering 
of the oxidation-reduction potential. Such an addition is equivalent to a 
continuous supply of small quantities of H 20 2 , generally slow enough to 
be destroyed during the development of organisms provided with a fair 
amount of catalase. H, however, the nutrient agar is set aside for some time 
before being inoculated, the amount of H 20 2 accumulated may be bacteri
cidal even to these organisms. This was indeed observed during the 
experiments with the mixture of Termobacterium and lactic-acid strepto
cocci: af ter having been kept for some days in the ice-box, the medium had 
become unsuitable to Termobacterium as weil as to the lactic-acid cocci. 

These deductions are fully corroborated by the discovery of a virucidal 
activity of ascorbic acid reported to exist against different viruses in vitro, 
i.e. poliomyelitis- (JUNGEBLUT (12)), vaccin a- (KUGLER and BERNKOPF (14) ) 
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and influenza A-virus KNIGHT and STANLEY (19)). This viru
cidal action was proved by KLEIN (13) to be equally due to the formation 
of H 202 during the aerobic decomposition of ascorbic acid; it could be · 
reproduced by the addition of corresponding quantities of H 202 and it 
could be annihilated by rabbit-blood catalase. 

In the preceding pages mention has been made of the generation of H 202 

by several flavoproteins during their enzymatic activity, i.e. in the presence 
of their specific substrate and of oxygen. Consequently, the addition of 
d-amino-acids together with d-amino-acid oxidase to the medium should 
prove to be bactericidal, and so should MÜLLER's glucose-oxidase in the 
presence of glucose, etc. 

In fact, this last case has already heen met with during investigations 
on the penicillin-production of Penicillium notatum. From some cultures of 
th is mould a filtrate was obtained, which showed bactericidal action against 
Staphylococcus aureus, (a catalase-positive aerobe!) only in the presence 
of glucose; at the same time gluconïc acid was formed. The bactericidal 
product was first ca lied Penicillin A to distinguish it from "reai" Peni
cillin; later on it was named Notatin to avoid con fusion (COUL THARD 
(7) ), and very probably the same substance was examined and called 
Penicillin B by another group of investigators (VAN BRUGGEN et al (5)). 

Wh en purified, this Notatin proved to be an aero-dehydrogenase 
belonging to the flavoproteins and at least very similar to the glucose
oxidase, which MÜLLER (25) had found in the mycelium of Aspergillus 
niger and "Penicillium glaucum" (whatever the species designated hy th is 
name may have been! ) 

Finally SCHARDINGER's xanthine-oxidase, the flavoprotein of milk, 
catalyzing the oxidation of hypoxanthine to uric acid in the presence of 
air, has been shown by GREEN and PAULI (10) to possess a bactericidal 
activity analogous to that of notatin; once mote the bactericidal 
action could be traced down to the H 202' appearing during the activity of 
the enzyme in the presence of oxygen. 

Summary. 

The selective inhibition of lactic-acid bacteria, wh en sown on nutrient 
agar to which 0.1 % of sodium ascorbate has been added, is caused by 
hydrogen-peroxide, generated during autoxidation of the ascorbic acid. 
Hydrogen-peroxide is a powerful bactericide for all kinds of micro-organ
isms; especially catalase-negative microbes, i.e. strict anaerobes and the 
facultative aerobes constituting the group of lactic-acid ferments are very 
sensitive to H 20 2; they are inhibited by concentrations of the order of 
0.001 % (1 : 105 ). This concentration will be easily attained by the presence 
of reducing suhstances, which, being liable to autoxidation in the presence 
of air, will give rise to H 202' which accumulates in the nutrient agar. 
This H 202 will first of all inhihit catalase-negative organisms able to grow 
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in the presence of oxygen, i.e. lactic-acid bacteria. Wh en the dishes are 
stored some time before inoculation, the amount of H 20 2 generated mayalso 
become harmful to catalase-positive organisms. 

Thus, lactic acid ferments, which are easily obtainable, are exceptionally 
suitable to demonstrate the H 20 2-type of bactericidal action. The bacteri
cidal action of flavoproteins in the presence of their specific substrates and 
of oxygen is also known to be due to H 20 2 formation. In the same way 
virucidal action in vitro by ascorbic acid is proved to be a H 20 2 poisoning 
of the virus. 
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Anatomy. - Occurrence of mitotic divisions in glomeruli in the kidney of 
pregnancy. By PH. H . HARTZ. (Curaçao N.W.!.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26, 1949.) 

Although it has been known since many years that the significant 
lesions of " the kidney of pregnaney", i.e. eclampsia and prae eclampsia, 
are to be found in the glomeruli, th ere still exists much difference of 
opinion with ·respect to their morphology and nature. TH. FAHR (as quoted 
by BELL (1) and MASTBOOM (2)) found that in eclampsia the glomeruli 
were enlarged and ischaemie. The wa lIs of ·the capillaries were swollen, 
the eellborders were ill~defined and sometimes the nuclei seemingly had 
disappeared. Only exceptionally was an increase of endothelial nuclei 
observed, which FAHR attributed to an associated infection. FAHR 
eonsidered the lesions as degenerative and for th is reason used the term 
glomerulonephrosis as designation. It should be noted that FAHR did not 
use modern methods for the staining of the basement membranes of the 
glomerular capillaries. 

BAIRD and SHAW~DuNN (3) and KELLAR, ARNOTT and MATHEw (4), 
using the azocarmine~aniline blue stain, found in eclampsia and prae 
eclampsia ischaemia and a moderate enlargement of the glomeruli, swelling 
of the endothelial ce lIs and sometimes an increase of endothelial nuclei. 
There was also swelling and sometimes fibrillation of the eapillary 
basement membranes. The authors considered the lesions as inflammatory. 
BELL (I, 5) using the same technic, found in fatal cases of eclampsia a 
marked narrowing of the glomerular capillaries, caused usually by an 
increase in thickness of the capillary basement membranes but sometimes 
by a inerease of endothelial eells. Some inerease of endothelial cells was 
found in many cases and occasionally th is increase was rather striking but 
never pronounced enough to warrant a dia gnosis of acute glomerulone~ 
phritis. Originally BELL ( 1) was inclined to eonsider the increase of 
endothelial cells as an inflammatory phenomen, that is, a form of glomerulo~ 
nephritis. He also stressed its frequent occurrence. Later on he changed 
his opinion and stressed the degenerative nature of the glomerular 
lesions (5). 

Recently Me. MANus (6) investigated the glomerular lesions in 16 cases 
of eclampsia with his periodic acid~Schiffs rea gent technic (7, 8) and 
came to conclusions which are fundamentally different. In contrast with 
the authors cited before he did not find thickening of the basement 
membranes of the glomerular capillaries or proliferation of the endothelial 
cells but constant swelling and vaeuolation of the cells of the mesangium 
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or axial spaces (9. 10) which sometimes also involved the endothelial 
cells. Me. MANus considers this vacuolation or "reticulation" as the specific 
les ion of the glomerulus in eclampsia. 

It follows from this short review of the literature that one of the 
disputed points is whether proliferation-especially of the endothelial cells
really does occur in the glomeruli of the kidney of pregnancy. Proliferation 
on a restricted scale can only be proved with certainty by the finding of 
mitotic divisions in the cells concerned and for th is the material of the 
authors cited was unsuited since it was obtained from routine autopsies 
and. as BAIRD and SHAW DUNN (3) and KELLAR and associates (4) 
specially mention. already showed autolysis. As I had already been able 
to demonstrate mitoses in glomeruli in glomerulonephritis. malignant 
sclerosis and septicaemia (11) and later in cases of pyelonephritis. pneu
monia and subacute bacterial endocarditis (12) in all of which autopsy 
had been performed within 45 minutes af ter death. it was deemed worth 
while to search for mitoses in the glomeruli of the kidney of pregnancy in 
such cases in which renal tissue could be obtained under the same favorable 
circumstances. 

Material and Methods. 

In case No. 1 autopsy was performed 30 minutes after death. in cases 
Nos. 2. 3 and 4 not more than 5 minutes af ter death. Blocks of renal tissue. 
not more than 3 mm thick. we re cut for fixation. In case No. 1 · the 
Bouin-sublimate mixture was used as fixative; in the other cases the tissues 
were fixed in Stieve's Huid. which in cases Nos. 2 and 4 was modified 
by replacing the glacial acetic acid by a 2 per cent aequous solution of 
trichloracetic acid (13). The blocks of tissue were embedded in paraffin by 
Péterfi's methylbenzoate-celloidin method and the sections stained with 
the periodic acid-Schiffs reagent technic. with Masson's tetrachrome. 
with the azan stain and with orcein. 

Case 1. 

A coloured woman. 32 years old. multigravida. was admitted in the 
hospital with the classic symptoms of eclampsia and died af ter a few 
hours. As the patient had only very recently immigrated from one of the 
British West Indian islands and moreover was not married. no anamnestic 
data were available. 

Gross notes. The liver weighed 2000 grams and showed the 
haemorrhagic necroses typical for eclampsia and an enormous subcapsular 
haematoma. The kidneys weighed 300 gram; in the cortex there we re 
numerous small cysts. on the cut surface the markings we re normal. The 
heart weighed 385 gram; there we re many subendothelial haemorrhages 
in the left ventricuie. especially in the ventricular septum. The uterus 
contained a dead. almost full term child. 
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Microscopie examination of the kidneys. 

The glomeruli varied in size; sometimes they appeared to be smaller 
than normal so that the eapsular spaee was fairly wide. Other glomeruli 
were somewhat enlarged. The epithelial eells were distinet . The eapillary 
basement membranes were very little thiekened. The axial spaees were very 
distinet and the eells eontained in them were eonspieuous and sometimes 
vaeuolated. The eapillaries eontained very little blood ; oeeasionally there 
were a few leukoeytes. In many glomeruli there was an increase of 
endothelial cells in several but not all of the loops. 

In a few glomeruli mitoses were found. All stages of the mitotic division 
were represented ; centrioles and achromatie spindIes were very distinct. 
In some instances they ocurred probably in the eells of the axial spaces. 
but others eould with eertainty be localized inside the capillaries. No 
mitoses were found in the epithelial cells. The lumina of the proximal 
eonvoluted tubules were wide and contained a little precipitate. Their 
epithelium was somewhat swollen and sometimes eontained small vacuoles . 
Neerosis or hyaline droplet degeneration were completely absent. A few 
loops of Henle and dis tal convoluted tubuli contained hyaline casts. 

The small cortical arteries and arterioles were normal; only in the larger 
arteries a slight thiekening of the intima was found. 

Case 2. 

A coloured woman . 32 years old and primigravida. was admitted into 
the hospital with typical eclampsia and died 18 hours after the onset of the 
symptoms. One week before being admitted her urine had been examined 
and was found to be norm al. 

Gross notes. The liver weighed 1600 gm and showed the typical 
haemorrhagic neeroses. The kidneys weighed 327 gm. their color was 
brown with a few greyish spots. On section the markings were not distinct. 
The pyelum of the right kidney was slightly distended. The heart weighed 
250 gm and did not show anything abnormal. 

The uterus contained a dead child the size of which corresponded with 
the ninth month of pregnaney. 

Microscopie examination of the kidneys. 

Only part of the glomeruli were moderately enlarged but many showed 
an increased cellularity. The epithelial eells eould easily be recognized by 
their localization and their typical nuclei . The basement membranes of 
the glomerular capillaries were thin ; the axial spaces were broadened 
and contained very eonspicuous. sometimes large and finely vacuolated 
eells. The capillaries contained very little blood; in many loops the 
endothelial cells were swollen and in some plaees seemed to block the 
lumen. The protoplasm of these swollen epithelial cells was of ten 
vaeuolated. In still other plaees isolated glomerular loops were blocked by 
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swollen endothelial eells and by very thin Eibers which stained red with 
the periodic aeid-Sehiffs rea gent technic. In a few glomeruli mitoses 
were found. They oeeurred in the eells of the axial spaces and in the 
endothelium. No mitoses were found in the glomerular epithelium. 

The lumina of the proximal eonvoluted tubules were wide: they 
eontained only little precipitate. Their epithelium was of normal height: 
in many eells the rods were distinct, in others they were replaeed by small 
oxyphilie granules arranged in rows. In the dis tal eonvoluted tubules and 
in the eolleeting tubules there were acidophilic casts and large accu mul
ations of a strongly acidophilie granular precipitate. Sometimes a cast in a 
dis tal eonvoluted tubule was eovered by flattened epithelial eells. In many 
eolleeting tubules eontaining casts or precipitate there was patehy neerosis 
and desquamation of the epithelium. 

The smaller eortieal arteries and the arterioles were normal. A few 
larger arteries showed some thiek~ning of the intima. 

Case 3. 

A eoloured woman, 17 years old and primigravida, mens. IX entered 
the hospital with the typical symptoms of eclampsia and died af ter a few 
hours. No anamnestic or dinical data were available. At autopsy haemor
rhagic neeroses were found in the liver. 

Microscopie examination of the kidneys. 

Part of the glomeruli were moderately enlarged and there was sometimes 
a definitely inereased eellularity. The epithelial eells were larger than 
normal: and sometimes eontained small hyaline droplets. The basement 
membranes of the capillaries appeared as thin, sometimes wrinkled lines. 
The axial spaces eontained large eonneetive tissue eells with finely 
vaeuolated protoplasm. The capillaries eontained very little blood, many 
loops were plugged by swollen endothelial eells also with vaeuolated 
protoplasm. In other loops the endothelial eells were smaller but the lumina 
were eompressed by the broadened axial spaces. Sometimes the peripheral 
part of a loop eonsisted of an inextrieable mass of eells and very thin fibers. 

Mitoses were found in both the eells of the axial spaces and in the 
endothelium. Sometimes 2 mitoses were observed in the seetion of one 
glomerulus. 

There was some slight swelling of the epithelium of the proximal 
eonvoluted tubules. The bioodvessels did not show pathologie changes. 

Case 4. 

A eoloured woman, 36 years old and VII gravida, entered the hospital 
beeause of albuminuria and gross edema of the legs. At the end of every 
previous pregnaney she had suffered from albuminuria, hypertension and 
edema but had always eompletely reeovered after delivery. On admission 
the blood pressure was 230/140. One day af ter admission she beeame 
comatose and died suddenly. 
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Case l. Mitosis in endothelial cello 
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Case 1. Mitosis in cell in axial space. 
Masson 's tetrachrome with Fastgreen 
F.C.F. 

Case 2. Mitosis in cell in axial space. 
Periodic acid-Schiff s reagent technic. 

Case 3. Mitosis in endothelial cello 
Periodic acid-Schiffs reagent technic. 

Case 4. Mitosis in endothelial cello There is 
some fibrillation of the basement 
membrane. 
Periodic acid-Schiff s reagent technic. 

Case 4. Mitosis in ceU in the axial space. 
Masson's tetrachrome with Fast 
Green F. C. F. 

Case 3. Swollen and Bnely vacuolated 
endothelial cello 
Periodic acid-Schiffs reagent technic. 
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Gross notes. The kidneys weighed 422 gm. the cortex was swollen aild 
pale. The pyelum of the right kidney was slightly distended. The liver 
weighed 1940 gm and did not show necroses or haemorrhages. The heart 
was hypertrophic and weighed 404 gm. 

A living. almost full term child. which died shortly afterwards. was 
removed from the uterus at the beg inning of the autopsy. 

Microscopie examination of the kidneys. 

The majority of the glomeruli we re enlarged; there was also increased 
glomerular cellularity. The glomeruli contained very little blood and an 
occasional glomerulus appeared to he solid. A fewepithelial cells showed 
hyaline droplet degeneration. There was some "reticulation" of the axial 
spaces. The capillary basement membranes were thin; the number of 
endothelial cells of many loops was definitely increased and many en do
thelial cells were swollen. There we re very few glomeruli which showed 
some shrinking combined with a thickening of the capillary basement 
membranes. 

Mitoses in the glomeruli were found fairly easily in the endothelium 
as well in the cells of the axial spaces; sometimes 2 mitoses were observed 
in the section of one glomerulus. They were found in all stages. The 
tubuli were wide and contained a little granular precipitate. There was 
no degeneration of the tubular epithelium. A few mitoses were observed 
in the epithelium of the proximal convoluted tubuli. 

Hyaline degeneration of the arterioles was completely absent; in the 
larger arteries there was sometimes a slight thickening of the intima and 
occasionally a duplication of the inner elastic membrane. 

Discussion. 

In the first 3 cases the diagnosis "eclampsia" was obvious; in case no. 2 
there existed probably haemoglobinuria and microscopically lesions usually 
present in "lower nephron nephrosis", but here on a restricted scale. were 
found in addition to the glomerular lesions; a combination which is not 
in frequent in eclampsia (14). In case no. 4 the clinical diagnosis was 
praeeclampsia; the fact that apart from slight changes in the larger arteries 
and a few shrunken glomeruli the renallesions were identical with those 
found in the other 3 cases and that, apart from the hypertrophic heart no 
other pathologie changes were found at autopsy. makes the diagnosis 
reasonably certain. 

From the microscopie examination several facts emerge. In accordance 
with the findings of BELL (1. 5) and of BAIRD and SHAW DUNN (3) the 
tubuli showed very little pathologic changes. It is therefore very probable 
that the severe degenerative lesions observed by FAHR were. in so far as 
he was not dealing with cases of beginning cortical necrosis, caused by 
autolysis . 
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The changes observed in the glomeruli consisted of the vacuolation of 
the axial spaces, first described by Mc. MAN US, occasional fibrillation of 
the capillary basement membranes, swelling of the endothelial cells and 
the presence of mitotic divisions in both the cells of the axial spaces and 
in the endothelial cells. Thickening of the capillary basement membranes, 
wh en present, was discrete. There were no mitoses in the glomerular 
epithelial cells. 

The finding of mitotic divisions in glomeruli in the kidney of pregnancy 
has never been reported before. Since mitoses are irrefutable proof of 
proliferation the significance of proliferation in glomeruli has to be 
considered. A review of modern textbooks and monographs (5, IS, 16, 17, 
18, 19) shows that proliferative manifestations are considered the most 
important and prominent feature of inflammation of the glomerulus in clinical 
acute glomerulonephritis and in the subclinical glomerulonephritis of ten 
found in various infections. The proliferation of the endothelial cells is the 
most striking, but according to Mc. MANUS some of the additional cells are to 
be found in the axial spaces (6). Other manifestations of the inflammatory 
reaction in clinical acute glomerulonephritis consist of swelling of the 
endothelial and sometimes of the glomerular epithelial cells, of discrete 
thickening of the capillary basement membranes with, in later stages, the 
formation of intracapillary fibers, whereas exsudation may be quite 
inconspicuous or al most completely absent. Epithelial crescents are only 
found in combination with haemorrhages (18). In our cases all these features, 
even the formation of intracapillary fibers in an isolated capillary loop, 
were present, though less strikingly so than in clinical glomerulonephritis. 
It is therefore tempting to consider the glomerular changes in the kidney 
of pregnancy as inflammatory. Against this conception two objections 
can be advanced: 1. the constant presence of vacuolation of the axial 
spaces in the kidney of pregnancy, which so far has not been found in 
glomerulonephritis and 2. that in my cases there was glomerulonephritis 
as complication, a suggestion already made by FAHR. Against the first 
objection it can be argued that, as the inflammatory reactions in glomerulo
nephritis and in eclampsia and praeeclampsia are probably due to different 
causative factors, morphologic differences are to be expected as happens 
also in inflammation caused by different infective agents. That nephritis, 
which in Curacao is very rare, should in the absence of infectious processes 
complicate every one of the reported cases is so improbable, that further 
discus sion is superfluous. 

The conception of the glomerular lesions in the kidney of pregnancy as 
inflammatory in nature is certainly not new, but is rendered much more 
probable by the proof that proliferation really occurs. There is certainly 
no reason for describing the glomerular lesions as purely degenerative 
and since, as has already been mentioned, the tubuli show very littIe 
pathologic changes, FAHR's term "glomerulonephrosis", which still figures 
in several textbooks, should be discarded. 
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Summary. 

In four cases of the "kidney of pregnancy" in which autopsy could be 
performed in very favorable circumstances for the subsequent microscopic 
examination. mitotic divisions were found in the glomeruli. They occurred 
in the endothelial cells of the capillaries and in the cells of the axial spaces. 
Sin ce endothelial proliferation in glomeruli is considered the most important 
feature of glomerular inflammation and other lesions. usually found in 
glomerulitis. we re also present. it is suggested that the glomerular lesions 
of the kidney of pregnancy are inflammatory in nature. 
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Chemistry. - Influence of organic compounds on soap and phosphatide 
coacervates - IX 1) - Notes on the action of some organic ring 
systems with and without polar groups on soap coacervates. By 
H. L. Boolj. (Communicated by Prof. H. G. BUNGENBERG DE 

JONG.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

1. Introduction. 

The influence of many organic compounds with apolar group on the 
oleate coacervate has already been measured by BUNGENBERG DE JONG, 

SAUBERT and BOOlj (1937, '38) and ROSENTHAL (1939). These expe~ 
riments were explained by assuming that such molecules exert two opposite 
forces: a "condensing" action of the hydrocarbon chains and an "opening" 
act ion of the polar groups. The picture, however, must be considerably 
more complex as KOETS and BUNGENBERG DE JONG (1938) showed that 
aliphatic hydrocarbons do not fit into this picture (for instance n~octane 
'having a condensing action at low and aft opening action at somewhat 
hig her concentrations). The aromatic hydrocarbons did not show this 
anomalous behaviour. 

Boolj and VELDSTRA (1949) investigated the influence of various hy~ 
drogenated derivatives of naphtalene acetic acid on an oleate coacervate 
at high PH and found that decahydronaphtalene acetate had a much 
stronger (opening) action than less hydrogenated derivates of naphtalene 
acetate. This might be explained by assuming that the decalin nucleus 
shows a stronger affinity to the apolar part of the oleate micelle than the 
naphtalene nucleus. The action of these relatively small ions is for a large 
part determined by the amount of these anions taken up in the soap 
micelles (cf. the difference between nonylate and undecylate; Boolj and 
BUNGENBERG DE JONG showed that a large percentage of nonylate added 
to an oleate coacervate remained in the watery medium, whereas undecylate 
is taken up strongly in the micelles ). In the case of decahydronaphta~ 
lene acetate (stronger affinity to the non~polar part of the micelles ) a 
greater uptake in the micelles would take place as compared with naphta~ 
lene acetate, resulting in a stronger action. This difference led us to the 
idea to compare the influence of naphtalene and decalin (which, however, 
proved to be reverse; see section 2). Alter that it seemed worth while to 
investigate the action of other nuclei (especially heterocyclic ones). 

1) This series was published under the name: "Einfluss organischer NichtelektroLyte 
auf Oleat- und Phosphatidkoazervate" in Protoplasma 28, 498. 543 (1937); 29.481. 536; 
30, I, 53. 206 (1938), and under the name: "lnfluence of organic compounds on oleate 
and phosphatide coacervates" in Bioch. Bioph. Acta 3, 242 (1949). 
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2. On the action of some aromatic. alicyclic and heterocyclic nuclei. 

To 70 mI oleate solution (10 9 Na-oleate + 525 mI H 20 + 25 mI KOH 
5 mol) the desired quantity of the organic substance is added, after which 
the solution is gently rolled in order to dissolve the added compound. 
Sometimes this will take a whole day. Then varying amounts of KCI were 
added according to the following scheme: 

(5 mI oleate solution 
)x mI KCI 3.8 n 
((14 - x) mI H 20. 

The mixtures were thoroughly shaken and set in a thermos ta te of 25° C. 
Next day the volumes of the coacervates formed were read and plotted 
against the KCI concentration (see for the method also B00l1 and 
BUNGENBERG DE JONG, 1949). Organic substances shift this KCI-curve and 
th is shift - expressed in KCI concentration (moIll) - is taken as a 
measure of the action of the substance added. The shift may go to lower 
KCI concentrations (-; "condensing action") or to higher (+; "opening 
action") . 

The condensing action of decalin appears to be appreciably smaller 
than that of naphtalene and tetralin (fig. 1). One would not ex peet this 

shift (mol! J) 

.10 

.20 

.30 

.5 

co 

1.0 
mmolIl 

Fig. 1. Condensing action of naphtalene. tetralin and decalin on an oleate coacervate. 
Abcis = concentration of added substance, ordinate = shift of the coacervation curve 

expressed in KCI concentration. 

af ter the experiments of Boolj and VELDSTRA (1949). They explained 
the difference between decahydronaphtalene acetate and naphtalene
acetate by supposing that the former compound is taken up more readily by 
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the micelle as the affinity of the decalin nucleus to the apolar part of the 
oleate micelIe is somewhat greater than that of the naphtalene ring system. 
In the case of naphtalene and decalin. however. one may safely assume 
that both substances are taken up to a large extent into the micelles and 
it is not yet clear why the situation is exactly the reverse of that with the 
acetates. 

With heterocyclic ring systems the results are easily explained. One 
wciuld suppose that the exchange of a carbon atom of an aromatic ring for 
another atom will result in a decrease of the action. This decrease will be 
greatest with N. less with 0 and still less with S. Generally speaking 
the aromatic character of the resulting heterocyclic ring grows stronger in 
this direction. Especially the NH group will give the compound a more 
polar character (for instance furane and thiophene resembIe benzene. while 
pyrrol is to be compared with phenol). Fig. 2 and 3 demonstrate this 
clearly. Introduction of a N~atom into a ring results in a marked decrease 
of activity (cf. indole - indene; quinoline and isoquinoline - naphtalene). 

shift (mol /I) 

.10 

·20 

·30 

.40 

2 m mol/l 

Fig. 2. Influence of heterocyclic ring systems (coumarone and indoIe) on an oleate 
coacervate as compared with that of indene. 

This decrease is much smaller or absent with the O~atom (cf. coumarone~ 
indene). We got the impression that furane has a smaller activity than 
thiophene. but we could not prove that beyond doubt. The difference 
between acridine and diphenyleneoxyde was easily demonstrated. Pyridine 
and piperidine distinguish themselves markedly (fig. -4). IE it may be 
assumed that at high PH (we worked at a PH 12-13) the polar groups 
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are not dissociated. the most important difference of these molecules would 
be their aroma tic or alicyclic character. Then here too the substance with 
the alicyclic ring has the strongest action. This would lead to the idea that 

shift (mol/I> 

5 1.0 mmolIl 

Fig. 3. The action of quinoline. isoquinoline. acridine and diphenyleneoxyde on the 
oleate coacervate as compared with naphtalene. 

shift (mol/ t) 

.02 

+ 

o 

.02 

·04 

.06 

2 J 4 5 
mmol/I 

Fig. 4. Influence of pyridine as compared with piperidine and of thiophene on the 
oleate coacervate. Note that the action of these small molecules is much Ie ss than that of 
bigger molecules. (Au opening action (pyridine) is expressed by the sign +. a condensing 

action by - .) 
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a suhstance with an alicyclie ring has the strongest action provided apolar 
group is part of the molecule. Wh en the compounds have no polar groups 
(fig. 1) the reverse will he true. 

Finally we found that imidazole, piperazine and pyrazole had no 
influenceon the coacervate in the concentrations measured (up to 1 m mol) . 
Here it may he supposed that the suhstanceadded will he found practically 
exclusively in the watery medium, so that the action on the mieelles is very 
slight. 

3. The influence of introduction of apolar group. 

First we measured the action of the isomerie methylcyclohexanols as 
compared with cyclohexanol and cyclohexanon (fig. 5). The place of the 
methylgroup influences the action, the longest molecule having the greatest 

shift (mol/I) 

.10 

.20 

2 
mmolIl 

Fig. 5. The action of ring systems with apolar group depends on the nature of the 
polar group (cyclohexanon < cyclohexanol). the hydrophilic-hydrophobic balance 
(cyclohexanol < methylcyclohexanol) and the leng th of the molecule (see the difference 

between the isomerie methyl cyclohexanols). 

activity. It had been found already that the keton-group diminishes the 
"condensing" action if introduced in stead of an OH-group (BUNGENBERG 

DE JONG et al., 1938). 
These results were in accordance with former puhlications in this field. 

An investigation of terpenes and related suhstances showed a somewhat 
surprising phenomenon (fig. 6). This fact was the relatively low conden
sing activity of pinene and d-limonene. A priori one would not expect th at 
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menthol. borneol and terpineol have astrongel' action than the apolar 
substances mentioned. IE we would try to explain these facts along the lines 

shift (mol/I) 

20 

.5 1.0 mmolil 

Fig. 6. The action of pinene, d-Iimonene, camphor, borneol, menthol, thymol, terpineof 
(mixture of isomers) and terpinhydrate (mixture of isomers) on an oleate coacervate. 

formerly developed, it would be necessary to assume that a double bond 
ex erts a stronger opening action thans an OH-group, which is contrary to 
many known facts. So it seems evident that another factor plays a part 
here. 

Many facts have been found to be exactly as expected. Obviously 
borneo I has a much stronger activity than camphor (difference of alcohol 
and keton-group). Introduction of a second OH diminishes the action very 
markedly (see terpinhydrate). The difference between thymol and menthol 
must be ascribed to the high PH at which these experiments were performed. 
Then the aromatic OH-group will be present in the dissociated phenolate 
form , which must result in a much smaller action. 

4. Experiments on a coacervate of cetylsulfate. 

It might be possible that the difference in action of naphtalene and 
decalin (see fig. 1) is based on astrong affinity of the aromatic nucleus 
to the double bond of the oleate molecule. Then a coacervate of a soap with 
a saturated carbon chain should show the reverse phenomenon. Obviously, 
this explanation would not help us to see why an alicyclic nucleus with a 
polar group does act more strongly than a similar aromatic derivative. An 
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experiment with a coacervate of cetylsulfate showed that the phenomenon 
is in thatcase exactly the same (fig. 7). 

shift (mol/I) 

.05 

.10 

.5 1.0 
mmolIl 

Fig. 7. The influence of naphtalene etc. on a coacervate of cetylsulfate is comparabie 
to that on an oleate coacervate. Here the activity is expressed in the shift of the 

NHtCI curve. 

One must work at a high temperature to coacervate a solution of cetyl~ 
sulfate. The method we used was as follows: 5 9 Na~cetylsulfate was 
dissolved in 200 mI distilled water and kept at a temperature above 600 C, 
as otherwise the soap will crystallize. Here too, as in the case of our ex~ 
periments with oleate, a certain amount of the substance to be measured is 
added to a known volume of the soap solution (20 mI) and dissolved. Then 
we make the following mixtures: 

l
x mI NH"CI 5 n 
(7 -- x) mI H 2 0 
3 mI cetylsulfate solution. 

The cetylsulfate is added to the salt-water mixture when the latter has 
reached the temperature of the thermostate in which the experiments are 
performed (660 C). These mixtures are weIl shaken and because of the 
high temperature heavy test tubes with ground glass stoppers have been 
used. Next day the volumes of the coacervates formed are read and plotted 
against the concentration of NH4CI. As usuaIly, the shift of the coa~ 
cervation curve under the influence of the added substance is taken as a 
measure of the activity of that substance. 
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Fig. 7 shows that the relation between naphtalene and decalin is 
exactly as with the oleate coacervate. This means that the double bond 
in the oleate molecule does not play an important part as regards th is 
phenomenon. 

We had the opportunity to investigate with this coacervate some other 
questions which arose during our experiments with oleate coacervates. The 
relation between borneo I and camphor (fig. 8) is comparable with that on 

shift (mol/I) 

.05 

.10 

5 1.0 
mmol!1 

Fig. 8. Activi ty of a and fJ naphtol, naphtalene. camphor. borneol, menthol and thymol 
with a cetylsulfate coacervate as substratum. Note the much more pronounced activity 

of thymol as compared with that on oleate (fig . 6). 

the oleate coacervate (fig. 6) . Here too the keton group diminishes the 
condensing activity. As in th is coacervate the PH is in the neighbourhood 
of the neutral point (NH4CI was used as salt, while no KOH was added 
to the soap) one would expect that thymol and menthol wiII not show 
such diverging actions as with oleate (cf. fig. 8 and 6). This proved to 
be the case, menthol having a slightly stronger action, in agreement with 
the ru Ie that an alicyclic compound with apolar .group has a stronger action 
than the related aroma tic one. Experiments on the naphtols gave us one 
more example of substances with apolar group with a stronger action than 
the parent substance (cf. the ex am pies menthol, terpineol etc. already men~ 
tioned ; there it was not possible to compare them with their real parent 
substances ). Of course, {3 naphtol is somewhat more active than a naphtoI. 
as its molecule is somewhat longer (see also BoolJ and VELDSTRA 1949. 

72 
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page 265 for the diHerence between naphtalene (1) and naphtalene (2) 
derivatives) . 

5. Discussion. 

Two main points may be derived from our experiments: 
a) The diHerence between alicyclic and aromatic nuclei is rather com

plicated, as the action depends on the fact whether apolar group is bound 
to the molecule. Without polar group the aromatic nucleus has a stronger 
action than the similar alicyclic ring, while with apolar group the alicyclic 
derivative is the stronger one. The phenomenon that an alicyclic ring 
without apolar group has a lower condensing action than the comparable 
aromatic one seems to be a genera I rule. For example, o-xylol and dime
thylcyclohexane behave in the same manner (fig. 9). 

shift (mol/I) 

.30 

2 
mmol/I 

Fig. 9. The action of dimethylcyclohexanol on oleate as compared with that of o-xylol. 

b) Some substances with apolar group exert a stronger action than 
their parent substances (cf. naphtol and naphtalene). a fact which is not 
in accordance with rules formerly laid down. 
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Several facts led to the conclusion (BoOlj, 1949) that organic molecules 
may act in two ways on an oleate micelle. A substance like benzene might 
act a) in between the parallel carbon chains of the soap molecules and b) it 
might form a layer between the CH3 end groups of these molecules resulting 
eventually in the weIl known "sandwich" micelle of Hess et al. (1941). 

When we ask ourselves what molecular properties would give a pre~ 

ference to action a or b, we may start from the action of fatty anions on 
the oleate coacervate (BoOlj and BUN GEN BERG DE JONG, 1949). This actiop 
can only be explained hy assuming that the fatty anions added will be 
arranged parallel to the carbon chains. This seems logical as strong forces 
will oppose the introduction of the charged polar group into the apolar 
in si de of the micelles. An investigation of the homologous series of normal 
alcohols 2) led to the same conclusion as regards the OH group. Obviously, 
in these cases the polar group serves as a kind of anchor, holding the mole~ 
cu Ie in the position between the parallel carbon chains of the soap mole~ 
cules. 

The logical consequence is that without that anchor the added substance 
may be found between the planes of the CH3~groups. So hydrocarbons 
might be expected to concentrate in the latter place. If we now see that 
n~octane (KOETS and BUNGENBERG DE JONG, 1938) shows at low concen~ 
trations a condensing and at higher ones an opening action, then we might 
assume that the concentration of n~octane within the inside of the micelle 
results in an "opening" action. The mechanism of this action (which must 
be distinguished from the opening action of fatty anions ) is far from 
being understood. 

As a working hypo thesis we mayadopt, however, that the action of 
hydrocarbons depends on their distribution within the micelIe, two places 
(between the carbon chains and between the CH3~planes) being available. 
Analogies with the action of compounds with apolar group then teach us 
that concentration at the former place gives a "condensing" action 3) 
while the added substance in the latter place acts as an "opening" com~ 
pound. In the light of this hypothesis the behaviour of alicyclic and aro~ 
matic ring systems loses its enigmatic character. 

The aroma tic nuclei may he seen as somewhat more "polar" than similar 
alicyclic rings. Thus the alicyclic rings (without polar groups) tend to 
concentrate more in the inside of the micelles, in other words they have 
a less pronounced "condensing" action than the aromatic rings. When, 
however, they are provided with apolar group like OH etc. this tendency 
is annihilated and the stronger affinity of the alicyclic ring to the apolar 
chains of the oleate comes to the fore. Here the "condensing" action will 
be stronger than with comparable aroma tic ring systems. 

Our working hypothesis thus throws light on the two points mentioned 

2) Not yet published. 
3) With the exception of long fatty anions. 
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at the beg inning of this section. The difference between alicyclic and 
aromatic rings can easily be understood. Introduction of apolar group 
into a ring system provides astrong preference for the places between the 
carbon chains and prevents the molecule from going to the inside of the 
micelle and exerting its "opening" action. WUh the parent substance the 
action was the sum of a condensing and opening action, resulting from a 
distribution equilibrium between the two places available. It is to be 
expected that this equilibrium will have a different value for various 
hydrocarbons. 

My sincere thanks are due to Prof. H. G. BUNGENBERG DE JONG and 
Or H. VELDSTRA. It is doubtful whether the theoretical explanation of 
the phenomena described would have been developed without the many 
discussions we had on this subject. From the Research laboratory, Com~ 
binatie N.V. en Amsterdamsche, Bandoengsche en Nederlandsche Kinine~ 
fabrieken I received a considerable quantity of cetylsulfate. 

Summary. 

1. With an oleate as well as a cetylsulfate coacervate it was observed 
that aroma tic ring systems (without polar group) have a greater 
"condensing" action than comparable alicyclic ones. 

2. For compounds with apolar group the situation is exactly reversed. 
3. Heterocyclic rings will arrange themselves according to their 

aromatic character, the activity increasing in the range N < 0 < S '< C. 
4. In some cases the introduction of apolar group results in a stronger 

activity than in the parent substance (e .. g. naphtol - naphtalene). 
5. Starting from the working hypothesis that apolar substances have 

essentially two places of action within the soap micelles (a. in between the 
parallel carbon chains and b. between the CH3 planes) the phenomena 
described have been explained. A compound with apolar group is held in 
position a., for substances without apolar group an equilibrium between 
the amounts present at a. and b. will establish itself. Obviously, this 
equilibrium will depend on the molecular structure and presumably on the 
situation in the micelIe. 
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Mathematics. - Existence of Stieltjes integrals. I. By R. F . DENISTON *) 
(Ames, Iowa). (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24, 1949.) 

The purpose of this paper is to extend work of others on the left~ and 
right~Cauchy-Stieltjes integrals, the modified integral of Dushnik and the 
ordinary Stieltjes integral. The present work centers about the proof of 
the necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of the integrals 
in the Pollard-Moore sense. By th en employing a theorem of Getchell 
the corresponding conditions for the existence of integrals in the norm 
sense are given and compared. Conditions are obtained without the usual 
restrictions that functions considered have only discontinuities of the first 
kind. 

Interest arises in these integrals because of their relation to the Lebesgue
Stieltjes and other integrals and from the consideration of generalizations 
of the ordinary Stieltjes integraI 1 ) . 

Interval Functions and Sums 

We suppose the finite functions [( x) and g (x) defined in the interval 
< a, b> (= {x; a:;;; x :;;; b} ). The definition of the various kinds of 
integrals to be considered shall be made to depend on certain functions of 
an interval, which in turn depend on f(x) and g(x). Thus for < t', t" >. 
an arbitrary subinterval of < a , b >. we establish a number U « t', t" » 
corresponding to this interval, which we shall call the value of the function 
of the interval. In the cases to be considered th is takes the form: 

U « t', t" » = [(~)[g( t") - g(t')]. 

where ~ is some prescribed point in < t', t" >. 
The modifications giving rise to different kinds of interval functions now 

center in the multiplier [(~), in particular in the choice of the point ~. 

We shall study the followingcases: 

F( < t', t" » = [(~)[g(t") - g(t/ )] t:;;; ~ :;;; t". 

This is the sum giving rise to the ordinary Stieltjes integral. 

FH « t', t" » = [( t')[g(t") - g( t') ] 

F(+) « t', t" » = [(t") [g (t") - g( t') ] 

*) The writer i~ indebted to Dr. J. RIDDER for valuable advice and criticism. 
1) For these considerations see the writer's Master's Thesis, Washington University, 

St. Louis, Mo., 1948, "Generalizations of the Riemann-Sltieltjes Integral". 
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These give rise to the Left- and Right-Cauchy integrals respectively. 

F(*i « t'. til » = ((~)[g(t")- g(t')] t' < ~ < til 
This is the modified sum of Dushnik. 

IE we wish to leave unspecified the type sum considered in a discussion 
we use the notation F( ~) «t'. til». 

Let now a mode of subdivision which we shall denote by D be formed 
in the interval < a. b > by the points 

a = to < tt < ... < tr = b. 

and let for an interval function F( ~) « t'. til » the following sum be 
formed 

r-I (~, 

I FH « ti. tl+I» = D S [{. g]. 
1=0 

We shall be concerned with the limits of collections of such sums. 

Types of Limits 

The Norm Sense. 

A sequence of modes of subdivision {Dn} will be called normal if the 
length of the longest of the subintervals of Dn tends to 0 as n tends to 
infinity. IE for every normal sequence of subdivisions the sequences of sums 

H 
{Dn S [(. g]} converge to a limit common for all normal sequences we shall 
call the resulting limit the integral in the norm sense and shall denote it 
by N(~) f~ (dg. 

The Pollard-Moore Sense. 

We shall say that D ::> Do when every point of division pertaining to 
Do is a point of division of D. or we shall say that D is a refinement of. 

H 
or is finer than. Do. For a particular manner of definition of D S [(. g] 
we shall say that the set of such sums has the limit. L. in the Moore-Smith 
sense if for arbitrary e: > 0 it is possible to lind a mode of subdivision De: 

H 
such that I D S [(. g] - L 1< e: for all D such that D ::> De:. The 
resulting limit will be ca lIed the integral in the Pollard-Moore sense and 
denoted by o(~)f~ [dg. (The name POLLARD is usually included because the 
integral studied by him has essentially th is definition.) 

Summary of Principle Results 

In this paper necessary and sufficient conditions are established for the 
existence of integrals f~ (dg based on several types of interval functions 
and taken in both the norm and Pollard-Moore senses. and where ( is 
initially restricted only by the condition of being bounded on the interval 
< a. b > with 9 a function of bounded variation on this interval. We shall 
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seek the conditions or restrictions on the behaviour of f with relation to the 
function g. Because of the amount of work which has been done by 
others 2) much of the present study is concerned with the establishment of 
the conditions (Theorem 1) for the existence of the integrals taken in the 
Pollard-Moore or a-sense for the interval functions F(-) « t', t" » and 
Ft+) ( < t', t" » which we shall call the Left-Cauchy and the Right-Cauchy 
integral respectively. These integrals have been studied for the case: 
f bounded with only simple discontinuities and 9 non-decreasing in 
< a, b >, by PRICE [7], who shows that if f and gare restricted in this 
manner both the Left- and Right-Cauchy integrals exist. In the present 
paper results thought to be new in the form of the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the existence of these integrals when f is initially restricted 
only by the condition of being bounded are obtained. 

Using the conditions for the existence of the' Cauchy integrals in the 
a-sense it is then easy to prove (Theorem 3) the conditions given by 
SCHAERF [8] for the existence of these integrals in the norm sense. This is 
accomplished by the employment of a theorem of GETCHELL [3]. Theorem 
2 determines a condition of pseudo-additivity for these integrals needed for 
the application of Getchell's theorem. 

Theorem 4 gives the corresponding necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the Pollard-Moore ordinary integral. These agree with weIl known 
results and correspond in accordance with the theorem of Getchell with 
the result obtained by Bliss for the ordinary Riemann-Stieltjes integral. 

Theorem 5 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of the modified integral of Dushnik. based on the interval function 
F(*) « t', t" », in the Pollard-Moore sense. Theorem 6 gives the cor
responding conditions in thc norm sense. 

Definitions of Auxiliary Functions. 

In the sequel we shall make use of the following definitions: 
(a, b> is the half closed interval {x; a < x ;;:;; b} similar for < a, b), etc. 
h, the saltus function of 9 (function of the jumps). 
hl , [h r ], the saltus function formed from the Ie ft [right] discontinuities of g. 
gc(x) = g(x)- h(x), the continuity function of g. 
gt{x) = g(x)- ht{x) [g,(x) = g(x)- h,(x)] the left [right] continuity 
function of g. 
H 
/.). g(x) = g(x)- g(x-O) . 
(+) 

Lig(x) = g(x + O)-g(x). 
H (+) 

L1 g(x) = g(x + 0)- g(x-O) . (Similar for 6 h(x), 6. h(x). etc.) 
IC I is an arbitrary interval, < t', t" >, 9 (I) = 9 ( t") - 9 (t'), and similarly 
for h (I), hL(I) , etc. 

2) See T . H. HILDEBRANDT [4] for bibliography of work prior to 1938. Numbers 
in brackets refer to Bibliography at end of th is paper. 
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IE N is a set of points, g. (N) will d~note the outer g·measure (infinitely 
additive) of N. 
We denote by M a bound for 1 {Ion < a, b >. 

The Left. and Right.Cauchy-Stieltjes Integrals in the Pollard-Moore Sense 

We prove in th is section the theorem of existence for the Left.Cauchy
Stieltjes integral. A corresponding theorem holds for the Right.Cauchy
Stieltjes integral. 

Theorem 1. In the case of { bounded, 9 of bounded variation in 
< a, b> for the existence of the integral oH f~ {dg the following conditions 
are necessary and sufficient: 

(a). In every point of the interval (a, b> in which gis discontinuous 
on the left the function ( has a left limit, f (x-O) . 

(b) . The set of points in (a, b > which are left.sided discontinuities 
of the function ( is a null set with respect to gc(x) 3). the continuity 
function of g. 

Proof. Condition (aJ is necessary. IE not, let t be a point of (a, b> 
H 

such that /:::,. g(t) > 0 and for which it is supposed that {(t-O) d~s 
not exist. It will be shown that there is an € Eor which there is no D€ in 
the Moore-Smith sense. For let D€ be such a subdivision Eor an arbitrary 
choice of €. Th en whenever D', D" :::> D€ we have 

H H 
1 D' S [f, g] - D" S [f. g] 1 < €. 

Let D€ consist of the points 

a = to < t1 < ... < t, = b. 

Let the integer m€ be determined by the relation 

tm€ < t-= tm€+J. 

• . (1) 

Since {( t-O) does not exist, there will exist two sequences of points {x j} 
and {Yk} such that 

lim XJ = lim Yk = tand lim ((XJ) = ft. lim f(ylc) = (2' J..... k..... J..... k ..... 

where f1-f2 = 2p> o. Integers rand k· can now be Eound sufficiently 
large so that the following several relations are satisfied: 

f(xJo)-f(ylco) > p, tm€ < XjO < YkO < t. 
Ig (xJo)-g(t-O)l < 'l/2. Ig(YkO)-g (t-O) 1 < 1)/2 and Ig(xJo)-g(Yko) 1 < 1)/2 
for arbitrary 1) > O. 

3) By definition a nulI set with respect to y c (x) is a set whose measure with respect 
to the total variation of yc{x) is equal to O. 
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Now let DE be composed of the points of Df. and the points tand x j.: 
DË of the points of Df. and the points tand Yk •. We have 

(-) ( - ) 

D' S [{. g]-D" S [{. g] = ((tmf.) [g (Xj.)-g (tmf.)] + ((Xj.) [g(t)-g(Xj.)] 

-((tmf.) [g(Yk.)-g(tmf.)]-{(Yk.) [g(t)-g(Yk.)] 

= [((Xj.)-f(Yk.)]· [g(t)--g(Yko)] 

+ [((tmf.)-g(Xjo)], [g(Xjo)-g(Yko)]. 

Therefore, by the above choice of j* and k* and if M is a bound for 
! [ I on < a, b > . 

(-) (-) (-) 

I D' S -D" SI ~ p(b. g(t)-1'J)-M1'J. 
(-) 

The left-hand side of this inequality is clearly > ~ L. 9 (t) for a suitably 

(-) 

small choice of 1'J. Now jf f. has been chosen less than ~ L. g(t) we have 3 

contradiction with (1). Hence condition (a) is necessary. 

Condition (b) is necessary. Since for all integrals to be considered we 
have the property f [d (gl + g2) = f [dgl + f [dg2 and since as is weIl 
known we ean express ge as the sum of funetions gl and 92, where gl is 
monotonie non-deereasing, and g2 monotonie non-increasing, no loss in 
generality will result jf we suppose ge non-decreasing on < a, b >.4) 
Now we suppose on the eontrary that the integral in question exists while 
also the set L of the points in (a, b> which are points of left-side dis
eontinuity has positive outer ge-measure. We denote by Lp the set of points, 
x, for which there is in every neighborhood a point y lying to the 

00 

lelt of x for which I [(x)-[(y)1 > p . Since L = I LI/n. and since 
n=1 

00 o < g~ ILI-=: I g~ ILI/nl. there is a number p > 0 for which g~ ILpl = mp > O. 
n=1 

Sinee it is assumed that the integral a(-) J~ [dg exists, let for arbitrary 
1] > 0, D1) designate a mode of subdivision having the property that for all 

(-) (-) 

D', D" for which D', D"::> D1) it is true that I D' S [[, g]- D" S [[, g] 1< 1]. 

Suppose that D1) is given by {a = to < tI < ... < tr" = b} and eonsider 
r'l-I 

the set I < ti-è), ti + è) >. By the uniform continuity of ge on < a, b> 
1=1 

we are assured of a è) such that if x and y satisfy I X-Y I < 2è), we have 
I gc(x)- gc(y) I < €/2(1). Using this è) in the definition of the set 

r'l-I 

L~ = L p - I < ti-è), ti + è) > we have that the outer ge-measure of the 
i=1 

set is greater than mp - €f2. Hence by the meaning of outer measure we 

4) Cf. SCHAERF [8]. p. Bi, 90-92. 
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can cover the set L~ by a finite number nl of non~overlapping intervals 
I (o· 1 2 t · f . / • r = , , ... , nv sa IS ymg 

n. ((I) n.. ( (tI L') I ge I/ ) > I ge Ii . p > mp-€. 
1=1 i=1 

r'l-I 

and having no points in common with the set I < tl-(), ti + () >. 
/=1 

Let ()l be the () of uniform continuity for €.In! and let us move each of 
the left end points of the above intervals th is distance to the right. IE any 
interval,/ PI, is shorter than ()l or, af ter the changing of its left end point, 
contains no points of L~, we omit it. We thus form a set of non~over~ 
lapping intervals /~21 at distance ~ ()l apart and for which 

.t ge (If') > ~ g~ (I}21• L~) > mp-2 €.. 
1=1 /=1 

Let al be the new Ie ft end points. We now have the following possibilities: 
(i). To the right of al there is in the interior of /~21 a first point ai Of 

Lp, or 
(ii). In al or to the right of al in the interior of /~21 there is a first point 

ai, of those having the property of being a limit point on the right of 
points of Lp. 

IE (i) holds we take ai as XI. IE (ii) holds there is a point aï of Lp such 
that al' -ai < al and hence ge(aï)-ge(ai) < €.jn2' Designate this point 
as XI. In each case let the right end point be designated as yi. Let 
< XI, yl > = 1~31, i = 1,2, ... na = n2' We have 

n, (31 n. (31 
I ge (It ) > I g~ (I/ ·Lp) > mp-3€.. 

/=1 /=1 

The expression on the right in greater than mpj2 = m > 0 if €. has been 
chosen less than mpl6. 

In resume the last set of intervals satisfy the following conditions: 
They are at positive distances from each other and from any point of D1}. 
The left end points, XI, are points of Lp. Then there is a () > 0 and ei th er 
a point xi or a point xï such that 

(iii) 0 < XI - XI < a and {(XI) - ((xi) > p or 

(iv) 0 < Xi-Xi' < a and ((xi')-((Xi) > p. 

Let the modes of subdivision D' and D" be formed as follows: Both D' and 
D" have all the points of D1} and all {YI}. 
IE (iii) holds for i let Xt be in D' and not in D", 

xi be in D" and not in D'. 
If (iv) holds for i let Xt be in D" and not in D', 

xï be in D' and not in D". 
Then a calculation gives 

(-I (-I 
D' S [f,9]-D" S [f, 9] ~ p . m, 
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which is greater than '7 if '7 has been chosen to be < p . m. Since both D' 
and D" are refinements of D 1J this result contradicts the definition of D1J' 

The conditions are sufficient. 

For integrals in both senses the equality 

(-1: {dh r + (-1: f dh l + (-1: {dgc = (-1: {dg 

follows from the same property for the corresponding sums. F rom the 
existence of the three integrals on the left it will follow that the integral 
on the right exists. We now show the sufficiency of the given conditions 
for the existence of aH f~ {dh I. oH f~ (dh r and aH f~ [dgc. We shall assume 
h, and h, non~decreasing as th is assumption results in no loss of generality. 

(A). The case of aH f~[dhl. 

Let the points {Xi} at which hl is discontinuous be supposed to be 
numbered in the order of decreasing magnitude of 

(-) 

.6.hI(Xi) = ht{Xi)-ht{Xi-O). 

Let for any m. h~m) be the saltus function for which 

H (-) 
.6. h~m) (Xi) = l:J. hI(Xi) (i = 1.2 . .... m) 

and for which l:J.h~m) = 0 for all other x . Let us choose an m so that 

00 (-) 

2 M I t::, hl (Xi) < €/4.. 
i=m+1 

By the assumption of the existence of a left limit. [(Xi-O) at XI. 
i = 1.2 . .... m. we can find points {Yi} such that yi is between Xi and the 
nearest point of the set {Xi} lying to the left of Xi and such that 

I {(Xi-O)-{(Yi) I < m € 

ot I t::, h~m) (Xi) 
1=1 

and such that a similar inequality holds for yi < X ~ Xi. Let D€ consist of 
the {Xi} and {Yi} together with the points a and b. It is clear that the 

( - ) 

intervals {< Yi, XI >} are the only one contributing to D€ S [[. h~m)] and 
that by the choice of the yi we have 

I D (S-) [ (m) m . 1\ Im) ( I 
€ {. hl ] - I ((Xi-O) U hl Xi) < €f4.. . • • (1) 

i=1 

Also by the choice of the yi. for any two refinements D'. D" of D€ we have 

(2) 

(3) 
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By the choice of m we have 

I D' S)[f, h,] - D' S)[f, h~m)] 1< €/4, . 

" H " H (m) ID S[{.h,]-D S[f.h, 11<€/4. ... 
and also 

(4.) 

(5) 

I 
m (-) "" (-) I 

t':J(Xi-O) t::. hdxt)- I:/(XI-O) t::. hdxt} < €/4.. . . (6) 

From (2). (3). (4). and (5) we have 

(-I H 
ID' S [f, h,]-D" S [f, h']l < €. 

which establishes that D€ is a mode of subdivision for € in accordance 
with the Pollard-Moore meaning of limits. 

F rom (1). (2). (4). and (6) we have the additional result 
"" (-) 

oH f! (dh I = I {(XI - 0) t::. h, (XI). 
1=1 

where XI runs over the points of left discontinuity of 9 (or hl). 

(B). The case of aH f~ [dhr. 

In exact 'analogy to h~m) we define h~m) and choose m so that 

2 M Ï .6.' (Xi) < €/2. that is \ 
l=m+1 

• • • (8) 

I 
"" H) m (+) I 

i:1 ((Xi) t::. 9r (XI) - 1:1 ((XI) !:::. 9r(X/) < €/2. 

In the present case let D€ consist of {xl} i = 1.2 ....• m. and a and b. Then 
we have for D€ 

It is easy to see that for D'. Dil :> D€ 
(-) (-) (-) 

D' S [f, h~m)] = D" S [f, h~m1 = D€ S [(. h~m)]. 

By the choice of m 

H H 
I D' S [f, hr] - D' S [f. h~m)] 1< €/2 

or 
(-) m (+) 

I D' S [{, hr] - I {(Xi)!:::. hr(X/) 1< €/2. . • . . (9) 
1=1 

(8) and (9) yield the result 

(-I "" (+1 
ID'S[f,h r]- I {(x/)6h r (X/)I<€ 

1=1 
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showing that aH!~ {dh r exists and 
OIO (+) 

aH !: {dh r = i~1 {(Xi) !::::. h r (Xi) 

where Xi runs over the points of right discontinuity of h r (or of g). 

(C). The case of aH!~ {dg, . 

We form a sequence {En} of step functions defined as follows: For 

a + (b-a)i/n ~ X < a + (b-a) (i + 1)/n, i = O. I .. ... n-I. 

let (n(X) = {(a + (b-a)i/n). n = 1.2 . ... 
The functions (n (x) converge almost everywhere (ge) in < a. b > . { being 
left continuous at all these points except a null set. Moreover. I [n (x) 1< M 
for x in < a. b > . Then. with reference to Me Shane's "Integration", [5]. 
page 276. Theorem 52.20. the Lebesque-Stieltjes integral J<a.b> [dg exists, 
and we have 

lim ! <a b> {ndg, =!<a b> {dg,. n-.. 00 ' J 

Hence for any E: we can find an n' su eh that 

I!<a.b> {n' dg,- !<a.b> {dg, I < E:. 

Let us take for the mode. DE:, 
(n ') (n ') (n') 

a = ta < ti ••. < tn, = b, 

where 

(n') + (b )'1 1 ti = a -a 1 n • i=O.1. 2 ..... n'. 

and for this DE:. we have 
(-) n - I 

DE: S [f, ge] = ~ {(tt) [ge (tt+I)-g, (ti)] 
i=1 

n-I 

= i:1 {n' (X) g~ « ti. ti+I)) = !<a,b> {n,dg,. 

Hence for DE 

showing that a limit is reached in the Pollard-Moore manner. and we have 

aH r: {dg, = !<a.b> {dg,. 



Mathematics. - Existence of Stieltjes integrals. 11. By R. F. DENISTON 
(Ames. lowa). (Communicated by Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of September 24. 1949.) 

The Left~ and Right~Cauchy-Stieltjes Integral in the Norm Sense 

We shall employ the definition of pseudo~additivity of an interval 
function and the theorem given by GETCHELL [3] which gives necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of an integral in the norm sense. 

(-) (-) 
For a specified interval function F (I) we say that F (I) is pseudo~ 

additive at a point z if for x < z < y 

(-) (-) (-) 
lim Lub IF«x. y»-F«x. z»-F«z. y»1 =0. 

x-+z.y-+z 

An interval function will be said to be pseudo~additive on an interval 
< a. b> if it is pseudo~additive at each point of < a. b >. 

(-) 

Theorem of Getchell. For a specified interval function. F (I). for the 
existence of the integral N(-)f~fdg the following conditions are necessary 
and sufficient: 

(-) 

oH f~ (dg exist; and F (I) be pseudo~additive on < a. b >. 
(-) 

Theorem 2. The condition of pseudo~additivity for F (I) is equivalent 
ta the foUowing: 

Condition (q): In each point of (a, b) in which the function g is dis~ 
continuous on the right the function f is continuous on the left. 

Proof. A calculationgives 
(-) (-) (-) 

IF«x. y»-F«x. z»-F«z. y»1 = 
= If(x) [g(y)-g(x)] -f(x) [g(z)-g(x)] -f(z) [g(y)-g(z)] 1 

= Ig(y)-g(z)I·I((x)-((z)l· 

The condition of pseudo~additivity is hence equivalent to: 

Condition (p): 

lim Lub Ig(y)-g(z)I·lf(z)-f(x)1 =0. 
x-+z.x<z 
y-+z.y>z 

We now show that condition (p) implies condition (q). by showing that 
if (q) is not satisfied (p) is not. Let z be a point at which 1 g(z + 0)
_. g(zl > O. and at which f is not left~continuous. Then there is a sequence 
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of points {yn}, yn ~ z, yn>Z, n=1. 2, ... such that IU(yn )-U(z) 1>'6>0, 
and a sequence of points {Xn}, Xn ~ Z, Xn < z, n = 1,2, ... such that 
1 [(z) - [(Xn) I> m. Hence 

lim Lub Iu(y)- U(z) I· 1 [(z)- [(x) I> 0, and condition (p) is 
X-+Z,X<Z 
Y-+Z,y>Z 

not realized. 
We show that condition (q) implies condition (p). For a point of 

(a, b> at which 9 is continuous on the right 

lim (g(y)- U(z» = 0; 
Y-+Z,Y>Z 

hence condition (p) is satisfied a priori. For a point of (a, b> at which 9 
is discontinuous on the right condition (q) requires 

lim ([(x)- [(z» = 0, 
x-+Z,x<Z 

which gives immediately condition (p). 

Theorem 3. In the case of [ bounded, U of bounded variation in 
< a, b> for the existence of NH f~ {dg the following conditions are 
necessary and sufficient: 

(a'). Same as (a) of Theorem 1. 
(b'). The set of points in (a, b> which are left~sided discontinuities 

of the function [ is a null set with respect to the left~side continuity 
function, UI, of g. 

(This theorem has been proved by SCHAERF [8].) 

Proof. In accordance with the theorem of Getchell it is sufficient to 
show that condition (b') is equivalent to the totality of condition (b) of 
theorem 1 and condition (q) of theorem 2. We consider separately severaI 
sets of points which together exhaust (a, b >. 

For points of (a, b > in which ( is continuous on the Ie ft conditions (b) 
and (b') make no assertion, and condition (q) is trivially satisfied. 

Let the set L 1 consist of points of (a, b > in which f is discontinuous on 
the left and 9 is discontinuous on the right. If both (b) and (q) hold for 
L1' by (q) ( is left~continuous whenever U is right~discontinuous; and 
hence L 1 is null. This implies (b'). On the other hand if (b') holds L 1 is 
a null set with respect to gl. This requires that L 1 have no points in which 
U is right~discontinuous. Then this also requires L1 is nulJ. which gives 
both (b) and (q) true for the set L 1• 

Let the set L2 consist of points of (a, b > in which ( is discontinuous 
on the left and 9 is continuous on the right. IE z is a point of L2 

Hence the gc~measure and gl~measure of the point is the same. Then (b) 
is the same as (b') for L 2 • Condition (q) does not concern L 2 • 
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The sets considered exhaust the points of (a. b >. and thus the proof 
is complete. 

The Stieltjes Integral in the Pollard-Moore Sense 

Theorem 4. In the case of { bounded. 9 of bounded variation in 
< a. b > for the existence of the integral 0 f~ {dg the following conditions 
are necessary and sufficient: 

(a"). On each side of each point of (a. b) and the right side of a and 
left side of b if 9 is discontinuous the function { is continuous. 

( b") . T he points of (a, b) in which { is discontinuous is a null set 
with respect to the continuity function of g. 

Proof. The conditions are necessary. 
Firstly. it is necessary that bath aH f~ {dg and o(+)f~ {dg exist. IE we 

let Land R be respectively the set of lelt and right-sided discontinuities 
of { and N be the set of discontinuities of (. it is required by (b) of 
Theorem I that L is a null set with respect to ge in order that oH f~ (dg 
exist. A corresponding condition for the existence of 0(+) f~ {dg gives that 
R is a null set with respect to ge. Hence N is a null set with respect to ge. 
and this is condition (b"). 

From (a) of theorem land the corresponding condition for the existence 
of o(+)f~{dg it follows immediately that at each "side" mentioned in (a") 
f has a sidewise limit. IE { is not sidewise continuous suppose that at a 
point. z. of (e.g.) left discontinuity of 9 (and hence of hL) that f(z-O) 
exists and is different from f (z). Let D€ be a subdivision for € in the sense 
that whenever D'. D" ::::> D€ 

I D' S [f. htJ-D" S [(. htJl < €. 

Such a D€ is guaranteed to exist by the existence of a f~ fdhl. Now let D' 
have all the points of D€. the point z. and as its first point to the lelt of z 
a point x for which 1 f(x)- {(z-O) 1 <! 1 ((z)- f(z-O) I. and 1 hl (x)
-- hI(z-O) I<! I hI(z)- hI(z-O) I. Let the sum D'So[f. hL] contain the 

(-) 

same terms as DS [{. hL] with the exception of the term ((x) . [hI(z)-
- hL(x)] which may be replaced by ((z). [hL(z)- hI{x)]. A calculation 
gives 

(-) 

I D' S [{. htJ-D' So [{. htJl = 1{(z)-{(x)I·1 hl(z)-ht(x)1 

= I {(z)-{(z-O)-(f(x)-{(z-O))I· 

I hl(Z) - ht(z-O)-(hl(X)-hl(Z -0)) I 
~ t I {(z)-{(z-O) 1·lhl(Z)-ht{z-O)I· 

This difference is greater than € for a suitable choke of €. This result 
contradicts the definition of D€ for such an E. Similar results are obtained 
if we suppose a point z of right discontinuity of 9 such that 

{(z) =F {(z + 0). 
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The conditions are sufficient. 

As in the proof of Theorem 1 we make use of the equation 

(1 f: [dh, + (1 f: [dh r + (1 f: [dgc = (1 f: [dg. 

and show that each integral on the left exists. We again assume without 
loss of generality that h, and hr are non-decreasing. 

(A). The case of (1f~fdh,. 

Oefining h~m) as in the proof of Theorem 1 we choose an m so that 
00 (-

2M I I::::. h,(Xi) < Eii. 
i=m+l 

We can find points {Yi} (i = 1.2 . .. .• m) such that yi is between XI and 
the nearest point of the set {Xi} Iying to the left of Xi and such that by 
the left-continuity of f at Xi 

I [(ei)-[(X;) I < -m----:(--:-_)E-

i I I::::. h~m) (Xi) 
i=1 

whenever yi ~ ~i ~ Xi. Let DE consist of the {Xi} and {Yi} together with 
the points a and b. Only the intervals {< yi. Xi >} contribute to 
DES[f. h~m)]. and by the choice of yi we have for yi ~ ~i ~ XI 

(m) m (-) (mI 
IDES[{.h,]- I [(xi)/:;:'h, (Xi) I <e:/i. .., (1) 

i=1 

Also by the choice of the yi. for any two refinements D'. D" of De: we have 

I D' S [(. h~m) - De: S [[. h~m)] I < e:/i • 

I Dil S [f. h~m) - De: S [f. h~m)] I < e:/i. 

By the choice of m we have 

and also 

I D' S [(. h,] - D' S [f. h~m)] 1< e:/i. 

I Dil S [[. h,] - D" S [[. h(,m)] I < Eli. 

I 
m (-) co (-) I 

i:1 ((Xi) /:;:, h,(Xi)- i-:PXi) I::::. h, (Xi) < e:/". 

From (2). (3). (4). and (5) we have 

I D' S [f. h,] - D" S [f. htJ I < e: 

(2) 

(3) 

(i) 
(5 

(6) 

which establishes that De: is a mode of subdivision for e: in accordancc 
with the Pollard-Moore limit theory. From (1). (2). (4) . and (6) we have 
the additionaI result 

co (-) 

(1 f: {dhl = .I [(Xi) I::::. h (Xi) 
1=1 

where Xi runs over the points of left discontinuity of h, (or of g). 

73 
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(B). The case of 0f~ [dh,. 

Defining h~m) as in the proof of theorem 1 we choose m so that 
. aD (+) 

2·M I !::J. hr (XI) < €/i. 
l=m+1 

In th is case we find points {yt}, i = I, 2, ... , m, such that yi is between Xi . 

and the nearest point of the set {xl} Iying to the rlght of XI and such that 
by the right~continuity of [ at XI 

€ I ((el) - ((Xi) 1< -m----:-(+-,--,-)--

4 I 6 h~m) (xt) 
i=1 . 

whenever XI:;;; el:;;; yl. Letting D€ consist of the {XI} and {Y/} together
with the points a and b the proof foIlows almost exactly like (a) above .• 
We have also the additional result: 

aD (+) 

01: (dh r = .I ((Xi) 6 hr(Xi) 
1=1 

where XI runs over the points of right discontinuity of h, (or of g). 

(C). The case of 0 f~ [dg, . 

The conditions are sufficient by a theorem of Bliss (see below) for thee 
existence of the integral in the norm sense or N f~ [dg, . This guarantees. 
existence in the o~sense. 

Remark on the Ordinary Stieltjes Integral. 

For the integral Nf~[dg based on F«t', t"» = [(e) [g(t")-g(t')J 
(t' $ ~ :;;;;t") GETCHELL gives as the condition of pseudo~additivity the 
foUo~ing: 

[(x) and g(x) have no common point of discontinuity. 
This condition and theorem 4 are seen to be in agreement (in the sen se· 

of Ge,tcheIl'.s dleorem) with the foIlowing condition given by Buss [1] 
for the ordinary integral: 

A necéssäry and sufficient condition that the norm or Riemann-Stieltjes. 
integral N f~ [dg, g of bounded variation, exist is that the total variation 
of g on the -set of the discontinuities of f be zero. 

The Modified Integral of Dushnik in the Pollard-Moore Sense 

Theorem S. In the case of f founded, g of bounded variation in 
< a, b> for the existence of the integral 0(*) f~ [dg (the Dushnik integral 
in the Pollard-Moore sense) the following conditions are necessary and 
sufficient: 

(a*). On each side of each point of (a, b) and the right side of a and 
left side of b if g is discontinuous the function f has a sidewise limit. 

(b*) . Same as (b"). (i.e. the points of (a, b) in which f is discontinuous 
is a nuIl set with respeCt to the continuity function of g.) 
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Proof. The conditions are necessary. 

(a*) was given by HILDEBRANDT [i] to be necessary and follows from 
the necessity of sidewise pseudo-additivity of P(-) as given by GETCHELL. 

Condition (b*) is necessary. 

We suppose without loss of generality that ge is non-decreasing in 
< a . b >. In order to establish a contradiction we suppose that the set N 
ot discontinuities of [ in (a. b) has positive outer ge-measure. but that the 
integral a{*)f~[dg exists. Then for arbitrary 1] > 0 there is a mode D" 
having the property that for all D'. D" satisfying D'. D" ::> D" it is true 
that 

(-) (-) 

ID'S [[.g] -D"S [[ . g]1 <1]. 
We denote by Np the set of points. x. for whieh th ere is in every neigh-

co 
borhood a point y su eh that 1 [(x) - [(y) I> p. Since N = I N I /n and 

n=1 
ClO 

sinee 0 < g~ {N} ~ I g~ I N l1n I there is a number p> 0 for which 
n=1 

g~ (NI /p ) = mp > O. 
Let DT} above be given by 

r'1- 1 

a = to < ti < ... < t r '1 = band consider the set I <ti-a, ti + a>. 
i=\ 

By the uniform continuity of ge on < a. b> we are assured of a () such 

that if x and y satisfy 1 x-y 1 < 2() we have 1 gc(x)- gc(y)1 < 2€ . Using 
r" 

this () we have that the outer g c-measure of N~, by which we denote 
r,,-I 

N p - I < ti-Ö. ti + Ö > . is greater than mp-€f2. Hence by the meaning 
i=1 . 

of outer measure we can cover the set N~ by a finite number nl of non
overlapping intervals I~I) == < Xi . yi >. i = 1. 2 ..... n], satisfying 

n, (I) n,. (I) • 
I gc(Ii ) > I gc(Ii . Np) > mp-€, 

1=1 i=1 

r'1- 1 

and having no points in cam man with the set I < ti-Ö.ti + () >. 
i=1 

Let Öl be the Ö of uniform continuity for €/2nl and let us take points 
xi at a distance Öl to the right of Xi and also points yi at a di stance Öl to 
the left of yi . IE any interval had length less than 2Öl or if <xi, yi> 
contains no points of Np we omit it. Let {l~2) }. i = 1.2 . .. .. n2. be the new 
(renumbered) set of intervals < xi. yi >. We have 

The expression on the right is greater than mp/ 2 = m > 0 if € has been 
chosen less than mp/i. We now have the following possibilities: 
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(i). To the right of XI there is in <XI.yI> a first point ti of Np. or 
(ii). In XI or to the right of XI in <XI.yI > there is a first point of 

those having the property of being a limit point on the right of points 
of Np. 

If (i) holds take ti as zi.1f (ii) holds there is in (xI.yi) a point ti of Np. 
Take this ti as Zi. 

By the nature of the points of Np. there is near Zi in each interval 
(Xi. y~) either a point zi or a point zï satisfying 

(iii). {(zi) - {(Z/) > p. or 
(iv). {(Z/) - ((zi') > p. 

Let the modes of subdivision D' and D" be formed as follows: Both D' 
and D" have all points of DE and the points {Xi} and {Yi} and differ only 
in the point taken for $i in forming the sums 

F(·) = I (($i) [g(YI)-g(xl)]' 

IE (iii) holds take Zt as $1 for D' and Zi as $1 for D". IE (iv) holds take 
ZI as $1 for D' and zj (:IS $i for D". Then a calculation gives: 

(.) (.) 

D' S [f. g] - D" S [f. g] ~ p . m. 

which is greater than rJ if rJ has been chosen to be < p . m. Since both D' 
and D" are refinements of D1). this result contradicts the definition of D1}. 

The conditions are sufficient. 

As in the proof of Theorem 1 we make use of the equation 

0(·) f: (dh r + 0(·) f: (dht + 0(·) f: (dgc = 0(·) g (dg 

and show that each integral on the left exists. We again assume without 
loss of generality that hl and hr are non-decreasing. 

(A). The case of a(*)f~fdht. 

Defining h~m) as in the proof of theorem 1 we choose an m so that 
00 (-) 

2 M I D" hl (Xi) < E/'*. 
l=m+1 

We can find points {Yi}. i = 1. 2 ..... m. such that yi is between Xi and 
the nearest point of the set {Xi} lying to the Ie ft of Xi and such that by 
the existence of f (Xi - 0) 

I{(~I)-{(Xi-O)I < -m-
E
-

'* I !:::. h~m) (XI) 
1=1 

whenever yi ~ $i < XI. Let DE consist of the {Xi} and {Yi} together with 
the points a and b. Only the intervals {< yi. XI >} contribute to 

(.) 

DES [f. h~m)] and by the choice of yi we have for yl:;;; $1::;;; XI 

I DE ~ [(. h~m)] - Ï {(Xi - 0) b.' h~m) (Xi) I < EI". • • . (1) 
1:1 
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Also by the choice of the Yi, for any two refinements D', D" of DE we have 
(-) (.) 

I D' S [(, h)m)J - DE S [f. h)m)] I < Eli, (2) 
(-) (-) 

I D" S [(, h)m)] - DE S [(, h~m)] I < Eli. (3) 

By the choice of m we have 
(.) (-) 

I D' S [{. htl- D' S [(. h)m)] I < Eli. 

and also 

(4) 

(5) 

m (-) ao (-I 

I I {(xi-Ol Ó hl(Xi)- I {(Xi-O) Ó hl (Xi) I < E/4. • • (6) 
i=1 i=1 

From (2), (3). (4). and (5) we have 
(-) (-) 

ID' S [{. htJ-D" S [{, htJ 1< E 

which establishes that DE is a mode of subdivision for E in accordance 
with the Pollard-Moore limit theory. From (1) . (2). (4) , and (6) we 
have the additional result 

where Xi runs over the points of left discontinuity of hl (or of g). 

(8) . The case of a(*)f~ [dhr. 

Defining h~m) as in the proof of theorem 1 we choose m 50 that 
co H) 

2 M I Ó h~m) (Xi) < E/4. 
i=m+1 

We Eind points {Yi}, i = 1. 2, .... m. such that yi is between Xi and the 
nearest point of the set {Xi} lying to the right of Xi and such that by the 
existence of [(Xi + 0) 

E I {(Ei)- {(Xi + 0) 1< m H) 

i I Ó h~m) (Xi) 
i=1 

whenever Xi < ~i :;;; yi . Letting DE consist of the {Xi} and {Yi} together 
with the points a and b the proof follows almost exactly like (A) above. 
We have also the additional result : 

ao (+) 

01-) f: {dh r = .I {(Xi + 0) Ó h r (Xi) 
1=1 

where Xi runs over the points of right discontinuity of h r (or of g). 

(C). The case of a(*) f: [dge• 

The conditions are sufficient by a theorem of BLiss (see p. 1124) for the 
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existence of the ordinary integral in the norm sense or N f: [dgc• This of 

course is sufficient for the existence of a(*) j~ [dgc• 

The Modified Integral of Dushnik in the Norm Sense 

Theorem 6. In the case of [ bounded, g of bounded variation in 
< a. b> for the existence of the integral N(*)j: [dg the following conditions 
are T/ecessary. and slJfficient: 

(a**). In each point of the interval (a, b) and the right side of a and 
left side of b either [ or gis. continuous except that both may have 
removable discontinuity at the same point. 

(b**). Same as (b") and (b*). 

Proof. The following was given by GETCHELL as the condition of 
pseudo~additivity: 

Condition (r). [ and g have no points of common discontinuity in (a. b) 
and the right side of a and left side of b except that both may have 
removable discontinuity at the same point. 

Since (bU
) is the same as (b*) of theorem 5. in order to fulfill the 

conditions of Getchell's theorem we must show that together (a*) and (r) 
are equivalent to (a**). 

We consider separately the set N 1 of points of (a. b) and the right side 
of a and left si de of b in which either [ or g is continuous and the set N 2 

consisting of points for which both functions are discontinuous. For N 1 the 
three conditions (a*). (a**). and (r) hold trivially. 

For a point of N 2 suppose that (a*) and '(r) both hold. Then (a**) 
holds since it is the same as condition (r). On the other hand if (a**) 
holds then (r) holds. being the same. Also the sidewise limits required by 
(a*) are guaranteed. Hence (a*) holds for the set. This completes the 
proof. 
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Mathematics. - Stieltjessche Integrale . By J. RIDDER. (Communicated by 
Prof. W. VAN DER WOUDE.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

Die Lektüre der in diesen Proceedings erschienenen Arbeit von DENISTON 
führte mich zu nachfolgenden Betrachtungen. Sie zeigen (siehe insbes. § 5) 
zu welchen Vereinfachungen der Gebrauch von e-Teilungen eines Intervalls 
in bezug auf eine zugehörige Funktion von beschränkter Variation (Def. 3) 
in den Definitionen der Stieltjesschen Integrale, gegenilber dem Gebrauch 
der gewöhnlichen Teilungen, führen kann. 

§ 1. Definition 1. a (x) sei von beschränkter Variation in [a, b]. Ein 
Punkt x von [a, b] heisse Doppelpunkt in bezug auf a (x), wenn a (x) 

unstetig ist in x; wir denken uns zwei uneigentliche Punkte x - ° und x + ° 
mit x zusammengefallen, und definieren a in diesen Punkten wie folgt: 

a (x- 0) = a (x- 0) oder lim a (x'), und 
x'-. x;x'<X 

a(x+o)=a(x+O) oder lim a (x'). I) 
x'-+- x; x'>x 

Wir schreiben ;1<X-O<X<X+O<;2' wenn ;1<X<;2 ist; die 
Axiome der linea ren Anordnung behalten dadurch ihre Gültigkeit im neuen 
Punktbereich, gebildet von den Punkten der Zahlengeraden und den zu den 
Doppelpunkten (x) von a(x) gehörenden Punkten (x-o), (x+o). 

Defilnition 2. a (x) . sei in [a, b] von beschränkter Varia tion; f (x) sei 
daselbst endlich. In den zu den Doppelpunkten (x) in bezug auf a(x) ge
hörenden uneigentlichen Punkten (x - 0). (x+ 0) definieren wir: 

{(x-ol =f(x+o) =f(x). 

Definition 3. Bei willkürlich positivem e wird 

a-O oder a=xo<xl< ... <Xj< ... <xn=b ader b+O ' 

eine e-Teilung von [a. b] in bezug auf a(x) sein, wenn: } O die Teilungs
punkte entweder eigentliche oder (zu einem Doppelpunkt von a (x) ge
hörende) Punkte (x- 0) ader (x+ 0) sind, 2° zu jedem Doppelpunkt x 
von a(x) mit 

V (x+o)- V (x-O) ~ e. 

wob ei V(x) die Totalvariation von a(x) über [a, x] für a < x:5 b darstellt, 
und V(a) = 0 ist, unter den Teilungspunkten drei aufeinander folgende. 

I) Wenn a oder b Unstetigkeitspunkt von a (x) ist, sei a (a -0) = a (a) bzw. a (b+O) = a (b). 
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Xk. Xk+h und Xk+2. zu Einden sind mit Xk = :1:- O. Xk+1 = x und x k+2=:1:+ O. 

3° für jedes Paar aufeinander folgender Teilungspunkte (XI, XI+I ), welches 
nicht zu den unter 2° fallenden Paaren (:1:- 0, x), (x.:1:+ 0) gehört. 

V (XI+I) - V (XI) < e 

ist. 

Definition 4. Eine linksseitige [rechtsseitige] e-Summe von [(x) in 
[a, b] in bezugauf a (x) hat die Gestalt 

n 
I {(Xi-I) 'Ia (xi)-a (Xi-I) I 

i=1 
(I) 

[bzw. 
n 

I {(Xi)'la(Xi)-a(Xi-I)Il: (Ibis) 
i=1 

dabei sollen die Teilungspunkte Xo < Xl < ... < Xn eine e-Teilung von 
[a. b] in bezug auf a (x) bilden. 

Definition 5. In [a, b] sei a(x) von beschränkter Variation, [(x) be
schränkt. Dann hat [(x) über [a, b] ein linksseitiges [rechtsseitiges] 
Moore-Smith'sches. Integral in bezug auf a(x), wenn die in [a, b] zu 
[(x) gehörenden linksseitigen [bzw. rechtsseitigen] e-Summen in bezug 
auf a(x) einen Moore-Smith'schen Grenzwert T [bzw. U] haben 2); wir 
schreiben dann 

b 
T = (MS) Hf {(x) do (x) 

a 

[bzw. 
b 

U = (MS) (+>f {(x) da (x)]. 
ti 

Satz 1. Zur Existenz des Integrales 

b 
(MS) Hf ((x) da (x) 

ti 

ist notwendig und hinreichend, dass die linksseitigen Unstetigkeitspunkte 
von [(x), welche nicht gleichzeitig Unstetigkeitspunkte VOR a(x) sind, eine 
Mengebilden mit ' V(x)-Mass (L) Null; dabei ist V(a) = 0, V(x) = 
Totalvariation von a (x) über [a, x] für a < x:;;; b. 

Der Beweis verläuft wie der des Theorems 1 in DENISTON, Existence of 
Stieltjes Integrals 3). 

2) D.h. zu willkürlich positivem '7 gibt es ein positives' E und dabei eine E-Teilung von 
[a, b] in bezug auf a(x) mit den Eigenschaften: 1° die zugehörige Summe (1) und T 
[bzw. U] haben eine Differenz, welche absolut genommen < '7 ist, 2° dasselbe gilt für 
je d e linksseitige [bzw. rechtsseitige] E-Summe, welche aus der vorigen durch Hinzu
fügung neuer Teilungspunkte zu den (x j) hervorgeht. 

3) Cf. H. SCHÄRF. Portugaliae Mathematica of. 90-92 (1943/45). 
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Satz Ibis. Zur Existenz von 

b 
(MS) (+)f f (x) da (x) 

a 

ist notwendig und hinreichend. dass die rechtsseitigen Unstetigkeitspunkte 
von f(x). welche nicht gleichzeitig Unstetigkeitspunkte von a(x) sind. 
eine Menge bilden mit V(x)~Masse (L) Null (V(x) definiert wie in 
Satz 1). 

§ 2. Definition 6. a(x) sel In [a. b] von beschränkter Variation. 
f (x) sei daselbst beschränkt. Dann hat f (x) über [a. b] ein linksseitiges 
[rechtsseitiges] normales Integral in bezug auf a(x) . wenn die in [a. b] 
zu f(x) gehärenden linksseitigen [bzw. rechtsseitigen] E~Summen in bezug 
auf a(x) für E -') 0 einen Grenzwert V [bzw. W] haben; wir schreiben 
dann 

b 

V = (N) Hf f (x) da (x) (2) 
a 

[bzw. 
b 

W = (N) (+>f f (x) da (x)]. 
a 

Satz 2 [Satz 2bis]. Zur Existenz von 

b 
(N) Hf f (x) da (x) 

a 

[von 
b 

(N) (+>f f (x) da (x)] 
a 

ist notwendig und hinreichend. dass die linksseitigen [bzw. rechtsseitigen] 
Unstetigkeitspunkte von f (x). welche nicht gleichzeitig Unstetigkeitspunkte 
von a(x) sind. eine Menge bilden mit V(x)~Mass (L) Null (V(x) 
definiert wie in Satz 1). 

Der Beweis verläuft wie der des Satzes 1 in SCHÄRF. Port. Math. 4 
(1943/45). S. 86-92 4 ). 

§ 3. Definition 7. Eine E~umme VOn f (x) in [a, b] in bezug auf 
a(x) hat die Gestalt 

n 

~f(~j-')'Ia(xj)-a(xj-I)L ••.. (3) 
j=1 

wobei die Xj eine E~Teilung von [a. b] in bezug auf a(x) bilden. und für 
jedes zugelassene j: Xj_1 -== ej-I ~ Xj ist. 

4) Die Notwendigkeit der Bedingung ist auch eine unrnittelbare Folge von Satz 1 
( Sa tz 1 bis J • 
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Definition 8. a (x) sel m [a , b] von beschränkter Variation, {(x ) be
schränkt. Dann hat f(x) über [a, b] ein normales lntegral in bezug auf 

a(x), wenn die Summen (3). unabhängigvon der Wahl der Punkte (~j-d 
in den zugehörigen Intervallen [x j_1 ' X j] , für e ~ 0 einen Grenzwert G 
haben; wir schreiben dann 

b 

G = (N) f f(x) da (x). 
a 

Definition 9. Unter den gleichen Annahmen für a(x) und f(x) wie 
in Definition 8 hat f(x) über [a, b] ein Moore-Smith'sches lntegral in 
bezug auf a(x) , wenn die Summen (3). unabhängig von der Wahl der 
Punkte (~j_l) in den zugehörigen Intervallen [x j_I' X j]. einen Moore
Smith'schen Grenzwert H 5) haben; wir schreiben dann 

b 

H = (MS) I (x) da (x). 
a 

Satz 3. Zur Existenz von 

b 

(N) I f (x) da (x) 
a 

ist notwendig und hinreichend. dass die Unstetigkeitspunkte von f (x) , 
welche nicht gleichzeitig Unstetigkeitspunkte von a(x)sind. èine Menge 
bilden mit V(x)-Mass (L) Null (V(x) definiert wie in Satz 1) . 

Einen Beweis findet man in unserèr Arbeit in Prace mat.-fiz. 41 (1933), 
S. 74,75 (Beweis von Satz V) 6). 

Satz 3bis. Auch zur Existenz von 

b 
(MS) I f(x) da (x) 

a 

ist die in Satz 3 gegebene Bedingung notwendig und hinreichend. 
Dies folgt sofort aus Satz 3 und Prace matAiz. 41 (1933) , S.,69 (Satz 1) . 

§ 4. Definition 10 und Definition 11 des normalen Dushnik-Integrals 
bzw. des Moore-Smith-Dushnik-Integrals von f(x) 'über [a , b] in bezug 
auf a(x) sollen aus Oef. 8 bzw. Oef. 9 dadurch hervorgehen, dass man nur 
e-Summen (3) zulässt mit ' Xj_1 < ~j_1 < Xj für alle Paare (Xj_I, Xj). 

welche sich nicht schreiben lassen in einer der Formen (x, x+o), (x-o, x) 7). 

5) Die Definition des Grenzwertes liegt auf der Hand; vgl. Fussn. 2. 
6) Aus der loc. cito gegenenen Lebesgue-Radonschen Ferm der Definition des 

normalen Integrals folgt , dass jedes derartige Integral von f(x) in bezug auf a(x) über 
[a. b 1 den gleichen Wert hat wie das dann auch existierende Lebesgue-Stieltjessche 
Integral von f( x ) über [a. bl in bezug auf das aus a(x) in bekannter" Weise hervor
{Jehende Lebesguesche Mass m«(x) (E) . 

7) Wir nennen sie Dushnik-Summen. 
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Sind die zugehörigen Grenzwerte V 1 bzw. W l' so schreiben wir 

b 

VI = (ND) f f (x) da (x) 
a 

bzw. 
b 

W I = (MSD) f f(x) da (x). 
a 

Satz 4. Zur Existenz von 

b 

(MSD) f f (x) da (x) 
a 

ist die in Satz 3 gegebene Bedingung notwendig und hinreichend. 
Der Beweis ver!äuft wie der des Theorems 5 in der zitierten Arbeit von 

DENISTON 8). Ein zweiter Beweis der Notwendigkeit der Bedingung folgt 
sofort aus einer Bemerkung in Fussn. 9 (S. 70, 71) unserer Arbeit in 
Prace matAiz. 41 (I 933), welche besagt, dass die loc. cito betrachteten 
oberen und unteren Integrale den gleichen Wert beibehalten bei Benutzung 
offener statt abgeschlossener TeilintervalIe in den Definitionen der oberen 
imd unteren E-Summen. 

Satz 4bis. Auch zur Existenz von 

b 

(ND) f f(x) da (x) 
a 

ist die in Satz 3 gegebene Bedingung notwendig und hinreichend. 
Die Notwendigkeit folgt unmittelbar aus Satz 4; dass die Bedingung 

hinreicht, ist eine Folge von Satz 3. 

§ 5. Da für jede in [a, b] definierte Funktion f(x) in jedem Punkte x 
von [a, b] - E, wobei E eine abzählbare Teilmenge von [a, b]. 

lim sup fW = liro sup fW 
ç-t- x;;<x ç-t- x ;;>x 

und 

lim inf f (~) = lim inf f (~) 
;-t- x;i<x ç-t- x;ç>x 

ist 9), sind die in den Sätzen I, 1 bis, 2, 2bis enthaltenen notwendigen und 
hinreichenden Bedingungen aequivalent mit den in den Sätzen 3, 3bis, 4 , 4bis 

enthaltenen. 
Somit führen die Definitionen der links- und rechtsseitigen normalen oder 

Moore-Smith'schen Integrale, die der normalen und der Moore-Smith'schen 
Integrale und die der normalen Dushnik- und der MS-Dushnik-Integrale 
genau ebenso weit. 

S) Dass die Bedingung hinreichend ist, folgt natürlich auch mit Sat:1: 3 bis. 
9) Siehe E. W. HOBSON, Theory of functions I (Third Ed. 1927), p. 304, ader 

O. HAUPT, Differential- und Integralrechnung I (1938), S. 150. 
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D.h.: bei Benutzung von E-Teilungen von [a, b] in bezug auf a(x) führen 
linksseitige und rechtsseitige, gewöhnliche und Dushnik-Summen sowohl 
unter Anwendung des normalen wie eines Moore-Smith'schen Grenzwertes 
zu demselben lntegralbegriff. Der Integralwert fällt dabei mit dem des 
(sodann auch existierenden) Lebesgue-Stieltjesschen Integrals in bezug auf 
die zugehörige totaladditive Massfunktion m",(JC) (E) zusammen. 

Dagegen zeigt die Arbeit von DENISTON. dass bei Benutzung der üblichen 
Zerlegungen von [a. b] Integralbegriffe von ungleichem Umfange erhalten 
werden 10). 

10) Die notwendigen und hinreichenden Bedingungen in den Theoremen von DENISTON 
lassen sieh unter Anwendung seiner Terminologie. auf folgende übersichtliehe Weise 
zusammenfassen: 1° rur Theorem 1: (a) in jedem Punkte x von (a, blo in welchem g(x) 
linksseitig unstetig ist. existiert der Iinksseitige Grenzwert f(x-O). (fJ) die Unstetigkeits
punkte von f(x). welche nicht gleiehzeitig Unstetigkeitspunkte von g(x) sind. bilden 
eine Nullmenge in bezug auf g(x); 2° rur Theorem 3: (a') in jedem Punk te x von (a, blo 
in welchem g(x) Jinksseitig unstetig ist, existiert der linksseitige Grenzwert f(x-O). 
(aU) in jedem Punkte x von (a, b). in welchem g(x) rechtsseillig unstetig ist. ist f(x) 
linksseitig stetig. (fJ) wie oben; 30 für Theorem 4: (a') in jedem Punkte x von (a, blo 
in welchem g(x) linksseitig unstetig ist. ist f(x) Iinksseitig stetig. (aU) in jedem Punkte x 
von [a, b). in welchem g(x) rechtsseitig unstetig dst. ist f(x) rechtsseitig stetig. (fJ) wie 
oben; 4° rur den Satz: (von Buss). Ioc. eit . .. Remark on the ordinary Stieltjes integral": 
(a) in den Unstetiogkeitspunkten von g(x) ist f(x) stetig. (fJ) wie oben; 5° rur Theorem 5: 
(a') in jedem Punkte x von (a, b] in welchem g(x) linksseitig unstetig ist. existiert 
f(x-O). (aU) in jedem Punkte x von [a, b); in welchem g(x) rechtsseitig unstetig ist. 
existiert f(x + 0). (fJ) wie oben; 6° für Theorem 6: (a) in den Unstetigkeitspunkten von 
g(x) ist f(x) stetig. ausgenommen vielleicht iIn Punkten. in welchen g(x) eine hebbare 
Unstetigkeit hat; in einem derartigen Punkte solI dann auch f(x) nur eine hebbare 
Unstetigkeit haben; (fJ) wie oben. 

Die hier ausgeführte Umbildung der DENISTONschen Bedingungen folgt unschwer 
unter Anwendung eines der in Fussn. 9 zitierten Sätze. 



Mathematics. - Line geometry and Quantum mechanics. By E. M. BRUINS. 
(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

§ 1. Introduction . 

The essential difference between classical physics and quantum physics 
lies in the facto that classical physics specifies a physical state by a finite 
number of coordinates. whereas quantum physics uses in principle an 
infinite number of coordinates. The series of coordinates e.g . 

was represented in quantum physics (using some system of orthoganal 
functions) by a function of an auxiliary variabIe ~ . the wave functian . 
Transition ta a different ordertype of the coordinates gives us another 
representation of the same state: e.g. the ordertype w 2 

specifies the states by means of two functions of one variabIe. An ordertype 
w n • x would specify the states by means of x functians of n variables. 
So neither the number of functions. nor the number of variables used is of 
fundamental importance. 

On the ather hand the structure of Dirac equations. being farmally that 
of the incidence of a point and a line in threedimensional projective space 
G 4 • suggests from the mathematical point of view the use of the theory of 
projective invariants. of complex symbols rather than a tensor calculus using 
special metrical tensors. Also the Poisson brackets of classical physics 
correspond to algebraical expressions in quantum mechanics! In the 
follawing we show that indeed the formalism of a geometry of second 
order. that of line geometry in G 4 is extremely simple used far quantum
physical purposes. 

§ 2. Generalisation of Dirac equatiöns. 

a . A linecomplex q2 in G 4 : 

q12 n]1 + q13 n12 + ... = O. 

can be represented symbolically by (q 2 ]l2 ) = 0 and has only one invariant 

(q2 qi) = Q (q2) = q12 q31 + q13 q12 + q11 q23' 

from which. as is weIl known. fallows an isomorphism of the projective 
group in G 4 and the sexternary group leaving invariant Q(q2). The relation 
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can be transformed by one oE FELIX KLEIN's substitutions in the sum of 
six squares e.g. 

Q1+ i Q6=ql2 Q,-iQ2=q'3' -Ql-iQs=q'1 

Q1- i Q6=q34 • Q, +iQ2=q12 • - Q3+ i QS=q23. 

With these coordinates corresponds a differentialoperator in si x
dimensional Euclidean space Es: 

~~+i~~=~ + .::.? =0;2= - 0;, =031 =- 013' etc. 
UX1 uI.%'6 

which allows to introduce an alternating differentialoperator of order Y2 in 
threedimensional space described by complexsymbols transforming 
cogredient to the points. We have then immediately therelations between 
the sixdimensionallinear form (Ll/Q) and the quarternary bracket (02 q2) 

(~' Q) = 2 div Q = (02q2) 

(02 oi) = ,16 _ Laplaceoperator. 

An alternating 2-tensor in Es corresponds with a pencilcomplex in G4 ; 

a symmetrical 2-tensor with aquadratic linecomplex. 
Rot P' can e.g. be represented by 

(~' n) (nP') in E6' nj nk = - nk nj. 

and pushing down into G 4 we obtain 

(02 n 2) (e 2 p2) • n 2 . e 2 = - e2 . n2. 

The components of Rot P' are thus expressed by linear combinations 
of the 15 coefficients of a pencilcomplex in G 4 • 

The symbolical methods for the study oE these forms have allready been 
discussed by R. WEITZENBÖCK, Komplexsymbolik (1908). 

b. The necessary and sufficient condition for the possibility of 
splitting up 

qjk = (fg)lk = 1 ~ :: I· 
in which [. 9 are transEorming cogredient to the points of G 4 is, that the 
linecomplex q2 be a special linecomplex i.e. (q2 q12) = O. 

The Moebius correlation with regard to a general linecomplex is given 
by (q2 xy) = O. There exist points with an undetermined conjugated plane 
only Eor special complexes and for the points x, on the axis of the complex, 
holds 

(q2 xy) = 0 I y I. 
The equations of motion of the free Dirac electrons are given by the 

condition that f lies on the axis of the speciallinecomplex 02
• 

The conditions 
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031 f2 + 012 f3 + 023 f1 = 0 

031 fl + 013 f1 + 011 f3 = 0 

021 f1 + 012 fl + 014 f2 = 0 

012 f3 + 023 fl + 031 f2 = 0 

Introducing the operators 

and the matrices 

000 1 o 0 o 1 

001 0 00-1 0 
°1= o 1 0 0 

°2=-i o 1 o 0 

100 0 -1 0 o 0 

1 0 0 0 00-1 0 

o 1 0 0 o 0 0-1 
°1= o 0-1 0 

0s= i 
1 0 0 0 

o 0 0-1 o 1 0 0 

this system reads 

o 
o 

010 

00-1 

'0 0 0 

0-10 0 

1 000 

o 1 0 0 

o 0 1 0 

000 1 

(1) 

A quantity ti ~ 0 can only exist if the symbolical invariant of the 
operator 02 vanishes i.e. 

(0 2 0D . f- 116 • f= o. . . . . .. (2) 

From the fact that the pk transform contragredient to the points of E6 
and from the invariance of equation (1) it follows that the Ok must 
transform cogredient to the points of E6' (see also Remark I). 

To a physical state we make correspond a special symbolicallinecomplex. 
The equations (1), (2) then contain a generalisation of the Dirac equations. 
of motion of the free electron, and are easily identified with those if we, 
e.g., specialising , put 

fi = eA x, ft (XI' X2' X3 ' X6) • 

c. General equations of motion for non-free particles lie before hand: 
they can be obtained from the, only possible, projective invariant form 

(02 fg) + (c2 fg) = 0 Igl· . . . .. . . (3} 

IE we put, specialising, 

Ofi 
~ = (ma c-A) f; 
uX1 

Ofi - St:, 
OXs - 1I 
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and apart from numerical constants 

C = (Qx. Qy. Qz. A. S. itp) 

we obtain the weIl known Dirac equations for the electrons in an arbitrary 
field. The postulate of Dirac 

Pk- Pk + Ck 

corresponds to the postulate of projective invariance in G 4 • 

That the corresponding wave equation of the general equations of motion 
contains 15 additional spin terms is evident from the multiplication into 

(al PI + a2 P2 + a3 P3 + a4 P4 + as Ps - a6 P6) of (3). 

d. We can also specialise the equations (3) by supposing arelation 
between the fi. which can be interpreted as a structu're of the partiele. If 
e.g. we put 

~fn = I Ank fk 
UX6 k 

the equation (3) becomes with 5 variables 

Cu. V = 1. 2. 3. 4. 5) 

which are MllJlLers meson equations 1). The matrix IIAII can be a general 
matrix; without a relation between the fl we cannot obtain terms af' a~ in 
an invariant way as a matrix that anticommutes with al. a2. a3. a4. a5 must 
vanish. 

§ 3. Densities in quantum mechanics. 

a. Let us consider the quantities 
. , 

}k = tp ak tp. 

the sixth component is apart Erom a constant the quarternary linear form 
I = (tp' q;). As is easily controlled we have 

6 6 
I jf = I (q;' ak q;)2 = O. 

k=1 k=1 

The vector j k in E6 is an isotrope vector. 

b. Between the ak. k = 1. 2. 3. 4. 5 we have the relations 

IE now we form the quantities 

Pk = tp' ak tp ; Pik = q;' ai ak q; ; qlk1 = q;' al ak a1 q; ; a~ = q;' aj ak a 1a m q; 

1) C. M0LLER. D. Danske Vid. Selsk. math.-fys. Medd.. 18 (1941) . 
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we can represent P, p2 • q3. a' by a point P, a planecomplex p2• a 
linecomplex q3 and a G4 in G5 • 

or 

Because of the commutationrules between the ak we have 

ai ak al = - signum (i klm n) a m a n 

ai ak al a m = + signum (i klm n) an 

, 
Pik=-qik. 

q~k being the space coordinates of q3. IE there did not exist relations of the 
form 

(p: pi x) = factor (a' x) 

the physical system would apart from the linearform (cp' cp) have other 
invariants. independent of th is one. as (P 2P12 P). (p2q3) .... 
We have to con trol the projective invariant relations between P, p 2 , q3. a'. 

I. We consider the linecomplex (p2 p ;n2) and calculating the 15 
relations we obtain 

or 

or 

I Pik PI = / qikl 
cycl i . k, I 

11. The space (P2P1 2 x) leads to calculate the 5 forms 

Pik plm + Pil pmk + pim Pik = I a~ 

So there is only one invariant / , (a'P) = /2 and the relations between 
the .. den si ties" are in geometrical form 

I. q3 is the compound of p2 and P. 

11. a' is the focalspace of the planecomplex p2 ; 

P is the focus of the linecomplex q 3. 

c. In sixdimensional space we can build a G 4-complex with 

(i. k = 1. 2. 3. 4. 5) 
I 

Pk6 = - P6k = cp ak cp 

We. then. have firstly to consider the linecomplex 

(p2 p~ ;n2) = (S1 ;n2). 

From b we see immediately 

Siklm = (p 2 p~)iklm = I Pn = I pn6 

Sikl6 = Pik PI6 + Pil P6k + Pit Pkl = Pik PI + Pli P k + Pkl Pi = I qlkl = I pmn. 

74 
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We can therefore sum up all relations given by I. 11 in 

(p2 p~ 3(2) == ] (ri 3(2) (3(2) 

i. k = 1.2.3 .... 5.6. 

The invariant of the complex is now evidently 

(p2 m p~) ---:- ] I P~k - 2 J3 as E P~k = (p2 q') + ]2. 

Remark I. 

H we transform (f1' f2' f3' f4) by a general projective transformation 
8 of G 4 

t=8.{ 

the bracket (c}2 f g) will be transformed, apart from the transformation 

modulus. the determinant of 8. in (a 2 1g). The generalised Dirac 
equations will then be transformed in 

(I ak iJk) t = (I ak iJk) . 8 f. 
As we remarked already in § 2 the fact that pk transform 

contragredient to the points in E6 in the orthogonal transformation corres
ponding to the projective transformation 8 in G 4 we can multiplying at the 
left side by an operator T restore the original equations whilst 

{;(XI' ••• X6) = ti (XI • ••• X6). 

The Uk are then transformed cogredient to the points of E6' We wiII 
deduce the explicite form of T. 

a. The general projective transformation 8 of G 4 can be represented 
by the symbolical product 2) 

8: (a' x) (a u') which reads Xi = I ai ale Xk. 
k 

The determinant of the transformation is D = (a' b' c' d' ) (a iJ 'Y ~). 
apart from a constant. The inverse transformation is 

S-I : (a' b' c' u') (a iJ 'Y x) = (a' x) (a u') 
Indeed 

8-1 S: (a' x) (a a') (a u') = -t D . (u' x) 

as we obtain splitting up a a' in (b' c' d'), (iJ 'Y ~) and transforming the 
a' into the last bracket. 

The transformation of the line coordinates in G can be easily found: 
intersecting 

(a' x) (a u') = 0 (b' y) (iJ u') = O. (x Y)ik = Pik 

2) The projective invariants of S are given by the chains, the first of which is the: 
diagonal sum 

11 = (a' a). 12 = (a' {J) (b' a). 13 = (a' {f) (b')I) (c' a). 11 = (a' {J) (b')I) (c' c5)(d' al . 
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we have 

(a' x) (b' y) (a p n2) = t (a' p) (b' p) (a P n2) 

or 

Pik = 1 (aP)ik I (a' b')A!' pA!, = (a{J)ik L 

where. introducing the sixdimensional coordinates Xl' X 2 • •••• X 6 we have 

L = 1 (a' b')13 + (a' b'),,21 XI - i 1 (a' b')I, - (a' b'),,21 X 2 + 

I-(a' b')." - (a' b'b I X, - i I (a' b')]i - (a' b'),,1 X s + 

I (a' b')12 + (a' b'h" I X 3 + i I (a' b')12 - (a' b'),,, I X 6 • 

or calculating the X l' ...• X 6 from the lJik 

X
- _(a{J)I3+(a{J)"2L X~ - .(a{J)I3-(a{J)"2L X~ __ ~a{J) ... +(a{Jh3L 

1- 2 • 2- 1 2 • 3- 2 

X - (aPd + (a{J),"L X- - + .(ap) ... -(a{J),3L X~ __ .(a{J)12-(a{J),"L 
,,- 2 • 5- 1 2 • 6- I 2 . 

As this transformation is an orthogonal transformation in EG we obtain 
the inverse transformation 

Xi=IOikXk 
k 

by simply interchanging the rows and columns. apart from a numerical 
constant. 

On the other hand 

C,,- iC6 • 0 c,-ics • CI- ic2 

0 C,,- iC6 • Cl +iC2 • -C3 - ics 
ICk ak= 
k C3+ icS CI- ic2 ' -C,,- iC6 • 0 

Cl + iC2 -C3+ icS , 0 -c,,- iC6 

so we can easily express 

(ap),,, 0 - (a{J) ... (aP) 13 

0 (aP),,, (a{J)'Il (aph3 
I Olk ak = [a', b']i 

- (aPh3 (aP)13 - (aP)12 0 k 

(aP)n (aP)Ji 0 - (aP) 12 

where [a', b'] i is the symbolical coefficient of Xi in L. 
Multiplying on the right with S we have as e.g. 

(ap),,, YI ci - (aPh" Y3 ci + (aPh3 Y4 ci = (aPY),41 ci 

IO ik Uk' S= [a', b']i 
k 

I

· .. ,(aPr)'". c~, .. . 

· .. , (aPY)342 c~, .. . 

· .. ,(aPY)231 c~, •.. . 
CA, . .• · .. , (aPr)m 
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from which introducing the a. a' by using cyclical symmetry is obtained 

I Olk aic ' S = T ai 
k 

T22 -T21 -T24 T23 

T= 
-Til Til TH -TB 

-T42 T41 TH -TH 

T32 -T31 -TH T33 

We have e.g. Eor i = 1 Erom 

[(a' b')\3 + (a' b')42] cJ. 
1 = 1. (a' b' c')m ; 1 = 2. (a' b' C')132 ; 1 = 3. (a' b' c')423 ; 1 = 4. (a' b' C')U4 

-a2 c4' -a2 cI' a2c211_ T 
- al' ~ 0 S -Ij a2 Cl • .. Ikak' -

k , , , 

Remark 11. 

The relations deduced in § 3 will be seen to correspond to the Pauli
identities. Recently G. PETIAU 3) has deduced these relations using tensor 
calculus. introducing a special metrical tensor. It may be of use to show 
the identity oE his Einal results with the relations obtained above. 

A. The relation 

reads in projective notation 

rol (p n')2 = (q n')2 (qj') = (q' 2 j' n' 2) I n I 
or 

B. The relation 

f"f'r fr, = rol [g! j j9 - g~jcz] 

reads in projective notation 

(qn')2 (qq') (q' x) - rol (g' g) (g' x) (gn') (jn') 

which shows because oE the Eact that (g' g) is a reducent on (g' g) 2 that 
th is relation is completely independent oE the mdrical tensor used!! So it is 
superfluous to introduce a metrical tensor Eor these relations. We have 

(q n')2 (q q') (q' x) = const OOI (g' g)2 (xn') (j n') 

and transEorming to pointcoordinates we have 

(n3 q2) (q q~ x) - (q3 n2) (nq~ x) - - (n2 q~ x) (n ql q3) - (q3 q~) (ql n3 x) 

or 

3) Revue scientifique 83. 37 (1945) . 
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which with the contra variant notation of q3 results in 

Conclusion: 

( . ') - ( 'l '2 ') 
COl JU = P PI U • 

If we represent a physical state by a symbolical special linecomplex 

Pik = (fg)ik in G1 • 

wh ere {, g, are functions of six variables Xi, the generalised Dirac equations 
of motion correspond to the incidence of the point [ with the axis of 02 + c2 

which is of the form 

f ak (à :k + Ck) . f 
in which the spin matrices ak transform like the point coordinates of the 
orthogonal transformations of Xi. We can use genera I projective transform~ 
ations for the f. The M0LLER meson equations can be obtained by relations 
between the [i. The relations between the "densities" 

cp' ai ak cp • cp' ak cp 

can be considered as those of the coordinates of a G 4-complex in E6 Pik. 
which, satisEies the relation 

(P2 P~ 1(2) _ (cp' cp) (R11(2) 11(21 

Rik =Piko 

The Dirac postulate Eor the equations of motion in an external field 
follows automatically fr om the projective invariance in G 4• 



Mathematics. - A cohomology theory with higher coboundary operators I, 
(Construction of the Groups *).) By SZE~TSEN Hu. (Communicated 
by Prof. L. E. J. BROUWER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

1. Introduction 1). 

The purpose of the present work is to give a generalization of the 
classica I cohomology theory in algebraic topology by introducing coboun~ 
dary operators of higher order. In the present note, we shall construct 
such a theory in details by using W ALLACE cochains of a topological spa ce, 
as given in a recent paper of SPANIER, [2] 2). However, one might easily 
establish analogous generalisations for the singular homology and coho~ 
mology theory and for the homology and cohomology groups of an abstract 
group. 

2. Cochains of a space. 

Let X he a topological space 3). Following SPAN IER, [2, p. 408]. we shall 
denote by Xm+1 the (m + 1 )~fold topological product of X with itself and 
denote by 6 Xm+1 the diagonal of Xm+1. Let G be a given discrete abelian 
group, written in the additive form. 

By an m~function of X into G, we mean a function cp: Xm +1 ~ G defined 
on the space Xm+1 with values in G. Continuity is not assumed. The 
totality of all m~functions of X into G form a group cpm (X, G) with 
functional addition as the group operation. An m~function cp of cpm (X, G) 
is said to be locally zero if there is an open set N of X m +1 containing 
~. Xm +1 such that cp is zero on N. It is easy to see that the set of all 
locally zero m~functions form a subgroup cp;' (X, G) of cpm (X, G). 

The factor group 

Cm (X, G) = cpm (X. G)/ cp;' (X. G) 

is defined to be the group of m~cochains of X over G, whose elements, the 
cosets of cp;' (X, G) in cpm (X, G). will be called the m~cochains of X over 
G. We shall denote by [CP] the m~cochain which con ta ins cp€. cpm(X,G), 
i.e. 

[CP] = cp + cp;' (X. G), 

and cp will be ca lied a representative of [CP]. 

*) This work was done under contract N7-0NR-434, Task Order No. lil, Navy 
Department. Office of Naval Research, U.S.A. 

1) The author acknowledges his gratitude to Professor A. D. W ALLACE for his kind 
suggestions. 

2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. 
3) The topological spaces considered here are of the most general type, no separation 

axioms are postulated. 
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Further, we define Cm (X, G) = 0 if m < 0, i.e. the group which consists 
of a single element. 

3. The p.th coboundary operator. 

Let p he a given positive integer. For any given pintegers i1, "., ip such 
that 

o :s; i 1 < i2 < " . < ip :s; m + p 

we define a projection 

hy taking 

IJi, .. . lp(XO •.•.• Xm+p) = (Xjo ..... Xjm). 

wh ere (il' " ., ip , jo, . '" jm) form a permutation of the m + p + 1 integers 
0, 1. "., m + p with 

jo<h <". <im . 

We shall define the p.th coboundary operator CJP as follows. For an 
arbitrary m.function cp € t[> m (X, G), its p-th coboundary JP cp is an (m + p). 
function of t[>m+p(X, G) defined by 

(CJPcp) (xo ..... Xm+p) = 
I ( 0 ..... p-l. p ..... m + P) It\ (IJ ( ) ) = sgn. .. . '+" i, ... lp Xo ..... Xm+p • 

tI .. • .. tp • Jo ... •• Jm 

The summation ranges over all the possible choices of the integers 
i l , "., ip such that the integers (il" '" i p, jo, . '" jm) form a permutation 
of the m + p + 1 integers 0, "., m + p satisfying the sectionwise normality 
condition: 

il < i2 < ... < ip. jo <jl < ... <jm. 

For a given permutation P of objects, the value of sgn(P) is 1 or -1 
according as P is even or odd. 

The p. th coboundary operator CJP , defined ahove, clearly is a homo· 
morphism 

One of its important properties is : 

lJp maps lP~ (X. G) into lP[{'+P (X. G). (3. 1) 

Proof. Let cp € lP[{' (X, G) he an arbitrary locally zero m·function. There 
is an open set N of Xm+l containing 6" Xm+l on which cp vanishes. Let 

N· C Xm+p+1 denote the intersection of all sets n"t .. lp(N) . th en CJp cp 

is zero on N* . Since nl, .. . ipis continuous and maps 6"Xm+p+1 into 

L\ Xm+l, each nl.I .. . ip (N) is an open set containing tJ. Xm+p+l . Since 

there are only a fini te number of projections n i, .. . i P for a given m, N* is 

an open set of Xm+p+I containing the diagonal 6" Xm+p+l. Hence we get 

CJP cp € lP[{'+P (X, G), Q.E.D. 
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It follows from (3. 1) that the p-th coboundary operator liP. defined for 
m-functions. induces a homomorphism 

~P: Cm (X. G) -+ Cm+p (X. G) (3.2) 

by the relation: 

~p [4l] = [~P CP]. 
Further. we de fine lip in (3.2) to be lip = 0 for each m < O. 

4. Successive coboundaries. 

It is naturaI to ask whether or not the following equality 

~P IIq = 0 

holds for a given pair of positive int eg ers pand q. To answer th is question. 
we shall calculate the (m + p + q)-function IIpM cP for an arbitrary m
function cP € 4)m (X. G). 

By the definitions of Mand liP in § 3. one can easily deduce that 

~p ~Il cP (xo •...• Xm+p+q) = 
_ ~ (O •...• P-1. P •...• P+ q-l. p+q ..... m+p+q)l'fI( ) 
- .. sgn '+' Xko.·.· .Xkm iJ ..... ip .h..... jq • ko ..... km 

where i 1 •...• ip• it ..... jq. kOt ...• km is any permutation of the m + p + q + 1 
integers O. 1 ..... m + p + q subjected to the condition that 

iJ < i2 < ... < ip• jJ < h < ... < jq. ko < kJ < ... < km. 

and the summation on the right member ranges over all of these per
mutations. 

Let us consider a fixed choice of the integers kOt ...• km such that 

O-=ko<kJ < .. . <km-=m+p+q. 

Let hl' ...• hpH be p + q integers such that hl < h2 < ... < h pH and that 
hl' .... hpH• kOt ...• km form a permutation of the integers O. 1 •...• m+p+q. 
The coefficient of cP (Xko ..... Xk m) in our formula for ()Pdll cP is 

Is n(O ..... P-1.P ..... p+q-1.P+q ..... m+p+q) = 
g. .. . k k 

rJ..... rp .)J..... )11 • 0 ... •• m , 

~ ~ (hJ ..... hp• hp+l ..... hp+q)~ ( O •...• P+q-l.P+q •...• m+p+ q ) = "5gn sgn 
iJ ..... ip• jJ ..... jq hJ ..... hp+q • ko ..... km 

where i1 • •••• ip. it ..... jq is any permutation of the p + q integers 
hl' ...• hpH subjected to the condition of sectionwise normality: 

iJ < i2 < ... ip• jJ <h < ... <jq • 

and the summations on both sides are taken over all of these permutations. 
Then it follows easily that 

liP dil cP = 8 (p. q) IIP+1l CP. • • • • • • • (4. 1) 
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where O(p. q) denotes the algebraic sum of the sign's of all (P. :q)-section
wise normal permutations of p + q integers 1. 2 . ... . p + q. A permutation 
of 1, 2 .. .. . p + q is said to be (p . q) -sectionwise normal. if it is of the form 
i 1 • . .. • ip.h • .... jq such that 

il < i2 < .. . < ip , jl <h < .. ,<jq , 

5. The evaluation of 0 (p, q). 

To evaluate O(p, q), it is easily verifie.d that 

{}(p,q) = (-I)pq{}(q,p). (5. 1) 

For an odd p , it follows immediately from (5. 1) that 0 (p , p)= o. 
As a recurrence formila for calculation, we have 

8(p,q) = {}(p,q-l) + (-l)q{}(p-l,q), . , , (5.2) 

whence one can deduce by induction that 

{)( )_([p/2]+[qI2])1 
p, q - [Pi2] I [q/2] I . . . . (5.3) 

when pq is even, and O(p. q)= 0 wh en pq is odd. In (5. 3). the symboI 
[x] denotes the greatest integer not exceeding x and O! = l. In particuIar. 
wh en p is even. 

{} (p.p) = pI I1 (pI2) W· 
As a consequence of (5. 3) , we have 

8 (p, q) = {} (q,p) ==- 0 

for every pair of integers pand q. Hence. 

lJp lJq ~ = M lJp q> = {} (p. q) lJp+q q> 

(5. -f) 

(5. 5) 

for every m-function q>€. fj)m(X . G) . and the coboundary operators lJP . M, 
lJPH are reIated by 

lJP M = lJq lJp = {} (p, q) /Jp+q • • • • • • (5. 6) 

6. The (p. q) -cohomology groups. 

Throughout the remainder of the paper. Iet p . q be a given pair of 
positive integers and Iet 

0= O(p. q) = O(q. p). 

Let G be a discrete abelian group. written in the additive form. Assume 
thatthe order of every element of G is a divisor of O. i.e. Og = 0 for each 
9 €. G. 

Consider the two coboundary operators 

èJP : Cm(X.G) ~ Cm +p(X. G), 

èJq: Cm-q(X. G) ~ Cm(X. G). 

The cochains cm €. Cm (X. G) with lJPc m = 0 are called cocycies of order p ; 
they form a subgroup 
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which is the kernel of ~p. The cochains cm € Cm (X. G) such that 
cm = ~qcm_q for some cm- q € Cm-q (X. G) are called coboundaries of 
order q; they form a subgroup 

Bm. q (X. G) c Cm (X. G). 
which is the image of ~q. 

It follows from our assumption concerning the order of the elements of 
G that ~p~q = 0; hence 

Bm·q(X.G) C zm.p(X.G). 
The discrete factor group 

H(;. q) (X. G) = Zm. p (X. G)/ Bm. q (X. G) 

will be called the m-dimensional (p, q)-cohomology group of X over G. 

7. lnduced homomorphisms of cochains. 
Let f: X ~ Y be a (continuous) map of X into Y. f will also be used to 

denote the map f: Xm+1 ~ ym+1 defined by 

f(xo ... ·.Xm) = (f(xo}. .... f(Xm)). 

The following properties are immediate: 

{(6.xm+l) c 6. ym+l. 

Ih ... lp{={Ih .. . lp . 

For each m-function cp € I/Jm (Y, G), let us define an 
cf I/Jm(X. G) by taking 

f' cp (xo.···. xm) = cp ({(xo).···. ((xm)). 

Then f' is a homomorphism 

f': I/Jm(Y,G) ~ <Pm(X.G). 

(7. 1) 

(7.2) 

m-function f' cp 

According to a statement of SPANIER. [2, p. 410]. f' maps <pgz(y. G) into 

<Pgz (X. G). Hence. f' induces a homomorphism 

[#! Cm(Y.G) ~ Cm (X. G) 

defined by t* [CP] = [{' CP] for every chain [CP] € Cm (Y. G). 
The following properties of the homomorphism f * are immediate: 

I{ {: X ~ X is the identity map. then (* is the identity 
autumorphism . . . . . .. (7.3) 

I{ {: X~ Y and g: Y~Z. then (g[)*=[#g*. (7.4) 

t* dP = ~p (*. . . . . .. (7.5) 

8. The relative groups. 

A pair (X. X 0) is defined as a topological space X and a subspace 4 ) 

4) By a subspace of a topological space X. we mean any subset of X. not necessarily 
closed. with the topology obtained by relativisation. 
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Xo. Let (X, Xo) he a given pair and t: X o ~ X he the identity map. Then 
the induced homomorphism 

,*: Cm (X, G) -. Cm (Xo, G) 

is defined. The kernel of this homomorphism t* is called the group of m~ 
dimensional cochains of X modulo X o over G, denoted hy 

Cm(X mod X o, G). 

As a consequence of (7.5), we have: 

Let 

,jp Cm (X mod X o' G) c Cm+p (X mod X o' G) . (8. 1) 

Zm,p (X mod X o• G) = Cm (X mod X o• G) Cl zm, p (X. G). 

Bm, q (X mod X o• G) = M Cm-q (X·mod X o• G). 

Then it follows from (8. 1) and our assumption on G that 

Bm,q(XmodXo• G) c zm·p(XmodXo. G). 

The discrete factor group 

H(;,qj{XmodXo• G) =zm,p(XmodXo• G)/Bm,q(XmodXo• G) 

is defined to he the m~dimensional (p. q)~cohomology group of X modulo 

X o over G. If X o is vacuous, th en it reduces to H(~, qdX, G) . 

Appendix A. A modification of the theory. 

In our definition of the (p, q)~cohomology groups over G , given in 
§§ 6 and 8, we assume that O(p, q)g = 0 for every element g of G. To get 
rid of this undesirahle assumption, a modification of the theory was pro~ 
posed to the au thor hy Prof. A . O . W ALLACE as follows. 

Let 0 (p, q) G denote the suhgroup of G which consists of all elements 
of the form O(p, q)g, g € G. In the definition of cochains given in § 2, we 

consider instead of flJ:;' (X, G), the larger suhgroup (/J(~. q) (X, G) of 
(/Jm eX, G), which consists of all m-functions 4J of X into G such that there 
exists an open set Ncp of Xm+1 containing the diagonal t::,Xm+l with 

4J (xo •.. ·• x m) € O(p, q)G for every point (xo,···, Xm) of N CP' OeHne the 
factor group 

C!;,q) (X, G) = (/Jm (X, G)/(/J(~,P) (X. G) 

to be the group of m-dimensional (p . q)-cochains of X over G. In terms of 
these cochains, the groups of § § 6 and 8 can he defined without the 
assumption that O(p. q)G = O. 

Appendix B . A sketch of the singular theory. 

Let X he a topological space and let S (X) denote the singular complex 
of X as defined hy EllENBERG. [1. p. 420] . Let Cm(X) denote the group 
of integral singular m-chains in X. 
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Let p be a given positive integer and consider the ordered geometrie 
m-simplex (m ~ p) 

s = < voo Vl' •••• Vm >. 
From the m + 1 integers O. 1 •...• m. let us take arbitrary p distinct integers 
i l •..•• ip satisfying 

;1 < i2 < ... < i p • 

Let the m - p + 1 remaining integers be denoted by jo •...• jm-p with the 
order not disturbed. They determine an (m - p)-dimensional face 

s(/ .. ··· ·Ip ) = < vio' vi,,"" vim_p > 
of s. ' 

Given a singular m-simplex 

T: s~X, 

consider the singular (m - p) -simplices 

Tu, .. ... lp) : S(I .... . . l p ) -+ X 

defined by the partial mappings TIl, • • .. , lp) = TI s(I, •. • .• I'; • We define the 
p-th boundary of T to he 

àPT=Isgn (~, ... ,p~l, :, ... ,.m ) T(i ..... ,I,; 
. IJ, .... lp ,Jo, .•. ,Jm-p 

The summation ranges over all the possible choices of the integers i l , •• •• ip 

descrihed above. 
It is clear that Tl == T2 implies that 

T1I .... . ,lp) = T~I" ... ,lp) 

and therefore opTl = opT2 in Cm_p(X). Hence we get a homomorphism 

oP: Cm (X) ~ Cm_p(X). 

As in § 4, one might verify that 

àPàq = àqàP = {] (p,q) àp+q 

for any two positive integers pand q. Hence, one may define the singular 
(p, q)-homology groups and the singular (p, q)-cohomology groups. 

Tulane University. 
New Orleans. La .• U.S.A. 
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Mathematics. - Asymptotic C-distribution. (First communication.) By 
L. KUIPERS and B. MEULENBELD. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. 
VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

§ 1. Introduction. 

We consider an infinite sequence of real numbers XJ. X2' ... Then the 
infinite sequence of the rests modulo 1 

XI - [x.], X2 - [X2] , ••• 

(where [x] denotes the largest integer <: x) all belong to the unity-interval 
o (0 <: x <: 1). The problem how these rests are distributed on .3' in 
several cases led to the theory of uniform distribution. We mention the 
definition of a uniformly distributed sequence of numbers x l' X2' ... : 

lf N is a positive integer. and y is a fixed (independent of N) number 
satisfying 0 <: Y <: 1. we denote by N (y) the number of those rests from 
the sequence Xl' X2' ...• XN which belong to the interval 0 <: x < y. The 
sequence Xl' X2' ... is then said to be uniformly distributed (mod 1) if 

I
. N(y)_ 
Im - N -y 

N-+ao 

holds for every y satisfying 0 <: Y <: 1. 
H f (t) is a real function. defined for t :> O. the mentioned theory may 

therefore be said to deal with the distribution of the va lues of f(t) (mod 1) 
for t a positive integer. In the existing Iiterature some attention has also 
been paid to the case that all the values of f (t) (t :> 0) are considered. 
To distinguish between the two cases. we shall speak in the first case of a 
discrete distribution (shortly denoted by D-distribution) and in the second 
case of a continuous distribution or C-distribution (modulo 1) of f(t). 
As far as we know th is problem has been considered only by H. WEYL 
[1]. G. PÓLYA and G. SZEGÖ [2]. and B. E. BUNDGAARD [3]. WEYL 
proved the following theorem: 

Let <pdt). <P2(t), ...• <pp(t) be a system of Iinearly independent polyno
mials. Then a point, moving in the p-dimensional Euclidean space R p 

according to Xi = <p;( t) (i = 1. 2 ..... p). where t is interpreted as the 
time. spends (in the limit) equal times in equal parts of R p. 

For the Iinear problem (all <pp(t) of the first degree) BUNGAARD proved 
an analogue (at the same time a generalisation) in the theory of groups. 
L. KUIPERS, in his dissertation [4]. developed systematically the theory 
of C-distribution. Several extensions were given to the already existing 
definition of C-distribution. In the present and the next paper we give a 
summary of these new definitions. and we show how further extensions 
are possible. 
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§ 2. Definition of CI.uniform distribution. 

We return for a moment to the case of D·distribution. Let the sequence 
f ( 1 ). f (2). ... be uniformly distributed (mod 1). This means, using a 
terminology which is dear, that the rests (mod 1) lying on an arbritrarily 
chosen interval ~ of 3 with length I form the I·th part of all rests. IE we 
replace the interval ~ bya finite number of intervals ~1' ••. , ~k with lengths 
11 , ••• , ik, such that no two of these intervals overlap, then the rests (mod 1) 
belonging to ~1 + ... + ~k, form the (11 + ... + Ik).th part of all rests. 
It is however not allowed to replace the set ~1 + .... + ~k in this argument 
by an arbitrarily chosen measurable pointset (f (f C 3) with measure 

11 (f 11. For the set of all rests (mod 1) of our sequence is enumerable, 
and therefore has measure zero. Hence 11 (f 11 does not change if we add 
all the rests to (f or remove them from (f. It follows that if the sequence 
is uniformly distributed (mod 1), we cannot condude that for every 
measurable (f the rests (mod 1) belonging to (f from the 11 (f IHh part 
of all rests. 

As in the case of D-distribution we restrict ourselves to the values of 
f(t) for t::> 0, where we now assume f(t) to be measurable in the sense 
of Borel-Lebesque. For the case of C·distribution it is possible to give 
an analogue of the definition of D·distribution in more than one way. 
In each of these definitions we introduce as an analogue of the expression 
N (r) (cf. § 1) a Lebesgue.integral denoting the measure of the set of 
points t (0 -< t -< N) for whjch f (t) - [f (t)] lies in a measurahle subset 
of 3. Using this integral, KUIPERS gave the following definition of Cl. 
uniform distribution (mod 1) of f(t). 

Definition I. 
For any giv'en pair of real numbers a, p satisfying 

O~a~p~1. 

we denote by O(a, p; f(t» (f(t) being a measurable function of t for 
t ::> 0) the following characteristic function: 

o (a, p: f(t» = 1 if a ~ f(t) < P (mod 1), 

o (a, p: f (t)) = 0 elsewhere. 

Then, if for any pair a, p the function f(t) satisfies 

1 T 
lim T!O(a,p:f(t»dt=p-a, 

T-+aD 0 

f(t) is said to be Ct.uniformly distributed (mod. 1). 

Remarks. 10
• Let e> d a, P) be the set of points t in 

o ~ t ~ T with a ~ f(t) < p (mod 1). 

(1) 

It is obvious that the integral in (1) represents 11 e>T( a, P) 11, hence (1) 
can he written as 

lim Tl 11 Sda.,8) 1=,8 - a. 
T-+aD 

(2) 
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2°. That the measure II®T(a, P) 11 exists for every pair a, P with 
o < a < P < 1 follows from the fact that for any non-negative integer 
n the set of points t in 0 < t < T for which 

n + a ~ f(t) < n + P 
is measurabel. Hence ® 1 (a , P) is measurable as a sum of measurable sets. 

§ 3. Definition of ClI-uniform distribution. 

The definition of Cl-uniform distribution can be extended if we do not 
OD 

consider one single interval ~ of 3, but a sum I ~k of non-overlapping 
k=\ 

intervals, all contained in 3. 

Definition 11. 

Let ®T(~k) be the set of points tin 0 <t< T with f(t)-[ (t)] in ~k. 
where again f(t) is a measurable function for t :> O. Then f(t) is called 

OD 

Cl/-uniformly distributed (mod 1) if. for any sum I ~k of non-overlapping 
k=\ 

intervals. f (t) satisfies 

Remarks. 1 0. Since every set ® rt ~k) is measurable. the same is true 
OD 

of I ® (~k). 
k=\ 

2°. The intervals ~k being non-overlapping, (3) can be written as 

3°. Obviously, if a measurable function f(t) is Cl/-uniformly distributed 
(mod 1), then it is also Cl-uniformly distributed. 

§ 4. Definition of CII/-uniform distribution. 

A second generalisation of Cl-distribution may be obtained by consider
ing an arbitrary measurable set ei contained in 3, instead of an interval ~. 
This leads to 

Definition 111. 

Let ®T(~)be the set of points t in 0«< T with f(t)-[f(t)] in ei. 
where again f(t) is measurable for t :> O. Then f(t) is called Clll-uniformly 
distributed (mod 1) if. for any measurable ei. f (t) satisfies 

lim Tl ·116d~)II=II~ I I .. 
T-+OD 

(5) 

where *lIiSll denotes the exterior measure of iS. 
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Remarks. 1°. It follows immediately that if Cl function f(t) is C/ll
uniformly distributed (mod · 1) f (t) also satisfies the definitions land 11. 

2°. IE conversely a function satisfies Definition I, it is not necessary 
that it satisfies Definition lIl, as may be demonstrated by the following 
example: 

Let f ( 1 ), f (2), ... be a D-uniformly distributed sequence (mod 1). Now 
we define f(t) by 

{(t) ={(n) withn -1 < t~ n (n = 1. 2, ; .. ). 

This function satisfies Definition I. For, if with T integer T* denotes the 
number of (mod 1) reduced va lues of · f ( 1 ), f (2) , ... f (T) which belong 
to an interval ~ on 3, we have 

T" 1 
T = T 116r(!B) 11· 

Hence 

In order to prove that f(t) does not satisfy Definition 111 we observe 
that the set of the rests (mod 1) of all the values of f (t) is an enumerable 
set (50 with zero measure). Calling this set~. the relation (5) with (i = B 
does nof hold, the left side being unity and the right side zero. 

3°. IE however a function f (t) is CIl-uniformly distributed, then f (t) 
satisfies Definition 111. We shall prove this statement in the next paragraph. 

§ 5. Equivalence of CIL and CIIl-uniform distribution . 

We prove the following theorem: 
ff a measurable [unction f(t) is CIl-uniformly distributed, then f(t) is 

also Clll-uniformly distributed. 
The proof consists of two parts. 
Part 1. ff f(t) is CIl-uniformly distributed (mod 1) and if (i is an 

arbitrary measurable set on 3 then we have 

lim sup Tl "116r(1i) 11 ~ 11 Ii 11. . . . . . . (6) 
T-+OI> 

Proof. The set (i is contained in, and metrically equivalent with the 
limit of descending sequence of systems of non-overlapping intervals 

Ol> 

I !Bn,k (n = 1,2, ... ). For any positive e we may find an N = N(t} 
k=1 

such that for n > N 

Then 
Ol> 6r(1i) C I 6r(!Bn,k) for every T~ 0, hence 

k=1 

1 " 1 Ol> 

T 116r(1i) 11 ~ Til k:1 6r(!Bn, k) 11· . . . . . (8) 
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From (7). (8) and our hypothesis follows now 

lim Sup Tl ·116r(@) II ~ 11@II+e. 
T-+a> 

Therefore we have (6). 
Part 2. Under the same hypothesis as in Part 1, we have 

lim inf Tl ·116r(~) II ;::: 11@11·..···.(9) 
T-+a> 

Proof. Considering the complementary set (ft of (f. th us the .J-(f. 
we have 

·116T (@I)II = T -116T (~) 11·, , • (10) 

where II~II* is the interior measure of ~. From Part 1 follows 

lim Sup Tl ·116r(@1)11 ~ 110-@II=I- II@II. 
T-+a> 

• . (11) 

According to (10). the left side of (11) equals 

lim Sup Tl I T -116r(~) 11·1 = I -lim inf Tl 116T (@)II·, 
T-+a> T-+a> 

so we have. using (11). 

1 
1 -lim inf T 116 T «(f) 11· :::;; 1 -11 ~ 11. or 

T-+a> 

I 
lim inf T 11 6r(~) 11· ;::: II@II. and a fortiori 

T-+oo 

liminf TI ·116r(@)11;:::11@11. 
T-+a> 

The theorem follows now immediately from the results proved in Part 1 
and Part 2. 

§ 6. Tests. 

In the present paper we study tests for the considered cases of 
distribution. For the D-uniform distribution we recall WEYL'S tests [5]: 

D-test .a. Necessary and sufficient for the D-uniform distribution 
(mod 1) of the sequence f(I).f(2) .... is that, for every function w(t). 
Riemann-integrable on .J. f (x) satisfies the relation: 

1 N I 

J~<» N X:I w ({(x) - [{(x)]) = lw (t) dt. 

More important is: 
D-test b. Necessary and sufficient for the D-uniform distribution 

(mod 1) of the sequence f (1). f(2) . . .. is that, for any integer h =1= o. f(x) 
satisfies 

IN. 
lim - I e2nthf(xl = O. 

N-+<» N x=1 

75 
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As the analogues of these tests for the case of C ~uniform distribution 
we find 

CI~test a. Necessary and suflicient for the CI~uniform distribution 
(mod 1) of the measurable function f (t) is that for every function w (u) • 
Riemann~integrable on 3. f(t) satisfies the relation 

I T I 
lim T! w (f(t)-[f(t)]) dt =! w (u) duo 
T-H~' 0 0 

CI~test b. Necessary and sufficient for the C/~uniform distribution 
(mod 1) of the measurable function f (t) is that. for any integer h "# o. f (t) 
satisfies 

1 T 
lim - ! e2:nlhf(fl dt = O. 

T-+ex> T 0 

It is obvious that a CII-test is also a CIII-test. and conversely (cf. § 4. 
Remark 1. and § 5). KUIPERS [6] gave the following. 

CIII~test a. Necessary and sufficient for the CIII~uniform distribution 
(mod 1) of the measurable function f (t) is that for every function w (u). 
Lebesgue-integrable on 3. f(t) satisfies 

1 T I 
lim T!w(f(t)-[f(t)])dt=!w(u)du. 

T-+ ex> 0 0 

For practical purposes this test is not useful. It is our aim. therefore. to 
formulate a more suitable test for CII~ (and thus for CIII~) uniform 
distribution. 

A CIII-uniformly distributed function f(t) is also C/~uniformly distri
buted. So. if ~ is an arbitrary interval on 3. we have: 

.lim TI ]I@3r(!B)II= II!BII.......(12) 
T-+ex> 

ex> 
according to (2). Let I ~k be an arbitrary system of intervals on 3. ànd 

k=O 

let f (t) be ClI ~uniformly distributed. Then. from (4). 

1 ex> ex> 
;~ex> T k:l 11 @3T (!Bk) 11 = k:lll!Bk 11. 

and. fr om (12). 

A necessary condition for f(t) to be CII-uniformly distributed is 
therefore: 

1 ex> ex> I 
;~mex> T k:l 11@3r(!Bk) 11 = k=1 ;~ex> T 116r(!Bk) 11·· . . (13) 

It is easily seen that the conditions (12) and (13) together are also 
sufficient. Hence: 

CIII~test b. Necessary and sufficient for the ClII~uniform distribution 
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(moel I) of the measurable function f (t) is that. for any integer h =1= o. 
f (t) satisfies the relation 

1 T . 
lim - f e2nlltf(tl d t = O. . (1-4) 
T-+a> T 0 

a> 
and that for any system of intervals ~ ~k on 3. the relation (13) is 

k=1 
satisfied. 

It is obvious. that if f (t) satisfies (14) a sufficient condition for f (t) 
being ClI- and CIII~uniformly distributed is the uniform convergence in T 
of the series 

In our next paper we shall give some applications of the use of this test 
for a special class of functions. Furthermore we shall give a generalisation 
of the definition of Cl~uniform distribution (mod. 1). 
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Mathematics. - Asymptotic C~distribution. (Second communication.) 
By L. KUIPERS and B. MEULENBELD. (Communicated by Prof. 
J. G. VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

In the preceding paper (First communication [1] ) we gave the definitions 
of C/~, CII. and cm ~uniform distribution (mod 1) of a measurable function 
f(t) (t;;;: 0) and deduced tests by which this C~distribution may he 
demonstrated. 

In the present paper we first give same examples of the use of these 
tests. Furthermore we show how the definition of the C/~uniform 

distribution (mod 1) can be generalized. 

§ 1. Application of the Cl-test on some special functions. 

Theorem 1. The function f(t) = log t is not Cl ~uniformly distributed 
(mod 1). 

Proof. For any integer h -=;F 0 we have: 

T IOjl T Te2:nlhlog T f e2:nihlog t dt = } e(2:nlh+I)U du = . 
o -00 2:n:ih + 1 

Hence the expression 

1 T - f e2:nlhlogt dt 
T o 

will fail to have a limit for T ~ 00, which shows that the function 
f(t) = log t is not CI~uniformly distrihuted (mod. 1). 

Theorem 2. The function f(t) = sin t is not C/~uniformly distributed 
(mod 1). 

Proof. Applying the test it is no restriction to limit ourselves to the 
case that T increases through positive integers. or more generally. through 
a sequence of positive numhers. increasing with a fixed difference. Putting 
T = 2 n:n: (n integer. ;;;: 0). we have for any integer h -=;F 0: 

1 T n-I 1 2(k+I):n 1 2:1 - f e 2:trlhstnt dt= I - f e 2:nlh.tnt dt= - f e2trlhltnt dt. 
T 0 k=O T 2ktr 2:n: 0 

2tr 
We shall prove now that for h = 1 the integral 1= f e 2:nlhltnt d t does 

o 
not vanish. For the real part of the integrand we have: 

2tr tr 

f cos (2:n: sin t) dt = 2 f cos (2:n: sin t) dt = 2:n: Jo (2:n:) =f 0, 
o 0 
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according to a well-known property of the Bessel-function Jo(x). Hence 
f (t) = sin t is not Cl-uniform distributed (mod 1). 

§ 2. Application of the Cl -test on special classes of functions. 

The following Theorem 3 gives a whole cIa ss of functions which are 
not CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Theorem 3. lf [(t) is a differentiable function. defined for t ~ O. with 
[(t) ~ co for t ~ co, and if ['(t) is finite with t ['(t) ~ 0 for t~ co. then 
[( t) is not Cl -uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 

i [e 2:rih / (t) dt = è"ih/(T)_ 2~h [tf' (t) e 2:rih/(t) dt.. . . (I) 

From our assumptions it follows that, given a positive E we may find a 
To = To(E) su eh that 

Itf'(t)l<iE for t===-To. 

Hence 

I i rtf' (t) e2
"ih/(t) dt l-= ~ I ttf' (t) e2

:rih/(t) dt l + 

+ i I [t f' (t) e211ih/(t) dt l
and, since t f' (t) is bounded, the right hand side of this inequality is 

< c ~o + t t < t for T===- TI (E) ===- To (E). 

If T ~ co, the second term on the right side of (1) converges to zero. 
and the first term fails to have a limit. 

Hence [(t) is not CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 
As examples of the use of the Cl-test with positive results we may prO'Ve 

the following two theorems 4 and 5. which KUIPERS [2] proved in a more 
elementary way. 

Theorem 4. lf [(t) is a differentiable function. defined for t ~ 0, and 
if ['(t) > 0 and monotonically non-decreasing for t ~ 0, then [(t) is Cl. 
uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 
1 T 1 I(T) 

- / e 2:rih/(t) dt= - ( e2nihu pi (u) duo 
ToT /(0) 

where t = F(u) is the inverse function of u = [(t). 
Using the second mean-value theorem, we have: 

1 IIT) 1 110 

T f pi (u) cos 2:n hu du = T f' (T) / cos 2:n hu du 
1(0) 110) 
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for a suitable chosen value of ~ in the interval (0. T) and this expression 
converges to zero for T ~ co. The same argument holds for the imaginary 

1 T 
part of T ! e2:rih f(t) dt. 50 the theorem is proved. 

Theorem S. ff f(t) is a differentiable function. defined [or t ;;;;; O. and 
if f' (t) is monotonically non-increasing for t;;;;; 0 with t f' (t) ~ co for 
t ~ co. then f (t) is Cl -uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. 

1 T 1 f(Tl 
- / e1nih/(t) dt = - / e2nihu F' (u) duo 
ToT 1(0) 

where t = F (u) is the inverse function of u = f (t). 
Using the second mean-value theorem. the last expression equals 

1 f(fJ 
T f' (T) jo~os 2n hu duo with 0 < ~ < T. 

and so tends to zero for T ~ co. and simarly for the imaginary part. Hence 
f(t) is CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

§ 3. , Applications of the CJ/J-test. 

In the paper already mentioned [1]. we introduced a function which is 
CI_. but not Cu. and CJ/J-uniformly distributed (mod 1). , 

In the present paragraph we shall prove th at the CI-distributed functions 
of Theorems 4 and 5 are ,also CJ/J-distributed. 

Theorem 6. Under the assumptions of Theorem "1 f(t) is CIII-uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

oe 
Proof. Let I )8k be an arbitrary system of non-overlapping intervals 

k=1 

)8k on ,3. Then. with arbitrarily chosen T;;;;; O. the integer N exists. such 
that N $. f(T) < N + 1 hence F(N) $. T <F(N + 1). wh ere t = F(u) 
denotes the' inverse function of u = f(t). Let )8k be the interval (ak. 13k). 
and ST()8k) the set of points of O;:;;;t~ t with ak~f(t) <13k (mod 1). 

Then 

for a suitable chosen value of ~k.n in 

(n = 1. 2, ... , N). 
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Since f' (t) is monotonically non.decreasing. the last expression is 

N 

-== (13k - ak) n:o F' (n) -== 13k _ ak N I I ~ _ 

= F (N) = F (N) ~~ F (u) du + F (0) ~ -
_ (13k - ak) I F (N) - F (0) + F ' (0) I == 2 (13 _ ) 
- F(N) - k ak. 

Eor T sufficiently large (independent oE k). 

Hence the series k~ I ~116T (5{h) 11 is uniformly convergent in T. and by 

§ 6 oE [1] f (t) is CIII.uniformly distributed (mod 1). 

Theorem 7. Under the assumptions of Theorem 5 f(t) is CIII·uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

Proof. In this case the expression (2) is 

From our assumptions it is easily seen that F~~~) 1) ~ 1 Eor T ~ co. 

Hence 

Eor T> T 0 (T 0 independent of k). which shows that the series 

is uniformly convergent in T for T> T o• and so f(t) is CIII.uniformly 
distributed (mod 1). 

§ 4. Generalisation of the Cl.uniform distribution. 

In the present paragraph we shall give an extension of the definition of 
Cl.uniform distribution. Whenever a function f(t) is Cll·distributed. dien. 

00 

for any ~ 5Sk. f(t) satisfies the relation: 
k=1 

Wh en however a function f(t) iSCl. and not Cll.uniformly distributed, 
00 

it is possible to indicate special sets ~ 5Sk for which f (t) satisfies (3). 
k=1 
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Cl) 

In this case we call ((t) Cla-distri:buted with respect to ~ ~k. 
k=1 

Definitioît. 
Cl) 

((t) is Cla!..distributed (mod 1) with respect to a set ~ ~k, 
k=' 

if [(t) is CI-uniformly distributed (mod 1), and i[ ((t) satisfies: 

1 Cl) Cl) 

}~mCl) T k:,IIST (!Bk) 11 = k:,II!Bkli. 

It is obvious that for Cla-distribution the following test holds: 

Oa.-test. Necessary and sulficient for the C1a-distribution (mod 1) of 
Cl) Cl) 

((t) with respect to a set ~ ~k is that ((t) and ~ ~k satis[y the relations: 
k=' k=J 

lim ~ J e2nih!(t) dt = 0 
T .... CI) T 0 

(h integer, =f 0) 

and 

Now we may prove the following 

Tbeorem 8. Each CI-uniformly distributed function {(t) (mod 1) is 
Cl) 

C1a-distributed with respect to any I ~k with one limitpoint "). 
k=' 

Proof. Por any positive quantity E there exists a positive integer n, 
such that 

where .2 is a subinterval of 3 with length E. Prom. 

follows: 

hence 

Cl) 1 . nl 
Um sup I T 11 ST (!Bk) 1/ = lim I T 11 ST (!Bk) 11 + 

T .... Cl) k .. , T .... Cl) k=1 
Cl) 1 n 1 

+ li~s~p k=';+1 T 11 ST (!Bk) 1/ -= k:1 I/!Bk 1/ + T1!.mCl) TI/ST (2) 11 < 
Cl) 

< III!Bkl/+t. 
k=1 

.) That is, there exists a point xo on ~ su eh that every interval, eontaining xo in 

its interior, also contains all but a finite number of the intervals !ll k' 
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On the other hand 

So we have: 

and the theorem is proved. 

Remark. It is evident that the same argument holds if we consider a 
00 

set Z ~h with a finite number of limitpoints. 
k=1 

Bandung, 16 November 1949. 
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Mathematics. - On power series with integral coefficients. 11 l). By C. G. 
LEKKERKERKER. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

§ 4. In order to generalize the foregoing results I compute the following 
determinant 2) : 

PI (a+ 1)1 PI··' (a+ 1)r,-1 PI'" ps (a+ 1)1 ps .• · (a+ 1)rs-1 ps 

p~ (a + 2)1 pi . •• (a + 2)r,-1 pi . .• p~ (a + 2)1 p;., . (a + 2)rs-1 p! 
(6) 

where s is a positive integer; Pl' P2' ... , ps are realor complex numbers; 
s 

rl. r2 ..... rS are positive integers; r = I ra; and (a + e) t denotes the 
a=1 

product (a + e) (a + e -1) ... (a + e -t + 1). I shall denote the deter~ 
minant (6) by D(Pl' P2' .... ps) or by D(Pl' P2 • .... ps; rl' r2 . .... rs). 

First I shall prove that the determinant (6) does not depend on the 
parameter a. Obviously (a + e) t can be developed as follows: 

(a + e)t = et + at! et-I + au e t- Z + ... + att. 

hence 

(a +e)t = et + Ptl (a+e)t-I + Pu (a +e)t-2 + ... + Ptt, 

where the coefficients a and P do not depend on e, and therefore have the 
same value for those products (a + e) t which enter in a certain column of 
(6). 1 perform now on the first rl columns successively these operations: 

columnr, - Pr,-I,I columnr,_1 - Pr,-I.Z columnr,-2-" ,-Pr,-I. r,-I column I 

columnr,-I-Pr,-Z.I columnr,-z-Pr,-z,z columnr,-3- .. ,-Pr,-z. r,-Z columnl 

column3 - PZI columnz - PZ2 column I 

column2 - Pil column I 

such that the eth element of the (t + 1) th column becomes et Pi 
(t = O. 1. .... rl-I; e = 1. 2 ..... r). 

IE I treat in the same manner every set of columns which contain a certain 
number pa, th en the resulting determinant does not contain a. 

1) Part I of this investigation was published in these Proceedings. 52, p. 740. 
2) A slight generalization of the determinant (6) with s = 2 or s = 3. due to BONOLlS, 

is mentioned by Sir THOMAS MUIR, The theory of Determinants in the histori'cal order 
of development 111. 460-461; see also: J. G. VAN DER CORPUT, Over eenige determi~ 
nanten. Verhandelingen Kon. Akad. v. Wetensch., Amsterdam. XIV, No. 3 (1930). 

(7) 
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Remark. The more general determinant 

p~, (a + adl p~, ... (a + al) ,,-I p~, ..• p~, ... (a + ad ,s-I p~, 

p~2 (a + a2)1 p~2 ... (a + a2) ,,-I p~ • ... P~·., .. (a + a2) ,s-I p~2 (8) 

where kl' k2 • .... k r are integers and al' a2 • .... ar. a are arbitrary numbers. 
can also be proved to be not dependent on a if we perform the operations 
(7) on the first rl columns and if we treat the other sets of columns in the 
same manner. 

Secondly I evaluate the determinant (6) for a = -1. Then 

D(PI' P2 . .... ps) 

is equal to 
s 

IJ p!'a('a+1) F(PI' P2' ...• ps). 
17=1 

where F(PI' P2 • .... ps) = 

1 0 0 0 ............. " .. .0 ••••••••• 

pa 1 0 0 ................. 0 ......... 

p; 2p" 2·1 0 ........ ......... 0 ......... 

p~ 3p~ 3;2'Pa 3·2·1 .............. . 0 ......... 

... p;-I (r-l) p;-2 (r-l)(r-2) p;-3 (r-l)(r-2)(r-3) p;-i .•. (r-l)'a- I p;-ra ••• 

where only those columns have been written down. which contain 
pr1(a=1.2 ..... s). 

We consider the following VAN DER MONDE determrnant: 

1 1 .. " 1 .... 

pa2 .••. P'1ra •••• 

P~2 .... p~, .... 
a (a=Li •....• s). (9) 

,-1 ,-1 ,-I .•.. Pal Pa2 ...• Pa'a .•.. 

where P11' P12" .. PI', ..... ps ...... ps's are arbitrary numbers. The deter-

minant is equal to M(Pll' .... PS's). if 

) 

IJ (ai-aj){ork> 1 
M (al' a2 • .••• ak) = i>J 

, 1 {or k = 1. 
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Let fh(p) = ph-1(h = 1. 2 ..... r). Then the determinant (9) can bewritten 

I··· fh (pal) b (p,2) ... fh (para) .. ·1· 
Further I introduce the divided differences [al ' a2' . .. . ak] f h (k;;;: 2). 
defined by 

Marking those values of o. for which ra > 1. the following equality can 
be obtained by subtracting columns in the determinant (9) : 

I· .. fh (pal) [P.,lo pa2] fh ••. [pal. para] fh •. ·1 

s 
II (pa2-pal) (pa3-pal) ••• (par., -pal) 

.,=1 

Repeating the process it is found 

s 
JI M (prlo ...• Para) 

a=1 

Nowlet 

pae~pa(e=1.2 •...• ra; 0=1.2 ..... 5). 

Then. by a weil known property of divided differences. 

1 011- 1 

[pal. pa2 • •••• P.,p] fh ~ (e-I) I Op~-I b (pa) (e=2.3 ..... ra:a= 1.2 ..... 5). 

The lelt member of the last equality tends to 

r,-I r.-I r,-I F (PI' P2 • •••• ps) 
[J el JI el ... II el 

11=1 11=1 11=1 

and the right member to 

Hence it follows: 

(l0) 
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§ 5, Let Pl' P2 • .. '. ps be different complex numbers with non-negative 

imaginary part and with 0 < I pa I < 1 (a = 1. 2 ... '. s), Let rl' r2 • .. '. rs be 
s 

s positive integers, Let I ra = r, fl 'YJa/l (e = 1.2 . .. '. ra; a = 1. 2 . .. '. s) 

are r realor complex numbers. then there exists a power series 

00 

((x) = I an xn 
n=O 

with bounded integral coefficients an. so that [(Il-I) (pa) = 'YJa(! lor every 

pair a. e, 
Proof. IE z is a complex number or vector. I denote the adjoint number 

resp. vector by z. IE a number P3 is non-rea!. I add to Pl ' P'2 • ...• ps the 
number p. and prescribe the va lues ((.-1) (pa) = ij'll (e = 1. 2 . .... ra). 
Af ter th is being performed for every a when pa is non-real, I use for con
venience the same notations and indices, Hence we may suppose that for 
every a = 1. 2 . ... , s th ere exists éln integer i with 1 ;S; l' ;S; S . so that 

-
p. = PT • r. = rT • 'YJ' I! = 'YJ7[! (e = 1. 2 •. . .• r.). 

I introduce the square matrices 

-PI ((m-l)r+l)l PI ... ((m-l)r+l)r,-1 pI"'Ps· .. ((m-l)r+1)rs-1 ps 

p~ ((m-l)r+2), pi ... ((m-l)r+2)r,--1 pi ... p; ... ((m-l)r+2)rs- 1 p; 

IIm= P: ((m-l )r+3), P: .. · ((m-l)r+3)r,-1 P: ... p~ ... ((m-l )r+3)rs-1 p~ 

(mr) r,-I p[ . 

(m = 1. 2 ... . ) and 

P contains in the principal diagonal rl elements p[. r2 elements p{ ..... rs 

elements p;; all other elements are zero. Since det n m is the determinant 

(6) treated in § 4 with a = (m-l) r. det n m does not depend on mand. 
on account of the formula (10) and the conditions made for Pl ' P2 . . .. . ps. 
is different from zero. Clearly det P also is different from zero. 

IE a = (al' a2' ... . ar). then also 

a IIm pm- I (m = 1. 2 ... . ) . (11 ) 

is a r-dimensional vector. whose components have the form 

al ((m -1)r+ 1)/l-1 p';'-J)r+1 + a2 ((m -1)r+ 2) 1! _1 p~m-l)r+2 + l 
(12) + ... + ar (mr}I!-1 p;,r. 
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wh ere for the pair a. e must be taken successively 

1. 1; 1. 2; ... ; 1. r1; ... ; s. 1; ... ; s. rs (r = r1 + r2 + ... + rs) 

and where the coefficients ((m-l)r + 1) 1.'-1 ..... (mr)e-I for e = 1 are 
taken equal to 1. IE I denote for every a = 1. 2 •...• s the component with 
indices a. 1 by fJa, th en the components of (11) are successively 

fJ 
d fJl r,-I dr,-I PI fJ r -I drs- I fJs 

I' PI -d ••••• PI d r I····' s.···. Pss d r I' PI P I '- Pss-
(13) 

co 
The coefficients an of the series I anxn are determined in the following 

n=O 

manner. Put ao = o. In order to define the vector a(1). consisting of the 
integers al. a2 • •..• a,. I consider first the vector w(O) with the components 

1'}11' PI t'J12' •••• p[,-I 1'}1 r, • •••• 1'}sl, ••• ,p;s-I 1'}srs 
and I write 

w(O) nl l = Uil). 

I shall prove that this vector u(1) has real components UI. U2 • •••• U,. We 
have 

u(I)fl l =W(O). 

Writing out this equation in full it yields. if we recall the definition of the 
vector w(O) and use (11) and (12) with m = 1. a = u(l): 

UI· (1 )1.'-1 pa + U2· (2)e-1 P; + ... + Ur· (r)e-I P; = p;-I 1'}ae 

(e = 1. 2 ..... ra : 0= 1. 2 ••..• s). 

Hence it follows 

UI' (1)e-1 pa + U2' (2)e-1 p; + ... + Ur' (r)e-I p; = -P;-I tjae. 

Now pr again is one of the numbers Pl. P2 . ...• ps. say pr. and if a takes 
all values I, 2 •.... s. then 'l runs through a permutation of 1. 2 •...• s; more
over nal! = 1'}rl!' It follows 

UI' (1)e-1 p-r + U2' (2)e-1 P; + ... + ur· (r)e-I P; = p~-I 1'}-re 

(e = 1. 2 •... , ra = r-r ; t = 1. 2, ...• s). 

or 
-- -- 1 
u(I) III = w(O) , u(l) = w(O) III , 

hence u(l) = u(1). 

Now. u(1) being a real vector. we may write u(1) = a(l) + wW. where a(!} 

has integral components and w(1) is a real vector with I wW I :;;; ,. We have 

w(O) = a(1)II1 + w(1)fl 1• 

Now I de fine the vectors a(1). a(2) • ••• by induction. Suppose that the 
r-dimensional vectors a(l) = (al' a2 • •..• a,). a(2) = (ar+l. a,+2, ••• , a2'), ...• 
alm) = (a(m-I)r+l' .... am,); w(ll. w(2) • ...• wIm) are determined. so that 
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m ;;;;: 1 and for k = 1. 2 . .... m the components of a(k) are integers. the 
components of W ( k ) are realo 1 W ( k ) 1 ;;;:; -} and 

wlO) = all)) II, + a (2) II2 P + ... + alk) IIk Pk- I + WIk) IIk Pk-I . (14) 

Then I write 

Hence 
ulm +1) IIm+1 P = wIm) IIm. 

Taking into account that w(m) is a real vector (m ~ 1) . we can prove almost 
in the same manner as before 

u lm +l ) llm+1 P= w Im) Dm 

and therefore u lm +l ) = u lm+l). so that u lm +1) is a real vector. The vector 
ulm+l ) can therefore be written a lm+l) + w lm +l). where a lm+l ) is a vector 
with integral components and w lm+l ) is a real vector with 1 w lm+il 1-== t. 
It follows : ' 

wIm) IIm pm-I = wIm) IIm p-I II;~" IIm+' pm = I alm +1) + wIm +1) I IIm+l pm. 

hence 

wlO) = all) III + a (2) II2 P + . . . + a lm +l ) IIm+l pm + w lm +l ) IIm+1 pm. 

Successively vectors a(m) with integers as components and re al vectors w(m) 

with 1 w(m) 1 ;;;:; -} (m ;;;;: 1) can be determined, so that the relation (14) is 

tme [or k = 1.2 . .... 
In order to prove that the vectors a(m) are bounded I denote the matrix 

II m p-I II;~, by L; obviously L is a square matrix with r rows and columns. 
Let the element of L. which belongs to the eth row and the Tth column be 
denoted by d er (e = 1.2 . . . .. r; -r = 1. 2 . . .. . r) . I shall prove that the 
numbers d er do not depend on m. 

We have 

IIm = 6· (IIm+1 P). 

Puttingequal corresponding elements of both sides we obtain for any 
fixed value of e the following system of r linear equations for the r numbers 

del.de2 •...• der: 

pf del p[+1 +de2 p[+2 + . .. + der pi r 

((m-l}r+e), pf =dedmr+l), p[+1 +de2(mr+2}IP[+2 + ... +der ((m+l)r), pi r 

(15) 
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Since det (llm+IP) does not vanish the system (15) possesses a unique 
solution which can be written in the form 

. d - 6 e'r O'r - d II d P (e = 1. 2 ... . . r; 1: = 1. 2 .. . .• r). 
- et m+l' et 

where 6.er is given by the determinant 

P
r+'r- I 

'" I 

P
r+'r-I ••• s 

(mr+ l)rs-1 p;+I ... (mr+1:-l)rs-1 prH - 1 ((m-l)r+e)rs-I P~ (mr+r+ l)rs-1 p;H+I •.. ((m+ l)r}rs_lp;r 

. If' .J.,e reflect this determinant in the main diagonal, it proves to be equal to 
the determinant (8) (see § 4. remark). with 

k l = r+1. ki = r+2 •...• k.,. _1 = r+1:-1. ·k-r = e. k-r+1 = r+1:+ 1. . ..• k r=2r 
al = 1. a2 = 2 •....• a-r - 1 =1:-1. a .,. = -r+e. a 'r +1 =1:+1 • . ..• ar=r.a=mr. 

Since a is the only number which involves m. D.er does not depend on m. 
Nor do det II m+1 and det P depend on m. Hence the numbers der do not 
depend on m. 

Since wIm) is a r~dimensional vector (w~m). w~m) • ••.• w~m»). the vector 

wIm) II m pm- I. say 1]{ m). has the form (11). If we denote its components by 
1]lm) (e= 1.2 .... • ra; 0= 1. 2 • ... • s). then by (12) 

at! 

1]~:) = w~m). ((m-I) r+I) /1-1 p~m-l)r+1 + wim). ((m-l) r+2)11-1 p~m-l)r+2+ ... 

'., + w~m). (mr)g_1 p;zr. 
Hence. on account of 

I wlm) l ~ t and ((m-l)r+).)I1_I~(mr)r 

we find ' 
r 

().= 1. 2 ....• r). 

1 1] ~:) I ~. t· (mr)' I I p~ Ilm-l) r+ J. ; 
J.= I 

because I p a I < 1 (0 = 1. 2 •. . .. s) it follows that the components of 1]{ m) 

tend to zero for m ~ <Xl. 

The components of a lm) = (a(m-l)r+I ... .• amr). are integers; on account 
of (11) . (12). (13) the vector a{m)llmpm-l has the components 

a(m-l)r+1 p~m-l)r+1 + . .. + amr p;zr 

d Im-l)r+1 mr pa -d I a(m-l)r+1 PO' + ... +amr PO' I pa 
(0 = 1. 2 ..... s). 

dr -I 
r _I __ 0' _ _ I (m- I) r+1 + + mr I pa G' d r -I a(m- l)r+1 PG' ••• amr Pa 

paG' 
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Hence the components of a(l) III + a(2) ll2P + ... a(m) llmPm-1 can be 
written 

do-I 
e-I . - . I + + a pmr I Pa dp~-I 81Pa •.• mr a j (e = 1. 2 ....• ra; 0 = 1. 2 •.• . • $). 

Recalling that w(O) was introduced as the vector with components p~- ' l 'YJ'e 
we conclude from (14) with k = m: 

d e- l 

p;-l 'YJ.e=p;-l dp;_llalPa+ •.. +amrP;Zrl +'YJ~~). 

Now [(pa) is convergent and I 'YJ(m) I ~ 0 (m ~ co). Hence 

(e = 1. 2 •...• r,; 0 = 1. 2 •...• s). 

§ 6. Let r be a positive integer. Let Al' A 2• A3' ... be a sequence of 
sets of real numbers and gl' g2. g3' ... be a sequence of positive numbers 
such that for each n = 1. 2 .... each closed interval of length gn contains 
at least one number of An. Let for every m = 1.2 .... the maximum of the 
nu mb ers 

g(m-l)r+l. g(m-l)r+2 •...• gmr 

be denoted by h m. Let 

I· . f l/ 1 Im In -
n-. CD gn 

be positive or infinite. 
If Pl' P2 . ... • pr; 'YJl. 'YJ2 • ...• 'YJr are realor complex numbers with the 

following properties: 

10 Pl' P2 . ...• pr are different, 

20 for every e = 1.2 ..... r the complex adjoint number of pe again 
belongs to the set Pl' P2' ... , pr and if Pe = PT, then also ije = 'YJ'r' 

3° O<IPel< lim inf' n/l (e=1.2 ..... r). 
n_ CD V gn 

CD 

then there exists a power series [( x) = ~ anXn and a positive number Q, 
n=l 

which depends only on Pl' P2 ... , pr, so that 

a) an belongs to An (n = 1. 2. 3 .... ). 

b) I amr+!} I:S; Q hm + !hm+l (e = 1.2 ..... r; m = 1.2 .. . . ). 

c) [(Pe)='YJe (e=I.2 •...• r). 

Proof. I use the same matrices II and P as in § 3. Again I consider 
the r~dimensional vector w(O) = ('YJ1' 'YJ2 . ...• 'YJr). Because det II # 0 we 
can determine the vector u(l) Erom 

w(O) = u(l)ll 
or U(l) = w(O)ll-l. 

76 
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" Since it can be proved in the same manner as in § 5 that u(l)IJ = w(O) 

or U(l) = w(O)I!-l. u(1) is real and therefore can be written as all) + W(l). 

where we clin choose the components al.a2 •...• ar. viz. W\I). w~) ••••• w~~ 

df thesè last vecto'rs in stich a way. that ' al befongs to À l .a·2 to A 2 • •••• a; ' 

to Ar. and that 

I w~1) 1-== t gl' 1 w~1) 1-== t 9 r ••••• 1 w~) 1-== t gr. 

It follows 

w(O) = a(lJIJ + wU) I1 with I w(l) 1-== t hl' 

Now I define the vectors all). a(2) • ... by induction. Suppose that the 
r-dimensional vectors 

a(l) = (al' a2 •.•.• ar). a(2) = (ar+1 ••••• a2r) •••.• alm) = (a(m-l)r+l ••••• amr) ; 

wO). W(2) ••..• wIr) 

are determined. in such a way that 

m;;;;: 1. 

al belongs to A l .a2 to A 2 . .... am r to Am r. 

W(k) is real with I ro(k) 1 ~! hk (k = 1. 2 ..... m). 

w(O)=a(l)IJ+a(2)IJP+ .. . +a(k)I1Pk-l+w(k)I1pk-1 (k= 1,2 ..... m). (l6} 

Then it is easy to show that the vector w(m)IlP-lll-l. say u(m+ l ). is 
real and can be written as alm + 1)+ wIm + 1) •. where alm + I) is a vector with 

components amr+I •••• • a(m+l) r. successively belonging to Amr+l •..•• A(m+l) r •. 
and Ol(m + I) is a real r-dimensional vector with I w( m +1) I :;;; 1 hm+l' 

- It follows 

WIm) IJ pm-I = a(m+l) I1 pm + w(m+l) IJ pm: 

hence (16) is also true for k = m + 1. 
S .uc..c:essively vectors a(I). a(2) • .... with components al' a2' .... ar. a r +Io .... 

a;~ • . :. ánd vectors wW. W(2) • ... can be determined such that al belongs to 

Al' a2 to A 2 • .... I w(l) I.~J hl' 1 w!2) I ~! h2 • ... ; and therelation (16)' is 
true for every positive integer k. .. 

In order to prove that the power series ((xl = I snx'l has the required' 
n=1 

properties b) and c) 1 denote the elements of the matrix llP-lfl-l by 
dpr (e. T = 1.2 . .... r) and I take 

r 
Q = 2 .!VIax I deT I . 

p.T-l.2, ... ,r 

50 that Q is positive and only depends on the numbers Pl' P2 • .... pro Then. 
from 

WIm) I1 P-IIJ-I = U(m+l) snd I w(m)l-== t h m 

it clearly follows 
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hence. on account of u(m+l) = a(m+l) + w(m+I). 

la(m+l) 1-= Qhm + t hm+1 (m = 1. 2 •... ). 

The last inequality establishes the property b). 
Let the vector w(m) consist of the components wIm). w~m) ••••• w~m). Then 

the components of the vector w ( m)llpm- 1• say '/'j~m). are 

.,(m)=w(m)p(m-l)r+1 +wtm)p(m-l)r+2+ +w(m)pmr ("-I 2 r) ·'e I e 2 e •.. re" - ••..••. 

We have 

Because 1 PI! 1 < lim inf V I 
- . we have 
Un n-. CD 

n---.;--~ 
lim Sup r Un IPein < 1 {or every (! = 1. 2 • . ... r. n-. co 

It follows 

hence 

hm p~m-J)rH ~ 0 {or m ~ 00 (e. I = 1.2 ....• r). 

We conclude. that 1/(m) (e = 1. 2 . ... • r) tends to zero for m ~ co. e 
Finally we have. on account of the relation (16). 

'/'je = al P I! + P~ + ... + amr p;tr + '/'j~m) . 

From property b) one can deduce that x = PI! belongs to the circle of 
CD 

convergence of the power series f (x) = .I an xn. Hence f (PI!) = 'YJe 
n=1 

(Q = 1. 2 .. ... r). i.e. the property c) is valid. 

The problem treated in § 3 is a particular case of the problem solved 
here. IE we take in the theorem just proved PI! and '/'jl! real (Q = 1. 2 . .... r) 
and jf every set An is identified with the set of all integers. th en we obtain 
the result of § 3 once more. 

The problem considered in th is paragraph can be generalized so as to 
include also the case of § 5. The corresponding treatment does not require 
essentially new considerations and is omitted here. 

Finally I give in the following example another application of the 
theorem of this paragraph. 

Let An (n = 1. 2 .... ) consist of all integral multiples of : r Then we 
1 

can take Bn = -,. so that 
n. 

lim inf V 1 = 00 and h m = I 1 I (m = 1. 2 .... ). 
n-.CD Bn (m-l)r+l f 
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Applying our theorem we obtain easily the following result: 

L~t Pl' P2' ...• pr; 1J1 . 1)2 •• • •• 1Jr be realor complex numbers so that 

1 ° every number of the set Pl' P2' .. .• pr is different from zero. 

2° Pl' P2' ...• pr are different. 

3° every number Pe (e = 1. 2 •... . r) belongs to the set Pl' P2' .. .• pr and 
if Pe = pro th en also ije = 1Jr. 

Then there exists a positive number Q1' and a power series 

00 bn 
f(x) = I -xn 

n=O nf 

with integral coefficients bn. such that 

(n = 1. 2 ... . ) 

and 

(n = 1. 2 ....• r) . 

In connection with this example I remark. that it is not difficult to prove. 
that if p is a given real number. all numbers w. which can be represented 

bya power series n!l !jpn with bounded. integral coefficients bn. form a 

set of measure zero. 



Mathematics. - On Dyson's improvement of the Thue-Siegel theorem. 
By K. MAHLER. (Mathematics Department. University of 
Manchester.) (Communicated by Prof. J. G. VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29, 1949.) 

Two years ago. F. J. DVSON proved the following result 1): 
"If ~ is an algebraic number of degree n > 2. if ft is a positive number. 

and if there are infinitely many rational numbers e such th at 
q 

p. q are integers. q ~ 1. Ie - : 1< q-"'. 

then 

ft -== Y2 n." 

This result is stronger than that of C. L. StEGEL 2). namely 

IJ-:::;; min (_+n 1 + s) < 2 yn. 
S=I,2, ... ,n-t S 

DVSON obtained his improved inequality by means of a new methad for 
studying the zero points of a polynomial in two varia bles. As his own 
proof is given in a somewhat involved farm, I present in this paper a 
simplified proof for his main lemma (Theorem 1). Moreover, since this 
proof is purely algebraic, I deal always with the case of an arbitrary 
constant fjeld of characteristic zero. This restriction is a natural one, since 
neither Theorem 1, nor the Thue-Siegel theorem, hold generally for fjelds 
of positive characteristic. 

P.S. Since the time earlier th is year when I wrote the present paper, 
a new proof of DVSON'S result has been published by TH. SCHNEIDER 3). 
This proof applies the deaper arithmetical properties of divisibility and 
may prove more powerful 4) . 

[1] In this paper, K denotes a fixed field of characteristic zero; K[x], 
K[yJ. and K[x, yJ. are the rings of all polynomials in x, in y, or in x and 
y, respectively, with coefficients in K; and K(x) denotes the field of all 
rational functions in x with coefficients in K. The terms "dependent" and 
"independent" always mean, "linearly dependent" and "linearly indepen~ 
dent" over K. 

1) Acta Mathematica 79, 225-240 (1947). 
2) Mathematische Zeitschrift 10, 173-213 (1921). 
3) Mathematische Nachrichten 2. 288-295 (1949). 
4) Still another proof and a generalization of Dyson's theorem was given by 

A. O . GELFOND (Vestnik MGU 9, 3 (1948)). but I have not seen his paper. 
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[2] We de fine differentiation in K(x) in the usual forma I way. Let 
uo(x). udx) • .... UI_.(X) be a finite set of elements of K(x); the determi
nant 

I
d"UA(Xll 

dx" A.,.=O.I ..... I-I 

is then called the W ronski determinant of these elements and is denoted 
by 

One easily verifies that if tp(x) is any further element of K(x). then 

<tpUO.tpUI ••••• tpUI_I) = tp(x)1 <uo. UI ••••• UI-I). 

Lemma 1: The Wronski deteminant of any finite number of elements 
of K (x) vanishes identically in x if. and only if. these elements are depen
dent. 

Proof: IE 
I-I 
I C). u). (x) =0. where c).€K. 

).=0 

then 

I-I dl' UA (x) 
Ic). =0 

).=0 dxl'-
(.u=0.1. .... 1-1). 

whence < Uo. UI ..... UI-I) == O. 
Next assume that <UO.UI ..... UI_I) 0; we must show that uo(x). 

udx) • .... UI-I (x) are dependent. This assertion is obvious for 1= 1; 
assume it has already been proved for all systems of less than I rational 
functions. We may exclude the case that uo(x) == 0 since then the Wronski 
determinant certainly vanishes. Hence 

-I < ) _ /1 UI U2 UI-I)_ uo(x) UO.UI •.••• UI-I -, .-.- ••••• - -
, Uo Uo Uo 

_ / d (ut/uo) d (U2/UO) 
- "" dx • dx 

Therefore. by the induction hypothesis. there exist I-I elements Cl' C2 • 

. . . • cl_lof K not all zero such that 

d (ut/uo) + d (U2/UO) + + d (UI-I/UO) - 0 
Cl dx - C2 dx .•• Cl-I dx =. 

Since the characteristic of K is zero. th is implies that 

UI (x) U2 (x) UI-I (x) _ 
Co + Cl -(-) + C2-(-) + ... + Cl-I () = 0 ua x uax ua x 

for some ~dement Co of K. whence the assertion. 
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[3] Let now uo(x). udx) • .... UI_I (x) he a finite set of independent 
polynomials in K [x]. and assume that Uo (x) is of the highest degree 

amongst these. the degree do. say. Then constants Cl' C2 • .... Cl_I in K can 
he found such that 

U~I) (x) = Cl. Uo (x) + u). (x) (1 = 1. 2 ..... I-I) 

are all of degree Ie ss than do. Assume that UI (x) is of highest degree. dl 
say. amongst these 1- 1 polynomials. Then constants c~). cit) ••.•• tft'!..\ in K 
can he found such that the I - 2 polynomials 

(1=2.3 ..... 1-1) 

are all of degree less than dl' Assume that u~2)(x) is of highest degree. 
d2 say. amongst these polynomials. Then constants ci2). d:..2) ••••• c'l~1 can he 
found such that the 1- 3 polynomials 

(1 = 3.4 .. . .• 1-1) 

are all of degree less than d 2 • Continuing in this way. we obtain a set of 1 
polynomials 

() (I)() (2)() (I-t)() Uo X. UI X. U2 X • •••• U I-I X 

of degrees 

respectively. where 

do>dl >d2 >···>dl- l • 

Bythe constructi0n. each polynomial u11.)(x) differs from uI. (x) ~nly by a 
linear expression in uo(x). udx) • .... ul._

I 
(x) with coefficients in K. Hence. 

hy a simple property of determinants. the identity 

( ) - «(I) (I-I) Uo. UI' •••• UI-I - Uo. UI ••••• u I_ I 

holds. 

Lemma 2: Let uo(x), udx). , ...• U
I
_

I 
(x) be polynomials in K[x] of 

degrees not greater than d. Then the Wronski determinant 

(uo, UI' •••• UI-I) 

is a polynomial of degree not greater than 1 (d -I + 1). 

Pro 0 f: It suffices to prov.e the assertion when the polynomials are 
independent. The polynomials 

() (I) ( ) (/ - 1)( ) Uo X. UI x ••••• U I _ I X • 

as just constructed. have degrees 

do::::; d-O. dl::::; dl-I. ...• dl_I::::; d-(l-l). 
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Furthermore.the Wronski determinant (uo. U~I) ••••• UY~II» is a sum oE 
I! terms oE the Eorm 

di,-I u(/-I) (x) 
I-I 

where io. i1 • •••• i I-I run over all permutations oE O. 1 •.... 1- 1. Each such 
term is oE degree 

I-I I-I I-I 
I (d).-;") = I I d).-(l-l-l)l ~ I !(d-l)-(l-l-l)l = I (d-l+ 1). 

).=0 ).=0 ).=0 

whence the assertion. 

[4] IE P(x. y) is any polynomial in K[x. y]. then write 

Ol+} P (x. y) 
Pij (x. y) = il jl ox l oy} (i.j=O.1. 2 •••. ). 

We denote by rand s two positive integers which will be fixed in the next 
section. by ~ and fJ two elements oE K. and by ~ a non-negative real 
number. We th en say that P(x. y) is at least oE index ~ at (~. fJ) if 

PI} (E.fJ) =0 Eor i~O.j~O.i.+ j <ij; 
r s 

in the special case ~ = O. th ere are DO conditions. 
This deEinition can he replaced by an equivalent one. as Eollows. Denote 

by z an indeterminate. Then 

P(E+xz'.fJ+yzr)= l 1 PI}(~.'7)x'y}zTl(f+f).=p<z) say. 
1=0 }=o 

becomes a polynomial in z with coefficients in K[x. y]. This Eormula shows 
that P(x. y) is at least oE index ~ at (~. fJ) iE. and only iE. P <z) is divisible 
by zr," (i.e. all powers oE z occurring in P(z) must have exponents not 
less than rs{}). IE we multiply several such expressions 

Po <z). PI <z) •.•.• P,- I <z) 
which are divisible by 

respectively. th en the product is divisible by 

ThereEore the Eollowing result holds: 

Lemma 3: If.[orl=0.1 •.... 1-1.thepolynomiaIPl(x.y) inK[x.y] 
is at least of index ~l at (~. fJ). then 

Po {x. y) PI (x. y) •.. P,-I (x. y) 
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is at least of index 

at (~, 'fJ). 

[5] From now on, 

r s 
R (x. y) = I I Rhk Xh yk ;ié 0 

h=O k=O 

is a fixed polynomial in K[x, y] of degrees not greater than r in x and s 
in y: here rand s are given positive integers. We further denote by 

(n ;::: 0) 

a finite number of rea] numbers satisfying 

(f= O. 1. .... n). 

and by 

~O. 'I ..... ~n and 'fJo. 'fJ1" ••• 'fJn 

two sets. each of n + 1 elements of K, such that no two elements of the 
same set are equal. 

Throughout this note. we make the assumption that R(x, y) is. for 
f= 0.1 . .... n. at least of index Ofat (~/.'fJf). so that 

Rij (~f. 'fJf) = 0 if i;::: O. j;::: O. ~ + L < Of. f= o. 1. ...• n. 
r s 

[6] Since 

R (x. y) =k!O C~oRhk x h
) yk. 

the polynomial can be written in the form 

(-I 

R (x. y) = I UI. (x) v;. (y). 
}.=O 

where the u's are elements of K[x] of degrees not greater .than r. the v's 

are polynomials in K [y] of degrees not greater than s, and where 

1 ::::; I::::; min (r. s) + 1. 

Amongst all representations of this form, select one for which the number 
I of terms is a minimum. Then bath the I polynomials 

Uo (x). UI (x) • ...• U(-I (x). 

and the I polynomials 

Vo (y). VI (y) • ••.• V(-I (y). 
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are independent. For iE. say. the u's are not independent. then we may 
assume that UI_I (x) can be written as 

1-2 
UI-I (x) = I al Ul (x) 

1=0 

where the coefficients aJ. lie in K: therefore 

1-2 
R (x. y) = I Ul {x) I Vl (y) + al VI_I (y) I 

1=0 

becomes a sum of only 1-1 terms. contrary to the definition of l. 
We conclude therefore from Lemma 1 that neither of the two W ronski 

determinants 

U(x) = (uo(.x); UI (x) •..•• UI_I (x) and V(y)=(vo(y). v.(y) ..... VJ-.(y) 

vanishes identically. Moreover. by Lemma 2. 

U(x) is at most of degree l(r-l+ 1) inx. 

and 

V(y) is at most of degree l(s -l + 1) in y. 

[7] Denote by (x - ~ / ) r I. where f = O. 1. .... n. the highest power of 

x - ~/ dividing U(x). and by (y- rJl)&I. where f = O. 1 ..... n. the highest 
power of y - 'YJ/ dividing V(y). Since all the Ç's and also all the 'YJ's are 
different. U (x) is divisible by 

and V(y) is divisible by 

n 
IJ (Y-111)&I. 

1=0 

Therefore. on comparing the degrees. we obtain the two inequalities. 

ro+rl+"'+"n~.l(r-l+1).~ ..... (I) 
So + SI + ... +Sn ~ I (s -1 + 1). ~ 

[8] We next introduce the determinant 

W (x. y) = 1 R.,. (x. y) 1 •• 1'=0.1 •...• 1-1. 

Since 

1 I-I 
R.,. (x. y) = -/-, I u~·) (X) rif' (y). 

" 1'.1=0 

the product rule of determinants leads to the identity. 

U (x) V (y) = 1112/ ... (1-1)W W(x. y). 

50 that also W (x. y) does not vanish ,identically. 
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[9] Let f be one of the indices 0, I, .. " n, Then, by hypothesis, R(x, y) 

is at least of index 81 at (;/,rJt); therefore R"I'(x,y) is at least of index 

max ( O. 81 - ~ - ;) 

at (~/, rJt), 
Now W(x, y) is a sum of I! terms of the form 

where io. i l ... " il_ 1 run over all permutations of O. 1. .. ,,1- 1. By Lemma 
3, such a term is at least of index 

Imax 0.81---- ~Imax --.81---- = I-I ( Î!. 1) I-I (Î!. Î!. 1) 
).=0 l' S ).=0 l' l' S 

= I max 0,81- - - I -
I-I ( 1) I-I Î!. 

).=0 $ ).=0 l' 

I-I Î!. 1-11 1 (1-1) 
I-=I-= . 

).=ol' ).=ol' 2l' 

the whole determinant W (x, y) is therefore also at least of index 

I max 0, 81 - - - ---'-c:---'-
I-I ( 1) 1 (1-1) 

).=0 S 2l' 

[ 10] On the other hand, U (x) V (y) is divisible exactly by 

(X_;/)rl (y-rJf)SI. 

so that 

àl+1 I U(x) V(y) I1 1 = 0 ifi ~ O.j ~ O.!.. + i <!J. + SI. 
l' $ l' S 

'/ '/:11 i:1l 1 r J vX vy x=Ç/,Y=fJl +0 'f'- '_ 
T r r - l'1.J - sI, 

From the identity 

u (x) V (y) = Il! 2/". (1-1)/1 2 W(x. y), 

we therefore deduce the relations 

'i/ max (0. 81- ~) _1 (1-1) ~ l'.J. + $1 
).=0 S 2l' l' $ 

(f= 0.1. .... n). 
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On adding ,these n + 1 inequalities and the two inequalities (I). we obtain 
the final inequality 

Î 'i/ max (0. 8,-~) :S; (n + I) 1 (I-I) + 1 (r-I+ I) + 1 (s-I+ 1). (11) 
'=0 1=0 S 2 r r s 

where now the unknown degrees r, and SI no longer occur. 

[ 11 ] The double sum on the left,hand side of (11) is easily replaced by 
a simple one. Put 

so that 

Therefore 

(f= o. 1. ...• nl. 

if O:S; 1 :S; A, - I. 
if 1;::;: A,. 

so that the left,hand side of (11) may be written as 

In order to simplify further. put 

I 
X=-. 

S 
x, = min ({lt. X) (f= O. 1. ...• nl. 

Then 

S X, = min (s {} ,. s X) = min (s {} ,. I) 

and 

A,-I:S;sX,:S;A" hence A'(2{},_A's 1);::;:sX,(2{},-X,). 

Therefore (11) implies that 

~2 Î X, (2 {}, - X,) :S; (n + 1) I (~-1) + 1 (r -I + I) + I (s -I + 1) • 
'=0 r r s 

Next, the right,hand side of this inequality may be written as 

(n + 1) 1(1-1) + I (r-I + 1) + I (s-I+ 1) = (21-~) + 
. 2r r s s 

+ (i + (n-l) I (I-I») = s (2X -X2) ~ 1+ _1_ (!+ (n-l) (I-I») i. 
s 2r ? 2-X s 2r ~ 
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Because. by [6]. 

I ~ min (r. s) + 1 ~ s + 1. 

the inequality becomes therefore 

[12] So faro rand s have been left arbitrary. Let now b be a number 
satisfying 

O<b~1. 

and restrict rand s by the conditions. 

___ 5(n-l)s 
r -;;::::- 2b . 

Then 

so that 

_1_ (.!.. + (n -1) "') ~ ~ (! + !) = ! 
2-X s 2r ~ i 5 5 2' 

and our inequality takes the simp Ie form 

n 
I X,(28,-X,) ~(2+b) Il-(1-X)21. 

'=0 
But. for f = O. 1 •.... n. 

X, (28,-X,) - 8} 11- (l-X)21 = 8} (l-X)2- (8,-X,)2 

is not negative. since either X :::: 8,. when X, = 8, and 

8} (1-X)2-(8,-X,)2 = 8} (I-X)2 ~ 0: 

or X < 0,. when X, = X and X <: 1 and therefore 

Hence 

n n 
11- (I-X)21 I 8} ~ I X,(28,-X,) ~ (2+b) Il-(1-X) 21. 

1=0 1=0 

and since (1 - X) 2 < 1. we obtain finally the result. 
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Our discussion has thus led us to the following theorem: 

Theorem 1: Let~, 80 , 8 1 " ~ •• fin be n + 2 real numbers satisfying 

and let rand s he two integers satisfying 

Let 

5 
s;;:~. 

___ 5 (n -1) s 
r:;:;. 2~ . 

R (x. y) ~O 

be a polynomial of degrees not greater than r in x and s in y, with eoeffi
cients in a field K of eharacteristie zero; write 

Further let 

OHI R (x. y) 
Ril (x. y) = i! j J ox l oyl (i. i = O. 1. 2 .... ). 

~o. ~I" ••• ~n and 1]0.1]1.· ... 1]n 

be two sets, eaeh of n + 1 elements of K. su eh that no two elements of the 
same set are equal. lf now 

RIJ (EJ. 1]J) = 0 for i;;: O. 
i j j;;: O. - + - < flJ. f= 0.1. .... n. 
r s 

then 

8~ + fI~ + ... + fI~ ~ 2 + 15. 

In a second paper. I shall prove an analoguous theorem forpolynomials 
of the form 

( h ;;: O. k ;;: O. ~ + : ~ 1 ) • 

and apply th is result tothe study of the continued fractions of algebraic 
numbers. 

lnstitute for Advaneed Study, Prineeton, N.]., U.S.A. 
July 16, 1949. 



Botany. - The influence of 2. 3. 5 triiodobenzoic acid on the growing 
points of tomatoes. By CHR'. J. GORTER. (Publicatie No. 85 van het 
Laboratorium voor Tuinbouwplantenteelt te Wageningen.) (Com
municated by Prof. W. H. ARISZ.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

1. Introduction. 

In the course of experiments concerning the correlation of the molecular 
structure and the activity of certain growth substances. ZIMMERMAN and 
HITCHCOCK (7) found a compound that caused ahnormal flowering in 
tomatoplants. 

This substance. 2. 3. 5 triiodobenzoic acid (in literature called: T.I.B.A. 
or T .I.B.) in low concentrations. varying from 20-500 mg/l. caused 
tomatoplants to produce inflorescences. located in anomalous positions and 
greater in number than in untreated plants. Authors call th is chemical: a 
"formagen. affecting flowering. growth habits and correlation of organs". 

All efforts to cause flowering by T.I.B.A. in plants. that were kept 
artificially vegetative by unfavourable photoperiods. failed [GALSTON (2). 
Soybeans. TUMANOV and LIZANDR (4) Perilla. Pisum. Alfalfa] . DE WAARD 
and ROODENBURG (5) found "premature flowerbud initiation" in young 
tomato plants af ter the application of T.I.B.A. 

In a recent paper ZIMMERMAN and HITCHCOCK (8) give more details 
about T.I.B.A. treated tomato plants. concluding that th is chemical cannot 
act alone. as the effect varies with many circumstances. especially the 
growth of the plant. "It must depend upon materials made by the plant in 
order to cause vegetative tissue to produce flowers". They con si der T.I.B.A. 
to have hormone characteristics. 

In 1948 we started some experiments to see whether T.I.B.A. has 
florigenic activity. Our re su lts agree with those of ZIMMERMAN and 
HITCHCOCK. On the ground of these experiments. we also have to come to 
the conclusion that the activity of T.I.B.A. in a plant is an indirect one. 
For once it interferes with the growth processes. Especially the interference 
with the growth relations in the growing points gives rise to abnormal 
structures and to the formation of inflorescences. abnormal in position 
and in number. In the present paper we deal with this abnormal structure 
of the growing points. in a second we hope to inform about some other 
phenomena caused by T.I.B.A. . namely the initiation of fasciations. 
especially ringfasciations. the last phenomena occurring very rare in nature 
but frequently in T.I.B.A. treated plants. 

2. Experimental methods. 

The tomato varieties Ailsa Craig and Vetomold were used. In our 
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preliminary experiments T.I.B.A. was applied as a lanolin paste to the 
growing points or the leaves, as a spray on the leaves or in solution to the 
roots. Afterwards we came to the following standard application: 

A lanolin paste of concentration: 50 mg T.I.B.A. + 5 mi water + 5 9 
woolfat, is applied to the cotyledons of the seedling. The .plants are grown 
in 2-inch pots in a greenhouse at a temperature of + 23° C. 

The plants reacted in several different ways. Effects of T.I.B.A., which 
were always met with, were the following (see photo 1 and 2): 

1. Reduction of the leafsurface and of development of leaflets. 
2. Darker colour of the leaves. 
3. Epinasty of leaves. 
i. Reduction of internodial growth. 
5. Inhibition of dominancy of the tip. 
6. Development of a terminal inflorenscence (many flowers ) . 
7. Development ofaxillary buds into abnormal structures. 
(Even the axillary buds of the cotyledons can grow out into inflores

cences). 

Items 6 and 7 have to be discussed in more detail, as the question of the 
"florigenic" capacity of T.I.B.A. is dependent on these points. 

3. Observations about the abnormal position of inflorescences. 

a. Development of a terminal inflorescence. 
The development of a terminal inflorescence in a T.I.B.A. treated tomato 

plant can be understood, when we take into consideration the structure of 
the growing point of a normal plant. Figures 1 a and b (half schematically) 
show growing points in two stages of development, in c we see the sequence 

Fig. 1. Growingpoints of a nonnal tomatoplant in various stages of development. 
Description in the text. 
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of leaves and inflorescences along the stem. The position of the leaves is 
alternate and the inflorescences appear after a number of leaves dependent 
on growth circumstances, 7 being the minimum. They are located on the 
internodes. 

In the young growing point (a) th ere are two opposite leaves (5 and 6). 
above them a third leaf (7) and the inflorescence (8) terminally. The 
axillary bud (A.B.) in the axil of the last leaf is growing out, pushing the 
inflorescence aside (see b). Thus the stem is a true sympodium. The stem 
of the inflorescence and of the leaf beneath it in the growing point, grow 
together, the leaf stem growing faster. This difference in growth rates 
causes a reversal in the relative positions of leaf and inflorescence: the 
inflorescence can now be found below instead of above the leaf and on 
the internode. So in figure 1 c leaf 7 is the leaf that in the growing 
point can be found below the inflorescence. The leaves 9 and 10 and the 
inflorescence 11 are the organs of the sympodial budo 

In a T.J.B.A. treated tomato plant the terminal inflorescence bud remains 
terminal and grows out into a long stem with a terminal flower cluster. 
Moreover, the sympodial bud becomes an axillary shoot (or does not grow 
out at all) instead of developing as a continuation of the ma in stem 
(photo 3). 

Hence, in connection with the structure of the growing point, the devel
opment of a terminal inflorescence in a T.I.B.A. treated plant, is not as 
abnormal as it at first appears. Only growth relations are altered, we have 
to do with a correlation phenomenon. 

The development of the terminal inflorescence is not the result of the 
initiation of a new growing point. 

b. Development ofaxillary buds into abnormal structures. 

Depending ,on the method of application of T.I.B.A., on the concentration 
and on the growth and development of the plant, the axillary buds develop 
into one of the following structures (see photo 4): 

a. A long stem with a fasciated end (many flowers ) . 
b. A long stem with a flowerhead. 
C. A long stem with flowers. 
d. A long stem with connated flower clusters and leaves. 
e. A long stem with leaves at the end. 

All transitionary forms can be found. 
It depends on several factors what develops; one of the most important 

is the growth rate of the plants. In general a vigorously growing plant 
frequently produces fasciations; plants growing in pots in the greenhouse 
make a large number ofaxillary flower sterns a.s .o. ZIMMERMAN and 
HITCHCOCK (8) also state th is correlation: "There was a direct relationship 
between vigour of the plants or ra te of growth and the effect of the 
chemicaI" . 

It is apparent that T./.B.A. can cause an axillary bud to develop into 
an in[lorescence instead of into a leafy shoot. 

77 
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4. Observations about the number of flowers in T.l.E.A. treated plants. 

20 seedlings (Ailsa Craig) were treated according to the standard 
method by applying T.I.B.A. paste to the cotyledons. The seedlings had 
no flower primordia at the moment of the application. 

Nine days af ter the application. the first abnormal axillary buds appeared; 
55 days af ter the application the flow ers were counted. The treated plants 
had 46 -+- 6 flowers. the untreated on es 17 -+- 3 flowers. 

This proves that T.l.B.A. causes tomato plants to produce more flowers 
than untreated plants under the same conditions. 

5. The morphology of the growing points of T.l.B.A. treated plants. 

From the a'bove mentioned facts it became probable that T.I.B.A. aHected 
the growth re1ations in the meristems. We therefore investigated the 
morphology of the growing points. 

The shape of the normal leaf forming growing apex (figure 2) is rather 
flat. part of a sphere. but not hemispheric. The leaves in their various stages 
of development can be found in succession. 

The flower forming growing apex (figure 3) has a sort of pedunc1e and 

Fig. 2. Leafforming growing
point of anormal tomatoplant 

(magnification 80 X). 

Fig. 3. Flowerforming growing
point of a norm al tomatoplant 

(magnification 80 X). 
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a broadened head. The shapeis quite different from that of the Ieaf forming 
growing apex. In an early stage of deveIopment an indication of dichotomy 
is found, one part gives rise to the top fIower of the inflorescence, thc other 
half dichotomizes again making the second fIower a.s.o. 

The shape of the terminal growing .apex of a T.I.B.A. treated plant is 
given in figure 4. No Ieaf primordia are found, af ter the formation of the 

Fig. 4. Cone shaped growingpoint of a tomatoplant treated with T.I.B.A. 
(magnification 80 X) . 

5th Ieaf no more Ieaves are produced. Control plants produced 10 leaves in 
the same time. The growing point assumes the shape of a cone. This shape 
is kept for considerable time. The outside basal part of the cone has a 
normal epidermis with hairs and glarids; the tip however lacks these organs 
and its coIour suggests a meristematic tissue. It consists obviously of an 
irregular mass of cells. Axillary meristems are transformed into the same 
cone shaped structures (see figurc 5). 

So it is apparent that T.I.B.A. affects the growth relations in the 
meristems. One consequence of th is activity is, that no leaf primordia are 
made. 
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Fig. 5. Cone shaped terminal and axillary growingpoints of a tomatoplant. treated 
With T.I.B.A. (Magnifieatian 20 X. 

TC - terminal eone. 
AC - axillary eone. 

6. The influence of T./.B.A . on unicellular organs (roothairs). 

Seeds of Lepidium sativum were germinated up on porous plates, 
permeated with a solution of T.I.B.A. (200 mg/ l) . The plates were placed 
(at an angle of 60°) in glass containers with the solution and closed 
with filter paper. The roots were growing against the plates and thus the 
roothairs are continuously in contact with the solution. 

Microscopical investigation shows that in a roothair cell, growing under 
the influence of T .I.B.A., th ere is a great mass of cell wall material hanging 
in the in si de of the celI at the tip (figure 6). Moreover the longitudinal 
growth has stopped. The material shows all cellulose .reactions and has no 
birefringence. Thus it consists (in any case for the greater part) of cellulose 
and its presence indicates that the formation of eelI walI material continues 
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under the influence of T.I.B.A. But the possibility to use this material for 
growth of the cell wall is absent, in other words, the material cannot be laid 
down to orderly arranged cellulose micels. Longitudinal growth of the cell 
is th us impossible, for it is a well known fact that the cell walI of a root~ 

Fig. 6. Epidermal ce lis with roothair initials of Lepidium stativum. No longitudinal 
growth, formation of cellulose masses at the tip. 

hair only ·grows at the utmost tip, only th is part having a primary cell 
walI. whereas the adjoining parts have secundary cell walI layers. It is a 
striking fact that the celIulose mass is hanging at the tip, exactly at the 
point where in a normal ha ir growth takes place. Thus it is cIear that 
T./.B.A. inhibits growth in length of a cell, but that the metabolic processes 
leading to the production of cellulose continue. 

7. Discussion. 

What happens in a unicellular organ under the influence of T.I.B.A., 
namely cessation of longitudinal growth and continuation of the formation 
of celI walI materiaI. can just as weIl take place in the ceIls of a meristem. 
This will lead not only to a decreased longitudinal growth, but also to very 
complicated growth relations, especiaIly when not all cells are aHected in 
the same degree. Moreover when there is an intcrference with the auxin, 
made in or present in the tip, the most various alterations of the shape of 
the celIs and of the meristem can be expected. For the relation of longi
tudinal growth of a celI to growth in radial and tangential direction 
depends on auxin concentration (DIEHL, et al (1). The growing points 
of T.I.B.A. treated plants have a very slow (or no) longitudinal growth. 
[The cone, represented in figure 5, developed in the time an untreated 
control plant made 5leaves and a flower bud.] So an interaction of T.I.B.A. 
with auxins is very probable. 

T.I.B.A. as an anti-auxin has been found in other cases. DE WAARD and 
FLORSCHÜTZ (6)and GALSTON (2) stated that T.I.B.A. in a concentration 
of 5-50 mgjl, antagonized hetero-auxin activity in the standard Avena 
test. THIMANN and BONNER (3) found a growth stimulating effect of low 
concentrations of T.I.B.A. (together with auxins) and a growth retarding 
effect of high concentrations in th ree tests viz.: Pisum test, Avena standard 
test and Avena cylinder test. The stimulating effect could not be found by 
DE WAARD and FLORSCHÜTZ (6) in the standard Avena test. The con-
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c1usion, drawn by THIMANN and BONNER (3) fl10m their experiments was: 
that T.I.B.A. possibly combines with the same substrate, with which auxins 
combine to bring about their growth promoting activity. The combination 
of T .I.B.A. with th is substrate does not bring about growth, but when 
T.I.B.A. concentration is low, it leaves open a small number of spaces or 
active groups on the substrate with which auxin can combine. In this case 
a relatively small amount of auxin can bring about a disproportionate 
amount of growth. 

As to the question of the florigenic properties of T.I.B.A., our obser~ 
vations yield no new vieuws. 

It was stated that T.I.B.A. caused alterations in the shape of the growing 
points and that these alterations were correlated with the inabiHty to 
produce leaves and with the ability to produce flowers (in greater number) . 

Hence more floral primordia can be initiated under the influence of 
T.I.B.A. 

Wh en we assume the thesis "without florigen no flowers" the greater 
number of flow ers can be caused bya stimulating effect on the "florigen" 
that is present already, respectively by the formation of a greater quantity 
of "florigen". 

There is no indication that T .I.B.A. is a "Horigen" itself or is the cause 
of new "florigen", as can be derived from the experiments with plants that 
were artificially kept vegetative (GALSTON (2)). The fact that inflorescen~ 
ces develop in the axils of lower leaves than usuaIly, does not prove that 
they are "premature". In our experiments they never developed betore 
an untreated plant, grown under the same conditions, has become flowering 
ripe, viz. had floral primordia. 

But as long as "florigen" is a hypothetic substance, it is no use to discuss 
the question whether T .I.B.A. has "florigenic" capacity. 

Summary. 

1. T.I.B.A. causes unicellular organs (roothairs) to stop 10ngitudinaI 
growth, whereas production of cell wall material continues. 

2. Growing points of tomato plants, treated with T .I.B.A., show an 
alterati~ of shape (cone). Correlated with this phenomenon is the in~ 
ability to produce leaves and the ability to produce flowers. 

3. In tomato plants treated with T.I.B.A. the terminal and axillary 
growing points (also of the cotyledons) can develop into inflorescences. 
The "abnormal" positions of these inflorescences are dec1ared as correlation 
phenomena. 

4. Tomato plants treated with T.I.B.A. can produce more flowers than 
untreated plants grown under the same conditions. 
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Botany. - A modilied cylinder test ol high sensitivity lor growth 
substances. (Preliminary note 11.) By J. RIETSEMA·) . (Com~ 

municated by Prof. V. J. KONINGSBERGER.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

Introduction. 

The quantities of growth sub stances present in natural sourees are far 
too small to be estimated by chemical methods. Only for indole~3~acetic 
acid there are several sensitive colorimetrie methods. which can be used 
for a minimal concentration as low as 5 mg/l (ALGEUS (1946)). However. 
some of these methods are not specific. while the specificity of others is 
open to question. 

Compared with physiological methods these assays are very insensitive. 
Consequently sm all amounts of growth substances are determined with 
auxin deficient test objects. 

Since WENT (1928) introduced the standard Avena test. several methods 
have been described. The most widely used are compiled in table 1. But 
as THIMANN (1948) states. many assay methods are no more used as 
assays but in the studies of the growth phenomena. 

Each of the methods mentioned in table 1 has its pros and contras. We 
will restrict ourselves, however. to a discussion of the cylindertest. showing 
the following advantages over the standard Avena test: 

1. It can be used in a large range of concentrations. 
2. No constant humidity is required. 
3. The growth substance needs not to be transported. but enters 

immediately into the growing cells. 
4. Straight growth can be measured more exactly than curvatures for 

which the standard protractor is inaccurate especially at small 
reactions (KRAMER and WENT (1949)). 

Points 1. 2 and 3 are shared by other immersion methods. which. 
however. depend on curvatures. The cylindertest has also some 
disadvantages as compared with the standard Avena test. The most 
important are: 

a. A relatively large amount of test solution is necessary for a measurable 
reaction (Vid. table 1. 4th column). 

b. It is less specific. Straight growth is. e.g .. induced by sugars 
(SCHNEIDER (I 938)) and the test is much more sensitive to ions than 
the Avena test is (WUHRMANN (1937). THIMANN and SCHNEIDER 
( 1938) ). Moreover • it is more sensitive to inhibiting substances. 

The latter disadvantage. however. turns out into a distinct advantage in 

.) This work has been carried out in the Botanical Laboratory of the State University. 
Utrecht. and has been supported by the " Stichting voor Zuiver Wetenschappelijk Onder
zoek in Nederland". 



TABLE 1. 

Survey of assay methods for growth substances. Compilation from data given by HEYN (1936). WENT and THIMANN (1937). THIMANN (1948). 
and original papers. The term "critical" refers to the lowest limits. 

Method 

Standard 
Avena test 

Deseeded 
Avena test 

Cephalaria 
test :1:) 

Quartered 
coleoptilc test 

Pea test 

Cylinder test 

-

Modified cylinder 
test 

1----1 Critical 
Author I concentration 

mg/ mm3 

WENT. 1938 
V. D. WEY. 1931 

5 . 10-9 .) 

SKOOG. 1937 10-0 t) 

SÖDlNG. 1937 10-8_10-11 

THIMANN & 
SCHNEIDER. 1939 3.1O-1O §) 

V. SANTEN. 1940 

WENT. 1934 
V. OVERBEEK & 1,5 . 10-8 

WENT. 1937 

J. BONNER. 1933 
SCHNEIDER. 1938 5 . 10-9 

V. SANTEN. 1938 
- - _ ._-

10-11 

volume number of 
Criticalj 

mm3 plants 

43.2/ 
12 

43 .2/ 
12 

80/ 
10 

2000/ 
4 

(8 curvat.) 

20000/ 
8 

( 16 curvat.) 

40000/ 
20 

2000/ 
20 

**) 

amount number of 
CritiCalj 

mg plants 

2.10-7/ 
12 

4 . 10-8/ 
12 

18.10-1--8.10-1°/10 

6 . 10-7/
4 

3.10-1/ 

20 

2.10-1/ 

20 

2.10-8/ 

20 

I 
I 

Upper/lower I Relation between 
concentration growth or curvature and 

limit concentration 

10 

30 

113. 10--1 

1(}1 

102 

conc. (: ) 0 curvat. 

conc. (:) 0 curvat. 

shape of activity curve 
variabie 

approx. 
log conc. (:) 0 curvat. 

approx. 
log conc. (:) 0 curvat. 

approx. 
log conc. I:) % growth 

------- --

10-1 log V l/n log C + k 

.) In the Utrecht Laboratory a concentration of about 5. 10-9 gives a curvature of 10
• The dimensions of the agar block are 6-8-0.9 mmo 

t) According to THIMANN the method is 3-5 times as sensitive as the standard test. 
:1:) The method is not suitable for quantitative work. 
§) The critical concentration is the lowest concentration giving a significant inward curvature (THIMANN and SCHNEIDER. 1939) . 

•• ) Critical volume after SCHNEIDER (1938). 

...... 

...... 
\0 
U1 
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the study of synthetic growth substances, which are inactive in the Avena 
test, because they are not transported (VAN OVERBEEK and WENT (1937) , 
VELDSTRA (1944)). 

Owing to the latter properties the cylindertest was used relatively seldom 
as an assay method, but mainly as an indicator in studying growth 
phenomena. 

By applying a modification, however, we succeeded to improve the 
sensitivity of the cylindertest to such a degree, that it becomes possible to 
estimate extremely small quantities of growth substances. Moreover, 
a mathematical relation between concentration and effect has been found. 

Material and Method. 

When not mentioned otherwise the experiments were carried out in the 
same way as described in a previous paper (RIETSEMA (1949)): li mm 
sections, 5-6i mm from the tip of three days old coleoptiles, were mounted 
on a slide by means of a narrow strip of pure vaseline. The slides were 
placed into a petri dish with 100 mI solution. The leng th of the sections 
was measured under a microscope. During the experiments the solutions 
were aerated intensely. The measurement.s were made in orange light: 
before and af ter measuring the sections remained in complete darkness. 

The growth of zones of intact coleoptiles was measured by placing the 
seedlings in front of a horizontal microscope. The segments were marked 
with tiny dots of India ink, applied with a fine brush. 

Experimental. 

A. Effect of indole~3~acetic acid on growth and growth rate. 
According to the usual computation methods the difference between 

the means of two samples will be more significant as the standard error 
of the difference is small (PATERSON (1939)). Consequently the difference 
between two experiments will be influenced favourably as the magnitude 
of the outcome of the con trol experiment can be kept relatively smalI. 

Examination of the growth of the Avena coleoptile sections shows that 
the growth ra te is very high during the first 4 hours after immersing the 
sections into the solution. Af ter about 5 hours the growth rate decreases 
ancl remains very low and almost constant during the next 20 hours. The 
relation between growth and pH is established af ter 4i hours and remains 
unchanged during the next 20 hours, the length increasing only slightly, 
indifferent from pH (VAN SANTEN (1940). p. 21, fig. 3) . In our experiments 
for low indole-3~acetic acid concentrations the difference in growth with 
the con trol did not increase any more af ter 6 hours. 

These facts are unfavourable for quantitative work, as the con trol value 
is high as compared with the effect of indole~3~acetic acid. For that reason 
the standard Avena test is advantageous as the curvatures are independent 
of the residual growth and the controls consequently superfluous (WENT 
(1934) ). 
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So to make the cylindertest usabIe as a quantitative assay method for 
small amounts of growth substances the growth rate of the con trol sections 
must be kept low. 

To reach th is aim we considered the possibility to add growth substances 
to the sections af ter the dec rea se of the high initial growth rate to a low 
constant level. In table 2 the results of three experiments are summarized 

TABLE 2. 

Growth and growth rate of Avena coleoptile sections af ter addition of indole-3-acetic 
acid. 0.1 mg/I. at different moments after the beg inning of the experiment. The figures 
given are of three experiments. Age of the coleoptiles before sectioning in land 11 
72 hours. in 111 96 hours. pH of the buffer solution in land 111 5.9 and 5.5 in 11. 

Growth rate Time between 
Growth in % preparation and Growth rate of con trol at the Differences in 

addttion af ter addition same time 
Differences 

Ofo of the con trol e1ongation af ter 

I I 
0 
3 
6 
9 

12.5 
17 
21 
26 

hrs Ofo elongationjhr Ofo elongation/hr 36 

11 I 111 I I I 11 I 111 I I I 11 I 111 I I I 11 I lIJ I 11 lIJ I 

0 0 6.6 4.3 3.3 2.2 2.0 2.0 4.4 2.3 1.3 200 87 65 41 
3 2.5 4 .5 1.7 (0.7) 0.8 0.4 0.3 3.7 1.3 (0.4) 460 325 (100) 55 
6 6 4.3 1.8 0.8 0.6 0.2 0.1 3.7 1.6 0.7 620 800 700 62 
9.5 9.5 3.0 1.9 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.03 2.3 1.8 0.7 1400 1800 2330 58 

13.5 13.5 3.1 1.8 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.03 2.9 1.7 0.7 1450 1700 2330 59 
18 
23 
29 

17 4.0 1.7 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.03 3.8 1.6 0.8 1900 1600 2670 43 
23.5 4.0 2.0 0.8 0.2 0.1 0.03 3.8 l.9 0.8 1900 1900 2670 41 
28 3.3 0.9 0 . 6 0.2 0.1 0.03 3.1 0.8 0.6 1550 800 2000 31 

of which expo I is shown in fig. l. Indole-3~acetic acid. 0.1 mg/l. was added 
to the buffer solution. only the moment of addition of the growth substance 
is varied. It must be noted that the total growth af ter 36 hours is optimal 
wh en the growth substance is added 6 hours af ter immersing the sections 
into the solution. 

There is a linear relation between growth and time during the first hours 
af ter the addition of indole~3~acetic acid. This is true except when 
heteroauxin is added at the beginning of the experiment. After 10'-18 
hours the growth rate decreases rapidly to almost zero. This phenomenon 
(cf. the shape of the curves in fig. 1) allows to suppose a limiting factor. 
but presumably not indole~3~acetic acid. If the added growth substance 
were the factor limiting growth. the period between addition of heteroauxin 
and the decrease of the growth rate should be constant. As the length of 
this period decreases as the time between sectioning and addition of the 
growth substance is longer. it is suggested that a factor present inside the 
cells and necessary for growth is used up in metabolic processes. The 
nature of this substrate is unknown for the present. 

As is clearly shown in fig. 1 and table 2 the growth rate immediately af ter 
addition of indole~3~acetic acid is independent of the length of stay of the 

40 36hrs 

11 111 

32 25 
27 (14) 
34 20 
28 17.5 
22 14 
30 14 
31 14 
23 13 
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sections in the buffer solution. The growth lines in fig . lof the growth 
induced by heteroauxin are equidistant. 

There are, however, two exceptions. The growth rate has its maximum 

70 

.~ . 
-..:: 
'ti 

60 ~ 
~ . 

<I.i 

~ 
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40 
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20 

10 

time 
3 6 9 /2 /5 /8 21 24 27 30 33 .36 rs 

Fig. 1. Growth of Avena coleoptile sections in a 0.01 m phosphate buffer solution, 
pH 5.9. lndole-3-acetic acid, 0.1 mg/ l, added at different moments af ter the beg inning of 

the experiment, indicated by arrows. 

when the growth substance is added at the beginning. Also the control is 
high at this moment, but the difference now is even slightly larger than 
the differences at later moments of addition. So the effect of indole~3~acetic 
acid on the growth rate in % e1ongation per hour is largest when the 
substance is added as the experiment begins. Compared with the controI. 
however, it is optimal when added between 6 and 26 hours af ter the first 
measuring of the sections (cf. table 2, 4th and 5th column). 

The second exception is made when the sections have grown for 26 
hours in the solution. Adding of the growth substance now results in a 
smaller increase of the growth rate. Probably new factors interfere with 
growth due to the long stay in the liquid. 

It is evident that while within certain limits there is no change of the 
effect of heteroauxin with time, th ere is no "aging". According to WENT 
(1935) "aging" means a stiffening of the cell wan by cen wan formation 
exceeding the rate of elongation. In a buffer solution no new material can 
be supplied for the cell walt in consequence we may expect no "aging". 
With " aging" the growth ra te should decrease when the period before 
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addition grows long er. From the 5th column of table 2 we can see that the 
increase in growth ra te as % of that of the con trol rises gradually and is 
optimal after 9 hours. 

These results make it possible to estimate low concentrations of indole~3~ 
acetic acid. The requirement of a low con trol value is answered by waiting 
6--9 hours before addition. A 6 hour period was chosen because otherwise 
the duration of an experiment becomes too long. 

B. Sensitiv'ity. 

To investigate the sensitivity of the method a number of experiments 
has been performed with extremely low concentrations of indole~3~acetic 
acid added af ter 6 hours. Amounts down to 10-5 mg/l turned out to be 
effective. The results of two experiments are given in table 3. The growth 

TABLE 3. 

Comparison of the effects of indole-3-acetic acid on growth and growth rate of Avena 
coleoptile sections. Addition of the growth substance 0 and 6 hours after preparation of 
the sections in distilled water. The figures 0 and 6 above each column refer to the time 

of addition. 

Growth 
rate after the DiHerenees Growth af ter 24 Probability Probability 

3 -<Jeetic acid addition with of the hours 
Differenees with of the 

oncentration Ofo elong- con trol differences *) 0/ 0 elongation control differenees *) 
mg!! 

0 
10- 2 

10-3 
IO-i 

10- 5 

0 
10- 2 

10-3 
10-of 
10-5 

ation/hr 

6 6 6 o 6 o 6 o 

0.86 ± 0.14 16.5±0.6 !6.5±0.6 
3.27 ± 0.18 2.41 ± 0.23 1 22.9± 1.1 33.6± 1.2 6.4± 1.3 17.1 ± 1.3 I 
2.07 ± 0.15 1.21 ± 0.20 I 20.5±0.7 25.3± l.i 4.G±0.9 8.8± 1.3 I 
1.48 ± 0.11 0.62 ± 0.18 1 19.0±0,8 21.3±1.2 2.5 ± 1.5 4.8± 1.3 0.91 
1.20 ± 0.17 0.34 ± 0.22 0.88 19.5±0.8 20.5± 1.2 3.0± 1.0 4.0± 1.3 1 

0.77 ± 0.13 20.7 ± 1.4 20.7 ± 1.4 
2.85 ± 0.22 2.08 ± 0.25 1 26.5 ± 1.9 28.3± 1.1 5.8±2.5 7,6± 1.7 0.98 
2 .09 ± 0.24 1.32 ± 0.27 I 22.5± 1.2 25.4 ± 1.1 1.8± 1.8 4.7± 1.7 0.68 
1.50 ± 0.12 0.73 ± 0.18 I 22.5 ± 1.1 21.4± 1.1 1.8 ± 1.7 0.7 ± 1.7 0.71 
1.20 ± 0.13 0.43 ± 0.19 0.98 21.5 ± 1.0 22.0± 1.1 0.8± 1.7 1.3± 17 0.36 

') Probability that the difference is due to the treatment. according to FISHER' s x table 
[PATERSON (1939) p. 247) . 

of coleoptile sections in distilled water with and without addition of indole~ 
3~acetic acid af ter 0 and 6 hours has been compared. 

A comparison of the elongation af ter 24 hours of the subsequent series 
shows that addition after 6 hours gives best results (tabIe 3) . 10-5 and 
10-4 mg/l increase the growth significantly in the first experiment but 
insignificantly in the second. The increase in growth, however, is very 
smalI. 

6 

I 
I 1 

I 
I 
1 

I 
0.99 
0.32 
0.55 
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More important is a comparison of the growth rates. As is shown in 
table 2 the growth rate is increased immediately af ter the addition of 
indole~3~acetic acid at 0 hour, but the increase is only a small percentage 
of the growth rate of the control. Moreover, the initial growth ra te usually 
is varying considerably, making the evaluation of the results even more 
difficult. 

On the contrary the growth ra te af ter 6 hours is very low and the 
variability between the series smalI. As table 3 shows, the growth rate of 
the sections increases when higher concentrations of indole~3~acetic acid 
are added. The effect of 10-5 mg/l in the first experiment is nearly 
significant and in the second one it is real, as it is within the 5 % range 
of probability. 

C. Quantitative relation. 

For quantitative work it is desirabie that the relation between con~ 

centration and effect can be expressed mathematically to allow inter~ and 
extrapolation. 

The log of the increase in growth rate plotted against the log of the 
concentration gives in almost every case a straight line. Above a certain 
concentration the growth rate does not increase further and decreases 
again at very high concentrations. 

So the relation between concentration of heteroauxin added af ter 6 hours 
and the increase in growth rate it gives can thus be expressed: 

log V=log Clln + k 

in which V is the increase in growth rate, C the concentration in mg/l. 
k and n constants, characteristic for the experiment. 

This expression is the same as FREUNDLlCH'S for adsorption phenomena. 
V must be replaced by x/m, x being the amount of adsorbed substance, m 
the quantity of adsorbent. 

The similarity of the two expressions tends to suggest an adsorption 
phenomenon taking part in the growth processes. For the present all proof 
is lacking for such a condusion. Experiments dealing with this subject are 
in progress. 

For high concentrations the formula is no more valid, in most cases the 
highest usabie concentration is 0.1 mg/l indole~3~acetic acid. 

Fig. 2 gives results of -4 experiments showing the linearity of the 
relation. 

Although two important improvements of the method have been 
described, enhanced sensitivity and a linear relationship, the disadvantage 
of the large amount of liquid necessary still remains. As SCHNEIDER (1938) 
showed, it is possible to perform the test with 2 mI solution and without 
aeration (cf. J. BONNER (1933)). 

From table 1 it is dear that the critical amount with regard to the 
standard and deseeded Avena test has been reduced to 1/10 and 1 
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respectively. Moreover large concentrations can be estimated without 
serial dilutions. The objection of the lacking specificity remains. Por the 
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Fig. 2. Relation between the concentration of indole-3-acetic acid and thc increase in 

growth ra te of Avena coleoptile sections. The growth substance was added 6 hours after 
the beg inning of the experiment. 

present it may be sufficient to state that sugars do not cause an immediate 
increase in growth ra te as growth substances do. 

The simplicity of the method, not requiring much routine, may be an 
advantage. 

Discussion. 

It has been stated that the initial growth ra te af ter submerging the 
sections is . high and variabIe. The growth ra te therefore cannot be a 
measure for the concentration wh en indole-3-acetic acid is added at the 
moment of immersion. The increased sensitivity af ter 6 hours has been 
explained by the reduced growth rate of the con trol. A point of interest 
remains why the growth is not optimal when indole-3-acetic acid is added 
in the beginning and why the initial growth rate is so high. These 
problems will be concidered next . 

The initial elongation of the sections is large compared with the total 
growth after 24 hours . If the growth of corresponding zones in intact 
seedlings is compared with the growth of immersed sections, in both cases 
the growth ra te is about the same during the first 30 minutes. Sometimes 
the isolated sections grow even more in t hour. The contrary is the case 
wh en instead of 1 t mm sections 3 mm sections are compared. In this case 
the intact coleoptiles grow always faster (cf. table 4). The 3 mm sections 
have grown more af ter 24 hours than the 1 t mm sections. 
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TABLE 1. 

Growth of Avena coleoptile sectians of different length compared with the growth of 
corresponding zones in coleoptiles of intact seedlings. The figures above each column 
indicate the zone in mm from the tip from which the sections were cut. Growth in 0/0 

elongation. average of 20 sections. 

Isolated sections 
11 

Intact seedlings 

Time 
1-5t 5t-7 Mean 4-7 

I 
4-5t 5t-7 Mean 

hr 

1 7.2 5.1 6.2 6.4 5.3 5 9 
2 8.7 6.4 7.6 14.1 12.3 13.2 

t 5.1 3.5 4.3 2.1 
1 7.2 5.5 6.4 3.6 9.4 8.5 8.9 
2 8.8 7.0 7.9 6.3 
3t 11.3 8.7 10.0 8.5 29.0 28.8 29.9 

J. 4.0 2.8 3.1 1.5 • 
1 6.1 4.6 5.3 3.2 11.8 5.9 8.6 
2 7.8 6.6 7.2 5.4 31.7 21.8 26 .8 

24 14.2 11.4 12.8 15.2 // 

24 16.0 13.1 14.6 15.5 11 

Isolated sections are cut oH from every supply eoming from the tip or 
the seed. The great initial elongation of the short seetions therefore must 
be due to the shortness of the seetions and is of less importanee when 
the eylinders are longer. 

AVERY and BURKHOLDER (1937) have shown that in a eoleoptile eell~ 
divisions only take plaee in the early stages of growth so th at when the 
coleoptile is 10 mm long the number of eellS does not inerease any more. 
eell eounts and measurements on eoleoptiles showed that the number of 
epidermal eells is smallest and the number of subepidermal eells is largest. 
Eaeh sueeesive inner layer has fewer eells. For a 9.83 mm eoleoptile the 
figures given are: 31. 184. 163. 148. and 119 for the inner epidermis (cf. 
AVERY and BURKHOLDER. table 3. p. 8). From our measurements 
on 10 3 mm seetions. 4-7 mm from the tip. a mean of 1.37 epidermal 
eell per mm was found or 4.11 eell per seetion. 

A great number of eells is damaged by seetioning. The number of 
injured eells will be relatively larger when the sections are shorter. In the 
-case of 4.11 eells per 3 mm we can expect from computation 3.2 intact 
.cells on 3 mm and 1.1 intact eells in seetions of 11 mmo For the other 
.cell~layers sectioning will have less infuence on the number of intact cells 
per mm beeause they are mueh shorter. As long and short cylinders only 
differ in the number of intact epidermal cells per mmo this probably will 
be the eause of the diHerence in initial growth (tabIe 4). The wounded 
surface of the short sections is relatively large and consequently should 
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cause a smaller elongation. So this factor can be excluded though in 
curvature tests it is important (WENT (1939)) . 

In intact tissue the different layers have a tendency to grow at different 
rates . Mostly the epidermis will be under tension and the inner layers under 
compression (THIMANN and SCHN EIDER (1938)) . The tissue tension caused 
by the different growth rates is shown clearly when a coleoptile is slit 
longitudinally. The two strips show outward curvatures. So by compressing 
a cell the turgor tension will increase and in the intact tissue will be in equili
brium with the cell wall pressure and the tissue tension. After slitting the 
tissue ten sion has nearly been eliminated and the strips curve outward. 

In sections. however. the tissue tension is not eliminated . As in short 
sections the number of epidermal cells with regard to the number of cells 
in the inner layers is relatively smalI. the compression force of the inner 
layers will be low. As the tissue tension decreases. the equilibrium will be 
disturbed and af ter submerging the inner layers will take up water and 
increase in length. The osmotic water uptake will be larger as the number 
of epidermal cells is low. 
. So according to the above the initial elongation is mainly due to a passive 
water uptake and not to actual growth. As th is process proceeds quickly. 
small differences in time between submerging and measuring may give 
relatively great errors. Growth substance added at this moment may 
interfere with this water uptake. Consequently we do not observe an 
influence on growth only. By waiting 6 hours only the growth promoting 
action of the added growth substance is left. 

Summary. 

A modification of the cylinder test for growth substances is described in 
which the growth substance is added 6 hours af ter the immersion of the 
sections into the liquid. 

By measuring the growth ra te af ter the addition it is possible to estimate 
indole-3-acetic acid concentrations down to 10- 5 mg/ 1. A volume of 2 mi 
solution is anough for the test; so an amount of 2.10- 8 mg can be estimated 
(vid. tab Ie 1). 

By plotting the log of the concentration against the log of the increase 
in growth ra te a straight line is obtained. fit for intrapolation. 

It is highly probable that the low sensitivity of the original test can be 
ascribed to an os motie water uptake during the first hours of the growth 
which interferes with the action of the growth substance. This may be the 
eau se that the growth af ter 24 hours is larger wh en the growth substance 
is added af ter 6 hours. 
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Zoology. - The placentation of Tupaia javanica. By C. J. VAN DER HORST. 
(Hubrecht Embryological Laboratory and University of the Wit
watersrand. ) (Communicated by Prof. CHR. P. RAVEN.) 

(CommlUJicated at the meeting of October 29. 1949.) 

In 1899 HUBRECHT published a description of the placenta of Tupaia 
javanica. Although small additions to this description were made by 
DE LANGE and NIERSTRASZ (1932) and again by DE LANGE (1933), these 
authors fully accepted HUBRECHT's explanation of the placental structure. 
At the time of HUBRECHT' s publication, GRoSSER' s (1909) classification 
of the various placentas of mammals was still unknown, but in 1933 
DE LANGE classified the placenta of Tupaia as being haemo-chorial and 
this was in agreement with HUBRECHT'S description. 

Wh en I had an opportunity to visit the HUBRECHT Laboratory I was 
anxious to study the placenta of Tupaia. Not only were all facilities for 
doing so given to me, but I was presented also with a nu mb er of uteri of 
Tupaia in various stages of pregnancy. These were later on sectioned in 
Johannesburg, where I could study them more at leisure. 

When studying the placentation of Elephantulus (VAN DER HORST, 
1950) it occurred to me that, from a morphological point of view, the 
placenta of Tupaia could be different from that of Elephantulus. And, as 
the placenta of Elephantulus fundamentally corresponds to that of 
Insectivores like Erinaceus and the Soricidae and also to that of the 
Primates like Tarsius and the monkeys, it would be of even more interest 
to establish the relationship of the placenta of Tupaia. In these Insectivores 
and Primates the placenta is either mesometrial or antimesometriaI. or 
either dorsal or ventral in position and, what is even more important, it is 
formed either at the same side as the embryonic node or at the opposite 
side. If it is remembered that in monkeys two placentas are often present 
at opposite sides and that Elephantulus, with the placenta and embryo 
both at the mesometrial pole, forms a rudimentary placenta opposite the 
permanent one, then this difference appears to be of no great importance. 
In Tupaia, however, the embryo is directed towards the antimesometrial 
side, but the two placentas are formed in the lateral walls of the uterus . 
This might be an indication that the placenta of Tupaia is a structure 
totally different from that of other Insectivores or Primates. As we will 
see in the following pages, it really is . 

As the results of my observations deviate in several, and sometimes 
important, respects from HUBRECHT'S description, I will endeavour to 
give a complete description of the whole process of placentation in Tupaia 
as far as the available material allows, indicating, by the way, where I 
cannot agree with HUBRECHT. 
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The youngest stage, at my disposal. contains an embryo in the stage 
of a bilaminar blastocyst, lying free in the uterine lumen near the place 
where soon it would have fixed itself to the lateral walls of the uterus 
(fig. 1) . Here, as H UBRECHT also mentions, the implantation sites are 

Fig. 1. Cross section of the uterus with an embryo in the early blastocyst stage, before 
it has attached itself to the uterine wal!. X 30. 

already clearly indicated before the embryo comes in direct contact with 
them. It is , therefore, likely that this is the only place along the leng th of 
each uterine horn where an embryo can implant. In other words, in 
Tupaia, like in Elephantulus, implantation is strictly localised and 
orientated. The implantation sites are richly vascularised; the circular 
musculature is even interrupted where the bloodvessels enter the endo~ 
metrium. These vessels, the arteries as weIl as the veins, branch repeatedly 
af ter their entrance into the endometrium. 

An obvious characteristic of the implantation sites is the absence of 
glands. HUBREcHT says that, here near the surface, the glands have become 
reduced (rückgebildet) and that they remain only in the deeper part of 
the mucosa. This statement is not quite correct. Along the whole circum~ 
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ference of the uterus the glands are very numerous in the deeper part of 
the mucosa facing the circular musculature. These glands usually continue 
as irregularly curved tubes through the more superficial region of the 
mucosa. to open anywhere in the uterine lumen. This. at the level of 
implantation. is particularly c1ear in the antimesometrial wall (fig. 1). 
In the lateral walls. however. the glandular tubes are deflected and form. 
on the whoIe, a simple curve round the implantation sites. Therefore. the 
glands here can often be seen in sections as long and nearly straight tubes 
surrounding the implantation area. The glands. seen below the implantation 
site. therefore are not reduced. nor do they end blindly. but they go in a 
wide swoop round the implantation area on their way to the uterine lumen. 

When the embryo has developed 12 pairs of somites the two lateral 
placentas are well established (fig. 2) and their structure is revealed 
(fig. 3). Only the very first beginning of the allantois may be discerned. 
The yolksac. which is now trilaminar. is alone in contact with the inner 

Fig. 2. Cross section of the uterus contarning an embryo with 12 somites. X 20. 
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surface of the maternal part of the placenta and extends over the whole of 
it. Facing the muscularis, all round the uterus, the stroma consists of a layer 
of rather dense fibrous tissue in which the coiled deeper parts of the 
glands are embedded. Underneath the placenta there are relatively few 

Fig . 3. Part of a cross section of the placenta of the same specimen as shown in fig. 2. 
The section is the next one to that shown in fig. 2. X 100. 

glands, which may be caused by the stretching of the uterine wall. These 
glands can be traced to the circumference of the circular placentas, where 
they open into the uterine lumen. Underneath the placenta, at the in si de 
of the layer of glands, the fibres become very delicate and few in number: 
in the rest of the uterine wall the thicker layer of glands extends nearly 
to the uterine epithelium. 

At this stage the placentas are very obvious structures. The maternal 
part, called by DE LANGE (1933) the "Plazentarscheiben", is derived from 
the vascular tissue, without glands, the "Plazentarleisten" of DE LANGE, 
that can be observed before the attachment of the embryo (fig. 1). For 
the greater' part these plaques consist of a very dense tissue, crowded 
with nuclei. The number of nuclei steadily increases as is shown by the 
great number of mitotic figures in the deeper region. It is obvious that a 
vigorous growth of this layer takes place. However, whereas it grows at 
the peripheral side, this layer is dissolved and digested on the inside. 
About in the middle of this layer the darkly stained nuclei congregate in 
larger or smaller clusters. The individual nuclei can still be discerned at 
this level, but more to the inside the nuclei break up and only a dark 
irregular mass of chroma tic substance is left. Between these clusters of 
nuclei, or what remains of them, the tissue is very open with only a few 
scattered and apparently healthy nuclei, many bloodvessels are embedded 
in this tissue, the trophospongia of HUBRECHT. 

On the inside this placenta is covered by the trilaminar yolksac. The 
trophoblast can be seen penetrating into the maternal tissue with short 
blunt protruberances, but the mesoderm, richly supplied with omphaloidean 
vessels, does not penetrate at all. 

Concerning the bloodvessels, many arteries can be seen penetrating into 
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the placental disc from the muscularis. These arteries. glVmg oH several 
branches at all levels into the dense layer. pursue on the whole a straight 
course. until they reach the necrotic mass near the inner aspect of the 
placenta. Here they branch up into smaller vessels. A rich network of 
small vessels can be observed in the necrotic tissue. where they are more 
obvious. and in the densely nucleated tissue. where these vessels can be 
seen only with some diHiculty. The larger veins assembIe the maternal 
blood near the peripheral surface. Therefore. on the whole the maternal 
blood flows through the placenta from the inner. embryonic. side towards 
the periphery. The straight course of these arteries. and the fact that 
they give oH small side branches at any level. shows that they are 
certainly not coiled arteries. As coiled arteries are so conspicuous a feature 
in the uterus of Elephantulus during early pregnancy. their absence in 
Tupaia is noteworthy. the more so as coiled arteries also occur in the 
Centetidae and in Erinaceus amongst the Insectivores and in monkeys. 
apes and man amongst the Primates. 

In the next stage available. the length of the embryo. unfortunately. 
could not be measured. The allantois is in the process of spreading out 
over the inner surface of the placenta. here replacing the yolksac. Here 
and there the allantoic mesoderm. carrying embryonic bloodvessels. starts 
to penetrate into the placenta as blunt processes (fig. 4) . It is obvious 

Fig. 4. Part of a cross section of the placenta at the Urne when the allantois is spreading 
out over it. X 100. 

that at th is stage the densely nucleated tissue. forming the peripheral part 
of the placenta. has considerably decreased in thickness as compared with 
the earlier stage. and that notwithstanding the vigorous mitotic activity 
of the earlier stage. Even at th is stage several nuclear divisions could be 
observed. indicating th at active growth of this layer continues. But at a 
greater rate than it is formed. this layer disintegrates at its inner aspect. 
The dark masses of breaking down nuclei with the up en spaces between 
them. now occupy about the middle third of the placenta. The trophoblast 
has penetrated deeper and evidently absorbs the disintegrating mass. Of ten 
it is diHicult to define the surface of the trophoblast exactly. because in 
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the first place here and there some healthy maternal cells are left and in 
the secondplace the trophoblast is of ten less den se where it penetrates 
deepest (fig. 5) . 

HUBRECHT also described this increasing thickness of the trophoblast 
at the expense of the maternal trophospongia. According to him the 

Fig. 5. A small part of the same placenta as shown in fig. 4. near the edge of the 
allantois. X 5()(). 

deepest penetrations are formed by plasmoditrophoblast. whereas the 
cytotrophoblast is found nearer the embryonic side. It may be true that 
at places. where the trophoblast has penetrated deepest. the cell membranes 
are absent; if so then these areas are of very limited dimensions and only 
transitory in nature. The greater part of the trophoblast definitely is 
cellular (fig. 5). On the other hand. I could not ob serve amitotic nuclear 
division in the trophoblast. which was mentioned by HUBRECHT. All 
nuclear divisions in the trophoblast are mitotic ones. According to 
HUBRECHT the trophoblast cells. upon making contact with the uterine 
epithelium. increase in size and their nuclei become larger; he also speaks 
about megalocaryocytes. The trophoblastic nuclei are of ten somewhat 
larger than the nuclei of the maternal tissue. but giant ceIls. which are 
so obvious in Elephantulus. as weIl as in several other mammaIs. do not 
occur in Tupaia in neither the maternal nor the embryonic tissues and at 
no stage of the development. 

The process of penetration of the trophoblast continues in the following 
stages th at could be studied. When the embryo is 7.14 mm long. the 
trophoblast. weIl supplied now with embryonic bloodvessels. occupies more 
than half the thickness of the placenta. Only a thin layer of the densely 
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nucleated maternal tissue is left at the outer surf ace. otherwise the whole 
peripheral part of the placenta consists of the necrotic trophospongia. 
In the next stage the embryo. in sections. is 11.34 mm long. Some isolated 
patches of the healthy maternal tissue are Ie ft at the periphery of the 
placenta and the trophospongia is reduced to a narrow layer. Otherwise 
the whole placenta consists of trophoblastic tissue with a network of 
allantoic vessels. When the embryo is 17.40 mm long. hardly any necrotic 
trophospongia is left. 

It may be worth mentioning. by the way. that the embryonic erythrocytes 
are still nucleated when the embryo is 11.34 mm long. but that they have 
lost their nuclei at the 17.40 mm stage. There may be some relation between 
the final establishment of the placenta and the loss of these nuclei. 

Of major importance is the fate of the maternal bloodvessels in the 
placenta. HUBRECHT says that the numerous maternal capillaries become 
surrounded by the proliferating trophoblast that penetrates into the 
trophospongia. Af ter some time the endothelium of these maternal vessels 
should disintegrate. as was described by NOLF in Vespertilio. In th is way 
the maternal blood should penetrate into the system of lacunae inside the 
trophoblast. DE LANGE (1933) accordingly classifies the placenta of 
Tupaia as a haemo-chorial one. It has been mentioned already that the 
placental arteries. upon leaving the muscularis. penetrate. in a nearly 
straight course. through the whole thickness of the placenta. although side 
branches are given off at different levels. This fact considerably facilitates 
the observation of these maternal vessels . It is easy to trace the course of 
an artery from the muscularis to deep in the placenta. As can be expected 
the endothelium is present in the densely nucleated. healthy. zone of the 
placenta and it is continuous with the endothelium of the same artery 
in the muscularis. In the decaying trophospongia the necrosis affects the 
densely nucleated tissue only. but the endothelium of the vessels is left 
intact (fig. 5) . The endothelial nuclei have a healthy appearance. This 
endothelium again is continuous with that of the main arteries that 
penetrate into the placenta. Even the cells, immediately surrounding the 
si de branches and further vessels of a capillary size. prove to be more 
resistant than the main mass of maternal tissue. although the nuclei become 
more pycnotic upon the approach of the trophoblast. and finally these 
cells succumb to the digestive influence of the trophoblast. But the 
endothelium of the maternal vessels remains intact even wh en these vessels 
are finally completely surrounded by the trophoblast (fig. 5). Even at 
later stages. wh en the densely nucleated tissue and finally the tropho
spongia have completely disappeared. the continuity of the endothelium 
of the radial arteries with that of the capillary network could be established 
without any doubt (fig. 6). Therefore. the placenta of Tupaia is not of 
the haemo-chorial but of the endothelio-chorial type. according to 
GRoSSER" s classification. 

The dual placenta of Tupaia is different from th at of Elephantulus and 
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of Insectivores like Erinaceus and the Soricidae. on the one hand. as 
weIl as from the placenta of Tarsius and the monkeys. on the other hand. 
in several respects. It differs in its general position. being located in the 
lateral walls of the uterus. whereas the embryo itself faces the antimesomet~ 

Fig. 6. A small part of the placenta associated with an embryo. at least 28 mmo long. 
A placental artery is shown in the centre. The matemal blood is black. the embryonic 

blood white. X 200. 

rial pole. It differs in its histologieal structure. being an endothelio~chorial 
placenta. And finally the whole mechanism of feeding the embryo is 
different. In Elephantulus and the other Insectivores and Primates. 
enumerated above. the embryo is fed by an exchange of substances 
between the maternal and embryonie blood. In Tupaia the mother builds 
up a highly nutritive substance in the form of the densely nucleated tissue 
and this is digested by the embryo. There will be. of course. an exchange 
between the embryonie and maternal blood as weIl. but one gets the 
impression that the decaying trophospongia is the main source of food 
for the developing embryo. 

It is generally accepted nowadays that Tupaia is closely related to the 
Primates. in particular to the Lemuroidea. The systematie position of the 
Macroscelididae. however. is held to be more dubious; if they are supposed 
to be related at all to the Primates. th en this should be through their 
affinities to Tupaia. I discussed the pros and cons of this taxonomie 
problem in more detail elsewhere (VAN DER HORST. 1950). It is remarkable 
th at. concerning the placenta in all its aspects, Elephantulus closely agrees 
with the Primates. In partieular the early placenta of Tarsius structurally 
is hardly different from that of Elephantulus. although Tarsius has the 
secondary placenta of the monkeys and Elephantulus the primary one 
with only a rudiment of the secondary. This haemo~chorial placenta is a 
characteristie common to several Insectivores and Primates. Tupaia has 
lost this placenta and in this respect it ag rees with the Lemuroidea. But 
Tupaia differs from the Lemuroidea in having a double endothelio~chorial 
placenta. The latter have a weIl~developed epithelio~chorial placenta with 
of ten complicated interdigitations of the maternal and embryonic tissues. 

In Tupaia the uterine glands remain functional at least for a long time. 
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if not during the whole period of pregnancy. In the oldest stage available, 
with an embryo at least 28 mm long , the glands do not show any sign of 
diminished activity and a capillary network can of ten be seen surrounding 
them. In Elephantulus, at this stage, the glands have long since disappeared. 
In the Lemuroidea, with their epithelio~chorial placenta, the growing 
embryo is fed by glandular secretion. In Tupaia the uterine glands also 
feed the embryo, although they supply only part of the necessary nutriment. 
But in contrast to the Lemuroidea, no interdigitations of the uterine and 
embryonic tissues have been elaborated ; both the uterine epithelium and 
the trophoblast have a smooth surface where they are in close approxim~ 
ation to each other. This contact can only be considered as an epithelio~ 
choria I placenta of a primitive type. It can be added that it is a yolksac 
placenta, as is clearly shown by the layer of very large entodermal cells 
that are separated from the trophoblast by a solid mesoderm layer. In the 
area of the endothelio~chorial placentas the yolksac is replaced by the 
allantois. but the latter does not extend further , nor does even the extra~ 
embryonic coelom penetrate between the entoderm of the yolksac and the 
trophoblast in the reg ion outside the endothelio~chorial placentas. 

It may be concluded that Tupaia lost the original haemo~chorial placenta 
found in other Insectivores and Primates. The nutrition of the embryo by 
the uterine glands gained in importance as compared with Elephantulus 
but it did not reach the same level of perfection as in the Lemuroidea, 
where the uterine glands are the only source of food for the embryo. In 
Tupaia a double endothelio~chorial placenta has been evolved instead, 
a type of placenta which otherwise does not occur in the Insectivores or 
Primates. 
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Zoology. - The changes in the cytology of the adrenals of Rana esculenta 
following hypophysectomy. By J. W. SLUITER. J. C. A. MIGHORST 
and G. J. VAN OORDT. (Zoological Laboratory. Dept. of Endo
crinology. University of Utrecht.) (Communicated by Prof. CHR. 
P. RAVEN.) 

(Commwlicated at the meeting of November 26. 1949.) 

1. Introduction. 

Following investigations into the regulation of spermatogenesis in the 
Erog. the influence of the pituitary on the adrenals of the green frog. 
Rana esculenta. has now been studied. 

The literature on this subject relates particularly to experiments with 
hypophysectomized Rana-Iarvae. in which a regression of the interrenal 
tissue has been observed (SMITH. 1920). Af ter the administration of 
adrenocorticotrope hormone the adrenals soon recover (SMITH and SMITH. 
1923; ATWELL. 1935). 

Similar results have been obtained in adult Amphibians. According to 
ADAMS and BoVD (1933) the size of the nuclei of the interrenal cells of the 
adrenals.as weIl as their lipoid content. decreases in Triturus viridescens. 
and PORTO (1940) has described a hypofunction in the adrenal lipoid cells 
(the interrenal ceIls) af ter removal of the anterior lobe of the pituitary in 
Bufo arenarum. Following injections of extracts of the anterior lobes of 
the pituitaries of both toads and mammals these cells resume their normal 
function. 

It is our intention to trace the regression of the adrenal cells af ter 
hypophysectomy in adult specimens of Rana esculenta during a period of 
2-9 months following the operation. Before describing these changes. 
however. it may be usefuI. in view of the KonsuloH-test. which is used 
more and more for clinical purposes. to describe at length MIGHORST'S 
method of hypophysectomy (MIGHORST et al.. 1949). This method is 
somewhat simpIer than that used by SERVANTIE et al. (1947) and other 
workers. 

2. Material and methods. 

On Oct. 11 and 13. 1948 more than 100 specimens of Rana esculenta 
were hypophysectomized in the following manner. 

Af ter the frog has been anaesthetized by means of saturated ether
vapour and has been laid on a cork-plate. its mouth is opened as widely 
as possible with the help of two curved pins. which are hooked behind the 
upper and lower jaw respectively. The pin holding the lower jaw is connected 
to a string. fastened on the cork-plate behind the anima 1. Then the mucous 
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membrane of the palate is cut open in the median line from A to Al 
(fig. 1) l) and the margins of the cut are pulled aside. Next, the para~ 
sphenoidal bone is superficially incised with a pair of scissors a t the points 
I , 2 and 3, indicated in fig . I , and, using a pair of strong tweezers , is 

:-'"c---fmj~-I-----\-è-- m. relt: dol} 
-;---;fff7---+--\+-- a jJa/ö I 
""'-''+r-Il<'----;- -H-- jJarasph 

+\t-- ----4-- - -j- a. carvll.~! 
- --'r--- - ----J-- m. lev: S'cap. 

Fig. 1. R ana esculenta. The parasphenoidal bone, as se en before excision. 

broken oH here and at its joint with the first vertebra. The musculu5' 
retractor bulbi is cut , wh ere it joins the parasphenoidal bone. Of course it 
is important not to damage the arteries. 

Under a dissection microscope a horseshoe-shaped section (the opening 
of the hors es hoe directed forward) is made in the cartilage, lying under 
the parasphenoidal bone. That part of the cartilage cut out is bent forward 
and kept in this position with the aid of a preparation needIe. Now the 
brain is visible (fig. 2 in which , however, this cartilage is not shown). 
The entire pituitary is removed with the help of a small pipette (the 
diameter of which is of about the same size as the pituitary) and a narrow 
rubber tube by means of the adjustable sucking force of the operator's 
mouth. 

After hypophysectomy the situation is as in fig. 3. The cartilaginous 
lid is th en replaced in its natural position, and the wound in the mucous 
membrane in the palate is sewn up with surgical thread. Next the animals 
are placed separately into glass bowls with about 3 cm water, in which they 
rapidly recover. 

1) To c1a rify the situation cuts perpendicular to line AAl are also drawn in fig . 1. 
but it is not necessary to make these cuts during the operation. 
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Fig. 2. R,ana esculenta. The pituitary as seen af ter the removal of the parasphenoidal 
bone and the partial removal of the underlying cartilage. 

Fig. 3. R,ana esculenta. The base of the brain as seen af ter hypophysectomy. 
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In Rana esculenta the mortality following the operation is about 10-20 
per cent; during the breeding season, however, it is very high and of ten 
reaches 100 per cent. Thus, it is ohvious that during the breeding period the 
pituitary has a much greater influence on the frog's body than at other 
times. 

The hypophysectomized frogs were kept together with controls in a 
large vivarium at room temperature and fed copiously with mealworms, 
which were taken actively. Some experimental frogs were kept alive until 
July 1949 and so survived the operation for about 9 months. Experimentals 
and controls were killed at regular intervals and their adrenals fixed in 
Kolster's fIuid, sectioned (3,t) , and stained with Altmann's acid-fuchsin 
combined with brilliant-cresyl-blue. 

3. Results. 

The normal adrenal. The adrenal of the frog is composed of tissue 
strands which are separated by large blood lacunae. In these strands many 
interrenal and few suprarenal cells are to be found. Thus a true cortex 
and medulla are absent (fig. 4a). 

Fig. 4. Rana eseulenta. Cross sections of adrenal strands. The size of each fig. is 
approximately proportional to the size of the adrenals. Fig. 4a: Control-specimen, killed 
Dec. 7, 1949. Figs 4b and 4e: experimentals, hypophysectomized on Oct. 13, 1948, and 
killed respectively on Dec. 7, 1948 and May 23, 1949. Fixation: Kolster's fluid ; Altmann-

staining. (X 2000.) 

As in the higher vertebrates the interrenal cells are characterized by 
lipoid droplets which fill these cells totally, while the suprarenal ce lis 
possess a chromophil plasm in which lipoid droplets are lacking. In addition 
to these two cell types, so-called "summer-cells" are scattered in the frog's 
adrenal. These are filled with numerous fuchsinophil granules. 
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From October till July only insignificant fluctuations in the lipoid content 
take place in the interrenal cells of frogs caught in the wild and of normal 
control frogs kept in confinement in the laboratory. 

The adrenals following hypophyseetomy. The first differences between 
adrenals of norm al controls and of hypophysectomized frogs were visible 
about 2 months af ter the operation. On Dec. 7. 19i8 some of the experi
mentals possessed adrenals in which several interrenal cells showed 
shrinkage of the nuclei and an almost total absence of lipoid droplets. but 
the suprarenal and summer-cells were still normal (fig. ib). 

On Jan. i, 1949 the nuclei of all 3 cell types in the experimental frogs 
were distinctly smaller than those of con trol specimens: lipoid droplets 
were scarce and the whole gland had shrunk. 

In March the adrenals showed no distinct deviations from those in 
January. but during May 1949 the regression of the adrenals had 
proceeded much further (fig. ie). Then most of the cells possessed still 
smaller nuclei and still less protoplasm in which the mitochondria were 
strongly concentrated; lipoid droplets were al most entirely lacking. 
Summer-cells and interrenal cells were difficult to distinguish from each 
other; the suprarenal cells were less affected. 

The cytology of the adrenals in the experimental frogs in July was about 
the same as that of the adrenals in the experimental frogs in May. The 
cells were reduced in si ze. but nevertheless some still contained small 
numbers of lipoid droplets. Consequently it is evident that the adrenal 
regression following hypophysectomy in October reached its maximum 
in May of the following year. 

Summarizing, we can conclude that af ter hypophysectomy the cytology 
of the adrenals shows several typical features, suggesting a hypofunction 
of the cells. First. about 2 months af ter the operation the interrenal cells 
are affected; later the two other celI types (suprarenal and summer-cells) 
also show a distinct regression . Maximum adrenal regression does not 
occur until 7 months af ter hypophysectomy. 

Aeknowledgement. We wish to express our sincere thanks to Or W. S. 
BULLOUGH (Sheffield) for correcting the English text of the present paper. 
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Mathematics. - On the number of terms of the square and the cube of 
polynomials. By W. VERDENlUS. (Communicated by Prof. J. G. 
VAN DER CORPUT.) 

(Communicated at the meeting of November 26, 1949.) 

§ 1. On the square of polynomials. 
n 

A polynomial I ah Xh of the n th degree is ca lied complete if every 
h=O 

coefficient ah is different from zero. 
We intend to prove in th is section for every positive integer n the 

existence of a rea I complete polynomial f(x) of the nth degree such that 
[2 (x) consists of less than t (312 "log B - 18) terms, and moreover the 
existence of a complete polynomical f(x) of the n,h degree with real 
integer coefficients such that f2(x) consists of less than t (162 n'log6-12} 
terms. 

We have 

13log 8 = 0.810 ... < 910g 6 = 0.819 ... < 1. 

As a special case we obtain the result, found by ERDÖS, that it is 
possible to construct for every positive integer n a rea I polynomial f (x) 
with n coefficients ~ 0 such that f2(x) contains Ie ss than c n1 terms,. 
where 'Y < 1 and c are absolute constants 1). 

For the proof of our theorem we need three lemmas. 

Lemma 1. There exists a complete polynomial P(x) of the 8th degree 
with integer coefficients, such that P2 (x) does not contain the terms with 
exponent 2. 3, 4. 5 and 11. 12, 13. 14. 

Proof: 1f2) 

Q ( ) -1 + 2 2 2 + 4 3 10 1 + 
X - i7 x- l x 7 f7 x - 49 x 

+ 4 5 2 6 + 2 7 + _JI 
7 (jX -lX V7 x .r, 

then Q2(x) does not contain the terms with the mentioned exponents. 

Consequently the polynomial Q (x{7) satisfies all conditions of the lemma. 

1) P. ERDÖS, On the number of terms of the square of a polynomial. Nieuw Archief 
voor Wiskunde 23, 63---65 (1948). 

Ci. A. RÉNYI. On the minimal number of terms of the square of a polynomial. 
Hungarica Acta Mathematica 1. 30-34 (1947). 

2) This polynomial is already used by RÉNYI in his publication cited in the note 1) _ 
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Lemma 2. T here exists a real complete polynomial P (x) of the 12th 

degree such that P 2(x) does not contain the terms with exponent 3, 4,5, 
6, 7, 8 and 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21 . 

Proof: It is sufficient to prove that the numbers qn ()., ft ) , defined by 
the ex pan sion 

f l + 22,ux+,u2 x 2 = 1 qn (2, ft) xn, 
n=O 

satisfy for suitable chosen real }. and ,u the relations 

In fact , the polynomial 

satisfies the relation 

where Q(x) denotes a power series. Consequently 

p2 (x) = 1 + 22,u x + ,u2 X + x 9 R (x), 

where R (x) is a polynomial of degree 15 and in virtue of the symmetry 
of P(x) its square contains neither a term with exponent ~ 16 and :s:; 21. 

The numbers 

q1 (2,,u) = - 2-3 ,u1 (l2 -1) (522 -1); 

q5 (2, ft) = 2-3 2,u5 (l2-1) (722-3); 

q7 (2,,u) = 2-4 2,u7 ().2_1) (3321-30).2 + 5); 

qs ().,,u) = - 2-7 ,uS ().2_I) (429).6_495).4 + 135).2-5) 

possess for each }. and fl the property 

q~ qs - q4 q~ = 2-13 .11 ,u IS 22 (22 _1)5 16i 26 + 5 ().2 -1)3 1. 

Consequently, if we choose 4 }.2 = 5~ (l_}.2 ) , that is 

th en we have for each ,u the relation q; qs = q1 q~. In that case q5 and q7 
have the same sign if fl "# 0, so that we can choose 

,u = 1/ q5 ()., 1) . 
V q7 ()., 1) 

Then we have 
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For that choice not only q4 and qs. but also 

qo = 1. ql = lp.. q2 = - 2-1 p.2 (12-1). q3 = 2-1 lp.3 (12-1) 

and 

are different from zero. 
A polynomial g (x) is ca lIed periodic (oE order 2) with the length h. 

when there exist h positive integers nl < n2 < ... < nh such that g(x) 
contains. apart Erom the constant term. only terms with exponent nt + r nh. 
where t = 1. . ... hand r = O. 1. 

Lemma 3. Let k be a positive integer 3) and P (x) be a polynomial of 

degree 4 k. with the property. that in P2 (x) do not occur the terms with 
exponent k. k + 1 ..... 3 k-1 and 5 k+ 1 ..... 7 k. Suppose that the poly
nomial g(x) is periodic with the length hand of degree 2 n. Then for 
each 1 =P 0 the polynomial f (x) P2 (À- xn) is periodie with the length 
2h(k + 1) + 1. 

Proof: Let g(x) contain. apart Erom the constant term. only 
terms with exponent nt+rm. where t=l ....• h; r=O.1 and 
0< n 1 < ... < nh = n. Since in P2(x) the exponents k . .... 3 k-l and 
5 k + 1. .... 7 k do not occur. the polynomial g(x) p2(),xn) contains only 
terms with exponent u nh and nt + (u + r)nh. wh ere t = 1. .... h; r = O. 1 
and u belongs to the system S formed by the integers satisEying 
o -= u -= k-l. 3 k -= u -= 5 k and 7 k + 1 -= u -= 8 k. This system S contains 
only 3 numbers v. such that v-I does not occur in the system Eormed by 
the numbers u + r. viz. v = O. v = 3 k and v = 7 k + 1. Because 
nt + (u + r) nh = (u + r + 1) nh Eor t = h. the polynomial 
f(x) P2 (À-x n) obtains therefore only terms exponent 0. 3 knh . (7 k + 1) nh 
and 

We divide the system oE these numbers. apart Erom zero. in two 
systems. viz. 

Jknh. nt + WI nh (t= 1. .•.• h; 0 -= WI -= k. Jk -= WI -= o4k) 

(7 k + 1) nh. nt + W2 nh (t = 1. .... h; 4 k + 1 -= W2 -= 5 k + 1. 
7k+ l-=w2-=8k+ 1). 

When we add tO each number oE the Eirst sYStem its largest number. 
that is (4 k + 1) nh. we get the second system. The number of terms oE 
each system is 2 h (k + 1) + 1. This completes the prooE. 

3) We only need k = 2 and 3. Wh en k = 1 the result is not interesting because th en 
P{x) is not complete. 
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Proof of the theorem. Suppose k = 2 or 3 and let P(x) be the 
polynomial of lemma 1 if k = 2 and that of lemma 2 when k = 3. Consider 
the polynomial 

F N (x) = (I + x) P (À. x) P (À2 X1k+l) .•• P (ÀN .xl1k+I)N-I). 

wh ere N is a non-negative integer and À1 • . ..• ÀN are integers. all -=I=- O. 
which will be chosen later. 

We show by mathematical induction that FN(X) is for suitably chosen 

i' l' .. . • ÀN a complete polynomial of degree (i k + l)N and that F~ (x) is 
periodic with the length 

(2k + 2)N+J - 1 
h = 2k + 1 • 

This is clear for N = O. Suppose now that N ~ 1 and that this assertion 
is true wh en N is replaced by N - 1. Because FN- I (x) is complete and 

of degree (i k + 1 )N-I it is possible to choose the integer }.N in such a 
way. that F N(X) is complete. From lemma 1 and 2 we know that P(x) 

is of degree ik. Consequently FN(X) is of degree (ik+ 1)N. Since 

FFv-, (x) is periodic with the length 

(2k + 2)N - 1 
2k+ 1 

it follows from lemma 3 that F~(x) is periodic with the lcngth h. 
By means of th is polynomial F N (x) we construct for every positive 

integer n a polynomial f(x) of the n th degree. whose square consists of 
less than 

6 (ik + 1) (k + 1) (1k+1)log(2k+2) _ ~ 
2k + 1 n 2k + I 

terms. IE n is given. we define the four integers N. m. a and b. by 

and 

n = am + b. 1 oe:: a oe:: ik. 0 oe:: b oe:: m-l. 

In the polynomial 

[(x) = FN (x) (1 + /AI xm + ... + fia-I x(a-I)m + /Aa x(a-I)m+b) 

we can choose the integers fil ..... fia all -=I=- O. so that f (x) is complete 
and of degree n. because F N(X) is complete and of degree m. By squaring 
we ob ta in 

2 2(a-1) 2(a-1) 
[2 (x) = F N (x) ( I Ph xhm + I qh xhm+b + /A~ ,x2(a-l)m+2b)), 

h:O h=a-I 
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wh ere ph and qh are integers. Because F~ (x) is periodic it is easy to see 
that [2 (x) consists of at most 

((2a-l) h + h + 1) + (ah + h + 1) + (2h + 1) 

terms. With 

h _ (2k + 2)N+l - 1 == 2 (k + 1) (4k+I)loll(2k+2) ___ 1_ 
- 2k + 1 - 2k + 1 n 2k + 1 

and 1 S; a ~ -4 k we get the required upper bound for the number of terms 
of [2(x). 

One final remark: IE we should take in stead of P(x) of lemma 1 or 2 a 
complete polynomial P(x) of degree 4 k with the properties mentioned in 
lemma 3, we could construCt a complete polynomial of degree n in such a 
way that f2(x) consists of less than 

c (k) n(4k+l)loll(2k+2J, 

terms, where k denotes an integer ;;;: 2 and c (k) is a constant only 
depending on k. But since 

1310g 8 < (1k+l)log (2k + 2) (k = 2, 4, 5, ... ) 

this result would not be very interesting. 

§ 2. On the cube of polynomials. 

We propose to prove the existence of two positive constants y < 1 an c 
such that it is possible to construct for every positive integer n a complete 
polynomial [(x) of the nth degree with the property that f3(x) consists 
of less than c n7 terms. Here "complete polynomial" has the same meaning 
as in § 1. 

For the proof we need two lemmas. 

Lemma 4. There exists a complete polynomial P(x) of degree 
2 k = 270, such that the terms with exponents k - 2, k - I , k, 3 k - I, 
3 k, 3'k'+ I, 5 k, 5 k + 1, 5 k + 2 do not occur in P3(x). 

Proof: The coefficients of x 5 and x 6 in Q3 (x). where 

Q (x) = 1 + al x + a2 x 2 + al x3 + x 1
, 

are equal to 3 al (a~ + a~ + 2 8 2 + 2) and a~ + 6 a~ a2 + 6 a~ + 6 a2 . 
Therefore Q3(x) does not contain the terms with exponents 5 and 6 if the 
coefficients al =1= 0 and a2 =1= 0 are so chosen that 

a~ + a~ + 2a2 + 2 = 0 ; a~ + 6a2 - 6 (a 2 + 1) (a~ + 2a2 + 2) = O. 

That neither the term x 7 occurs follows from the symmetry of Q(x). 

Similarly we Eind for the polynomial 

R (x) = 1 + x - x 2 + bx3 
- 2 bx1 + bx5 

- x6 + x 7 + x 8
, 
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that the terms with exponents 2, 4, 11, 13, 20 and 22 do not occur in 
R3 (x), if the coefficient b -::j: 0 satisfies the equation 

5 b3 + 5 b2 + 4 b - 1 = O. 

The polynomial 

where 

and wh ere 2 and p, are so chosen, that P(x) is complete, possesses the 
required properties. In fact, Q3 (J. x 6 ) contains only terms with exponents 
0, 6, 12,24,48, 54, 60, 66 and 72, so that the terms with exponent 43,44. 
45, 46 and 47 do not occur in S3(x)Q3(2x6 ). As R3(p,x30 ) does not 
contain a term with exponent 30 h. wh ere h = 2. 4, 11, 13, 20 and 22. 
the polynomial P3(x) does not contain a term with exponent 133. 134. 
135, 136, 137. 403, 404, 405, 406, 407. 673, 674, 675, 676 and 677. 

A polynomial g (x) is called periodic (of order 3) with the length h. 
when there exist h positive integers n 1 < n2 < ... < nh such that g(x) 
contains, apart from the constant term, only terms with exponent 
nt + r nh. where t = 1. .... hand r = O. 1. 2. 

Lemma 5. Let P(x) be a polynomial with the property mentioned in 
lemma 4. Suppose g(x) is aperiodie polynomial with the length hand 
degree 3 n. Then tor eaeh J. -::j: 0 the polynomial [(x) P3 (Je xn) is periodie 
with the length 270 h + 1. 

Proof: Suppose that g(x) contains, apart from the constant term, only 
terms with exponent nt + r nh. where t = I, ... ,h and r = 0, 1. 2 and 
moreover 0 < n1 < ... < nh = n. Let 2 k denote the degree of P (x). By 
lemma 4 the polynomial p3 (2 xn) contains only terms with exponent u nh, 
where u belongs to the system S, defined by 0 ~ u ~ 6 k, u -::j: k - 2, k - I, 
k, 3 k-l, 3 k, 3 k + I, 5 k,S k + I, 5 k + 2. Consequently the polynomial 
[(x) P 3U.x n) contains only terms with exponent u nh and nt + (u + r)nh, 
where t = I, ... , h; r = 0, I, 2 and u belongs to S. This system S, contains 
only four numbers v such that v-I does not occur in the system formed 
by the numbers u + r, viz. v = 0, k + I, 3 k + 2 and 5 k + 3. Since 
nt + (u + r) nh = (u + r + 1)nh for t = h, the polynomial [(x)P3(}.x nh ) 
contains th~refore only the terms with exponent 0, (k + 1 )nh. (3 k + 2)nh, 

(5 k + 3) nh and nt + wnh (t = 1. ...• h; 0 -== w -== 6 k + 2, w *" k, 3 k + 1. 
5 k + 2). The system formed by these exponents apart from zero can be 
divided in three systems, viz. 

(k + I) nh, nt + w. nh (t = I, ... , h; 0 -== w. -== 2 k. w =I=- k) 

(3 k + 2) nh, nt + W2 nh (t = 1. .... h ; 2 k + 1 -== W2 -== 4 k + 1. w *" 3 k + 1) 

(5 k + 3) nh, nt + W3 nh (t = I, ... , h; '1 k + 2 -== W3 -== 6 k + 2. w *" 5 k + 2). 
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It is cIear that when we add to each numher of the first system its largest 
number. that is (2 k + 1 )nh. we get the second and when it is added to 
each numher of the second system we get the third. The number of elements 
in each system is cIearly 2 k h + 1 = 270 h + 1. and so the lemma is 
proved. 

Proof of the theorem. Consider the polynomial 

FN (x) = (1 + x) P ().I x) P ().2 X 271 ) •• • P ().N x271N- I). 

where N is a non-negative integer and P(x) has the same meaning as in 
lemma 4. 

As in § 1 it is easy to prove that FN(X) is for suitably chosen ).1 ' .• . • ).N 

a complete polynomial of degree 271N and F~(x) is periodic of the third 
order with the length 

IE n is given. we define the four integers N, m, a and b by 

N=[2711ogn]. m=271 N
• 

and 

n = am + b. 1 -= a -= 270. 0 -= b -= m - 1. 

The polynomial f(x) = FN(X)G(X) . where 

G (x) = 1 + PI xm + ... + Pa-I X<a-I) m + Pa x(a-I)m+b 

is Eor suitably chosen Pl ..... pa (all # 0) complete of degree n. because 
FN(X) is complete of degree m. Since G(x) consists of at most 271 terms. 
its cube has less than 271 3 terms. Consequently the numbers of terms of 
[3(x) is less than 2713 (3 h + 1). 

We choose r = 271 log 270 < 1. In virtue of 27oN~nm'ogn we get that 
for suitable c the number of terms of f3 (x) is less than c n1• 

Mathematisch Instituut der 
Technische Hogeschool. Delft. 
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